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1. Name of Property

historic name

other names/site number Alphabet Historic District; West End Historic District • 
______________ i\iob Hill Historic District________________ 
2. Location

street & number Multiple Properties 
city or town Portland________
state _____Oregon______code
zip code _____________

N/A not for publication

OR county Multnomah
N/A vicinity

code 051

3. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1986, as amended, I hereby certify that this g] 
nomination^] request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the National 
Register ofTUstoric Places an*f meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my opinion, 
the property [X] meets Q does not meet the National Register Criteria. I recommend that this property be considered significant 
rjnatjonally [~]statevyidej^; locally, (fj Septontinuation sheet for additional comments.)

signature of certifying official r_)ep.Date
17 , 2000

SHPO
Oregon Statp. Historic Preservation Office 

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property fj meets fj does not meet the National Register criteria, (fj See continuation sheet for additional 
comments.)

Signature of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

4. National Park Service Certification
, hereby certify that this property is: Date of Action

entered in the National Register
fJSee continuation sheet. 

fj determined eligible for the National Register
rj See continuation sheet. 

fj determined not eligible for the National Register 
Q removed from the National Register 
n other (explain): _____ -
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5. Classification

Ownership of Property
(Check as many boxes as apply)

private 
public-local 
public-State 
public-Federal

Category of Property
(Check only one box)

building
district
site

_ structure 
~ object

Name of related multiple property listing
(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing.)

N/A

Number of Resources within Property
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count)
Contributing Noncontributing

478 157

478 157

_buildings 
_sites 
_structures 
"objects 
Total

Number of contributing resources previously 
listed in the National Register

(See Architecture, Section 7 for details)_____

6. Function or Use
Historic Functions
(Enter categories from instructions)

DOMESTIC: Single Dwelling

DOMESTIC: Multiple Dwelling 

SOCIAL: Civic________

RELIGION: Religious Facility 

COMMERCE/TRADE: Business

Current Functions
(Enter categories from instructions)

DOMESTIC: Single Dwelling

DOMESTIC: Multiple Dwelling________

SOCIAL: Civic___________________ 

RELIGION: Religious Facility_________

COMMERCE / TRADE: Business, Professional, 

Specialty store. Restaurant, Warehouse_______

WORK IN PROGRESS______________ 

VACANT

7. Description
Architectural Classification
(Enter categories from instructions)

LATE VICTORIAN: Queen Anne, 

Italianate, Shingle, Romanesque 

LATE 19TH & EARLY 20TH 

CENTURY: Craftsman,_____ 

Colonial Revival, Commercial Style

Materials
(Enter categories from instructions)

foundation BRICK: CONCRETE

walls WOOD: Weatherboard, Shingle, Shake;_____ 

STUCCO; ASBESTOS; SYNTHETICS: Vinyl 

roof METAL; SYNTHETICS: Composition_____ 

other

Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more continuation sheets.)
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8. Statement of Significance

Applicable National Register Criteria
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property 
for National Register listing)

Q A Property is associated with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history.

[y] B Property is associated with the lives of persons 
significant in our past.

[y| C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a
type, period, or method of construction or represents the 
work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, or 
represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose 
components lack individual distinction.

[~~| D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield information 
important in prehistory or history.

Criteria Considerations
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.)

Property is:

[] A owned by a religious institution or used for religious 
purposes.

[ | B removed from its original location. 

| | C a birthplace or a grave.

| | D a cemetery.

|~~| E a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

Q F a commemorative property.

| | G less than 50 years of age or achieved significance 
within the past 50 years.

Narrative Statement of Significance
(Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation sheets.)

Areas of Significance
(Enter categories from instructions) 
SOCIAL HISTORY
ARCHITECTURE
ETHNIC HERITAGE: European

Period of Significance
1880- 1940

Significant Dates

Significant Person
(Complete if Criterion B is marked above)

See Appendix D____________ 

Cultural Affiliation

Architect/Builder

See Appendix E

9. Major Bibliographical References
Bibliography
(Cite the books, articles, and other sources used in preparing this form on one
Previous documentation on file (NPS):
__ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67)

has been requested
__ previously listed in the National Register (see "Architecture," Section 7) 
__ previously determined eligible by the National Register 
__ designated a National Historic Landmark 
__ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey

#______ 
' recorded by Historic American Engineering

Record #

or more continuation sheets.) 
Primary location of additional data

State Historic Preservation Office
Other State agency
Federal agency
Local government
University
Other

Name of repository 
Oregon Historical Society /1230 SW 
Park Avenue / Portland, Oregon 97205
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10. Geographical Data 

Acreage of Property 156.93

UTM References
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet)
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Northing Zone Easting Northing 
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D See continuation sheet
Verbal Boundary Description
(Describe the boundaries of the property on a continuation sheet.)

Boundary Justification
(Explain why the boundaries were selected on a continuation sheet.)

11. Form Prepared By

name/title Michael Harrison, Cielo Lutino, Liza Mickle, Peter Mye, Bill Cunningham, Stephanie Gauthier 

organization City of Portland Bureau of Planning_______date March 20, 2000___________

street & number 1900 SW 4th Avenue. # 4100___________telephone (503) 823-7700 

city or town Portland_______________________state OR zip code 97201________

Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form:

Continuation Sheets 

Maps

A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location.
A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources.

Photographs

Representative black and white photographs of the property.

Additional items
(Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items)

Property Owner
(Complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO.)

name _____See Section 11, continuation pages____________________________

street & number______________________telephone____________

city or town_________________________state___ zip code

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places 
to nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this 
request is required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.).

Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18.1 hours per response including the 
time for reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this 
burden estimate or any aspect of this form to the Chief, Administrative Services Division, National Park Service, P.O. Box 37127, 
Washington, DC 20013-7127; and the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reductions Project (1024-0018), Washington, 
DC 20503.
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The Historic Alphabet District is an approximately 50 block area in Portland, Oregon. It is an irregularly shaped district. 
The district is roughly bounded by NW Lovejoy Street to the north, with a northern extension to NW Marshall Street; by 
NW 17th Avenue to the east; by W. Burnside Street to the south; and by NW 24th Avenue to the west. The district is 
located in Township 1 North, Range 1 East, Section 33, in Multnomah County. There are 156.93 acres within the district. 
The majority of buildings within the district are residential properties, though there are some used commercially or 
industrially. The period of significance begins in 1880, the earliest date of the oldest resources within the district. The 
period of significance ends in 1940 with the beginning of World War II. Within the period of significance, there are two 
development periods, 1880 — 1905 and 1906 — 1940. There are 215 buildings dating from the primary development 
period (1880 - 1905), 263 buildings dating from the secondary period (1906 - 1940), 37 historic noncontributing 
buildings, 53 compatible noncontributing buildings, 67 noncompatible noncontributing buildings, and 54 vacant lots. The 
district is significant under Criterion A for its historic associations, Criterion B for its association with significant persons, 
and Criterion C for its architectural merit. Indeed, the Historic Alphabet District is unique in Portland for its 
concentration of early twentieth century multi-family structures—many of which were designed and constructed by the 
city's premier architects and developers. The majority of contributing buildings within the district are eligible under 
Criteria A, though there are also a number of properties eligible under Criteria B or C. The latter are so noted within the 
document.

SETTING

The Historic Alphabet District is located at the base of the Tualatin Mountains (West Hills) on the west side of the 
Willamette River in Portland, Oregon. The city's central business district borders the historic district to the east and 
south, while the residential neighborhood of Willamette Heights borders it to the west. The area northeast of the district is 
characterized by industrial uses. The Historic Alphabet District contains both commercial and residential uses but is 
predominantly residential in character. Residential land uses are primarily multi-family in character (41%), but the 
district also harbors a healthy percentage of single-family dwellings (25%).

The district contains a total of six originally platted additions, but a significant portion of the district is in Couch's 
addition to the city of Portland, recorded in 1865. Couch's addition was platted in a sequential series, with the earlier 
plats subdividing the area into the 200 x 200-foot blocks that characterized downtown Portland. Later plats, concentrated 
at the western end of the district, subdivided the land into 200 (north-south) x 480 (east-west) foot blocks. These larger 
blocks encouraged the siting of public institutions that needed relatively large plots of land in a pleasant environment. As 
a result, institutions such as Good Samaritan Hospital and Bishop Scott Grammar and Divinity School were among the 
first settlements to populate the area. Although the district is now considered part of the "inner city," in the 1870s that 
portion of Portland was thought of as being "away out in the woods." 1 It did not stay that way for long, though.

By the 1880s, the Historic Alphabet District became home to Portland's elite, establishing the area as a neighborhood for 
the well-to-do. It remained that way well into the second decade of the twentieth century, though after the Lewis and 
Clark Fair of 1905, the neighborhood began to include multi-family dwellings in its primarily single-family residential 
environment. That trend was accelerated by Portland's first zoning ordinance, adopted in 1924. By allowing a mixture of

1 H. W. Scott, ed., History of Portland, Oregon (Syracuse, NY: D. Mason & Co., 1890) 396.
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land uses, the ordinance jeopardized the neighborhood's single-family character, while welcoming the multi-family 
development that characterizes the neighborhood today.

TOPOGRAPHY AND BOUNDARIES

The irregularly shaped Historic Alphabet District is bounded by NW Lovejoy Street at the district's northwest line. This 
line roughly follows the original platting of King's 2nd Addition and terminates at NW 24th Avenue. The district's 
northern boundary then turns south and continues east along the centerline of NW Kearney Street until NW 21 st Avenue. 
The blocks between NW 21 st and 23 rd Avenues and NW Kearney and Lovejoy Streets were not included due to a sizeable 
medical campus characterized by noncompatible noncontributing development.2 The boundary then heads north along the 
centerline of NW 21 st Avenue, a vibrant commercial corridor within the district. The boundary then turns east for one 
block along the right-of-way of NW Lovejoy Street. The boundary expands north and east for one block. This block has 
been included in the district as the northernmost concentration of intact historic resources. North of this boundary, there is 
a noticeable degradation in the type and quality of resources remaining. Furthermore, the remaining resources fail to 
maintain a consistently contiguous relationship to one another. Both sides of NW Lovejoy Street have been included in 
the district to preserve the historic streetscape. East of this block, the boundary stairsteps south to NW 17th Avenue. This 
boundary roughly follows the shift in land uses, while retaining rare resources that meet the temporal guidelines of the 
period of significance.

Next, the district is bounded by U.S. Highway 1-405 to the east, located one block east of NW 17th Avenue. Many 
structures located between NW 16th and 17th Avenues were constructed after the period of significance or lack sufficient 
historic integrity to be included within the district's boundaries. However, some buildings along the eastern frontage of 
NW 17l Avenue have been included within the district to preserve and anchor intersections, when possible. These 
intersections house structures that additionally adhere to temporal boundaries as defined by the period of significance.

The Historic Alphabet District is further defined by W. Burnside Street to the south. The boundary jogs irregularly along 
W. Burnside Street to exclude properties that more appropriately address the historic phenomenon of W. Burnside Street 
as a transportation arterial. However, buildings that invoke the significant infill development of multi-family residences 
in the Northwest neighborhood during the secondary period of significance have been included.

Finally, the district's western boundary is defined by NW 24th Avenue. This boundary generally follows the western 
boundary of the originally platted King's 2" Addition. The boundary is also delineated by the topographical change west 
of NW 24th Avenue. All four corners at the intersection of NW 24th Avenue and Lovejoy Street have been similarly 
included to retain the character of that intersection.

Although the theme of medical history is an important component of the district's development, it does not apply to the current incarnation of Good 
Samaritan Hospital. The hospital's campus shows no traces of its original appearance. Instead, the theme of medical history will apply to residences 
owned or occupied by the numerous physicians who lived in the neighborhood and who contributed to the district's social character.

This boundary also roughly follows the zoning pattern in that area of the district. The zoning alternates between residential, commercial, and other 
service uses. For further clarification, see Appendix A.

For an illustration of the original plats located within the district, see Appendix B.
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ARCHITECTURE

There are approximately 50 buildings in the Historic Alphabet District that are listed in the National Register of Historic 
Places, most of which were constructed during the secondary period of development.5 The more noteworthy examples 
include the George F. Heusner House, the Trinity Place Apartments, Couch School, and Temple Beth Israel. Designed by 
noted architect Edgar M. Lazarus, the George F. Heusner House represents one of the few extant examples of the grand- 
scale single-family homes that characterized the district in its early days. Originally designed to include servants' 
quarters, the Trinity Place Apartments represent one of the many luxury apartment buildings that altered the previously 
single-family character of the Historic Alphabet District. Couch School and Temple Beth Israel represent the proclivity of 
Portland's flagship institutions to locate in the Historic Alphabet District.

There are also eight locally designated Portland Historic Landmarks within the district. These include the I. Lesser Cohen 
House, the Richard Koehler House, C. H. Korell Houses #3 and 4, the Abbott Mills House, Pope Investment Property, St. 
Francis Apartments, and St. Mark's Episcopal Church.

ALTERATIONS

The preponderance of alterations that have occurred in the district have been concentrated in structures used for 
commercial purposes. Buildings located on major arterials within the district and bounding the district have been altered 
over the past two decades to accommodate increasing commercial activity. In some cases, these alterations represent a 
change from residential to commercial use. In other cases, alterations have taken the form of reconstruction and new 
development. These changes signify the ongoing revitalization of the district as a commercial locus. Alterations to 
residential structures have included both residential renovation and reconstruction. Residential renovation activities 
within the district are represented by the conversion of single-family residences to multi-family residences as well as 
critical maintenance and interior rehabilitation. The World War II era in particular was a period during which many 
residential conversions from single- to multi-family use occurred. More recently, there has been substantial 
redevelopment activity in the form of rowhouse construction and conversion of apartment buildings to condominium use. 
These changes have generally followed the commercial revitalization of the district.

ZONING

Zoning in the Historic Alphabet District falls into three categories: multi-dwelling, storefront commercial, and central 
employment. Since the area has been historically residential and due to its proximity to downtown Portland, the majority 
of the neighborhood is zoned multi-dwelling (Rl and RH). These zones are characterized by apartments, rowhouses, and 
high-rise apartment buildings. These zones pose a threat to the remaining single-family homes in the neighborhood.

The Storefront Commercial (CS) zone is intended to preserve and enhance older commercial areas that have a storefront 
character. New development in this zone is intended to be pedestrian-oriented, and buildings with a storefront character 
are encouraged. This zoning is applied to NW 21 st and 23 rd Avenues, streets that have long been recognized as the 
neighborhood's commercial corridors.

The Central Employment (EX) zone is intended to allow industrial, business, and service uses which need a central 
location. The development standards of this zone are intended to allow new development which is similar in character to

For a complete list of all National Register properties within the district, see Appendix C.
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existing development. This zoning is applied to small pockets in the district's eastern half and is not found west of NW 
Trinity Place.

EXISTING SURVEY DATA

A preponderance of structures within the Historic Alphabet District were included in the 1984 Portland Citywide Historic 
Resources Inventory (PCHRI). Approximately half of the buildings within the Historic Alphabet District were included in 
an update of the 1984 PCHRI. The update was limited to the northwest area of Portland and was conducted by the 
Northwest District Association between 1991 and 1993. Approximately 50 buildings within the district have been 
individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places. Eight buildings within the district have been locally 
designated as Portland Historic Landmarks.

CLASSIFICATION

The properties within the Historic Alphabet District are classified below. The criteria for determining the classification of 
buildings are date of construction, style, materials, setback, roof shape, type of structure, and the extent of alteration. 
There are 215 primary contributing, 263 secondary contributing, 37 historic noncontributing, 53 compatible 
noncontributing, 67 noncompatible noncontributing buildings, and 54 vacant lots within the district.

Primary Contributing:
Structures built between 1880 and 1905, or that reflect the building styles, traditions, or patterns of structures typically 
constructed during this period, represent the primary period of construction within the district. The period extends from 
the construction of the earliest extant buildings to 1905.

Secondary Contributing:
Structures built between 1906 and 1940 represent the secondary period of construction and the beginning of significant 
infill development in the form of multi-family residences within the Historic Alphabet District. The date, 1940, marks the 
beginning of World War II, which heralds a turning point in Portland's and, by extension, the district's history.

Historic Noncontributing:
Structures that were built during either the primary or secondary periods of construction but have been so altered over 
time that their original integrity and contributing elements have been lost or concealed are classified as historic 
noncontributing. If their contributing elements were restored, these buildings would be reclassified as primary or 
secondary contributing, depending on their date of construction.

Compatible Noncontributing:
Structures built after 1940 that are architecturally compatible with the significant structures and the historic character of 
the district, are classified as compatible noncontributing. This classification also includes buildings that were built during 
the historic period but that have been so altered that restoration of contributing features is no longer considered feasible.

Noncompatible Noncontributing:
Structures built after 1940 and that are architecturally incompatible with the significant structures and the historic
character of the district are classified as noncompatible noncontributing. This classification also includes buildings built
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during the historic period but that have been so altered that restoration of their contributing features is no longer 
considered feasible.

Vacant:
This classification refers to properties that do not have buildings sited on them, i.e., vacant lots or parking lots.

The properties within the Historic Alphabet District are listed on the following pages.
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Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 1
Address: 1025 NW 21 STAVE
Style: Romanesque

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80232660

Year Built: 1925
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Saint Mark's Episcopal Church &
Parish
Architect: Parker, Jamieson
State ID: 1N1E33BA 3300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&2, Block 301 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two-story church is located on the west side of NW 21st Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial. An arcaded gallery 
connects the chapel to the adjoining parish office building. The style of the church is modeled on the Basilica of San Zeno in Verona. 
The building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, and a gable roof with intersecting gables. Corbeled eaves and arched, 
corbeled gables characterize the roof line. The masonry walls are faced with brick and clinker brick. Shallow buttresses traverse the 
length of the chapel. The arcaded bell tower has stepped brick work and a low hip roof. The main entrance is composed of three- 
paneled, double wooden doors set in an arched doorway. Golden-winged lions embellish the west entry door. The fenestration in the 
chapel is primarily stained-glass windows set in arched frames. A large rose window adorns the front of the building. The adjoining 
addition, built in 1929 and used for parish offices, has multi-pane casement windows set in two-story brickwork arches. Connecting 
the chapel to the parish office is a two-story, arcaded gallery with arched windows separated by Romanesque cushion columns. An 
ornate wrought-iron gate leads to a small landscaped courtyard between the building wings.

Significance: The Parish of St. Mark the Evangelist (Anglican) was originally established as a mission of Trinity Church in 1874. In 
1890, St. Mark's was constructed to serve residents of the Alphabet District. It was the first church in the region to use the Anglo- 
Catholic practice in the Episcopal Church. Originally located atNW 18th andNW Q streets, St. Mark's relocated to its present site at 
NW 21st and NW Marshall streets in 1909. The main body of the original building was razed in 1925 and redesigned as a replica of 
the 10th century Basilica of San Zeno in Verona, Italy.

Architect Jamieson Parker oversaw St. Mark's redesign. Parker, a Portland native, received architectural training at the University of 
Pennsylvania. He became well schooled in the traditional or period styles during his apprenticeship at the office of A. E. Doyle. 
Parker began his practice in 1919 as a principal in the firm of Johnson, Parker and Wallwork but soon established his own practice, 
working intermittently through the Depression until his early death in 1939. He produced approximately 75 works during his career, 
all of which were characteristically fitting in detail and well designed. St. Mark's Episcopal Church is his only known work in the 
Historic Alphabet District. It is an officially designated Portland Historic Landmark.

St. Mark's is unusual for its Romanesque architecture and demonstrates excellent craftsmanship. It is considered contributing within 
the district as a good example of a Romanesque style church and is significant for its association with Jamieson Parker. It is 
additionally significant for its community importance to the Alphabet District at the turn of the century.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 2
Address: 1034 NW 21 STAVE 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R180229050

Year Built: 1924
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Acacia Apartments
Architect: Grant, John H.
State ID: 1N1E33BA 3200

Legal Description: W 56' of Lot 15&16, Block 286 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the east side of NW 21st Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial, occupying a 
corner site at NW Marshall Street. The building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, and a reinforced concrete frame faced 
with rug-finished brick. The flat roof has a cornice with brick modillions. A belt course of contrasting brick runs above the third 
story. The building features buff colored brick accents and a cast-stone belt course between the first and second stories. The recessed
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entrance has cast-stone surrounds, with Acacia incised at the apex. The main entry on the west facade of the building features the 
original wood door. The fenestration is primarily multi-pane-over-one, double-hung, wood-sash windows. In 1965, some of the 
exterior brick was removed and replaced.

Significance: This building is associated with architect John H. Grant. Grant moved to Portland in 1922 from Montana where he 
had been a registered architect. He was subsequently licensed in Oregon that same year. Grant practiced in Portland between 1922 
and 1939, but only three of his designs have been identified: the Eglington Arms Hotel, the Acacia Apartments, and the Biltmore 
Apartments. The last two are in the Historic Alphabet District. The Biltmore Apartments were individually listed in the National 
Register. (John M. Tess and Richard E. Ritz, Biltmore Apartments National Register Nomination, 1990)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical multi-family residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 3 Year Built: 1927, 1927
Resources Address: 2062 NW MARSHALL ST, Alterations: None, Minor
2 2076 NW MARSHALL ST Historic Name: Marion Court Apartments,

Marshall Street Corp. Garage
Style: Stripped Classical, Stripped Classical Architect: Browne, P. Chappell 

Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing, 
Resources Secondary Contributing 
0 Tax#: R180229010 State ID: 1N1E33BA 3100

Legal Description: W 17' of Lot 10, Block 286 in COUGHS ADD 

Description: located on this property are two structures:

a. 2062 NW Marshall Street, Secondary Contributing: This apartment building has a U-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Marshall 
Street. It is a two-story structure with a concrete foundation, a daylight basement, and a flat roof with a parapet. The parapet has a 
corbeled frieze and has a cast-stone cartouche and shield at the north end of each wing. The exterior surface is brick above a stuccoed 
basement. The main entrance is located on the north facade. Access is through a recessed central courtyard. The main entry door has 
decorated surrounds flanked by Ionic columns and is topped by a projecting canopy. The predominant window type is one-over-one, 
double-hung, wood sash. There is a Palladian window above the main entrance.

b. 2076 NW Marshall Street, Secondary Contributing: This automobile repair garage has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 
Marshall Street. It is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof with a stepped parapet. There is a raised course 
with brick dentils below the parapet. The exterior surface of the building is brick. Entrance is through a large garage door located on 
the north facade. The predominant window type is multi-light steel sash. Alterations include the removal of a portion of the building 
for a driveway in 1930 and covering a parapet shield decoration with a commercial sign at an unknown date. This building is attached 
to the neighboring Marion Court Apartments by a brick, semi-elliptical archway.

Significance: These buildings are considered to be contributing within the district as good examples of the Stripped Classical style, 
represented in an apartment building and a commercial building, and are therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of 
residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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Contributing INV. #: 4 Year Built: 1991 
Resources Address: 2038 NW MARSHALL ST, Alterations: None 
0 2046 NW MARSHALL ST

Style: Contemporary Historic Name: Metropolitan Homes, Inc. Building 
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Resources Tax #: See Appendix G State ID: See Appendix G 
1

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Description: These two rowhouses front onto NW Marshall Street. Each is a two-story structure with a concrete foundation, an 
above-grade garage, and a flat roof with metal coping and a false front. The garage is recessed under a flat soldier-course arch. The 
north facade exterior is faced with red brick, with wood siding at the second story recesses. The east facade is sheathed with bevel 
siding. At the basement level the walls are rough concrete block. The main entrance is located on the north facade. A concrete stoop 
with an iron railing steps up to a recessed two-light, four-panel door with a transom, a radiating soldier-course brick arch, and molded 
wood trim. The predominant window type is eight-pane and fixed at the first story and six-over-one, double-hung aluminum sash at 
the second story. All windows have soldier-course sills and flat soldier-course lintels. The second-story windows have a continuous 
soldier-course lintel.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 5 Year Built: 1926
Resources Address: 2030 NW MARSHALL ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Spanish Colonial Historic Name: Carmen Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Houghtaling, Chester Alien
Resources Tax #: Rl 80228980 State ID: 1N1E33BA 2800
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6, Block 286 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building has a square plan and fronts onto NW Marshall Street. It is a two-story structure with a 
concrete foundation and a flat roof. There is a curvilinear parapet with an urn finial on the north facade. The exterior surface of the 
building is stuccoed. The main entrance is located on the north facade. The main entry door has side lights and is accessed through a 
round-arch entry flanked by cast-stone spiral columns with Corinthian capitals. This entrance is set into a central entry bay with 
pointed arch surrounds and battered walls. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. On the north 
facade there is a second-story window surmounted by an arched opening with inset tile decoration and set behind a wrought-iron 
balconet.

Significance: The Carmen Apartments were designed by architect Chester Alien Houghtaling. Houghtaling, an Ohio native, studied 
construction engineering at the Lewis Institute of Chicago. He worked as an engineer and architect for various firms in Chicago 
before opening an office in Portland in 1913. Houghtaling is best known for his work with Leigh L. Dougan, with whom he designed 
such notable buildings as the Medical Arts Building and the Elks Temple. This building is one of two known examples of 
Houghtaling's individual work in the district.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Spanish Colonial style apartment building and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 6
Address: 1037NW20TH AVE
Style: Mediterranean
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80228860

Year Built: 1926
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Francis Court Apartments
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BA 2700

Legal Description: - of Lot 1&2, Block 286 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This building is corner-sited, located on the west side of NW Marshall Street and NW 20th Avenue. It is an ell-shaped, 
two-story building with a concrete foundation. The flat roof has a curvilinear, raised parapet with ceramic tile edging. The walls are 
surfaced with stucco. The slightly projecting entry has an arched opening, with a ceramic tile shed roof and a square tile border 
around the arch. Wrought-iron, false balconies embellish the first-story windows. The fenestration is four-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash. There are square, wooden tile accents over the windows.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Mediterranean style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 7
Address: 1026NW20TH AVE 
Style: American Renaissance 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80225290

Year Built: 1909
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Baker Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AB 8000

Legal Description: EXC E 69.5' of Lot 15, Block 268 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This four-story building is located on the east side of NW 20th Avenue, a moderately busy arterial. It is a four-story 
structure with a rectilinear plan and a raised basement. The flat roof has a parapet and is embellished by a corbeled brick cornice. The 
walls are brick, with two-color brick detailing. The surface of the building is articulated by quoins, pilasters, and keystones. The 
recessed central entrance features stairs leading to the first story vestibule. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash. Alterations include enclosure of the basement windows as a result of fire damage in 1983.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an American Renaissance style 
multi-family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 8
Address: 2415 NW LOVEJOY ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R331302420

Year Built: 1899
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Durkheimer, Delia F., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 13600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&2, Block 14 in GOLDSMITHS ADD

Description: This building has a modified rectilinear plan and is located on the corner of NW Lovejoy Street and NW 24th Avenue. 
This two and one-half story structure has a stucco-finished brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a truncated hip roof. 
The roof has projecting eaves, a boxed cornice, and a denticulated frieze. There are hip roof dormers with flared eaves on each 
elevation. The south elevation dormer has a balcony with a turned balustrade and ornate posts above a two-story polygonal bay. The 
exterior is sheathed with clapboard siding and paneled, full height pilasters. The main entrance is located on the south facade. The
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entry is a one-light, two-panel door with architrave trim. The entry porch has a hip roof with a Tuscan column support. The porch is 
embellished with a boxed cornice, a denticulated frieze, and a paneled pilaster. The east facade encircling porch has a flat roof 
supported by triple Tuscan columns at the stepped entry. There is a balcony above. The porch is embellished with single Tuscan 
column supports, a denticulated frieze, and an open rail. The balcony has paneled decorative posts, a turned balustrade, and paired 
French doors. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash with architrave trim and molded lugsills. A 
two-story polygonal bay with a flat roof and a denticulated frieze is located on the south facade. On the north facade there is a one- 
story polygonal bay with a flat roof, a boxed cornice, a denticulated frieze, and an architrave. There is one exterior brick chimney on 
the south facade and one interior brick chimney on the west side of the roof. On the west facade there is an unrecorded addition — an 
enclosed porch with a second story hip roof.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 9
Address: 2385 NW LOVEJOY ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R331300210

Year Built: 1896
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Van Duyn, Isaac, House #1
Architect: -
State ID: 1N1E33BC 13500

2385 NW Lovejoy St.

Legal Description: -- of Lot 18, Block 1 in GOLDSMITHS ADD

Description: This residential building has a rectilinear plan and is located on the corner of NW Lovejoy 
Street and NW 24th Avenue. The two and one-half story structure has a brick foundation, a partial above- 
grade basement, and a hip roof with a cross gable. The south, east and west elevation closed gables have 
pent roofs with dentils, scroll brackets, and bargeboards. All the gables project and have patterned 
shingles and inset triple, one-over-one, double-hung, wood-sash windows. The exterior surface is 
sheathed with clapboard siding and cornerboards. The main entrance is located on the south facade. The 
entry is a six-panel oak door with a denticulated transom bar, transom, and rectangular side lights. The 
recessed porch has a truncated hip roof supported by Doric columns. The porch is embellished with a 
turned balustrade, newel posts, scroll brackets, and a spindle frieze. The predominant window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung, wood sash with wood trim. There is a porthole window on the first story south

facade. The south and west facade two-story square bays have fixed center windows with leaded transoms. The east facade two-story 
polygonal bay has cutaway corners with modillions, a paneled frieze, a half-round window on the top story, and a fixed center window 
with a leaded transom on the first story. There are three stone chimneys with corbeled caps. In 1974, the porch was replaced with a 
stair and landing. In 1978, both the front and rear porches were enlarged. In 1995, the front porch was replaced.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fine example of a Queen Anne style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources

0

INV.#: 10
Address: 2373 NW LOVEJOY ST
Style: Neoclassical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R331300200

Year Built: 1909
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Van Duyn, Isaac, House #3
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 13400

Legal Description: -- of Lot 15, Block 1 in GOLDSMITHS ADD
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Description: This residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Lovejoy Street. This two and one-half story, wood- 
frame structure has a concrete block foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a cross-gable roof. The roof has projecting 
eaves, a boxed cornice, a plain frieze, modillions, and brackets. The gables are located on the east, west, and south elevations and all 
have modillions and returns with Italianate brackets. The north gable has a half-round window with Neoclassical detailing. The 
exterior is sheathed with composite siding. Shiplap siding covers the porch elevation on the south facade. The main entrance is 
located on the south facade and projects into the porch area. The entry is a one-light, four-panel door with stained glass side lights. 
The full-facade porch has a hip roof with boxed cornice, four Doric column supports, and an open rail. At the rear (north) elevation 
there is a two-story hip roof porch and balcony combination which was remodeled in 1997. The predominant window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung, wood sash with wood trim. There are two stained-glass windows with leaded and stained glass transoms. The 
west elevation one-story polygonal bay is located under the projecting gable and has cutaway corners with brackets and a three-part 
entablature. There is one exterior brick chimney. The original siding was covered at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Neoclassical style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. 
Removal of the composite siding and replacement with a historically compatible style of siding would make this a better example 
within the district.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 11
Address: 2363 NW LOVEJOY ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R331300190

Year Built: 1901
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Van Duyn, Frank, House #2
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 13300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 14, Block 1 in GOLDSMITHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Lovejoy Street, a busy two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mainly mixed-use. This two and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a raised 
basement. The hip roof has wide, overhanging eaves and a classical entablature with dentils. The building is of wood frame 
construction with a wood lap siding exterior. The main entrance is on NW Lovejoy Street, under a wrap-around porch. The porch has 
classic porch posts supporting a balcony with turned balustrades. The entrance door is capped with a beveled-glass transom. The 
primary window type is one-over-over, double-hung wood sash. A boxed bay supported by brackets is located on the front elevation. 
There is a single interior chimney on the center west rear side of the roof.

Significance: This residence is associated with Frank Van Duyn. Born in 1870, Van Duyn came to Portland in 1893 and established 
one of Portland's first shoe stores. He spent most of his life working in the real-estate business, specializing in real estate loans. A 
member of the early firm Van Duyn and Walton, Van Duyn sold many of the business lots in Northwest Portland.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources

1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 12
Address: 2355 NW LOVEJOY ST 
Style: Queen Anne / Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R331300180

Year Built: 1898
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Beard, Anais, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 13200

Legal Description: -of Lot 11, Block 1 in GOLDSMITHS ADD
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Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Lovejoy Street, a moderately busy street in an area characterized as 
mainly residential. This one and one-half story, single-family dwelling has an irregular plan, a brick foundation, and a basement. The 
gable roof has intersecting gables. The building is of wood frame construction with wood shiplap and wood shingle siding. The main 
entrance is on NW Lovejoy Street under a recessed front porch on the west side of the front elevation. The porch has a balustraded 
stair, small paired porch columns on solid balusters, and a two-panel front door with transom lights. The primary window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are two porthole windows in the front gable with decorative surrounds. Other decorative 
features include brackets, turned balusters, fishscale shingles on the gable end, and slightly flared eaves. There is a single, flared 
chimney in the west rear of the roof.

Significance: This house served as the residence of Frank Van Duyn. Born in 1870, Van Duyn came to Portland in 1893 and 
established one of Portland's first shoe stores. He spent most of his life working in the real-estate business, specializing in real estate 
loans. A member of the early firm Van Duyn and Walton, Van Duyn sold many of the business lots in Northwest Portland.

This residence is a good example of a transitional style residence built prior to the turn of the century. It is considered to be 
contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne/Colonial Revival style residence and is therefore significant as part 
of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 13 Year Built: 1902
Resources Address: 2343 NW LOVEJOY ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Strong, George, House #2
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R331300170 State ID: 1N1E33BC 13100
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 10, Block 1 in GOLDSMITHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Lovejoy Street, a busy two-lane street, in an area characterized mainly 
as mixed-use. This two and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a raised basement. 
The hip roof has hip dormers, deep eaves with modillions, and a molded frieze at the roof line. The building is of wood frame 
construction with V-groove wood siding. The main entrance is on NW Lovejoy Street, under a full-frontal porch with classic porch 
posts, a decorative porch frieze, and lattice skirting. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a 
leaded-glass window on the east elevation. Other decorative features include wide cornerboards. There is a single, corbeled chimney 
on the west side of the rear roof. Exterior alterations include the addition of storm windows (date unknown).

Significance: This residence is associated with George M. Strong. Born in Illinois in 1865, Strong was prominent in the Portland 
business community. He actively sought to develop Portland's residential suburbs, constructing homes on land that had previously 
been undeveloped.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 14 Year Built: 1900
Resources Address: 2331 NW LOVEJOY ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Strong, George, House #1
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R331300160 State ID: 1N1E33BC 13000
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 7, Block 1 in GOLDSMITHS ADD
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Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Lovejoy Street, a busy two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a basement. The hip 
roof has hip dormers and wide overhanging eaves. The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding and a wood 
shingle exterior. The main entrance is on NW Lovejoy Street under a full-frontal porch with square porch posts and lattice skirting. 
The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are some leaded-glass windows. Other decorative features 
include a wide belt course between the first and second stories and a bay on the west elevation. There is a single chimney in the center 
of the rear hiproof.

Significance: This residence is associated with George M. Strong. Born in Illinois in 1865, Strong was prominent in the Portland 
business community. He actively sought to develop Portland's residential suburbs, constructing homes on land that had previously 
been undeveloped.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 15
Address: 2323 NW LOVEJOY ST
Style: Bungalow
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R331300150

Year Built: 1923
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Wilcox, Davis, House
Architect: Wilcox-Shattuck
State ID: 1N1E33BC 12900

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6, Block 1 in GOLDSMITHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Lovejoy Street, a moderately busy street, in an area that is mainly 
residential. This one and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a basement. The gable roof has 
wide overhanging eaves and gable dormers with return eaves. There is a shed-roofed dormer with gables over windows on the front 
elevation. The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding. The main entrance is on NW Lovejoy Street, under a 
recessed entry porch with square porch piers. There is also a porte-cochere at the entrance. The primary window types are multi- 
pane, double-hung sash and metal dormer sliders. There are multi-light sash and casement windows on the west elevation. Exterior 
alterations include the addition of metal sliders in the dormer (date unknown).

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Bungalow style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland. There are few 
examples of the type in the study area.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 16 Year Built: N/A 
Address: NW 21 STAVE AND NW LOVEJOY STAlterations: N/A 
Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A 
Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A 
Tax#: R180232680 State ID: 1N1E33BA 3400

Legal Description: --of Lot 3&4, Block 301 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This is a landscaped park with a small plaza.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 17
Address: 1012 NW21ST AVE
Style: Modern Commercial

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R180229070

Year Built: 1932
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Olsen, Charles Wesley & Caroline,
Building #1
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 1000

Legal Description: -- of Lot 17&18, Block 286 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 21st Avenue, occupying a corner lot at the 
intersection of NW Lovejoy Street. It is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The roof line is embellished 
with a concrete block cornice at the west elevation and is capped by metal coping. The concrete walls are stuccoed. The main 
entrance, located on the west facade, is offset at the southwest corner within the fully glazed storefront. Double glazed doors have a 
glazed transom. A cantilevered metal canopy shelters the west and south elevations, supported by two metal posts. Large storefront 
windows have metal sash. Above the storefront windows is a ribbon window with 11 lights. The south side of the building has a 
service entrance door under a canvas awning and is decorated with a mural. There is a parking lot on the south corner of the property. 
Several alterations have been made to this building, including replacement of the roof and fascia in 1974, remodeling of the storefront 
in 1993, and addition of the canopy in 1994.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Modern Commercial style 
structure and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 18
Address: 2067 NW LOVEJOY ST 
Style: Rural Vernacular 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180228960

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Couch, Mary H., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 900

Legal Description: -- of Lot 13, Block 286 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This mixed-use building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Lovejoy Street. The two and one-half story, wood 
frame structure has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and an eaveless cross-gable roof. The front gable and the 
shed roof dormer on the south elevation have aluminum slider windows. The exterior is sheathed with asbestos siding. At the first 
and second-story transition there is a belt-course molding. A water table course is located along the transition of the basement and the 
first story. The main entrance is located on the south facade. A wood door on the west end of the south facade leads to the top story 
apartments. A multi-pane glass door at the center opens to the retail use on the first story. The full-facade porch has a shed roof, a 
plain frieze, square posts, and an open rail. Recently constructed entry porches are located on the east and north facades. The 
predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash with plain trim and slipsills. On the south facade there is a one- 
story polygonal bay with a fixed, multi-pane, center window. There is one brick chimney at the east elevation. This building was 
moved onto the lot in 1923. In 1928, the sleeping porch was expanded. In 1977, the building was converted from residential to 
mixed-use, with the upper two floors converted into a duplex in 1982.

Significance: This building is associated with Mary Couch. Born in Portland in 1854, Couch was the fourth daughter of John H. 
Couch. She owned a large portion of her father's Donation Land Claim, which she continued to subdivide. Though she lived most of 
her adult life in Paris, Mary was instrumental in the development of Portland's Historic Alphabet District.
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In spite of substantial alterations, this building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Rural 
Vernacular style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood. Removal of the asbestos siding would make this building a better example within the district.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 19
Address: 2051 NW LOVEJOY ST 
Style: Italian Renaissance 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80228940

Year Built: 1927
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Powell, W. E. & Effie, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 12, Block 286 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Lovejoy Street. This two and one-half story brick building has a 
concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a flat roof. The roof has a false front with projections at regular intervals, a 
projecting cornice and entablature, a decorative stucco frieze, and metal coping along the east and west elevations. The exterior is 
clad in brick with a stretcher pattern, with clinker brick on the front facade. The recessed top stories have a stucco treatment. At each 
corner of the south facade brick detailing creates quoins. The main entrance is located on the south facade. The recessed entry 
features a one-light, one-panel door with one stained-glass light and architrave trim. The entry has a projecting cornice and 
entablature with modillions. At the south corner of the east facade there is a paired, French door. The predominant window type is 
recessed, one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with stone sills and flat soldier-course lintels. There is one side chimney at the west 
elevation.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Italian Renaissance style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources
0

Noncontributing

Resources
1

INV.#: 20
Address: 2049 NW LOVEJOY ST,
2051NW LOVEJOY ST
Style: Contemporary
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1991 
Alterations: None

Historic Name: Metropolitan Homes, Inc. Building
Architect: ~
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: These two rowhouses front onto NW Lovejoy Street. Each is a two-story structure with a concrete foundation, an 
above-grade garage, and a flat roof with metal coping and a false front. The garage is recessed, with a flat soldier-course arch. The 
south facade exterior is primarily clad in red brick in a stretcher pattern, with wood siding at the second-story recesses. The west 
facade is sheathed with bevel siding. At the basement level, the surface has rough concrete block facing. The main entrance is located 
on the south facade. A concrete stoop with iron railing steps up to a recessed two-light, four-panel door with a transom, a radiating 
soldier-course brick arch, and molded wood trim. The predominant window type is eight-pane and fixed at the first story and six- 
over-one, double-hung, aluminum sash at the second story. All windows have soldier-course sills and flat soldier-course lintels. The 
second-story windows have a continuous soldier-course lintel.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 21
Address: 2037 NW LOVEJOY ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R606600050

Year Built: 1905 
Alterations: Minor 
Historic Name: Bingham House 
Architect: Doyle, Albert E. 
State ID: 1N1E33BD 500

Legal Description: -- of Lot 3, Block 1 in NOB HILL ROWHOMES

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Lovejoy Street, a moderately busy street, in an area developed mainly 
with apartment buildings. This two-story building has a symmetrical, square plan, a brick foundation, and a basement. The truncated 
hip roof has a shallow boxed cornice with sawn-profile brackets. The building has brick walls with quoins at the corners. The 
exterior is brick and painted brick. The main entrance is located on NW Lovejoy Street under a classical portico with a denticulated 
pediment and fluted pilasters. The predominant window type is 12-over-12, double-hung wood sash with decorative shutters. There 
is an interior chimney in the center of the east roof hip. Exterior alterations include some window modifications and replacement of a 
porch railing (dates unknown).

Significance: This building is a good example of its type and one of the few brick buildings in the study area designed in this style. 
The residence is associated with the prominent Portland family of Captain John H. Couch, whose fourth daughter Mary Couch owned 
the block between NW 19th, 20th, Everett, and Flanders. This building is also associated with the architect Albert E. Doyle. Doyle 
began his career with an apprenticeship with the esteemed firm of Whidden and Lewis. He eventually became a prominent architect 
in his own right, designing such notable buildings as Portland's Central Library and the Bank of California, both of which are listed in 
the National Register. Doyle's work came to symbolize Northwest regionalism and later influenced the designs of Pietro Belluschi. 
Doyle designed the Bingham House while he was still working for Whidden and Lewis. It is the only known example of Doyle's 
work in the district.

The residence is also associated with Alfred J. Bingham. An immigrant from England, Bingham found work in Portland as a brick 
and stone mason. In 1890, he went into business for himself and was responsible for the construction of many significant Portland 
structures, including the Workmen's Temple, the Commonwealth Building, Good Samaritan Hospital, and part of the Union depot.

The building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing 
Resources
0

Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 22
Address: 2015 NW LOVEJOY ST,
2023 NW LOVEJOY ST, 2029 NW LOVEJOY ST
Style: Contemporary
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1991 
Alterations: None

Historic Name: Metropolitan Homes, Inc. Building
Architect: —
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This complex includes three rowhouses. Each unit has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Lovejoy Street. Each is a 
two-story structure with a concrete foundation, an above-grade garage, and a flat roof with metal coping and a false front. The garage 
is recessed, with a flat soldier-course arch. The south facade exterior is primarily clad in red brick in a stretcher pattern, with wood 
siding at the second story recesses. The west facade is sheathed with bevel siding. At the basement level, the surface has rough 
cement block facing. The main entrance is located on the south facade. A concrete stoop with iron railing steps up to a recessed two- 
light, four-panel door with a transom, a radiating soldier-course brick arch, and molded wood trim. The predominant window type is 
eight-pane and fixed at the first story and six-over-one, double-hung, aluminum sash at the second story. All windows have soldier- 
course sills and flat soldier-course lintels. The second-story windows have a continuous soldier-course lintel.
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Significance: Although the buildings' style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 23 Year Built: 1924
Resources Address: 2011 NW LOVEJOY ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Lee Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Hoffman, Lee H., Jr.
Resources Tax #: R180228880 State ID: 1N1E33BD 100
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 3&4, Block 286 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the northwest corner of NW 20th Avenue and NW Lovejoy Street, a moderately 
busy intersection, in an area characterized as mainly mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has an H-shape plan and a 
concrete foundation and basement. The hip roof has wide, overhanging eaves and shed dormers. The building is of wood frame 
construction with wood shingle siding. There are double bays on the side elevations. The main entrance is on NW Lovejoy Street at 
the western corner of the building. The entry porch has two classic columns, turned balusters, and a wide stair with an iron railing. 
There are two door lights with beveled glass. The primary window types are four-over-one and eight-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash. There is one interior chimney on the east side of the rear hip roof.

Significance: The architect and builder for the Lee Apartments, Lee Hawley Hoffman, Jr. was the founder of Hoffman Construction 
Company and the husband of Caroline Couch Hoffman, the great grand-daughter of Captain John Couch. Hoffman was a member of 
the Oregon Historical Society, president and trustee of the Portland Art Museum, and founding member of the Town Club and 
Portland Garden Club. A Portland native, Hoffman took up architecture in the office of Whitehouse and Honeyman, later joining the 
firm of Whitehouse and Fouilhoux. He became a member of the latter firm in 1913, where he stayed until 1917. Two years later, 
Hoffman opened his independent contracting business that became quite successful. He constructed such buildings as the Terminal 
Sales Building, the Public Service Building and Garage, and the New Heathman Hotel—all have been listed in the National Register.

The Lee Apartments are one of the few apartment buildings designed in the Craftsman style within the district. It is considered to be 
contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style multi-family residence and is therefore significant as part of the 
larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 24 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: WI/1927 NW LOVEJOY ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R180225310 State ID: 1N1E33AB 7900
0

Legal Description: S 40'of Lot 17, Block 268 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This is a surface parking lot with minimal landscaping. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 25 Year Built: 1923
Resources Address: 1001-1007 NW 23RD AVE Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Streetcar Era Commercial Historic Name: McGinn, Edward E., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R331300010 State ID: 1N1E33BC 12800
0

Legal Description: --of Lot 1, Block 1 in GOLDSMITHS ADD
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Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan and occupies a busy corner lot at the intersection of NW 21st Avenue 
and NW Lovejoy Street. It is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof with a stepped parapet and metal coping. 
There is a boxed metal cornice below the parapet at the east and southeast elevations. The walls are surfaced with brick and stucco. 
The building is organized into three bays at the west facade and into five bays at the south facade. At the southwest corner the main 
entrance is recessed within the glazed storefront. Large, fixed windows with metal sash have replaced the original fenestration, and 
ribbon windows were covered to create a marquee. Decorative elements include a cast stone medallion at the center of the parapet on 
the primary (west) facade. Alterations include replacing the entrance door in 1936; covering the windows in 1961; remodeling the 
storefront in 1975; and installing bank machines at the entry in 1990.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Streetcar Era commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 26 Year Built: 1902
Resources Address: 2424 NW LOVEJOY ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Brewster, William L., House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: Whidden & Lewis
Resources Tax #: R452304210 State ID: 1N1E33BC 14500
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6, Block 26 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Lovejoy Street, a busy two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mainly mixed-use. The two and one-half story, single-family residence has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised 
basement. The hip roof has deep eaves, a cornice with dentils, and shed dormers on all elevations. The building is of wood frame 
construction with wood lap siding and cornerboards with capitals. The main entrance is on NW Lovejoy Street under a pedimented 
projecting entrance porch decorated with dentils. There are side lights with circular panes flanking the front entrance door. The 
primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a boxed bay on the east elevation with a shed roof. There is 
one interior chimney on the west side of the house between the dormers.

Significance: This residence is significant for its affiliation with William L. Brewster. Originally from Pennsylvania, Brewster moved 
to Portland upon receiving his law degree from Columbia University in 1891. A distinguished and renowned Portland attorney, his 
interest in education and public service led him into a career in politics. Brewster was one of the first elected commissioners in 
Portland; he served as commissioner of public affairs, focusing on the improvement of parks and communication and lighting systems. 
He also served as president of the Portland Library Board and is responsible for its change from private institution to public library.

The William L. Brewster House was designed by the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. Whidden and Lewis, a prominent 
Portland firm, was responsible for most of the city's finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century period. Educated at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, both men launched their careers on the East Coast—Whidden with the prestigious New York firm of McKim, 
Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and Stearns in Boston. The Whidden and Lewis partnership was formed in Portland in 
1890. The firm introduced up-to-date architectural fashions to the city. In addition to their residential work in the Colonial Revival 
style, the firm introduced the Renaissance Revival style with their Portland City Hall. A dozen single-family residences—seven of 
which are National Register properties—represent their work in the Historic Alphabet District.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV. #: 27
Address: 935NW24THAVE
Style: Colonial
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452304120

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Martin, John & Bertha, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 14600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block 26 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story building is located on the southwest corner of NW 24th Avenue and NW Lovejoy Street, 
two-lane residential streets. The building has a rectangular plan, a stone foundation, and a basement. It is of wood frame construction 
with wood lap siding. The hip roof has a denticulated frieze and gabled dormers with shingle siding. Corner pilasters with Ionic 
columns ornament the corners of the building. A full-width front porch has a flat roof and is supported by tapered Tuscan porch 
columns. Above the porch is a second-story balcony with a wood balcony and urns. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, 
double-hung, wood-sash windows. In addition, there are oriel, round, arched, and oval windows. The first story on the north 
elevation has two slant bays. No exterior alterations have been made to the building. A stone retaining wall adds to the historic 
character of the building.

Significance: This residence was the property of Herbet F. Lee. Born in England, Lee sought his fortune in the real estate and hotel 
businesses of Portland. He served as an associated at H. A. Dryer Company, a local real estate firm, and he was the owner of the 
Abbey Hotel.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 28
Address: 2388 NW LOVEJOY ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452304070

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Beno & Ballis House
Architect: Schacht, Emil
State ID: 1N1E33BC 12700

Legal Description: W 33 1/3' of Lot 15&16, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Lovejoy Street, a busy two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mainly mixed-use. The two and one-half story, single-family residence has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a raised 
basement. The gable roof has intersecting gables and a frieze decorated with swags. The building is of wood frame construction with 
V-groove wood siding and cornerboards. There is a balcony above a rear boxed bay, a faceted bay on the front elevation extending 
around the west elevation, and a double bay on the west elevation. The main entrance is on NW Lovejoy Street, under a porch with 
Tuscan porch posts and a porch frieze. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is one external 
chimney on the east side of the house.

Significance: The Beno and Ballis House was designed by architect Emil Schacht. Schacht, a Danish immigrant, established himself 
as an architect in Portland in 1884. He designed an array of building types—public buildings, offices, garages, hotels, apartments, and 
single-family residences. Known for his outstanding workmanship and use of first class materials, Schacht is best known for his 
design of the Portland Police Block, a National Register property. He designed three single-family houses and one apartment building 
in the Historic Alphabet District.

The property is significant for its association with the prominent Portland family of Captain John Commigers Ainsworth. Ainsworth 
was a prolific Portland businessman and banker. He is significant for his role as the founder and president of Ainsworth National of 
Portland, a successful Portland bank. The son of Captain John C. Ainsworth, John Churchill was born in Portland in 1870. Educated
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in California, he became president of Ainsworth National of Portland in 1894. He also served as director to many utility and shipping 
companies. A civic-minded individual, Ainsworth served as regent of the University of Oregon and Whitman College, president of 
the Portland City Planning Commission, and chairman of the State Highway Commission.

The property is also associated with the Beno and Ballis families. Louis Beno made his name as both a merchant and a real-estate 
man. In 1886, he purchased the Hackney & Stemme grocery store. In 1890, he formed a partnership with William Ballis. The firm 
Beno & Ballis became an influential real-estate firm involved in the growth of the Historic Alphabet District. William Ballis came to 
Portland in 1887 where he served as vice-president of Wakefield, Fires & Company, a local real-estate firm. He later went into 
business with Beno. Ballis' wife, Bertha, was one of the original members of the First Presbyterian Church. She was involved in the 
Sons and Daughters of Oregon Pioneers and served as a board member of the Portland Y. M. C. A. and Travelers Aid. She also 
served the juvenile court as a volunteer social worker.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a vernacular adaptation of the Colonial Revival 
style and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 29 Year Built: 1904
Resources Address: 2382 NW LOVEJOY ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Neoclassical Historic Name: Ballis, William, House #2
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452304060 State ID: 1N1E33BC 12600
0

Legal Description: E 33 1/3' W 662/3' of Lot 15&16, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Lovejoy Street. This two and one-half story, wood 
frame structure has a concrete block foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a cross-gable roof. The roof has projecting 
eaves, a boxed cornice, a plain frieze, and an architrave. The gables are located on the east, west, and north elevations and all have 
cornice returns. The north gable has a Palladian window. The exterior is sheathed with shiplap siding. The main entrance is located 
on the north facade and projects into the porch area. The entry is a one-light, two-panel door. There is an additional entry on the west 
facade with a metal hood and an open rail, wood staircase. The full-facade porch has a hip roof with boxed cornice, a plain frieze, and 
wrought-iron railing and supports. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash with wood trim. The east 
elevation has a one-story polygonal bay located under the projecting gable. This bay has cutaway corners and a three-part entablature. 
There are two interior brick chimneys.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Neoclassical style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. 
Removal of the wrought-iron railing and supports and replacement with historically compatible porch railing and supports would 
make this a better example within the district.

This building is significant for its association with William Ballis. Ballis came to Portland in 1887 where he served as vice-president 
of Wakefield, Fires & Company, a local real-estate firm. He later went into business with Louis Beno. The firm Beno and Ballis 
became an influential real-estate firm involved in the growth of the Historic Alphabet District.

Contributing INV. #: 30 Year Built: 1904
Resources Address: 2374 NW LOVEJOY ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Neoclassical Historic Name: Ballis, William, House #3
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452304050 State ID: 1N1E33BC 12500
0

Legal Description: E 33 1/3' of Lot 15&16, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Lovejoy Street. This two and one-half story, wood- 
frame structure has a concrete block foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a cross-gable roof. The roof has projecting 
eaves, a boxed cornice, a plain frieze, and an architrave. The gables are located on the east, west, and north elevations and all have 
cornice returns. The north gable has a Palladian window. The exterior is sheathed with composite siding. The main entrance is 
located on the north facade and projects into the porch area. The entry is a one-light, two-panel door. There is an additional entry on 
the west facade with a metal hood and an open rail, wood staircase. The full-facade proch has a hip roof with boxed cornice, a plain 
frieze, four Doric column supports, and an open rail. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash with 
wood trim. The east elevation has a one-story polygonal bay located under the projecting gable. This bay has cutaway corners and a 
three-part entablature. There are two interior brick chimneys. In 1951, a utility room was constructed. The original siding was 
covered on an unknown date.

Significance: This building is significant for its assocation with William Ballis. Ballis came to Portland in 1887 where he served as 
vice-president of Wakefield, Fires & Company, a local real-estate firm. He later went into business with Louis Beno. The firm Beno 
and Ballis became an influential real-estate firm involved in the growth of the Historic Alphabet District.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Neoclassical style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. Removal of the 
composite siding and replacement with a historically compatible style of siding would make this a better example within the district.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 31
Address: 2368 NW LOVEJOY ST 
Style: Queen Anne/Shingle 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452304040

Year Built: 1899
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Patterson, W.H., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 12400

Legal Description: -- of Lot 14, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Lovejoy Street, a moderately busy street, in an area characterized as 
mainly mixed-use. The two and one-half story building has an irregular plan, a brick foundation, and a basement. The gable roof has 
intersecting gables with decorative shingles on the gable ends. A gable juts over the second story on the east elevation. The building 
is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding and a wood shingle exterior. The main entrance is on NW Lovejoy Street under 
an encircling ground-floor porch with a curvilinear roof, tapered columns, and lattice skirting. There is a two-panel door with a 
leaded-glass transom at the front entrance. A one and one-half story gable projects over the porch roof on the front elevation. There is 
a third-story recessed porch with two small columns with decorative sawtooth surrounds on the east side of the front elevation. The 
predominant window types are one-over-one, double-hung wood sash and multi-pane. There is an angle-faceted window bay on the 
second story of the front elevation. There is one external flared brick chimney on the east side of the house. The building has been 
converted from single-family to a multi-family residence.

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne/Shingle style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 32
Address: 2358 NW LOVEJOY ST
Style: Neoclassical
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Wilbur, Alice H., Building
Architect: —
State ID: See Appendix G
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Description: This residential building, now a three-unit condominium, has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Lovejoy Street. It is 
a two and one-half story, wood frame structure with a brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a gable roof. The roof 
has projecting eaves and a boxed cornice. The gable on the north elevation has flared eaves. The exterior is sheathed in shiplap siding 
with cornerboards. The main entrance is located on the north facade. The entry features a one-light, three-panel door with rectangular 
side lights, transom, and architrave trim. The recessed porch has one Doric column support, a three-part entablature, an open rail with 
newel posts, and scroll brackets. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash with molded lintels and 
slipsills. The two-story polygonal bays have decorative paneling under the windows. In 1943, this building was converted from 
single-family to multi-family use. In 1978, the building was significantly remodeled with the addition of a shed roof structure on top 
of the porch, attic dormer alterations, and additions to the rear (south) elevation.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Neoclassical style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 33 Year Built: 1961
Resources Address: 2348 NW LOVEJOY ST Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: International Historic Name: Orthopods, Inc., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452304010 State ID: 1N1E33BC 12300
1

Legal Description: W 34' of Lot 7, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This office building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Lovejoy Street. The one-story structure has a concrete 
foundation and a flat roof with metal coping. The roof line extends beyond the wall and has a stucco finish on the soffit. The exterior 
surface is sheathed with vertical wood siding. The main entrance is located on the northwest corner of the west facade under the roof 
overhang, which has a cut-out skylight. The cutaway entry has a glass door. The predominant window type is large and fixed with 
wood trim. In 1974, records show that an addition was constructed and the remaining structure was remodeled.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 34 Year Built: 1968
Resources Address: 2326 NW LOVEJOY ST Alterations: Minor
0 Style: Utilitarian Historic Name: Paget, Edward T., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452303990 State ID: 1N1E33BC 12200
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Lovejoy Street. The one-story commercial structure has a 
concrete foundation and a metal mansard roof. The roof line projects beyond the wall. The exterior is sheathed with plywood in a 
reversed board and batten pattern. The main entrance is located on the west facade. The entry has a glass door with plain wood trim, 
rectangular side lights, and a transom. The predominant window type is aluminum slider with plain wood trim. In 1987, skylights 
were added in each of the three offices.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.
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Contributing INV. #: 35 Year Built: 1910
Resources Address: 931-937 NW 23RD AVE Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Jackson, Walter E., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452303860 State ID: 1N1E33BC 12100
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial and residential structure has a modified rectilinear plan and anchors a busy corner lot, fronting on NW 
23rd Avenue. It is a two and one-half story structure with a concrete foundation and a complex, gabled roof. The roof has a boxed 
cornice. There are low-pitched, gabled wall dormers with cornice returns at the north and east elevations. The wood frame walls are 
predominantly covered with shiplap siding, with cornerboards and a belt course between the first and second stories. Vertical wood 
siding has replaced shiplap in the first story storefront. Located on the east facade, the storefront has a recessed door, which is flanked 
by newer horizontal windows with metal sash and plain wood frames. An additional storefront at the southeast corner is partially 
glazed, with a transom over the recessed doorway. Polygonal bays are located at the second story on the north and west elevations. 
These have one-over-one, double-hung, wood-sash windows. There is a chimney at the south end of the building. Alterations include 
covering the storefront with vertical siding in 1956 and exterior and interior alterations of three apartment units.

Significance: While alterations to the building's facade have compromised its historic integrity, this structure is considered to be 
contributing within the district as a fair example of a Colonial Revival style building and is therefore significant as part of the larger 
grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 36 Year Built: 1934
Resources Address: 2074 NW LOVEJOY ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: 20th Century Commercial Historic Name: Peters, Joseph, Building
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R180228760 State ID: 1N1E33BD 1100
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 15&16, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This commercial building is located on the corner of NW 21st Avenue and NW Lovejoy Street, a busy intersection, in 
an area that is mainly commercial. This one-story building has an L-shaped plan and a concrete foundation. There is a paved parking 
area between the building and the sidewalk. The flat roof has a parapet and patterned brick work at the frieze. Turned metal mansard 
roofs overhang a window bay and an entrance on the north elevation. The building has brick bearing walls and a brick exterior. The 
main entrance is located on the west facade through a glass-enclosed porch. The primary window type is fixed and multi-pane. There 
are decorative cast stone medallions inset between octagonal windows on the north-facing facade. Exterior alterations include 
modifications to some of the bays (date unknown), conversion from an automotive service station to a restaurant (1982), addition of a 
glass-enclosed porch (1982), and construction of an enclosed terrace (1989).

Significance: This building is associated with Joseph T. Peters. Born in Maryland in 1856, Peters was a prominent figure in the 
growth of both the state of Oregon and the city of Portland. Peters owned and operated a lumber company in The Dalles, where he 
served on the city council and was treasurer of the State Portage Commission. At the time of his 1910 move to Portland, he was 
overseeing five lumber-related businesses. Peters was one of the founders and directors of the Oregon Mutual Life Insurance 
Company.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the 20th Century Commercial style and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in Northwest Portland. 
There are few commercial buildings constructed in this style in the study area.
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INV.#: 37
Address: 2068 NW LOVEJOY ST
Style: Bungalow
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R180228740

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Barbour, Willie, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 1200

Legal Description: -- of Lot 14, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Lovejoy Street, a busy two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This one and one-half story, single-family residence has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised basement. 
The hip roof has wide overhanging eaves with exposed rafters and hip dormers. The building is of wood frame construction with 
wood lap siding and a wood shingle exterior. There is a boxed bay on the east elevation with leaded glass. The main entrance is on 
NW Lovejoy Street under a full-frontal porch with boxed porch posts with capitals. The front door has a large, oval, beveled-glass 
window and is flanked by beveled-glass side lights. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a 
small, multi-pane, leaded-glass window on the east elevation. There is one internal chimney on the east side of the house. Alterations 
include the addition of storm windows (date unknown).

Significance: This building was the residence of Julius C. Friendly. Born in Portland in 1870, Friendly resided in Portland for his 
entire life. Significant for his work in the fields of real estate and construction, Friendly was a member of the Portland Chamber of 
Commerce, Apartment House Association, and Realty Board. He was also involved with the construction of the Columbia River 
Highway and Vista House. Friendly was an active member of Temple Beth Israel and B'nai B'rith. He served in the Spanish- 
American War.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Bungalow style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 38
Address: 2060 NW LOVEJOY ST
Style: Mission
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R180228720

Year Built: 1923
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Friendly, Julius C., Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 1300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 11, Block 285 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the south side of NW Lovejoy Street, a busy two-lane street, in an area 
characterized mainly as mixed-use. This three-story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised basement. The 
fiat roof has a broken curvilinear parapet and a tiled pent roof. The building has reinforced concrete walls with a stucco exterior. 
Recessed concrete panels separate the stories. There is a central, slightly recessed bay with an arched top and a central decorative 
shield on the primary elevation. The main entrance is on the west elevation. There is a projecting canopy over the front entrance 
door, which is flanked with side lights. The primary window type is tripartite, multi-pane casement.

Significance; This apartment building is noteworthy for its association with Julius C. Friendly. Born in Portland in 1870, Friendly 
resided in Portland for his entire life. Significant for his work in the fields of real estate and construction, Friendly was a member of 
the Portland Chamber of Commerce, Apartment House Association, and Realty Board. He was also involved with the construction of 
the Columbia River Highway and Vista House. Friendly was an active member of Temple Beth Israel and B'nai B'rith. He served in 
the Spanish-American War.

This apartment building later was owned by Joseph T. Peters. Born in Maryland in 1856, Peters was a prominent figure in the growth 
of both the state of Oregon and the city of Portland. Peters owned and operated a lumber company in The Dalles, where he served on
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the city council and was treasurer of the State Portage Commission. When he moved to Portland in 1910, he was overseeing five 
different lumber-related businesses. Peters was one of the founders and directors of the Oregon Mutual Life Insurance Company.

This apartment building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Mission style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 39 Year Built: 1961
Resources Address: 2050 NW LOVEJOY ST Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: Utilitarian Historic Name: Harding, H. Clagett, House
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R180228700 State ID: 1N1E33BD 1400
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 10, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Lovejoy Street. This one-story commercial structure has a 
concrete foundation, a below-grade basement, and a flat roof with metal coping. On the north facade the roof line extends beyond the 
wall, creating an overhang and exposing the roof joists. The overhang is covered with a float-finish stucco treatment. The exterior 
surface is sheathed with plywood. The main entrance is located within a recessed entryway on the east facade. The two entries on the 
east facade have wood slab doors with rectangular side lights and long transoms. Concrete steps lead to a basement entry with a one- 
light, one-panel door at the southeast side of the east facade. The predominant window type is fixed in a ribbon pattern. In 1974, a 
decorative wrought-iron fence and rail was constructed at the northeast corner of the north facade. In 1988, four skylights were placed 
on the roof.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV, #: 40 Year Built: 1996 
Resources Address: 2012 NW LOVEJOY ST, Alterations: None 
0 2020 NW LOVEJOY ST, 2030 NW LOVEJOY ST

Style: Postmodern Historic Name: Lovejoy Commons Condominiums 
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: ~ 
Resources Tax #: See Appendix G State ID: See Appendix G
3

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Description: This is a condominium complex of three buildings. The buildings share similar characteristics but are oriented 
differently within a large lot that fronts on NW Lovejoy Street. Each two-story building has a square plan, a wood frame structure 
with a concrete foundation, and a hip roof with parallel cross gables. The exterior surface is clapboard siding, with brick sheathing 
lower portions of the first story. Two main entrances are located on the primary facades. Each entry has a paneled door sheltered by a 
canvas awning. The northern-most building has four-paneled garage doors on the east facade fronting onto a surface parking area. 
The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash with imitation muntins. There are gabled bay windows on the 
east and north facades.

Significance: Due to the date of construction and style, these buildings are classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.
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INV.#: 41
Address: 931 NW 20TH AVE
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80228480

Year Built: 1912
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Bretnor Apartments
Architect: Claussen & Claussen
State ID: 1N1E33BD 1600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&2, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This multi-family residence is corner sited at NW 20th Avenue and NW Lovejoy Street. It is a four-story structure with 
a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a daylight basement. The base is rusticated. The flat roof has a parapet and a metal 
cornice with block modillions and a denticulated frieze. Three-story polygonal bays delineate the north and south corners of the 
primary elevation. At the tops of the bays there are hoods with cast-iron decorative brackets. The walls are brick, punctuated by 
decorative brickwork between the first and second stories. Cast-stone string courses and quoins articulate the facade. Fenestration is 
varied. The primary fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with lug sills and lintels. First-story windows are four-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash; fourth-story windows are eight-over-one, double-hung wood sash; and casement windows at the west 
elevation have small diamond-shaped lights. The entrance is at the southeast corner of the building, set into a low-arched opening of 
cast stone. The glazed, wood-frame door is flanked by side lights and sconces and topped by a transom.

Significance: This building is significant for its architectural merit and association with the architectural firm of Claussen and 
Claussen. Brothers William E. and H. Fred Claussen practiced architecture in Portland from 1908 to 1942. Their work encompassed 
a variety of building forms—including residences, apartments, hotels, schools, office buildings, and warehouses. Priding themselves 
on their detail work, they were responsible for designing buildings such as the Roosevelt Hotel and the Loyalty Building, both listed in 
the National Register. The Bretnor Apartment Building is their only known work in the Historic Alphabet District. It was 
individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1991. (John M. Tess and Richard D. Ritz, Brentnor Apartments 
National Register Nomination, 1991)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classical style multi-family residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources

0
Noncontributing

Resources

INV.#: 42
Address: 930 NW 20TH AVE
Style: Colonial Revival
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax#: Rl80225450

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Weidler, George W., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33AC 11500

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 15&16, Block 269 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 20th Avenue. This multi- 
family residence has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a cross-hip roof. The roof has projecting eaves and a 
molded wood frieze. Three hip-roof dormers clad with wood shingles are located on the north, west, and south sides of the roof. 
There are skylights on the north and west elevations. The exterior surface is sheathed with weatherboard siding. The west facade has 
two-story pilasters at the corners. The main entrance is located on the west facade. The main entry door has three panels and plain 
wood trim surrounds. The north facade has two entrances opening onto wood decks. The first story entry features a multi-pane, 
paired French door with molded trim. The second-story entry is a four-panel door with four arched lights. The porch is partially 
enclosed and has a flat roof, a stoop, and wrought-iron railings. Decorative elements of the porch include two engaged columns and a 
plain entablature with jigsaw brackets. Porch fenestration is four-over-two and fixed. The predominant window type is one-over-one, 
double-hung, wood sash with plain trim and sills. The north and east facade additions have aluminum sliders. Two interior brick 
chimneys are located on the north and south sides of the roof. This building has been significantly altered. Major additions on the 
north and east facades were constructed over time as the use evolved from a single family residence to a multi-family residence.
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Significance: This building is considered compatible due to the date of its construction. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the building 
alterations excludes the structure from contributing to the historic character of the district.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 43
Address: 927NW24THAVE 
Style: Queen Anne/Shingle 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452304130

Year Built: 1892
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Batchecon, Mary, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 14700

Legal Description: - of Lot 2, Block 26 in KINGS 2ND ADD

927 NW 24th Ave.

Description: This two and one-half story, multi-family residence is located on the west side of NW 24th 
Avenue, a two-lane residential street. The building has an irregular plan, a brick foundation, and a 
basement. The building is of wood frame construction, with wood lap siding and shingle siding. The hip 
roof has intersecting gables and hip dormers, with supporting brackets and dentils. The gables are surfaced 
with stucco and decorated with half timbering. The front porch features round-arched openings in the 
porch skirting, a curved porch rail, and tapered Tuscan columns. The fenestration is primarily one-over- 
one, double-hung, wood-sash windows. Some windows have leaded and beveled glass. Oriel windows on 
the north elevation have elaborate scrolled pediments. The front elevation has a slant bay on both the first 
and second stories. Located on the south end of the building is a massive, internal, brick chimney with 
chimney pots. Alterations include conversion of the residence to multi-family use at an unknown date. 
New shingles were added to the porch base at an unknown date. Landscaping includes a rock retaining wall and mature plantings.

Significance: This building was owned by the investment firm of Louis P. Beno and William Ballis. Beno made his name as both a 
merchant and a real-estate man. In 1886, he purchased the Hackney & Stemme grocery store. In 1890, he formed a partnership with 
William Ballis. Ballis came to Portland in 1887 where he served as vice-president of Wakefield, Fires & Company, a local real-estate 
firm. He later went into business with Beno. The firm Beno and Ballis became an influential real-estate firm involved in the growth 
of the Historic Alphabet District.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne/Shingle style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources
0

Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 44
Address: 921-927 NW23RD AVE
Style: Craftsman

Classification: Historic Noncontributing 
Tax#: R452303870

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Merges, Ernest E. & M.E., House
#1
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 12000

Legal Description: N 33 1/3'of Lot 2, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a complex plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, a busy commercial street. The original structure is 
two and one-half stories with a wood frame and concrete foundation. The belcast hip roof has overhanging eaves and exposed rafters. 
There is a gable dormer with verge boards on the east facade. Shiplap siding covers the exterior of the original portion of the 
structure. Aluminum sash, one-over-one, double-hung windows are the common type of fenestration. There is a projecting bay 
window with a box cornice on the south facade. On the east facade, second floor, there is a half-round alcove with a sill. In 1951, a 
storefront was added to the front (east) facade of this Craftsman residence. The storefront addition is one-story and has a flat roof. It 
is covered with stucco on the east and south facades and with shiplap siding on the north. The retail entrances are found on the east 
facade, street level. Two glass doors and two large, fixed windows are set within the recessed entry.
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Significance; Although the building was constructed during the secondary period of significance, subsequent alterations have 
damaged its historic integrity. The storefront addition, in particular, detracts from the building's integrity. Surface treatments and 
fenestration changes have also been detrimental. The building would be considered contributing only if there were reversals of 
significant alterations that have damaged its historic integrity.

Contributing 
Resources

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 45
Address: 919NW23RDAVE
Style: Craftsman

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452303880

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Merges, Ernest E. & M.E., House
#2
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 11900

Legal Description: S 16 2/3' of Lot 2, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, facing east. It is a two and one-half 
story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation and a belcast, hip roof. The roof has wide overhanging eaves with modillions 
and a box cornice. There is a hipped dormer at the primary (west) elevation. The walls are surfaced with shiplap siding and corner 
boards. The main entrance is located on the west facade. An elevated cutaway porch is offset at the northwest corner of the building, 
supported by one Tuscan column. The door has horizontal wood panels and a single light. It is set in a wood frame with architrave 
trim. Fenestration includes a tripartite window at the first story comprised of one-over-one, double-hung wood sash; a bay window at 
the south elevation; and one-over-one, double-hung, wood-sash windows. There are aluminum storm windows. A chain-link fence 
was installed at the front of the property in 1983.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Craftsman style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 46
Address: 909 NW 24TH AVE
Style: Colonial Revival

Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452304140

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Klosterman, August & Josephine,
House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 14800

Legal Description: --of Lot 3&4, Block 26 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story social club, originally a single-family residence, is located on the northwest corner of NW 
23rd Avenue and NW Kearney Street, both quiet two-lane streets. The building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, a 
basement, and wood frame construction with beveled wood siding. The hip roof has gabled dormers and a boxed cornice with block 
modillions. A colossal portico with Corinthian columns dominates the front of the building. A second-story balcony above the porch 
has a semi-circular bay between the columns of the portico. The porch and balcony have turned balusters and the porch base is skirted 
with lattice. The front door is oak with leaded, beveled glass and is flanked by iron lamps. The fenestration is primarily multi-pane- 
over-one, double-hung, wood-sash windows. A fire destroyed much of the front porch and first story, which were restored to their 
original appeearance in 1990.

Significance: The building is currently owned and operated by a nonprofit organization and is important in the neighborhood as a 
meeting place for people recovering from addictions, particularly for members of Alcoholics Anonymous. These meetings draw 
people from the neighborhood as well as other parts of the city.

This building is considered to be a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger
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grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 47
Address: 916NW24THAVE
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452304080

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Ballis, William, House #1
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 11100

Legal Description: N 1/2 of Lot 17, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one and one-half story, wood frame residence has a concrete foundation and fronts onto NW 24th Avenue. It has 
a rectilinear plan and a gabled roof. The roof has projecting eaves and metal coping. Comer boards and shingles embellish the front 
gable. Shiplap siding covers the exterior of this building. At the daylight basement level, there is vertical shiplap siding. The main 
entrance is on the west facade. The three-paneled wood door has a stained glass light. The attached porch has turned posts and 
brackets. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash, the windows on the primary facade having fixed 
shutters. There is one interior brick chimney. Alterations include the replacement of the original porches in 1977.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with William Ballis. Ballis came to Portland in 1887, serving as vice- 
president of Wakefield, Fires & Company, a local real-estate firm. He later went into business with Louis Beno. The firm Beno and 
Ballis became an influential real-estate firm involved in the growth of the Historic Alphabet District.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Queen Anne style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 48
Address: 2367 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: Arts and Crafts
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452303970

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Howell, George, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 11200

Legal Description: W 10' of Lot 12, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized 
mainly as mixed-use. This two and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised 
basement. The steeply pitched gable roof has gable dormers. The building is of wood frame construction with wood shingle siding. 
The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, located under a partial porch on the west side of the front elevation. The porch features a 
classical cornice molding supported by large curved brackets and dentils. A balcony over the porch has a cut-out Stick balustrade. An 
enclosed sun porch is located on the rear elevation. There is a cutaway bay window on the front elevation, a bay on the east elevation, 
and a box bay on the west elevation. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a decorative 
diamond-shaped window at the center of the primary facade. There is one central chimney on the east half of the roof. 
Significance: This residence is significant for its association with real estate developer Charles Korell. He is responsible for the 
development of this property. A native of Denmark, Charles H. Korell immigrated to Portland at the age of sixteen. He established 
himself as a successful realtor and financial agent in the city.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Arts and Crafts style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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INV.#: 49
Address: 2353-2357 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Victorian Eclectic 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452303960

Year Built: 1894
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Parkhurst, Annie T., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 11300

Legal Description: E 40' of Lot 12, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood 
frame structure with a brick foundation and a daylight basement. The hip roof has two parallel cross-gables with flared eaves and 
projecting verges. The gables have cornice returns with decorative brackets. The exterior surface is shiplap siding at the basement 
level, clapboard siding on the first story, and shingles on the second story and gables. There is a wood water table and a belt course 
with architrave trim. The entrances to the building are located on the south facade. There are three main entry doors topped by 
leaded-glass transoms with diamond-shaped lights. There is a four-bay verandah porch with Tuscan columns supporting a flat roof 
with a wrought-iron balustrade. Two sets of double glass doors open onto the porch roof. These doors are topped with hoods on 
consoles. Two sets of wooden stairs lead onto the front porch. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash. 
There is an octagonal bay window on the south facade. To the east of the double-door entry, there is a leaded-glass window with 
stained glass. In each gable there is a pointed-arch window with one-over-one, double hung sash and side lights. Alterations include 
repairs to the interior following water damage in 1986.

Significance: This apartment building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Victorian Eclectic 
style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest 
Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 50
Address: 2347 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452303950

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Korell, Charles H., House #1
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 11400

Legal Description: W 32.45' of Lot 9, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a T-shape plan with projections, a brick foundation, and a raised 
basement. The gable roof has intersecting gables and spindles at the eave ends supported by brackets. There is a pedimented gable 
with an applied sunburst pattern and a gable covered with vertical boards with a sawtooth bottom band. The building is of wood 
frame construction with both wood shiplap siding and vertical boards on the exterior. There are plain corner boards. The primary 
entrance is on NW Kearney Street under an offset entrance porch. The porch has square posts with classical capitals and is decorated 
with a central pendant and Stickwork. There is also a rear porch with plain posts. The primary window type is one-over-one, double- 
hung wood sash. There is a bay window supported with jigsaw brackets and vertical boards above a second-story front window on the 
west elevation, and a small window on the east elevation capped with a triangular pediment. There is one central, corbeled chimney. 
Exterior alterations include the addition of storm windows (date unknown).

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with real estate developer Charles Korell. A native of Denmark, Charles 
H. Korell immigrated to Portland at the age of sixteen. He established himself as a successful realtor and financial agent in the city.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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INV.#: 51
Address: 2341 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452303940

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Korell, Charles H., House #2
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 11500

Legal Description: E 27.55' of Lot 9, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a raised basement. The 
gable roof has intersecting gables and eave returns. The building is of wood frame construction with both wood shiplap and wood 
shingles on the exterior. There is a wide, shingled belt course which is slightly flared. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street. 
There is a transom over the front door with stained glass panels. The first and second stories have recessed porches embellished with 
spindled friezes, turned balustrades and posts, and jigsaw brackets. There is a cutaway bay with a central pendant on the southwest 
corner of the building. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is one central chimney. Exterior 
alterations include the addition of shingles at the gable between the first and second stories (date unknown).

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with real estate developer Charles Korell. A native of Denmark, Charles 
H. Korell immigrated to Portland at the age of sixteen. He established himself as a successful realtor and financial agent in the city.

This residence is also associated with Edward A. King, who once occupied and helped to develop this property. King was a member 
of a pioneer Portland family and son of famous businessman and developer Amos N. King. A native of Portland, Edward King was 
treasurer of the King Real Estate Association and later became president of the firm. Through his family's firm, he made significant 
contributions to the development of historic Portland.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
0

Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 52
Address: 2337 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Historic Noncontributing 
Tax#: R452303930

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Wood, Lydia A., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 11600

Legal Description: ~ of Lot 8, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation and a partial above-grade basement. It has a hip roof with projecting eaves, a boxed cornice, and 
a frieze. There are large hipped dormers on the south and east sides. The exterior surface is asbestos siding. The main entrance is 
located on the south facade. Entry is through a door with 15-light glazing and vertical boards, flanked by multi-pane side lights. 
There is a three-bay verandah porch with a hip roof. The porch roof is supported by square posts, which are paired flanking the 
entryway and grouped in threes at the porch corners. The predominant window type is nine-over-one, double-hung sash. There are 
two shallow oriel windows on the south facade and an octagonal bay window on the east facade. The building has two brick interior 
chimneys, one with square chimney pots. Alterations include expansion of the driveway in 1992, and replacement of the original 
dormers with larger dormers in 1998 to create additional living space.

Significance: Although this building was constructed during the period of significance, remodeling has damaged its historic integrity. 
If the asbestos siding were removed and the dormers restored to their original condition, this property would be reclassified as 
contributing.
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Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and is located on an elevated lot that fronts onto NW Kearney Street. It is a two and 
one-half story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation and a partial above-grade basement. The hip roof has projecting 
eaves with a boxed cornice, and there is a hipped dormer on the south side. There is a bubble skylight on the east side of the roof. 
The exterior surface is asbestos siding. A small section of wall area on the building's northeast corner reveals shiplap siding with a 
corner pilaster. The main entrance is located on the south facade. The main entry door has one light and two vertical panels. There is 
a three-bay verandah porch with Tuscan columns and a hip roof. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash 
with plain surrounds. There is a tripartite window with a stained-glass transom on the first floor of the south facade. On the east 
facade there is an octagonal bay window. Alterations include renovations to the interior following fire damage in 1928; the 
installation of an additional window in 1956; conversion from single family residential to duplex in 1959, which involved building a 
stairway to the second floor and replacing a stairwell window with a door; and the addition of a driveway in 1995.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 56 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: N/A Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R452303320 State ID: 1N1E33BC 600
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 12, Block 20 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This site is a vacant raised lot with a large oak tree at its northwest corner. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 57 Year Built: 1909
Resources Address: 2247 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Bettman, Adalbert G., House
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452303310 State ID: 1N1E33BD 14000
0

Legal Description: W 50'of Lot 9, Block 20 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Kearney Street, a moderately busy street, in an area characterized 
mainly as mixed-use. This two and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a 
basement. The gable roof has clipped shed dormers and exposed rafters and rafter ends. One shed dormer has three multi-pane 
windows. The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a 
projecting front-gable porch supported by multiple square columns. There are purlins on the roof. The front door has a stained-glass 
window flanked by side lights with leaded glass. A plain bargeboard separates the first and second stories. There is a boxed bay. The 
primary window type is four-over-one, double-hung wood sash. The house has three chimneys: internal brick chimneys at both ends 
of the gable, and one brick chimney on the rear south elevation.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with the Bettman family. Goodman Bettman, the patriarch of the 
family, immigrated to Oregon in 1868. With his wife Bertha, Bettman operated the Bettman General Merchandise Store. The store 
owned one of the only safes in town and was used by the local farmers as well as the Wells-Fargo Express Company. Bettman was 
also a Royal Arch Mason. His membership is noteworthy due to its rarity, as the organization seldom admitted Jewish members. Two 
of Bettman's sons, both prosperous physicians, also resided in this house. Dr. Adalbert C. Bettman was a plastic surgeon. He was 
involved with many civic organizations and served as president of Good Samaritan Hospital and Portland Academy of Medicine. Dr.
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Montefore Bettman was a dentist and an active member of many civic groups as well as the Oregon State Dental Society and the 
American Dental Association.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 58
Address: 2237 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Craftsman/Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452303300

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Hutchings, F.J., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 13900

Legal Description: W 19.8'of Lot 8, Block 20 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a moderately busy street, in an area characterized 
mainly as mixed-use. This two and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a 
basement. The hip roof has hip dormers and wide over-hanging belcast eaves supported by sawn-profile brackets. There are pendants 
under the eaves, arched brackets, and a plain frieze. The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding. The primary 
entrance is on NW Kearney Street under a porch with massive piers clad with weatherboard siding. There is a two-story box bay on 
the east elevation. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a central tripartite, second-story 
window with diamond-shaped panes on the primary facade. Oval windows flank the tripartite window. There are several leaded-glass 
windows. There is one exterior chimney on the west elevation and one internal chimney near the two-story box bay on the east 
elevation.

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Craftsman/Colonial Revival 
style residence and is therefore significant as part'of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest 
Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 59
Address: 916 NW 21 STAVE 
Style: Streetcar Era Commercial 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80228820

Year Built: 1929
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Burns, John C., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 2600

Legal Description: N 40.02' W 50.02' of Lot 17, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This one-story commercial building is located on the east side of NW 21st Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial. The 
building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, and hollow clay tile construction faced with rug-finished brick. The roof is flat. 
The belt course features cast-stone rondels. The fenestration is primarily large, fixed-pane storefront windows with wood surrounds 
and transoms. An awning was added to the building at an unknown date. The storefront originally had two entrances; the northern 
entrance and an adjacent window were closed off at an unknown date. A wrought-iron archway spans the space between this building 
and the adjacent apartment building to the south.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Streetcar Era style commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial developments that occurred in the Northwest district.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 60
Address: 904 NW 21 STAVE 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80228840

Year Built: 1929
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Rex Manor Apartments
Architect: DeYoung & Roald
State ID: 1N1E33BD 2500

Legal Description: EXC N 40.02' W 50.02' of Lot 17, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two-story apartment building is located on the east side of NW 21st Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial, at the corner 
of NW Kearney Street. The building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, with a raised basement, and a hollow clay tile 
frame faced with brick. The flat roof has a raised parapet. Cast stone embellishes the belt course, medallions, and panels. The 
building has a raised basement. The main entrance features a classic portico with a broken pediment. The wood front door has four 
horizontal lights and is capped by a transom. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung, wood-sash windows. 
Additional windows are multi-paned. Quoins articulate the sides of windows at the north and south ends of the primary facade. Both 
stories have slant bays flanking the entrance. Wrought-iron balconets accent the building. A wrought-iron archway spans the space 
between this building and the adjacent commercial building to the north. No exterior alterations have been recorded.

Significance; This building is significant for its association with the architectural firm of DeYoung and Roald. James W. DeYoung, 
a Michigan native, moved to Portland in 1907. He was a draftsman in the office of Doyle and Patterson for two years, then joined two 
other offices before establishing a partnership with Knud A. Roald in 1919. Roald, a Norwegian immigrant, was educated at the 
University of Dresden. He moved to the United States in 1911. DeYoung and Roald were known for their commercial designs in the 
1920s. They were responsible for such buildings as the New Heathman Hotel and the Douglas Building, both listed in the National 
Register. The Rex Manor Apartments is their only known work in the Historic Alphabet District. Their partnership dissolved in 1929 
when DeYoung and Roald joined other firms.

The building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style multi-family residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 61
Address: 2069 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80228660

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Anderson, Ole H., House #1
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 2400

Legal Description: W 36' of Lot 13, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Kearney, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized mainly as 
mixed-use. This two-story building has an irregular plan, a brick foundation, and a basement. The clipped gable roof has bracketed 
eaves and intersecting clipped gables with decorative patterned shingles on the gable ends. The building is of wood frame 
construction with shiplap and patterned wood shingles on the exterior. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a porch on 
the west side of the front elevation. The entry porch has fluted square posts and turned balusters. There are double entrance doors 
with curved panels. The upper story is slightly belcast at its juncture with the first floor and there is a water table. There is a bay 
window on the front elevation and a cutaway bay with brackets on the east elevation. There are recessed panels under the bays. The 
primary window type is one-over-one, double hung wood sash, with projecting window cornices. The building was converted from a 
single-family residence to a duplex in 1980.

Significance: This building is associated with Ole H. Anderson. Born in 1854, Anderson was an immigrant from Norway. He was 
engaged in the business of carriage making and blacksmithing for over 25 years in the Historic Alphabet District. He was a successful 
businessman who contributed to the commercial development of Northwest Portland.
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This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 62
Address: 2061 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80228640

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Anderson, Ole H., House #2
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 2300

Legal Description: W 20' of Lot 12, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on thte north side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized 
mainly as mixed-use. This two and one-half story, single-family residence has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a 
basement. The hip roof has gabled dormers and wide boxed, over-hanging eaves. The building is of wood frame construction with V- 
groove wood siding. The primary entrance in on NW Kearney Street, under a full-frontal porch supported by clustered Tuscan posts. 
Multi-pane side lights flank the front entrance door and transom. There is a gable dormer with eave returns on the primary facade. 
The building has wide corner boards and a keystone. There is a single chimney on the west elevation. This house is the twin of 2055, 
but has been extensively modified (date unknown).

Significance: This building is associated with Ole H. Anderson. Born in 1854, Anderson was an immigrant from Norway. He was 
engaged in the business of carriage making and blacksmithing for over 25 years in the Historic Alphabet District. He was a successful 
businessman who contributed to the commercial development of Northwest Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 63
Address: 2055 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80228610

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Anderson, Ole H., House #3
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 2200

Legal Description: E 30' of Lot 12, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mainly mixed-use. This two-story, single-family residence has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a basement. The hip roof 
has gabled dormers and wide, boxed, over-hanging eaves. The building is of wood frame construction with V-groove wood siding. 
The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a full-frontal porch. The porch has Tuscan columns with lattice skirting. There is 
a multi-pane front door. There are wide corner boards with capitals and a water table. The primary window types are one-over-one 
and 12-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is one tall, external chimney on the east elevation and one interior chimney on the 
west gable. This house is the twin of 206 NW Kearney.

Significance: This building is associated with Ole H. Anderson. Born in 1854, Anderson was an immigrant from Norway. He was 
engaged in the business of carriage making and blacksmithing for over 25 years in the Historic Alphabet District. He was a successful 
businessman who contributed to the commercial development of Northwest Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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Contributing
Resources

1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 64
Address: 2043 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80228600

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Anderson, Ole H., House #4
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 2100

Legal Description: - of Lot 9, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in 
an area characterized mainly as mixed-use. This two-story house has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, 
and a basement. The gable roof has bracketed eaves. The building is of wood frame construction with V- 
groove wood siding. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a gabled porch entrance 
supported by Tuscan columns. The porch has turned balustrades. Above the entrance porch, there is a 
balcony with double doors, a cornice, and turned balustrades. The primary window type is one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash. There are twin oriel windows with gable roofs on the front elevation. Alterations 
include addition of a turned porch baluster and conversion to a multi-family dwelling (dates unknown).

2043 NW Kearney St.
Significance: This building is associated with Ole H. Anderson. Born in 1854, Anderson was an 

immigrant from Norway. He was engaged in the business of carriage making and blacksmithing for over 25 years in the Historic 
Alphabet District. He was a successful businessman who contributed to the commercial development of Northwest Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 65
Address: 2035 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: Stick
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80228560

Year Built: 1898
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Wallace, H.W., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 2000

Legal Description: -- of Lot 8, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet residential street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a basement. The hip 
roof has intersecting twin gables. Twin front gables have twin side dormers, decorative Stickwork, and finials. There is a row of 
dentils on the gable ends. The building is of wood frame construction with V-groove wood siding, stucco, and half-timbering exterior. 
There is applied Stickwork on the second story. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a porch with small jigsaw 
brackets and lattice work over the foundation. The front door is flanked by a side light. The primary window types are 12-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash and diamond-pane-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are diamond-shaped windows in the upper panes 
of the second-story windows of the primary facade. There is a bay window on the east elevation. There is one corbeled, interior 
chimney. Alterations include the addition of security bars on the first floor windows (date unknown).

Significance: This building was once the residence of Thomas C. Devlin. Born in 1860, Devlin was a New York native. He came to 
Portland in 1898 and was soon elected to the office of city auditor. After Devlin left office, he became a banker. He was a prolific 
writer who wrote extensively on the questions of municipal government. Devlin is significant for his contributions to the political 
arena and banking industry.
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This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stick style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland. There are few buildings in 
the district of this architectural style.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 66
Address: 2023 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80228540

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Reinhard, J.F., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 1900

Legal Description: -- of Lot 5, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Kearney Street, a moderately busy street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two-story building has an irregular plan, a brick foundation, and a basement. The gabled roof has intersecting gables 
and modillions under slightly belcast eaves. The building is of wood frame construction with V-groove wood siding and wood shingle 
exterior. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a wraparound porch with square posts with plain capitals. Side lights 
flank the entrance door. There is a one-story bay on the west elevation. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash. There is one, slightly corbeled chimney located in the center of the intersecting gable roofs. Alterations include 
conversion to a multi-family dwelling (date unknown) and enlargement of the rear porch (1922).

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 67
Address: 915NW20THAVE 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80228500

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Wassell, R.F., & Co. Apartments
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 1700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 3, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This four-story residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 20th Avenue. The roof is flat with a 
parapet. The exterior is clad with brick. There is decorative brickwork on the first story, as well as above the entrance, above the 
windows, and on the parapet. The entrance to the building is on the east facade. It is a glass door with a wood frame surrounded by 
decorative ceramic mosaic tile and topped by a half-round, fixed transom. There is also a molded entablature with dentils. The 
predominant window type is recessed one-over-one, double-hung sash. The windows have a flat brick arch and a sloping sill. There 
is a wrought-iron fire escape on the east facade and a metal mesh door at the northeast facade. There have been no significant 
alterations to this building.

Significance; This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical, multi-family residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 68
Address: 1959-1963 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: Utilitarian
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax#: Rl80225510

Year Built: 1941
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Derr, George Wesley, Jr., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AC 11000

Legal Description: W 182/3' of Lot 12, Block 269 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street. It is a one-story structure with a concrete 
foundation and a flat roof. The roof line has a narrow cornice with brick dentils. The exterior surface is primarily orange brick on the 
front facade, with stucco in other areas. The base of the front facade is sheathed in black tile, with random ashlar flanking the main 
entry. The main entrance is located on the south facade. The door is glass, set into an aluminum frame. It has a transom and is 
flanked by two large windows. The predominant window type on the front facade is single-light, fixed windows with aluminum 
frames. The other facades have multi-light, steel sash windows. Alterations include modifications to the entrance and the creation of 
an exit door on the west facade in 1964. In 1996, the interior was converted to office use.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the historic district, its date of construction classifies it as 
noncontributin?.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 69
Address: 912NW24THAVE 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452304090

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Ballis, William & Bertha, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 11000

Legal Description: S 1/2 of Lot 17, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one-story residence is located on the east side of NW 24th Avenue, a two-lane residential street. The building has 
a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, a basement, and wood frame construction with wood lap and shingle siding. The gable roof 
is ornamented at the peak. The front porch features Eastlake spindles, carved porch columns and railings, and lattice skirting. The 
front door has four wood panels below and one glass panel above. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung, wood- 
sash windows. No exterior alterations are recorded for the building.

Significance: The property is associated with the Ballis family. William Ballis came to Portland in 1887 where he served as vice- 
president of Wakefield, Fires & Company, a local real-estate firm. He later went into business with Louis Beno. Beno and Ballis 
became an influential real-estate firm involved in the growth of the Historic Alphabet District. Ballis1 wife, Bertha, was one of the 
original members of the First Presbyterian Church. She was involved in the Sons and Daughters of Oregon Pioneers and served as a 
board member of the Portland Y. M. C. A. and Travelers Aid. She also served the juvenile court as a volunteer social worker. 
This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 70
Address: 2387 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Stick/Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452304100

Year Built: 1894
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Korell, Charles H., House #3
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 10800

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 18, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a basement. The gable roof has 
intersecting gables with ornaments, and fish-scale shingles on the gable ends. The building is of wood frame construction with wood 
shiplap and patterned wood shingles on the exterior. There is decorative paneled stickwork on a frieze panel and panels below the 
frieze, a flared shingled belt course, and paneled brackets. There is a cutaway bay with pendants on the east elevation. The main 
entrance is located on NW Kearney Street, under a porch on the east side of the front elevation. The porch has turned posts and a 
decorative Stick frieze. It is below a recessed front balcony with turned posts and knob and spindle frieze. The primary window type 
is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are some stained-glass windows. There is a single interior chimney in the west rear 
portion of the house. This building is the twin of 2377 NW Kearney.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with real estate developer Charles Korell. A native of Denmark, Charles 
H. Korell immigrated to Portland at the age of sixteen. He established himself as a successful realtor and financial agent in the city. 
This residence has been designated a Portland Historic Landmark.
This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a fine example of a Queen Anne style residence with Stick style 
detailing and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 71 Year Built: 1894
Resources Address: 2377 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Stick/Queen Anne Historic Name: Korell, Charles H., House #4
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452304110 State ID: 1N1E33BC 10900
0

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 18, Block 25 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a basement. The gable roof has 
intersecting gables with ornaments, and fish-scale shingles on the gable ends. The building is of wood frame construction with wood 
shiplap and patterned wood shingles on the exterior. There is decorative paneled stickwork on a frieze panel, panels below the frieze, 
a flared shingled belt course, and paneled brackets. There is a cutaway bay with pendants on the east elevation. The main entrance is 
located on NW Kearney Street, under a porch on the east side of the front elevation. The porch has turned posts and a decorative Stick 
frieze. It is below a recessed front balcony with turned posts and knob and spindle frieze. The primary window type is one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash. There are some stained-glass windows. There is a single interior chimney in the west rear portion of the 
house. This building is the twin of 2387 NW Kearney.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with real estate developer Charles Korell. A native of Denmark, Charles 
H. Korell immigrated to Portland at the age of sixteen. He established himself as a successful realtor and financial agent in the city. 
This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence with Stick style 
detailing, and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland. It 
is a designated Portland Historic Landmark.

Contributing INV. #: 72 Year Built: 1909
Resources Address: 902-910NW23RD AVE Alterations: Major
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Eickorn, Annie, House
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452303420 State ID: 1N1E33BC 400
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 18, Block 20 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This commercial building was converted from residential use in 1983. It is a two-story structure with a concrete 
foundation, fronting onto NW 23rd Avenue, a busy commercial street. The hip roof has overhanging eaves and a boxed cornice. 
Shiplap siding covers the exterior of the building with brick facing at the basement level. The main entrance is on the west facade 
through glass and wood doors. The double entry covered porch has square balusters and Tuscan piers on paneled pedestals. The roof 
is flat, with overhanging eaves and exposed rafters. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash with 
sills. There are also large fixed pane windows. The north and south facades are embellished with polygonal bay windows supported 
by brackets. Decorative elements include a water table and corner boards. Closed gable dormers on the west and south facades have 
boxed cornices. Alterations include remodeling in 1983 when the building became a commercial property, and an addition to the 
structure in 1988.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Craftsman style building and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 73 Year Built: 1912
Resources Address: 2015 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: American Renaissance Historic Name: Chesterbury Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R180228520 State ID: 1N1E33BD 1800
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 4, Block 285 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the corner of NW Kearney Street and NW 20th Avenue, a moderately busy 
intersection, in an area characterized as mainly mixed-use. This four-story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a 
raised basement. The flat roof has a decorative parapet, a heavy cornice with block modillions, and corner brackets. The building has 
brick walls with a brick and concrete exterior. The first story is rusticated, smooth concrete masonry. A central, round-headed 
opening rising from the second through the fourth stories contains slightly recessed balconies. There are round-headed entries with 
fanlights at the two main entrances, one on NW Kearney Street and one on NW 20th Avenue. The primary window type is one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash. Minor alterations include the replacement of iron balustrades on the balconies (1964).

Significance: This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development.

This apartment building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an American Renaissance style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest 
Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 74 Year Built: 1947
Resources Address: 1987 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: Minor
0 Style: Streetcar Era Commercial Historic Name: Stuart, Charles H., & MacLeod,

Hugh S., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Resources Tax #: Rl 80225570 State ID: 1N1E33AC 10800 
1

Legal Description: W 40' of Lot 18, Block 269 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This commercial building has a square plan and fronts onto the corner of NW Kearney Street and NW 20th Avenue. It 
is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The exterior surface is brick. The main entrance is located on the
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southwest corner of the building. Recessed into this corner is a wood-framed glass door with a transom. The entrance is covered by a 
vinyl awning. The predominant window type is large, fixed windows grouped in bands, with architrave trim and brick sills. 
Alterations to this building generally have been confined to interior modifications, including conversion to restaurant use in 1976.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the historic district, the construction date classifies it as 
noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 75
Address: 1977 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80225550

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Bacon, Charles P., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AC 10900

Legal Description: W 50' E 60' of Lot 18, Block 269 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a brick foundation and a partial above-grade basement. The hip roof has wide overhanging eaves with a plain boxed 
cornice. The exterior surface is shiplap siding. There are pilasters at the corners and a wood water table. The main entrance is 
located on the south facade. It has a concrete stoop with a single iron handrail. The entry has a shallow, flat roof, with a boxed 
cornice supported by wrought-iron brackets. The three-panel main entry door has a diamond light and a transom and large, multi-pane 
side lights. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash with plain surrounds, some topped with a shallow 
cornice. There is a flat-roofed bay window on the east facade supported by diagonal braces. There is one brick chimney. The 
structure was converted from a rooming house to single-family residential use in 1993.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as an example of a Colonial Revival style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 76
Address: 831NW24THAVE 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary' Contributing 
Tax#: R452300710

Year Built: 1903
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Clark, Orange, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 15000

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&2, Block 4 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, multi-family residence, originally a single-family home, is located on the west side of NW 
24th Avenue, a quiet two-lane street. The building has a rectangular plan, a brick foundation, and a basement. The construction is 
wood frame with wood lap siding. The hip roof has hip dormers, with a broken pediment over the front dormer and a boxed cornice 
with modillions and a denticulated frieze. Wide classical cornerboards mark the edges of the building. The east (front) elevation has a 
semi-circular front portico with tapered Tuscan columns and a fanlight over the front door. The fenestration is primarily one-over- 
one, double-hung, wood-sash windows. Over the porch on the second story are curved windows. The building also has Palladian 
windows in the stairway and an oval window set in a massive brick chimney. Landscaping includes mature plantings and a brick and 
concrete retaining wall. A side porch on the north elevation was enclosed at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development within the district.
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Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 77
Address: 2388 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300650

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Jacobson, W.J., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 10700

Legal Description: W 35 2/3' of Lot 15, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the corner of NW Kearney Street and NW 24th Avenue, a moderately busy intersection, in 
an area characterized as mixed-use. This one and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a basement. 
The gable roof has intersecting gables and deep eaves with cornices, sawn-profile modillions, and a cornice molding and gutter. The 
shingled gables have flared edges. The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding. The main entrance is on NW 
Kearney Street, under a recessed porch with square porch posts and lattice skirting. There are sawtooth-patterned shingles over the 
second story windows. There is a small window box/balcony area under the front second-story window. There is a west side, two- 
story faceted window bay, shingled with a flared siding course above the window. The primary window type is one-over-one, double- 
hung wood sash. There is a single interior brick corbeled chimney. Exterior alterations include the addition of storm windows and 
conversion to a duplex (dates unknown).

Significance: This residence is associated with the Amos N. King family. King sold the city the land on which Washington Park now 
sits and was an original stockholder in the Multnomah Street Railway Company.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 78
Address: 2382 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Dutch Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300640

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Bays, John, House #5
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 10600

Legal Description: E 31'W 66 2/3'of Lot 15, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a raised basement. The gambrel roof 
has intersecting gambrels and deep eaves with modillions. A modillion under the molding forms a pediment. The building is of wood 
frame construction with wood lap siding. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a full-frontal porch with four classic 
columns with classic entablature and dentils. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a focal 
window with leaded-glass transom and an east side, first-story polygonal window bay with a balcony area at the top. The balcony has 
a curved rail. There is a small stovepipe through the west roof. Exterior alterations include the addition of new concrete entrance 
stairs (1957).

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Dutch Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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Contributing INV. #: 79 Year Built: 1890
Resources Address: 2374 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Vernacular Victorian Historic Name: Bays, John, House #6
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452300630 State ID: 1N1E33BC 10500
1

Legal Description: E 33 1/3' of Lot 15, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street. It is a one and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation and a steeply pitched, belcast hip roof. The roof has projecting eaves with a boxed cornice 
decorated with dentils. The north, west, and east sides have flat-roofed dormers with projecting eaves. The exterior surface is 
shingled, embellished by corner boards and a wood water table. The main entrance is located on the north facade. The paneled main 
entry door has one large light topped by five smaller lights and a transom. There is a three-bay verandah porch with square columns 
supporting shallow pointed arches. Several window types are present. On the north facade there is a large, single-pane window with a 
multi-light transom. There is a paired window with elaborate stained glass on the east facade. The windows in the dormer on the 
north side of the building are eight-over-one, double-hung sash. The building has one brick interior chimney. Alterations include the 
replacement of the original wooden porch steps with concrete steps in 1957; a reconstruction of the front porch in 1980; and 
excavation to accommodate a basement garage in 1998, which involved partial removal of the front porch.

Significance: Although this building was constructed during the primary period of significance, remodeling and partial removal of 
the front porch has damaged its historic integrity. If the porch were restored to its original condition, this property would be 
reclassified as primary contributing.

Contributing INV. #: 80 Year Built: 1908
Resources Address: 2368 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Rothschild, Otto, House #1
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452300620 State ID: 1N1E33BC 10300
0

Legal Description: W 33' of Lot 14, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation and a hip roof. The roof has projecting eaves, with exposed rafters on the northern third of the 
building. Elsewhere, it has a boxed cornice with a frieze. There is a hipped dormer on the north side with projecting eaves and 
exposed rafters. The building has a partial above-grade basement with a wood water table. The exterior surface is clapboard siding. 
The main entrance is located on the north facade. Entry is through a single-light, one-panel door. There is a one-bay porch with a hip 
roof supported by three-part, square corner posts with decorative brackets. The porch roof has a frieze with architrave trim. The 
predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash with plain surrounds, slipsills and shelves. There is a tripartite bay 
window with leaded-glass transoms on the north facade. On the east facade, there is a large, cantilevered wall extension that features 
a leaded-glass window and transom. Several small, hooded bay windows on the north and west facades also exhibit leaded glass. The 
building has one brick interior chimney with a corbeled cap. Alterations include the replacement of access to the third floor with attic 
access in 1987, as well as various interior modifications and repairs.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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Contributing INV. #: 81 Year Built: 1908
Resources Address: 2360-62 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Craftsman/Colonial Revival Historic Name: Rothschild, Otto, House #2
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452300610 State ID: 1N1E33BC 10200
0

Legal Description: W 16' of Lot 11, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This duplex is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has an irregular plan, a stuccoed concrete foundation, and a raised basement. The 
hip roof has hip dormers and wide, overhanging eaves with carved modillions. There are hipped central dormers on the northeast and 
northwest corners of the front facade. The building is of wood frame construction with wood and fire-retardant shingles on the 
exterior. There are two main entrances on NW Kearney Street. The west entrance porch is capped with a decorative pedimented 
gable with cut-out gable ornament and has Corinthian porch posts. The east entrance porch has a recessed second-story corner 
balcony with a railing with diagonal cross-bracing. There are classically detailed cornerboards with Corinthian capitals. A belt course 
separates the first and second stories. There is a sun porch on the rear elevation with multi-pane windows. The primary window type 
is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a single interior chimney. Alterations include the addition of fire-retardant shingles 
to the first-story front porch (date unknown).

Significance: This duplex is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Craftsman/Colonial Revival 
style and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 82 Year Built: 1903
Resources Address: 2354-2356 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: The King Estate House #2
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452300600 State ID: 1N1E33BC 10100
0

Legal Description: W31 1/2'E 34'of Lot 11, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This duplex has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a hip roof with a lower cross-gable. The roof has projecting 
eaves with a boxed cornice, modillions, and a frieze. There is a hipped dormer with a boxed cornice and modillions on the north side 
of the roof. The exterior surface is asbestos siding. There is a wood belt course with architrave trim between the first and second 
floors on a north portion of the building. The main entrance is located on the north facade. There are two main entry doors, each with 
a single light with a decorated sill, six small square panels, two cross panels, and a transom. There is a two-thirds width porch with 
open rails. Tuscan columns support a flat porch roof with decorative brackets and an open-rail balustrade. A single-light, five-panel 
door opens onto the porch roof. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash, with plain surrounds and slipsills. 
On the north facade there is a large, octagonal bay window with leaded-glass transoms above large single-pane windows. There are a 
series of three bay windows on the west facade, and an octagonal bay window on the east facade. The building has two brick 
chimneys with corbeled caps.

Significance: This residence is associated with Edward A. King, who once occupied this house. King was a member of a pioneer 
Portland family and son of famous businessman and developer Amos N. King. A native of Portland, Edward King was treasurer of 
the King Real Estate Association and later became president of the firm. Through his family's firm, he made significant contributions 
to the development of historic Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style duplex and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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INV. #: 83
Address: 2348-2350 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300590

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Korell, C.H. & P.M., House #2
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 10000

Legal Description: W 31 1/2' of Lot 10, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This duplex has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation and a hip roof with a lower cross-gable. The roof has projecting eaves with a boxed cornice, 
modillions, and a frieze. There is a hipped dormer with a boxed cornice and modillions on the north side of the roof. The building has 
a partial above-grade basement with a wood water table and architrave trim. The exterior surface is shiplap siding with corner boards. 
There is a wood belt course between the first and second floors on a north portion of the building. The main entrance is located on the 
north facade. There are two main entry doors, each with a single light with a decorated sill, one upper cross-panel, three lower vertical 
panels, and a transom. There is a two-thirds width porch with open rails. Tuscan columns support a flat porch roof with decorative 
brackets and an open-rail balustrade. A single-light, five-panel door opens onto the porch roof. The predominant window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung sash, with architrave surrounds and lugsills. On the north facade there is a large, octagonal bay window with 
leaded-glass transoms above large single-pane windows. There is a square bay window with decorative brackets on the west facade, 
and an octagonal bay window on the east facade. The building has two brick chimneys with corbeled caps.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with real estate developer Charles Korell. A native of Denmark, Charles 
H. Korell immigrated to Portland at the age of sixteen. He established himself as a successful realtor and financial agent in the city.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style duplex and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 84
Address: 2342 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300580

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Daugherty, Lucy, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 9900

Legal Description: E 28 1/2' of Lot 10, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two-story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a stuccoed brick foundation, and a raised basement. The hip 
roof has deep eaves with modillions and a plain frieze. The building is of wood frame construction with V-groove wood siding and 
cornerboards. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a porch with turned balusters and Tuscan porch posts supporting a 
plain frieze. There is lattice skirting under the porch. Window heads on the front elevation under the porch have dentils and applied 
molding. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a focal window in the front bay with a large 
single pane and leaded-glass transom. A second, similar focal window is located on the west elevation. There is a back porch with a 
shed roof, enclosed screen, and lattice skirt. There is a single interior chimney on the west side of the building.

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Craftsman style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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INV.#: 85
Address: 2334 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300570

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Cullison, L.A., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 9800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 7, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized 
mainly as mixed-use. This two and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a 
basement. The hip roof has deep, belcast eaves with modillions, paired brackets at the corners, and a central hipped dormer with a 
multi-pane, tripartite window. The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding. There are classical corner boards. 
The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a central porch with Tuscan porch posts on brick piers and a central hipped roof 
with a spindled frieze. The front entry has a transom and flanking side light. The primary window types are one-over-one, double- 
hung and 12-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is an exterior chimney on the east elevation. Exterior alterations include a 
first-story window altered to fixed-pane (date unknown).

Significance: This residence is significant for its connection to John E. Cullison. Born in Ohio, Cullison moved to Portland in 1890. 
He was a leader in game preservation and served as the chairman of the State Game Commission in 1930. Cullison also headed the 
Oregon selective service system during World War I.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 86
Address: 2326 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Craftsman/Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300550

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Welisch, Louise, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 9700

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 6, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a moderately busy street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This one and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised basement. 
The gable roof has gable dormers with eave returns and Stick trim work around the gable-end windows. The top portion of one gable 
projects slightly over the lower section. The building is of wood frame construction with V-groove wood siding and corner boards. 
The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a full-frontal porch with Tuscan porch posts and turned balusters. The primary 
window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a bay window on the front elevation and boxed oriel windows on the 
east elevation.

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Craftsman/Colonial Revival 
style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest 
Portland.
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INV.#: 87
Address: 2322 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Dutch Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300560

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Brown, Teresa, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 9600

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 6, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised basement. 
The gambrel roof has intersecting gambrels and a gambrel top that projects slightly over the lower stories and is supported by 
modillions. The building is of wood frame construction with V-groove wood siding and wood shingles on the exterior. There is a 
water table. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under the west end of a full-frontal porch with Tuscan porch posts and a 
wide porch frieze. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are leaded-glass windows and a front 
bay window with leaded glass. Exterior alterations include the addition of storm windows (date unknown).

Significance: This residence is significant due to its association with Charles T. Haas, who at one time owned the house. Born in 
1888 in Minnesota, Haas was both a successful reporter and a renowned attorney. He settled in Portland in 1911 as a practicing 
attorney. Recognized as an expert in international law, Haas was the only attorney in the United States who represented 14 foreign 
governments and successfully managed many alien property cases. He is significant for his contributions to the legal profession in 
Portland and nationally.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Dutch Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV. #: 88
Address: 2312 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Dutch Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300430

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Martin, Harry J., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 9500

Legal Description: W 42' of Lot 1, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a moderately-busy street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This one and one-half story, single-family dwelling has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a raised basement. The 
gambrel roof has shed dormers. One end of the gambrel is decorated with hood molding in the gable end and has a recessed window. 
There is a a wide frieze. The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding, wood shingles and corner boards on the 
exterior. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a single-bay entry porch. A transom surmounts the front door. There is 
a balustraded balcony supported by modillions on the second story of the front elevation. The primary window type is one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash. There is a single interior chimney in the back section of the house. Exterior alterations include replacement 
of porch rails and stairs (1978) and addition of a skylight (1979).

Significance: This residence was an investment property owned by Dora I. Flegel. Born in 1865, Flegel was the wife of a Portland 
attorney. She is notable for her participation in the social and civic circles of the city. She was the president of the Waverly Baby 
Home and the first secretary of the Oregon League of Women Voters. She was also active in the affairs of Daughters of the American 
Revolution, the P. T. A., and the Methodist Church.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Dutch Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 89
Address: 831 -839 NW 23RD AVE
Style: Utilitarian
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300440

Year Built: 1917
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Mallory, F.B., Buildin<
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 9400

Legal Description: E 58' of Lot 1, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan, anchoring a busy corner lot at NW 23rd Avenue and NW Kearney 
Street. It has a flat roof with a stepped parapet at the northwest elevation. At the primary (west) elevation, the building is divided into 
three bays, with a glazed storefront separated by columns. The exterior is stuccoed. The entrance is located at the northwest comer. 
It is recessed, with two metal columns flanking the glazed door. The predominant window type is fixed and has metal sash. At the 
north elevation there are four bays with a narrow band of ribbon windows at the center bay. These windows operate as sliders, with 
wood sash and trim. There is a decorative mural at the northwest corner. Alterations include conversion of a store to apartments in 
1919, removal of the cornice and surfacing with stucco in 1955, and expansion in 1984.

Significance: While successive alterations have compromised its historic integrity, this structure is considered to be contributing 
within the district as a fair example of a Utilitarian style building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of 
commercial and residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 90
Address: 2272 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: Mediterranean
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300360

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Larowe, Nina, Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 15, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue. It occupies a prominent corner lot. 
The building is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation, a flat roof, and a corner tower. The exterior surface is stuccoed. 
There is a raised belt course above the first floor. A tower-like volume on the northwest corner has checkerboard-pattern tile 
decorations above paired windows. The building has separate main entrances for three storefronts. Two storefront entries on the west 
facade feature glass doors and transoms. A similar storefront entry is on the north facade. Large storefront windows with transoms 
are the predominant window type. On the west and north facades of the corner tower, there are paired, multi-light, arched windows, 
separated by Romanesque cushion columns. Alterations include conversion of the north-facing shop into a bakery in 1989, and 
conversion of the corner space from retail to espresso bar in 1993.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Mediterranean style 
commercial structure and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in Northwest 
Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 91
Address: 2264 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300350

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Elborall, Isabel, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 14, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a moderately busy street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a basement. The belcast gable roof 
has front bracket supports and two hipped dormers with diamond-shaped panes. The building is of wood frame construction with a 
wood shingle exterior. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a broad, heavy span main porch supported by grouped 
square posts. There is a second entrance on the west elevation under a smaller porch. One exterior door has a beveled glass light and 
two side lights. The second exterior door has an oval, etched-glass light. There is a double bay on the east elevation. The primary 
window type is nine-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are two leaded-glass windows on the second story of the front 
elevation. Other decorative features include half-timbering. There is a single corbeled chimney. Exterior alterations include the 
addition of security bars on the first floor window near the front porch, addition of an exterior TV antenna (dates unknown), and 
conversion to a duplex (1965).

Significance; This residence was an investment property owned by Louis P. Beno. Beno made his name as both a merchant and a 
real-estate man. In 1886, he purchased the Hackney & Stemme grocery store. In 1890, he formed a partnership with William Ballis. 
The firm Beno and Ballis became an influential real-estate firm involved in the growth of the Historic Alphabet District.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 92 Year Built: 1967
Resources Address: 2250 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Contemporary Historic Name: Hazelwood Chronic &

Convalescent Hospital
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Resources Tax #: R452300270 State ID: 1N1E33BD 14100 
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 7&9, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a T-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street. It is a five-story structure with a concrete 
foundation and a flat roof. The north elevation has a mansard roof element at the fifth floor, below which there is a flared, cornice- 
like projection. A large central tower on the north facade is topped with a similar projection. The exterior surface of the north, street- 
facing facade is brick, with stuccoed projecting bays and recessed window areas. The exterior surface of the other facades is primarily 
concrete block. The main entrance is located on the north facade. It has aluminum-framed, double glass doors, sheltered by a vaulted 
canvas awning. The predominant window type is multi-light, casement windows with white vinyl trim. Sections of the facade have 
projecting balconies with metal rails. The building is surrounded by a metal perimeter fence, with an arched entry gate featuring floral 
motifs. Alterations include interior alterations for conversion from convalescent hospital to offices in 1987, and extensive exterior and 
interior alterations in 1994 during conversion into 55 apartment units.

Significance: Although this building's style is compatible with the historic district, its date of construction classifies it as 
noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 93 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: W/2250 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R452300300 State ID: 1N1E33BD 14200
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 6, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This site is a surface parking lot with a perimeter fence and landscaping.
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Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing

Resources

0
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV. #: 94
Address: W/2250 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R452300210

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33BD 14300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD 

Description: This site is a surface parking lot with a perimeter fence and landscaping. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV. #: 95
Address: 2182-2188 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1898
Alterations: None
Historic Name: King, Amos N., House #4
Architect: ~
State ID: See Appendix G

2182-2188 NW Kearney St.

Description: This residence is located on the corner of NW Kearney Street and NW 22nd Avenue, 
a moderately busy intersection, in an area characterized as mixed-use. This two and one-half story 
duplex has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a basement. The hip roof has modillions 
under the eaves and hip dormers. The front dormer window has diamond-shaped panes. The 
building is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding and fluted corner boards. There are 
two main entrances on NW Kearney Street. The two entry porches have square porch posts and 
square balusters. There is beveled glass in both front doors. The primary window type is one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash. There are double bay windows on the front and side elevations. 
There is a rear balcony. There are two chimneys, one located in the rear of each half of the duplex.

Significance: This building is associated with the Portland family of Amos N. King. Born in Ohio in 1822, King moved to Portland 
in 1849 and received one of the Donation Land Claims constituting Northwest Portland. He established an extremely successful 
tanning business. He retired in 1860 to devote himself to real estate and land development. He is significant not only for his 
prosperous business ventures, but also for the 40 acres of land he sold to the city of Portland to create Washington Park, the first 
extensive park in the city.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources

1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 96
Address: 2176 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Queen Anne/Stick 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300160

Year Built: 1898
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: The King Estate House #1
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 12100

Legal Description: E 40' of Lot 15, Block 1 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a moderately busy street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This one and one-half story, single-family residence has an irregular plan and a basement. The hip roof has intersecting 
gables and hip dormers. The building is of wood frame construction, with V-groove wood siding. The main entrance is on NW 
Kearney Street, under a porch on the west side of the front elevation. There is a two-story bay with boxed-bay window on the east 
side of the front elevation. The upper third of the bay window consists of a large, clear light surrounded by small colored-glass lights. 
The lower two-thirds consist of a large, clear light with small clear lights at the sides. There are two rectangular, angle-faced bays on 
the east and west elevations. The west bay has square panels below the windows. The primary window type is one-over-over, 
double-hung wood sash. There are two interior chimneys, one in the west gable and the other in the east bay. Exterior alterations 
include a boxed stove pipe on the west gable, an added deck on the northeast corner, and French doors to the deck with Stick-style 
surrounds. These alterations occurred at unknown dates.

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Queen Anne/Stick style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 97 Year Built: 1981
Resources Address: 2140 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: Contemporary Historic Name: Housing Authority of Portland

Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: - 
Resources Tax #: R452300110 State ID: 1N1E33BD 11800 
1

Legal Description: TL 11800 of Lot --, Block 1 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street. It is a six-story structure with a concrete 
foundation and a flat roof. The exterior surface is stuccoed. Surface details include recessed lines extending horizontally across the 
facades, continuing the band patterns of the ribbon windows. Portions of the facade project outwards, reminiscent of oversized bay 
windows. The recessed main entrance is located at the center of the north facade. Entry is through a sliding glass door set into a glass 
wall with aluminum framing. Ribbon casement windows with anodized aluminum sash are the predominant window type. 
Alterations include the replacement of the windows in 1992 and the remodeling of the main entrance in 1993.

Significance: Due to the date of construction and style, this property is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 98 Year Built: 1920
Resources Address: 2112-2116 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Streetcar Era Commercial Historic Name: Concannon, Gerald J., Building #1
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R180233160 State ID: 1N1E33BD 11700
0

Legal Description: TL 11700 of Lot 1-3, Block 303 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street, with additional shop fronts on NW 
21st Avenue. It is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof with a frieze. The exterior surface is brick on the 
north facade and stuccoed on the other facades. On the north facade, brick is arranged in cross patterns along the frieze, and in panels 
on upper portions of the facade. The main entrance is located on the north facade under a fabric awning, with additional storefront 
entrances on the east facade. The main entry is through recessed double doors with one light and two vertical panels. There is a 
transom with etched-glass decoration above the entry. A large, single-pane window with an oversize three-light transom extends 
above the main entry. The storefronts on the east facade have aluminum-framed glass doors with transoms. Bands of large, fixed, 
wood-sash windows with transoms, architrave trim, and brick slipsills are the predominant window type on the north facade and on 
the northeast facade. Elsewhere on the east facade there are bands of large, aluminum-framed windows with oversized transoms.
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Alterations include the installation of an overhead door in 1952, remodeling for restaurant use and the erection of a canopy in 1979, 
conversion of additional space for expanded commercial uses in 1980, and interior modifications and the addition of a skylight in 
1989.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Streetcar Era Commercial 
structure and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 99
Address: 2086 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80228420

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: None
Historic Name: The Kearney Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 2700

Legal Description: N 40' W 60' of Lot 15, Block 284 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the corner of NW Kearney Street and NW 21st Avenue, a busy intersection, in an 
area characterized as mixed-use. This three and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised 
basement. The hip roof has intersecting gables and pedimented, modillioned gable dormers which flank a central roof pediment. 
There is a half-lunette window in the central pediment and a denticulated frieze. The building is of wood frame construction, with a 
stucco and wood lap siding exterior. The five bays of the primary facade are separated by pilasters capped with scrolled capitals. The 
main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a central pedimented portico. The three-tiered central balusters under the portico are 
supported by brackets. There are turned balusters on the balcony railings. A transom and side lights surround the front door. The 
primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is one interior chimney centrally located at the rear of the 
building.

Significance: This apartment building was once owned by Ernest E. Merges, a prominent Portland attorney. He was a vice admiral 
of the Marine Club, charter member of the Portland Lodge of Elks and the Multnomah Club, and the youngest man to be admitted to 
the Oregon Bar Association.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style apartment building and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 100
Address: 2076 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Colonial Revival / Neoclassical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R180228400

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: The Roosevelt Apartments
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 3000

Legal Description: E 40'of Lot 15& 16, Block 284 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a moderately busy street, in an area 
characterized as mixed-use. This three and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a raised basement. 
The hip roof has modillions under the eaves and hip dormers with modillions. The building is of wood frame construction with wood 
lap siding. There is a belt course lined with dentils. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under large front porch with turned 
balusters and a denticulated frieze. Balconies on the second and third stories are supported by two-story, fluted Corinthian columns 
flanking the front porch. The upper-story balconies have turned balusters. The entry has a front door with beveled and leaded glass, a 
transom, and side lights flanking the front door. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are 
projecting window cornices. There is one interior chimney on the east side of the building. Exterior alterations include the addition of
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steel pipe railings on the front steps (date unknown).

Significance: This apartment building was once owned by Ernest E. Merges, a prominent Portland attorney. He was a vice admiral of 
the Marine Club, charter member of the Portland Lodge of Elks and the Multnomah Club, and the youngest man to be admitted to the 
Oregon Bar Association.

This apartment building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival/Neoclassical style 
apartment building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest 
Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 101
Address: 2066 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 

Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80228380

Year Built: 1904 
Alterations: Minor 
Historic Name: Wolf, Nathan, House 
Architect: -- 
State ID: 1N1E33BD 3100

Legal Description: -- of Lot 14, Block 284 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a moderately busy street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a stuccoed concrete foundation, and a raised basement. The 
hip roof has wide, over-hanging eaves with modillions and gabled dormers. One dormer has eave returns embellished with 
modillions. There is a wide, plain frieze. The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding. There are wide, fluted 
corner pilasters with Corinthian capitals. There is a full-width front balcony, a balcony with roof and Stick balusters on the rear 
elevation, and a box window bay with a shed roof on the east elevation. The main entrance is on NW Kearney Street, under a porch 
with an arched transom. A pediment over the front porch is supported by classical columns. The porch has heavy, turned balusters 
and modillions under the eaves. Side lights flank the front door. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. 
There is a boxed oriel window on the east elevation. There is one central chimney. Exterior alterations include the addition of a 
stovepipe chimney at the northwest corner of the house and conversion to a multi-family residence (dates unknown).

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 102
Address: 2058 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Craftsman / Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80228360

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Vogt, John, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 3200

Legal Description: ~ of Lot 11, Block 284 in COUCHS ADD

Description. This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a basement. The hip, belcast roof 
has wide, overhanging eaves and hip dormers with decorative windows. The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap 
siding. The main entrance is located on NW Kearney Street, under a full-width front porch with a pedimented gable over the entrance 
porch stairs. The porch has Tuscan columns supported on cast-block bases. There is decorative jigsaw work in the center of the 
entrance porch gable. There is a bay window on the east elevation. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash. There is one chimney located in the center of the rear hip roof.
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Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman/Colonial Revival 
style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest 
Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 103 Year Built: 1957
Resources Address: 2050 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: Minor
0 Style: Modern Historic Name: Culver, Inc. Building #1
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R180228340 State ID: 1N1E33BD 3300
1

Legal Description: W 10' of Lot 7, Block 284 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This office building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street. There is surface parking along the east 
side of the building. The building is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a low-pitched, gable roof. The roof has 
projecting eaves and verges with exposed purlins. A metal shed roof, supported by metal posts and angled downwards to meet the 
main roof of the structure, shelters some of the parking area along the building's east side. The exterior surface is brick. The main 
entrance is located on the north facade. Entry is through a slab door set into a recessed glass wall at the northeast corner of the 
building. The roof line extends over the entrance, supported by an I-beam that serves as a corner post. There is a large rhomboid 
window on the north facade composed of eight large, fluted glass lights. Elsewhere, there are windows composed variously of two, 
four, or six small panes set diagonally into metal frames. Alterations include the construction of a carport in 1973, replacement of the 
roof in 1981, and interior remodeling in 1996.

Significance: Due to the date of construction and style, this property is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 104 Year Built: 1957
Resources Address: 2010 NW KEARNEY ST Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: Modern Historic Name: Culver, Inc., Building #2
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R180228170 State ID: 1N1E33BD 3400
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&2, Block 284 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Kearney Street. It is a two-story structure with a 
concrete foundation and a flat roof. The exterior surface is brick. The main entrance is located on the north facade. Entry is through 
aluminum-framed glass doors, which are topped by a narrow transom and set into a glass wall with aluminum framing. The main 
entrance is sheltered by a vinyl awning. There is also an entry with a wheelchair ramp on the west side of the building. The 
predominant window type is aluminum-framed, three-light awning windows arranged in a ribbon on the north and east sides of the 
second floor. Elsewhere, similar windows are set individually. Decorative features include brick planters along the north facade. The 
building has one brick chimney. Alterations include the replacement of an external concrete stairway with a ramp on the building's 
northwest corner in 1971; the addition of a new exit, porch and ramp in 1977; and interior modifications.

Significance: Due to the date of construction and style, this property is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.
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Contributing 
Resources
0

Noncontributing 
Resources

INV.#: 105
Address: 1969 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: International

Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: Rl 80225790

Year Built: 1965
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Van Buskirk, George H. & Thelma,
House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AC 10700

Legal Description: W 10' of Lot 9, Block 270 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This multi-family residence has a U-shaped plan and occupies an ell-shaped corner lot, fronting on NW Johnson Street 
at NW 19th Avenue. It is a six-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The roof is capped by coping and a metal 
railing. The concrete block walls are covered with stucco at the primary elevations. There are belt courses at the southeast and 
southwest elevations. The main entrance is located on the south elevation, where there is a glass-walled elevator shaft at the center of 
the U. Cantilevered concrete-slab balconies on each floor have open iron railings and exposed beams at the soffits. Each apartment 
has a plain wood slab door fronting on the balcony at the south elevation. Fenestration includes tripartite windows with a slider at the 
top and a fixed light below as well as plain slider windows. The windows have slipsills and aluminum sash. Open garage entrances 
supported by concrete pillars are located at the southeast and southwest. A surface parking lot occupies the interior of the U.

Significance: Due to its date of construction and style, this structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
]
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 106
Address: 1962 NW KEARNEY ST 
Style: Queen Anne/Stick 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80225680

Year Built: 1884
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Perkins, Richard, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AC 10600

Legal Description: W 40' of Lot 11, Block 270 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a moderately busy street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has an irregular plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised basement. The hip roof has 
intersecting gables and a hip dormer. The building is of wood frame construction with a shiplap siding and wood shingle exterior. 
Decorative features include patterned wood shingles and Stickwork defining the windows. The main entrance is on NW Kearney 
Street, under a porch with decorative, turned porch posts. There are denticulated double bay windows and a cut-away bay on the front 
elevation. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are two corbeled chimneys on the east and west 
sides of the building. Alterations include the replacement of a stair railing and conversion to office use (dates unknown).

Significance: This residence is associated with Richard S. Perkins. Originally from England, Perkins came to Portland in 1852, 
where he established a butchering business with A.H. Johnson. After several other business ventures, Perkins entered the hospitality 
industry; and in 1890 he built the Perkins Hotel. Though a successful businessman, Perkins lost his hotel in the financial crisis of 
1893.

This building is also significant for its association with Rodney L. Glisan, Jr., who once owned the property. Bom in Portland in 
1869, Glisan was the son of Dr. R.L. Glisan, a prominent Portland physician. He was a prosperous Portland attorney who served on 
the City Council and also chaired the city's 1901 Charter Commission. Glisan was also a member of the Chamber of Commerce.

This building is an unusual example of its type because it includes elements of the Stick style. This residence is considered to be 
contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne/Stick style residence and is therefore significant as part of the 
larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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INV. #: 107
Address: 1942 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: Arts & Crafts
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80225650

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Corbett, William H., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33AC 10500

Legal Description: W 10' of Lot 7, Block 270 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Kearney Street, a moderately busy street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has an ell-shaped plan, a brick foundation, and a raised basement. The gable roof 
has deep eaves and intersecting gables with open brace work in the gable pediment. There are two quarter-circle, half-story windows 
below the gable on the east elevation. The building is of wood frame construction with wood shingles. There is a belt course between 
the first and second stories. There are two shallow, boxed bays projecting from the first story on the north elevation. The main 
entrance is on the east elevation, facing a small yard. The entrance is under an open, gabled porch with square columns and decorative 
moldings. There is a wooden panel front door with a shelf below a rectangular light. There are etched decorations in the door light 
and a carved ornamental panel below the shelf. The primary window type is multi-pane casement. There are two brick chimneys, 
one in each of the intersecting roof gables. Alterations include removal of a dormer over the entrance, addition of a skylight in the 
roof of the east-facing gable, and conversion to an office use (dates unknown).

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of an Arts and Crafts style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 108
Address: 811NW 19THAVE
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R180225720

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Ayer, W. B., House
Architect: Whidden & Lewis
State ID: 1N1E33AC 10400

Legal Description: --of Lot 3-5, Block 270 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the west side of NW 19th 
Avenue. The structure has an irregular plan, a brick foundation and brick walls. The gabled roof is 
covered with slate and has parapeted gables and dormers. The recessed, open entrance has a swan's 
neck pediment, fluted square pilasters, and modillion trim. The panelled door has side lights and a 
small gable above paired-end cross gables. Embellishments include coping, molding trim at the 
cornice line, projecting window cornices, and an oriel window at the north elevation. The primary 
window type is eight-over-eight, double-hung, wood sash. Alterations include flat-roofed additions 
at the rear of the building, dated 1976 and 1985; and extensions to the south wing, dated 1966 and 
1968. 811 NW 19th Ave.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. Whidden and Lewis, 
a prominent Portland firm, was responsible for most of the city's finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century period. Educated at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, both men launched their careers on the East Coast—Whidden with the prestigious New York 
firm of McKim, Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and Stearns in Boston. The Whidden and Lewis partnership was formed 
in Portland in 1890. The firm introduced up-to-date architectural fashions to the city. In addition to their residential work in the 
Colonial Revival style, the firm introduced the Renaissance Revival style with their Portland City Hall. A dozen single-family 
residences-seven of which are National Register properties—represent their work in the Historic Alphabet District. This building 
represents an unusual design for the firm, which was primarily known for their Colonial Revival style residences.
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This property, individually listed in the National Register in 1991, is also associated with Winslow B. Ayer, a well known Oregon 
lumberman and philanthroper. Ayer was an early promoter of Oregon's timber industry and the founder of Eastern and Western 
Lumber Company, which exported timber by sea to countries all over the world during the 1920s and 1930s. (Donovan and 
Associates, W. B. Ayer House National Register Nomination, 1991)

This building, is considered to be contributing within the district as a fine example of the Jacobethan style and is therefore significant 
as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the northwest neighborhood

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 109
Address: 829NW19THAVE 
Style: Arts and Crafts 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80225590

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Good, George, House
Architect: Whidden & Lewis
State ID: 1N1E33AC 10300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&2&6, Block 270 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the west side of NW 19th Avenue. It is a two and one-half story 
structure with an irregular plan, a cast-stone foundation, and brick walls. The combination gabled and hipped roof has intersecting 
gables and is covered with slate. A boxed cornice follows the roof line. The gable ends are variously stuccoed and shingled. The 
primary elevation has a bowed front, with the entry door replacing a center window. There are flat arches above the windows and 
doors. Large twin gables are stuccoed, with multi-light windows and diamond panel trim. At the second story there is a bowed bay 
with bracket supports. The primary fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. There are three brick chimneys, two with 
flared tops. Alterations include the construction of a one-story entrance with a flat roof. This occurred at an unknown date. 
Landscaping includes mature trees of unusual species.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. Whidden and Lewis, 
a prominent Portland firm, was responsible for most of the city's finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century period. Educated at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, both men launched their careers on the East Coast-Whidden with the prestigious New York 
firm of McKim, Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and Stearns in Boston. The Whidden and Lewis partnership was formed 
in Portland in 1890. The firm introduced up-to-date architectural fashions to the city. In addition to their residential work in the 
Colonial Revival style, the firm introduced the Renaissance Revival style with their Portland City Hall. A dozen single-family 
residences—seven of which are National Register properties—represent their work in the Historic Alphabet District. This building 
represents an unusual design for the firm, which was primarily known for their Colonial Revival style residences.

This residence is also notable for its connection to the Good family. George Good was a prominent Portland investment broker. His 
wife, Elizabeth Good, was the daughter of C.H. and Clementine Lewis. She was featured prominently in early Portland's social 
circles. She is notable for her philanthropic work and her active participation in the Trinity Episcopal Church.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Arts and Crafts style residenceand is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources

1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 110
Address: 826-828 NW 21ST AVE 
Style: Craftsman/Arts & Crafts 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R180228440

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Frazer, Alex, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 2800

Legal Description: S 10' W 60' of Lot 15, Block 284 in COUGHS ADD
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Description: This two-story commercial building, originally a duplex, is located on the east side of NW 21st Avenue, a busy two-lane 
arterial. The building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, and a wood frame with wood shingle siding. The gabled roof has 
exposed rafters and bracketed eaves. The building has a raised basement. Small bays cover both corner entrances. The bays have 
gable roofs supported by brackets. The porches have boxed porch posts. The fenestration is primarily diamond-pane-over-one, 
double-hung, wood sash windows. Iron stair rails were added at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Craftsman/Arts and Crafts style 
duplex and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources
0

IN'oncontributing 
Resources

INV. #: 111
Address: 820 NW 22ND AVE,
822NW22NDAVE
Style: Eclectic
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1989 
Alterations: None

Historic Name: Walters, Timothy J., Building
Architect: ~
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This two-unit rowhouse is a rectilinear, two-story structure located on the east side of NW 22nd Avenue. The building 
has a concrete foundation, a garage at the lower level, and a flat roof with a stepped parapet and metal coping. The concrete walls are 
faced with stucco at the primary (west) elevation and with aluminum siding at the south and north elevations. The first story 
overhangs the garage and is supported by square, stuccoed piers. There is a polygonal bay with a stepped parapet on each unit of this 
building. The elevated main entrance to this unit is located on the northwest side of the building and is accessible via a flight of 
concrete steps flanked by an iron railing. The wood door has two leaded-glass panels above two vertical wood panels. Floral-motif 
carving and a leaded-glass transom further embellish the front door. A service entrance with a wood paneled door is located at garage 
level. The windows are varied. There are square, round arch, and triangular-top windows. These have plain trim and stuccoed 
concrete frames. The bays have tripartite windows with one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. At the first story of the east 
elevation, each unit has a patio surmounted by a balcony.

Significance: Although the building's style is Eclectic, it is compatible with the district. The date of construction, however, classifies 
it as noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 112
Address: 824NW24THAVE 
Style: American Renaissance 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300660

Year Built: 1912
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Portland Fire Station No. 17
Architect: Holden, Lee Gray
State ID: 1N1E33BC 10400

Legal Description: - of Lot 16, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two-story residence, originally a fire station, is located on the east side of NW 24th Avenue, a two-lane residential 
street. The building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, a basement, and brick frame construction faced with clinker brick 
on the front (west) elevation and stucco on the other exterior walls. Cream-colored brick accentuates the primary facade. The peaked 
roof has a stepped parapet decorated by brick laid in a diamond pattern. Brick pilasters are set on either side of two large windows on 
the second story. The first-story front elevation has two truck bay openings with brick lintels. The front doorway is pedimented with 
decorative Ionic columns. Above the entrance is a sign "Engine 17." Centered above the entrance on the second story is an arched 
balcony with Ionic columns and turned balusters. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash windows 
accented by cream-colored brick trim. The front door and garage doors have been replaced. The building was converted into a
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residence in 1985. The original columns at the entrance have been replaced with fiberglass replicas, though the original capitals 
remain.

Significance: This building was designed by Lee Gray Holden, who worked intermittently for the Portland Fire Department for over 
35 years. In that time, Holden designed and built 24 firehouses, at least 17 of which are still standing. Although he had no 
architectural training, Holden pioneered the nationwide trend of building unobtrusive firehouses in residential neighborhoods. By 
designing one-story bungalow style firehouses that resembled private houses in residential neighborhoods, Holden became popular 
with both fire personnel and neighborhood residents. A fine example of Holden's work, Portland Fire Station No. 17 in the Historic 
Alphabet District, was individually listed in the National Register in 1987. (Patrick A. Reagan, Fire House Engine No. 17 National 
Register of Historic Places Nomination, 1986)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an American Renaissance style building and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 113
Address: 819-827 NW 23RD AVE
Style: Italian Renaissance

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300450

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Prudhomme, William E. & Maude
A., Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 9300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residential and commercial building is located on the west side of NW 23rd Avenue. It is a three-story structure 
with a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a flat roof with a parapet. The wood frame walls are faced with stucco. Massive, 
classical brackets support the cornice at the primary elevation. There are elaborate plaster swags, wreaths and torches on the frieze. 
Double bays articulate the front facade at the second and third stories, which are residential in use. The primary fenestration is one- 
over-one, double-hung, wood sash windows at the upper two stories. The glazed storefront has fixed-pane windows. Alterations 
include modifications to the storefront and enclosure of the transoms in 1975.

Significance: This building is associated with William Edward Prudhomme. A native of Minnesota, Prudhomme moved to Portland 
in 1883 and worked in the newspaper business. After relocating to Wisconsin for a few years, he returned to Portland and went into 
business with Graham Glass. Their firm specialized in producing county and bank supplies. Prudhomme's innovative spirit helped 
him to make significant contributions to the field of commerce in early Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Italian Renaissance style building and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 114
Address: 826-830 NW 23RD AVE
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452300380

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Laymond, M.F., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 900

Legal Description: N 30'of Lot 16, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This two-story, wood frame structure was converted from residential to retail use. It fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, a 
busy commercial street. The building has a rectilinear plan and a concrete foundation. The multi-gabled roof has overhanging eaves 
and a box cornice with returns at the front gable. Shiplap siding and corner boards cover the exterior. The predominant fenestration is 
one-over-one, double-hung wood sash and large, fixed panes. The daylight basement, converted to a storefront, has an entrance that is 
topped by an entablature with dentils and supported by scrolled brackets and pilasters. A first-story entrance for additional retail use is 
on the west facade. A hip roof with a boxed cornice covers the porch, which has turned posts and a wooden balustrade. Both 
entrances have multi-paned glass doors. Significant alterations to this building include the conversion to retail use, the addition of a 
storefront to the basement level, a remodel in 1982 due to a fire, and a two-story addition in 1989.

Significance: While the addition of the storefront alters the original facade, it does not compromise the historic integrity of the 
building. This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Craftsman style and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 115
Address: 825 NW 22ND AVE
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300220

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: James, Edwin F., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 14400

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This multi-family residence occupies an elevated corner lot on NW 22nd Avenue and NW Kearney Street, facing east 
on NW 22nd Avenue. The two and one-half story, wood frame building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a gabled 
roof. The roof has wide, overhanging eaves, exposed rafters, and vergeboards. The exterior is surfaced with narrow, lapped wood 
siding at the first and second stories. The gable is shingled. The main entrance is located on the west facade under a gabled entrance 
portico. Wide vergeboards, exposed rafters, and half-timbering embellish the portico. The full-width porch has an open-rail balcony 
with square pedestals at the corners. The front door has a wood frame filled in with tongue-and-groove siding. There are several 
window types. At the first story, there are tripartite windows with nine-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. At the second story, there 
are two bays with one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash windows and modillions. At the third story, there is a triangulated bay with 
a flat, shingled roof. Two end-wall brick chimneys are present at the north and south elevations. Alterations include replacement of 
the front door at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 116
Address: 820-822 NW 21ST AVE
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80228450

Year Built: 1903
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Winch, Martin, Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 2900

Legal Description: S 30' W 60' of Lot 16, Block 284 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two-story commercial and residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 21st Avenue, facing west. 
The building has a concrete and brick foundation and a hipped roof with wide, overhanging eaves and a boxed cornice. The wood 
frame walls are shingled. The recessed main entrance is offset on the west facade, located under a porch with overhanging eaves. 
Two square piers and shingled balusters shelter the porch. There are plain, double wood doors at the entrance to #820. The entrance 
to #822 is located below grade at the basement level. Windows are primarily one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. There is a 
tripartite window at the first story. At the second story, the windows are four-over-one, double-hung, wood sash with vertical lights.
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There is an 18-light casement window on the north elevation and a lattice window in the dormer. The dormer has a lattice window. 
One brick chimney is located at the north side of the building. The entrance to the property is paved with brick. Alterations include 
conversion of the building from a single-family residence to a two-family residence in 1923.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style structure and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 117 Year Built: 1904
Resources Address: 818-822 NW23RDAVE Alterations: Major
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Froggatt, Henry L., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452300370 State ID: 1N1E33BC 1000
0

Legal Description: EXC N 30' of Lot 16, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This retail building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, a busy commercial street. It is a two-story, 
wood frame structure with a concrete foundation. The hip roof has wide overhanging eaves with exposed rafters. The exterior is clad 
with shiplap siding. Three glass and wood doors serve as retail entrances on the west facade. The hip-roof porch features exposed 
rafters, two turned posts, two engaged columns, and a metal balustrade. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, 
wood sash and large fixed panes. There is a tripartite window at the west facade where the outside lights are one-over-one, double- 
hung wood sash with shelves and the inside light is a large, fixed pane with a plain lintel. This building is decorated with a belt course 
under the second-story fenestration. There is one exterior brick chimney on the south facade. The concrete, daylight basement has 
been converted to a storefront. In 1989, additions were constructed at the rear and first floor of this building. Other alterations include 
the addition of the deck in 1993.

Significance: While the addition of the storefront alters the original facade, it does not compromise the historic integrity of the 
building. This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Craftsman style and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 118 Year Built: 1888
Resources Address: 2361 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Vernacular Queen Anne Historic Name: Williams, W.H., House
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452300530 State ID: 1N1E33BC 8500
1

Legal Description: E 25.4' of Lot 13, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a cross-gabled roof. The roof has projecting eaves with a 
boxed cornice and cornice returns. The exterior surface is asbestos siding. The main entrance is located on the south facade. Entry is 
through a paneled door with a single light. There is a sheltered stoop at the entrance and a pergola along the front of the south facade. 
The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash. The building has one brick interior chimney. Alterations include 
partial enclosure of the porch in 1947, the addition of asbestos siding at an unknown date, and full enclosure of the porch in 1961.

Significance: This building is one of four adjacent, originally identical residences built in 1888. Although it was constructed during 
the period of significance, remodeling has damaged its historic integrity. If the asbestos siding were removed and the porch restored 
to its original condition, this property could be reclassified as primary contributing.
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1
Noncontributing
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INV. #: 119
Address: 2425 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300820

Year Built: 1913
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Jones, F.A. & Mary Emily, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 16100

Legal Description: --of Lot 5, Block 4 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence has a concrete foundation and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It has a hip roof 
with flared eaves and metal coping. The exterior is clad with shiplap siding and decorated with paneled corner boards and wooden 
beads at the frieze. The main entrance is located on the south facade through a single light, wood door with side lights. There is a 
verandah with a hip roof and Tuscan columns. Fenestration is varied. On the south facade, there is a leaded-glass window with a lug 
sill on the first story. The second story has a tripartite window with a leaded-glass transom. Polygonal, leaded glass bay windows are 
found on the south, east and west facades. There is a square bay window with a hip roof on the west facade. On the east, west and 
south facades there are hip dormers with eight-over-one, double-hung, wood sash windows. The dormer on the east facade also has a 
balconet. There is one interior brick chimney. On the east facade, there is an attached garage. Alterations include the conversion of a 
portion of the front porch to a room in 1963.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing

Resources
1

INV. #: 120
Address: 2401-2423 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Ranch
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452300800

Year Built: 1950
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Simost Manor Co. Building
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 16200

Legal Description: --of Lot 3&4, Block 4 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment complex has a U-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two-story structure with a 
concrete foundation and a complex roof. The roof is gabled at the center of the U, and hipped with jerkinheads at the wings. Brick 
facing and clapboard siding cover the exterior. The main entrances for the apartments are found along the inside of the U, which 
comprises the south facade. The slab doors are covered with flat roofs supported by wrought-iron posts. The predominant window 
type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash and paired, octagonal fixed windows. There is also one decorative multi-paned light of 
glass blocks. Fenestration within the brick facades include soldier-course brick sills. The basement is partially above-grade. On the 
east facade there is a parking structure underneath the building. There is one interior brick chimney. There have been no significant 
alterations to this building.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing
Resources
0

Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 121
Address: WI-824 NW 24TH AVE
Style: Neo-Italianate
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452300670

Year Built: 1987
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Kegg, Bruce B., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 8100

Legal Description: N 38' W 54' of Lot 17, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This one-story garage has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 24th Avenue. It has a concrete foundation and a low 
pitched gable roof. The roof is Spanish tile and has a wide frieze, overhanging eaves, and a boxed cornice in the front gable. The tile 
detail of the front gable forms a slight shed roof over the garage door. The surface is primarily brick facing, with vertical vinyl siding 
within the front gable and on the south facade. The garage door entrance is on the west facade. There are two slab doors on the north 
facade. Windows are on the north facade. They are horizontal sliding glass with soldier-course brick sills. There have been no 
significant alterations to this building.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 122
Address: 2377 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300690

Year Built: 1888
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Bays, John, House #2
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 8200

Legal Description: E 19.8' W 73.8' N 38' of Lot --, Block -- in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two and one-half story structure with a 
concrete foundation and a partial above-grade basement. The cross gable roof has a boxed cornice. Asbestos shingle siding covers 
the exterior. The main entrance is located on the south facade. A four paneled, single light, wood door has a stained-glass transom in 
a floral motif. The reentrant attached porch has a spindled frieze, turned posts and balusters. The predominant window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung, wood sash. There is a cutaway corner at the southwest corner of the building. Brackets support the second 
story, and an ornamental panel runs under the first-floor fenestration and at the belt course level. The front gable has a side gable 
extension that is decorated with a triangular light. Alterations include the application of asbestos shingle siding.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 123
Address: 2373 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300700

Year Built: 1888
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Bays, John, House #3
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 8300

Legal Description: E 25.4'W 99.2'of Lot 17& 18, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two-story, wood frame structure with a 
brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a gable roof with lower cross-gables. The south-facing gable is pedimented and 
has a knob-and-spindle gable ornament. The exterior surface of the building is shiplap siding, with patterned shingles on the gables. 
There is a paneled belt course and a flared siding course with patterned shingles. The main entrance is located on the south facade. 
There is a six-panel main entry door with side lights. Access is through a reentrant cut-in porch with turned posts and a paneled frieze 
with jigsaw brackets. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. There is a triangular window on a 
side gable extension and a cut-away bay window with decorative brackets and pendants on the south facade. The building has one 
brick interior chimney. Alterations include the addition of storm windows at an unknown date.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with Charles T. Haas, who at one time owned the house. Born in 1888 
in Minnesota, Haas was both a reporter and an attorney. He settled in Portland in 1911 as a practicing attorney. Recognized as an
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expert in international law, Haas was the only attorney in the United States who represented 14 foreign governments. He is significant 
for his contributions to the legal profession in Portland and nationally.

This residence is also associated with Edward A. King, who developed and once occupied this property. King was a member of a 
pioneer Portland family and son of businessman and developer Amos N. King. A native of Portland, Edward King was treasurer of 
the King Real Estate Association and later became president of the firm. Through his family's firm, he made significant contributions 
to the development of historic Portland.
This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 124
Address: 2367 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300540

Year Built: 1888
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Bays, John, House #4
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 8400

Legal Description: W 24.6'of Lot 13, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two-story, wood frame structure with a 
brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a gable roof with lower cross-gables. The south-facing gable is pedimented and 
has a knob-and-spindle gable ornament. The exterior surface of the building is shiplap siding, with patterned shingles on the gables. 
There is a paneled belt course and a flared siding course with patterned shingles. The main entrance is located on the south facade. 
There is a six-panel main entry door with side lights. Access is through a reentrant cut-in porch with turned posts and a paneled frieze 
with jigsaw brackets. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. There is a triangular window on a 
side-gable extension, and a cut-away bay window with decorative brackets and pendants on the south facade. The building has one 
brick interior chimney. Alterations made at unknown dates include the addition of storm windows, a stained-glass transom over the 
front focal window, and a wooden deck at the back of the house.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with Charles T. Haas, who at one time owned the house. Born in 1888 in 
Minnesota, Haas was both a successful reporter and a renowned attorney. He settled in Portland in 1911 as a practicing attorney. 
Recognized as an expert in international law, Haas was the only attorney in the United States who represented 14 foreign 
governments. He is significant for his contributions to the legal profession in Portland and nationally.

This residence is also associated with Edward A. King, who developed and once occupied this property. King was a member of a 
pioneer Portland family and son of famous businessman and developer Amos N. King. A native of Portland, Edward King was 
treasurer of the King Real Estate Association and later became president of the firm. Through his family's firm, he contributed to the 
development of historic Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 125
Address: 2355 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300520

Year Built: 1927
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Kurdy Apartments
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
State ID: 1N1E33BC 8600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 12, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a three-story structure with a 
concrete foundation and a flat roof with a parapet. The exterior surface of the building is brick. The parapet is decorated with light- 
colored brick arranged in a raised course and diamond patterns. There are battered brick piers at the base of the building. The main 
entrance is located on the south facade. Entry is through a 15-light glass door with side lights, which is recessed into a Moorish arch 
flanked by battered brick columns. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. Each window is topped 
by a brick soldier-course. Storm windows were added at an unknown date.

Significance: This building was designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education 
at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and 
developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment 
buildings. He designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and 
layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style apartment building 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 126
Address: 2351 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452300510

Year Built: 1880
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Blocksom, David, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 8700

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 9, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation and a partial above-grade basement. It has a hipped gable roof with a lower cross-gable. There is 
a frieze with decorative Stickwork below the slightly projecting roof eaves. The exterior surface of the building is lap siding, with 
patterned shingles on the cross-gable. The main entrance is located on the south facade. The main entry door is accessed through a 
verandah porch with decorative brackets supporting a Stick frieze. The porch has a flat roof topped by a Stick balustrade. The 
predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is an octagonal bay window on the south facade. The 
building has a brick interior chimney with a corbeled cap. Alterations include the addition of an upper shed porch at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources

1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 127
Address: 2345 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300500

Year Built: 1880
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Bernard, Anna S., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 8800

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 9, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two-story structure with a concrete 
foundation and a partial above-grade basement. The cross-gabled roof has vergeboards and a plain frieze. The exterior is clad in 
asbestos shingle siding, with brick at the basement level. The main entrance is located on the south facade, through a multi-paneled 
wood door with a single light. A reentrant attached porch has a wooden balustrade and a side-gabled roof with a plain frieze. The 
predominant window type is one-over-one hoppers. Newer fenestration at the primary facade includes large, fixed windows with 
transoms and a tripartite window. The building is embellished with a decorative leaded-glass window at the south facade. On the
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west facade, the gable is shingled and has decorative stickwork including a king post. There is one interior, cast-stone chimney. 
Alterations include the removal of the porch on the east facade and the replacement of the original windows on the primary facade in 
1960.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood. It would be a better example of the style if the asbestos shingle siding were removed, original windows replaced, and 
the porch alterations were reversed.

Contributing INV. #: 128 Year Built: 1898
Resources Address: 2335-2337 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Major
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Furnell, W.G., House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452300490 State ID: 1N1E33BC 8900
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 8, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a 
wood frame structure with a concrete foundation. The gabled roof has flared eaves, modillions and metal coping. Asbestos shingle 
siding covers the exterior. The main entrances are on the south facade. Each has a four-paneled, multi-light, wood door with hood 
molding. The doors are reached via a concrete stoop with iron railing. On the west facade, there is a small, covered entrance. The 
predominant fenestration includes multi-paned casements and one-over-one, double-hung, aluminum sash. First floor windows have 
fixed shutters. A hipped dormer on the south facade has a pair of multi-light windows. This building has one interior brick chimney. 
Alterations include the replacement of the original windows with aluminum sash and the addition of asbestos shingle siding. The 
front porch was replaced with a concrete stoop in 1953.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Craftsman style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. This 
building would be a better example if the front porch were restored to the original configuration and the asbestos shingles were 
replaced with historically appropriate siding.

Contributing INV. #: 129 Year Built: 1890
Resources Address: 2323 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Major
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Korell, C.H. & H.J., House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452300480 State ID: 1N1E33BC 9000
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 5, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
residence. The hip roof has overhanging eaves, a boxed cornice, dentils and scrolled brackets. There is a third-story addition with a 
flat roof. The exterior is surfaced with clapboard siding, with asbestos shingle siding at the west facade. The west facade is decorated 
with a shed dormer and scrolled corbels. The main entrance is on the south facade, through a two-paneled, single-light wood door 
with side lights. A verandah with Tuscan columns and a wooden balustrade covers the front facade. It has a flat roof with a second- 
story balcony. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. There is a projecting bay window at the first 
story of the south facade. The gabled dormer at the south facade has a pair of one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash windows. A 
wooden staircase runs from the ground to the deck at the third-story addition on the east facade. The addition is positioned behind the 
primary facade. There is one interior brick chimney and a partial above grade basement. Alterations include the third-story addition 
in 1994, the addition of roof dormers and the wooden staircase in 1979, and the replacement of the original siding.
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Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Craftsman style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. It would 
be a better example of the style if the alterations were reversed.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV. #: 130
Address: 2311 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Mediterranean
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300470

Year Built: 1927
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: McGinn Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 9100

Legal Description: WLY 54.86' of Lot 3&4, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building is located on the comer of NW Johnson Street and NW 23rd Avenue, a busy intersection, in 
an area characterized mainly as mixed-use. This one-story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised 
basement. The flat roof has concrete tiles and a frieze with molding. The building is of brick construction with brick walls. The 
storefront bays are separated by brick pilasters capped with colored tile. The main entrance at the corner has recessed doors and a 
transom. The primary window type is fixed-pane storefront, with transoms. There is a soldier-course above the windows. Exterior 
alterations include the addition of commercial plate glass windows and a sheet metal exterior entrance (dates unknown).

Significance: This building is an excellent example of a Motor Age brick commercial structure. This building is considered to be 
contributing within the district as a good example of a Mediterranean style commercial building and is therefore significant as part of 
the larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 131
Address: 801 -817 NW 23RD AVE
Style: Mediterranean

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300460

Year Built: 1927
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Menashe, Ezra & Benveniste,
Nissim, Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 9200

Legal Description: EXC WLY 54.86' of Lot 3&4, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, a busy storefront commercial street. 
It is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The roof has a hipped parapet with clay roof tiles. The exterior 
surface of the building is brick. Along the frieze, brick is arranged in panels with decorative ceramic tiles. There are three storefront 
entrances on the east facade, two entrances at the southeast corner of the building, and one storefront entrance on the south facade. 
Most of the doors are glazed with transom lights. The corner entrances are cut into the building. There is a marquee with neon lights, 
added in 1994, above these entrances. Large storefront windows with multi-light transoms are the predominant window type.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Mediterranean style 
commercial structure and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in Northwest 
Portland.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 132
Address: 2265 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Mediterranean
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300290

Year Built: 1926
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Geiser, E.J., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 1500

Legal Description: -- of Lot 13, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a three-story structure with a 
concrete foundation and a flat roof. The roof has a hipped parapet with decorative roof tiles. Along the frieze are vents screened by 
turned spindles. The exterior surface of the building is stuccoed. Above the second-story windows on the south facade there are 
panels with decorative scroll work, angels, and shields. Archways with wrought-iron gates and topped with clay roof tiles flank the 
south facade. The main entrance is located on the south facade. The nine-light main door is topped by a semicircular transom light 
with a screen of turned posts. It is accessed through an arched entry with polychromatic glazed tiles. The entry is surrounded by 
battered quoins and a keystone. The predominant window type is grouped, multi-light casement windows. There are also ten-over- 
one, double-hung sash windows. Alterations include the addition of a fire escape in 1940.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Mediterranean style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest 
Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 133
Address: 2255 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300280

Year Built: 1927
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: O'Brien, John T., Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 1600

Legal Description: ~ of Lot 12, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a three-story structure with a 
concrete foundation and a flat roof with a boxed cornice. The exterior surface is glazed, polychromatic brick. On the south facade, 
the brick is arranged in decorative geometric patterns. The main entrance is located on the south facade. Above the recessed entry is a 
decorative entablature with two cornice levels. The main entry door has a single large light and is flanked by side lights. The 
predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash, arranged in tripartite groupings on the south facade. Alterations have 
been limited to interior remodeling at various dates.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest 
Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 134
Address: 2235 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300260

Year Built: 1927 
Alterations: Minor 
Historic Name: Rose Apartments 
Architect: Cooke, L. R. 
State ID: 1N1E33BD 14800

Legal Description: --of Lot 8, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This apartment building is located on the north side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area 
characterized mainly as mixed-use. This three-story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a basement. The flat 
roof has a parapet and a projecting cornice. The building is of wood frame construction with a brick exterior. There are quoins at the 
corners. The main entrance is on NW Johnson Street, under a portico with a pedimented gable. Concrete pilasters and lanterns flank 
the front entrance. Tile surrounds the recessed entry vestibule. There is a soldier-course above the windows in light-colored brick. 
The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Exterior alterations include the addition of storm windows (date 
unknown).

Significance: The architect, L. R. Cooke, worked with prominent Portland developer S.E. Henderson, who constructed over 20 
buildings in Northwest Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style apartment building 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources

INV.#: 135
Address: 2227 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300250

Year Built: 1885
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Schwab, O.J., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 14700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 5, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This single-family residence is located on the north side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area 
characterized as mixed-use. This one and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a raised basement. 
The gable roof has intersecting gables and curved brackets under the eaves. There are decorative, patterned wood shingles on the 
gable. The building is of wood frame construction with wood shiplap siding and cornerboards. The main entrance is located on NW 
Johnson Street. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a bay window on the east elevation. 
There is one interior chimney near the rear of the building. Exterior alterations include addition of skylights (1976) and the addition 
of a second house to the back of the existing house (1927). The second house is connected to the primary residence by a breezeway. 
It is a one and one-half story structure with a concrete foundation and a gable roof with narrow verge boards. There are multiple 
skylights in the roof. Wood lap siding is the exterior surface material. The recessed entrance is located on the east facade and is 
flanked by paired, one-over-one, double-hung sash with transoms. In the gable at the second story there is a pair of half-oval, 
elongated windows. This structure was remodeled at an unknown date.

Significance: This house is significant for its association with Frank Dayton, who owned the residence for many years. Born in 
1851, Dayton was an early Portland businessman. He owned a hardware store in the same building as the Dayton Hotel, which was 
named after him. Dayton is most notable for his efforts in the formation of the Lang Syne society of old residents of the city and his 
participation in the Chamber of Commerce.

The primary residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland. 
The attached residence, due to its date and style of construction, is considered to be compatible noncontributing.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 136
Address: 2217 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300240

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Ellis, A.S., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 14600

Legal Description: W 45' of Lot 3&4, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a basement. The gable roof has 
exposed rafters and purlins. There is a projecting attic-story gable end. The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap 
siding. The main entrance is located on NW Johnson Street, under a gable-roofed porch with shingled piers. There are projecting 
boxed bays on second story of front elevation. The primary window type is nine-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is one 
interior chimney. Exterior alterations include addition of a 14-foot dormer on the west elevation (1922), replacement of the porch 
(1963), chimney repair (1949), and addition of a wrought-iron porch railing (date unknown).

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with John Kiernan, who once occupied this house. A native of Illinois, 
Kiernan amassed his fortune as one of Oregon's first salmon packers, lumbermen, and industrialists. He was also a prominent figure in 
real estate development in the state and was the sole owner of Ross Island for over 50 years.

This residence was also occupied at one time by Herbert H. Sichel. Born in Portland in 1888, Sichel was a prosperous Portland 
merchant who operated the Moses and H. H. Sichel men's furnishings store. Active in civic and club affairs, he was a leader in 
merchandizing organizations and a member of various organizations, including the Selective Service Board, Al Kader Shrine, Scottish 
Rite, and the American Legion. Sichel was also the treasurer for the American Council for Judaism.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 137
Address: 2205 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300230

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Cohn, S. Morton, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 14500

Legal Description: E 55* of Lot 3&4, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the on the corner of NW Johnson Street and NW 22nd Avenue, a quiet intersection, in an 
area characterized as mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete block foundation, and a 
basement. The hip roof has wide, overhanging eaves with modillions and three hip dormers with windows. The building is of wood 
frame construction with wood lap siding. There is a window bay on the east elevation. The main entrance is on NW Johnson Street, 
under a full-width front porch with Tuscan posts and classical details. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash. There are two chimneys on the east side of the roof.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with John Kiernan, who once occupied this house. A native of Illinois, 
Kiernan amassed his fortune as one of Oregon's first salmon packers, lumbermen, and industrialists. He was also a prominent figure in 
real estate development in the state and was the sole owner of Ross Island for over 50 years.

This residence was at one time owned by Herbert H. Sichel. Born in Portland in 1888, Sichel was a prosperous Portland merchant 
who operated the Moses and H. H. Sichel men's furnishings store. Active in civic and club affairs, he was a leader in merchandizing
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organizations and a member of various organizations, including the Selective Service Board, Al Kader Shrine, Scottish Rite, and the 
American Legion. Sichel was also the treasurer for the American Council for Judaism.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources

1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 138
Address: 814NW22NDAVE
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300190

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: None
Historic Name: The Margot Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 11100

Legal Description: -- of Lot 17, Block 1 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the east side of NW 22nd Avenue, a 
two-lane street in a mixed-use area. The building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, and a 
wood frame faced with brick and stucco. The roof is flat with a castellated parapet. The building has a 
basement. The front of the building has two-story bays on either side of the entrance. Each bay window 
has wood panels below the windows and a parapet on the facade. Decorative brickwork ornaments the 
building facade. The main entrance is recessed and surrounded by tilework. The fenestration is 
primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. A fire escape on the primary facade serves 
the second and third stories. No alterations have been recorded for the building. 

814NW22ndAve.
Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Jacobethan style multi-famiy 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0

Noncontributing 
Resources

INV. #: 139
Address: 2165 NW JOHNSON ST,
2169 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1991 
Alterations: None

Historic Name: Oswego Properties, Inc. Building
Architect: --
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This two-story building fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two-unit rowhouse with a rectilinear plan, a concrete 
foundation, and a daylight basement. It has a parallel gable roof with projecting verge boards. Clapboard siding covers the exterior, 
above the basement level which is clad in brick. Garages are located within the daylight basements. The main entrances are located at 
the south facade. The doors are reached via a concrete stairway with a metal rail. Each entrance has a two-panel wood door with two 
vertical, leaded-glass windows. The predominant window type is aluminum one-over-one, double-hung sash, as well as vertical 
sliding glass. Each unit has a projecting two-story bay with vertical lights at the south facade. Decorative details include corner 
boards and verge boards in the front gables.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, the date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 140
Address: 2151 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Spanish Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452300070

Year Built: 1926
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Lich, Emil, Building
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 11400

Legal Description: -- of Lot 9&12, Block 1 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the north side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area 
characterized as residential. The three-story building has an irregular plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised basement. The flat 
roof has a curvilinear false parapet over the entrance bay. The parapet features scrolls, a fan crest, circular decoration, and circular 
grille work. The building is of reinforced concrete with a brick and concrete exterior. There are quoins at the corners. Decorative 
spandrel panels with swags adorn the primary facade. The main entrance is located on NW Johnson Street, under a segmental-arched 
pediment with pilasters at the entry. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash.

Significance: This building is associated with John Paul Lich, who at one time owned the building. A native of North Dakota, Lich 
was the owner and operator of several Portland apartment houses. He is most notable as the founder of the Apartment House 
Association.

This apartment building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Spanish Colonial Revival style 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing

Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 141
Address: WI/2116 NW KEARNEY ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R452300050

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33BD 11500

Legal Description: -- of Lot 5&8, Block 1 in KINGS 2ND ADD 

Description: This site is a surface parking lot with perimeter landscaping. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 142
Address: 2083 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: None
Historic Name: American Apartment Building
Architect: Bell, William B.
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This apartment building is located on the north side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area 
characterized as mixed-use. This five-story building has an H-shape plan, a stuccoed concrete foundation, and a rusticated raised 
basement finished with cement plaster. The flat roof has a parapet. The building is of brick wall construction with a brick exterior 
finish and a rusticated first story. The main entrance is located on NW Johnson Street, off a wide, deep entry courtyard. There is a 
shallower courtyard of the same width at the rear elevation. There is a recessed vestibule with decorative tile work and a projecting 
canopy at the entrance. The front door is fully glazed and has side lights with transoms. The primary window type is eight-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash in square-headed openings with steel-angle lintels. There are segmental brick arches over some windows.
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There are paired, polygonal bay windows rising from the second through the fourth stories, with recessed balconies and fire escapes. 
The bays have center six-over-one, double-hung sash windows and side four-over-one, double-hung sash windows. There are 
cornices above and below the bay windows. There is a fifth-story balcony above the fourth-story bay. The building has been 
converted to condominium ownership.

Significance: This building is associatied with architect William B. Bell, who designed it for the American Realty Company. Little is 
known of Bell. Folk's Portland City Directory provides the only known information about him. From 1909 to 1910, Bell was a 
draftsman for Emil Schact, a locally prominent architect who designed such buildings as the Portland Police Block and the Povey 
Building, both listed in the National Register. Between 1911 and 1916, Bell moved his office to four different locations. He is 
believed to have left Portland in 1917. The American Apartment Building, individually listed in the National Register in 1993, is the 
only known example of his work.

This apartment building is also significant for its association with John Paul Lich. A native of North Dakota, Lich was the owner and 
operator of several Portland apartment houses, including this one. He is most notable as the founder of the Apartment House 
Association.

This apartment building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in the 
early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Jacobethan style apartment 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland. It is 
also significant for its architectural merit and association with William B. Bell. (John M. Tess, American Apartment Building National 
Register Nomination, 1992)

Contributing INV. #: 143 Year Built: 1906
Resources Address: 2055-2057 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Oak Park Land Company Building
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R180228300 State ID: 1N1E33BD 3900
1

Legal Description: W 35' E 45' of Lot 12, Block 284 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood 
frame structure with a concrete foundation. The gabled roof has gabled dormers. There is a partial above-grade basement. Clapboard 
siding covers the north facade, while asbestos shingle siding covers the east and west facades. The main entrance is on the north 
facade, where there are two, single-light wood doors. A front verandah porch has four Tuscan columns, corner boards, and a metal 
balustrade. The flat roof of the porch has projecting eaves and a skylight. A third-story porch with a lattice balustrade is located 
within the front gable. This gable has wood shingles and a vergeboard. The predominant window type is aluminum casement with 
wood surrounds and lug sills. There are also one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash on the north facade. The west facade has a 
projecting window with a hip roof. Gabled dormers with geometric lights are paired on the west and east facades. A skylight is 
located between the dormers on the east facade. The building has been significantly altered. The skylights and dormers with 
contemporary windows were added at an unknown date, as was the asbestos siding.

Significance: Although the building was constructed during the secondary period of significance, alterations to the structure, siding 
and fenestration have damaged its historic integrity. The building would be considered contributing if there were reversal of the 
extensive alterations that have damaged its historic integrity.
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Contributing INV. #: 144 Year Built: 1906, 1998
Resources Address: 2049 NW JOHN SON ST, Alterations: Major, Major
0 2051 NW JOHNSONS!

	Style: Craftsman, Contemporary Historic Name: Whitemore, Chester A., Building #1 
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing, Architect: -- 
Resources Noncompatible Noncontributing 
2 Tax#: R180228280 State ID: 1N1E33BD 3800

Legal Description: W 25'of Lot 9, Block 284 in COUGHS ADD 

Description: Located on this property are two structures;

a. 2049 NW Johnson Street, Noncompatible Noncontributing. This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. 
It is a two and one-half story, wood frame residence with a concrete foundation. The hip roof has projecting eaves and exposed 
rafters. The exterior is clad with vinyl siding and corner boards. The main entrance is located on the south facade, through a multi- 
pane wood door. The newer, attached porch has three sets of paired columns on pedestals. The predominant window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung, aluminum sash in wood surrounds. A hip dormer with a boxed cornice, projecting eaves and rafters and a 
multi-pane hopper embellishes the south facade. Alterations include the addition of two skylights to the roof. The original porch area 
was converted to a deck that extends south towards the property line. An additional entrance was added, consisting of French doors, 
side lights and a transom.

b. 2051 NW Johnson Street Noncompatible Noncontributing. This building is located directly behind 2049 NW Johnson Street, on 
the interior of the same lot. It is a two and one-half story residence that is elevated above an open garage. This modern structure has a 
flat roof at the north facade and a gable roof at the third story of the south facade. Vinyl siding covers the exterior, which is decorated 
with corner boards. The main entrance is located on the east facade via a wood staircase. A glazed door with a side light has an 
adjacent, long, vertical window. The predominant window type is small, horizontal sliding glass windows. The west facade has a 
triangulated bay window and a triangulated porch with French doors, both on the second story.

Significance: The structure at 2049 NW Johnson Street is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to the extensive 
alterations to the porches, the addition of skylights, and the replacement of wood siding with vinyl siding. The structure at 2051 NW 
Johnson Street is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 145 Year Built: 1908
Resources Address: 2043-2045 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Whitemore, Chester A., Building #2
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: Rl 80228260 State ID: 1N1E33BD 3700
0

Legal Description: E 35' of Lot 9, Block 284 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame duplex has a concrete foundation and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It has a 
rectilinear plan and a gabled roof. The roof has overhanging eaves with exposed rafters. Clapboard siding covers the exterior, with 
shingles in the front gable and corner boards on the primary facade. The main entrance on the south facade has two slab doors with 
long side lights. There is a flat-roofed, reentrant attached porch supported by two square columns. The porch has a wooden 
balustrade and stoop. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung aluminum sash with wood trim, and aluminum, 
horizontal, sliding glass windows. There are two-story bay windows on the south and west facades. A closed gable with a vergeboard 
and a tripartite window with a fanlight transom decorates the south facade. There is a gabled, vergeless dormer on the east facade. 
This residence has a partial, above-grade basement and an exterior brick chimney on the west facade. Building records show there 
was remodeling activity to this building in 1987. However, alterations have not significantly affected its historic integrity.
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This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style multi-family residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 148 Year Built: 1908
Resources Address: 1937 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Dutch Colonial Revival Historic Name: Failing, Olivia, House
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R180225760 State ID: 1N1E33AC 10200
0

Legal Description: W 10'of Lot 8, Block 270 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation and a gambrel roof. The roof has cornice returns, and there are shed dormers on the east and west 
sides of the roof. The exterior surface of the building is sheathed in wood shingles, with a flared shingle course between the first and 
second stories. The main entrance is located on the east facade. There is a small entry porch with two classical columns supporting a 
flat roof with a balustrade. There is also a balcony with an open-rail balustrade at the southwest corner of the building. The 
predominant window type is eight-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. There are box-bay windows topped with balustrades on the 
north and west facades. Storm windows were installed at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Dutch Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 149 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: NW 19TH & JOHNSON Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R180216190 State ID: 1N1E33AC 6200
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2&3, Block 177 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This is a surface parking lot without landscaping.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 150 Year Built: 1883
Resources Address: 1809 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Ayer-Shea House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: Whidden & Lewis
Resources Tax #: R180216170 State ID: 1N1E33AC 6100
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&4, Block 177 in COUGHS ADD
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1809 NW Johnson St.

Description: This residence is located on the north side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, 
in an area characterized as mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a 
stuccoed concrete foundation, and a raised basement. The hip roof has deep eaves with modillions, a 
denticulated frieze, and return gable dormers with cornice molding. There are iron balusters on the roof. 
The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding, wide cornerboards, and keystones. 
The main entrance is on NW Johnson Street, under a porch with classic engaged columns, entablatures, 
and Stick balusters. There is a wide stair with an iron railing at the front entrance. Semi-circular, two- 
story bay windows flank the central front bay. There is a rounded balcony with Stick balusters. The 
primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Some windows have a shelf cornice 
with simplified classical surroundings. There are two interior chimneys. Exterior alterations include 

addition of storm windows and conversion to a multi-family dwelling (dates unknown).

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis, a prominent Portland 
firm, who were responsible for most of the city's finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century period. Educated at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, both men launched their careers on the East Coast—Whidden with the prestigious New York firm of McKim, 
Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and Stearns in Boston. The Whidden and Lewis partnership was formed in Portland in 
1890. The firm introduced up-to-date architectural fashions to the city. In addition to their residential work in the Colonial Revival 
style, the firm introduced the Renaissance Revival style with their Portland City Hall. A dozen single-family residences—seven of 
which are National Register properties—represent their work in the Historic Alphabet District.

This residence is also significant for its association with the Winslow B. Ayer and John F. Shea families. Ayer, a wealthy lumberman 
and patron of the arts, occupied the property until 1904. Ayer was born in Maine and came to Portland in 1883. He pursued a variety 
of business interests in book selling, the manufacture of cordage, and the development of a vertically integrated lumber business. He 
was active in many civic activities, including the Library Association of Portland and the Portland Art Association. The property was 
occupied by Shea, a successful plumbing contractor, from 1915 until 1926. It was among the Colonial Revival style houses erected in 
the city. There are only two earlier buildings in the Colonial Revival style still standing in Portland. This residence was individually 
listed in the National Register in 1982. (R. Ilise Gold, Ayer-Shea National Register Nomination, 1981.)

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as an excellent example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 151
Address: 812-816NW23RD AVE
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452300390

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Korell, C.H. & P.M., Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 1100

Legal Description: N 30' S 40' of Lot 17, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This retail building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, a busy commercial street. It is a two and 
one-half story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation. The multi-gabled roof has overhanging eaves with exposed rafters 
and is embellished by dentils at the roof line. The exterior is clad in shiplap siding and is decorated with a water table and corner 
boards. On the north facade, there is a wall dormer with a flat roof and boxed cornice. A storefront is located within the daylight 
basement. The main entrance is located on the west facade. Two, two-paneled, single-light wood doors with fixed transoms serve as 
retail entrances. The third retail use is reached via a glass door. The flat roof porch has turned balusters, a box cornice, and Ionic 
columns that support a decorative frieze with dentils. The porch was enclosed at the center with storefront windows. It is topped by a 
second story patio with a metal balustrade. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash and large fixed 
panes at the storefronts. Two gabled dormers on the south facade have five fixed lights in geometric shapes. There is a two-story 
projecting bay window at the south facade. There is one interior metal chimney. Significant alterations include the conversion of this
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building, originally a duplex to retail uses and apartments in 1988.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with real estate developer Charles Korell. A native of Denmark, Charles 
H. Korell immigrated to Portland at the age of sixteen. He established himself as a successful realtor and financial agent in the city.

While the addition of the storefront alters the original facade, the historic integrity of the building is not compromised. This building 
is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Craftsman style and is therefore significant as part of the 
larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 152
Address: 2381 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Italianate
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452300680

Year Built: 1885
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Bays, John, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 8000

Legal Description: W 47.7' S 12' of Lot 17, Block 3 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two-story, wood frame structure with a 
brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a hip roof with a plain frieze. The exterior surface is shiplap siding with corner 
boards. The main entrance is located on the south facade. Entry is through a two-panel door with a single light and a transom. There 
is a full-width porch with chamfered posts supporting a hip roof with a paneled frieze. The porch is accessed by a balustraded 
stairway with knobs and spindles. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. On the south and west 
facades there are polygonal bay windows with pointed hip roofs, and there is a box-bay window with a hip roof on the north facade. 
The building has one brick interior chimney. Storm windows were added at an unknown date.

Significance: This residence is significant due to its association with Charles T. Haas, who at one time owned the house. Born in 
1888 in Minnesota, Haas was both a successful reporter and a renowned attorney. He settled in Portland in 1911 as a practicing 
attorney. Recognized as an expert in international law, Haas was the only attorney in the United States who represented 14 foreign 
governments. He is significant for his contributions to the legal profession in Portland and nationally.

This residence is associated with Edward A. King, who once occupied and helped to develop this property. King was a member of a 
pioneer Portland family and son of businessman and developer Amos N. King. A native of Portland, Edward King was treasurer of 
the King Real Estate Association and later became president of the firm. Through his family's firm, he made significant contributions 
to the development of historic Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Italianate style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 153
Address: 2285 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452300420

Year Built: 1888
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: King, Amos N., House #3
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 1200

Legal Description: W 45' S 10' of Lot 17, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the corner of NW Johnson Street and NW 23rd Avenue, a busy 
commercial intersection. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame building that was converted from residential to retail use in 1986. 
It has a concrete foundation and a complex roof with overhanging eaves and metal coping. The exterior is clad in shiplap siding and 
has corner boards. A belt course of octagonal-shaped shingles runs between the first and second stories. The main entrance is located
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on the south facade, through a pair of glass doors with a fixed transom. The reentrant, attached porch has corner brackets supporting a 
flat roof with a spindled frieze, turned posts, and an iron balustrade. A second-story balcony has turned columns, an iron balustrade, 
and French doors. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. There is a projecting, three-story bay 
window at the east facade with a gabled roof and sunbursts at the corners. The gables at the south and west facades are embellished 
with square windows and vergeboards with sunbursts. At the east facade, there are parallel, gabled dormers with geometric-shaped 
lights. The daylight basement was converted to retail use in 1986. Other alterations include the addition of the dormers on the east 
facade and the covering of fenestration on the north facade.

Significance: This building is associated with the Portland family of Amos N. King. Born in Ohio in 1822, King moved to Portland in 
1849 and received one of the Donation Land Claims constituting Northwest Portland. He established a successful tanning business. 
He retired in 1860 to devote himself to real estate and land development. He is significant not only for his prosperous business 
ventures, but also for the 40 acres of land he sold to the city of Portland to create Washington Park, the first extensive park in the city.

Although the addition of the storefront alters the original facade, the historic integrity of the building is not compromised. This 
building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Queen Anne style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 154 Year Built: c. 1890
Resources Address: 2275-2279 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Major
1 Style: Vernacular Queen Anne Historic Name: Gurganus, Helen F., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452300410 State ID: 1N1E33BC 1300
0

Legal Description: S 10' W 29.25' of Lot --, Block -- in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This retail building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a one and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation. The cross-gabled roof has projecting eaves and metal coping. The front gable has overhanging 
eaves and a boxed cornice. Shiplap siding and corner boards cover the exterior. The main entrance to the retail use on the first floor is 
on the south facade, through glass doors. A full-facade front porch has square posts supporting a flat roof. There is also a retail use 
located within the daylight basement, which has an entrance on the west facade. The predominant window type consists of large, 
fixed panes with slip sills, and one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. There is a projecting bay window at the west facade with a 
stained-glass window and a hip roof. The dormer at the west facade is decorated with geometric-shaped lights. Alterations include 
the covering of all fenestration on the east facade at an unknown time. In 1987, this building was converted from residential to retail 
use.

Significance: While the addition of the storefront alters the original facade, the historic integrity of the building is not compromised. 
This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of the Vernacular Queen Anne style and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 155 Year Built: 1884
Resources Address: 2271-2273 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Queen Anne Historic Name: Hammermann, Emma, House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452300400 State ID: 1N1E33BC 1400
0

Legal Description: S 10' E 25.75' of Lot 17, Block 2 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This retail building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation. The cross-gable roof has overhanging eaves, a molded frieze, and a boxed cornice. Shiplap
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siding covers the exterior, which is decorated with corner boards. The main entrance is located on the south facade. The reentrant 
attached porch has a wooden balustrade, square posts, and turned, engaged colonettes. A wood door is topped with a stained-glass 
transom. One-over-one, double-hung, wood sash and aluminum casements are the predominant window types. There is a hip-roof, 
projecting bay window supported by brackets at the first story of the south facade. The building is decorated with fishscale and square 
shingles at the front gable. The gable at the east facade has an octagonal window and a box cornice with a cornice return. Alterations 
to this building include remodeling to accommodate retail use in 1993, and again in 1994. Also, fenestration on the east facade bay 
window was covered at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Queen Anne style and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 156 Year Built: 1991 
Resources Address: 806 NW 22ND AVE, Alterations: None 
0 808 NW 22ND AVE

Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Oswego Properties, Inc. Building 
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: ~ 
Resources Tax #: See Appendix G State ID: See Appendix G 
1

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Description: This two-story building fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two-unit rowhouse with a rectilinear plan, a concrete 
foundation, and a daylight basement. It has a parallel gable roof with projecting verge boards. Clapboard siding covers the exterior, 
above the basement level which is clad in brick. Garages are located within the daylight basements. The main entrances are located at 
the south facade. The doors are reached via a concrete stairway with a metal rail. Each entrance has a two-panel wood door with two 
vertical, leaded-glass windows. The predominant window type is aluminum one-over-one, double-hung sash, as well as vertical 
sliding glass. Each unit has a projecting two-story bay with vertical lights at the south facade. Decorative details include corner 
boards and verge boards in the front gables.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, the date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 157 Year Built: 1928
Resources Address: 803 NW 21ST AVE Alterations: Major
0 Style: Streetcar Era Commercial Historic Name: Concannon, Gerald J., Building #2
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R180233190 State ID: 1N1E33BD 11600
1

Legal Description: TL 11600 of Lot 4, Block 303 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has an irregular plan and is sited on the corner of NW Johnson Street and NW 21st Avenue. There is 
surface parking on the south and southeast portions of the lot. This one-story structure has a concrete foundation and a flat roof. 
There is a board-and-batten sided shed on the northwest corner of the roof. The exterior surface is sheathed with vinyl clapboard 
siding, with board-and-batten siding under the windows on the south facade. A low brick wall with plantings projects from beneath 
the windows on the southeast facade. The main entrance is located on the southeast facade. The entry is a paired glass door with a 
horizontal transom and rectangular winglights. There is a wood-slab service door at the center of the south facade and a garage door 
on the west end. Large, fixed, aluminum sash windows are the dominant window type, with aluminum sliders found on the south 
facade. A tall metal pole on the southeast corner of the lot identifies the business with a large sign on the top. In 1958, an 18'x32' 
carport was added onto the main structure. Additions to the front of the building were made in 1958 and 1962. In 1978 overhead 
doors were added to the garage, and, in 1988, a shed was built on the roof. Other alterations include the replacement of the original 
siding and windows with vinyl siding and aluminum sliders, respectively.
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Significance: While the date of construction places the structure in the historic period., the extensive alterations to the siding, 
fenestration, and roof exclude this structure from contributing to the historic character of the neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 158 Year Built: 1961
Resources Address: 722 NW 24TH AVE Alterations: Minor
0 Style: International Historic Name: West, Alvin D., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452301300 State ID: 1N1E33BC 7900
1

Legal Description: --of Lot 15& 16, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: The two inward-facing buildings create an ell-shaped plan. Part of an apartment complex, they are sited on the corner 
of NW Johnson Street and NW 24th Avenue. The two-story buildings have a concrete foundation and a flat roof with an undulating 
metal frieze. The roof has large wooden frames bolted onto the north and west elevations, creating a parapet. The exterior surface is 
concrete block with areas of board-and-batten siding. The multiple entrances opening onto the interior of the lot have slab doors, 
some with louvered hoods. The second-story balconies are recessed and have open tubular steel rails. The predominant fenestration is 
aluminum slider windows. In 1988, the roof was repaired.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 159 Year Built: 1904
Resources Address: 2362-2368 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Contemporary Historic Name: Cadron, Eliza. House
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452301290 State ID: 1N1E33BC 7800
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 14, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD
Description: This structure has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation. Once a Craftsman style residence, the building was altered with the addition of a new, modern 
facade at an unknown date. On the original structure, there is a gabled roof with wide overhanging eaves with corbels. The new 
facade has a stepped, flat metal roof. Clapboard siding and corner boards cover the historic facade, while vertical siding covers the 
modern facade. At the original facade, a belt course delineates the second and third stories. The main entrance is located on the north 
facade, through a single-light, wood door covered with an awning. A new, full-facade front porch has a metal balustrade. Second and 
third-story balconies have metal balustrades. There is an additional entrance at the east facade. A wood door with two lights is 
covered by a hood supported by brackets. The predominant window types are one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash with shelves 
and lattice casements.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to the extensive alterations. This structure has 
been significantly and irreversibly altered by the addition of the modern facade.

Contributing INV. #: 160 Year Built: 1900
Resources Address: 2354-2358 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: The Hawthorne Estate House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452301280 State ID: 1N1E33BC 7700
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 11, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation. The hip roof has overhanging eaves, modillions, and metal coping. The exterior is clad in 
asbestos shingle siding. The main entrance on the north facade is a two-paneled, single-light wood door with two leaded-glass 
transoms. The full-facade porch has Tuscan columns and a flat roof with a second-story balcony. Both have square balustrades. On 
the east facade, the first and second stories have cutaway balconies with latticework balustrades. The predominant window type is 
one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. At the center of the primary facade, each floor has a tripartite window with a leaded glass 
transom. There is a two-story, projecting bay window at the west facade. The north and west facades have hipped dormers with box 
cornices and modillions. This structure has a partial above-grade basement and an exterior brick chimney on the east facade. 
Alterations include the replacement of the original exterior material with asbestos shingle siding at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noneontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 161
Address: 2350 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301270

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Cooper, C.F., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 7600

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 10, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation. The hip roof has a box cornice with modillions and overhanging eaves. Clapboard siding covers 
the exterior, with asbestos siding at the west facade. Corner boards decorate the facade. The main entrance is located on the north 
facade, through a two-paneled, single-light, wood door with side lights. The reentrant attached porch covers the entire facade. It has 
Tuscan columns, a wooden balustrade and a flat roof with a box cornice. One-over-one, double-hung, wood sash windows are the 
predominant type of fenestration. A gabled dormer is located at the north facade. It has a pair of casement windows and a box 
cornice with return. Significant alterations include the removal of part of the facade at the basement level of the north elevation to 
accommodate a driveway.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Craftsman style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noneontributing
Resources
1

INV:#: 162
Address: 2344 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Historic Noneontributing
Tax#: R452301260

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: King, Amos N., House #5
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 7500

Legal Description: W 10' of Lot 7, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
residence with a concrete foundation. The hip roof has wide overhanging eaves, a denticulated frieze, and exposed rafters. Stucco 
facing covers most of the exterior, with shiplap siding on the west facade. The main entrance is at the north facade. The small, 
attached entry porch has a flat roof, wooden balustrade and square posts. A three-paneled, single light, wood door with side lights and 
architrave trim. One-over-one, double-hung, aluminum sash windows with wood trim are the predominant fenestration. There is a hip 
roof, projecting bay window with a molded cornice at the east facade. A bay window with a molded frieze is located at the second 
story of the west facade. The south facade has a hip dormer with a six-light hopper. Significant alterations include the replacement of
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the original siding with stucco, and the original windows with aluminum sash. These alterations occurred at unknown dates. 
Additionally, in 1950, the porch roof was replaced and the original steps were replaced with a concrete stoop.

Significance: This building is associated with the Portland family of Amos N. King. Born in Ohio in 1822, King moved to Portland 
in 1849 and received one of the Donation Land Claims constituting Northwest Portland. He established a successful tanning business. 
He retired in 1860 to devote himself to real estate and land development. He is significant not only for his business ventures, but also 
for the 40 acres of land he sold to the city of Portland to create Washington Park, the first extensive park in the city.

Although the building was constructed during the period of significance, subsequent alterations have damaged its historic integrity. 
The building would be considered contributing only if the signifiant alterations that have damaged its historic integrity were reversed. 
These include the stucco surface, the aluminum sash windows, and the porch configuration.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 163
Address: 2332 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301250

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Barman, Sophie, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 7400

Legal Description: E 40'of Lot 7, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It has a wood frame 
and a concrete foundation. There is a partial above-grade basement. The hip roof has projecting eaves with modillions and metal 
coping. The exterior is clad in shiplap siding and decorated with cornerboards and a water table. The main entrance is located on the 
north facade. A single-light, wood door has a leaded-glass transom and a side light with a lug sill. The reentrant, attached porch has 
Tuscan columns, Stick balusters, and a flat roof. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, aluminum sash with 
wood trim and lug sills. A bay window at the north facade has a leaded glass transom. A hip dormer on the north facade is shingled 
and has a six-over-one, double-hung, wood sash window. Alterations include the replacement of the original windows with aluminum 
sash.

Significance: This building served as the residence of Jacob B. Ofner. Born in New Jersey, Ofner moved to Portland while still in 
school. Ofner was a successful attorney who argued before the U. S. Supreme Court in 1906. He served as attorney for the 
Department of the Interior during Theodore Roosevelt's administration. In addition to his contributions to the legal profession, Ofner 
served as exalted ruler of the Portland Lodge and was a member of the Elks.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 164
Address: 2324 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Mediterranean
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452301240

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Elcarlos Apartments
Architect: Cooke, L. R.
State ID: 1N1E33BC 7300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area 
characterized as primarily residential. This two-story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised basement. 
The flat roof has a tiled pent roof at the primary elevation. The building has concrete walls with a stuccoed exterior. The main
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entrance is on NW Johnson Street, under an arched entrance. There is a recessed, multi-pane entry door with side lights. The primary 
window types are one-over-one and four-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are brick sills at the windows.

Significance: This apartment building is associated with L.B. Cooke, who worked with prominent Portland developer S.E. 
Henderson. Henderson constructed over 20 buildings in Northwest Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Mediterranean style apartment building and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 165 Year Built: 1972
Resources Address: 733 NW 23RD AVE Alterations: Minor
0 Style: Utilitarian Historic Name: Glicksman, Morris B., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452301100 State ID: 1N1E33BC 7200
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan, occupying a corner lot at NW 23rd Avenue and NW Johnson Street. It 
is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The roof is embellished with a slight parapet and metal coping. 
The exterior is surfaced with stucco and vertical wood siding. The south half of the building is glazed in vertical panels at the 
storefront. The glazed area is topped by vertical wood siding and a projecting slab canopy. The glass doors have metal sash and a 
glazed transom. The stuccoed north half of the building divided into three bays, with glazing in the center bay. Decorative features 
include diagonal texturing of the stucco surface and a sign at the northwest elevation.

Significance: Due to its date of construction and style, this structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 166 Year Built: 1906
Resources Address: 730-738 NW 23RD AVE Alterations: Major
1 Style: Queen Anne Historic Name: Burke, A.M. & J.V., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452301490 State ID: 1N1E33BC 2000
0

Legal Description: W 65' of Lot 15, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This retail and residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, a busy commercial street. It 
is a two and one-half story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation and a multi-gabled roof. The roof has a boxed cornice, a 
molded frieze, and vergeboards. There is a shed dormer on the west facade. Shiplap siding covers the exterior, with horizontal boards 
at the gables and soffits. The main entrance to the four retail uses is on the west facade. A porch spans the width of the primary 
facade. It is topped by a balcony. The porch has square posts with consoles, a metal balustrade, and a decorative frieze with 
Stickwork. Each of the four uses has a two-paneled, single-light, wood door with a transom and architrave trim. The balcony has a 
metal balustrade, and two single-light, wood doors with architrave trim. There is a cutaway porch on the north facade. The 
predominant fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash with lug sills and shelves, and large, fixed panes. On the north 
facade, there is a projecting window supported by brackets. This building is decorated with a water table, a projecting belt course, and 
half-timbering in the gables. In 1985, the building was altered to accommodate retail uses.

Significance: While the addition of the storefront alters the original facade, the historic integrity of the building is not compromised. 
This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of the Queen Anne style and is therefore significant 
as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 167
Address: 2276 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301480

Year Built: 1887
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Nixon, Ann E., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 1900

Legal Description: E 35' of Lot 15, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has a modified rectilinear plan and a raised basement clad with vertical boards. The 
gable roof has a gable ornament with sunburst and cut-out designs. There are diagonal boards and a half-lunette window on the gable. 
The building is of wood frame construction with V-groove wood siding, flared siding courses, and patterned wood shingles. The main 
entrance is on NW Johnson Street, under a recessed porch tied to a front bay under the second story. The porch has turned porch 
posts, jig-sawn brackets, decorative stickwork balusters, a spindle-and-knob frieze, cut-outs, and a paneled skirt with cut-outs, 
pendants, and applied decorations. The entry door has six-panels with a single light, transom light, and stained-glass windows. There 
are first story, rectangular bays with shed roofs. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are 
several round-arched windows with stained-glass. There are cut-away bay windows on the front elevation and multi-pane windows in 
the second-story boxed bay. There are two flared chimneys, one of brick and one of stone. Exterior alterations include the addition of 
storm windows (date unknown) and conversion to a triplex (1983).

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 168
Address: 2266-2268 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Shingle/Dutch Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301400

Year Built: 1886
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Friedenthal, S. Jonas, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 1800

Legal Description: - of Lot 14, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This one and one-half story building has a modified rectilinear plan, a foundation with wood skirting, and a basement. 
The gambrel roof has gable dormers and deep eaves. There is a pedirnented gable on the east dormer. Two dormers on the west 
elevation have shingled gables. The building is of wood frame construction with wood V-groove and lap siding. The main entrance is 
on NW Johnson Street, under a full-width front porch with six classic columns on pedestals, Stick balusters, and a wide stair with a 
lattice skirt. There is a central gambrel over the main porch. Columns support a projecting porch entry. There is a two-panel entrance 
door flanked by pilasters. The door has a single oval light, transom, side lights, beveled-glass, and classical surrounds. The primary 
window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. The windows have molded heads and jambs. There are two bay windows with 
hinged transoms on the first story. There is a full balcony with an iron railing. There is one interior chimney on the east side of the 
roof. Exterior alterations include addition of storm windows (date unknown).

Significance: This residence is important due to its connection to S. Jonas Friendenthal. Originally from Louisiana, Friendenthal was 
born in 1868 and arrived in Portland in 1888. He became president of Columbia Knitting Mills and served as a director of the 
Portland Trust and Savings Bank and of the Northwestern National Bank. In addition to his position in the business community, 
Friendenthal is notable for his active role in the Portland Jewish community. He was also a charter member of Temple Beth Israel.

This residence is also significant for its association with Rodney L. Glisan, Jr, who at one time owned the property. Born in Portland 
in 1869, Glisan was the son of Dr. R.L. Glisan, a prominent Portland physician. He was a prosperous Portland attorney who served on
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the City Council and also chaired the city's 1901 Charter Commission. Glisan was also significant for his prominent participation in 
the Chamber of Commerce.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Shingle/Dutch Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing

Resources

1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 169
Address: 2256 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301390

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Smith, Mary J.G., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 1700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 11, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: The Mary J. G. Smith house is a two and one-half story, wood frame residence. It has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto 
NW Johnson Street. There is a concrete foundation and a full basement. The hip roof has has slightly bell-cast, overhanging eaves. 
On the east and west facades, there are gabled dormers. At the primary (north) facade, a gabled dormer has a Palladian window with 
leaded-glass side lights, central keystones and a box cornice with returns. The exterior is clad in lapped weatherboard siding and has 
fluted, corner pilasters. The main entrance is located on the north facade. There is a full-facade verandah with a central, bowed 
portico. The portico has a flat roof has a plain frieze, and is supported by massive Ionic columns. The porch has a square balustrade 
and lattice work over its foundation. Bowed, wooden steps lead to the wooden front door, which is flanked by bay windows. The 
predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. Above the verandah, there is a bowed bay window. The facade 
is decorated with Ionic pilasters at the second story, primary facade. There are two brick chimneys with corbeled caps. Alterations 
include the addition of an exterior flight of stairs on the west facade, and the addition of a room to the first floor of the south (rear) 
facade. These alterations were completed in 1979.

Significance: The Mary J.G. Smith house was listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1981. Originally, it served as the 
residence for the widow of John G. Smith, a saloon keeper. Mrs. Smith and her children moved into the home in 1907, and retained 
ownership until 1940. During World War II, the U.S. Naval Housing Authority converted the home into apartments to provide 
housing for shipyard workers. (Bonnie Chambers, Mary J.G. Smith house, National Register Nomination, 1981)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as an excellent example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 170
Address: 2248 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Stick
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301380

Year Built: 1893
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Tanner, Albert H., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 15500

Legal Description: -- of Lot 10, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story house has an irregular plan, a brick foundation, and a raised basement. The hip roof has 
intersecting gables and decorative brackets under the eaves. Decorative wood shingles cover the gable and there is a center pendant 
on the gable truss work. The building is of wood frame construction with wood shiplap siding, patterned wood shingles, and 
cornerboards with projecting caps. The main entrance is on NW Johnson Street under a semi-circular porch supported by heavy, 
elaborately turned posts. The porch balustrade has rounded top rails, square bottom rails, and thick, turned balusters. There are cut 
out brackets under the porch eaves. The base of the porch is faced with rectangular lattice work. The primary window type is one-
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over-one, double-hung wood sash. On the west elevation, there is a diamond-shaped boxed bay window flanking the front entry. 
There is a circular center window in the gable on the front elevation. A square main bay with three windows is located above the 
porch. There is a frieze panel with a cornice decorating the bay. There is one interior chimney near the east bay. Exterior alterations 
include addition of a wood deck at the rear of the house (1978), new front entry steps (1978), and conversion to a duplex (1978). A 
horse chestnut tree on the property was probably planted shortly after the house was constructed.

Significance: This residence is associated with the Portland family of Albert Hawes Tanner, a Portland attorney. Serving in the 
Oregon House of Representatives in 1882 at the age of 27, Tanner was the youngest elected member to that body. In 1884, he was 
appointed the city attorney for Portland, and was later appointed to the post of municipal judge. In 1891, he left this position to open 
his own private practice. This residence was designated a Portland Historic Landmark in 1980 and was listed in the National Register 
of Historic Places in 1983.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fine example of a Stick style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland. (Martin P. Davis, Tanner 
House National Register Nomination, 1983)

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 171
Address: 2234 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Italianate
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301370

Year Built: 1882
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Sprague-Marshall-Bowie House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 15400

Legal Description: --of Lot 7, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two-story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation with shiplap skirting, and a raised basement. The hip 
roof has wide, heavily bracketed, overhanging eaves. There is vertical Stickwork decoration on a wide frieze with an unusual applied 
"Moorish" arcade pattern, and a classical cornice. The building is of wood frame construction with wood shiplap siding and 
cornerboards. The main entrance is located on NW Johnson Street, under a flat roofed, bracketed, wrap-around entry porch with cut 
out designs on the balustrade. The porch has square posts with capitals featuring scrollwork decoration. There are double entry doors 
at the main entrance with glass upper panels, wood lower panels, and a clear glass transom that spans the full width of the doors. A 
second entry from the porch has a central clear glass panel with paired solid panels above and below and a clear glass transom. There 
are double slant bays with bracketed eaves. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are slightly 
arched window heads. There are three corbeled chimneys. Exterior alterations include relocation of the building from its original site 
(1905), replacement of the original brick foundation with a concrete foundation (1905), addition of a window on both the west and 
east elevations (c. 1905), and addition of a wood deck at the rear elevation (c. 1979).

Significance: This building is associated with the prominent Portland families of Captain John H. Couch and Captain John Marshall. 
The property where the house originally was located was purchased by John Marshall from Mary H. Couch, youngest daughter of 
Captain Couch, pioneer sea captain and city developer. Born in London in 1837, Marshall spent 47 years as a marine engineer for the 
Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company and the Willamette Transportation Company. He served as chief engineer and was the 
engineer on the first sternwheel steamboat on the Willamette River. Upon retirement, Marshall continued to own interest in steamboat 
operations.

The Sprague-Marshall-Bowie House is significant as an early Portland example of residential architecture in the Italianate style. It 
was designated a city of Portland Historic Landmark in 1979 and listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1980. (George 
A. McMath, Sprague-Marshall-Bowie House National Register Nomination, 1979)
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This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Italianate style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 172
Address: 2224 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Bungalow
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301360

Year Built: 1902
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Strowbridge, Justus M., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 15300

Legal Description: W 35'of Lot 6, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street on an 
elevated lot. It has a concrete foundation and a cross-gable roof. The roof has a boxed cornice and a denticulated frieze. Asbestos 
shingles cover the exterior. The main entrance is on the north facade through a single-light wood door with a transom. The reentrant, 
attached porch was partially enclosed in 1925, and it now has casement windows. The predominant window type is one-over-one, 
double-hung, wood sash. A projecting bay embellishes the west facade. Decorative features include a molded cornice and half-round 
window in the front gable, a water table, and Stickwork at the apex of the west gable. There are two interior brick chimneys. On the 
west facade, a door leads to the daylight basement. Significant alterations include the enclosure of the porch and the addition of 
asbestos shingles at unknown dates.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Bungalow style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 173
Address: 2216-2222 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452301350

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Goodman, Hardee, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 15200

Legal Description: W 25' of Lot 1&2, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street on an elevated lot. It is a two and one-half story, 
wood frame residence with a concrete foundation. The hip roof has overhanging eaves and metal coping. The exterior is clad in 
vinyl, vertical siding at the first story and clapboard siding at the second story. Corner boards are present at the second-story level. 
The main entrance is a wood door on the north facade. A reentrant, attached porch has square posts on stone-faced pedestals. The 
posts are covered in vinyl siding. The flat roof has overhanging eaves and modillions, and is topped by a second story balcony with a 
metal balustrade. One-over-one, double-hung, wood sash windows are the predominant fenestration. On the north facade, there are 
storm covered, lattice casements. This building has two wall dormers at the second story and a shingle hip-roofed dormer on the south 
facade. An exterior brick chimney on the east facade has decorative tie rods. In 1959, the entrance was altered with the addition of 
concrete steps.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Craftsman style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. It would 
be a better example if the original entrance were restored and the vinyl siding removed.
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Contributing INV. #: 174 Year Built: 1907
Resources Address: 2208-2212 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Queen Anne Historic Name: Hufford, W S, House #2
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452301330 State ID: 1N1E33BD 15100
0

Legal Description: W 40' E 75' of Lot 1, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street, on an elevated lot. It is a two and one-half 
story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation. The gabled roof has projecting eaves and modillions. There is a daylight 
basement. Shingle siding covers the exterior. The north facade has molded corner boards between the second and third stories. The 
main entrance is located on the north facade through a single light, two-paneled wood door. There are two porticos with Tuscan 
columns on stone-faced pedestals. The porticos have wooden balustrades topped by a closed gable roofs with overhanging eaves, 
modillions, boxed cornices and a wide frieze. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, aluminum sash. On the 
east facade, there is a projecting two-story bay window. The north facade has two wall dormers. A tripartite window with a lattice 
light and sunbursts in architrave trim embellishes the front gable. There is a brick, exterior chimney on the east facade. Alterations 
include the covering of fenestration on the west facade.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 175 Year Built: 1907
Resources Address: 2202 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Hufford, W.S., House #1
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452301320 State ID: 1N1E33BD 14900
0

Legal Description: E 35' of Lot 1, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the corner of NW Johnson Street and NW 22nd Avenue, a quiet intersection, in an area 
characterized as mixed-use. The two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a stuccoed concrete foundation, and a raised 
basement. The hip roof has enclosed, deep eaves and hip dormers with a plain frieze and cornice molding. The building is of wood 
frame construction with V-groove wood siding and wide cornerboards. The main entrance is located on NW Johnson Street, under a 
porch with a classical entablature, plain frieze, and classic columns with concrete block pedestals. The porch has wide stairs and iron 
railings. Over the porch is a full balcony with stickwork balusters and large, rectangular posts. The main entry door has three panels, 
a single light, side lights, and leaded and beveled-glass. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. First- 
story windows on the front elevation have cornice heads, molded jambs, plain sills, simplified classical surrounds, and leaded and 
beveled-glass. There is a large single-pane window with a transom on the front elevation and one faceted, rectangular window bay on 
the first story. There is one external flared, corbeled chimney at the rear of the building. Exterior alterations include addition of a 
basement door and conversion to a multi-family residence (dates unknown). Offset at the west side of the house is an attached 
concrete garage with a wood lap facade and a flat roof.

Significance; This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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Noncontributing
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0

INV.#: 176
Address: 2174-2186 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Craftsman/Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301680

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Taubenheimer, Henry, House #2
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 10800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 15, Block 9 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This one and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a stuccoed concrete foundation, and a raised basement. The 
gable roof has a pedimented gable and gabled dormers, side gables with return eaves, and decorative shingles on the gables. The roof 
line is embellished with cornice molding. The building is of wood frame construction with V-groove wood siding, wood shingles, and 
wide cornerboards. The main entrance is located on NW Johnson Street, under a full-width front porch with classic columns on 
pedestals, classic pilasters, and wide central stairs. The front entry door has transom lights with emphasized shelf-head detail. The 
primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are some leaded-glass windows. There is a focal window 
group consisting of three windows with a transom on the front elevation. There is one interior chimney in the center of the rear roof.

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman/Colonial Revival 
style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest 
Portland.

Contributing

Resources
0
Noncontributing

Resources
1

INV. #: 177
Address: 2160 NW JOHNSON ST
Style: Colonial Revival
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452301660

Year Built: 1954
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Mclver, Douglas D., Building
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 10600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 11&14, Block 9 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It is a two-story structure with a 
concrete foundation and a hip roof with projecting eaves and metal coping. The exterior is clad with brick facing in a stretcher bond 
pattern. A partially above-grade basement is visible. The main entrance to the building is on the north facade through a glass and 
wood door with a five-light, fixed transom. The recessed entry is decorated with rusticated brick pilasters, dentils, and an entablature 
with a keystone. The predominant fenestration is metal two- and three-pane casements with slip sills. The building has two interior 
metal chimneys. Alterations to this structure include the addition of fire escapes to the east and west facades in 1955. 
Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, the date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV. #: 178
Address: 2146 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301650

Year Built: 1926
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Meyers, J.C., Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 10500

Legal Description: W 54'of Lot 10, Block 9 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area 
characterized as mixed-use. The three-story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a basement. The flat roof has a 
slightly corbeled parapet. There is a frieze with recessed square tiles and soldier-course lintels. The building is of wood frame 
construction with brick facing and concrete walls with surface patterns. The main entrance is located on NW Johnson Street within a
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recessed center bay. There is a projecting canopy over the entry. The entry door is fully glazed with lights and side lights. There is a 
plaque with the apartment name over the entry. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash.

Significance: This apartment building is associated with the Portland family of Amos N. King (1822-1901). It was owned by his 
daughter Nautilla King Jeffery. Amos King was owner of one of the Donation Land Claims (DLC) constituting Northwest Portland. 
He was born in Ohio and came to Oregon in 1845, settling first in Forest Grove. In 1849, he purchased Daniel Lownsdale's DLC and 
tannery and settled in Portland. He remained a prominent businessman and land developer, residing in a house located just south of 
the present Burnside Street.

This building is also associated with John Paul Lich. A native of North Dakota, Lich was the owner and operator of several Portland 
apartment houses, including this one. He is most notable as the founder of the Apartment House Association.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style apartment building 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 179
Address: 2136 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301640

Year Built: 1926 
Alterations: Minor 
Historic Name: Ivas Apartments 
Architect: Cooke, L. R. 
State ID: 1N1E33BD 10400

Legal Description: W 44'of Lot 7, Block 9 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area 
characterized as mixed-use. This two-story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised basement. The flat roof 
has a band of metal coping at the edge and a stepped parapet with three tiers on the front and east elevations. (The west elevation has 
no roof decorations.) The building is of wood frame construction with brick facing. The main entrance is located on NW Johnson 
Street, under a canopy suspended by iron bars from the front facade. The entry door is solid glass with a transom and three large 
panes of fixed glass on one side. There are two large metal loading doors on the north elevation, and a secondary entrance on the east 
elevation with one half-glass panel and a six-pane transom. The primary window types are one-over-one, double-hung wood sash and 
hopper windows. Exterior alterations include the addition of single-pane windows at the main entrance and an added section to the 
front door (dates unknown).

Significance: This apartment building was designed by the architect L.B. Cooke, who worked with prominent Portland developer 
S.E. Henderson. Henderson constructed over 20 buildings in Northwest Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style apartment building 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 180
Address: WI/735 NW 21 ST AVE
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R452301630

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33BD 10300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6, Block 9 in KINGS 2ND ADD 

Description: This is a parking lot with landscaping.
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Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 181
Address: 735 NW 21 STAVE 
Style: 20th Century Commercial 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301540

Year Built: 1936
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Rawlinson, W.L., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 10200

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block 9 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one-story commercial building is located on the west side of NW 21st Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial, at the 
corner of NW Johnson Street. The building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, and a hollow clay tile frame surfaced with 
stucco. The roof is flat with a stepped parapet. Dark blue tile covers the bulkheads. The main entrance is through glass double doors 
with wood frames. The fenestration is primarily fixed-pane storefront windows in wood frames. A multi-paned transom runs the 
length of the windowed facade. Decoration includes an incised pattern on the belt course. The building was renovated in 1990-91, 
which included restuccoing in keeping with the building's historic character.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a 20th Century Commercial style 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in the Northwest district.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 182
Address: 720-728 NW 21 STAVE
Style: Streetcar Era Commercial

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80228090

Year Built: 1926
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Azling, W.O. & Harriet W.
Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 4100

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 15&16, Block 283 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This commercial building faces west on NW 21st Avenue, occupying a corner site and half of the block. The building 
incorporates three business: 720 NW 21st; 724 NW 21st; and 726-28 NW 21st. It has a rectilinear plan and a concrete and brick 
foundation. The structure is organized into six bays at the west elevation, and into two bays along the north elevation. The flat roof 
has a metal cornice and anthemion embellishment. The concrete walls are finished with wirecut brick. There is patterned brickwork 
at the frieze, along with cast-stone decorative panels between the bays. Fixed windows with glazed transoms and wood frames 
characterize street-level fenestration. The entrance to 720 NW 21st, a one-bay storefront, is centered and recessed. The door is glazed 
with a single panel and has one-over-one side lights and a seven-light transom. The entrance to NW 21 st, a one-bay storefront, is 
offset, with a five-light transom above the glazed, wood frame door. The entrance to 726-8, a four-bay storefront, is located at the 
corner of NW 21st Avenue at Johnson Street. A double door at the recessed entrance has 16 lights, side lights, and a transom.

Significance: This property is associated with Louis Gerlinger, who at one time owned this building. A native of France, Gerlinger 
was born in 1853 and immigrated to the U. S. in 1870. He came to Portland in 1894, where he became active in the timber and 
railroad industries. He owned the Portland, Vancouver & Yakima Railroad and constructed the Salem, Falls City & Western Railroad, 
which marked the onset of major logging and timber development in that region. Gerlinger was also president of the Columbia Valley 
Railway, Willamette Valley Lumber Company and the Siletz Lumber Co.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Streetcar Era Commercial building and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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INV.#: 183
Address: 2076 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80228070

Year Built: 1927
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Harvard Apartments
Architect: Cooke, L. R.; S. E. Henderson (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33BD 4200

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 15&16, Block 283 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a busy two-lane street, in an area 
characterized as mixed-use. This three-story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a basement. The flat roof has 
boxed projecting eaves and concrete lintels. The building is of wood frame construction with brick facing. The main entrance is 
located on NW Johnson Street. The recessed front entrance door under a projecting hood is flanked by side lights. There is a blind 
arch of raised brick. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash.

Significance: The Harvard Apartments were constructed by Steven Earl Henderson and designed by architect L. R. Cooke. Little is 
known of Henderson except what can be found in Folk's Portland City Directory, which lists him as a realtor in 1926. In 1927, 
Henderson built the Harvard Apartments, eventually constructing many more apartment buildings in northwest Portland. He often 
worked with architect Elmer Feig and sometimes worked with architects L. R. Cooke and George M. Post. Henderson experienced 
financial trouble during the 1930s but reversed his business fortune through his partnership with Luke Walker. They formed 
Henderson & Walker, a company that bought and sold receivables, warrants, pass books, and loans. In 1953, Henderson sold his 
assets and left Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style apartment building 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 184
Address: 2068 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Second Empire / Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80228050

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Lowell, E., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 4300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 14, Block 283 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This one and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a raised basement. The mansard roof 
has pedimented gable dormers with a sunburst design and patterned shingles on the roof and dormers. There is a bracketed cornice 
and a frieze of decorated wooden panels. The building is of wood frame construction with wood shiplap siding and wood shingles. 
The main entrance is located on NW Johnson Street, under a recessed porch. The porch has square posts with projecting capitals, 
lattice skirting, and decorative brackets and pendants. A multi-light transom and side lights surround the front door. The primary 
window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a polygonal bay window with a decorative frieze and sawn wood 
ornaments on the front elevation. There is one interior chimney on the east elevation. Exterior alterations include addition of a wood 
deck to the rear of the house (date unknown).

Significance: This property served as the residence of Robin Nelson. A graduate of the University of Oregon in 1907, Nelson was the 
regional director for Seagrams Distillers. He is most notable for his composition of a traditional school song, "As I Sit and Dream at 
Evening," which is still sung on the University of Oregon campus today.
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This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Second Empire/Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland. It is also a 
building of an unusual style in the area.

Contributing INV. #: 185 Year Built: 1904
Resources Address: 2058 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Arts and Crafts Historic Name: Gardner, Robert, House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: Rl 80228030 State ID: IN 1E33BD 4400
0

Legal Description: W 40' of Lot 11, Block 283 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area characterized as 
mixed-use. This two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan, a stuccoed concrete foundation, and a raised basement. The 
gable roof has intersecting gables, a denticulated frieze, and molded bargeboards. There is Stickwork and mock half-timbering with 
stucco on the gable ends. The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding and wood shingles. The main entrance is 
on NW Johnson Street, under a full-width front porch with Classical columns and a lattice balustrade. Above the front door there are 
dentils. A side light and transom surround the front door. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There 
is a diamond-pane gable window on the front elevation and a stained-glass window on the west elevation. There is one corbeled 
chimney on the east roof. Exterior alterations include addition of storm windows and a garage built underneath the front of the house 
(1940).

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Arts and Crafts style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 186 Year Built: 1898
Resources Address: 2050 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Lewis, C.H., House
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R180228010 State ID: 1N1E33BD 4500
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 10, Block 283 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence fronts onto NW Johnson Street. It has a hip roof with projecting eaves, a boxed 
cornice, and metal coping. The exterior is clad with asbestos shingles. The basement has Roman brick facing. The main entrance is 
on the north facade. The porch has Tuscan columns, a flat roof, and pilasters. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double- 
hung, wood sash, with the north facade fenestration including fixed shutters. A hip dormer on the north facade has projecting eaves. 
There is one exterior brick chimney with a corbeled cap on the west facade. On the front of the lot, a modern three-car garage was 
built at an unknown date. The garage obscures the view of the primary facade. Wood shingles cover the garage, which has a flat roof 
with a patio on top.

Significance: This building served as the residence of Cicero H. Lewis. Born in New Jersey in 1826, Lewis came to Portland in 
1850. He founded a wholesale grocery business, which grew into the largest on the west coast. He married Clementine Couch and 
played an important role in the development of the Couch family property. He also served on the Port of Portland and Portland Water 
Committees.

Although the building was constructed during the primary period of significance, it is classified as historic noncontributing due to the 
addition of the garage, which obscures the primary facade. The building could be considered contributing only if this significant 
alteration was reversed.
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INV.#: 187
Address: 733NW20THAVE 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80227870

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Mills, Abbott, House
Architect: Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge
State ID: 1N1E33BD 4600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&2, Block 283 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the corner of NW Johnson Street and NW 20th Avenue. It is a 
symmetrical, rectilinear structure with a rear ell. The foundation is concrete, and the walls are brick. The gabled roof has intersecting 
gables, pedimented dormers, and a decorative cornice with a dentilated frieze. The entrance pavilion is a colossal, two-story portico. 
Fluted, round pilasters with Corinthian capitals flank the entrance door, which has a fanlight. Above the entrance is a semi-circular, 
balustraded balcony. The primary windows are eight-over-eight, double-hung, wood sash, with cornice heads above the windows. 
There are twin chimneys at the gable ends with prominent chimney stacks. A brick wall with a concrete cap surrounds the property.

Significance: This property is associated with Abbot Low Mills and Evelyn Scott Lewis Mills. Abbot Low Mills, president of the 
First National Bank of Portland, was a financier, philanthropist, and community activist. He was actively identified with the progress 
of Portland after 1897. Mills served as president of the Portland Gas Company and as president of the original Consolidated Street 
Railways of Portland. He was also at one time a member of the Oregon House of Representatives and chairman of the board of public 
works. Mills was active in promoting the cause of better health.

This property also served as the residence of Archbishop Edward D. Howard. For 40 years Howard served as the Archbishop of 
Portland for the Roman Catholic Church. Howard was active in the St. Vincent de Paul Society and the Catholic Charities of Oregon. 
He also founded the Central Catholic High School.

The architectural firm of Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge modeled this property after a 1750 Georgian Revival house in Philadelphia. 
Charles A. Coolidge, a native Bostonian, received architectural training at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He formed a 
partnership with George F. Shepley and Frank E. Rutan, who had worked with him in Henry Hobson Richardson's office. The Boston 
firm went on to design many nationally renowned works, such as the Art Institute of Chicago and the Chicago Public Library. They 
specialized in collegiate and medical school design; for example, they were responsible for the campus plan and early buildings of 
Stanford University in California. The Abbot and Lewis Mills residences are their only known works in the Historic Alphabet 
District. The former is a designated Portland Historic Landmark, while the latter is a National Register property.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. It is also 
significant for its association with Abbot Mills and the architectural firm of Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 188
Address: 730NW20THAVE
Style: Mediterranean
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80225940

Year Built: 1928
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Estelle Court Apartments
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
State ID: 1N1E33AC 10100

Legal Description: -- of Lot 15&16, Block 271 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This multi-family residence is corner-sited, located at NW Johnson Street and NW 20th Avenue. It is a U-shape, two- 
story structure with a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and a flat roof. At the west or primary facade, there is a gabled parapet 
and hipped roof on each arm of the U. These are covered with clay tile. The walls are brick, with decorative brick modillions at the 
cornice. The Spanish style cast-stone entrance facade is embellished with twisted columns and wrought-iron balconies, and there is a
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wrought-iron entrance gate. Round-headed panels are inset with decorative tile. The primary window type is eight-over-one, double- 
hung, wood sash. These are inset into round-headed arches. There are cast stone spandrels above and below the windows, with 
diamonds and low relief urns.

Significance: This building was designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education 
at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and 
developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment 
buildings. He designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and 
layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

Jack Easson was the owner of this building in the late 1920s. Born in Dallas, Texas, in 1894, Easson was a prosperous businessman 
who moved to Portland in 1920. He constructed and owned the Envoy Apartments and owned the Neuboro Soap Company. Easson is 
also notable for his involvement in Portland's civic circles, including the Aero Club, the Multnomah Club, the Alderwood Country 
Club, and the Rotary Club.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Mediterranean style multi-family residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources

1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV. #: 189
Address: 1964 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80225920

Year Built: 1927
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Belmar Apartments
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
State ID: 1N1E33AC 10000

Legal Description: - of Lot 14, Block 271 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area 
characterized as mixed-use. This three-story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a basement. The flat roof has a 
sheet-metal cavetto cornice, a brick soldier-course on the frieze, and lintels. The building is of wood frame construction with brick 
facing. The main entrance is located on NW Johnson Street in a recessed vestibule with decorative surrounds. The outer entry is 
under a pointed arch with cast-stone quoins and keystones. The interior door has lights, side lights, and two lanterns. The primary 
window type is six-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are paired windows with wood trim on the front facade. Exterior 
alterations include addition of storm windows (date unknown).

Significance: This building was designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education 
at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and 
developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment 
buildings. He designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and 
layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This apartment building served as an investment property for Dr. Rodney Glisan. Dr. Glisan was born in Maryland, trained as a 
physician in Baltimore, and served as an army doctor in Texas and the Pacific Coast. He moved to Portland in 1863 and married 
Elizabeth Couch. He was one of Portland's leading physicians for the next three decades, a founder of Good Samaritan Hospital, and a 
stalwart of Trinity Episcopal Church. Dr. Glisan was also involved in real-estate investment.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style apartment building 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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INV.#: 190
Address: 1954 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80225900

Year Built: 1927
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Georgian Apartments
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
State ID: 1N1E33AC 9900

Legal Description: -- of Lot 11, Block 271 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane street, in an area 
characterized as mixed-use. This three-story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a basement. The flat roof has a 
parapet with a shallow cast-stone cornice. At the parapet on the front elevation, there is brick in a checker-board red and white 
pattern. The building is of wood frame construction with brick facing. The main entrance is on NW Johnson Street within a recessed 
vestibule. Cast-stone panels flank the outer entry, and there are two lanterns at either side of the entrance. The entry door has five 
lights and side lights. The primary window type is multi-pane casement with metal sash.

Significance: This building was designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education 
at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and 
developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment 
buildings. He designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and 
layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This building also served as an investment property for C.E. Cowdin. Originally from Michigan, Cowdin was one of the most 
influential industrialists in the Columbia River valley. He served as president of Nicolai-Neppach Company, of the Oregon Planing 
Mills Company, and of the Norwesco Investment Company. He is also notable for his civic involvement; he was president of the 
Pacific Northwest Mill-Work Association, vice president of the Mill Work Cost Bureau, a member of the Masons, the Elks, the 
Knights of the Round Table, and the Chamber of Commerce.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style apartment building 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 191
Address: 1944 NW JOHNSON ST 
Style: Spanish Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80225880

Year Built: 1929 
Alterations: None 
Historic Name: Teshnor Manor 
Architect: Feig, Elmer E. 
State ID: 1N1E33AC 9800

Legal Description: W 54' of Lot 10, Block 271 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the south side of NW Johnson Street, a quiet two-lane 
street, in an area characterized as mixed-use. This three-story building has a U-shape plan, a stuccoed 
concrete foundation, and a basement. The flat roof has a curvilinear parapet with cast-stone coping and 
inset concrete tiles with a bulls-eye decoration. There are urns at the building's corners and a spandrel with 
foliate relief ornamentation on the front elevation. The building is of reinforced concrete construction with 
a stuccoed exterior. The main entrance is on NW Johnson Street under a recessed, vestibular entry with 
decorative surroundings, lights, side lights, and a fanlight. There is a projecting canopy over the entry. 
There is beveled-glass in all panes of the glass entry door and in two small lanterns at either side of the 
entry. The primary window type is multi-pane casement. There are arch door and window openings, and 
spiral cast-stone columns around the entry and windows on the front elevation.
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Significance: This building was designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education 
at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and 
developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment 
buildings. He designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and 
layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This building is also associated with the Portland family of Dr. Rodney L. Glisan. Dr. Glisan was born in Maryland, trained as a 
physician in Baltimore, and served as an army doctor in Texas and the Pacific Coast. He moved to Portland in 1863 and married 
Elizabeth Couch. Glisan was one of Portland's leading physicians for the next three decades, a founder of Good Samaritan Hospital, 
and a stalwart of Trinity Episcopal Church. His son, Rodney Glisan, was a prominent Portland attorney who chaired the city's 1901 
Charter Commission, served on the City Council, and was active in the Chamber of Commerce and the Multnomah Athletic Club.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Spanish Colonial Revival style apartment 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 192 Year Built: 1951
Resources Address: 1914-1934 NW JOHNSON ST Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: Modern Commercial Historic Name: Lovejoy Medical Center, Inc.

Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: — 
Resources Tax #: Rl 80225830 State ID: 1N1E33AC 9700 
1

Legal Description: --of Lot 1&2, Block 271 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This commercial building has an ell-shaped plan and fronts onto the corner of NW Johnson Street and 19th Avenue, a 
busy intersection. It is a two-story structure with a concrete foundation and a Roman brick retaining wall along the northeast corner of 
the lot. The flat roof has slightly projecting eaves, metal coping, and a boxed cornice. There is a parapet at the northeast corner of the 
roof. The exterior is clad in Roman brick at the first story and vertical boards at the second. Each separate use within this office 
complex has its own entrance, though the building has a main entrance on the east and north facades. The east entrance is set within a 
semi-glazed storefront with a glass door and cantilevered canopy. Fenestration on the east facade includes groups of four one-over- 
one windows with hoppers at the base. On the north facade, there are six entrances. The main entrance is at 1920 NW Johnson Street, 
in the center of the facade. It is a glass door with side lights and a three-light transom. A cantilevered hood and a second-story 
balcony cover the entrance. All other entrances are recessed, with slab doors and transoms. Adjacent to each entrance are rows of 
fixed ribbon windows with soldier-course slip sills. The plan for this building includes surface parking within the interior of the ell.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 193 Year Built: 1906
Resources Address: 732 NW 19TH AVE Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Koehler, Richard, House
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Whidden & Lewis
Resources Tax #: R180216150 State ID: 1N1E33AC 6400
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 6&7, Block 176 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This two-story, symmetrical building has a rectilinear plan and fronts on NW 19th Avenue. It is a wood frame 
structure with a brick foundation. The flat roof is set off by a parapet. Horizontal lap siding covers the exterior. Quoins articulate the 
corners of the building. A boxed cornice below the roof line has modillions and denticulated trim. A centered, one-story entry 
portico has Ionic columns and panelled posts and pilasters. Turned balusters and panelled corner posts cap the portico balcony. One-
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over-one, wood sash windows and multi-pane casements predominate. There are two massive, exterior brick chimneys. Alterations 
include removal of the balustrade at the roof line. This occurred at an unknown date.

Significance; This residence was designed by the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. Whidden and Lewis, a prominent 
Portland firm, were responsible for most of the city's finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century period. Educated at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, both men launched their careers on the East Coast—Whidden with the prestigious New York firm of McKim, 
Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and Stearns in Boston. The Whidden and Lewis partnership was formed in Portland in 
1890. The firm introduced up-to-date architectural fashions to the city. In addition to their residential work in the Colonial Revival 
style, the firm introduced the Renaissance Revival style with their Portland City Hall. A dozen single-family residences-seven of 
which are National Register properties—represent their work in the Historic Alphabet District.

This property is an officially designated Portland Historic Landmark. The building is considered to be contributing within the district 
as a good example of the Colonial Revival style and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development 
that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. It is significant for its architectural merit and association with the Whidden and Lewis 
architectural firm.

Contributing INV. #: 194 Year Built: 1947
Resources Address: 723-735 NW 18TH AVE Alterations: Minor
0 Style: Utilitarian Historic Name: Beattie, Byron J., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: Rl 80216130 State ID: 1N1E33AC 6300
1

Legal Description: -of Lot 5&8, Block 176 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This one-story commercial structure fronts onto NW 18th Avenue. The building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete 
foundation, and a flat roof. The exterior surface is stuccoed. There are three main entrances in this building, all of which are on the 
east facade. The door at 723 has four lights over a single panel and architrave trim with a slight hood. The other two doors are single- 
light wood doors with architrave trim. The predominant fenestration includes multi-paned hoppers, with canvas awnings over the 
windows of units 727 and 735. The windows on the north facade have protective iron work. There have been no significant 
alterations to this building.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, the date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 195 Year Built: 1895
Resources Address: 725 NW 23RD AVE Alterations: Major
0 Style: Victorian Eclectic Historic Name: Oberdorfer, Augustus, House
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: Lazarus, Edgar M.
Resources Tax #: R452301110 State ID: 1N1E33BC 7100
1

Legal Description: - of Lot 2, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue behind a surface parking lot. It is a two and one- 
half story structure with a brick foundation and a complex, cross-gable roof. A steep, belcast gambrel roof shelters the south end of 
the building; steep, twin gables are located at the north of the building. The gables have flared eaves and exposed rafters. A shed roof 
overhangs the first story, supported by square columns. The wood frame walls have vertical wood siding at the first story and are 
stuccoed at the second story. The main entrance is located on the west fa9ade. It is elevated, leading to a glassed-in porch. 
Fenestration at the second story is tripartite, four-over-four, double-hung wood sash and paired 10-light casements in the gables. 
Embellishments to the primary facade of the building include gilded "oriental" animal motifs and columns and ceramic figures at the 
porch roof line. Alterations include the replacement of original shingle siding with stucco and T-l 11 vertical siding; enclosure of the
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porch (1973); the addition of gilded columns, wood carvings and ceramic motifs to the primary facade (1980); addition of an entrance 
wall and garden (1980); and construction of a carport and second-story addition at the rear of the building (1982).

Significance: This building was designed by the architect Edgar M. Lazarus. One of the least known among major architects to have 
practiced in Oregon, Lazarus studied at the Maryland Institute of the Arts. In 1894, he moved to Portland where he produced an 
impressive body of work. Some of his designs include the Electric Building, Franklin Hotel, and the George F. Heusner 
Condominiums. The latter, a National Register property, is in the Historic Alphabet District. Lazarus also designed the Isaac Lesser 
Cohen House, a designated Portland Historic Landmark.

Although this building was constructed during the primary period of significance, extensive alterations have compromised its historic 
integrity. It is therefore classified as historic noncontributing. Reversal of many of these changes is possible, however, and could lead 
to the building's reclassification as primary contributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 196
Address: 724-728 NW 23RD AVE
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301500

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Munly, Mary, House #1
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 2100

Legal Description: N 1/2 of Lot 16, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This retail building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, a busy commercial street. It is a two and 
one-half story structure with a concrete foundation and a gabled roof. The front gable has vergeboards; the gable at the north facade is 
decorated with modillions. Clapboard siding covers the exterior of the building to the third-story level which is shingled. A daylight 
basement was converted to a storefront. This storefront is reached via a brick stairwell that is shared with 720-722 NW 23rd Avenue. 
The other retail use is reached at the first floor, via an attached porch with a closed balustrade and square columns. The two-paneled, 
single-light wood door has architrave trim. One-over-one, double-hung, wood sash windows are the common fenestration. There is 
also a polygonal bay window at the west facade. This structure was altered to accommodate retail use in 1984.

Significance: While the addition of the storefront alters the original facade, the historic integrity of the building is not compromised. 
This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Craftsman style and is therefore significant 
as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 197
Address: 726 NW 22ND AVE
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301690

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Loeb, Nathan, House
Architect: Unknown
State ID: 1N1E33BD 10700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 16, Block 9 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the east side of NW 22nd Avenue, a two-lane residential street. The 
building has a rectangular plan, a brick foundation faced with stucco, and a basement. It is of wood frame construction with wood 
shiplap and decorative wood shingle siding. The hip roof has intersecting pedimented gables ornamented with carved floral-patterned 
panels. The roof is supported by tall carved brackets. On the west elevation there is a first story porch with a balcony. The porch and 
balcony are framed by turned wood posts and have identical balustrades. The porch has segmental wood arches, with central pendants 
and a sunburst pattern in the spandrels. Above the arch is a narrow frieze with nailhead molding and a cornice with dentils. The 
balcony has bracketed impost blocks supporting a cornice and a pedimented roof. The main entrance is paired wood doors, with a 
solid lower panels, stained-glass upper panels, and a stained-glass transom with the original street number "170." Next to the doors is
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a stained-glass window with a pedimented head and a sunburst decoration in the tympanum. The balcony has a single door with a 
stained-glass transom, and an adjacent round stained-glass window. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung, wood 
sash windows. A slant bay on the first floor has a window set in an arch and flanked by curved, stained-glass side lights. On the 
second story is a centered one-over-one, double-hung, sash window in a flanking sunburst ornament. A garage addition with a roof 
deck was constructed in 1980. The chimney was covered with stucco, and aluminum storm windows and iron entry gates were added 
at unknown dates.

Significance: Nathan Loeb was born in Germany in 1828 and came to Portland in 1857 to engage in a general mercantile business. 
He operated in Astoria from 1885 to 1893 and then returned to Portland until his death in 1905. Loeb was a founding member of the 
Temple Beth Israel congregation and was involved in other community activities. The Nathan Loeb House is among the most ornate 
examples of the late Victorian style extant in the city. This building was listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1978.

The residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence and is of interest 
for its association with one of Portland's forefathers, Nathan Loeb. (George A. McMath, Loeb House National Register Nomination, 
1977)

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 198
Address: 721 -727 NW 21ST AVE 
Style: Streetcar Era Commercial 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301550

Year Built: 1914
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: The King Estate Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 10100

Legal Description: --of Lot 2, Block 9 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one-story brick building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto N W 21 st Avenue. The building contains two 
restaurants and is sited between a four-story apartment building and a specialty grocery. The building has a concrete foundation and a 
flat roof. The denticulated roof line has a false front with a shiner brick pattern. The exterior surface is clad with brick in a common 
bond pattern. Soldier brickwork patterning surrounds the four bays, and a full-facade nylon awning stretches over the entry doors. 
There is plywood sheathing above the windows and under the awning. There are two recessed entrances located on the east facade. 
The south-end entry is a glass door. The north-end entry is a board-and-batten slab door with a round light. On the south side of the 
north entry door there is board-and-batten siding. Three-pane fixed aluminum sash windows with corners are the predominant 
window type. There is a tripartite transom over the north window of the south entry. Decorative features include window lettering, 
store signs, and neon lights. In 1963 glass was reinstalled in new metal trim, and the transom sash was rebuilt. In 1989 outdoor 
seating decks were constructed. Unrecorded alterations include the plywood sheathing above the windows.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Streetcar Era commercial 
style and is therefore significant as part of a larger grouping of commercial developments that occurred in the Northwest district.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 199
Address: 723NW22NDAVE 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301340

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Huott, Frank E., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 15000

Legal Description: E 75'S 40'of Lot 2, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the west side of NW 22nd Avenue, a two-lane residential street. The 
building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete block foundation, and a wood frame with beveled wood siding. The hip roof has a hipped 
dormer on the front (east elevation) of the building. The building has a basement. The main entrance is through the front porch,
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which has a shed roof ornamented with modillions and a gabled central pediment. The porch roof is supported by tapered porch 
columns set on cast-stone porch piers. The porch railing has curved spindles. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double- 
hung, wood sash windows. Some windows are topped with leaded-glass transoms. The rear porch was replaced at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence, and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 200
Address: 720-722 NW 23RD AVE
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301510

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Munly, Mary, House #2
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 2200

Legal Description: S 1/2 of Lot 16, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, a busy commercial street. It is a one 
and one-half story, wood frame structure above a daylight basement, which was converted to a storefront. The gabled roof overhangs 
the first-story porch, which has overhanging eaves and a boxed cornice. A gabled dormer on the west facade has two lights, a 
vergeboard,and modillions. The dormer is covered with shingles. The exterior is clad in clapboard siding. Entrance to the 
commercial use at the first floor is through a two-paneled, single-light door with architrave trim. This is reached via a concrete 
stairway. In 1988, the storefront was extended to the porch, which was enclosed with large, fixed windows. Entrance to the 
commercial use at the basement level is via a brick stairway. This building shares the brick stairwell with 724-728 NW 23rd Avenue. 
The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. In 1984, this retail building was converted from a single 
family residence to commercial use.

Significance: While the addition of the storefront alters the original facade, the historic integrity of the building is not compromised. 
This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of the Craftsman style and is therefore significant as 
part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 201
Address: 714-716 NW24TH AVE
Style: Classic Revival

Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301200

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Child, Francis L and David H. Rand
Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 6300

Legal Description: - of Lot 13&17, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 24th Avenue. It is a three and one-half story 
structure with a concrete foundation and a partial, above-grade basement. The hip roof has overhanging eaves and modillions at the 
second and third stories. Asbestos shingle siding clads the exterior. The main entrance is on the west facade. A single-light, wood 
door has side lights and a fixed transom. The two-story porch covers the primary facade and wraps around the north facade. Colossal 
Ionic columns rise to support a third-story balcony. The porches have wooden balustrades. There is an overhanging enclosed porch at 
the north facade, second floor. It is supported by Tuscan columns. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, 
wood sash. Large, fixed panes adjacent to the main entrance have stained-glass transoms. Many of the windows on the primary 
facade feature stained-glass in a floral motif. There is a three-story, polygonal bay window at the north facade. The north and west 
facades have closed gable dormers. This structure is embellished with decorative trim on the door frames, window frames, roof line,
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cornice, and balconies. There is one interior brick chimney. Alterations include the replacement of the wooden steps with concrete 
and brick in 1934 and the addition of asbestos shingle siding at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classic Revival style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 202
Address: 2357 NW IRVING ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301180

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Bach, Katie, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 6400

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 9, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence has a rectilinear plan and a concrete block foundation. The property fronts onto 
NW Irving Street and is surrounded by a stone retaining wall. The hipped roof has projecting eaves with scrolled corner brackets and 
metal coping. The basement is partially above-grade. Asphalt-roll brick siding covers the west facade. Clapboard siding covers the 
remaining facades. The main entrance is on the south facade. A half-glass door has side lights and leaded-glass transoms. The gabled 
front verandah has a boxed cornice with returns, supported by engaged columns. The balustrade and railings are metal. The 
predominant window types are one-over-one, double-hung sash, and large, fixed panes with leaded glass transoms adjacent to the 
entrance. There is a bay window at the east facade with leaded glass. A belcast, hipped dormer with decorative mullions is located at 
the south facade. There is one exterior brick chimney on the west facade. Alterations include the replacement of the original porch in 
1957.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 203
Address: 2343 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Queen Anne / Shingle 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301170

Year Built: 1892
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Cohen, Isaac Lesser, House
Architect: Lazarus, Edgar M.
State ID: 1N1E33BC 6500

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 9, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. It is a two and one-half 
story, wood frame structure with a brick foundation and a steeply pitched hip roof with intersecting gables and 
gambrels. The south-facing cross gable has flared eaves and projecting verges with exposed purlins. There is 
a tower with a conical roof and a paneled frieze at the southeast corner of the building. The exterior surface is 
clapboard siding. The main entrance is located on the south facade. Entry is through a small, reentrant, cut-in 
porch. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is an octagonal bay 
window on the east facade, and there are lancet windows on the gable and gambrel ends. The building has a 
brick interior chimney with a corbeled cap.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with Issac Lesser Cohen. Born to a Sephardic 
2343 NW Irving St. Jewish pioneer family, Cohen became an affluent merchant in Portland. He was the first person to show 

movies commercially in the city of Portland. He is noteworthy for his contributions to the fields of commerce and entertainment.
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This residence, a Portland Historic Landmark, was designed by architect Edgar M. Lazarus for Cohen. One of the least known among 
major architects to have practiced in Oregon, Lazarus studied at the Maryland Institute of the Arts. In 1894, he moved to Portland 
where he produced an impressive body of work. Some of his designs include the Electric Building, Franklin Hotel, and the George F. 
Heusner Condominiums. The latter, a National Register property, is in the Historic Alphabet District.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne / Shingle style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 204
Address: 2335 NW IRVING ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301150

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Jeffery, E. J., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 6600

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 8, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood 
frame structure with a concrete foundation and a hip roof. The roof has projecting eaves and a molded frieze. The exterior is clad 
with shiplap siding and decorated with corner boards at the south facade. The corner boards rise to meet scrolled brackets at the soffit. 
The main entrance is on the south facade, where there is a one-paneled wood door with a single light. The door is surrounded with 
architrave trim and topped with a cornice. A porch covers the full facade. It has a hip roof with projecting eaves, a molded frieze, 
and brackets. The porch has a wooden balustrade, brick pedestals, and square posts with denticulated capitals. The predominant 
window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash with lug sills. The hip dormer at the south facade is surfaced with shingles and 
has a pair of fixed lights. There is one interior brick chimney. Significant alterations include the addition of a garage to the daylight 
basement at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Craftsman style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 205
Address: 2333 NW IRVING ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301160

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Harris, Simon, House #1
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 6700

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 8, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a hip roof. The roof has projecting eaves, a boxed cornice, a 
plain frieze, and decorative corner brackets. There is a hipped dormer on the south side of the roof. The exterior surface of the 
building is shiplap siding, with shingles on the dormer, and there are corner boards and a wood water table. The main entrance is 
located on the south facade. There is a paneled main entry door with a beveled-glass light and a leaded-glass transom. Access to the 
entrance is through a verandah front porch with Tuscan columns supporting a plain frieze and a hip roof. There is also a porch with 
chamfered, square posts on the north side of the building. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash. 
There is a front porch bay window with a leaded-glass transom. The building has one brick interior chimney. Additions include the 
replacement of the porch balusters and the addition of storm windows at unknown dates.
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Significance: This residence is significant for its association with Simon Harris. Born in Germany in 1846, Harris was a renowned 
Portland musician. Active in local music circles, he was responsible for the creation of the Orchestral Union of Portland and served as 
the union's conductor for ten years.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 206 Year Built: 1906
Resources Address: 2321 -2323 NW IRVING ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Hoffman, Julia E., House
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452301140 State ID: 1N1E33BC 6800
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 5, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two-story building has a complex plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. It has a concrete foundation and a partial, 
above-grade basement. The roof is hipped, and the frieze slopes upward to meet the cornice. Stucco clads the exterior. The main 
entrance is on the south facade. There is a small entry porch with a hip roof and projecting cornice. The two doors are wood and 
glass. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung aluminum sash and vertical sliding glass. The windows of the 
primary facade have wood surrounds. A projecting bay with a hip roof embellishes the east facade. There is a belt course above the 
second story and the basement. There is one interior brick chimney, and one exterior brick chimney at the east facade. Significant 
alterations include the replacement of the historic front porch, installation of aluminum windows, and the replacement of the original 
exterior surface with stucco.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with local artist Julia Hoffman. Born Julia Elizabeth Christiansen in 1856, 
Hoffman was a self-trained artist. After her move to Portland in 1881, she became a prominent figure in the Portland art community. 
Once married to Lee Hoffman, she continued her art career as a practitioner, collector, and promoter of art. She was a talented 
photographer, and, in 1977, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art held an exhibit of her work.

Although the building was constructed during the period of significance, subsequent alterations have damaged its historic integrity. 
The building would be considered contributing if there were reversal of significant alterations that have damaged its historic integrity. 
These alterations include porch, fenestration, and siding modifications.

Contributing INV. #: 207 Year Built: 1954
Resources Address: 2311-2317 NW IRVING ST Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: Ranch Historic Name: Catlin, John R. & Helen A.,

Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: ~ 
Resources Tax #: R452301130 State ID: 1N1E33BC 6900 
1

Legal Description: W !/2 of Lot 3&4, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building has a narrow, ell-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street at midblock. It is a one-story 
structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The exterior of the primary elevations is surfaced with vertical wood siding. The 
roof has wide, overhanging eaves, a narrow cornice, and exposed beams. Access to the main entrance is via a narrow concrete path 
leading from a wood pergola at the sidewalk entry. The main entrance is located at the southest facade in the interior of the ell. The 
door is glazed, with a plain wood frame, wood surrounds, and side lights. Fenestration is a band of ribbon windows at the east 
elevation. These are one-over one, with a fixed window above and a hopper below. Decorative elements include the pergola gate,
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interior landscaping, and a wood fence at the west boundary of the property. Alterations include the addition of a 15' x 32' office to 
the building in 1963 and interior renovation in 1975.

Significance: Due to the building's date of construction and style, it is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 208 Year Built: 1926
Resources Address: 701-717NW23RD AVE Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Streetcar Era Commercial Historic Name: McGinn Investment Co. Building
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452301120 State ID: 1N1E33BC 7000
0

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 3&4, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, occupying a corner lot at the intersection of NW 
Irving Street. It is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The roof has a metal cornice. Reinforced concrete 
walls are faced with wirecut brick and stucco. The building is divided into five bays and is occupied by restaurants and specialty 
shops. Fenestration is predominantly fixed-pane storefront windows and ribbon windows with metal sash and wood trim. These are 
set within brick bulkheads. Decorative brickwork and medallions above the windows embellish the building. Mosaic tile is set at the 
entry to the corner restaturant, which is located at a cutaway corner at the southwest facade. Alterations include an addition in 1967 
and general improvements in 1993.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Streetcar Era Commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 209 Year Built: 1936
Resources Address: 704-712 NW 23 RD AVE Alterations: Major
0 Style: modern Commercial Historic Name: Kraemer, Elva F. & Otto, house
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452301520 State ID: 1N1E33BC 2300
1

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 17&18, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

This commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, a busy commercial street. It is a one-story structure 
with a concrete foundation and a flat roof with metal coping. The roof has a castellated parapet with dentils at the west facade. The 
exterior surface is concrete, with stucco facing and pilasters that rise to the castellations of the parapet on the south and west facades. 
Each of the five retail uses has an entrance on the west facade. At 704, the recessed entry has a glass door with a fixed transom. This 
entry is framed with pilasters that carry an entablature. The entry at 706 is topped with a triangular pediment. The facade at 708 is 
two stories tall, the second story being a false storefront. At 710, there is an entry topped by a radiating arch with a keystone 
pediment, while 712 has an entry with a mansard roof and a segmental pediment above the door. The predominant fenestration is 
large, fixed panes. In 1988, the original building at this location was significantly altered with the addition of this new facade.

Contributing INV. #: 210 Year Built: 1898
Resources Address: 2277-2279 NW IRVING ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Hilton, Charles A., House
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452301530 State ID: 1N1E33BC 2400
1

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 17&18, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. It has a concrete 
foundation and a high, hip roof with projecting eaves and a boxed cornice. The basement is partially above-grade. Asphalt-roll brick 
siding covers the exterior. The main entrance is on the south facade, through a four-panel wood door with a single light. The gable- 
roof reentrant porch has a boxed cornice pediment, which is supported by two Tuscan columns. The porch is clad in clapboard siding, 
and has iron posts and turned balusters. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, aluminum sash in wood 
surrounds. The house is embellished with shed dormers on the south and east facades. There is one interior brick chimney with a 
corbeled cap and decorative tie rod. Significant alterations include porch modifications, replacement of original windows, and the 
addition of asphalt roll siding. These occurred at unknown dates.

Significance: Although the building was constructed during the period of significance, subsequent alterations have damaged its 
historic integrity. The building would be considered contributing only if there were reversal of the significant alterations to the porch, 
sidine and fenestration.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 211
Address: 2267 NW IRVING ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301470

Year Built: 1901
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Smith, Katherine A., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 2500

Legal Description: --of Lot 13, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. It is a one and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation and a hip roof with a boxed cornice. There is a gable dormer on the south side of the roof with 
projecting eaves and brackets. The exterior surface is shiplap siding, with shingles and decorative half-timbering on the dormer. The 
main entrance is located on the south facade. The paneled main entry door has a transom and is accessed through a recessed porch 
with paired square posts and a Stick balustrade. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double hung wood sash. There are 
boxed bay windows with bracket supports on the south and east facades. The bay window on the south facade has a large pane with 
side lights and a leaded-glass transom. The dormer windows originally had diamond-shaped lights, but were replaced by single-pane 
windows at an unknown date. The building has a brick interior chimney with a corbeled cap.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 212
Address: 2253-2259 NW IRVING ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Shermanski, Sadie F., House
Architect: —
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood 
frame structure with a concrete foundation. The gabled roof has projecting eaves with modillions on the south facade and consoles at 
the west facade. The exterior is clad with wood shingles, which flare at the water-table level. The main entrance is on the south 
facade, through a single-panel, wood door with an arched light. A small entry porch has shingled posts and a closed, shingled 
balustrade. There is also an enclosed entry porch on the rear of the northeast elevation. The predominant window type is one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash with slip sills. On the front facade there is a tripartite window with multi-paned casement side lights. 
The west facade has a tall, arched window and an oriel window. On the east facade, there is a projecting bay window. The roof has
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projecting eaves and exposed rafters. The basement is partially above grade. There are two interior chimneys; one is brick, the other 
shingled. Significant alterations include the addition of a skylight to the center of the roof and conversion to condominium ownership.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 213
Address: 2247 NW IKYING ST 
Style: Queen Anne/Craftsman 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301450

Year Built: 1891
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Cohn, Lilly, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 15600

Legal Description: --of Lot 9, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. It is a one and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a hipped gable roof with lower cross-gables. One of the cross- 
gables has cornice returns carved with sunburst patterns. There is a hipped dormer on the east side of the roof. The exterior surface of 
the building is clapboard siding, with shingles on the upper half-story and gables. There is a flared siding course with diagonal- 
patterned shingles. The main entrance is located on the south facade. Entrance is through a verandah porch with Craftsman-style 
details. The porch has battered posts supporting a gable roof with decorative purlins and exposed rafters. On the east facade, there is 
a recessed balcony and a secondary porch with plain posts, jigsaw brackets, and spool balusters. The predominant window type is 
one-over-one, double-hung sash. Fenestration also includes a leaded-glass window on the south facade and cutaway bay windows 
with decorative brackets and pendants on the east facade. The building has a brick interior chimney with a corbeled cap. The 
verandah porch was added circa 1920.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with the Geary family. A native of Oregon, Dr. Edward P. Geary was 
born in 1859 and was one of the most renowned doctors in the Northwest at the turn of the century. He is said to have been 
responsible for the introduction of aseptic surgery in southern Oregon. Dr. Geary came to Portland in 1898 and in 1902 was elected 
Multnomah County physician. Geary's wife, Agnes, is notable in her own right for her active role in Portland religious and education 
work and as a founding member of the Portland Art Society. Arthur Geary, son of Edward and Agnes was known as an expert 
attorney in the area of farm produce protection. He was the leader in numerous battles to gain lower freight rates for farmers, fruit 
growers, and livestock shippers in the Northwest.

This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne/Craftsman style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 214
Address: 2235 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Craftsman / Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301440

Year Built: 1901
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Bates, George W., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 15700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 8, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame, single-family residence has a modified rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation 
overlaid with stucco, and a raised basement. It has a hip roof with deep eaves, modillions, and a wide, plain frieze. There are three 
half-hipped roof dormers at the south, east, and west elevations. Each dormer has two eight-over-one, double-hung windows. The 
exterior surface is V-groove siding and wood shingles with corner boards. There is a two-story bay on the east elevation and a single 
boxed bay with brackets on the first story of the east elevation. The main entrance is located on the south facade. The main entrance
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has fully glazed panel doors with beveled-glass side lights. A secondary entrance at the building's west facade has a leaded-glass 
transom. A flat-roofed porch supported by four classic columns spans the length of the front facade. The porch has an entablature 
with dentils, Stick balusters, and wide wooden stairs. The roof of the porch is used as a balcony, detailed with Stick balusters. One- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash windows predominate. Decorative details include a transom with leaded glass over the front bay 
window. There is one external, corbelled, brick chimney. No alterations are recorded for this property.

Significance: This residence is associated with George W. Bates. Bates, an Iowa native, was active in the banking industry and in the 
development of the utility infrastructure of Portland. He was involved in the construction of bridges, the Albina Water Company, and 
the first Bull Run water line. After amassing his fortune, he tried his hand at politics; he served as both fire and police Commissioner 
for the city of Portland. Bates later became an Oregon state senator. He is significant for his contributions to Portland's political and 
commercial development.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman / Colonial Revival style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 215
Address: 2215 NW IRVING ST
Style: Mediterranean
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452301410

Year Built: 1926
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Roosevelt Court Apartments
Architect: Houghtaling, Chester Alien
State ID: 1N1E33BD 15800

Legal Description: --of Lot 3-5, Block 8 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building has a U-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. It is a two-story structure with a 
concrete block foundation and a partial above-grade basement. It has a truncated hip roof with intersecting gables, clay tiles, and a 
brick soldier course frieze. The exterior surface is brick. The south ends of the building's wings have shallow, projecting gables, each 
with a circular stuccoed design detail. The main entrance is located on the south facade and is accessed through a landscaped 
courtyard. The arched entrance is flanked with spiral colonettes with decorative capitols. The predominant window type is four-over- 
one, double hung wood sash. Some of the windows are topped by round arches, which have a stuccoed tympanums decorated with 
ceramic tile. Below these windows are square stuccoed panels, similarly decorated with ceramic tile. Storm windows were installed 
at an unknown date.

Significance: The Roosevelt Court Apartments were designed by Chester Alien Houghtaling. Houghtaling, an Ohio native, studied 
construction engineering at the Lewis Institute of Chicago. He worked as an engineer and architect for various firms in Chicago 
before opening an office in Portland in 1913. Houghtaling is best known for his work with Leigh L. Dougan, with whom he designed 
such notable buildings as the Medical Arts Building and the Elks Temple. There are two known examples of Houghtaling's individual 
work in the district.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Mediterranean style multi-family residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 216
Address: 2167-2177 NW Irving Street
Style: Colonial Revival
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1951
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Georgian Court Apartments
Architect: ~
State ID: See Appendix G
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Description: This multi-family residence has a U-shape plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street, occupying a corner lot at NW 22nd 
Avenue. It is a two-story structure with a concrete foundation and a hipped roof with a boxed cornice. The exterior is surfaced with 
brick and detailed with patterned brickwork. There are five entrances to the apartment units within the center of the U. All entrances 
have pedimented porticos and recessed doorways. The main entrance is located on the south fa?ade and features a paneled door, six 
lights, and a glazed transom. The predominant fenestration is 12-light and 16-light fixed windows with wood sash. Windows are 
slightly recessed with no frames. There are small, round windows on the second story above each entrance. Side entrances are 
located at the east and west elevations under modest porticos. A wrought-iron fence shelters the grass courtyard for this complex. 
This building was converted to condominium use in 1998.

Significance: In style the building is compatible with the district. The date of construction, however, classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 217
Address: 2157 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301620

Year Built: 1886
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Taubenheimer, Henry, House #1
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 9800

Legal Description: - of Lot 12, Block 9 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story duplex is located on the north side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a rectangular plan with projections, a concrete foundation, and a wood frame with V-groove wood siding. The hipped 
roof has intersecting gables and cornice. Under the eaves is a paneled frieze. There are patterned shingles at the gable end. The main 
entrance is a three-panel door with a single light and a transom light. The building has a wrap-around front porch supported by square 
posts with molded capitals. The back porch has a flat roof. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. 
There are decorative border lights on the upper sash of double-hung windows. The building also has stained-glass windows. The east 
elevation has a double-rectangular bay. Two balconies face the rear of the property. The building has a basement and internal brick 
chimneys. Storm windows, wooden decks and an iron spiral staircase were added to the building at unknown dates.

Significance: This building was once owned by Rudolph Becker. Born in Chicago in 1880, Becker was a successful businessman 
who owned and operated Becker's Auto Company. Becker later opened Becker's Sandwich Shop, a popular eatery located in the heart 
of the Historic Alphabet District.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 218
Address: 2147 NW IRVING ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452301610

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Ballou, Oscar, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 9900

Legal Description: W 30'of Lot 9, Block 9 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the north side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, and a wood frame with wood lap and wood shingle siding. The bell-cast 
pedimented gable roof has molded bargeboards. Under the eaves are ell-shaped decorative brackets. Wood shingles clad the upper 
gable. The building has a projecting main porch with a shed roof, large rectangular and tapered piers, and lattice-work vents. The 
back porch is enclosed with lattice-work. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. Under the 
eaves on the front of the building is a pair of eight-over-one, double-hung windows. The east and west elevations have stained-glass
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windows, and there are boxed oriels windows on the front elevation. The building has a basement and an internal brick chimney. A 
new front stair railing was built at an unknown date.

Significance: The building is of interest for its association with Oscar Ballou, who made a significant contribution to Portland's 
business development. Oscar B. Ballou opened a bicycle shop with Charles F. Wright in 1901. The business, Ballou & Wright, later 
expanded to add motorcycle distributorship and automotive supplies. It had stores in Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Klamath Falls, 
Eugene, and Salem. By the time of Ballou's death in 1946, the business was the oldest and largest automotive supply house in the 
Pacific Northwest.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 219
Address: 2127NW Irving St.
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Irving Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This three-story, multi-family residence is located on the north side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a U-shape plan, a truncated hip roof, and a concrete foundation. The wood frame is primarily surfaced with wood lap 
siding. The building has a basement. Italianate brackets embellish the cornice. The third story has a projecting curvilinear balcony. 
The second story has a projecting boxed balcony with decorative oval cut-outs, tall double glass doors, and curved brackets. The first- 
story porch has square porch posts with capitals and decorative oval cut-outs on the first-story balustrade. Upper stories project over 
the first story and have flared bases. The main entrance door is capped by a transom. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash windows. Composition shingle siding replaced wood siding on the back of the building at an unknown date. 
Previous remodels replaced the original wood siding on a portion of the building with aluminum siding. This alteration has since been 
reversed.

SJgnificance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 220
Address: 2109 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301560

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Barker Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 10000

Legal Description: -- of Lot 3&4, Block 9 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This four-story apartment building faces south on the corner of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street, and NW 21st 
Avenue, a busy commercial arterial. The building has a U-shape plan, a concrete foundation, brick walls, and a brick and concrete 
surface. The roof is flat, with a projecting cornice and a paneled frieze. The building has a basement. Corner pilasters are topped 
with a geometric Art Deco-influenced design. A corbelled beltcourse defines the base. Entrance to the building is through an iron 
front gate that encloses a concrete courtyard. The canopy covers the main entrance. The fully glazed door has side lights. A fanlight 
transom surmounts the door. A stained-glass skylight occupies an arched entrance hood. The fenestration is primarily ten-over-one,
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double-hung wood sash windows. There are metal fire escapes at the center front of both building wings. No exterior alterations are 
recorded.

Significance: Simon Barker, rancher, banker, and businessman, was the first owner of the building. At that time Barker was one of 
the wealthiest men in Oregon. Barker owned thousands of acres of land in Gilliam County, served as president of First National Bank 
of Condon, was treasurer of Fithian-Barker shoe company in Portland, and owned large blocks of property in various parts of the city.

This building is also associated with the prominent real estate developer Charles H. Korell. A native of Denmark, Korell immigrated 
to Portland at the age of 16. He established himself as a successful realtor and financial agent in the city. He was responsible for 
developing this property.

This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in the early 
twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. It is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as the part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 221 Year Built: 1954; 1907
Resources Address: 716-718 NW 21ST AVE Alterations: Moderate; Major
0 Style: Modern Commercial; Craftsman Historic Name: Freund, Elisa, House
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing,
Resources Historic Noncontributing Architect: ~
2 Tax#: R180228110 State ID: 1N1E33BD 5000

Legal Description: N 33 1/3' of Lot 17, Block 283 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This one-story commercial building faces west on NW 21st Avenue, a busy arterial. It is located in front of and is 
connected to an older residence. The building is a rectilinear, concrete block structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The 
walls are finished with rough-textured Roman brick at the primary (east) elevation. At the north elevation the concrete block wall has 
a frieze of vertical tongue-in-groove wood siding. The main entrance is offset on the west facade in the glazed storefront. The wood 
door has one glazed panel and is surrounded by a wood frame. There are three large, single-pane, fixed windows on the east facade. 
These have wood sash and sills.

Behind and connected to this commercial structure is a residence that was constructed in 1907. It is a two and one-half story, wood 
frame structure with a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a gable roof. The wood frame walls are surfaced with lap siding at 
the lower story and with wood shingles at the upper stories. Corner boards and cornice returns embellish the structure. The entrance 
is accessible via a wrought-iron gate and alley at the northeast corner of the lot. The porch has a wide, shallow, hip roof which is 
obscured by the street-facing commercial structure. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash at the 
lower story and 12-over-one, double-hung wood sash at the gable. Bay windows are located at the north and south elevations. There 
is one end-wall brick chimney. Alterations include the replacement of windows at an unknown date and the integration of the 
commercial structure at the lower story in 1951.

Significance: Although the commercial building's style is compatible with the district, the date of construction classifies it as 
noncontributing. Furthermore, the conjoined residential building's style is compatible with the district but the magnitude of alterations 
classifies it as historic noncontributing.
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Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 222
Address: 2067 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80227990

Year Built: 1886
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Good, Elizabeth, House
Architect: ~
State ID: INIE33BD 4900

Legal Description: - of Lot 13, Block 283 in COUCH'S ADD

Description: This residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. This two and one-half story structure 
has a brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a high hip roof with cross gables. The roof has bracketed, projecting 
eaves and a two-story shed roof extension on the north elevation dating from 1924. The exterior is sheathed with asbestos siding and 
corner boards. There is a beltcourse between the first and second stories. This building has two entrances on the south facade. A 
paired, one-light, one-panel door opens into a small foyer with a second paired, one-light, one-panel door with architrave trim and 
molded surrounds. The entry porch has a hip roof with a boxed cornice and a paneled frieze. Scroll brackets, decorative Stickwork, 
and an open balustrade embellish the entry porch. The second entrance is located at the southwest corner under a hip roof with a 
denticulated frieze and scroll brackets. The entry is a six-light, two-panel door. The predominant window type is tall, one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash with plain wood trim and slipsills. The first and second story windows on the south facade are distinguished 
by leaded stained glass and decorative Stickwork. There is a square, one-story bay on the east facade with a hip roof, boxed cornice, 
and plain frieze. At the rear (north) elevation there is one interior stone chimney with a corbeled cap. In 1951, the front porch was 
replaced with a poured concrete stoop. The conversion from single-family residential to a duplex occurred in 1952, and, in 1985, a 
wood deck was built onto the south and west elevations.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with Elizabeth Good. Born in 1861, Good was the daughter of C.H. and 
Clementine Lewis and the wife of George Good, Portland investment broker. She featured prominently in early Portland's social 
circles. She is notable for her philanthropic work and her active participation in the affairs of the Trinity Episcopal Church.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 223
Address: 2049-2063 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Ranch Style Apartment 
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: Rl 80227970

Year Built: 1948
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Michos, Myrtle, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 4800

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 9, Block 283 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building has a U-shape plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. The one-story structure has a concrete 
block foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and an intersecting hip roof. The roof is eaveless and has a plain frieze. The 
exterior surface is clad with brick in a running bond pattern. Multiple entrances are located on the south facade within the U-shaped 
entry. The doors have six panels with architrave trim and flat hoods. Concrete steps with a wrought-iron railing lead to the 
landscaped courtyard. All units have a two-light, one-panel rear door that opens to the walkway on the east and west facades. The 
rear entries on the east facade have concrete stoops. The predominant window type is one-over-one, aluminum sash with a top awning 
There is one brick chimney at the rear (north) elevation. A walkway borders the building. This building has not been altered since 
construction.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, the date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.
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Noncontributing
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INV. #: 224
Address: 2039 NW IRVING ST
Style: Colonial
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80227950

Year Built: 1916
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Mills, Lewis, House
Architect: Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge
State ID: 1N1E33BD 4700

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 8, Block 283 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the north side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, a basement, and wood frame construction with wood lap siding. The hip roof 
has a finely detailed classical entablature and gable dormers that have arched windows. There are modillions under the eaves and 
porch roof. The building has staggered and rusticated quoins at its corners. The six-paneled wood front door is framed by side lights. 
A small porch shelters the entrance and is supported by Tuscan porch posts. Side lights on either side of the door have five panes 
above and wood panels below. The fenestration is primarily six-over-six and six-over-eight, double-hung wood sash windows with 
shutters. Two tall chimneys break the roof line at the east and west ends of the house. A solarium was added to the back of the house 
at an unknown date. Originally the roof was crowned with a balustrade that has since been removed. The original front entrance 
portico was removed when the Lewis family moved from the home and was replaced with the present entry porch in 1939.

Significance: The original owner of this property, Lewis Mills, was the eldest child of Abbott Low Mills, a prominent banker active 
in promoting the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition. Lewis Mills married Elinor Lewis, daughter of the Episcopal Bishop of 
Massachusetts. The bishop gave the couple the home as a wedding gift. Mills was one of the region's leading timbermen and was 
active in many peacetime civic and wartime activities during the First and Second World Wars. This property has served as a 
combined residence and business location since 1955.

This property is the second house in Portland to be designed by the Boston architectural firm of Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge and 
represents one of a few Colonial townhouses in Portland. Charles A. Coolidge, a native Bostonian, received architectural training at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He formed a partnership with George F. Shepley and Frank E. Rutan, who had worked 
with him in Henry Hobson Richardson's office. The Boston firm went on to design many nationally renown works, such as the Art 
Institute of Chicago, the Chicago Public Library, and the campus plan and early buildings of Stanford University in California. The 
Abbot and Lewis Mills Residences are their only known works in the Historic Alphabet District. The former is a designated Portland 
Historic Landmark, while the latter is a National Register property.

The building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development in the Northwest neighborhood. It is also significant for its 
association with Lewis Mills and the architectural firm of Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge. (Alfred M. Staehli, Lewis H. Mills House 
National Register Nomination, 1981)

Contributing 
Resources
0

Noncontributing 
Resources
4

INV.#: 225
Address: 705-713 NW 20TH AVE,
2011 - 2015 NW IRVING ST,
2017-2021 NW IRVING ST
Style: Colonial
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1964 
Alterations: Minor

Historic Name: Hubbard House Condominiums 
Architect: Storrs, John 
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This condominium complex is composed of four detached buildings arranged in a rectangular formation. Surface 
parking occupies the southwest corner of the lot. The properties are identical but for a few key differences, such as building
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orientation. Each two-story building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a wood frame structure. The roofs are side 
gabled. The exterior surface is beveled wood siding with cornerboards. The main entrance doors are rectangular with sixteen vertical 
panels and have a modest hood mounted on carved wooden brackets. Some condominium units have concrete steps with metal 
railings at the entry. The predominant window type is tripartite with plain trim and cornice. The center pane is fixed, while the side 
lights are one-over-one, double-hung sash. Patios, located at either the rear or front facades, are enclosed by low brick walls. No 
alteration records exist for these structures.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 226
Address: 708NW20THAVE 
Style: Spanish Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R180226070

Year Built: 1929
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Xenabe Court Apartments
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
State ID: 1N1E33AC 9100

Legal Description: --of Lot 17& 18, Block 271 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This multi-family residence is corner-sited, located at NW Irving Street and NW 20th Avenue. It is a U-shape, two- 
story structure with a concrete block foundation, a raised basement, and a flat roof. The walls are brick, with simulated stone coursing 
at the basement level. Moorish-style pointed arches have cast-stone coping. There are other cast-stone details such as spiralled pillar 
supports and entrance surrounds, as well as decorative cartouches, shell motifs, and urns. The centered entrance is set in a court with a 
two-story arcade and a wrought-iron entrance gate. The entrance has side lights, beveled-glass, and a clinker brick exterior. The 
primary window type is multi-pane casement. There is a brick chimney on the north side. Alterations include the removal of a cast 
stone curvilinear gable over the entrance facade, and the addition of new ceramic tile to the first level entry arcade. These changes 
occurred at an unknown date.

Significance: This building was designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education 
at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and 
developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment 
buildings. Feig designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and 
layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Spanish Colonial Revival style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 227
Address: 1963 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80226050

Year Built: 1928
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Edlefsen, P.H., House
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
State ID: 1N1E33AC 9200

Legal Description: -- of Lot 13, Block 271 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two-story apartment building is located on the north side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The building 
has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, and a wood frame with a brick clinker face. The roof is flat with a raised, stepped 
parapet trimmed with cast-stone coping and finials. The building has a raised basement. Walls are rough-textured, faced with clinker 
brick. The building is ornamented with three square, cast-stone modillions with a floral crest design at the top half of the parapet. The 
building has a recessed, arched entry with cast-stone quoins around the arch. A door with a wooden-arched head has a wrought-iron
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grille over glass lights. The fenestration is primarily six-over-six, double-hung wood sash windows. A large, five-light window is 
located over the entry, with four smaller windows at each side. A contemporary wrought-iron gate and fence was installed between 
this property and 1953 NW Irving Street at an unknown date.

Significance: This building was designed by architect Elmer E. Feig, Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education 
at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and 
developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment 
buildings. He designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and 
layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This lot was owned for years by Dr. Rodney Glisan, who sold the property in 1927 for development. Dr. Glisan was born in 
Maryland, trained as a physician in Baltimore, and served as an army doctor in Texas and the Pacific Coast. He moved to Portland in 
1863 and married Elizabeth Couch. He was one of Portland's leading physicians for the next three decades, a founder of Good 
Samaritan Hospital, and a stalwart of Trinity Episcopal Church. Dr. Glisan was also involved in real-estate investment.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style multi-family residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 228
Address: 1953 NW IRVING ST
Style: Spanish Colonial Revival

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80226030

Year Built: 1928
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Burton, Hattie C., & Morecroft,
C.C., House
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
State ID: 1N1E33AC 9300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 12, Block 271 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the north side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a U-shaped plan, a concrete foundation, and a concrete frame surfaced with stucco. The roof is flat, with a curvilinear 
gable. The stucco walls have cast-stone spandrel panels, foliate relief, and spiral columns. The building has a raised basement. The 
building has an arched, recessed entry with cast-stone decorative surrounds and a hanging wrought-iron light fixture. Small wall 
fixtures flank the entrance. The fenestration is primarily multi-pane casement windows. A central window, located over the entry, 
features an arched, cast-stone decoration. Other windows are two-panel hinged, vertically hung, with five lights in each panel. 
Concrete walkways are located in the alley and on the east and west sides of the building. A contemporary wrought-iron gate and 
fence was installed between this property and 1963 NW Irving Street at an unknown date.

Significance: This building was designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education 
at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and 
developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment 
buildings. He designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and 
layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods. 
This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Spanish Colonial Revival style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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Contributing INV. #: 229 Year Built: 1929
Resources Address: 1943 NW 1RVING ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Spanish Colonial Revival Historic Name: Walters Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
Resources Tax #: R180226010 State ID: 1N1E33AC 9400
0

Legal Description: W 54' of Lot 9, Block 271 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the north side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and concrete walls surfaced with stucco. It has a raised basement. The flat roof 
is surfaced with red clay tile and has an espanada-shaped parapet with cast-stone circular ornament. The building is ornamented with 
cast-stone spiraled pilasters, panels with floral motifs, and a rusticated concrete base. It has a rectangular, recessed entry with an 
arched, decorative surround. The entry portico has cast-stone spiral columns, crests, quatrefoil designs, and a round, hanging light 
fixture. Two wrought-iron fixtures flank the entrance. The fenestration is primarily multi-pane casement windows. There are no 
recorded alterations to the building.

Significance: This building was designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education 
at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and 
developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment 
buildings. He designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and 
layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods. 
This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Spanish Colonial Revival style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 230 Year Built: 1929
Resources Address: 1929 NW IRVING ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Art Deco Historic Name: Loomis, R. E., & Day, Clark H.,

House 
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Post, George M.; S. E. Henderson

(builder)
Resources Tax #: R180225980 State ID: 1N1E33AC 9500 
0

Legal Description: W 48'of Lot 5, Block 271 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two-story multi-family residence is located on the north side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a U-shaped plan, a concrete foundation, and a basement. The walls are hollow clay tile faced with brick. The roof is flat 
and features brick coping and a raised parapet with checker-patterned tile and brick decoration. The walls have decorated cast-stone 
panels, spandrels with an Art deco floral motif, and a cast-stone block pattern. Cast-stone pillars with wrought-iron light standards 
flank the south-facing courtyard entrance. The building has a projecting entry with cast-stone steps and cast-stone planters on either 
side. The vestibule entry has original wrought-iron light features. At either side of the courtyard entrance are round-arched openings 
with ten-light hinged windows. The fenestration is primarily multi-pane, wood casement windows. Additional decorative features 
include wrought-iron balconies with tracery and grillwork. There have been no alterations to the exterior of the building.

Significance: This building was constructed by Steven Earl Henderson and designed by architect George M. Post. Little is known of 
Henderson, except what can be found in Folk's Portland City Directory, which lists him as a realtor in 1926. In 1927, Henderson built 
the Harvard Apartments, eventually constructing many more apartment buildings in northwest Portland. He often worked with 
architect Elmer Feig and sometimes worked with architects L. R. Cooke and George M. Post. Henderson experienced financial 
trouble during the 1930s but reversed his business fortune through his partnership with Luke Walker. They formed Henderson &
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Walker, a company that bought and sold receivables, warrants, pass books, and loans. In 1953, Henderson sold his assets and left 
Portland.

Post, a Connecticut native, received his postsecondary and architectural training on the East Coast. In 1908 he moved to Salem, 
Oregon, where he designed residential properties as well as public and commercial buildings. Post eventually moved to Portland, 
where he worked as an independent architect. He played a central role in creating a state board of architecture, later becoming that 
organization's secretary. The Loomis House and the Morado Apartments are his only known works in the Historic Alphabet District.

During the 1930s, this building was owned by Homer D. Angell, then a member of the Oregon House of Representatives and later 
congressman for Oregon's Third District. Described as a "liberal Republican," Angell was reelected every term for 16 years until 
Governor Tom McCall beat him in the 1954 primary. Angell was known for his affiliation with the Waverly Baby Home, the Oregon 
Historical Society, Boy Scouts of America, and the Oregon Apartment House Association.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Art Deco style multi-family residence and is 
therefore significant as a part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 231 Year Built: 1929
Resources Address: 707NW19THAVE Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Spanish Colonial Revival Historic Name: Olympic Apartment Building
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Feig, Elmer E.; S. E. Henderson (builder)
Resources Tax #: R180225960 State ID: 1N1E33AC 9600
0

Legal Description: --of Lot 3&4, Block 271 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This U-shaped apartment building is sited on a corner lot and fronts on NW 19th Avenue, a busy street. It has a 
concrete block foundation and rises three stories over a raised basement. The walls are reinforced concrete, finished with smooth 
stucco. The flat roof features a curvilinear parapet. Embellishments include cast-stone decorative elements, cartouches, garlands, and 
medallions. There are two-story arched openings over the recessed entrance, with Moorish-design, cast-stone coping around the 
arches. The primary window type is two-over-two, double-hung wood sash. These have been modified by the addition of storm 
windows. A wrought-iron gate with tracery designs arches over the garden court entrance. There are two brick chimneys with 
corbelling and geometric designs.

Significance: The Olympic Apartment Building was constructed by Steven Earl Henderson and designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. 
Little is known of Henderson, except what can be found in Folk's Portland City Directory, which lists him as a realtor in 1926. In 
1927, Henderson built the Harvard Apartments, eventually constructing many more apartment buildings in northwest Portland. He 
often worked with architect Elmer Feig and sometimes worked with architects L. R. Cooke and George M. Post. Henderson 
experienced financial trouble during the 1930s but reversed his business fortune through his partnership with Luke Walker. They 
formed Henderson & Walker, a company that bought and sold receivables, warrants, pass books, and loans. In 1953, Henderson sold 
his assets and left Portland.

Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment 
houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry 
Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment buildings. Feig designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the 
Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish 
Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This building, individually listed in the National Register in 1989, is considered to be contributing as an excellent example of a 
Spanish Colonial Revival style multi-family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential
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development in the Northwest neighborhood. It is also significant for its association with Henderson and Feig. (Heritage Investment 
Corp., Olympic Apartment Building National Register Nomination, 1989)

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 232
Address: 708NW19THAVE 
Style: Gothic/Vernacular 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R180216110

Year Built: 1929
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Worthington Apartments
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.; S. E. Henderson (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33AC 6500

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2&3, Block 176 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This U-shaped apartment building fronts on NW 19th Avenue. It has a concrete block foundation and rises four stories 
over a raised basement. The foundation is concrete and the walls are reinforced concrete. The walls are finished with smooth stucco. 
The flat roof has a stepped parapet. At the roof line, embellishments include cast-stone pendants, a frieze of cast-stone garlands, and 
fluted pilasters with small canopies. The main entrance is recessed, with heraldic shields, crests, and modillions, and "marquee" -like 
bulb lighting. The primary window type is six-over-six, double-hung wood sash.

Significance: The Worthington Apartments were constructed by Steven Earl Henderson and designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. 
Little is known of Henderson, Inc. except what can be found in Folk's Portland City Directory, which lists him as a realtor in 1926. In 
1927, Henderson built the Harvard Apartments, eventually constructing many more apartment buildings in northwest Portland. He 
often worked with architect Elmer Feig and sometimes worked with architects L. R. Cooke and George M. Post. Henderson 
experienced financial trouble during the 1930s but reversed his business fortune through his partnership with Luke Walker. They 
formed Henderson & Walker, a company that bought and sold receivables, warrants, pass books, and loans. In 1953, Henderson sold 
his assets and left Portland.

Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment 
houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry 
Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment buildings. Feig designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the 
Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish 
Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Gothic/Vernacular multi-family residence. It 
is significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources 
1 
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 233
Address: 1801-1817 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Spanish Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing

Tax#: R180216090

Year Built: 1929
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Associated Oil Building
Architect: Feig, Elmer E. ; S. E. Henderson
(contractor)
State ID: 1N1E33AC 6600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&4, Block 176 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This one-story commercial building, constructed as a service station/garage, is located on the corner of NW Irving 
Street and NW 18th Avenue, a moderately busy arterial. The building has a square plan, a brick and concrete foundation, and a 
basement. The walls are constructed of hollow clay tiles and surfaced with brick. The roof is flat, with a curvilinear stepped parapet 
capped by an urn at the southeast corner. The building features cast-stone panels and crests. The main entrance is located at the 
southeast corner, in a recessed wall set at a 45-degree angle. The entry door is solid, with wood trim, a multi-pane transom, and multi- 
panel, fixed-pane windows on either side. A modern wood-paneled sliding garage door is located next to the entrance door. A single
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masonry pillar supports the the southeast corner of the building. The fenestration is primarily metal, casement, multi-pane windows. 
The base of the southwest elevation is ornamented with black and white ceramic tile in a checkerboard design underneath the 
windows. In 1984, unspecified modifications were made to the facade. The modern garage door was added at an unknown date.

Significance: The Associated Oil Building was constructed by Steven Earl Henderson and designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. 
Little is known of Henderson, except what can be found in Folk's Portland City Directory, which lists him as a realtor in 1926. In 
1927, Henderson built the Harvard Apartments, eventually constructing many more apartment buildings in northwest Portland. He 
often worked with architect Elmer Feig and sometimes worked with architects L. R. Cooke and George M. Post. Henderson 
experienced financial trouble during the 1930s but reversed his business fortune through his partnership with Luke Walker. They 
formed Henderson & Walker, a company that bought and sold receivables, warrants, pass books, and loans. In 1953, Henderson sold 
his assets and left Portland.

Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment 
houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry 
Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment buildings. Feig designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the 
Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish 
Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Spanish Colonial Revival style commercial 
building and is therefore significant as the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in he Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 234 Year Built: 1880's 
Resources Address: 718 NW 18TH AVE Alterations: Minor 
1 Style: Vernacular Queen Anne Historic Name: Couch Family Investment

Development #1
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: Bartels, Fred (builder) 
Resources Tax #: R180214350 State ID: 1N1E33AC 5000 
0

Legal Description: N 33' W 65' of Lot 3, Block 161 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story building is located on the east side of NW 18th Avenue. The 
building is one of four houses that were constructed at the same time. Structural plans for 1721, 1729-31, and 
1735 NW Irving Street are identical and plans for 718 N W 18th Avenue are reversed. The building has a 
rectilinear plan, a stuccoed brick foundation, and a wood frame with wood shiplap and shingle siding. The 
hip roof has intersecting gables and a gable ornament on the verge board. Wood shingles on the gable end are 
punctuated by a small window with a scalloped apron. There is a boxed cornice with dentils. Below the 
gable is a plain beltcourse with decorative square corner pieces. A wide, slightly flared beltcourse separates 
the first and second stories and is clad with wood fish-scale and square-butt shingles. Entrance is through a 
front porch, which is decorated with pedimented gables with a sunburst design, turned posts, paneled frieze, 
arched brackets and a turned balustrade. Double entrance doors have a stained-glass border. The side 
entrance porch has turned posts on paneled pedestals, a turned balustrade, brackets and paneled frieze and 

718NW18thAve. dentilated cornice. Fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The first story 
has a slant bay window; the center window is topped with a pediment with a sunburst design. To each side of 

the center window is a panel of diamond-shaped shingles. Each of the side windows have bracketed hoods with pendants. Below 
each of the windows are carved wooden panels. The building has a basement and one interior brick chimney. Wooden porch railings 
were added at an unknown date.

Significance: The Couch Family Investment Development represents an intact collection of modest Vernacular Queen Anne 
structures common to this area of Portland during the 1880s - 1890s. These structures were one of the earliest investment housing
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developments of the subdivided Couch family Donation Land Claim. They are the remainder of eight identical structures that once 
stood on the block, and are an excellent example of early tract house construction. The houses, constructed by the Couch family, were 
possibly built by Fred Bartels. Bartels was a merchant, real-estate agent, developer, capitalist, and bank president. Bartels and George 
Watkins subsequently formed a business partnership, purchasing the houses and then reselling them in 1887. The properties would 
change hands frequently during the following decades.

This building is also associated with Cicero H. Lewis. Born in New Jersey in 1826, Lewis came to Portland in 1850. He founded a 
wholesale grocery business, which grew into the largest on the west coast. He married Clementine Couch and played an important 
role in the development of the Couch family property, including the Couch Family Investment Development. He also served on the 
Port of Portland and Portland Water Committees.

This building, which was listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1980, is considered to be contributing within the district 
as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and as a unique example of its kind. (Catherine M. Galbraith, Couch 
Family Investment Development National Register Nomination, 1979)

Contributing INV. #: 235 Year Built: 1884
Resources Address: 1721 NW IRVING ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Vernacular Queen Anne Historic Name: Couch Family Investment

Development #2
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: Bartels, Fred (builder) 
Resources Tax #: R180214290 State ID: 1N1E33AC 4700 
0

Legal Description: W 34.7' E 35' of Lot 2&3, Block 161 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story building is located on the north side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building is one of four houses that were constructed at the same time. Structural plans for 1721, 1729-31, and 1735 NW Irving Street 
are identical and plans for 718 NW 18th Avenue are reversed. The building has a rectilinear plan, a stuccoed brick foundation, and a 
wood frame with wood shiplap and shingle siding. The hip roof has intersecting gables and a gable ornament on the verge board. 
Wood shingles on the gable end are punctuated by a small window with a scalloped apron. There is a boxed cornice with dentils. 
Below the gable is a plain beltcourse with decorative square corner pieces. A wide, slightly flared beltcourse separates the first and 
second stories and is clad with wood fish-scale and square-butt shingles. Entrance is through a front porch, which is decorated with 
pedimented gables with a sunburst design, turned posts, paneled frieze, arched brackets and a turned balustrade. Double entrance 
doors have a stained-glass border. The side entrance porch has turned posts on paneled pedestals, a turned balustrade, brackets and 
paneled frieze and denticulated cornice. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The first story 
has a slant bay window; the center window is topped with a pediment with a sunburst design. To each side of the center window is a 
panel of diamond-shaped shingles. Each of the side windows have bracketed hoods with pendants. Below each of the windows are 
carved wooden panels. The building has a basement and one interior brick chimney. Storm windows were added at an unknown date.

Significance: The Couch Family Investment Development represents an intact collection of modest Vernacular Queen Anne 
structures common to this area of Portland during the 1880s - 1890s. These structures were one of the earliest investment housing 
developments of the subdivided Couch family Donation Land Claim. They are the remainder of eight identical structures that once 
stood on the block, and are an excellent example of early tract house construction. The houses, constructed by the Couch family, were 
possibly built by Fred Bartels. Bartels was a merchant, real-estate agent, developer, capitalist, and bank president. Bartels and George 
Watkins subsequently formed a business partnership, purchasing the houses and then reselling them in 1887. The properties would 
change hands frequently during the following decades.

This building is also associated with Cicero H. Lewis. Born in New Jersey in 1826, Lewis came to Portland in 1850. He founded a 
wholesale grocery business, which grew into the largest on the west coast. He married Clementine Couch and played an important 
role in the development of the Couch family property, including the Couch Family Investment Development. He also served on the
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Port of Portland and Portland Water Committees.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Vernacular Queen Anne style and is 
therefore significant as a part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. This 
building was listed in the National Historic Register of Historic Places in 1980. (Catherine M. Galbraith, Couch Family Investment 
Development National Register Nomination, 1979)

Contributing 
Resources
6

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 236
Address: 715, 719 NW 17TH AVE; 
1705, 1709,1715, 1719NW IRVING ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1893 
Alterations: Minor

Historic Name: Campbell Townhouses 
Architect: Campbell, Daniel F. (builder) 
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: These six rowhouses are located on NW Irving Street and NW 17th Avenue. Constructed at the same time, they share 
similar characteristics. Each two-story rowhouse has a rectangular plan and a foundation of stuccoed brick and cast stone concrete 
blocks. Each has a raised basement. The roofs are flat with a stepped parapet and a corbeled cornice. The walls are brick with 
stretcher-band brick patterning. Two-story bay windows have a hip roof, bracketed pedimented gables, engaged colonettes, and a 
paneled spandrel. The pedimented entrance porches feature clustered columns on brick and stone pedestals. Porch embellishments 
include turned balusters and newel posts. The pediments in the gables have interlacing ornament in the tympanum area. There are 
leaded-glass transoms above the paneled entrance doors. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. The 
second-story windows above the main entrances have round relieving arches and stone lintels.

Significance: The Campbell Townhouses represent an early investment housing development located on the subdivided Couch 
Family Donation Land Claim. At the time of construction, these townhouses were located on the edge of the great mansions of NW 
19th Street. They represent the transition at the turn of the century from mansions to apartments in the Northwest area. They also 
represent the only example of brick rowhouse construction in the city of Portland and in the state of Oregon.

Builder Daniel F. Campbell is not well known. His choice of brick as a building material for these structures was unusual; it is 
possible that he was attempting to imitate similar structures of the East Coast or San Francisco, and that he either had the buildings 
designed by an architect (unknown) or used a set of building plans from the East. Although he continued to work as a builder, 
Campbell did not construct any other buildings of note. The Campbell Townhouses were listed in the National Register of Historic 
Places in 1980. (Catherine M. Galbraith, Campbell Townhouses National Register Nomination, 1979)

The Campbell Townhouses are considered to be contributing within the district as a fine example of the Vernacular Queen Anne style 
and are therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest area.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 237
Address: 710NW17THAVE 
Style: Modern Commercial 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80213640

Year Built: 1927
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Glasser Brothers Buildim
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33AC 1700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2&3, Block 156 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This single-story, rectangular building is located in a commercial area on the east side of NW 17th Avenue, a 
moderately busy street. It has a concrete foundation and concrete walls. The flat roof has a stepped parapet, with slight corbelling at
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the cornice. The bottom of the frieze is defined by a projecting beltcourse with brackets at the roof line. The walls are covered with 
stucco. There is a double entrance door with side lights and a multi-pane transom. The multi-pane windows are set in industrial metal 
frames and have sill ledges. A new entrance door was installed in 1964.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Modern Commercial style 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 238 Year Built: 1954; 1907
Resources Address: 710-712 NW 21ST AVE Alterations: Moderate, Major
0 Style: Modern Commercial, Craftsman Historic Name: Moussegne, C., House

Classification: Compatible Noncontributing, Architect: - 
Noncontributing Historic Noncontributing
Resources Tax #: R180228130 State ID: 1N1E33BD 5100 
2

Legal Description: S 162/3' of Lot 17, Block 283 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This one-story commercial building faces west on NW 21st Avenue, a busy arterial. It is located in front of and is 
connected to an older residence. The building is a rectilinear, concrete block structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The 
roof has a gabled parapet with verges executed in stuccoed concrete. The walls are finished with stucco at the primary (east) 
elevation. At the south elevation the concrete block is exposed, with a frieze of vertical tongue-in-groove wood siding. The main 
entrance is located on the west facade in the fully glazed storefront, which is sheltered by fabric awning. Wide, wooden French doors 
open to sidewalk seating. The doors are glazed with 16 lights. There is also an off-center entrance door with 12 lights and a 
horizontal wood panel. Paired sets of 15-light fixed windows are located on the north and south sides of the primary facade. All 
windows and doors are set into wood frames.

Behind and connected to this commercial structure is a residence that was constructed in 1907. It is a two and one-half story, wood 
frame structure with a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a gable roof. The wood frame walls are surfaced with composition 
shingles at the lower story and with wood shingles at the upper stories. Corner boards and cornice returns embellish the structure. 
The entrance is accessible via a wrought-iron gate and alley at the southeast corner of the lot. The porch has a wide, shallow, hip roof 
which is obscured by the street-facing commercial structure. The predominant window type is one-over-one, aluminum sash. Bay 
windows are located at the north and south elevations. There is one end-wall brick chimney. Alterations include the replacement of 
windows at an unknown date and the integration of the commercial structure at the lower story in 1951.

Significance: Although the commercial building's style is compatible with the district, the date of construction classifies it as 
noncontributing. Furthermore, the conjoined residential building's style is compatible with the district but the magnitude of alterations 
classifies it as historic noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 239 Year Built: 1884
Resources Address: 1735NWIRVING ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Vernacular Queen Anne Historic Name: Couch Family Investment

Development #3
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: Bartels, Fred (builder) 
Resources Tax #: Rl 80214330 State ID: IN 1E33AC 4900 
0

Legal Description: W 32.5' of Lot 2, Block 161 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story building is located on the north side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building is one of four houses that were constructed at the same time. Structural plans for 1721, 1729-31, and 1735 NW Irving Street
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are identical and plans for 718 NW 18th Avenue are reversed. The building has a rectilinear plan, a stuccoed brick foundation, and a 
wood frame with wood shiplap and shingle siding. The hip roof has intersecting gables and a gable ornament on the verge board. 
Wood shingles on the gable end are punctuated by a small window with a scalloped apron. There is a boxed cornice with dentils. 
Below the gable is a plain beltcourse with decorative square corner pieces. A wide, slightly flared beltcourse separates the first and 
second stories and is clad with wood fish-scale and square-butt shingles. Entrance is through a front porch which is decorated with 
pedimented gables with a sunburst design, turned posts, paneled frieze, arched brackets and a turned balustrade. Double entrance 
doors have a stained-glass border. The side entrance porch has turned posts on paneled pedestals, a turned balustrade, brackets and 
paneled frieze and denticulated cornice. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The first story 
has a slant bay window; the center window is topped with a pediment with a sunburst design. To each side of the center window is a 
panel of diamond-shaped shingles. Each of the side windows have bracketed hoods with pendants. Below each of the windows are 
carved wooden panels. The building has a basement and one interior brick chimney. An enclosed rear porch and storm windows have 
been added at an unknown date.

Significance: The Couch Family Investment Development represents an intact collection of modest Vernacular Queen Anne 
structures common to this area of Portland during the 1880s - 1890s. These structures were one of the earliest investment housing 
developments of the subdivided Couch family Donation Land Claim. They are the remainder of eight identical structures that once 
stood on the block, and are an excellent example of early tract house construction. The houses, constructed by the Couch family, were 
possibly built by Fred Bartels. Bartels was a merchant, real-estate agent, developer, capitalist, and bank president. Bartels and George 
Watkins subsequently formed a business partnership, purchasing the houses and then reselling them in 1887. The properties would 
change hands frequently during the following decades.

This building is also associated with Cicero H. Lewis. Born in New Jersey in 1826, Lewis came to Portland in 1850. He founded a 
wholesale grocery business, which grew into the largest on the west coast. He married Clementine Couch and played an important 
role in the development of the Couch family property, including the Couch Family Investment Development. He also served on the 
Port of Portland and Portland Water Committees.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Vernacular Queen Anne style and is 
therefore significant as a part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. This 
building was listed in the National Historic Register of Historic Places in 1979. (Catherine M. Galbraith, Couch Family Investment 
Development National Register Nomination, 1979)

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 240
Address: 1729-1731 NW IRVING ST
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne

Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180214310

Year Built: 1884
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Couch Family Investment
Development #4
Architect: Bartels, Fred (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33AC 4800

Legal Description: E 32.5' W 65' of Lot 2, Block 161 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story building is located on the north side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building is one of four houses that were constructed at the same time. Structural plans for 1721, 1729-31, and 1735 NW Irving Street 
are identical and plans for 718 NW 18th Avenue are reversed. The building has a rectilinear plan, a stuccoed brick foundation, and a 
wood frame with wood shiplap and shingle siding. The hip roof has intersecting gables and a gable ornament on the verge board. 
Wood shingles on the gable end are punctuated by a small window with a scalloped apron. There is a boxed cornice with dentils. 
Below the gable is a plain beltcourse with decorative square corner pieces. A wide, slightly flared beltcourse separates the first and 
second stories and is clad with wood fish-scale and square-butt shingles. Entrance is through a front porch, which is decorated with 
pedimented gables with a sunburst design, turned posts, paneled frieze, arched brackets and a turned balustrade. Double entrance 
doors have a stained-glass border. The side entrance porch has turned posts on paneled pedestals, a turned balustrade, brackets and
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paneled frieze and denticulated cornice. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The first story 
has a slant bay window; the center window is topped with a pediment with a sunburst design. To each side of the center window is a 
panel of diamond-shaped shingles. Each of the side windows have bracketed hoods with pendants. Below each of the windows are 
carved wooden panels. The building has a basement and one interior brick chimney. The original gabled-dormer window has been 
replaced by an anodized horizontal sliding window. Some window alterations have been made, the original entry door was replaced 
and some porch detail is missing. Storm windows and a rear deck were added at an unknown date.

Significance: The Couch Family Investment Development represents an intact collection of modest Vernacular Queen Anne 
structures common to this area of Portland during the 1880s - 1890s. These structures were one of the earliest investment housing 
developments of the subdivided Couch family Donation Land Claim. They are the remainder of eight identical structures that once 
stood on the block, and are an excellent example of early tract house construction. The houses, constructed by the Couch family, were 
possibly built by Fred Bartels. Bartels was a merchant, real-estate agent, developer, capitalist, and bank president. Bartels and George 
Watkins subsequently formed a business partnership, purchasing the houses and then reselling them in 1887. The properties would 
change hands frequently during the following decades.

This building is also associated with Cicero H. Lewis. Born in New Jersey in 1826, Lewis came to Portland in 1850. He founded a 
wholesale grocery business, which grew into the largest on the west coast. He married Clementine Couch and played an important 
role in the development of the Couch family property, including the Couch Family Investment Development. He also served on the 
Port of Portland and Portland Water Committees.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Vernacular Queen Anne style and is 
therefore significant as a part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. This 
building was listed in the National Historic Register of Historic Places in 1979. (Catherine M. Galbraith, Couch Family Investment 
Development National Register Nomination, 1979)

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 241
Address: 2391 NW IRVING ST
Style: Shingle
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301230

Year Built: 1896
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Rand, Ella C., House
Architect: Lazarus, Edgar M.
State ID: 1N1E33BC 6200

Legal Description: W 40' of Lot 18, Block 7 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan that fronts onto NW Irving Street and occupies a corner lot at the intersection of 
NW 24th Avenue and NW Irving Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation and a gable 
roof with lower cross-gables and flared eaves. The roof has projecting verges and eaves with modillions and exposed purlins, and 
there is an eyelid dormer on the east side of the roof. The exterior surface is sheathed in shingles. The main entrance is located on the 
south facade. There is a partially enclosed, wrap-around porch with a hipped roof on the south and east sides of the building. The 
predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash, with diamond-pane upper sash. There are two octagonal bay 
windows on the south facade. The building has a brick interior chimney. The porch was modified at an unknown date.

Significance: This residence was designed by the archictect Edgar M. Lazarus. One of the least known among major architects to 
have practiced in Oregon, Lazarus studied at the Maryland Institute of the Arts. In 1894, he moved to Portland where he produced an 
impressive body of work. Some of his designs include the Electric Building, the Franklin Hotel, and the George F. Heusner 
Condominiums. The fatter, a National Register property, is in the Historic Alphabet District. Lazarus also designed the Isaac Lesser 
Cohen House, a designated Portland Historic Landmark.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Shingle style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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INV.#: 242
Address: 704NW21 STAVE
Style: Modern Commercial

Classification: Compatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: Rl 80228150

Year Built: 1994
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Kolsoozian, Ronald & Dorothy,
Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 5200

Legal Description: S 33 1/3' of Lot 18, Block 283 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This commercial building is corner sited, facing west at NW Irving Street and NW 21st Avenue. It is a one-story 
structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The roof has a gabled pediment at the corner. The roof line is embellished with a 
stuccoed cornice and metal coping. The walls are concrete block, surfaced with stucco. There is a beltcourse at mid-level. The main 
entrance is located on the west facade, with a fully glazed door at the southwest corner under the gabled pediment. Another entrance 
at the west facade is recessed, flanked by two decorative metal tiles with geometric motifs. Large, paired, fixed windows 
predominate. Two windows flank the west entrance. Four paired windows are present at the south elevation. Above all the fixed 
windows are ribbon windows with four panes. There is canvas awning at the wouth and west elevations.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
0

Noncontributing 
Resources
1

INV.#: 243
Address: 2378 NW IRVING ST
Style: Modern Commercial

Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: R452302410

Year Built: 1972
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Fruit & Flower Day Nursery
Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 6100

Legal Description: -- of Lot 13-18, Block 13 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building has a complex plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street on a large, sloping corner lot. It is a 
two-story structure with a concrete foundation and a complex roof with metal coping. Roof shapes include deeply pitched shed, 
mansard, flat, and monitor. The exterior is surfaced with rough-faced, concrete block and decorated with a frieze. The main entrance 
is on the north facade. A recessed entry at the semi-glazed center of the facade has double glass doors with metal trim. An arcade- 
like entry is located on the western portion of the primary facade. The predominant window type is recessed pairs of large, fixed, 
vertical panes with slip sills. The plan for this building includes a parking garage at the east side of the structure. The entry was 
altered in 1983.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to the date of construction and style.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 244
Address: 2356 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Classical Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302450

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Hibernia Savings Bank Building
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 6000

Legal Description: - of Lot 11, Block 13 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three and one-half story, mid-rise apartment building has a concrete foundation and fronts onto NW Irving Street. 
The gable-on-hip roof has a boxed cornice and metal coping. There is an above-grade, daylight basement. The exterior of the 
building is surfaced with stucco, with cut-stone facing at the basement level. The main entrance is on the north facade, through a glass
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and wood door with glass brick side lights. There is a three-tiered porch supported by two pairs of colossal Corinthian columns that 
rise from the first floor to the gable. Each floor has turned balusters and a three-paneled, single-light wood door. The porch gable has 
a pedimented box cornice with modillions and a large fanlight. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash. The east and west facades have projecting three-story bay windows and cut-in porches supported by brackets on the second and 
third stories. Alterations include the addition of the three-story fire escape in 1946.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classical Revival style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 245 Year Built: 1906
Resources Address: 2344 NW IRVING ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Shingle / Colonial Revival Historic Name: Spencer, Charles H. & Anna E.,

House
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: — 
Resources Tax #: R452302440 State ID: 1N1E33BC 5900 
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 10, Block 13 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. It is a two-story, wood frame structure with a 
concrete foundation and a belcast hip roof with a pedimented cross-gable. The roof has projecting eaves with modillions. There is a 
balcony dormer with a small balustrade on the north side of the roof. The exterior surface is sheathed in shingles, and there is a wood 
water table. The main entrance is located on the north facade. There is a single-light main entry door with a transom displaying the 
original street number in decorative glass. Access to the entrance is through a reentrant attached porch with Tuscan columns and an 
open-rail balustrade. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is also a leaded-glass window on 
the front porch and a bay window on the west facade. The building has two brick interior chimneys.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Shingle/Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 246 Year Built: 1969
Resources Address: 2330 NW IRVING ST Alterations: Minor
0 Style: Modern Commercial Historic Name: Singer, Dr. Milton & Marilyn L.,

Building #1
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Resources Tax #: R452302300 State ID: 1N1E33BC 5800 
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&6&7, Block 13 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building anchors a corner lot at the busy intersection of NW 23rd Avenue and NW Irving Street. It is 
an ell-shaped structure with a concrete foundation and a standing-seam, metal mansard roof. The walls are faced with brick. The 
building is organized into bays in a narrow, east-west alignment. The bays are delineated by engaged concrete columns. The main 
entrance is located on the east facade, where there is one storefront. Three additional storefronts are located on the north facade. 
Storefronts within the bays have glass doors and large, fixed windows with cast-stone trim and cast-stone lintels with floral motifs. 
The building is surrounded by perimeter landscaping.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the historic district, its date of construction classifies it as 
noncontributing.
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INV. #: 247
Address: 622-638 NW23RDAVE 
Style: 20th Century Commercial 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302250

Year Built: 1926
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Hock, Eugene, Building
Architect: Arthur, W. C. & Son (builders)
State ID: 1N1E33BC 3000

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 15&16, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building is corner sited on NW 23rd Avenue and NW Irving Street, facing west on a busy arterial. It is 
a rectilinear structure with a a concrete foundation and a flat roof with a parapet. Medallions and castellated coping embellish the roof 
line. Below the decorative brickwork frieze, there is a spandrel with circular decorations. The walls are finished with rug-faced brick 
facing. Entrance to the building is recessed at a cutaway corner. The glazed, double entrance doors are set in a wood frame. The 
fully glazed storefront has large, fixed windows with metal sash. Above the fenestration there is a lettered marquee at the north and 
west elevations. Storefront modifications were made at unknown dates.

Significance: This property is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a 20th Century Comercial style 
building and is thererfore significant as part of a larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 248
Address: 2274-2276 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302240

Year Built: 1902
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Geisy, Ida H., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 2900

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 15&16, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This duplex residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood 
frame structure with a brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a hip roof with a boxed cornice and a denticulated frieze. 
There is a gable dormer with projecting eaves and verges on the north side of the roof. The exterior surface of the building is shiplap 
siding, and there are corner pilasters and a wood water table. The main entrances are located on the north facade. The duplex 
entrances have separate entry porches, the western entry being recessed, and each has a three-panel door with a single light and 
classical surrounds. The entry porches are surmounted by pediments with cornice returns and brackets. There is also a back porch 
topped by a full balcony on the south facade of the building. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. 
An octagonal bay window with a denticulated frieze is located on the north facade; there are also bay windows on the east and west 
facades. On the second story of the north elevation, there is an oval window with a keystone and a large, tripartite window with a 
transom. Alterations include the replacement of the dormer windows and stair railings at unknown dates.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 249
Address: 2270 NW IRVING ST
Style: Shingle
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452302230

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Geisy, Andrew & Ida, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 2800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 14, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a hip roof. There is a turret with a conical roof at the northeast 
corner. The exterior surface of the building is shingled, with a flared siding course above the first story and stuccoed basement 
surfaces. The main entrance is located on the north facade. The wood slab main entry door has a transom. It is accessed through a 
verandah porch with an arched opening, square corner posts with jigsaw brackets, and a shed roof with dentils below a projecting 
eave. The porch posts and roof were altered at an unknown date. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash. There is a stained-glass window on the north facade. There are cutaway bay windows with brackets and pendants on the first 
story of the east facade. On the second story of the east facade, there is a bowed bay window with turned posts and a flat roof 
supported by brackets.

Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Shingle style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 250 Year Built: 1886
Resources Address: 2260 NW IRVING ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Vernacular Queen Anne Historic Name: King, Amos N., House #1
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452302220 State ID: 1N1E33BC 2700
1

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 11, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This multi-family residence has a modified rectilinear plan and faces north on NW Irving Street, behind a small surface 
parking area. It is a two-story structure with a concrete foundation and a cross-gable roof. Shingle siding has replaced the original 
exterior surface. There is a projecting gable over a two-story polygonal bay window at the north elevation. The porch and entrance 
are recessed under a round-arched opening. Decorative details include patterned shingles on the gable end, a pediment with sunburst 
over the center ground floor window, and a stained-glass transom. Significant alterations include the removal of the original exterior 
finish and alterations to the porch at an unknown date. The building was converted to apartments in 1969. The front lot was paved in 
1991.

Significance: This building is associated with the Portland family of Amos N. King. Born in Ohio in 1822, King moved to Portland in 
1849 and received of one of the Donation Land Claims constituting Northwest Portland. He established a successful tanning business. 
He retired in 1860 to devote himself to real estate and land development. He is significant not only for his prosperous business 
ventures, but also for the 40 acres of land he sold to the city of Portland to create Washington Park, the first extensive park in the city.

Although this building was constructed during the primary period of significance, remodeling has damaged its historic integrity. If the 
siding were removed and replaced with historically compatible materials and the porch restored to its original configuration, this 
property could be classified as primary contributing.

Contributing INV. #: 251 Year Built: 1886
Resources Address: 2254 NW IRVING ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Queen Anne Historic Name: King, Amos N., House #2
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452302210 State ID: 1N1E33BC 2600
1

Legal Description: E 1/2 OF of Lot 11, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. The two and one-half story, wood frame structure 
has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and an intersecting gable roof. The roof has projecting eaves, a boxed 
cornice, dentils, and a molded entablature. There is a gable dormer with false timbering at the north elevation. In 1978, the exterior
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surface was replaced with aluminum siding and corner boards. The main entrance is located on the north facade. Wood steps lead to 
a one-light, nine-panel oak door with a transom and plain wood surrounds. The basement entry is a one-light, eight-panel door with a 
gabled hood and brackets. The reentrant porch has a half-gable roof and a boxed cornice. At the landing, turned posts and balusters, 
an arched spindle frieze, and fan-shaped shingling in the half-gable are decorative details. The predominant window type is one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash. A two and one-half story, cutaway corner bay is located on the north elevation. The top story of the bay 
is defined by a projecting closed pediment with brackets and dentils over paired, multi-pane, fixed windows and vertically carved 
gable ends. The second story has a fixed center window with a raised and carved frieze. The cutaway corners are denticulated and 
have a plain entablature. The first story of the bay has a fixed center window with a stained glass transom, fan-shaped, bracketed 
pediment, dentils, and a paneled frieze. The east elevation has a two-story polygonal bay with a hip roof. A windowless, two-story 
square bay with a shed roof is located at the northeast end of the east elevation. There is one brick chimney. In 1978, in addition to 
the new aluminum siding, the roof was repaired and interior renovations completed. Multiple unrecorded additions with shed roofs 
were added to the first and second stories at the rear (south) elevation.

Significance: This building is associated with the Portland family of Amos N. King. Born in Ohio in 1822, King moved to Portland in 
1849 and received of one of the Donation Land Claims constituting Northwest Portland. He established an extremely successful 
tanning business. He retired in 1860 to devote himself to real estate and land development. He is significant not only for his 
prosperous business ventures, but also for the 40 acres of land he sold to the City of Portland to create Washington Park, the first 
extensive park in the city.

Although this building was constructed during the primary period of significance, remodeling has damaged its historic integrity. If the 
siding were removed and replaced with historically compatible materials and the rear elevation restored to its original configuration, 
this property could be classified as primary contributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 252
Address: 2246 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302200

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Dunbar, Mary E., House #1
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 16400

Legal Description: W 38.02' of Lot 10, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. This two and one-half story, wood frame structure 
has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a pyramidal roof. The roof has projecting eaves, a boxed cornice, and a 
plain frieze. The projecting front gable has paneled bargeboards and has imbricated-pattern shingles. At the north elevation, a hip 
roof dormer has three fixed windows. A shed roof wall dormer on the southeast corner of the rear elevation projects from the 
building. The exterior is sheathed with asbestos siding and has a belt course of imbricated-pattern shingles at the first and second story 
transition. A water table and plain frieze are located at the transition between the basement and the first story. There is a two-story 
polygonal bay with a pyramidal roof on the west end of the north elevation. A one-story, shed roof, polygonal bay with carved 
brackets is located on the west facade. The main entrance is located on the north facade. Inside the enclosed porch there is a circular 
light in a four-panel door. The porch has a closed gable roof with panel decoration and a plain frieze. Tall, multi-pane casement 
windows and a three-light, one-panel door enclose the porch. The basement entry on the north facade is a two-light, two-panel door. 
A multi-pane glass door is located on the south facade. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with 
plain wood trim and slipsills. At the basement level, multi-pane fixed windows and sliders predominate. There is one brick chimney 
at the south elevation. Alterations to the front porch and the removal of the original siding occurred at unknown dates.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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INV.#: 253
Address: 2242 NW IRVING ST
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452302190

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Dunbar, Mary E., House #2
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 16300

Legal Description: W 11' of Lot 7, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. This one and one-half story structure 
has a high brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a high hip, intersecting gable roof. The exterior of the first story is 
sheathed with weatherboard siding. The top story is shingled. A zigzag shingle pattern defines the transition between the first and 
second stories. The garage addition has decorative siding at regular intervals on the first story and asbestos siding on the second story. 
The main entrance is located on the north facade. The entry is a one-light, five-panel door with plain wood surrounds. The north 
facade porch has a hip roof with a boxed cornice, plain frieze, open rail, and turned posts. The reentrant rear porch is partially 
enclosed with a hip roof, wrought-iron railing, square posts, and a one-light, four-panel wood door. The predominant window type is 
one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with lugsills and molded lintels. The polygonal bay on the east facade is embellished with 
modillions and pendants at the roof line and two-story pilasters at the edges. The bay lacks a center window, and the transoms over 
the side windows are closed in. There is one interior brick chimney. In 1947, a garage with a concrete block foundation was added at 
the north elevation. An addition over the garage was constructed subsequently.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, the magnitude of the alterations disqualifies this structure 
from contributing to the historic character of the neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 254
Address: 2232 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302180

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Dunbar, Mary E., House #3
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 16200

Legal Description: E 39' of Lot 7, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. This one and one- 
half story, wood frame structure has a high brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a 
truncated, hip roof with a cross gable. The roof has projecting eaves and a boxed cornice. On the north 
elevation there is a shed roof dormer. The exterior is sheathed with asbestos siding. The main entrance 
is located on the north facade. The entry is a French door with five-light rectangular surrounds, a 
molded transom bar, a stained glass transom, and wood trim. The basement entry on the northwest side 
of the north facade has a wood door. The reentrant porch has a hip roof, boxed cornice, carved wood 
frieze, architrave, brackets, and a pediment over the stepped entry. The porch is embellished with a 
decorative balustrade and turned posts. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash with wood trim. On the east and west facades there are polygonal bays with hip roofs. The 
east facade bay lacks a center window. The square bay on the north facade has a fixed, multi-pane center window with a stained-glass 
transom and molded transom bar. There is one exterior brick chimney on the west elevation. There is a brick paver parking pad on 
the north section of the lot. Alterations include construction of a driveway in 1953 and internal remodeling in 1993 to accomodate a 
basement rental unit.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

2232 NIV Irving St.
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Contributing INV. #: 255 Year Built: 1905
Resources Address: 2222-2224 NW IRVING ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Clary, Letitia, House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452302170 State ID: 1N1E33BD 16100
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 6, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. This two and one-half story structure 
has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a high hip roof. The roof has flared eaves with a boxed cornice, a plain 
frieze, decorative architrave, and modillions. Hip roof dormers with flared eaves, a boxed cornice, and modillions are located on the 
north, south, and east elevations. The north and south dormers have paired, two-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The east 
dormer, added in 1924, has a triple, two-over-one, double-hung wood sash window. The exterior is sheathed with asbestos siding. 
Two entrances are located on the north facade. The west-side entry features a one-light, two-panel door with plain wood surrounds. 
The east-side entry has a one-light, three-panel door with rectangular one-light, three-panel surrounds. The reentrant attached porch 
has a hip roof with a boxed cornice and plain entablature. Tuscan columns on basalt-faced pedestals support the roof within an open- 
rail system. There is a closed pediment over the stepped entry. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash. Paired, leaded-glass casements are located on the second story of the west facade. On the east facade there is a two-story 
polygonal bay and a square oriel with decorative brackets. There are two brick chimneys. The west-side chimney has a corbeled cap. 
In 1943, this single-family residence was converted into a duplex. The driveway was replaced in 1991 and leads to a detached storage 
shed with a gable roof at the southeast corner of the lot. At the rear (south) elevation, wood decks at both stories were built in 1996.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Colonial Revival style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 256 Year Built: 1942
Resources Address: 2202-2208 NW IRVING ST Alterations: None
0 Style: Ranch Historic Name: Shepherd, Mary, Building #2
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452302050 State ID: 1N1E33BD 15900
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a modified U-plan and is sited on an elevated lot at the corner of NW 22nd Avenue and NW Irving 
Street. The one-story structure fronts onto NW Irving Street and has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and an 
intersecting, eaveless, hip roof. At the basement level, the exterior is clad in brick with a running bond pattern. The first story 
exterior is sheathed with asbestos siding. Multiple entrances are located on the north facade. The wood entry doors to each unit have 
decorative iron knockers. The predominant window type is aluminum, three-sash sliders with molded wood trim and masonry sills. 
There are two interior brick chimneys. There are no recorded alterations for this building.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its style and date of construction.

Contributing INV. #: 257 Year Built: 1940
Resources Address: 2176-2186 NW IRVING ST Alterations: None
0 Style: Ranch Historic Name: Goss, Elizabeth, Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452301980 State ID: 1N1E33BD 9600
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 15, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This one-story apartment building is located on the southeast corner of the intersection of NW Irving Street and NW 
22nd Avenue, quiet two-lane residential streets. The building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation with stucco surfacing, and 
a wood frame faced with brick. The hipped roof has intersecting gables and shallow eaves with a wide frieze. The building has a 
basement. The main porch has an aluminum shed roof made by spiral patterned metal brackets. The fenestration is primarily two- 
over-two, double-hung wood sash windows. No exterior alterations have been recorded.

Significance: Although this building was constructed during the secondary period of significance, it is an early representative of a 
building style that became popular after the periods of significance. If the periods of significance were to be extended, this property 
would be classified as secondary contributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 258
Address: 2166NW IRVING ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301970

Year Built: 1927
Alterations: None
Historic Name: The Nordel Apartments
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
State ID: 1N1E33BD 9400

Legal Description: - of Lot 14, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the south side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete block foundation with a basement, and a wood frame faced with brick. The flat roof has a 
plain parapet with brick coping. There is a soldier course with dentils below. The building is ornamented with cast-stone fan-like 
decorations. The main entrance is through a recessed entryway. A slight projection over the arched entry features decorative brick 
work. The entry walls and floor are covered with ceramic tiles. The entry door is paneled and flanked by side lights. The name of 
the apartment is set in the arch over the entrance. Two small lanterns flank the entrance. The fenestration is primarily paired one- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash windows with wood trim. There are no recorded alterations to the building.

Significance: This building was designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education 
at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and 
developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment 
buildings. He designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and 
layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style multi-family residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 259
Address: 2156 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301960

Year Built: 1927
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Adeline Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 9300

Legal Description: ~ of Lot 11, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the south side of NW Irving Street, a quiet-two lane street. The 
building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation with a basement, and a wood frame faced with brick. The flat roof has a plain 
parapet with a projecting cornice. The windows and entrance are marked by a contrasting light brick patterning. The recessed entry 
has decorative colonial surrounds and a projecting concrete entablature. Leaded-glass side lights flank the front door, and two small 
lanterns embellish either side of the entrance. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash, tripartite windows
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with plain wood trim. Two double-hung windows are centered on the third story over the building entrance. There have been no 
alterations to the building.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style 
apartment building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 260 Year Built: 1904
Resources Address: 2148 NW IRV1NG ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Coswell, D.J., House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452301950 State ID: 1N1E33BD 9200
0

Legal Description: W 27 1/2' of Lot 10, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the south side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a rectangular plan type, a concrete foundation surfaced with stucco, and a wood frame with wood V-groove siding. The 
hipped roof has exposed rafters and hip dormers embellished with diamond-paned windows. The building has a projecting front 
porch, with modillions under the porch roof, a decorative leaded-glass window, and classical porch columns. There is a lattice skirt at 
the porch base. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. There is a box bay at the west side of 
the first story. The building alterations and additions include an enclosed back porch, wooden steps and deck, a sliding glass door, a 
shed roof extension under the rear sleeping porch, and storm windows. No dates are given for the alterations.

Significance: This building is also associated with the prominent real-estate developer Charles H. Korell. A native of Denmark, 
Korell immigrated to Portland at the age of 16. He established himself as a successful realtor and financial agent in the city. He is 
responsible for the development of this property.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 261 Year Built: 1905
Resources Address: 2142 NW IRVING ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Froggart, Henry L., House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452301940 State ID: 1N1E33BD 9100
0

Legal Description: E 27 1/2' W 55' of Lot 10, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the south side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a rectangular plan type with projections, a concrete foundation faced with stucco, and a wood frame with V-groove wood 
siding. The hipped roof has hip dormers and moderately deep boxed eaves. The building has a basement. The main porch projection 
has a gable with large rectangular and tapered piers, exposed rafters, Stick balusters, and a lattice skirt. The back porch is enclosed. 
The fenestration is primary one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The building has an external brick chimney on the west 
side. The front steps railing was altered and storm windows were added to the building at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is also associated with real-estate developer Charles H. Korell. A native of Denmark, Korell immigrated 
to Portland at the age of 16. He established himself as a successful realtor and financial agent in the city. He is responsible for the 
development of this property.
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This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 262
Address: 2136-2138 NW IKYING ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R649726680

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Strong, George, House #3
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 9000

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block -- in PARTITION PLAT 1992-112

Description: This residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. This two and one-half story structure 
has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a gable roof. The roof has flared eaves with a boxed cornice and plain 
frieze. The closed front gable has bargeboards, modillions, brackets, and a denticulated frieze. The gable window is a half-round, 
one-over-one, double-hung wood sash window with side ventilators. The exterior is sheathed with asbestos siding and corner boards. 
The second story of the north facade is sheathed with beveled siding. Entrances to the duplex are located on the north facade. Both 
entries are two-light, two-panel doors with transoms. A slab door opens to the basement on the north end of the east facade. The full- 
facade porch with an open balustrade has a flat roof with a plain entablature supported by Tuscan columns on wood pedestals. The 
second-story balcony, built in 1993, has an open balustrade with two sets of paired French doors. The predominant window type is 
one-over-one, double-hung, aluminum sash with molded lintels and lugsills. Two-story polygonal bays with fixed center windows are 
located on the east and west facades. A one-story polygonal bay on the north facade has a fixed center window and transom. The 
building has two brick chimneys. At the rear (south) elevation there is an unrecorded two-story addition with a shallow-pitch gable 
roof and board-and-batten siding.

Significance; This residence is associated with George M. Strong. Born in Illinois in 1865, Strong was prominent in the Portland 
business scene. He actively sought to develop Portland's residential suburbs, creating homes on land that had previously been 
undeveloped.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 263
Address: NW 21 ST and NW IRVING
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R649726700

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33BD 8900

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2, Block - in PARTITION PLAT 1992-112

Description: This is a grassy lot surrounded by a chain link fence. It is located east of and adjacent to 2120 NW Irving Street. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 264
Address: 2120 NW IRVING ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R649726720

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: Demolished 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33BD 8800

Legal Description: - of Lot 3, Block -- in PARTITION PLAT 1992-112

Description: This is a vacant lot surrounded by a chain-link fence.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 265
Address: 625-635 NW 21ST AVE
Style: Modern Commercial
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452301770

Year Built: 1963
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Gypsy Restaurant & Lounge
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 8700

Legal Description: - of Lot 1-3, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building is located on a large corner lot, occupying the northeast corner. The remainder of the lot is used for 
surface parking. It is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof with metal coping and a tiled frieze. The primary 
(east) elevation is organized into four bays arranged beneath an arcade. The arcade is supported by narrow, square columns that 
extend to the roof line. The building has multiple surface treatments. The bays of the primary elevation alternate between brick and 
lapped siding. The rear (west) elevation has vertical wood siding. The recessed main entrance is located on the east facade under a 
cantilevered metal slab. The soffit is inset with decorative lighting. The rectangular wood door has a diamond-shaped light and side 
lights. Fenestration consists of tall, narrow display windows with aluminum sash that project in a triangular shape at the east and 
south facades. Other fenestration consists of recessed, paired, fixed windows at the north and east facades. Decorative details include 
a mural located on the south elevation. Alterations include the addition of an open-air, outdoor seating area at the building's south 
elevation.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 266
Address: 636 NW 21ST AVE
Style: Neoclassical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452301730

Year Built: 1925
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Zitosch, Sidney, Building
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 5300

Legal Description: TL 5300 of Lot --, Block 10 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two-story commercial building is located on a corner lot. It has a modified rectilinear plan, concrete foundation, 
and a flat roof. The roof has a stepped parapet with concrete coping. Geometric designs are inset at the cornice line. The stucco 
surface is organized into four bays by pilasters. Metal balconies on the west and north facades were added circa 1988. The main 
entrance is located at the building's northwest corner. It is set within the building's structural frame, which extends to the property 
line. The fully glazed, curved entrance is set behind a structural column. The column has two cutout windows with lintels and 
lugsills. Decorative garlands are inset on the lintels. There is a fully glazed, recessed entrance on the west facade for the second 
commercial tenant. Large, rectangular, fixed windows with lugsills predominate. The original windows were replaced between 1983 
and 1997. Original recessed, large, multi-pane, wood sash windows with lugsills are found on the north facade. Multi-pane wood
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sash windows are located at the second-story level of the main entrance volume. Both windows are framed by pilasters. Each 
window is capped by a cartouche. Decorative features are limited to the main entrance volume. Garlands are found on horizontal 
panels at the cornice line. Alterations include interior remodeling in 1990.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Neoclassical style commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 267
Address: 2066 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Spanish Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80227830

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Swedish Society Linnea Hall
Architect: Grahs, E.J.
State ID: 1N1E33BD 5400

Legal Description: -- of Lot 14, Block 282 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story building is located on the south side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, and a wood and concrete frame with wood shiplap siding. The gabled roof has 
a curvilinear parapet, square domed pavilions, and modillions under projecting eaves. The building exterior is ornamented by pilasters 
with Corinthian capitals. The ground floor exterior is rusticated concrete in imitation of stone. The entrance is recessed. Double 
wooden doors each have a single window over a wood panel. A panel above the entrance consists of stained-glass windows flanked 
by a wood carving of the Swedish emblem. The fenestration is primarily nine-over-nine, double-hung wood sash windows. The 
building has a raised basement. A portion of the building was destroyed by fire in 1929. Steel bars were added to the basement 
windows at an unknown date.

Significance: The Linnea Hall was constructed as a Swedish fraternal lodge hall for the Swedish Society Linnea. At the time of its 
construction, it was the only independent Swedish lodge in Portland and one of the oldest in the Pacific Northwest. The society was 
organized in 1888 through the leadership of Phillip W. Lilijeson, a well-educated man who was employed by the Post Office. Under 
Lilijeson's leadership, the society played a pivotal role in the promotion of unity and heritage among Swedes and Americans.

The building was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1981. The Linnea Society organized cultural and 
historic events and taught Swedish heritage to others. The building is a good example of the Spanish Colonial Revival style. It is 
therefore considered to be contributing within the district during the primary period of significance and is of interest for its association 
with Portland's early Swedish community. (Richard Michaelson, Linnea Hall National Register Nomination, 1981)

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 268
Address: WI/2066 NW IRVING ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R180227820

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33BD 5500

Legal Description: -- of Lot 11, Block 282 in COUGHS ADD 

Description: This site is a surface parking lot with perimeter landscaping. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 269
Address: 2046 NW IRVING ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80227810

Year Built: 1897
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Wilson, James, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 5600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 10, Block 282 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the south side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and wood frame construction with wood lap siding. The roof is gabled with 
front-facing gabled dormers. Beneath the dormers is decorative Stickwork. A projecting front porch has massive porch posts and 
diagonal Stickwork on the railing. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The first story has a 
bay window and a partial balcony at the primary elevation. The building has a basement. No alterations have been recorded.

Significance; The building is associated with two doctors that were prominent in Portland's medical field. Dr. Kenneth A. J. 
MacKenzie owned the house for a year. He was born in Canada and received medical training in Montreal and Edinburgh. He came 
to Portland in 1882, where he helped to organize the University of Oregon Medical School and served on the staff of St. Vincent's 
Hospital. The family of Dr. Herbert Cardwell owned the home for about 20 years. A Portland native, Cardwell studied medicine at the 
Oregon Medical College. Both doctors are significant for their contributions to the field of medicine in early Portland.

The house is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 270
Address: 2036 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Craftsman / Shingle 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R180227660

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: MacKenzie, Dr. Kenneth, House
Architect: Whidden & Lewis
State ID: 1N1E33BD 5700

Legal Description: ~ of Lot 7, Block 282 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame, single-family residence is located on an elevated interior lot. It has a 
modified rectilinear plan and a concrete foundation overlaid with stucco. The gable roof has overhanging eaves and exposed rafters 
with a sawn profile. Two shed-roof dormers are located on the east and west facades. The dormers have paired six-over-one, double- 
hung windows. The exterior surface is wood shingles, with flared shingle siding between the first and second stories. The main 
entrance is located on the north facade. The main entrance door is paneled with blind side lights. There is a small entry porch with a 
shed roof and a plain frieze under enclosed eaves. It is supported by square columns with classic capitals. Fenestration is composed 
of a combination of six-over-six and six-over-four, double-hung wood sash windows. Alterations include the addition of storm 
windows at an unknown date.

Significance: This residence was designed by the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. Whidden and Lewis, a prominent 
Portland firm, were responsible for most of the city's finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century period. Educated at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, both men launched their careers on the East Coast—Whidden with the prestigious New York firm of McKim, 
Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and Stearns in Boston. The Whidden and Lewis partnership was formed in Portland in 
1890. The firm introduced up-to-date architectural fashions to the city. In addition to their residential work in the Colonial Revival 
style, the firm introduced the Renaissance Revival style with their Portland City Hall. A dozen single-family residences—seven of 
which are National Register properties—represent their work in the Historic Alphabet District.
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This property was owned by Dr. Kenneth A. J. MacKenzie. Born in Canada in 1859, Dr. MacKenzie came to Portland in 1882 where 
he served on the staff of St. Vincent's Hospital. He is significant as both a leader in the Portland medical profession and a public- 
spirited visionary who was instrumental in the development of the University of Oregon Medical School. That facility evolved to 
become the campus of the Oregon Health Sciences University, one of the leading teaching hospitals in the country.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman / Shingle style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 271
Address: 2004 - 2018 NW IRVING ST
Style: Mediterranean
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1925
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Irving Street Bowman Apartments
Architect: Fitch, Otis J. ; F.E. Bowman (contractor)
State ID: See Appendix G

2004 NW Irving St.

Description: This three-story apartment building has a U-shaped plan. The building is constructed
of poured reinforced concrete, with an exposed concrete exterior. There is little elaboration of the
wall surface. The steeply pitched, hipped roof is clad with cement tiles, which simulate terra cotta
tiles. The primary elevation features the front facades of the two projecting wings. There is an
entrance in each of the two wings. The two projecting entrance porticos have steeply pitched end
gables. A half-round balcony with wrought -iron railings is positioned beneath each gable. The
entrances are set within round-arch openings. The windows are industrial-type steel multi-pane
casements. There are also variations of rectangular and round-head windows composed of a
rectangular window with a fanlight in a parabolic curve form. The windows have no frames and are
set directly into the concrete wall, with sloping sills. The apartment house was converted to
condominiums in 1975, at which time the name was changed to The Alhambra. Alterations to the Bowman Condominiums are minor
and generally occurred early in the history of the building.

Significance: Otis Josselyn Fitch designed this building for contractor Frederic E. Bowman. It is not known how or where Fitch 
received his architectural training, or when he actually began to design buildings. However, in 1924, Folk's Portland City Directory 
lists him under the title "Creative Design and Construction." By 1928, Fitch was officially licensed as an architect. Beyond that, little 
is known of Fitch's architectural practice except that locally celebrated architect Van Evera Bailey worked for him as a draftsman in 
1925. Fitch practiced architecture in Portland until he moved to California in 1932. The elegant Irving Street Bowman Apartments, 
individually listed in the National Register in 1989, are his only known work in the Historic Alphabet District.

This property is a fine example of a medium-scale, luxury 1920s-era apartment house designed in the Mediterranean style. It is 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. It is also significant 
for its architectural merit. (Patricia L. Sackett, Irving Street Bowman Apartments National Register Nomination, 1989)

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 272
Address: 624-36 NW 20TH AVE
Style: Mission
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80226270

Year Built: 1925
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Bowman Apartments
Architect: Bowman, F.E.
State ID: 1N1E33AC 9000

Legal Description: -- of Lot 15&16, Block 272 in COUGHS ADD
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Description: This two-story, multi-family residence occupies a corner lot on the east side of NW 20th Avenue and NW Irving Street. 
It has a U-shape plan, a brick foundation, and a raised basement. The hipped roof is covered with Spanish clay tile and features a 
large, curvilinear, stuccoed cornice with deep eaves. The wood frame walls are surfaced with stucco. A molded water table course is 
present at the first story. Two main entries are located at the west ends of the two projecting bays. These are characterized by round- 
arch openings and tiled shed roofs. At the first story there are sets of triple segmental balcony doors. The doors are fully glazed with 
small panes, opening to shallow wrought- iron balconies flanking each main entry door. The courtyard units have porches fronting 
onto the central courtyard, which is accessible via wooden entrance gates. The primary window types are six-over-six and eight-over- 
eight casements. There are four main chimneys flanking the arms of the U.

Significance: this building is significant for its association with Frederic E. Bowman (1862-1948). Bowman, an Illinois native, 
conducted business as F. E. Bowman and Company for twenty years. A successful architect and contractor, Bowman left behind six 
known surviving apartment complexes. Two of the six have been individually listed in the National Register, while one of the 
remaining buildings—the Bowman Apartments—is included within the Historic Alphabet District. A seventh building may also be 
attributed to Bowman: The Alhambra Condominiums at NW 20th and Irving streets lists Bowman as the contractor for its 
construction. Bowman's designs vary primarily in their surface treatment, as well as overall building size.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Mission style multi-family residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 273
Address: 1958 NW IRVING ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80226140

Year Built: 1926
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Greenway Apartments
Architect: -
State ID: 1N1E33AC 8900

Legal Description: - of Lot 11&14, Block 272 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the south side of NW Irving Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a U-shape plan, a concrete foundation, and a wood frame with a stuccoed exterior. The low-pitched hip roof is surfaced 
with composition shingles. There is a water table between the raised basement and the first story. The recessed entry court has a tiled 
gable roof. A projecting canopy extends across the court, covering east- and west-facing doors. The canopy is supported by square 
wood posts and features sawn-profile rafters. The entry ius embellished by a lion's head fountain set into a wall recession. The 
fenestration is primarily eight-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The front profile of each wing features a large, segmental 
arched, multi-paned window with a wrought-iron balconette. A stone retaining wall runs along the west and south elevations. Metal 
bars were placed over the downstairs windows at an unknown date.

Significance: Before the construction of this apartment building, this property was owned by Caroline Wilson, wife of Dr. Robert 
Bruce Wilson and daughter of Captain John Couch. Dr. Wilson occupied the property with his wife for over 40 years. Born in 
Virginia in 1828, Dr. Wilson came to Portland in 1850. He was Portland's second physician to hold a diploma and was one of the 
original medical staff of Good Samaritan Hospital.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style multi-family residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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INV.#: 274
Address: 1930 NW IRVING ST
Style: Modern Commercial

Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: Rl80226110

Year Built: 1956
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Heater, Lyle O. & Elizabeth F.
Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AC 8800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6&7&10, Block 272 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has an ell-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Irving Street. This one-story structure has a concrete 
foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a flat roof with metal coping. The exterior is clad with brick in a running bond 
pattern. A low brick wall with plantings projects from the north facade at the first story. The concrete block additions to the rear 
(south) and west of the original building, dating to 1975, have a float-finish stucco treatment. The main entrance is located on the 
north facade, within a recessed entry. Concrete steps lead to a paired glass door with three-pane, rectangular side lights. Tall, fixed, 
two-pane windows are the predominant window type. The north facade ribbon windows have raised brick surrounds and lug sills. 
The addition has four large, fixed windows. There is a loading dock with a garage door, a service entry, and multi-pane fixed 
windows on the west end of the south facade. In 1967, the retail building was partitioned and interior walls were built. A surface 
parking lot was constructed behind the building at the same time.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 275
Address: 623-633 NW 19TH AVE
Style: Modern
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: Rl 80226090

Year Built: 1965
Alterations: None
Historic Name: American Optical Co. Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AC 8700

Legal Description: ~ of Lot 1&2, Block 272 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This office building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 19th Avenue. The south half of the property is a surface 
parking lot. The building is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The exterior surface of the east, street- 
facing facade is brick. The other facades are stuccoed. The recessed main entrance is located on the east facade. The glass entry door 
has a transom light and is set into a glass wall. The entrance is accessed by concrete steps and is sheltered by a canvas awning. The 
predominant fenestration is aluminum sash, casement windows.

Significance: Due to the date of construction and style, this property is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 276
Address: 632 NW 19TH AVE
Style: Gothic Revival

Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180216070

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: First Immanuel Evangelical
Lutheran Church
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AC 6800

Legal Description: N 6' of Lot 6, Block 175 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This one-story, cruciform-plan building fronts on NW 19th Avenue, a moderately busy arterial. It has an intersecting 
gable roof, buttresses, and a square corner tower. The wood frame walls are finished w ith stucco. The tower is capped by an eight- 
sided spire and copper cross finial. There are four gabled, louvered openings on the tower. The corners of the tower are defined by
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small spires with crockets. The tower balustrade is painted to simulate openings. The arched Gothic windows feature stained-glass 
designs by the Povey Brothers. In 1955, a new main entry was constructed on the south side, with a gabled, glassed-in wall.

Significance: The First Immanuel Lutheran Church is the oldest Swedish Lutheran church on the West Coast. Members of Portland's 
early Swedish community founded the church in 1879 as a house of worship. This church was built in 1905, replacing an earlier 
structure constructed in 1882 near the present day Henry Weinhard Brewery. In 1909, the pastor of the First Immanuel Lutheran 
Church helped to create a hospital society to help "suffering Swedes and people in need." By 1912 Emmanuel Hospital was founded. 
(First Immanuel Church: Northwest Examiner, Feb. 1991, Erik Harper)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district during the primary period of significance and is of interest for its 
architectural merit as well as its association with Portland's early Swedish community.

Contributing INV. #: 277 Year Built: 1957
Resources Address: 1808-1816 NW IRVING ST Alterations: Minor
0 Style: Modern Commercial Historic Name: First Immanuel Evangelical

Lutheran Church Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Resources Tax #: Rl 80215970 State ID: IN 1E33AC 6700 
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 5&8, Block 175 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building, sited on the corner of NW Irving Street and NW 18th Avenue, has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 
Irving Street. The patio and open walkways on the west elevation connect the office building to the church. This one-story structure 
has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a flat roof with metal coping. The roof has a plain frieze and 
architrave. The exterior surface of the concrete block structure has a float-finish stucco treatment. Entrances to this building are 
located on the north and south facades. The north entry door is glass with plain wood trim. The south entry is glass with plain wood 
trim and one rectangular side light. Large, fixed, aluminum sash windows with an awning window below are the predominant 
window type. In 1989, five aluminum sliders were placed at the basement level. The building was remodeled in 1986 to 
accommodate offices.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 278 Year Built: N\A
Resources Address: NW 18TH AVE & NW IRVING ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R180214530 State ID: 1N1E33AC 4400
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 7, Block 162 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This is a surface parking lot without landscaping.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 279
Address: 625 NW 17TH AVE
Style: Utilitarian
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: Rl 80214470

Year Built: 1949
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Taylor & Co., Inc. Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33AC 4500

Legal Description: -- of Lot 5&8, Block 162 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has an ell-shaped plan and fronts onto NW 17th Avenue. It is primarily a one-story structure, with a two- 
story wing at the southwest corner. The building has a slab foundation, a flat roof, and reinforced concrete walls. The southwest wing 
is of concrete block construction with brick quoins. The main entrance is located on the east facade. The main entry has side lights 
and is flanked by areas of painted brick. Sheltering the entrance is a flat concrete roof. Single-light fixed windows are the 
predominant window type. There is one tall brick chimney. Alterations include the addition of a roll-up door in 1987.

Significance: Due to the building's date of construction and style, it is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 280
Address: 1640 NW IRVING ST
Style: Art Deco
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80213580

Year Built: 1929
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Johnson, Julius & Barbara, Buildim
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AC 2100

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6&7, Block 155 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This one-story commercial building is located on a corner lot. It has a square plan, a concrete block foundation overlaid 
with stucco, and a concrete frame. The building has a flat roof with a parapet that is slightly corbelled and stepped above the front 
entrance. Stucco sheathes the exterior. The main entrance is located at the northwest corner of the building. The recessed entry door 
is glass with a metal frame. A decorative leaded-glass transom surmounts the outer entrance, which is flanked by pilasters. The 
pilasters have fluted capitols and iron lanterns. Fenestration is a combination of fixed pane and metal casement. Bands of windows 
punctuate the building's street elevations. Alterations include the addition of a ramp and alcove at the north facade, circa 1963. An 
entrance door on the west facade was added at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Art Deco style commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 281
Address: 621NW23RDAVE
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302320

Year Built: 1912
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Zimmerman, Ferdinand, Building
Architect: Kleeman, Otto
State ID: 1N1E33BC 5700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2, Block 13 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This mixed-use building is located on the west side of NW 23rd Avenue, a busy arterial. It is a three-story structure 
with a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a flat roof. The roof has a heavy, bracketed cornice and dentilated wood bulkheads. 
The wood frame walls are surfaced with stucco. The upper two stories, articulated by bay windows at the north and south sides of the 
primary elevation, are occupied by residential tenants. An iron fire escape is located at the primary (west) facade. The predominant
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fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Modifications occurred at unknown dates, including alteration of one 
storefront, alteration of the second-story entrance, and replacement of the front facade exterior with stucco.

Significance: The Ferdinand Zimmerman Building was designed by architect Otto Kleeman. Kleeman, a German immigrant, moved 
to Portland in 1880 to work as a draftsman for the architectural firm of Clark and Upton. He later worked for architect Justus 
Krumbein before becoming staff architect for the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company. Kleeman was best known for his 
designs of Catholic churches, such as the St. Patrick's Church in Portland, but also designed other building types like the Arminius 
Hotel. The Ferdinand Zimmerman Building is his only known work in the Historic Alphabet District.

This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in the early 
twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. It is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Classical style multi-family building and is 
therefore significant as part of a larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 282
Address: 624NW22NDAVE
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301990

Year Built: 1888
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Daley, Peter, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 9500

Legal Description: N 40' of Lot 16, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two-story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 22nd Avenue. It has a brick 
foundation. The roof is gabled and hipped, with a projecting boxed cornice, corner brackets, and metal coping. There is a partial 
above-grade basement. The exterior is primarily clad with shiplap siding, with vertical siding at the belt-course level and frieze. The 
front gable is covered with patterned wood shingles. The main entrance is located on the west facade. A small entry porch has 
wooden balusters and turned columns flanking the opening. There is a single-light wood door with a fixed transom. An additional 
entrance is on the south facade. It has a wooden stairway and a slab door. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double- 
hung wood sash with lug sills. One of the windows on the north end of the west facade has a decorative stained-glass light and is 
topped with a sunburst pediment. The front gable is adorned with spindlework ornament and sunbursts. Decorative sawtooth 
woodwork is found at the belt-course levels. Alterations to this building include porch restoration work in 1979.

Significance: This house served as the residence of Philip Augustus Marquam. A native of Maryland, Marquam came to Portland in 
1851, where he served as a Multnomah County judge and an Oregon state legislator. He also dabbled in the real-estate market; the 
Marquam building was believed to be the pinnacle feat of his life. He was also responsible for the construction of the Morrison Street 
bridge, the Portland Hotel, and the establishment of a poor farm.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources 
0 
Noncontributing

Resources 
1

INV.#: 283
Address: 624NW18THAVE
Style: Minimal Tract
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing

Tax#: Rl 80214510

Year Built: 1940
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Six Twenty-Four 18th Apartments
Architect: Williams, Hubert ; Milfred Concrete
Company (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33AC 4300

Legal Description: N 49' 11" of Lot 6, Block 162 in COUGHS ADD
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paired glass door with molded stucco trim. A continuous, raised stucco band runs the length of the east and west facades. An awning 
stretches over the main entrance and has raised brickwork along the outside border. The predominant window type is recessed and 
fixed, with architrave trim, stone lugsills, and radiating brick arches. The second-story windows on the west facade have flat, 
radiating brick detailing with keystones. Four ground-level windows on the west facade were covered at an unknown date. In 1966, a 
five-foot high, fifty-two foot long fence was built on the east property line. In 1982, the roof was replaced.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Streetcar Era Commercial style 
structure and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV. #: 288
Address: 2353 NW HOYT ST
Style: Craftsman / Colonial Revival

Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452302400

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Twenty-three Fifty-three Hoyt
Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 5000

Legal Description: - of Lot 12, Block 13 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This wood frame duplex has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the north side of NW Hoyt Street. It is a two and one-half 
story structure with a concrete and stucco foundation and a gable roof with hip dormers and composition shingles. The porch has 
large, rectangular posts with a decorative head, a classic entablature, and pilasters. The beveled-glass entrance door is surrounded by 
six lights. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Double-hinged, leaded-glass bay windows 
supported by brackets are located on the west side of the front elevation and on the west elevation of the first and second stories. 
Other decorative features include deep eaves with modillions, a full balcony over the porch, and two sets of French doors. At the rear 
of the house, vertical siding was added to the first story of the east elevation at an unknown date. Two solid doors were added, also at 
an unknown date.

Significance: This house was once the residence of Harry Campion. A native of Portland, Campion was employed by the Oregon 
Railway and Navigation Company railroad. He advanced to the position of agent, and then to traveling auditor. In 1909, he became a 
superintendent for the Port of Portland and served as a successful and well-known purchasing agent for the port. Campion was a 
charter member of the Breakfast Club. He was also involved with the Purchasing Agents Association of Oregon and the Knights of 
Columbus.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman/Colonial Revival style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest Portland area.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 289
Address: 2349 NW HOYT ST 
Style: Vernacular Shingle 
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452302390

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Ruddy, Joan, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 5100

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 9, Block 13 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan with projections and fronts onto the north side 
of NW Hoyt Street. It has a stuccoed concrete block and brick foundation. The gambrel roof has intersecting gables. The front porch 
features classic columns, turned balusters, and a wide stair with a wood railing arid small carved brackets. The predominant window 
type is six-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A two-story bay window on the east elevation has a hip roof. There is a flared siding
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Description: This single-story multi-family dwelling is located on the east side of NW 18th Avenue, a moderately busy arterial. This 
building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a gable roof. The roof has intersecting gables, with a narrow boxed cornice 
and vertical siding on the gable ends. The wood frame structure is sheathed with wide shiplap siding. The main entrance is located on 
the north facade under a narrow, gabled pediment. The predominant window type is six-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is 
also a 16-light fixed window at the primary elevation. Wooden porch railings were added at an unknown date.

Significance: The building is of interest for its association with Oscar Ballou, who made a significant contribution to Portland's 
business development. This land served as an investment property for Ballou. Oscar B. Ballou opened a bicycle shop with Charles F. 
Wright in 1901. The business, Ballou & Wright, later expanded to add a motorcycle distributorship and automotive supplies. It had 
stores in Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Klamath Falls, Eugene, and Salem. By the time of Ballou's death in 1946, the business was the 
oldest and largest automotive supply house in the Pacific Northwest.

This building was constructed at the end of the Motor Age when building methods were beginning to change and represents a new 
architectural style for the district. This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and 
style.

Contributing INV. #: 284 Year Built: 1904
Resources Address: 626NW19THAVE Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: McKee, E.D., House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R180216050 State ID: 1N1E33AC 6900
0

Legal Description: S 44' of Lot 6, Block 175 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building, which is part of a grouping of church buildings, has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 19th Avenue. 
It is a two and one-half story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation and a partial above-grade basement with a wood water 
table. It has a hip roof with projecting eaves, a boxed cornice, modillions, and a frieze. There are hipped dormers on the south, north, 
and west sides of the roof. The exterior surface of the building is clapboard siding with corner pilasters. The main entrance is located 
on the west facade. The entry door is flanked by leaded-glass side lights. There is a small entry porch sheltered by a flat roof, which 
is connected to the adjacent First Immanuel Lutheran Church. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash. 
There are polygonal bay windows with leaded glass on the west and south facades and boxed bay windows on the north facade. There 
is also a stained-glass transom light on the south facade. The building has one brick interior chimney. Alterations include the 
replacement of the porch, the addition of a canvas awning to the bay window on the west facade, and the addition of storm windows at 
unknown dates.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 285 Year Built: c. 1930
Resources Address: 621-623NW22ND AVE Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Shepherd, Mary, House
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452302070 State ID: 1N1E33BD 16000
0

Legal Description: S 40' of Lot 2, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 22nd Avenue, on an elevated lot with a stone retaining 
wall. This multi-family residence is a two and one-half story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation and a complex roof. 
The west facade has a jerkinhead roof. On the north facade there is a shed dormer. The east and north facades each have a hipped
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dormer. All the dormers have boxed cornices supported by corner brackets. The exterior is clad with asbestos shingles. The main 
entrance is located on the east facade. There are two doors, both two-paneled, single-light wood doors with wood trim. The full- 
width front porch has wooden rails, balusters, and one square column. Above the porch is a second-story balcony with a wooden 
balustrade, French doors, and a single glass door. The predominant fenestration is one-over-one double-hung wood sash with plain 
surrounds and lug sills. On the east facade, second story, and on the south facade, first story, there are bay windows with leaded glass. 
Decorative features include scrolled corner brackets at the soffit. A residence that was built in 1894 originally occupied this lot, but in 
1930 it was demolished. This structure was moved to the site at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 286
Address: 616-618 NW22ND AVE
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302000

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Weigand, Chet, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 7700

Legal Description: S 10' of Lot 16, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 22nd Avenue. It has a 
concrete foundation and a multi-gabled roof. The exterior is clad with asbestos shingles on the west facade, while the north and south 
facades are surfaced with asphalt-roll brick siding. Roof details include projecting eaves with brackets on the north facade and 
decorative verge boards and brackets at the west facade. Two entrances are located on the west facade. Each has a concrete stoop 
with an iron railing and a single square column. The wood paneled doors have a single light. Three additional entrances are located 
on the north facade. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A tripartite window at the first floor, 
west facade has leaded glass. At the second story of the west facade, there is a shallow gabled bay window with pointed verge boards 
and Stickwork trim. A cutaway porch at the west facade has the same details. Sliding glass windows with balconets supported by 
brackets are located at the center of the west facade. A small shed rooftops one of these windows on the third floor. There is one 
interior brick chimney. Alterations include the replacement of the original porch in 1966.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Craftsman style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 287
Address: 1727NWHOYTST
Style: Streetcar Era Commercial

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80214490

Year Built: 1919
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Buck, Carsten & Carrie Prager
Building
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33AC 4200

Legal Description: - of Lot 2&3, Block 162 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has an H-shape plan and is sited on the corner of NW 18th Avenue and NW Hoyt Street, with surface 
parking on the south side of the lot. This three-story structure has a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The exterior of the primary 
elevation (south) is clad with brick in a common-bond pattern, the west facade has a stretcher-bond pattern, and the ground level has a 
float-finish stucco treatment. At the southwest corner of the building, painted brick creates the illusion of quoins. Decorative 
brickwork in a soldier-course pattern runs the full length of the west facade above the third-story windows. The main entrance is 
located on the south facade. Concrete steps lead down to a tall glass door with rectangular side lights. On the west facade there is a
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course between the shingled second story and the lap siding on the first story. Decorative features include cornice moldings, a two- 
panel entrance door with eight-paned side lights, and a leaded-glass porch window. The front yard was paved with brick and 
surrounded by a wrought-iron fence at an unknown date.

Significance: This property was originally owned by Kenneth A. 3. MacKenzie. Born in Canada in 1859, Dr. MacKenzie came to 
Portland in 1882 where he served on the staff of St. Vincent's Hospital. He is significant as both a leader in the Portland medical 
profession and a public-spirited visionary who was instrumental in the development of the University of Oregon Medical School. 
That facility evolved to become the campus of the Oregon Health Sciences University, one of the leading teaching hospitals in the 
country.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Verncaular Shingle Style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest Portland area.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 290
Address: 2341 NW HOYT ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302380

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Arnell, E.H., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 5200

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 9, Block 13 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two-story, wood frame residence fronts onto NW Hoyt Street. It has a cross-gable roof, with the front gable having 
a projecting verge and a boxed, metal cornice. The east and west gables have projecting verges and boxed cornices with brackets and 
modillions. The exterior is primarily clad with shiplap siding. The front gable is covered-with vinyl siding; the east and west gables 
are covered with wood shingles. The main entrance is located on the south facade through a four-panel wood door with an 
ornamental, half-round wheel window. There is a full-facade entry porch with square posts and balusters. The predominant 
fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a projecting bay window with a molded cornice and modillions at the 
west facade. Decorative windows include two lattice windows and a large one-over-one fixed window with architrave trim. The 
building is embellished with a slightly projecting belt course between the first and second stories. Alterations include the addition of 
vinyl siding to the front gable at an unknown date.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 291
Address: WI/2335 NW HOYT ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R452302370

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33BC 5300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 8, Block 13 in KINGS 2ND ADD 

Description: This site is used as a surface parking lot. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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INV.#: 292
Address: 2325 NW HOYT ST 
Style: Dutch Colonial 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302360

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: MacKenzie, Roderick, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 5400

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 5, Block 13 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street. It has a wood frame and a 
brick foundation. The exterior is clad with asphalt-roll brick siding. The basement level is brick and is delineated by a water table. 
The building has an intersecting hip and gable roof with projecting verges. There is a projecting gambrel at the south facade. The 
main entrance is a three-paneled wood door with a fixed light and a lug sill. The door is has a long, vertical, leaded-glass transom and 
is flanked by leaded glass side lights. There is a porch with square columns, wooden balusters, and a flat roof with a boxed cornice. 
The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with wood surrounds and slip sills. The gable and gambrel at 
the west facade have decorative fan-light windows. There is a decorative round window at the basement level of the west facade. 
There are two interior brick chimneys. Alterations include the addition of asphalt-roll brick siding at an unknown date and 
replacement of the original porch in 1980.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Dutch Colonial style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
]
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 293
Address: 2323 NW HOYT ST 
Style: Shingle / Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302350

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Ferguson, Jessie, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 5500

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 5, Block 13 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the north side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It has a brick foundation and a composition shingle roof with intersecting gambrels. Stickwork and patterned shingles cover 
the gambrel end, with panels on the frieze. The exterior surface materials are V-groove siding and shingles. A shed roof extends over 
the front porch, supported by thin, tapered, square posts. There is a rear porch supporting a recessed balcony. The porch has square 
posts, balustrades, and French doors. The rear entrance doors are two-paneled with a single light, fanlights, transom lights, and a 
stained-glass window. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A two-story bay window is located 
on the east elevation; a single bay is located on the south elevation. Fire-retardant shingles were added to the lower half of the 
building at an unknown date. In 1976, a new window was added to the gable end, and a rear stairway and deck were added to each 
story.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Shingle / Queen Anne style 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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INV.#: 294
Address: 2307NWHOYTST
Style: Streetcar Era
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302330

Year Built: 1931
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Interstate Fruit Growers Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 5600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 3&4, Block 13 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial and residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the busy corner of NW 23rd Avenue and 
NW Hoyt Street, It is a three-story structure with a concrete foundation and a partial above-grade basement. The exterior of the 
building is concrete-faced, with brick on the south and east facades. The roof is flat, with a stepped parapet, metal coping, and a 
denticulated frieze. The residential entrance is on the south facade. The entry is recessed, with a tiled floor and a pair of glass doors 
topped by fixed transoms. The east facade is a glazed storefront with four commercial uses. Each storefront is delineated by brick 
pilasters and has a recessed glass door with vertical side lights and fixed transoms. Large, fixed lights are adjacent to each doorway. 
A cantilevered metal canopy covers three of the businesses, while a canvas awning covers the fourth. The predominant fenestration is 
six-over-one, double-hung wood sash. All windows are recessed and have steeply sloping brick sills. The center of the south facade 
is decorated with narrow, single-light lattice windows. Square anchors, brick pilasters, and ornamental ceramic tile adorn the 
building. There are cast-stone hooded sconces over lighting along the top of the building. In 1946, the entrance and lobby were 
remodeled on the south facade and in 1989 the storefronts were remodeled.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Streetcar Era commercial and 
residential building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred 
in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 295
Address: 610-616 NW 23RD AVE
Style: Mediterranean
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302260

Year Built: 1936
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Shepard, Mary, Building #1
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 3100

Legal Description: N 29' W 50' of Lot 17, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building is located on the east side of NW 23rd Avenue, a busy arterial. It is a one-story structure with 
a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a flat roof. A metal shed roof with simulated tile embellishes the primary facade. A 
small, steep gable accentuates the entrance portico. The walls are surfaced with stucco. Rug-faced brick window and door surrounds 
accentuate the facade. The storefront is fully glazed, with fixed panes flanking the entrance. No alterations are recorded.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with Rudolph Becker, who owned the building for many years. Born in 
Chicago in 1880, Becker was a successful businessman who owned and operated Seeker's Auto Company. Becker later opened 
Becker's Sandwich Shop, a popular eatery located in the heart of the Historic Alphabet District.

This property is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Mediterranean style commercial building and is 
thererfore significant as part of a larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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INV.#: 296
Address: 2273 NW HOYT ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302290

Year Built: 1902
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Decker, Rudolph, House #1
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 3400

Legal Description: N 29' W 15' E 50' of Lot 17, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan with projections and fronts onto the north side 
of NW Hoyt Street. It has a brick foundation and a gabled roof with intersecting gables. In the front gable, there is a half lunette 
window with keystones. The exterior surface is V-groove wood siding. The front entrance is a two-paneled door with a single light 
and beveled-glass. The main porch has a hip roof with engaged classic columns and latticework below. There is a back porch with a 
hip roof, classic entablature, dentils, a plain frieze, and a lattice enclosure with square, engaged columns and molded capitols. A 
sleeping porch on the northwest corner of the house has leaded-glass windows. The predominant window type is one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash. On the west facade, there is a one-story, cutaway bay window with denticulated frieze. There is one internal 
brick chimney. New siding with small, metal vents was added under the porch, and balusters were added to the porch, both at 
unknown dates.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with Rudolph Becker. Born in Chicago in 1880, Becker was a successful 
businessman who owned and operated Becker's Auto Company. Becker later opened Becker's Sandwich Shop, a popular eatery 
located in the heart of the Historic Alphabet District.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 297
Address: 2265 NW HOYT ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302160

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Raxworthy, Sidney, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 3500

Legal Description: -- of Lot 13, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan with projections and fronts onto the north side 
of NW Hoyt Street. It has a concrete and stucco foundation and a hip roof with hip dormers and overhanging eaves. The exterior 
surface is lap siding and wood shingles. The three-paneled front door has beveled-glass and side light insets. The full-width front 
porch is supported by four Tuscan porch posts and has turned balusters and a lattice skirt. Above the porch, there is a balcony with 
boxed posts and turned balusters. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A hexagonal window is 
located on the east elevation. A deck was added to the rear of the house in 1986.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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INV.#: 298
Address: 2257 NW HOYT ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452302150

Year Built: 1902 
Alterations: Moderate 
Historic Name: Mclnnis House 
Architect: -- 
State ID: 1N1E33BC 3600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 12, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has an irregular plan and fronts onto the north side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It has a concrete block foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables and composition shingles. The exterior is surfaced 
with V-groove wood siding and patterned wood shingles on the front gable. A water table delineates the basement and the first story. 
Wooden steps and a railing lead to a front porch with sawn-profile balusters. Two-over-one and three-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash windows predominate. On the west elevation, there is a cutaway bay window. The front bay window is decorated with brackets 
surrounding the sills. In 1954 the front porch was altered.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV. #: 299
Address: 2247 - 2249 NW HOYT ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452302140

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Lystrup, Meta, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 16500

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 9, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one and one-half story, wood frame residence has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts 
onto the north side of NW Hoyt Street. It has a brick and stucco foundation and a hip roof with intersecting 
gables. There is a hip dormer on the rear elevation. The exterior surface materials are shiplap siding and 
wood shingles. A pedimented gable at the front elevation is shingled in a fishscale pattern. Below the 
pediment, a frieze of vertical boards is flanked by two carved brackets. The main entrance has a five-panel 
entrance door with a single light and a transom. Wooden steps and railings lead to the porch. The front porch 
occupies the east corner of the facade and has turned posts and latticework. The predominant window type is 
one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A cutaway bay is located on the first story, front elevation. Other 
decorative features include a polygonal front bay, two internal brick chimneys, and a flared siding course. A 
balcony over the enclosed back porch, storm windows, and a sliding glass door on the second story of the rear 
elevation were added at unknown dates.

2247-2249 NW Hoyt St.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 300
Address: 2241 NW HOYT ST
Style: English Tudor

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302120

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Walls, Jason T. & Susie M.
Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 16600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 8, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This three-story structure has a U-shaped plan, a concrete foundation, raised basement, and wood water table. Twin 
gables with intersecting jerkinhead roofs have projecting eaves and verges. Two gabled dormers on the west facade and three gabled 
dormers on the east facade have projecting verges. There is a multi-faceted bay at the first story of the east facade. The exterior 
surface is lapped siding with cornerboards. Half-timbering decorates the second and third stories of the primary (south) facade. The 
third story on the south facade has balconies supported by brackets. Two entrances are located on the south facade. Both have 
paneled wood doors with one light, side lights, and wood surrounds. A flat-roofed porch with a cornice and dentils covers the south 
facade. It is supported by square columns with capitals. Fenestration is composed of one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows 
with wood surrounds, lintels, and lugsills. Two windows at the east facade have hoods mounted on consoles. Alterations include the 
enlosure of a rear porch in 1930. Roof rafters, shingles, and sheathing were replaced in 1941 due to fire damage. A second fire in 
1959 necessitated structural repairs. In 1975, transoms were enclosed, and handrails for the rear stairs were constructed. Fire escapes 
at the second and third story levels of the south facade were also added that year. The front deck was repaired in 1983. In 1985, 
further repair occurred due to a third fire. A wheelchair ramp along the south facade was constructed in 1987.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of an English Tudor style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 301
Address: 2221-2227 NW HOYT ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302110

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Harris, Simon, House #2
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 16700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 5, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a modified rectilinear plan and is located on the north side of 
NW Hoyt Street. It has a brick foundation and a hip roof with a truncated hip dormer. The eaves of the roof are deep and 
modillioned. The exterior surface is shiplap siding and wood shingles. There are four front entrance doors, each with a single, 
diamond-shaped beveled-glass light and transoms. Two sets of stairs with wooden handrails lead up to the porch. The projecting 
front porch has a shed roof, a heavy span, jigsaw brackets, large square piers with masonry column bases, and turned balustrades. 
Four additional porches are located in the rear of the house and are enclosed with latticework. The predominant window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash. Cutaway bay windows under projecting eaves cover both the first and second story. Other 
decorative features include rectangular and round-arch windows, and bay windows on the first story elevations. The roof was 
damaged by fire in 1963 and replaced. In 1970, a fire escape was added.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with Simon Harris. Born in Germany in 1846, Harris was a renowned 
Portland musician. Active in local music circles, he was responsible for the creation of the Orchestral Union of Portland, which was 
the first of its kind in Portland. He served as the union's conductor for 10 years.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 302a
Address: 2217NWHOYTST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Simon, Joseph, House #2
Architect: --
State ID: See Appendix G
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Description: This structure is part of the Sprauer Condominium complex, which comprises three buildings located on one tax lot. 
This multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street, facing south. It is a two and one-half story 
structure with a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and a front-gabled, pent roof. The roof has wide verges and overhanging, 
boxed eaves. The gable is embellished with a keystone and modillions. The wood frame walls are faced with narrow lapped siding, 
corner boards, and a water table. Shiplap covers the exterior at basement level. The main entrance is located on the south facade. 
The wood paneled door has glazed side lights in a diamond pattern. A flat roof with wide eaves shelters the full-width front porch. 
The porch is supported by paired, tapered, square posts set on brick pedestals, and it has an open-rail wood baluster. Fenestration 
includes a single-light window with a leaded glass transom at the first story, one-over-one, double-hung wood sash at the second story, 
and a tripartite gable window with a 23-light transom. This window has an arched wood frame with a keystone. There is one sidewall 
brick chimney.

Significance: This residence was built for Joseph Simon, a native of Germany who came to Portland in 1857 and later studied law in 
the offices of John Mitchell. Simon became one of Portland's most influential attorneys and politicians. He served on the Portland 
City Council, in the Oregon Senate, in the United States Senate, and as mayor of Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 302b
Address: 615NW22NDAVE 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1902
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Simon, Joseph, House #1
Architect: —
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This structure is part of the Sprauer Condominium complex, which comprises three buildings located on one tax lot. 
This multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 22nd Avenue. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a hip roof. The roof has projecting eaves, a boxed cornice, 
and paired corner brackets. There are hipped dormers on the east and south sides of the roof. The exterior surface of the building is 
narrow lap siding with cornerboards. The main entrance is located on the east facade. The entry door is flanked by leaded-glass side 
lights. There is a three-bay front porch with Tuscan columns supporting a hipped roof with a denticulated frieze. The predominant 
window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a polygonal bay window on the east facade. The building has one 
brick interior chimney. Alterations include the replacement of the entry stair railings at an unknown date.

Significance: This residence was built for Joseph Simon, a native of Germany who came to Portland in 1857 and later studied law in 
the offices of John Mitchell. Simon became one of Portland's most influential attorneys and politicians. He served on the Portland 
City Council, in the Oregon Senate, in the United States Senate, and as mayor of Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 302c
Address: 601 - 607 NW 22ND AVE
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Historic Noncontributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: c. 1905
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Simon, Joseph, House #3
Architect: --
State ID: See Appendix G
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Description: This structure is part of the Sprauer Condominium complex, which comprises three buildings located on one tax lot. 
This multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 22nd Avenue. Originally a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure, additional stories were added at an unknown date to create a four-story building. The building has a concrete foundation, a 
partial above-grade basement, and a cross-gabled roof. The roof has projecting eaves with exposed rafters and elaborately carved 
corner brackets. The gables have pent roofs. There is a flat-roofed addition topped with stickwork balustrades and a trellis at the 
southwest corner of the building. The exterior of the building is sheathed with clapboard siding on the first story and shingles on the 
second story; the east and north-facing gables feature half-timbering and roughly finished stucco. The main entrance is located on the 
east facade. Access is through a wood door with a side light. There is a full-width porch with Tuscan columns, grouped in threes at 
the corners, supporting a flat roof with modillions and a stickwork balustrade. Below the porch are two excavated garages. On the 
east facades of the third and fourth-story additions, there are balconies with stickwork balustrades. The predominant window type is 
one-over-one, double-hung sash. There is a polygonal bay window and large, fixed windows with leaded-glass transoms on the south 
facade. The additions have fixed, single pane windows. The building has one brick exterior chimney.

Significance: This residence was built for Joseph Simon, a native of Germany who came to Portland in 1857 and later studied law in 
the offices of John Mitchell. Simon became one of Portland's most influential attorneys and politicians. He served on the Portland 
City Council, in the Oregon Senate, in the United States Senate, and as mayor of Portland.

Although this residence was constructed during the primary period of significance, it is classified as historic noncontributing due to 
the noncompatible one and one-half-story addition and balcony modifications. The building could be reclassified as primary 
contributing if these major alterations were reversed.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 303
Address: WI/2182 NW HOYT ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 303PARK

Description: This is a surface parking lot located between 2171 NW Hoyt Street and 2153-2159 NW Hoyt Street. The parking lot is 
under the ownership of the Barrington Condominium residents located at 2182 NW Hoyt Street (see Inv. #358). The parking lot and 
the condominium complex are located on opposite sides of the street. The parking lot is designated as a limited common element 
parcel attached to the Barrington Condominiums by the Multnomah County Assessment and Taxation. The limited common element 
designation indicates that each space is assigned to a specific condominium owner. An address and state identification number have 
been generated and attached to this property. Neither the address nor the state identification number are recognized by Multnomah 
County Assesment and Taxation.

Significance; There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 304
Address: 2153-2159 NW HOYT ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452301890

Year Built: 1909
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Dickenson, Frank & Emma, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 7800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 12, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts onto the north side of NW 
Hoyt Street. It has a stuccoed concrete foundation and a hipped roof with truncated dormers. The dormers on the front elevation have
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fixed, diamond-pane windows, deep eaves, and modillions. The exterior ois surfaced with lap siding and wood shingles. The porch 
features classic columns with brick pedestals, a classical entablature, and lattice skirting. The predominant window type is one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash. Box bay windows on either end of the front elevation have heavy cornices supported by brackets. Other 
features include two internal stepped-brick chimneys, a second-story cutaway bay, and a two-story, square, recessed balcony. In 1968, 
the house was reroofed and a new balustrade was added.

Significance: This residence is significant for its association with William F. Hanebut, who at one time owned this property. A 
successful merchant who specialized in hair goods, Hanebut co-established the Paris Hair Company around 1888. The downtown 
store remained the most exclusive manufacturer of wigs and toupees between San Francisco and Seattle.

This building also served as the residence of James T. Walls. An eminent physician, Walls was born in 1851 in Kentucky. He 
practiced medicine for 15 years in Missouri, specializing in the treatment of diseases of women and children. Walls relocated to 
Portland in 1902, where he began to speculate in real estate. In addition to his contributions to the medical profession, Walls' 
participated in civic organizations, including the Masons, the Elks, the Commercial Club, the Oregon State Medical Society, and the 
A.M. A.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 305
Address: 2149NWHOYTST 
Style: Queen Anne / Stick 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301880

Year Built: 1889
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Constock, Julia B., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 7900

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 9, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story residence is located on an elevated lot with a concrete retaining wall. It has a rectilinear plan, concrete 
foundation, raised basement, and wood water table. The intersecting hip and gable roof has projecting eaves and a boxed cornice. 
The exterior surface is shiplap siding, with fishscale shingles at the slightly flared belt course level and plain shingles at the gable. 
There are dentils below the belt course level. There is a polygonal, two-story bay at the primary (south) elevation. The main entrance 
is located on the south facade. It has paired wood doors, each with a single light multi-pane transom and wood surrounds. A two- 
story, reentrant porch is located on the south facade. The porch entry features a wooden pergola, turned wood posts, an open 
balustrade, and brackets. The porch at the second-story level has turned wood posts and a wood balustrade with open rails. 
Decorative features include a stained-glass window at the second-story level of the south facade and stickwork detailing. There is one 
interior chimney with a corbel cap. Alterations include roof repair and reshingling due to a fire in 1935.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne / Stick style 
single-family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 306
Address: 2139NWHOYTST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452301870

Year Built: 1889
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Griswold, Merritt C., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 8000

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 9, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts onto the north side of NW 
Hoyt Street. It has a concrete and stucco foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables. The exterior surface is V-groove wood 
siding and wood shingles. The front gables are clad with wood shingles punctuated by a central arched window that is flanked by 
multi-paned windows. The two-tiered entrance porch has triangular pediments featuring molded motifs. The first level is decorated 
with turned posts, cut-out brackets, and pendants. The second level has heavy turned posts and a plain railing. A beltcourse projects 
slightly over the first story. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows predominate. There is a pedimented window with 
brackets and a round window on the east elevation as well as a large-paned window with stained glass. Fire-retardant shingle siding 
was added on the flared course between the first and second stories and on the sides of the house at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 307 Year Built: 1897
Resources Address: 2133NWHOYTST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Queen Anne Historic Name: Janion, Margaret, House
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452301860 State ID: 1N1E33BD 8100
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 8, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street at mid-block. The 
building has a brick and concrete foundation and a hipped roof with cross gables. The roof line is detailed by boxed eaves and a plain 
frieze. Closed gables at the south and east elevations have dormers. The exterior is surfaced with asphalt-roll brick siding. There are 
fishtail shingles in the gables and in a belt course between the first and second stories. A polygonal bay window is located on the 
primary elevation, embellished with an ornamented pediment. The main entrance on the south facade is recessed under the front 
porch. The wood door is glazed with a single horizontal light and shielded by an aluminum storm door. The partial-width porch has a 
hipped roof with boxed eaves. It is supported by turned posts and has an open rail baluster. The primary windows are narrow, one- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is also a leaded-glass window in the transom. Decorative features include corner boards, a 
cutaway corner at the southwest elevation, and a sunburst gable ornament. Alterations to this building include the removal of the 
original exterior finish at an unknown date, addition of a skylight in the gable roof, and installation of metal awnings at the second 
story.

Significance: Although the building was constructed during the primary period of significance, subsequent alterations ~ notably the 
gable skylight, asphalt siding, and metal awnings ~ have damaged its historic integrity. The building could be considered contributing 
if there were reversal of these significant alterations.

Contributing INV. #: 308 Year Built: 1895
Resources Address: 2125 NW HOYT ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Rural Vernacular Historic Name: Caplan, Mary, House #1
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452301850 State ID: 1N1E33BD 8200
1

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 5, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two-story building is located on the north side of NW Hoyt Street. The building has a rectilinear plan, a brick and 
concrete foundation, and a front-gable roof. The roof has a narrow boxed cornice and narrow eaves. The wood frame walls are 
surfaced with square-cut wood shingles on the south elevation and with asbestos shingles on the east and west elevations. The main 
entrance is located on the south facade. It is offset under a flat-roofed, partial-width porch. Two chamfered posts support the porch. 
The entrance door has six wood panels and a transom with a single light. A one-story, polygonal bay is located at the southeast
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corner of the building. Narrow, one-over-one, double-hung windows with aluminum sash predominate. There are also four-over-four, 
double-hung windows with wood sash at the east elevation. Alterations to this building include replacement of siding material with 
shingles and asbestos and replacement of windows. These changes occurred at unknown dates. The foundation was replaced in 1931 
and the porch was replaced in 1946.

Significance; Although the building was constructed during the primary period of significance, subsequent alterations -- notably the 
replacement of the original exterior finish with asbestos siding and the window and porch replacement -- have damaged its historic 
integrity. The building could be considered contributing if there were reversal of these significant alterations.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 309
Address: 2123NWHOYTST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452301840

Year Built: 1899
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Caplan, Mary, House #2
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 8300

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 5, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one and one-half story building is located on the north side of NW Hoyt Street. The building has a rectilinear plan, 
a brick foundation, and a front gable roof. The roof has a narrow cornice and sloping, boxed eaves. The wood frame walls are 
surfaced with lapped wood siding. The main entrance is located on the south facade. This is offset at the southwest corner under a 
full-width porch. Three turned posts and turned balusters decorate the porch. At the entrance, there are two sets of double doors. The 
primary door is wood paneled, with a single horizontal light. A one-story polygonal bay is located at the south facade. Fenestration 
includes tripartite windows and one-over-one, double-hung aluminum sash windows with plain wood trim. Alterations to this 
building include replacement of windows and alteration of the entrance at unknown dates. The porch was replaced in 1960.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 310
Address: 602-616 NW 21 STAVE
Style: Mediterranean
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452301750

Year Built: 1925
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Ellis, A. S. & Edna, Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 6300

Legal Description: TL 6300 of Lot 17&18, Block 10 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This theatre and storefront commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 21 st Avenue, a busy 
commercial street. It includes a two-story theatre and a one-story storefront. The structure has a concrete foundation and a flat roof 
with a hipped parapet embellished with decorative roof tiles and modillions. The exterior surface of the building is stuccoed. There 
are decorative wood panels above and below the storefront windows. The main entrances are located on the west facade. The 
entrance to the theatre is below a large marquee with neon lights. There are three storefront entrances to the south of the theatre 
entrance. The predominant window type on the theatre is multi-pane, double-hung wood sash. These are set into arched window 
openings separated by decorative columns. There are large storefront windows on the west facade of the single-story section of the 
building. Alterations include the addition of the marquee and modifications to the storefronts in 1946, the replacement of storefront 
windows and addition of a canopy in 1981, the addition of roof tiles and modillions matching those existing on the theatre to the 
storefront parapet in 1982, and the replacement of storefront windows in 1993.
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Significance: This building, which includes the only movie theatre constructed during the period of significance, is considered to be 
contributing within the district as a good example of a Mediterranean style theatre and commercial structure. It is therefore significant 
as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 311
Address: 2061NWHOYTST
Style: Italianate

Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80227790

Year Built: 1884
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Couch, Caroline, Estate Building;
Couch Schoolhouse
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 6200

Legal Description: TL 6200 of Lot 13, Block 282 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This office building has been converted from residential use. It is a two and one-half story structure with a rectilinear 
plan, a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a low-pitch hip roof. The building is elevated and set back from the 
street, fronting on NW Hoyt. The roof has projecting eaves and a boxed cornice with a denticulated frieze. At the roof line there is 
decorative wrought-iron cresting. The exterior surface is sheathed with shiplap siding and cornerboards. There is a belt course above 
the first-story windows on the south facade. The east facade entry is located on the second-story porch through a one-light, one-panel 
door. The three-bay porch has a flat roof with projecting eaves, dentils, and a turned wooden balustrade. Wood steps with an open 
rail lead to the one-light, one-panel west facade entry door. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, aluminum 
sash with molded lintels and lugsills. The first-story windows on the south facade are fixed, and a few west facade windows are 
closed in. There is one corbeled brick chimney. Surface parking in the setback is bounded by a basalt rock end wall. A walkway 
wraps around the building, providing access to the multiple offices. Formerly located on NW 17th Avenue beween NW Kearney and 
NW Lovejoy, the building was moved c. 1916. Alterations include an unrecorded two-story addition to the rear (north) elevation. In 
1980 the interior was partitioned in order to create multiple office spaces.

Significance: This building is noteworthy for its association with Caroline Couch. Born in 1808 and arriving in Portland in 1852, 
Caroline Couch was the wife of Captain John H. Couch. After his death, she was responsible for extending the subdivision of the 
Couch family Donation Land Claim. Her contributions to real-estate development in Portland's history are significant. This building 
was constructed by the Couch family as a schoolhouse for their grandchildren and other children in the neighborhood. It became a 
residence following its relocation in 1916. For years, it was the home of Madam Reed of the Catlin School French department.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Italianate style and is therefore significant as 
part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 312
Address: 2049 NW HOYT ST
Style: Northwest Regional
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax#: Rl 80227770

Year Built: 1957
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Hoyt Street Corp. Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD6100

Legal Description: -- of Lot 9&12, Block 282 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street. It is aone-story building with a 
concrete foundation and a flat roof. The roof extends beyond the wall on the south elevation. The exterior surface is sheathed with 
vertical tongue-in-groove cedar siding, with battens at regular intervals. This building is occupied by several tenants and has multiple 
entrances. The main entrance is located on the south facade. Wood steps lead to a tall slab door with one rectangular side light. A 
concrete ramp with an iron balustrade leads to a tall slab door with a rectangular side light on the south facade. On the east facade,
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wood steps lead to a recessed glass door. The north and south facade porches have pergola roofs and six large, fixed, vertical 
windows. Sliding glass doors open onto a wood deck on the south elevation. The predominant window type is fixed, one-over-one, 
aluminum sash. A ribbon of transoms stretches across the north and south facades. This building has undergone two significant 
interior remodels, in 1965 and 1996. In 1996, entrances were upgraded to ensure handicap accessibility.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 313 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: WI/615 NW 20TH AVE Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R180227750 State ID: 1N1E33BD 6000
0

Legal Description: W 37 1/2'of Lot 8, Block 282 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This is a surface parking lot with landscaping.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 314 Year Built: 1980
Resources Address: WI/615 NW 20TH AVE Alterations: None
0 Style: Post-Modern / Shingle Historic Name: Abbott Hall
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: Fletcher, Finch, Fair & Associates
Resources Tax #: R180227730 State ID: 1N1E33BD 5900
1

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 5, Block 282 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street. It is connected to the adjacent MacKenzie House 
by an enclosed gallery. A rough-faced, random ashlar retaining wall flanks the southeastern portion of the building. The building is a 
two-story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation and a gable roof with lower cross gables. There are skylights at the top of 
the roof. The cross gables have arched, louvred vents. On the south-facing gables, there are square vent holes arranged in a pyramidal 
pattern, echoing similar vents on the MacKenzie House. The exterior surface is shingled. On the west facade, the cross gables are 
cantilevered over the first story. The main entrance is located on the south facade, on a gallery connecting the building to the 
MacKenzie House. Entry is through glass doors with wood frames set into a glass wall. The connecting gallery has a flat roof with a 
deep overhang that shelters the entrance. It is accessed by concrete stairs. The predominant window type is single-pane, ribbon 
windows.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the historic district, the construction date classifies it as 
noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 315 Year Built: 1892
Resources Address: 615NW20THAVE Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Richardsonian Romanesque Historic Name: MacKenzie, Dr. K.A.J. & Cora,

House 
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: Whidden & Lewis; Fletcher, Finch, Fair

& Associates (1980)
Resources Tax #: R180227700 State ID: 1N1E33BD 5800 
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 3&4, Block 282 in COUGHS ADD
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and Portland Garden Club, A Portland native, Hoffman took up architecture in the office of Whitehouse and Honeyman, later joining 
the firm of Whitehouse and Fouilhoux. He became a member of the latter firm in 1913, where he stayed until 1917. Two years later, 
Hoffman opened his independent contracting business that became quite successful. He constructed such buildings as the Terminal 
Sales Building, the Public Service Building and Garage, and the New Heathman Hotel—all have been listed in the National Register.

The Forest Apartments are one of the few apartment buildings designed in the Craftsman style within the district. It is considered to 
be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger 
grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 317 Year Built: 1925
Resources Address: 1955NWHOYTST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Spanish Colonial Revival Historic Name: Nineteen Fifty-five Hoyt

Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: -- 
Resources Tax #: 1925 State ID: 1N1E33AC 8500 
0

Legal Description: Lot 8 of Block 272 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story apartment building has a U-shaped plan surrounding a central courtyard and is located on 
the north side of NW Hoyt Street. It has a rusticated, concrete block foundation and a wood frame covered in stucco. The roof is 
gabled, with a curvilinear parapet. A nine-pane oculus window and two shed dormers can be found on this parapet. The predominant 
window type is four-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A projecting, arched opening shelters a tiled vestibule. The main entrance has 
a solid wooden door with six lights, an arched head, and a metal lantern in the center. Wood belt courses run between the first and 
second story, as well as between the first floor and the basement. In 1985, the apartment building was reroofed.

Significance; This property was originally owned by Lee H. Hoffman, a principal in the construction company Hoffman & Bates, 
who advertised themselves as "Bridge Builders and General Contractors." They were credited with supervision of the Morrison Street 
Bridge, which opened in 1887. They also constructed the Bull Run pipeline from the Mt. Hood area to Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a large-scale apartment complex designed in the 
Spanish Colonial Revival style and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in 
the Northwest Portland area.

Contributing INV. #: 318 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: 1930 NW IRVING ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R180226190 State ID: 1N1E33AC 8600
0

Legal Description: W 20' of Lot 5, Block 272 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This is a surface parking lot with landscaping.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 319
Address: 1901-1947 NW HOYT ST
Style: Contemporary
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1980
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Hoyt Square Condominiums
Architect: Leeb, Robert S.
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: Sited on an elevated corner lot, this three-story condominium building has a basement garage at street level. Access to 
the garage is from NW 19th Avenue, a busy one-way street. This structure has an irregular plan, a smooth-textured concrete 
foundation, and a flat roof with parapets and metal railings. There is metal trim at the roof line. Rock-face, cast-concrete blocks 
sheath the exterior. Concrete steps lead to the main entrance, located at the south facade. The steps have a metal handrail and are 
flanked by a low, concrete retaining wall. The entrance is accessed via a gated, reentrant attached porch sheltered by a hood awning 
over a metal transom. The entrance leads to a courtyard paved with pebble-dash concrete. Each condominium has a recessed balcony 
with sliding glass doors and painted metal railings. The predominant fenestration is fixed-over-awning with concrete sills. Decorative 
features include an ornamental, curved, glazed wall at the entrance to the courtyard. Each condominium has a metal chimney. 
Alterations to the interior occurred in 1995.

Significance; This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 320
Address: WI/632 NW 19TH AVE
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: Rl 80216030

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33AC 7000

Legal Description: -- of Lot 3, Block 175 in COUGHS ADD

Description: A paved parking lot is located at the east end of the lot, with a small landscaped park at the west end of the lot. The 
park is paved with brick.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing 
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 321
Address: 615 NW 18TH AVE
Style: Colonial Revival

Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80215950

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: First Norwegian-Danish Methodist
Episcopal Church
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33AC 7400

Legal Description: N 45' of Lot 4, Block 175 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 18th Avenue. It has a 
concrete foundation and a daylight basement. The exterior is clad with shiplap siding. The hip roof has a projecting cornice. On the 
east is a gable dormer with shingle siding and a balconet. At the south, there is a hip-roof dormer with shingle siding. Entrance to this 
building is on the east facade, through a wood door that has six panels, a pilaster surround, and a denticulated entablature. The stoop 
is concrete and has iron railings. The predominant fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung sash with wood surrounds. On the east 
facade, there is one tripartite window with leaded-glass details on the first story. The north and south facades each have a hip-roof bay 
window supported by jigsaw brackets. Exterior decorations include corner pilasters, a water table, and a denticulated entablature at
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the basement entrance on the east facade. There is one interior brick chimney. In 1937, the original garage and porch located on the 
east facade were removed. The garage was relocated to the basement and was replaced by a new porch.

Significance: Although extensive alterations have been made to the garage, this building is considered to be contributing within the 
district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence, It is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential 
development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 322
Address: 617NW 17TH AVE
Style: Colonial Revival
Classification: Historic Noncontributing
Tax#: Rl 80214450

Year Built: 1902
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Morrison, J.H., House #1
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33AC 4600

Legal Description: N 1/2 of Lot 4, Block 162 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 17th Avenue. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation and a front-gabled roof. On both the north and south sides of the roof there are two gabled 
dormers with multiple lights set in triangular window frames. The front gable is pedimented, with projecting verges and a boxed 
cornice. The exterior surface is clapboard siding. The main entrance is located on the east facade. There is a three-bay reentrant 
porch, with two bays enclosed by eight-light casement windows. The porch has a low-pitch hip roof with a skylight, four Roman 
Doric columns, a frieze, and dentils. The main entry, located on the north side of the enclosed porch, is through double glass doors 
with wood frames and a transom. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash. A single-light fixed window 
next to the main entry has a leaded-glass transom. The gable window has a triangular transom. There is one interior brick chimney. 
Alterations include the addition of dormers in 1940. The structure was converted from single-family residential use to a duplex in 
1986, and a wooden exterior stairway leading to a second floor duplex unit entrance on the north facade has been added.

Significance: Although this building was constructed during the primary period of significance, remodeling has damaged its historic 
integrity. If the dormers were removed and the roof restored to its original condition, this property would be reclassified as primary 
contributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 323
Address: 610NW22NDAVE 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302010

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Sterns, William C., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 7600

Legal Description: S 30' of Lot 17, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 22nd Avenue. It is a wood frame 
structure with a vergeless catslide roof. The shed side of the roof has projecting eaves with exposed rafters. The basement is partially 
above grade. The exterior is clad with clapboard siding on the first and third stories. Fish-scale shingles cover the second story, west 
facade, and vertical wood siding covers the second story of the north and south facades. The main entrance is located on the west 
facade. It is marked by a small attached porch with square, wooden balusters. The slab door has wood trim. The predominant 
window type is six-over-one, double-hung wood sash. The front facade is embellished with cutaway corners adorned with corner 
brackets. The building also has a water table, projecting belt course, and corner boards. The windows on the second and third story of 
the west facade are embellished with wooden balconets. In 1975 the second-story porch was enclosed.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest
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neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 324
Address: 1717NWHOYTST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Historic Noncontributing
Tax#: R180214430

Year Built: 1902
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Morrison, J.H., House #2
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33AC 4100

Legal Description: W 33 1/3' of Lot 1, Block 162 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street. This two and one-half story, wood frame structure 
has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a metal-clad gable roof. The roof has projecting eaves with a boxed 
cornice, plain frieze, bed mold, and an architrave. The front gable is closed and has three-light casement windows with half-round 
transoms. The west elevation gable dormer has three-light casement windows with triangular transoms. The east elevation hip-roof 
dormer has fixed windows. The exterior surface is sheathed with clapboard siding and corner boards. A water table divides the 
basement and first story. The main entrance is located on the south facade. A paired, four-light door with a horizontal transom is 
located at porch level. A flight of wood stairs leads to a second-story entrance, where there is a two-panel door with two vertical 
lights and a molded lintel. The small porch has a hip roof with projecting eaves and a plain frieze. It is supported by a Tuscan column 
at the southwest corner. The porch has a half-round, closed rail with shingle siding on the south side. The predominant window type 
is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are two sets of three-light casements with transoms on the south elevation along the 
enclosed portion of the porch. A one-story polygonal bay with a hip roof and one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows is 
located on the east facade. There is one interior brick chimney. In 1984, the porch was enclosed and a two-story addition was built 
onto the rear (north) elevation.

Significance: Due to the extensive alterations to this building - notably, the two-story addition to the rear elevation - this building is 
classified as historic noncontributing. Were these changes to be reversed, this property could be reclassified as primary contributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 325
Address: 600-604 NW 23RD AVE 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302270

Year Built: 1902
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Becker, Rudolph, House #2
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 3200

Legal Description: S 21'W 30.3'of Lot 17, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the corner of NW 23rd Avenue and NW Hoyt Street, a busy 
commercial intersection. The structure consists of the original Colonial Revival style residence and a storefront addition to the 
southwest corner of the building. The concrete block storefront, added at an unknown date, is one-story and has a shed roof with a 
boxed cornice. Entrance to this addition is through a glass and wood door, located at the sidewalk level. Large fixed panes with 
sloping sills are the predominant window type. The original structure is a two and one-half story, wood frame building with a 
concrete foundation. The cross-gabled roof has closed gables, modillions, stickwork, and dentils. The exterior is clad in shiplap 
siding. The partially above-grade basement is concrete, embellished with a mural. There is a beveled water table. The west facade is 
embellished with a belt course that continues above the bay window to function as a cornice with a denticulated frieze. The 
predominant fenestration includes one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with lattice windows at the top. There is a polygonal bay on 
the west facade. The south gable has a fan light with a keystone. The main entrance to the retail uses at 604 NW 23rd Avenue is 
located on the north facade. Two doors are at the top of a wooden staircase with metal rails.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with Rudolph Becker. Born in Chicago in 1880, Becker was a successful 
businessman who owned and operated Becker's Auto Company. Becker later opened Becker's Sandwich Shop, a popular eatery 
located in the heart of the Historic Alphabet District.
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While the addition of the storefront alters the original facade, the historic integrity of the building is not compromised. This building 
is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of the Colonial Revival style and is therefore significant as part of 
the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 326
Address: 2281 NW HOYT ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302280

Year Built: 1902
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Becker, Rudolph, House #3
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 3300

Legal Description: S 21' E 34.7' W 65' of Lot 17, Block 12 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts onto the north side of NW 
Hoyt Street. It has a brick foundation and a gabled roof with intersecting gables. The exterior is surfaced material with V-groove 
wood siding. The front door is two-paneled with a single light. The front porch has a hip roof, classic columns, and an entablature. A 
rear porch also has a hip roof, a denticulated frieze, and square columns with molded capitals. At the northwest corner, there is a 
sleeping porch with leaded-glass windows. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a half- 
lunette window with keystones on the front gable. A one story, cutaway bay with a denticulated frieze is located on the west side of 
the house. There is one internal brick chimney. New siding was added underneath the front porch at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with Rudolph Becker. Born in Chicago in 1880, Becker was a successful 
businessman who owned and operated Becker's Auto Company. Becker later opened Seeker's Sandwich Shop, a popular eatery 
located in the heart of the Historic Alphabet District.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 327
Address: 1711 NW HOYT ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80214410

Year Built: 1902
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Fordyce, J.S. & Margaret, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33AC 4000

Legal Description: W 33 1/3' E 66 2/3' of Lot 1, Block 162 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on the north side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It has a concrete foundation and a gabled roof with hip dormers. The exterior surface materials are lap siding and wood. One- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash is the predominant window type. The pedimented front gable is covered with wood shingles and is 
ornamented with cornice moldings. The front porch is supported by three Tuscan columns and has a Classic entablature. The four- 
panel front door is embellished with stained-glass and transom windows. A bay window is located on the west side. The house has 
one internal brick chimney. In 1977, the roof was repaired and structural rehabilitation was undertaken.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as good example of a Craftsman style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest Portland area.
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INV.#: 328
Address: 1703NWHOYTST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80214390

Year Built: 1902
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Morrison, Hector & Susan, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33AC 3900

Legal Description: E 33 1/3' of Lot 1, Block 162 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence is located on the southeast corner of NW Hoyt and NW 17th 
Avenue. It has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a gabled roof with intersecting gables and dormers. The pedimented 
front gable is covered with wood shingles. Lap siding and wood shingles cover the exterior. Stained-glass adorns the four-panel front 
door. The front porch is supported by three Tuscan columns and has a classic entablature and dentils. The predominant window type 
is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Decorative features include a cornice mold with a plain frieze. There is one internal brick 
chimney.

Significance: This house is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a residence designed in the 
Vernacular Queen Anne style and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest Portland area.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 329
Address: 1815NWHOYTST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R180215910

Year Built: 1898
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Dooley, R.M., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33AC 7300

Legal Description: W 37.50' of Lot 1, Block 175 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a modified rectilinear plan and is located on the north side of 
NW Hoyt Street. It has a stuccoed concrete foundation and a hip roof. The exterior is surfaced with lap siding and wood shingles. A 
hip dormer on the front elevation has deep eaves. The front porch is supported by large, tapered, rectangular piers that are split at the 
center. The one-panel wood door has a transom light. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. 
Rectangular windows with leaded glass are present on the east elevation. A box-bay window with a hip roof, located on the east 
elevation, is supported by cut-out brackets. The house has one internal brick chimney. Circa 1981, an aluminum slider, dormer 
window, basement windows, and a porch skirt were added and the front porch stairs were removed.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with Cyrus Abda Dolph, who owned the property for a short period of 
time. Born in New York in 1840, Dolph journeyed to Portland as part of the Oregon Escort. A prominent attorney, Dolph became the 
first president of the Oregon State Bar Association in Portland. He was elected attorney for the city of Portland and served as 
president of three major railways. Dolph is also notable for his involvement with many civic organizations, serving on the Portland 
Library Association Board of Trustees, as regent of the University of Oregon, and on the Board of Trustees for Reed College.

This residence is also connected to Louis Eberhardt and Charles Harrison Prescott. An affluent and shrewd real estate investor, 
Eberhardt gained notoriety in Portland for his job as a porter. Though one of Portland's elite, he enjoyed working as a porter at the 
Hotel Perkins. Eberhardt owned vast tracts of land in both Oregon and California. Born in Boston in 1839, Prescott traveled to and 
worked in Australia before he settled in Portland in 1880. He was the manager of the Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company and 
the president of the Northwest Cold Storage and Ice Company.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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INV.#: 330
Address: 607-611 NW 18TH AVE
Style: Gothic Revival

Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180215900

Year Built: 1888
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: First Norwegian-Danish Methodist
Episcopal Church
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AC 7500

Legal Description: E 62.50' of Lot 1, Block 175 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building is located on the west side of NW 18th Avenue, a moderately busy street. It is a two and one-half story, 
wood frame structure with a square plan and a concrete foundation. The steeply pitched roof has intersecting gables. The roof line is 
embellished by brackets under the eaves, modillions, and denticulated trim. The walls are finished with shiplap siding. There is a 
one-story bay with curved knee braces. The Gothic arched windows have wide, hooded trim. Other windows are one-over-one, 
double-hung sash. There are also large, fixed, stained-glass windows. Two brick corbelled chimneys are located at the north side of 
the building. This building, formerly a church, was converted to apartments and offices in 1985.

Significance: Although this structure was formerly a church and was converted to residential use in 1985, it is considered to be 
contributing within the district. It is a fair example of a Gothic Revival style building and is therefore significant as part of the larger 
grouping of residential, commercial, and institutional development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 331
Address: 2187NWHOYTST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452302040

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Aylward, James, House #2
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 7300

Legal Description: W 36.9' of Lot 18, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the 
north side of NW Hoyt Street. It has a stuccoed concrete foundation. The gabled roof has intersecting 
gables and a hip dormer over the front porch on the west elevation. The exterior is surfaced with lap siding 
and wood shingles. The shingles are arranged in a diamond pattern on the second story. The flared, 
shingled belt course divides the first and second stories. The front porch is decorated with post capitols, 
jigsaw brackets, and Stick balusters. There is an additional porch with plain posts on the northeast corner of 
the house, recessed under the second story. The front door is surrounded by a dentil-like pattern and a 
molded jamb. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Other features 
include cutaway windows, decorative brackets and pendants, and a V-shaped bay under the front gable. 
There is one internal corbelled brick chimney. In 1979, the front steps and porch were repaired.

2187 NW Hoyt St.

Significance: This property was owned by Reverend B. Wistar Morris before the construction of the current
house. Beginning in 1869, Morris was an Episcopal Bishop of Oregon. He was a leading figure in the establishment of such
Northwest Portland institutions as Bishop Scott Academy and Good Samaritan Hospital.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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INV.#: 332
Address: 2179NWHOYTST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302030

Year Built: 1902
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Alyward, James, House #3
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 7400

Legal Description: W 35.9' E 63.1' of Lot 18, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the north side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It has a concrete foundation and a gabled roof. The pedimented gable has slightly flared eaves and exposed rafters. The 
exterior is surfaced with lap siding and wood shingles. The front porch is supported by squat posts with an arched frieze. A transom 
is located above the front door. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A single bay window 
projects from the front elevation onto the porch. The back porch and steps were replaced in 1962.

Significance: This property was owned by Reverend B. Wistar Morris before the construction of the current house. Beginning in 
1869, Morris was an Episcopal Bishop of Oregon. He was a leading figure in the establishment of such Northwest Portland 
institutions as Bishop Scott Academy and Good Samaritan Hospital.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 333
Address: 2171 NW HOYT ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302020

Year Built: 1886
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Alyward, James, House #1
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 7500

Legal Description: E 27.2' of Lot 18, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This single-story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on the north side of NW Hoyt Street. It has 
a gabled roof. The exterior is surfaced with shiplap siding and wood panels. The gable ends are shingled and feature diamond-pane 
windows. The cutaway, front porch on the southeast corner of the house has posts that are embellished with decorative brackets. The 
predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A cutaway bay window is located on the south elevation. No 
alterations were recorded for this building.

Significance: This property was owned by Reverend B. Wistar Morris before the construction of the current house. Beginning in 
1869, Morris was an Episcopal Bishop of Oregon. He was a leading figure in the establishment of such Northwest Portland 
institutions as Bishop Scott Academy and Good Samaritan Hospital.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 334
Address: 2111 - 2119 NW HOYT ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452301820

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Winter, Gustav Jr., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 8400

Legal Description: W 33'of Lot 4, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This duplex residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street. It is a two and one-half story structure 
with a concrete foundation and a hipped and gabled roof. The walls are surfaced with narrow lapped siding. The building is 
organized into three bays at the primary elevation. The center bay is recessed, while the side bays are articulated by gabled, 
pedimented porticos at the first story. Each portico is supported by two square piers and is characterized by wide, overhanging eaves 
and a cornice with modillions. The two recessed main entrances are located on the south facade under the porticos. The wood doors 
have three vertical panels and single lights. Windows are primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with plain trim. There are 
also tripartite windows centered in the first and second stories. There is one brick interior chimney. Alterations include enclosure of 
the porch in 1954 and the addition of new windows at the southeast corner of the second story.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 335 Year Built: 1908
Resources Address: 2105 - 2109 NW HOYT ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Winter, Gustav Jr., House #2
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452301810 State ID: 1N1E33BD 8500
0

Legal Description: W 33 1/2' E 67' of Lot 4, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame duplex has a modified rectilinear plan and is located on the north side of NW 
Hoyt Street. It has a concrete foundation and a hip roof with hip dormers, pedimented gables, deep eaves, and modillions. The classic 
entablature is bracketed. The exterior is surfaced with lap siding and composition shingles. There are two identical front porches with 
classic columns on either corner of the front facade. A recessed balcony is located over the west entrance and a second-story box bay 
with a hip roof is located over the east entrance. In the center of the second story, front elevation, there is a leaded-glass window. A 
double bay window is located on the west elevation. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There 
is one internal brick chimney. The original wood shingles were replaced in 1943 with composition shingles. Composite shingle 
siding was added to the rear of the house, and a new basement door was added, both at unknown dates.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 336 Year Built: 1903
Resources Address: 2101-2103 NW HOYT ST Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: Queen Anne Historic Name: Winter, Gustav Jr., Building #1
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452301830 State ID: 1N1E33BD 8600
1

Legal Description: E 33 1/2' of Lot 4, Block 11 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial and residential building occupies a corner lot at NW 21st Avenue and NW Hoyt Street, facing south at 
a busy intersection. It is a two and one-half story structure with a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and an intersecting gable 
roof. At the primary elevation, the closed gable overhangs the second story. It is embellished by modillions at the soffit. The exterior 
of the building is surfaced with asphalt shingles. There is a two-story, polygonal bay at the south elevation and a one-story polygonal 
bay with a hipped roof at the east elevation. A flat-roofed entrance portico with wide eaves is offset at the south elevation, supported 
by four fluted columns. The entrances to #2101 and #2103 are adjacent, located on the east and west sides of the portico. They are 
protected by wrought-iron security gates. The windows are primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash covered with aluminum 
storm windows and iron grilles. The basement windows are covered with wire mesh. Alterations include resurfacing with asphalt 
shingles at an unknown date and conversion from a single family residence to a duplex in 1991. In 1992, a portable metal vendor cart
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was attached to the east elevation.

Significance: Although the building was constructed during the primary period of significance, subsequent alterations — notably the 
asphalt siding, windows, and attached vendor cart -- have damaged its historic integrity. The building could be considered primary 
contributing only if there were reversal of the significant alterations that have damaged its historic integrity.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 337
Address: 608 NW 19TH AVE
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80216010

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: None
Historic Name: McNamara, Michael, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33AC 7100

Legal Description: W 70' of Lot 2, Block 175 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence fronts onto NW 19th Avenue. It is a wood frame structure with a rectilinear plan 
and a concrete foundation. The gabled roof is set off by a wide boxed cornice. The gables are shingled, with centered lights. Fluted 
trim and a bracketed extension in the gables are embellished with sawtooth shingles. Shiplap siding covers the exterior. There is a 
one-story, centered entry porch with four columns on paneled bases. The hipped porch roof features a small pediment, bracket 
supports, and a simple balustrade with square balusters. The panelled entry door has leaded side lights. There is a one-story bay on 
the first floor. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows predominate. There is one interior brick chimney.

Significance: This residence served as an investment property for Fred German. Born in London in 1879, German was a well-known 
figure in Portland history. He came to Portland in 1891 and soon went to work for Meier & Frank. He eventually established a 
successful real estate office. German served two terms in the Oregon legislature and also served as president of the Portland Realty 
Board. In the 1930s, his career suffered a setback when he was arrested on two separate occasions, once for reckless driving which 
resulted in a death and another time for larceny.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 338
Address: 1823NWHOYTST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80215990

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Flynn, Josie, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33AC 7200

Legal Description: E 30' of Lot 2, Block 175 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the north side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It has a brick foundation and a roof with intersecting gables. The exterior is surfaced with lap siding and wood shingles. Deep 
eaves feature wide bargeboards and exposed rafters with sawn-profile brackets. The shingled second story is slightly flared over the 
first story. The front porch is supported by large, rectangular, tapered piers. A balcony over the west elevation is embellished with 
exposed rafters and a Stick balustrude. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash is the predominant window type. There is one interior 
brick chimney. A lattice skirt covers the foundation. In 1952, this structure was converted from a single-family dwelling to a duplex.

Significance: This residence is significant for its connection to Cyrus Abda Dolph, who owned the property for a short period of 
time. Born in New York in 1840, Dolph journeyed to Portland as part of the Oregon Escort. A prominent attorney, Dolph became the 
first president of the Oregon State Bar Association in Portland. He was also elected attorney for the city of Portland and served as 
president of three major railways. Dolph is also notable for his involvement with many civic organizations, serving on the Portland 
Library Association Board of Trustees, as regent of the University of Oregon, and on the Board of Trustees for Reed College.
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This property also belonged to Charles Harrison Prescott. Born in Boston in 1839, Prescott traveled to and worked in Australia before 
he settled in Portland in 1880. He was the manager of the Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company and the president of the 
Northwest Cold Storage and Ice Company.

Rose White also resided in the house for many years after the death of her husband. Born Rose Rosenberg, she was the wife of Isam 
White. Upon the death of her husband, Rose White established the Isam and Rose White Benevolent Fund. The fund continues to 
support local health and social service organizations to this day.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 339 Year Built: 1914
Resources Address: 2386NWHOYTST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Morrow, Kate, House
recontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452302690 State ID: IN 1E33BC 4900
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 15&16, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the south side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It has a concrete foundation and a gable roof with hip dormers. The dormers have shed roofs. A box cornice with brackets 
and a denticulated frieze articulates the roof line. The exterior surface is lap siding, wood panels, and cornerboards topped with 
capitals. A portico at the front entrance has a flat roof and Tuscan columns. On the east elevation, there is a two-tiered porch; the 
second story has been enclosed. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Porthole windows are 
located in the gable. The second-story porch was enclosed at an unknown date and converted to office use in 1962.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style building 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 340 Year Built: 1906
Resources Address: 2364 NW HOYT ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Sutton, James, House
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452302680 State ID: IN 1E33BC 4800
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 14, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the south side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It has a concrete foundation and a hip roof with hip dormers. The deep eaves shelter a plain frieze and fluted cornerboards. 
The hipped dormer has a row of three nine-over-one, double-hung windows. The exterior surface material is lap siding and wood 
panels. The front entrance is a two panel door with beveled-glass side lights. The front porch has classic columns and pedestals, 
stickwork balusters, a lattice skirt, and a truncated hip roof with flared eaves. At the rear of the house, there is an additional, enclosed 
porch topped by a balcony. The entrance from the back porch is a solid, five-panel door with a transom. The balcony has a hip roof 
with wooden posts, and stickwork balusters. Thre predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A double bay 
window is located under the eaves of the west elevation. There is one corbelled brick chimney. A wrought-iron stair railing was 
added to the front porch at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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INV.#: 341
Address: 2356 NW HOYT ST
Style: Arts and Crafts
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302670

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Sweet, G. & G.C., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 4700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 11, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street. It has a concrete 
foundation and a partial, above-grade basement. The exterior is clad with clapboard siding on the slightly recessed first floor, with the 
rest of the facade covered in stucco. The main entrance to the building is on the north facade, via a portico with wide, square columns 
and a flat roof. The portico has a closed clapboard balustrade and projecting eaves, and it is topped by a partial width, second-story 
balcony with an ornamental woodwork balustrade. A solid board-and-batten door has decorative wrought-iron hinges, a wrought-iron 
knocker, and a narrow, fixed, horizontal light. The predominant fenestration is eight-over-one, double-hung wood sash with lug sills. 
On the first story, north facade, there are alternating six-over-one and 12-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows with architrave 
trim. A belt course runs along the first story, above the north facade fenestration. There are decorative corner brackets between the 
first and second stories. There is one brick chimney on the sidewall of the east facade. No significant alterations were recorded for 
this structure.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Arts and Crafts style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
]
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 342
Address: 2342 NW HOYT ST
Style: Arts and Crafts
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302660

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Gardner, John, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 4600

Legal Description: W 55' of Lot 10, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame duplex has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the south side of NW Hoyt Street. 
It has a brick and concrete foundation and a gabled roof. The exterior is surfaced with wood shingles, stucco, and lap siding. The 
twin gables are embellished with stickwork and diamond-paned windows. Front porches on both corners of the front elevation have 
plain posts, curved bracket supports, and stickwork balusters. The east side porch has a hip roof, while the west side porch is recessed 
beneath the second story. Both porches have plain posts, turned balusters, and are enclosed with latticework. The front doors have 
one glass panel and leaded-glass side lights. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are two 
oriel windows on the second story of the front elevation, diamond-paned windows in the upper story, and bay windows on the east and 
front elevations. A wooden deck, stairs and landing between the two units, and a back entrance were added at unknown dates.

Significance: This property was originally owned by Dr. Kenneth A. J. MacKenzie. Born in Canada in 1859, Dr. MacKenzie came to 
Portland in 1882 where he served on the staff of St. Vincent's Hospital. He is significant as both a leader in the Portland medical 
profession and a public-spirited visionary who was instrumental in the development of the University of Oregon Medical School. 
That facility evolved to become the campus of the Oregon Health Sciences University, one of the leading teaching hospitals in the 
country.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Arts and Crafts style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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INV. #: 343
Address: 2338NWHOYTST 
Style: Dutch Colonial 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302650

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Samberson, George, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 4500

Legal Description: W 23' of Lot 7, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two-story residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street on an elevated lot. It has a concrete 
foundation and a partial, above-grade basement. The exterior is clad with shiplap siding and is decorated with corner boards. The 
intersecting hip and gable roof has metal coping. The main entrance is on the north facade. There is a three-paneled wood door with a 
single light, a tripartite fixed, leaded transom, and leaded-glass side lights. The front porch has three Tuscan columns and two 
colonnettes. There are square, wood balusters and a wood stairway with an open rail. The predominant fenestration is one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash with lintels and slip sills. On the north facade, there is a large, one-over-one fixed light with leaded glass, a 
small casement window with a molded lintel and lug sill, and a recessed bay at the second story. A projecting two-story bay on the 
east facade has a boxed cornice. There are twin gambrels at the west facade supported by modillions. Decorative latticework covers 
the basement level underneath the verandah. No significant alterations were recorded for this structure.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Dutch Colonial style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV. #: 344
Address: 2332NWHOYTST
Style: Colonial Revival

Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302640

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Ferguson, Jessie & William, House
#1
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BC 4400

Legal Description: E 27' of Lot 7, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street. It is a two and one-half story 
building with a brick foundation and gabled roof. The roof has deep eaves with modillions. A shed dormer embellishes the west 
facade. The front gable has undulating and diamond-patterned wood shingles and a decorative oval window with keystones. The 
exterior is clad with V-groove wood siding, with a water table between the first story and the daylight basement. The main entrance is 
located on the north facade. A three-paneled, single-light wood door is located within the reentrant attached porch. The porch has 
classic columns, an entablature, and a square balustrade. At the second story, there is a recessed balcony with classical posts. There is 
an additional porch on the rear of the building. It is enclosed, with multi-paned windows. The predominant window type is one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash. There are rectangular window bays on the second story, west facade. A four-paned window with a 
leaded-glass transom embellishes the primary facade. There is one interior brick chimney. Alterations include storm windows and the 
addition of composition shingle siding to the south facade at an unknown date. A garage was added to the daylight basement circa 
1954.
Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Colonial Revival residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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INV.#: 345
Address: 2326 NW HOYT ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302630

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Hume, W.T., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 4300

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 6, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two story, wood frame building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street on an elevated lot. It has an 
intersecting gable and hip roof, with corner brackets and a projecting box cornice. Stickwork sunbursts embellish the front gable. 
There is a partial above-grade basement. The exterior is clad with asbestos siding. The main entrance is located on the north facade. 
A three-paneled wood door has a single light and a fixed transom. There is a small, reentrant, gabled porch with a boxed cornice 
pediment, a wooden rail and a shingled post. The predominant fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are also 
windows on the north facade within the two cutaway corners. The west and east facades each have a gabled dormer with projecting 
verges and casement windows. Decorative features include fish-scale shingles at the second story of the east and west facades. 
Significant alterations to this building include the addition of asbestos siding at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 346
Address: 2324 NW HOYT ST
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne

Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302620

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Ferguson, Jessie & William, House
#2
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 4200

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 6, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street on a elevated lot. It is a wood frame, two-story 
building with a daylight basement and a concrete foundation. The exterior is clad with asbestos shingles. The roof is hipped and 
gabled. On the east facade, there are two gabled dormers with projecting verges, a boxed cornice, and a molded frieze. The front 
gable is embellished with stickwork sunbursts. The main entrance is on the north facade, where there is a three-paneled wood door 
with a single light and a decorative metal screen door. The doors have a fixed transom. The reentrant, gabled porch has a boxed 
cornice pediment is supported by a metal post. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with sills. On 
the first story of the north facade there are two windows within the cutaway corners. There is a projecting casement window with a 
molded frieze on the west facade that is supported by brackets. There is one interior brick chimney. A stone and concrete retaining 
wall surrounds the property. Significant alterations to this building include the addition of a garage to the daylight basement in 1992, 
the addition of a skylight to the eastern elevation at an unknown date, and the addition of asbestos shingles.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood. It would be a better example if the alterationas - notably, the skylight and asbestos shingles - were replaced with the 
original materials.
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INV.#: 347
Address: 505-525 NW 23RD AVE 
Style: Modern Commercial 
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: R452302520

Year Built: 1992
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Glisan Street Associates Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 4100

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1-5, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial complex has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, occupying a full block 
between NW Glisan and Hoyt streets. It is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The building is divided 
into 10 bays delineated by columns. The roof has a stepped parapet at the center entrance, metal coping, and decorative metalwork 
capping brick pilasters at the roof line. The exterior surface is brick, with patterned brick details including a soldier course above the 
storefront windows and at the frieze. Variegated brick dots the walls. The main entrance, centered on the west facade, is recessed 
under a stepped parapet and embellished by a cast-stone plaque inscribed with Roman numerals. The entrance breezeway leads to 
parking at the rear of the building. Seven individual storefronts front onto NW 23rd. These storefronts are glazed with ribbon 
windows set in metal sash and have doors with wide, cast-stone frames.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the historic district, its date of construction classifies it as 
noncontributing.

Contributing 
Resources 
1 
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 348
Address: 530 NW 23RD AVE
Style: Streetcar Era
Classification: Secondary Contributing

Tax#: R452302930

Year Built: 1912
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Campbell Hotel
Architect: Ewart, Alexander Charles; Wright
Investment Company (builders)
State ID: 1N1E33BC 4000

Legal Description: W 70' of Lot 15&16, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a U-shaped plan, with frontage on NW 23rd Avenue and NW Hoyt Street. It is a four-story structure 
with a raised basement, flat roof, and brick walls. The west and north facades are capped with a prominent sheet metal cornice with 
paired brackets and modillions. The lower story and basement are sheathed in rusticated brick. Stone belt courses separate the facade 
into three sections. The front (west) facade is symmetrical, with the ends of the two wings framing the recessed entry court. The main 
entry has concrete steps, which lead to a wood and glass door with side lights. The west facade of the entry court is dominated by a 
three-story porch with Tuscan columns and wood balustrades. Fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung sash, with 
surrounds that vary by floor. Lower story windows have stone sills and lintels with keystones. At the center of each wing are two- 
story polygonal bays, with sheet-metal panels above and window openings below. Flanking the bays are windows with cast-stone 
keystones and radiating angle-joint brick. The top-story windows are surrounded by arched window heads with cast stone arches, 
keystones, and quoined window surrounds. The north facade is asymmetrical and divided into six bays. Two multi-story polygonal 
bays with cast-stone panels dominate the middle section of the north elevation. The basement level of the north facade includes an 
entry to commercial space. This entry is composed of a wood and glass door with side lights and an elaborate brick surround.

Significance: The Campbell Hotel is the foremost extant work of architect Alexander Charles Ewart. Ewart, who hailed from 
Ontario, Canada, moved to Portland with his family in 1904 at the start of the apartment building boom. Known as a "pioneer 
designer of apartment houses in Portland," Ewart's work focused on hotels and apartment houses. As prolific as he was, Ewart did not 
often repeat his apartment designs. He is known to have designed at least seven apartments in the Historic Alphabet District. Of the 
seven, three are individually listed in the National Register.

The Campbell Hotel was one of the two listed in the National Register. It was built by the Wright Investment Company, whose 
partners included Alexander M. Wright, George A. Houseman, and Morris Marks. The Campbell Hotel stands as a primary physical
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expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in the early twentieth century from an area of stately 
mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial development.

The building, individually listed in the National Register in 1988, is considered to be contributing within the district because of its 
architectural merit and for its association with the development of the Northwest neighborhood following the Lewis and Clark 
Exposition. (Heritage Investment Corp., Campbell Hotel National Register Nomination, 1987)

Contributing 
Resources
0

Noncontributing 
Resources

INV. #: 349
Address: 522-526 NW 23RD AVE
Style: Neoclassical

Classification: Compatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: R452302920

Year Built: 1955
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Lessard, Dellmore & Goldie,
Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CB 200

Legal Description: TL 200 of Lot 15-17, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: The commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, facing west on a busy arterial. Three 
businesses occupy the building. It is a two-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The wide, metal cornice is 
embellished with double-curved molding, projecting over the second story. The exterior surface is tiled with marble. The three main 
entrances are located on the east facade. These are pedimented in the classical style, exhibiting flat-arch and round-arch motifs with 
cornices and entablatures. The fully glazed doors have wood trim. Fenestration includes aluminum sash ribbon windows at the second 
story and glazed, wood sash storefront windows at the first story. Decorative details include lighting at the soffit of the cornice and 
accent marble tile at the southwest and southeast sides of the building.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the historic district, its date of construction classifies it as 
noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 350
Address: 2268 NW HOYT ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302910

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Campion, Harry F., House #1
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 3900

Legal Description: W 33' of Lot 14, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence has a rectilinear plan, concrete foundation, and a raised basement. The hip roof 
has projecting eaves and modillions and overhangs the second story. There are hip-roofed dormers on the north and south facades. 
Lapped siding sheathes the exterior, with vertical wood siding at the entry. There is a polygonal bay at the first story level of the 
primary (north) and west facades. The main entrance is located on the north facade and has two eight-panel doors with wood 
surrounds. There is a one-bay, flat-roofed entry porch supported by two sets of paired, square columns mounted on wood pedestals. 
There is also a closed-rail balustrade. Wood stairs leading to the porch have wood handrails, open rails, and newel posts. One-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash windows with wood surrounds and slipsills predominate. There is one exterior brick chimney at the west 
facade and one interior brick chimney. Alterations include the replacement of the roofs original wood shingles in 1932. The front 
door was relocated in 1978.

Significance: This residence is important for its association with Harry Campion. A native of Portland, Campion was employed by 
the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company railroad. He advanced to the position of agent, and then to traveling auditor. In 1909, 
he became a superintendent for the Port of Portland and served as a successful and well-known purchasing agent for the port. 
Campion was a charter member of the Breakfast Club. He was also involved with the Purchasing Agents Association of Oregon and 
the Knights of Columbus.
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This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 351
Address: 2260 NW HOYT ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302900

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Campion, Harry F. & Anna, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BC 3800

Legal Description: W 16' of Lot 11, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts onto the south side of NW 
Hoyt Street. It has a stuccoed concrete foundation and a hip roof with hip dormers. Wide, overhanging eaves are present on both the 
first and second stories. The exterior is surfaced with V-groove wood siding. The full-width front porch has a pedimented entrance, 
Tuscan porch posts with paired brackets, and decorative jigsaw scroll work. The rails and balusters are simple and unadorned. The 
predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. No alternations have been recorded for this structure.

Significance: This residence is important for its association with Harry Campion. A native of Portland, Campion was employed by the 
Oregon Railway and Navigation Company railroad. He advanced to the position of agent, and then to traveling auditor. In 1909, he 
became a superintendent for the Port of Portland and served as a successful and well-known purchasing agent for the port. Campion 
was a charter member of the Breakfast Club. He was also involved with the Purchasing Agents Association of Oregon, and the 
Knights of Columbus.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 352
Address: 2254 NW HOYT ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302890

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Campion, Harry F., House #2
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BC 3700

Legal Description: E 34' of Lot 11, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a modified rectilinear plan and is located on the south side of 
NW Hoyt Street. It has a stuccoed concrete foundation and a hip roof with hip dormers. The exterior surface is lap siding and wood 
panels. The front door is paneled and topped with six door lights. Tapered, boxed porch posts support the hip porch. Lattice skirting 
covers the porch foundation. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A deck was added to the rear 
elevation in 1976.

Significance: This residence is important for its association with Harry Campion. A native of Portland, Campion was employed by the 
Oregon Railway and Navigation Company railroad. He advanced to the position of agent, and then to traveling auditor. In 1909, he 
became a superintendent for the Port of Portland and served as a successful and well-known purchasing agent for the port. Campion 
was a charter member of the Breakfast Club. He was also involved with the Purchasing Agents Association of Oregon and the 
Knights of Columbus.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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INV.#: 353
Address: 2248 NW HOYT ST 
Style: Queen Anne / Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302880

Year Built: 1898
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Streibig, Oscar & William, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 17200

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 10, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half, wood frame residence has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts onto the south side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It has a stuccoed brick foundation, a hip roof with intersecting gables, and two gable dormers on the front elevation. The 
exterior surface is V-groove wood siding. Sawtooth shingles follow the gable edge, and decorative shingles cover the clipped-front 
gable. The main entrance door features one panel with 12 lights, the original transom with the house number, and stained-glass. Over 
the entrance, a pediment is adorned with a sunburst pattern. The front porch has a hip roof, turned posts with a capitol, turned 
balusters, and a lattice skirt. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Polygonal bay windows are 
located on the north and west elevations. To the west of the front door there is a large, center-paned window with 14 lights and a 
transom. There is one internal brick chimney. Decorative features include curved brackets under the cornice molding, a flared siding 
course, and carved jambs on the gable-roofed dormers. Storm windows, brickwork in the front yard, and a new rear porch were added 
in 1976. In 1931, the house was converted to a duplex and alterations were made to the porch and windows. In 1927, a dormer 
window was enlarged.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne / Colonial Revival 
style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 354
Address: 2242 NW HOYT ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302870

Year Built: 1898
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Streibig, William, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33BD 17100

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 10, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on the south side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It has a brick and stucco foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables and gable dormers. The gabled dormer at center 
has one double-hung, 12-over-12 window. The frieze has sawtooth-shingle edging, and the bracket supports have a sawn-profile. The 
exterior surface material is V-groove wood siding. A five-panel entrance door is topped by transom lights with beveled-glass and a 
round light. The front porch is topped by a pediment decorated with a sunburst pattern. The porch has turned posts and balusters and 
a lattice skirt. There is a balcony on the rear facade. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Above 
the front porch, there is a polygonal bay window. Other decorative features include curved brackets beneath the cornice, 
cornerboards, and a flared siding course. There is one internal brick chimney. In 1983, the house was converted from a single-family 
residence to a duplex. In 1988, a porch and stairs were added to the rear of the house.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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INV.#: 355
Address: 2234NWHOYTST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452302860

Year Built: 1898
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Whitehearst, John G., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 17000

Legal Description: W 40' of Lot 7, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one and one-half story, wood frame, multi-family residence has an irregular plan and is located on the south side of 
NW Hoyt Street. It has a stuccoed brick foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables and shed dormers. The exterior surface is 
shiplap and flush horizontal siding. Vertical siding is located below the front bay windows, which are rectangular. The front door is 
topped by a transom. The front porch is supported by chamfered posts with capitols, curvilinear jigsaw brackets, and a paneled arch. 
The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. The pediment above the focal window is adorned with cut 
out decorations and molding. A cutaway bay window is embellished with decorative brackets and pendants. In 1923, the building 
was converted from a single family residence to a multi-family residence. Storm windows were added at an unknown date.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 356
Address: 2226 NW HOYT ST
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302840

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Casa Linda Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 16900

Legal Description: - of Lot 6, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story, wood frame structure has a rectilinear plan and is located on the south side of NW Hoyt Street. It has a 
stuccoed concrete foundation, a flat roof with a parapet, and a metal cornice with modi! lions. The exterior surface is brick, with a 
denticulated frieze and raised brick quoins. The front stoop projects from the center of the building and has stairs leading to the 
landing from the left and right. A stepped wall edges the front stairs and is topped with stone urns. The recessed entry is tiled. The 
fully glazed front door has side lights and a transom. On either side of the front projection, there is a balcony with cast-iron balusters. 
On the backside of the building, there are wooden balconies at each story. The doors at each balcony and the basement are two-panel. 
The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with arched heads and keystones. Bay windows with flat 
roofs are located at the third story. The wooden balconies on the rear facade were added at an unknown date. The original wood 
balusters were replaced with iron balconies in 1987. Second and third-story balconies were removed from the front facade in 1952.

Significance: This property was owned by Nathan Simon before the existing structure was built. Simon, a Portland attorney and 
businessman, owned a garage/showroom for electric cars in Northwest Portland with J. V. Beach. The two were partners in a law firm 
active in the formation and development of the Portland Railway Light and Power Company. As the more affordable gasoline 
powered automobile eclipsed the electric car, the showroom was turned into a mechanic's garage and storage space.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Classical style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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INV.#: 357
Address: 2222NWHOYTST
Style: Utilitarian

Year Built: 1970
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Society of Jesus, Oregon Provincial
Building

Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Tax#: R452302730 State ID: 1N1E33BD 16800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&2, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two-story building is located on a corner lot. It has a rectilinear plan, concrete foundation, and a flat roof with 
metal coping. The exterior surface is variegated brick laid in a common bond pattern. There is a basement garage on the west facade. 
The recessed main entrance is located on the north facade. It has a multi-panel wood door set in a window wall. There is a portico 
with a steeply pitched, metal shed roof. A roughcast ramp with an iron balustrade and open rails leads to the portico. Slightly 
recessed, two-over-two, aluminum sash windows with aluminum slipsills predominate. Air conditioning units project from the second 
story fenestration. Decorative features include two small, horizontal, fixed panels of leaded glass located at the first story level of the 
west end of the primary (north) facade.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 358
Address: 2182NWHOYTST
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1930
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Patricia Court Apartments
Architect: Berni, Albert F.
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This two-story, 16-unit condominium has a U-shaped plan and is located on the south side of NW Hoyt Street. It has a 
rusticated concrete and stucco foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables. A pedimented gable holds a circular window and 
molded cornice. The facade is decorated with brick pilasters, brick band courses, and brick patterning above the first-story windows. 
The predominant window type is six-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A round window is surrounded with brick and leaded glass 
and a projecting sill. Iron grates cover the basement and rear windows. Each unit has a gabled portico with a pointed arch. A brick 
wall and iron entrance gate enclose a courtyard with plantings and a brick circle in the center. In 1976, the apartment building was 
converted to condominiums, and it was reroofed in 1990.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classical style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 359
Address: 2164 NW HOYT ST
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452303110

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: The Houseman Apartments
Architect: Ewart, Alexander Charles
State ID: 1N1E33BD 7200

Legal Description: TL 7200 of Lot 11&14, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This four-story, flat-roofed apartment building has a rectilinear plan and a rusticated concrete block foundation. The 
frame is constructed of wood surfaced with brick. The front facade is patterned with light and dark bricks and with quoins outlined in 
contrasting brick. A curvilinear parapet rises above the projecting metal cornice and is capped with concrete coping. Decorative, 
paired brackets support the cornice. A large front porch with a wood balustrade leads to a recessed entry, which is sheltered by a front
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awning. The glazed door has one side light and two transom lights. Carved wood surrounds the lights. The predominant window 
type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Two three-story bays are located on both the north and south elevations. Alterations 
include the addition of storm windows, a new basement door, brick repair to the front facade, and replacement of the original wooden 
steps with concrete steps, all at unknown dates.

Significance: This building is associatied with architect Alexander Charles Ewart. Ewart, who hailed from Ontario, Canada, moved 
to Portland with his family in 1904 at the start of the apartment building boom. Known as a "pioneer designer of apartment houses in 
Portland," Ewart's focus was hotels and apartment houses. As prolific as he was, Ewart did not often repeat his apartment designs. He 
is known to have designed at least seven apartments in the Historic Alphabet District. Of the seven, three are individually listed in the 
National Register.

This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in the early 
twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. It is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classical style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 360 Year Built: 1964
Resources Address: 2146NWHOYTST Alterations: None
0 Style: Minimal Tract Historic Name: Pollock, Joseph I. & Rose Marie,

Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Resources Tax #: R452303100 State ID: 1N1E33BD 7100 
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 10, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building has an ell-shaped plan and is located at the southwest corner of an interior lot. The remainder 
of the lot is dedicated to surface parking, except for the swimming pool sited at the ell's interior. A wall covered with clapboard siding 
and wood coping divides the apartment complex and pool from the parking lot. The building is a two-story structure with a concrete 
foundation, partial, above-grade basement, and a gable-on-hip roof with overhanging eaves and rafters. The exterior surface is 
primarily clapboard siding and is divided into bays by square, narrow, engaged columns. The only variation in wall treatment occurs 
at the north facade, where the surface is covered by rock-faced stone. Apartment entrances are located at the ell's interior, at the 
building's east and north facades. Slightly recessed wood entrance doors have six rectangular panels and plain trim. Aluminum sash 
tripartite windows with fixed center panes and sliding glass side lights predominate. Fenestration at the second-story level is flanked 
by false shutters. No alteration records exist for this structure.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 361 Year Built: 1885
Resources Address: 2134NWHOYTST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Italianate Historic Name: Bergman, Joseph, House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452303090 State ID: 1N1E33BD 7000
0

Legal Description: TL 7000 of Lot 7, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This two story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the south side of 
NW Hoyt Street. It has a stuccoed brick foundation and a high-pitched, truncated hip roof. The enclosed 
eaves shelter decorative cornice molding, brackets, panels, a molding course, and an entablature with a plain 
frieze. The exterior surface material is shiplap siding. Jigsaw carved brackets, molding courses, a paneled 
frieze, perforations, stickwork, and diamond panel decorations embellish the exterior. The front porch has a 
roof balcony and is adorned with chamfered posts, carved jigsaw brackets, balusters and cut-outs. The 
arched entryway has a central pendant and perforated corners. Above the porch, the projecting balcony has 
turned posts with knobs, balustrades, brackets and moldings. The frosted, French front doors are carved 

yt with decorative surrounds and topped with a transom light. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash
windows predominate and have plain heads, jambs, and sills and round arches. Two-faceted window bays extend over both stories.
Window alarms were added to the house at an unknown date.

Significance: This house was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1983. It was named after its second 
owner, Joseph Bergman. A native of Germany, Bergman came to Portland in 1856. While in Portland, he became both a prosperous 
butcher and a successful cattle merchant. He served as a volunteer fireman for 12 years and was a founding member of the Beth Israel 
Synagogue. He is significant for his civic and religious contributions to the city of Portland. (Rosalind Clark, Joseph Bergman House 
National Register Nomination, 1983)

This building is also significant for its association with Amos N. King who once occupied this land. Born in Ohio in 1822, King 
moved to Portland in 1849 and received of one of the Donation Land Claims constituting Northwest Portland. He established a 
successful tanning business. King retired in 1860 to devote himself to real estate and land development. He is significant not only for 
his business ventures, but also for the 40 acres of land he sold to the city of Portland to create Washington Park, the first extensive 
park in the city.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Italianate style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest Portland area.

Contributing

Resources

0

Noncontributing

Resources
2

INV. #: 362
Address: 2122-2126 NW HOYT ST
Style: Ranch
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452303080

Year Built: 1980
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Jonland Corp. Building #3
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 6900

Legal Description: - of Lot 6, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description. This multi-family residence has an ell-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Hoyt Street, with a surface parking lot in the 
interior of the ell. Two buildings exist on the lot: 2122 is a one-story structure with a side-gabled roof; 2124-26 is a two-story 
structure with a side-gabled roof. The exterior is surfaced with brick at the base and with vertical wood siding below the gable. There 
is horizontal lapped siding at the gables. Entrance to 2122 is centered on the east elevation; entrance to 2124-26 is at the northeast 
corner of the building. Wood panel doors have six panels and no glazing. Fenestration includes sliding windows with aluminum sash 
and brick slipsills. There are also fixed, single-light windows. Each building has two bubble skylights and a brick end-wall chimney. 
Significance: Due to the building's date of construction and style, it is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 363
Address: 539NW21 STAVE
Style: Early Modern
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302970

Year Built: 1934
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Haines, Annie, Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 6800

Legal Description: - of Lot 1, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This building is located on a corner lot and is currently vacant. It is a one-story structure with a rectilinear plan, 
concrete foundation, and a flat roof with metal coping. Stucco sheathes the exterior. The primary (east) elevation is organized into 
three bays divided by pilasters. The main entrance is located on the east facade and is sheltered by a canvas awning. It has a 
rectangular wood door with a single, large light; side lights; and a transom. Large, fixed, aluminum sash windows predominate. Most 
of the building's fenestration, as well as its secondary entrances, have been covered by vertical wood siding or have been painted over. 
Ornamental details are limited to simple Art Deco decoration at the cornice line and small tiles at the foundation level. No alterations 
have been recorded for this building.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Early Modern style 
commercial building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 364
Address: 526-528 NW 21 STAVE
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452303190

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: St. Francis Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33BD 6500

Legal Description: W 90' of Lot 15&16, Block 19 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This five-story apartment building is located on the east side of NW 21st Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial. The building 
has a U-shape plan and a basement. The walls are brick. The primary facade of the building has decorative brickwork and brick 
quoins. The first story facade is rusticated. Entrance to the building is through a concrete courtyard enclosed by a wrought-iron fence 
and gate. The four upper stories have balconies with wrought-iron balustrades. Corner porches are enclosed with steel sash windows. 
Metal fire escapes run along the west facade of both wings of the U. The cornice was removed in 1988.

Significance: This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. This building is a designated Portland Historic Landmark.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classical style multi-family residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 365
Address: 2033 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80227570

Year Built: 1914 
Alterations: Minor 
Historic Name: Couch School 
Architect: Naramore, Floyd A. 
State ID: 1N1E33BD 6400

Legal Description: TL 6400 of Lot --, Block 281 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two-story school has an H-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It has a concrete foundation and a flat 
roof with a parapet. The roof is decorated with a terra-cotta cavetto cornice below the parapet. The reinforced concrete walls have 
brick facing. The main entrances are located on the south facade. A pair of brick stairwells each lead to an entrance that has a double 
wood door with multi-lights and a rounded, multi-light transom. The entrances are topped by a Tudor arch with modillions and 
decorative relief panels. The predominant window type includes ribbons of one-over-one, with fixed-panes and an operative lower 
sash. These windows replaced the originals at an unknown date. There is a daylight basement. This buiding is decorated with terra 
cotta panels inset into the parapet and a terra-cotta belt course. A security gate was added at an unknown time.
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Significance: Designed by architect Floyd A. Naramore, Couch School is the only intact educational institution in the Northwest 
neighborhood. Naramore, a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, was the Portland School District architect from 
1912 to 1919. He left a legacy of high quality school buildings in the city, one of which was the Couch School. It received an 
Honorable Mention as a notable example of Portland architecture in 1919 from the Oregon Chapter of the American Insitutes of 
Architects. Naramore left Portland to become the architect for Seattle Public Schools from 1919 to 1932. In 1943, he started his own 
firm, which later became Naramore, Bain, Brady and Johanson. It was regarded as one of the most important firms in the state of 
Washington during the Postwar Era.

The Couch School is located on the site of the White family residence. Levi White immigrated to Portland from Germany with his 
brother Isam in 1858. He quickly became one of Portland's leading merchants. His son, Isaac L. White, was also a prominent 
business executive. He directed the I. L. White Insurance Agency and he was active in the Masons. This property was also the site of 
Cicero and Clementine Lewis' residence. Born in New Jersey in 1826, Lewis came to Portland in 1850. He founded a wholesale 
grocery business, which grew into the largest on the west coast. He married Clementine Couch and played an important role in the 
development of the Couch family property. He also served on the Port of Portland and Portland Water Committees. The mansion was 
razed for the development of a playground for the Couch School.

This property is also significant for its connection to Archbishop Alexander Christie, who deeded this property to the Portland School 
District. Highly regarded by the Northwest Catholic population, Archbishop Christie served for 11 years at St. Mary's Cathedral in 
Portland. He is notable for his contributions to both the Catholic faith and church social organizations.

Couch School, now known as the Metropolitan Learning Center, is considered to be contributing as a good example of the Jacobethan 
style and is significant for its association with F. A. Naramore. It is also significant as a flagship educational institution within the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 366 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: NW 20TH & GLISAN ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R180226370 State ID: 1N1E33AC 8300
0

Legal Description: TL 8300 of Lot --, Block 273&281 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This site is located next to Couch Park. It is a closed-off section of NW 20th Avenue used as a pedestrian thoroughfare. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 367 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: 1961 NW GLISAN ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: Couch Park
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R180226290 State ID: 1N1E33AC 8200
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 1-14, Block 273 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This site is currently being used as a public park. It includes landscaping, a playground, furniture, and a small structure 
that houses the restrooms. The restroom structure was built in 1976.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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Contributing 
Resources
0

Noncontributing 
Resources
2

INV.#: 368
Address: 1830NWHOYTST
Style: Modern Commercial

Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: Rl 80215870

Year Built: 1966
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Erickson, Charles D. & Irving T.
Building
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33AC 8100

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6&7, Block 174 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan and is sited on the corner of NW Hoyt Street and NW 19th Avenue. 
The structure is located on the south half of the lot. Surface parking occupies the remainder of the lot. The one-story building has a 
concrete foundation and a flat roof. The roof stretches over the north elevation and has exposed joists. The exterior concrete block 
surface has decorative tile at each end of the north facade. Plywood sheathing covers the space between the north facade windows and 
the roof overhang. On the west facade, the exterior surface is characterized by a raised, undulating concrete block pattern. The east 
facade is plain concrete block. The main entrance is located on the north facade. The entry is a paired glass door with rectangular 
side lights. The north facade has two bays with large, fixed, two-pane aluminum windows predominating. A storage shed located on 
the northeast corner of the lot was constructed in 1984. A five-foot high cedar fence built in 1984 runs the length of the east property 
line.

Significance: This commercial building and the auxiliary building are classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to their 
dates of construction and style.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 369
Address: 533-535 NW 18TH AVE 
Style: Craftsman / Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80215830

Year Built: 1909
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Walker, William, Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AC 7600

Legal Description: - of Lot 8, Block 174 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building is corner-sited on the west side of NW 18th Avenue, a moderately busy arterial. It is a two and 
one-half story structure with a square plan and a concrete foundation. The walls are wood frame, finished with shiplap siding. The 
complex roof has multiple intersecting gables and gabled dormers. The boxed cornice has overhanging eaves and wide fascia and trim 
boards. There are three large, two-story bays and a corner polygonal tower with a belcast tent roof. The recessed double entry 
features columns and paneled entry doors with side lights. The flat-roofed porches are embellished with pilasters. The primary 
window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman / Colonial Revival 
style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 370
Address: 1734NWHOYTST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180214810

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Trenkmann Houses #1
Architect: Trenkmann, Herman (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33AC 3200

Legal Description: N 15' W 33.8' of Lot 6, Block 163 in COUCHS ADD
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Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on the south side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It is part of a group of eight houses in the same block that were constructed at the same time. Additional properties in this 
group include 525 NW 17th Avenue, 526 NW 18th Avenue, and 1704, 1710, 1716, 1720, and 1728 NW Hoyt Street. This building 
shares similar architectural characteristics with the others. It has a brick foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables. The 
exterior surface materials are shiplap siding and patterned wood shingles. A water table divides the basement and first story. The 
front porch has chamfered posts, curved brackets, latticework both along the top edge and below the porch, and spindlework. A 
recessed balcony above the front porch is decorated with a turned balustrude, spindlework, and square posts. The double entrance 
door features stained-glass and a transom. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash, one of which has 
a triangular pedimented hood supported by brackets. A cutaway bay window along the front elevation is ornamented with curvilinear 
brackets and a central pendant. Double bay windows are oriented on the west elevation. Fishscale and diamond-patterned shingles 
cover the second story. Other decorative features include a projecting cornice with a dentilated frieze and a dormer with a hipped 
gable. The interior chimney is corbelled brick. The roof was replaced in 1941 due to fire damage.

Significance: This property is one of eight contiguous residences known as the Trenkmann Houses and also as the Hoyt Street Group. 
It was listed in 1978 as part of a group nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. The Trenkmann Houses exemplify the 
Vernacular Queen Anne style of architecture. The houses were all constructed in 1890 by Hermann Trenkmann. A native of 
Germany, Trenkmann moved to Portland in the late 1860s. A machinist and toolmaker by trade, Trenkmann set up a contracting 
business in downtown Portland. Trenkmann is noteworthy for his extensive work on the Salem penitentiary and many other state and 
municipal construction projects over the years. The houses were designed for use as single-family residential rental units. (William 
Jamison and Charles Spence, Trenkmann Houses National Register Nomination, 1977)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 371 Year Built: 1890
Resources Address: 1728 NW HOYT ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Vernacular Queen Anne Historic Name: Trenkmann Houses #2
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: Trenkmann, Herman (builder)
Resources Tax #: R180214770 State ID: 1N1E33AC 3300
0

Legal Description: TL 3300 of Lot 6&7, Block 163 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on the south side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It is part of a group of eight houses in the same block that were constructed at the same time. Additional properties in this 
group include 525 NW 17th Avenue, 526 NW 18th Avenue, and 1704, 1710, 1716, 1720, and 1734NW Hoyt Street. This building 
shares similar architectural characteristics with the others. It has a brick foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables. The 
exterior surface materials are shiplap siding and patterned wood shingles. A water table divides the basement and first story. The 
front porch has chamfered posts, curved brackets, latticework both along the top edge and below the porch, and spindlework. A 
recessed balcony above the front porch is decorated with a turned balustrude, spindlework, and square posts. The double entrance 
door features stained-glass and a transom. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash, one of which has 
a triangular pedimented hood supported by brackets. A cutaway bay window along the front elevation is ornamented with curvilinear 
brackets and a central pendant. Double bay windows are oriented on the west elevation. Fishscale and diamond-patterned shingles 
cover the second story. Other decorative features include a projecting cornice with a dentilated frieze and a dormer with a hipped 
gable. The interior chimney is corbelled brick. A back porch was added to the property in 1975.

Significance: This property is one of eight contiguous residences known as the Trenkmann Houses and also as the Hoyt Street Group. 
It was listed in 1978 as part of a group nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. The Trenkmann Houses exemplify the 
Vernacular Queen Anne style of architecture. The houses were all constructed in 1890 by Hermann Trenkmann. A native of 
Germany, Trenkmann moved to Portland in the late 1860s. A machinist and toolmaker by trade, Trenkmann set up a contracting
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business in downtown Portland. Trenkmann is noteworthy for his extensive work on the Salem penitentiary and many other state and 
municipal construction projects over the years. The houses were designed for use as single-family residential rental units. (William 
Jamison and Charles Spence, Trenkmann Houses National Register Nomination, 1977)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 372
Address: 1720NWHOYTST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180214750

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Trenkmann Houses #3
Architect: Trenkmann, Herman (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33AC 3400

Legal Description: W 2.4' of Lot 5&8, Block 163 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on the south side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It is part of a group of eight houses in the same block that were constructed at the same time. Additional properties in this 
group include 525 NW 17th Avenue, 526 NW 18th Avenue, and 1704, 1710, 1716, 1728, and 1734NW Hoyt Street. This building 
shares similar architectural characteristics with the others. It has a brick foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables. The 
exterior surface materials are shiplap siding and patterned wood shingles. A water table divides the basement and first story. The 
front porch has chamfered posts, curved brackets, latticework both along the top edge and below the porch, and spindlework. A 
recessed balcony above the front porch is decorated with a turned balustrade, spindlework, and square posts. The double entrance 
door features stained-glass and a transom. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash, one of which has 
a triangular pedimented hood supported by brackets. A cutaway bay window along the front elevation is ornamented with curvilinear 
brackets and a central pendant. Double bay windows are oriented on the west elevation. Fishscale and diamond-patterned shingles 
cover the second story. Other decorative features include a projecting cornice with a dentilated frieze and a dormer with a hipped 
gable. The interior chimney is corbelled brick. A back porch was added to the property in 1976.

Significance: This property is one of eight contiguous residences known as the Trenkmann Houses and also as the Hoyt Street Group. 
It was listed in 1978 as part of a group nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. The Trenkmann Houses exemplify the 
Vernacular Queen Anne style of architecture. The houses were all constructed in 1890 by Hermann Trenkmann. A native of 
Germany, Trenkmann moved to Portland in the late 1860s. A machinist and toolmaker by trade, Trenkmann set up a contracting 
business in downtown Portland. Trenkmann is noteworthy for his extensive work on the Salem penitentiary and many other state and 
municipal construction projects over the years. The houses were designed for use as single-family residential rental units. (William 
Jamison and Charles Spence, Trenkmann Houses National Register Nomination, 1977)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 373
Address: 1716NWHOYTST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180214710

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Trenkmann Houses #4
Architect: Trenkmann, Herman (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33AC 3500

Legal Description: W 27' E 97.6' of Lot 5&8, Block 163 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on the south side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It is part of a group of eight houses in the same block that were constructed at the same time. Additional properties in this 
group include 525 NW 17th Avenue, 526 NW 18th Avenue, and 1704, 1710, 1720, 1728, and 1734 NW Hoyt Street. This building
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shares similar architectural characteristics with the others. It has a brick foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables. The 
exterior surface materials are shiplap siding and patterned wood shingles. A water table divides the basement and first story. The 
front porch has chamfered posts, curved brackets, latticework both along the top edge and below the porch, and spindlework. A 
recessed balcony above the front porch is decorated with a turned balustrude, spindlework, and square posts. The double entrance 
door features stained-glass and a transom. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash, one of which has 
a triangular pedimented hood supported by brackets. A cutaway bay window along the front elevation is ornamented with curvilinear 
brackets and a central pendant. Double bay windows are oriented on the west elevation. Fishscale and diamond-patterned shingles 
cover the second story. Other decorative features include a projecting cornice with a dentilated frieze and a dormer with a hipped 
gable. The interior chimney is corbelled brick. In 1976, the bay window was repaired and a new back porch was constructed..

Significance: This property is one of eight contiguous residences known as the Trenkmann Houses and also as the Hoyt Street Group. 
It was listed in 1978 as part of a group nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. The Trenkmann Houses exemplify the 
Vernacular Queen Anne style of architecture. The houses were all constructed in 1890 by Hermann Trenkmann. A native of 
Germany, Trenkmann moved to Portland in the late 1860s. A machinist and toolmaker by trade, Trenkmann set up a contracting 
business in downtown Portland. Trenkmann is noteworthy for his extensive work on the Salem penitentiary and many other state and 
municipal construction projects over the years. The houses were designed for use as single-family residential rental units. (William 
Jamison and Charles Spence, Trenkmann Houses National Register Nomination, 1977)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 374
Address: 1710NW HOYT ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80214690

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Trenkmann Houses #5
Architect: Trenkmann, Herman (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33AC 3600

Legal Description: TL 3600 of Lot 5&8, Block 163 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on the south side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It is part of a group of eight houses in the same block that were constructed at the same time. Additional properties in this 
group include 525 NW 17th Avenue, 526 NW 18th Avenue, and 1704, 1716, 1728, and 1734 NW Hoyt Street. This building shares 
similar architectural characteristics with the others. It has a brick foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables. The exterior 
surface materials are shiplap siding and patterned wood shingles. A water table divides the basement and first story. The front porch 
has chamfered posts, curved brackets, latticework both along the top edge and below the porch, and spindlework. A recessed balcony 
above the front porch is decorated with a turned balustrude, spindlework, and square posts. The double entrance door features stained- 
glass and a transom. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash, one of which has a triangular 
pedimented hood supported by brackets. A cutaway bay window along the front elevation is ornamented with curvilinear brackets and 
a central pendant. Double bay windows are oriented on the west elevation. Fishscale and diamond-patterned shingles cover the 
second story. Other decorative features include a projecting cornice with a dentilated frieze and a dormer with a hipped gable. The 
interior chimney is corbelled brick. In 1976, the house was converted from a single-family dwelling into a duplex and a new back 
porch was constructed.

Significance: This property is one of eight contiguous residences known as the Trenkmann Houses and also as the Hoyt Street Group. 
It was listed in 1978 as part of a group nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. The Trenkmann Houses exemplify the 
Vernacular Queen Anne style of architecture. The houses were all constructed in 1890 by Hermann Trenkmann. A native of 
Germany, Trenkmann moved to Portland in the late 1860s. A machinist and toolmaker by trade, Trenkmann set up a contracting 
business in downtown Portland. Trenkmann is noteworthy for his extensive work on the Salem penitentiary and many other state and
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municipal construction projects over the years. The houses were designed for use as single-family residential rental units. (William 
Jamison and Charles Spence, Trenkmann Houses National Register Nomination, 1977)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 375
Address: 1704NWHOYTST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180214670

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Trenkmann Houses #6
Architect: Trenkmann, Herman (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33AC 3800

Legal Description: N 23' E 34.8' of Lot 5, Block 163 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on the south side of NW Hoyt 
Street. It is part of a group of eight houses in the same block that were constructed at the same time. Additional properties in this 
group include 525 NW 17th Avenue, 526 NW 18th Avenue, and 1716, 1728, 1720, and 1734 NW Hoyt Street. This building shares 
similar architectural characteristics with the others. It has a brick foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables. The exterior 
surface materials are shiplap siding and patterned wood shingles. A water table divides the basement and first story. The front porch 
has chamfered posts, curved brackets, latticework both along the top edge and below the porch, and spindlework. A recessed balcony 
above the front porch is decorated with a turned balustrude, spindlework, and square posts. The double entrance door features stained- 
glass and a transom. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash, one of which has a triangular 
pedimented hood supported by brackets. A cutaway bay window along the front elevation is ornamented with curvilinear brackets and 
a central pendant. Double bay windows are oriented on the west elevation. Fishscale and diamond-patterned shingles cover the 
second story. Other decorative features include a projecting cornice with a dentilated frieze and a dormer with a hipped gable. The 
interior chimney is corbelled brick.

Significance: This property is one of eight contiguous residences known as the Trenkmann Houses and also as the Hoyt Street Group. 
It was listed in 1978 as part of a group nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. The Trenkmann Houses exemplify the 
Vernacular Queen Anne style of architecture. The houses were all constructed in 1890 by Hermann Trenkmann. A native of 
Germany, Trenkmann moved to Portland in the late 1860s. A machinist and toolmaker by trade, Trenkmann set up a contracting 
business in downtown Portland. Trenkmann is noteworthy for his extensive work on the Salem penitentiary and many other state and 
municipal construction projects over the years. The houses were designed for use as single-family residential rental units. (William 
Jamison and Charles Spence, Trenkmann Houses National Register Nomination, 1977)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 376
Address: 529 NW 21 STAVE 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302990

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Fisher, Henry J., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33BD 6700

Legal Description: TL 6700 of Lot 2, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one and one-half story, wood frame structure is on an interior, gated, flag lot near the corner of NW 21st Avenue 
and NW Glisan Street. It has a modified rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a cross-gabled roof. The roof has overhanging 
eaves and metal coping. Shiplap siding and corner boards cover the exterior. The main entrance is on the north facade. A single 
light, wood door with a fixed transom is set in architrave trim. There is a small entry porch with a wooden balustrade and a slate tile
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stoop. The porch has a hip roof supported by brackets and turned posts on square pedestals. The predominant window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash with shelves and lug sills. There is a polygonal bay window on the north facade. A wing at the 
southwest corner of the lot has horizontal sliding glass windows, a patio door, and a skylight. The gable at the north facade is 
embellished by a vergeboard with a spindled ornament and diamond-shaped shingles. There is a daylight basement.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 377 Year Built: 1979
Resources Address: 525-529 NW 18TH AVE Alterations: Major
0 Style: Ranch Historic Name: Jonland Corp. Building #1
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R180215810 State ID: 1N1E33AC 7700
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 5, Block 174 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This multi-family structure has an ell-shaped plan and fronts onto NW 18th Avenue, behind a deep setback with 
perimeter landscaping. Previous to 1967, a single-family residence was on the site. This three-plex was completed in 1979 and 
received its second story addition in ] 992. It is a two-story structure with a concrete foundation. The roof has projecting eaves and 
barge boards. The exterior surface is primarily vertical wood siding, with brick at the lower portion of the first story. Each unit has an 
entrance. All the entrances have a six-panel door with plain trim. The fenestration is primarily aluminum sliding windows. Unit 529 
has a second floor balcony with plain wood balusters. There are two brick chimneys, one interior and one exterior on the east facade.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 378 Year Built: 1927
Resources Address: 519-527 NW 21 STAVE Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Neo-Tudor Historic Name: Herns, Sam, Building
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452302980 State ID: IN 1E33BD 6600
0

Legal Description: TL 6600 of Lot 2, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one-story commercial building fronts onto NW 21st Avenue, a busy arterial in the district. It has a rectilinear plan, 
concrete foundation, and a deck roof with metal coping. The hip roof at the primary (east) facade has wood shingles. The exterior 
surface is reinforced concrete. External treatment of the primary elevation consists of two distinct facings. The eastern half of the 
primary facade is faced with stucco, while the western half is faced with painted brick. There are two recessed entrances for the 
portion of the building faced with stucco. Entrance doors are rectangular, wood, with a large light, transom, and plain wood trim. 
Both are sheltered by a boxed canvas awning. There is a third entrance for the portion of the building faced with painted brick. It is 
graced by a shallow, gabled portico with false half-timbering at the gable end. The portico is supported by engaged square columns 
and consoles. Building fenestration is limited to the primary elevation and consists of large, fixed, recessed windows with aluminum 
sash. Alterations include the addition of a 10' x 3' aluminum front window in 1965 and new doors in 1977. The building was 
converted from office use to a restaurant in 1993. A 15' x 40' game room was added in 1994.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Neo-Tudor style commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 379
Address: 526 NW 18TH AVE 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180214830

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Trenkmann Houses #1
Architect: Trenkmann, Herman (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33AC 3100

Legal Description: S 35' W 72.8' of Lot 6, Block 163 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on the east side of NW 18th 
Street. It is part of a group of eight houses in the same block that were constructed at the same time. Additional properties in this 
group include 525 NW 17th Avenue and 1704, 1716, 1720, 1728, and 1734 NW Hoyt Street. This building shares similar architectural 
characteristics with the others. It has a brick foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables. The exterior surface materials are 
shiplap siding and patterned wood shingles. A water table divides the basement and first story. The front porch has chamfered posts, 
curved brackets, latticework both along the top edge and below the porch, and spindlework. A recessed balcony above the front porch 
is decorated with a turned balustrude, spindlework, and square posts. The double entrance door features stained-glass and a transom. 
The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash, one of which has a triangular pedimented hood supported by 
brackets. A cutaway bay window along the front elevation is ornamented with curvilinear brackets and a central pendant. Double bay 
windows are oriented on the west elevation. Fishscale and diamond-patterned shingles cover the second story. Other decorative 
features include a projecting cornice with a dentilated frieze and a dormer with a hipped gable. The interior chimney is corbelled 
brick. In 1976, the house was converted from a single-family dwelling into a duplex and a new back porch was constructed.

Significance: This property is one of eight contiguous residences known as the Trenkmann Houses and also as the Hoyt Street Group. 
It was listed in 1978 as part of a group nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. The Trenkmann Houses exemplify the 
Vernacular Queen Anne style of architecture. The houses were all constructed in 1890 by Hermann Trenkmann. A native of 
Germany, Trenkmann moved to Portland in the late 1860s. A machinist and toolmaker by trade, Trenkmann set up a contracting 
business in downtown Portland. Trenkmann is noteworthy for his extensive work on the Salem penitentiary and many other state and 
municipal construction projects over the years. The houses were designed for use as single-family residential rental units. (William 
Jamison and Charles Spence, Trenkmann Houses National Register Nomination, 1977)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 380
Address: 525NW17THAVE 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80214650

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Trenkmann Houses #8
Architect: Trenkmann, Herman (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33AC 3700

Legal Description: S 27' E 70.6' of Lot 5, Block 163 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on the west side of NW 17th 
Street. It is part of a group of eight houses in the same block that were constructed at the same time. Additional properties in this 
group include 526 NW 18th Avenue, and 1704, 1716, 1720, 1728, and 1734 NW Hoyt Street. This building shares similar 
architectural characteristics with the others. It has a brick foundation and a hip roof with intersecting gables. The exterior surface 
materials are shiplap siding and patterned wood shingles. A water table divides the basement and first story. The front porch has 
chamfered posts, curved brackets, latticework both along the top edge and below the porch, and spindlework. A recessed balcony 
above the front porch is decorated with a turned balustrude, spindlework, and square posts. The double entrance door features stained- 
glass and a transom. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash, one of which has a triangular 
pedimented hood supported by brackets. A cutaway bay window along the front elevation is ornamented with curvilinear brackets and 
a central pendant. Double bay windows are oriented on the west elevation. Fishscale and diamond-patterned shingles cover the
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second story. Other decorative features include a projecting cornice with a dentilated frieze and a dormer with a hipped gable. The 
interior chimney is corbelled brick. In 1976, the house was converted from a single-family dwelling into a duplex and a new back 
porch was constructed.

Significance: This property is one of eight contiguous residences known as the Trenkmann Houses and also as the Hoyt Street Group. 
It was listed in 1978 as part of a group nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. The Trenkmann Houses exemplify the 
Vernacular Queen Anne style of architecture. The houses were all constructed in 1890 by Hermann Trenkmann. A native of 
Germany, Trenkmann moved to Portland in the late 1860s. A machinist and toolmaker by trade, Trenkmann set up a contracting 
business in downtown Portland. Trenkmann is noteworthy for his extensive work on the Salem penitentiary and many other state and 
municipal construction projects over the years. The houses were designed for use as single-family residential rental units. (William 
Jamison and Charles Spence, Trenkmann Houses National Register Nomination, 1977)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 381
Address: 2375 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302710

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Leiter, J.M., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CB 5400

Legal Description: -- of Lot 17&18, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This structure is sited on an oversized lot at the corner of NW Glisan and NW 24th Streets. This building fronts onto 
NW Glisan Street. The two and one-half story, wood frame structure has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, a partial above- 
grade basement, and a cross-gable roof. The roof has twin projecting gables on the west elevation with knee-brace brackets, 
projecting verges, and six-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The east elevation gable caps a two-story polygonal bay. Shed 
dormers project from the outside edge of each of the twin gables. The front elevation gable has a rough-cast stucco finish with a false 
half-timber surface treatment. Brackets at regular intervals line the bottom of the zig-zag frieze, which closes the gable. The exterior 
surface is sheathed with lapped siding and corner boards. A water table runs the length of the structure at the basement and first floor 
transition. The main entrance is located on the south facade. The molded, one-panel slab door has an iron knocker, rectangular 
winglights, and architrave trim. The six-bay wraparound porch has an open rail and paired posts supporting a plain frieze and flat roof 
with a second story balcony. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, aluminum sash. There are two brick 
chimneys at the north and south elevations. A decorative wrought-iron fence borders the property. In 1924, a two-story 8'xl2'x9' 
addition was constructed on the north elevation.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of Colonial Revival residential style 
and is therefore significant as part of a larger grouping of residential developments that occurred in the Northwest district.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 382
Address: 2181 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: American Renaissance 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452303130

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Highland Court Apartments
Architect: Ewart, Alexander Charles
State ID: 1N1E33CA 1000

Legal Description: W 10'of Lot 13, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street, a busy one-way arterial. It is a four 
story structure with a concrete foundation, daylight basement, and a flat roof with a parapet. The roof has a slightly projecting cornice 
with a dentil-like, raised brick design on the frieze. Brick clads the exterior. Decorative features on the facade include brick quoins
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and rusticated brick on the first story. A brickwork belt course separates the first and second stories. This building is comprised of 
three bays. The outside bays are the apartment units. The center bay features three stories of recessed balconies with wrought-iron 
railings. The main entrance is located within the center bay, on the south facade. The predominant window type is six-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash with sills. The outside bays each have a three-story bay window with dentils. There have been no significant 
alterations to this building.

Significance: This building is associated with architect Alexander Charles Ewart. Ewart, who hailed from Ontario, Canada, moved 
to Portland with his family in 1904 at the start of the apartment building boom. Known as a "pioneer designer of apartment houses in 
Portland," Ewart's focus was hotels and apartment houses. As prolific as he was, Ewart did not often repeat many apartment designs. 
He is known to have designed at least seven apartments in the Historic Alphabet District. Of the seven, three are individually listed in 
the National Register.

This building is also associated with the Pallay family, who owned the apartments until 1925. Morris Pallay was an early Portland 
tailor in practice with his brother Benjamin in the Goodenough Building. He is notable for his contributions to the field of commerce.

This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in the early 
twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. It is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an American Renaissance style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 383 Year Built: 1888
Resources Address: 2367 NW GLISAN ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Vernacular Queen Anne Historic Name: Goldsmith, Emma, Building
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452302610 State ID: 1N1E33CB 5300
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 13, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This wood frame structure has an ell-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. The two and one-half story 
structure has a brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a cross-gable roof. The roof has a boxed cornice with projecting 
eaves, modillions, and an architrave. There are projecting gables on the south and west elevations and a hip gable on the east 
elevation. The south and west gables have pent roofs and bargeboards. The east gable is positioned over a cropped, two-story bay. 
There are two shed dormers on the northwest side of the roof. The basement has a daylight entrance on the east facade and recessed, 
arched windows with stone sills. The exterior is sheathed with shiplap siding and corner boards. A wide band of shingles in an 
imbricated pattern wraps around the structure above the second-story windows. The main entrance on the south facade has a one- 
light, one-panel door with architrave trim. The east facade entry is an eight-panel door with a flat hood. A full-width porch has a flat 
roof and a second-story balcony supported by three Ionic columns. One-story, Greek Doric pilasters are located at the back corners. 
The polygonal balcony has an open rail with turned balusters and a paired, five-cross-light door with side lights, architrave trim, an 
entablature, and a pent roof. The mix of window types ranges from one-over-one to six-over-six, double-hung wood sash in single 
and triple sets with molded lintels and lugsills. On the south facade, there is a single-story bay with a three-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash center window and one-over-one, double-hung wood'sash side windows surrounded by a molded trim and slipsill with a 
band of rectangular panels underneath. This structure has been modified significantly over time. Fire escapes were added in 1925 and 
1946. In 1941, the building was partitioned into apartments and, in 1945, the garage was converted into an apartment. A second story 
was added onto the rear of the building and over the garage.

Significance: This building is considered compatible due to the date of its construction. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the building 
alterations excludes the structure from contributing to the historic character of the district.
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INV.#: 384
Address: 2359 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302600

Year Built: 1900
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Hart, Mary B., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CB 5200

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 12, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It is a one and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a gable roof. The roof has projecting eaves and setback gables 
on the front elevation. The exterior surface of the first story is sheathed with asbestos siding. The top story has alternating rows of 
fish-scale and square-butt shingles. The basement is sheathed with weatherboard siding. There is a plain frieze under the water table 
at the first story. A paneled frieze runs the full length of the east facade under the first-story windows. The main entrance is located 
on the south facade. Wood steps lead to a paired, four-panel, one-light door with horizontal transoms. The front entry porch has a 
half-gable roof with an open, turned balustrade and two engaged, turned posts. The four-bay rear porch has a flat roof with a second- 
story balcony and an open rail with posts. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are also 
aluminum sliders and fixed windows. On the east facade, a two-story polygonal bay has one-over-one, double-hung wood sash side 
windows and a fixed center window with a horizontal transom. There is one brick chimney. The second setback gable is an 
unrecorded addition to the main structure.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential developments that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 385
Address: 2353 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452302590

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Young House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CB 5100

Legal Description: W 12 1/2' of Lot 9, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 
Glisan Street. It has a concrete foundation and a partial above-grade basement. The hip roof has dentils at the 
frieze and hip dormers at the south, west, and east facades. Lap siding clads the exterior. The main entrance is 
located on the south facade. A single-light, wood door has a fixed transom. The full-facade front porch has 
square balusters and a flat roof supported by Tuscan columns. A second-story balcony is located above the 
porch. It has French doors and square balusters. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash. Fenestration within the dormers are paired three-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is one 
interior brick chimney.

2353 NW Glisan St.
Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a

Craftsman style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood
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Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 386
Address: 2343 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452302580

Year Built: 1898
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: MacConnell, C., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CB 5000

Legal Description: W 37 1/2' E 47 1/2' of Lot 9, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It has a 
concrete foundation and a hipped roof. The roof has deeply overhanging eaves and a wide, plain freize. Lap siding covers the exterior 
of the building. The main entrance is located on the south facade. A single-light wood door is located within a recessed frame. The 
attached corner porch has a square balustrade and a flat roof supported by Tuscan columns. The predominant window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a small, rectangular bay window supported by brackets. On the east facade, there is a 
rectangular oriel window. A gabled dormer on the south facade has a pair of wood sash windows. A large shed dormer was added to 
the east facade at an unknown date. Other alterations include the removal of the rear porch in 1984, and the internal conversion to 
apartments in 1987.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. 
Additionally, this property is associated with Christina MacConnell. MacConnell was born in Scotland and arrived in Portland in 
1876. She devoted 42 years of service to the Portland schools. Of this time, MacConnell taught for 32 years and also served as the 
dean of Portland school teachers.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 387 
Address: N/A 
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant 
Tax#: R452302570

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33CB 4900

Legal Description: W 40' of Lot 8, Block 16 in KINGS 2ND ADD 

Description: This site is a surface parking lot with perimeter landscaping. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
i

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 388
Address: 2267 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302830

Year Built: 1928
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Tallynor Apartments
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.; S. E. Henderson (built)
State ID: 1N1E33CB 100

Legal Description: -- of Lot 13, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood 
frame structure with a concrete foundation. The flat roof has a stepped parapet and a stuccoed frieze with diamond-shaped tile insets. 
Brick dads the exterior. The main entrance is located on the south facade. It is recessed, and covered with a fabric awning. The 
predominant window type is four-over-one and eight-over-one, double-hung wood sash with soldier-course brick sills. Second and 
third-story fenestration on the primary facade is delineated by a spandrel with decorative tiles. There have been no significant 
alterations to this building.
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Significance: The Tallynor Apartments were constructed by Steven Earl Henderson and designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Little 
is known of Henderson, except what can be found in Folk's Portland City Directory, which lists him as a realtor in 1926. In 1927, 
Henderson built the Harvard Apartments, eventually constructing many more apartment buildings in northwest Portland. He often 
worked with architect Elmer Feig and sometimes worked with architects L. R. Cooke and George M. Post. Henderson experienced 
financial trouble during the 1930s but reversed his business fortune through his partnership with Luke Walker. They formed 
Henderson & Walker, a company that bought and sold receivables, warrants, pass books, and loans. In 1953, Henderson sold his 
assets and left Portland.

Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment 
houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry 
Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment buildings. Feig designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the 
Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish 
Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style multi-family residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 389
Address: 2257 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Utilitarian
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452302820

Year Built: 1894
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Burkhardt, Alfred, Building
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 1500

Legal Description: - of Lot 12, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two-story, multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and faces south on NW Glisan Street in a residential 
neighborhood. It is a two-story structure with a concrete and brick foundation and a flat roof. At the south or primary elevation, the 
exterior is faced with Roman brick to the bottom of the first story and with vertical wood siding from the first story to the roof line. A 
wide, vertical band of shingles is centered on this facade. The west and east elevations are faced with composition shingles above the 
stuccoed foundation. There are two entrances. At the west elevation, a glazed-panel door is recessed under a canvas awning. At the 
east elevation, there is a similar glazed-panel door under a canvas awning. The windows are primarily paired, one-over-one, double- 
hung wood sash with plain wood trim and sills. There are also two bands of ribbon windows at the south elevation. Documented 
alterations to this structure include conversion from a single family residence to a multi-family residence in 1957. In 1959, the 
structure was reframed, the siding replaced, and the original pitched roof replaced by a flat roof.

Significance: Although a building was constructed on this site during the period of significance, substantial modifications over time 
have greatly altered its appearance and damaged its historic integrity. Reversal of these alterations does not seem feasible. Therefore, 
the building is considered noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 390
Address: 2249 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Dutch Colonial 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302810

Year Built: 1893
Alterations: None
Historic Name: McArthur, Lewis L., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 1400

Legal Description: -- of Lot 9, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story residence fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It has a rectilinear plan, raised basement, brick foundation, and 
a vergeless, intersecting gambrel roof. The exterior surface is clapboard. There are cornerboards at the first story of the south facade. 
A multi-faceted bay at the first story of the east facade has a hip roof with projecting rafters. The main entrance is located on the
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south facade. The main entrance door is a rectangular, ten-panel, wood door with wood surrounds. There is a four-bay, wraparound 
porch supported by four Tuscan columns on the south facade. It has a wooden balustrade with closed lattice rails. The wooden steps 
to the porch are flanked by brick knee walls. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows with molded trim and lug sills 
predominate. There are modified Palladian windows with wood fans and keystones at the third-story level of the east and west 
facades. These have a covered center pane and eight-over-eight, double-hung wood sash side lights. There is one interior brick 
chimney.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Dutch Colonial style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 391
Address: 2231 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452302800

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Gamble House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 1300

Legal Description: TL 1300 of Lot 8, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a square plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street in a mixed-use 
area. The flared, hip roof has wide overhanging eaves and gabled dormers on the south and east facades. Wood shingles clad the 
exterior. The main entrance is located on the south facade. A full-facade front porch has a hip roof supported by grouped, square 
posts. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with sills. There is an external chimney on the west 
facade and an internal chimney on the north facade. This structure has a partial above-grade basement. Alterations include the 
addition of wood shingles over the original siding in 1926.

Significance: C. MacConnell originally owned this property. Born in Scotland, Christina MacConnell arrived in Portland in 1876. 
An inspired teacher, she devoted 42 years of service to the Portland school district. In addition to 32 years of teaching, MacConnell 
served in the capacity of dean of Portland schoolteachers for ten years.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 392
Address: 2225 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452302790

Year Built: 1903
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Harris, Nathan, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 1200

Legal Description: TL 1200 of Lot 5, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story building is located on an elevated lot. It has a modified rectilinear plan, concrete 
foundation, raised basement, and a steeply pitched hip roof with a plain, boxed cornice. There is a hipped-roof dormer sheathed in 
wood shingles on the south facade. The exterior surface is clapboard with cornerboards. There is a hipped-roof bay with a plain 
boxed cornice located on the east facade. It is supported by consoles. The main entrance is located on the south facade. The three- 
paneled door has one light and plain trim. There is a three-bay, hipped-roof porch with a plain boxed cornice and denticulated frieze 
on the south facade. It is supported by four Tuscan columns and has a wooden balustrade with open rails. One-over-one, double- 
hung, aluminum sash windows with molded trim and lugsills predominate. Decorative details include a stained-glass transom over the 
main entrance door. Decorative leaded, stained-glass windows ornament the east facade. Alterations include the addition of concrete 
steps with open metal railings in 1950. The structure, originally a single-family residence, was converted into four apartments in 
1924.
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Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 393
Address: 507NW22NDAVE
Style: Mission

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452302770

Year Built: 1925
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Myers, George & Mary B.
Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 1100

Legal Description: TL 1100 of Lot --, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This four-story apartment building is located on the northwest corner of the intersection of NW 22nd Avenue, a quiet 
two-lane street, and NW Glisan Street, a moderately busy arterial. The building has a U-shape plan, a concrete foundation, and a 
reinforced concrete frame surfaced with stucco. The flat roof has a high parapet with Spanish arches and a capped cornice accented 
by diamond and square inset tiles. Pent metal roofs over the top-story windows are supported by brackets. The recessed front 
entrance is decorated with cast-stone panels and a swag relief ornament above the entry way. A central, round-arch bay over the 
entrance has tripartite, casement windows. The fenestration is primarily multi-pane-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The 
building has a semi-attached first-story garage on the northeast elevation and a basement. The front door was altered at an unknown 
date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing as a good example of a Mission style multi-family residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 394
Address: 2167-2171 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Ranch
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452303060

Year Built: 1979
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Jonland Corp. Building #2
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 900

Legal Description: W 10' of Lot 12, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This split-level apartment building is located on the northwest corner of the lot. The remainder of the lot is used for 
surface parking. The building has an ell-shaped plan, concrete foundation, and a low-pitched, side-gable roof with projecting rafters 
and verges. The western portion of the ell is one story, while the northern half is two story. The exterior is sheathed with vertical 
wood siding and cornerboards, with areas of common bond brick on the building's lower half. The main entrances are located on the 
east and north facades of the ell's interior. Each of the three apartments has separate entrances. The wood doors have six panels. An 
exterior stairway with concrete steps and metal railings is located in the interior of the ell and leads to the second-story apartment. 
Sliding glass, aluminum sash windows predominate. There is an ornamental stained-glass, fixed window at the south end of the ell. 
There are two exterior brick chimneys. There are no recorded alterations for this building.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 395
Address: 2155 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Arts and Crafts 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452303050

Year Built: 1886
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Hansen, Hans, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 800

Legal Description: W 10' of Lot 9, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street, a busy one-way arterial. It is a two and 
one-half story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation and a gable roof. The roof has plain bargeboards at the gable ends. 
On the south facade, the front gable is decorated with half-timbering and brackets. The exterior is clad in lap siding. The main 
entrance is located on the south facade. A reentrant, attached porch has a hipped roof supported by square, bracketed posts and a 
lattice balustrade. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a projecting bay window on the 
second story, primary facade. There is one interior brick chimney with a corbelled cap.

Significance: This property is significant for its association with W. W. Spaulding, who constructed this residence as an investment 
property. Originally from Massachusetts, Spaulding arrived in Portland in the fall of 1862 with very little money. Within a few years, 
he became a partner in Johnson and Spaulding, a local meat store. Due to the success of the store and his personal wholesale and 
retail butchering venture, Spaulding became as one of Portland's most successful businessmen. He ultimately was involved in the 
banking, insurance, transport, and real estate industries. Spaulding was a significant landowner in both Oregon and Washington, 
possessing a number of business blocks in the city of Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Arts and Crafts style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 396
Address: 2145-47 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Craftsman

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452303040

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Humphrey, F. Hackett & Lillian,
House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 700

Legal Description: E 50' of Lot 9, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street, a busy one-way arterial. It is a two and one-half 
story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation. The hipped roof has bracketed eaves and a shingled, hipped dormer on the 
south facade. Wood shingles clad the exterior. The main entrance is located on the south facade. A reentrant, attached porch with a 
flat roof has square columns and balusters. The wood door has a single light and fixed side lights. Adjacent to the door is a hexagonal 
bay window. The predominant fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a circular bay window on the east 
facade. There is one ornamental brick chimney. Alterations include the addition of storm windows at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 397
Address: 2131-2137NWGLISAN ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452303030

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Gildner, Katie E., Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 600

Legal Description: TL 600 of Lot 8, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story apartment building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised basement. The 
hip roof has projecting eaves and hipped-roof dormers on the east, west, and south facades. Asbestos siding covers the exterior. A 
belt course runs along the north facade, and there is a plain wood water table. The second story overhangs the south facade. There are 
two-story, multi-faceted bays on the east and west facades. The recessed main entrance is located on the south facade. Three one- 
light, paneled doors with plain trim serve as entrances to this building. There is a two-bay porch on the south facade that replaced the 
original porch in 1951. It has a concrete floor and steps and is sheltered by a canvas awning supported by three narrow metal poles
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mounted on metal railings. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows with wood surrounds predominate. Decorative features 
include a leaded-glass transom over a fixed window on the north facade. There are two brick chimneys. Alterations include porch 
reconstruction and the addition of concrete retain ing walls in 1951.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 398 Year Built: 1928
Resources Address: 2125 NW GLISAN ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Stripped Classical Historic Name: McKinney Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
Resources Tax #: R452303020 State ID: 1N1E33CA 500
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 5, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It 
has a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The roof has a slightly stepped brick parapet and a wide frieze. Brick facing clads the 
exterior. The main entrance is located on the south facade. A single-light, wood door with fixed side lights is located within a 
recessed entry at the ground level. An ornamental wrought-iron balcony is located above the main entrance. The predominant 
window types are four-over-one and eight-over-one, double-hung wood sash with soldier-course brick sills. Alterations include the 
addition of storm windows at an unknown date.

Significance: The McKinney Apartments were designed by Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary 
education at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for 
builders and developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of 
apartment buildings. Feig designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in 
scale and layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Stripped Classical style, and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 399 Year Built: 1923
Resources Address: 511-517 NW21ST AVE Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Streetcar Era Commercial Historic Name: Meredeth, Charles & Louis,

Building
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: ~ 
Resources Tax #: R452303000 State ID: 1N1E33CA 300 
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 3, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one-story commercial building is located on the west side of NW 21st Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial. The 
building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, and clay tile construction surfaced with brick. The roof is flat. The main 
entrances are slightly recessed from the storefront and doors are wood frame with large glass panels. The predominant fenestration is 
fixed-pane storefront windows. The brick facade was painted and transoms were covered at unknown dates.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Streetcar Era commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 400
Address: 510-518 NW 21 STAVE
Style: Mediterranean
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452303210

Year Built: 1929
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Winters, William S., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 200

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 17& 18, Block 19 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one-story commercial building is located on a corner lot and anchors the busy intersection of NW 21st Avenue and 
NW Glisan Street. Most of the commercial space is dominated by the restaurant at the south end of the building. The building has a 
rectilinear plan, concrete foundation, and a deck roof covered with terra-cotta tiles. The roof has metal coping and a metal cornice. 
Variegated wirecut brick sheathes the north end of the facade. The remainder of the building is faced with stucco and divided into five 
bays. Decorative terra-cotta panels are inset at the bay dividers. There are five recessed entrances at the west facade. A paired glass 
door with a metal frame is the primary entrance for the restaurant. The other entrances each have a single, large light set in a metal 
frame with a transoms. There is a service entrance at the south facade. Large, fixed, aluminum sash windows predominate and are 
sheltered by canvas awnings. Operable ribbon windows with a soldier course are present above all entrances and windows. 
Alterations to this building have been limited to nonstructural interior remodeling, with most of the work focused on decorative 
changes. These changes occurred in 1990.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Mediterranean style 
commercial building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 401
Address: 2075 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452303220

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Pope Investment Property
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 100

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 17&18, Block 19 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame, residential and commercial structure fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It has a 
concrete foundation and an irregular plan. The hipped roof has intersecting gales, a fish-scale frieze, bracketed eaves, and a conical 
tower with a finial. Patterned wood shingles decorate the gables. The exterior is clad in lap siding. The main entrance is located on 
the south facade. A semi-circular porch with turned posts, balusters, and jigsaw brackets is located at the corner tower. The flat roof 
on the porch is embellished with a wide frieze and Stick work. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash. The windows located within the gables are topped with shelves. A two-story bay window on the south facade has cutaway 
corners. A flared belt course is located between the first and second stories. There is a daylight basement. In 1988, this residence 
was restored after a fire. The commercial use was added in 1989.

Significance: In 1988, the Pope Investment Property was designated a Portland Historic Landmark due to its association with Captain 
George Pope, a pioneer ship captain and merchant who built the house as a rental property. His career at sea included commanding a 
vessel for the Chilean government during Chile's war with Spain. Until 1888, Captain Pope was continuously in command of vessels 
for both the Atlantic and Pacific trades. Once settled in Portland, Pope opened the first wool packing and grading house in the state. 
In this capacity, he established himself amongst the leading merchants of the Northwest. Pope also established a successful 
importing/shipping business in the 1880s and was named representative of the Pacific Northwest to Lloyd's Register of British and 
Foreign Shipping, which at the time was a prestigious position. The first resident of the house was Montgomery George Hall, a 
prosperous businessman and superintendent of the Northern Pacific Express Company. (John Tess, Pope Investment Property 
National Register Nomination, 1988)
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Though a fire destroyed much of the original facade, the building was restored to resemble the original structure. This building is 
considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence and is therefore significant as part 
of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources
0

Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 402
Address: 510NW19THAVE
Style: Modern

Year Built: 1954
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Burcham, Don H. & Myrtle,
Building

Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: Barnes, Holman J. 
Tax#: R180215850 State ID: 1N1E33AC 8000

Legal Description: - of Lot 2&3, Block 174 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 19th Avenue. It is located on the north half of a corner lot. The 
south half of the lot is a surface parking area. The building is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation, a brick exterior, and a 
flat roof. The recessed main entrance is located on the west facade. Entry is through sliding glass doors. The entrance is sheltered by 
a metal overhang that extends across the west and south facades. The predominant fenestration is fixed ribbon windows. Alterations 
include interior remodelings in 1968 and 1995.

Significance: Due to the date of construction and style, this property is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 403
Address: 513-515 NW 18TH AVE 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180215800

Year Built: 1880
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Cummings, George, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33AC 7800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 4, Block 174 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence is located on the west side of NW 18th Avenue. It is a one and one-half story, wood frame structure with 
a gabled roof and a brick foundation. At the roof line there is a boxed cornice with curved brackets. The walls are finished with 
shiplap siding. Wide horizontal trim details the first and second stories. On the second story there is a two-sided bay. The recessed 
porch entrance is supported by bracketed and chamfered posts. A flight of wooden steps flanked by an open railing and chamfered 
newel posts lead to the elevated porch. There is a double entry door with a transom. One over one, double-hung sash windows 
predominate. Modifications include a rear addition completed in 1983. A two-story structure housing a garage and shop was 
constructed at the north side of the property in 1979. This structure is connected to the primary residence. In style it is compatible 
with the house, featuring a steep gabled roof and one-over-one, double-hung windows on the second story. The windows at the 
primary elevation are sheltered by a balconet with a wood balustrade. The paired, wood-paneled garage doors have six fixed lights 
over the lower panels.

Significance: The residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood. The auxiliary building, while compatible in style with the district, is noncontributing due to its date of construction.
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0

INV.#: 404
Address: 516 NW 18TH AVE
Style: Italianate
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80214630

Year Built: 1886
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Doran, William H., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AC 3000

Legal Description: W 50' of Lot 3, Block 163 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building is located on the east side of NW 18th Avenue, a moderately busy street. It is a two and one-half story, 
wood frame structure with a square plan and a concrete foundation. There are two double bays. The walls are covered with shiplap 
siding. The hipped roof is embellished by a boxed cornice, bracketed eaves, and a paneled frieze. The covered entryway has 
bracketed and chamfered supports and pilasters. The double entry door is capped by a transom. The primary window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash. The windows are embellished with Stick trim. In 1977, this building was moved from NW 17th 
Avenue and NW Flanders Street.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with Thomas 1. Autzen, who owned the property for nearly 20 years. 
Born in Washington in 1888, Autzen was one of the Northwest's leading lumbermen and plywood manufacturers, as well as one of 
Oregon's wealthiest men. He served as chairman of the board of directors of the Portland Manufacturing Companyand as a director of 
U. S. National Bank. He is also significant for his establishment of the Autzen Foundation, a charitable trust fund.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Italianate style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 405
Address: 1731 NWGLISAN ST 
Style: Vernacular Italianate 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80214570

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Brigham, John R., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33AC 2800

Legal Description: TL 2800 of Lot 2&3, Block 163 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame structure has a concrete foundation and fronts onto NW Flanders Street. On 
the south facade, there is a gable roof with a projecting boxed cornice supported by brackets. There is a partial above-grade basement. 
The exterior is clad with shiplap siding and has corner boards. The main entrance is located on the east facade. The wood door has a 
single light and a decorative panel. The small porch is enclosed with lattice. Fenestration includes one-over-one, double-hung, 
aluminum sash windows with wood trim, molded lug sills, and long, vertical, fixed panes. The windows on the south facade have 
wood shutters. There is one projecting bay on the south facade with three fixed lights, a boxed cornice, and a decorative frieze. On 
the south facade, there is a diamond-shaped fixed light in the gable. There is a skylight on the east elevation, a recent alteration. This 
house has one interior metal chimney. This house was moved within the lot in 1978, from a location near Good Samaritan Hospital.

Significance: The relocation of this building in 1978 significantly affects its historic integrity. Nonetheless, it is considered to be 
contributing within the district as a good example of a Italianate style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger 
grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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INV.#: 406
Address: 1721-1723 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80214580

Year Built: 1886
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Doran, Hugh, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33AC 2700

Legal Description: TL 2700 of Lot 2&3, Block 163 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame structure has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It is located 
on an interior lot, set back from the street behind the residence at 1731 NW Glisan Street. It has a concrete foundation and an 
intersecting gable roof with patterned shingles on the gable ends. Shiplap siding covers the exterior. The main entrance is located on 
the south facade. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. On the south facade, there is a cutaway 
bay window with brackets and Stick work. This home was moved within the lot circa 1978. There have been no significant 
alterations to this building.

Significance: The relocation of this building in 1978 significantly affects its historic integrity. Nonetheless, it is considered to be 
contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger 
grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
4
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 407
Address: 1701-1719NWGLISAN ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80214550

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Earl Apartments
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33AC 2600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&4, Block 163 in COUGHS ADD

Description: These four multi-family residences have rectilinear plans and front onto NW Glisan Street. Originally detached, they 
were minimally connected via a breezeway at the rear entrance locations at an unknown date. The buildings have wood frames, 
concrete foundations, and partial above-grade basements. The hip roofs have overhanging eaves and paneled friezes. Hipped dormers 
are located on the south facades. Lap siding and corner boards cover the exteriors. The main entrances are located on the south 
facades. Each full-facade porch is topped with a balcony and features Tuscan columns and turned balusters. The doors are slightly 
recessed and have leaded-glass lights. There are additional entrances on the west facades through three-light wood doors. The 
predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. On the east facade, there are oriel windows supported by 
brackets. The external brick chimneys have corbeled tops.

Significance: This property was owned for nearly 12 years by leading Portland merchant and banker, Herman "Joe" Hirschberg. A 
native of Germany, Hirschberg taught himself English by subscribing to the Oregonian. In 1919, Hirschberg, already a prosperous 
merchant, organized and became president of the Independence National Bank, which later became the First National Bank.

These four buildings are considered to be contributing within the district as good examples of Craftsman style multi-family residences 
and are therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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Contributing INV. #: 408 Year Built: 1906
Resources Address: 500-510NW23RDAVE Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Shingle Style Historic Name: Burkhardt, Wilfred & Gustav,

Building
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: -- 
Resources Tax #: R452302950 State ID: 1N1E33CB 300 
0

Legal Description: TL 300 of Lot 17&18, Block 17 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story commercial building anchors a corner lot at the busy intersection of NW 23rd Avenue and 
NW Glisan Street. It has a modified rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a complex gable roof. The roof has cross gables with 
wall dormers at the west and east elevations. The exterior is shingled and has corner boards. The main entrance is located on the east 
facade at the south corner of the building, where there are double-glazed doors topped by a mosaic tiled panel. A second entrance is 
located at the northeast corner. This features a recessed doorway with a metal gate and a transom with eight lights. Bay windows 
with architrave trim are located at the first and second stories of the east elevation. Fenestration includes a glazed storefront of fixed 
windows, four-over-one sash at the first story, and eight-over-one, double-hung sash at the second story. Several alterations have been 
made to this building over the years to accommodate commercial tenants, including reconstruction of the storefront in 1985 and 
addition of a skylight at an unknown date. A structural upgrade occurred in 1996.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Shingle Style commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in 
Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 409 Year Built: 1940
Resources Address: 501 NW 21ST AVE Alterations: Major
0 Style: Utilitarian Historic Name: Olsen, Charles Wesley & Caroline,

Building #2
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Resources Tax #: R452303010 State ID: 1N1E33CA 400 
1

Legal Description: - of Lot 4, Block 18 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building is located on a corner lot and anchors the busy intersection of NW 21st and NW Glisan Street. 
It is a one-story structure with a modified rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and flat roof with metal coping. The roof has a 
mansard marquee covered with wood shingles. The exterior is primarily sheathed in stucco, with brick trim added in 1973. The south 
facade is organized into five bays, while the primary (east) facade is divided into two bays. The bays are divided by pilasters with 
simple Art Deco decoration. The main entrance is located on the east facade. It has glass double doors with a tripartite, imitation 
stained-glass transom. There are two slab service doors at the south facade. Large, fixed, horizontal, aluminum sash windows 
predominate. Alterations to this building are extensive. The original doors were replaced in 1950, with a side door covered by 
masonry that same year. Two doors were added in 1950. An additional set of doors was added to the south wall in 1964. A single 
window was added to the south wall in 1964. The front (east) windows were covered in 1966, and the original marquee was replaced 
in 1973.

Significance: Although this building was constructed during the secondary period of development, subsequent alterations have 
damaged its historic integrity. The overlay of brick trim, covered front windows, and the replaced marquee do not suggest a feasible 
restoration of the building to its original construction. The building does maintain, however, remnants of its former appearance, as 
found in the minimally decorated pilastered wall treatment. Thus, although the building was constructed during the secondary period 
of development and recalls its original design, subsequent alterations classify the building as compatible noncontributing.
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INV.#: 410
Address: 1805 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Arts and Crafts 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80215790

Year Built: 1896
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Landenberger, C. A., House
Architect: Unknown
State ID: 1N1E33AC 7900

1805 NW Glisan St.

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block 174 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It is a two and 
one-half story, wood frame structure with a stone foundation and a partial daylight basement. The 
structure has a belcast, cross-gabled roof with a secondary gable. The roof features projecting 
eaves and verges with exposed rafters and purlins. There is a large gabled dormer on the south 
elevation with a shallow bracket-supported balustrade. The exterior of the building is surfaced 
with heavily rusticated ashlar at the basement level, clapboard siding on the ground floor, and 
shingle siding on the second story and gables. The lowest tier of shingles is sawtoothed. The main 
entrance is located on the south facade. It features a reentrant attached porch with a pedimented 
and bracketed roof. The porch is accessed by stone steps. The porch is framed by paired Tuscan 

columns and there are two boxed corner posts. The porch is enclosed with a wood balustrade. Within the pediment at the porch entry 
is a decorative carved wood piece. The main entry door is paneled, with a single light and a leaded-glass transom. There is a 
secondary porch on the south facade at the juncture of the west wing and the central block of the building. This porch is similar in 
detail to the main porch. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash. Other window types include a single- 
pane window with a stained-glass transom on the west elevation of the west wing, half-round windows with arched surrounds and 
narrow wood keystones on the east and west elevation gables, and a single pane window with a Gothic-arched opening on the south 
elevation dormer. There are polygonal bay windows topped with balustrades on the south and east facades. Each of these feature a 
central single-pane window with stained-glass transom. There is one brick interior chimney with a corbeled cap.

Auxiliary Building: To the west of the main structure there is a front-gabled garage with decorative elements compatible with the 
main structure, such as exposed purlins, paneled corner pilasters, and clapboard siding with shingles on the gables. The garage was 
designed to match the original garage, built c. 1920, which was lost to fire in 1983.

Significance: The C. A. Landenberger/Emil C. Jorgensen residence retains almost all original exterior and interior fabric, is in 
excellent condition, and stands as a fine example of its style and as a representative of the quality residences constructed by prominant 
Portlanders during the late nineteenth Century in Northwest Portland. Its builder and original occupant, Christian Landenberger, was 
a leading figure of early Portland's German community, having founded the German language newspaper, Oregon German Zeitung, in 
1868. Landenberger's daughter Pauline and her husband Emil Jorgensen lived in the home after Landenberger. Jorgensen was a 
liquor merchant and hotelier who was active in Portland's civic affairs as an early member of the Arlington Club and as a director in 
planning the 1905 Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition.

This building, which was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1988, is considered to be contributing within 
the district because of its association with the development of Northwest Portland, its architectural integrity, and its associations with 
important persons. The auxiliary building, while compatible in style with the district, is considered noncontributing due to its date of 
construction. (Ted Miller, C. A. Landenberger House, National Register Nomination, 1987)

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 411
Address: 504NW18THAVE
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R180214590

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Rossiter, Marie & Grace, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33AC 2900

Legal Description: W 50' of Lot 2, Block 163 in COUGHS ADD
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Description: This residence is located on the corner of NW 18th Avenue and NW Glisan Street in a mixed-use area. It is a two and 
one-half story, wood frame building with a concrete foundation. The walls are sheathed with shiplap siding and wood shingles. The 
hipped roof shelters wide overhanging eaves and exposed rafters. A jerkinhead dormer projects forward at the front elevation. The 
second story is fluted at the base and finished with shingles. There is a polygonal bay window on the east elevation. The full-length 
porch has a pent roof and is supported by round pillars in the classical style. The primary windows are one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash. There are leaded-glass windows above the door. The building was moved from 2188 NW Lovejoy in 1977. Alterations 
include a new foundation in 1977.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with Thomas J. Autzen, who owned the residence for nearly 20 years. 
Born in Washington in 1888, Autzen was one of the Northwest's leading lumbermen and plywood manufacturers, as well as one of 
Oregon's wealthiest men. He served as chairman of the board of directors for the Portland Manufacturing Company and as a director 
of U. S. National Bank. He is also significant for his establishment of the Autzen Foundation, a charitable trust fund.

The relocation of this building in 1977 significantly affects its historic integrity. Notwithstanding, this building is considered to be 
contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger 
grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 412a Year Built: 1898
Resources Address: 2386 NW GLISAN ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Burnett, John, House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452303770 State ID: 1N1E33CB 4100
0

Legal Description: W 95' of Lot 15&16, Block 23 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a square plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It has a hip roof 
with deep eaves, brackets, and supporting beams beneath the scrolled rafter ends. Gabled dormers are located on the north, west, and 
east facades. The dormers are embellished with decorative bargeboards and brackets. Wood shingle siding clads the exterior. The 
main entrance is located on the north facade. The entry is flanked by stone pilasters and has a wood door with an oval light. The 
porch has an open balustrade with panels and oval cut-outs, and a square roof supported by three columns. The predominant window 
type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a partial above-grade basement and an internal brick chimney. Alterations 
include internal conversion to a multi-family residence in 1943.

Significance: This property is associated with Amos N. King. King was the holder of one of the Donation Land Claims (DLC) in 
Northwest Portland. He was born in Ohio and came to Oregon in 1845, settling first in Forest Grove. In 1849, he purchased Daniel 
Lownsdale's DLC and tannery and settled in Portland. He remained a prominent businessman and land developer, residing in a house 
located south of the present Burnside Street.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 412b Year Built: 1997
Resources Address: 2372 NW GLISAN ST Alterations: None
0 Style: Craftsman / Contemporary Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: N/A State ID: 1N1E33CB 4101
1

Legal Description: W 95' of Lot 15&16, Block 23 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This three and one-half story, wood-frame structure is located on an elevated lot on the south side of NW Glisan Street. 
The multi-family building has a ground-floor garage, a concrete foundation, and a steeply pitched, front-gabled roof. The roof has 
short eaves, a closed soffit, and four wall dormers on both the east and west sides. The front gable has a glass door that opens onto an 
open-rail, V-shape balcony. The middle wall dormers on the west elevation have glass doors and open-rail balconies. The building is 
clad in bevel siding with corner boards. The predominant window type is one-over-one, aluminum sash with plain wood trim and is 
arranged in sets of two or three. The bookend wall dormers on the west elevation and all the east-side wall dormers have one-over- 
one, aluminum sash windows with side lights and triangular transoms. Multiple entrances are located on the first and second stories of 
the west elevation. All entrances are reached via concrete stairs. The first floor entries are six-panel wood doors, and the second floor 
entries are one-light, one-panel doors. All entrances have architrave trims. The ground-story parking garage is located on the north 
elevation and has a steel mesh door. The garage entrance is set back under the first-story porch extension. The first-story porch has 
an open rail and extends from the main structure under a shed roof. The shed roof is embellished with a portico extension supported 
by wood posts. As this structure was recently completed, complete legal information for the property is not currently available from 
city records.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 413
Address: 2366 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Bungalow
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452303760

Year Built: 1900 
Alterations: Minor 
Historic Name: Arne House 
Architect: ~ 
State ID: 1N1E33CB 4200

Legal Description: W 30' of Lot 14, Block 23 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It as a 
concrete foundation and a partial above-grade basement. The gabled roof has wide overhanging eaves and exposed rafters. There are 
two gabled dormers with exposed rafters on the north facade. The exterior is clad with wood shingle siding. The main entrance is 
located on the north facade. A single-light wood door is located within a small front porch, which features square posts supporting the 
front gable. The predominant window types are one-over-one, double-hung wood sash and casements. In 1962, a patio was added to 
the south facade. There is a rock retaining wall at the sidewalk.

Significance: This residence is associated with Amos N. King, who once occupied this land. Born in Ohio in 1822, King moved to 
Portland in 1849 and received of one of the Donation Land Claims constituting Northwest Portland. He established a successful 
tanning business. King retired in 1860 to devote himself to real estate and land development. He is significant not only for his 
business ventures, but also for the 40 acres of land he sold to the City of Portland to create Washington Park, the first extensive park in 
the city.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Bungalow style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 414
Address: 2360 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Classical Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452303750

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Townsend, Tina, Buildim
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CB 4300

Legal Description: W 17 of Lot 11, Block 23 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. This three and one-half story, wood frame 
structure has a concrete foundation and a medium-pitch hip roof. The roof has projecting eaves and a boxed cornice with a plain
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frieze and architrave. There are closed-gable dormers on the east and west elevations and three skylights. The exterior is sheathed 
with lapped siding. The main entrance is located on the south facade. Concrete steps lead to the multi-pane French door, which has 
four-pane rectangular side lights. The two-story, three-bay, full-facade portico has colossal Corinthian columns. Each story has open 
and turned balustrades and French doors with molded lintels and architrave trim. The predominant window type is tripartite with a 
fixed center, and one-over-one, double-hung wood sash side windows with ornamental transoms, molded lintels, and lugsills. There 
are two brick chimneys. Alterations to this building have been confined to porch repairs and skylight additions.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classical Revival style 
structure and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
I
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 415
Address: 2354 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452303740

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Morgan, Flidner & Boyce House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CB 4400

Legal Description: E 33' of Lot 11, Block 23 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a symmetrical, rectilinear plan and fronts north onto NW Glisan Street in a residential neighborhood. 
It is a two-story structure with a raised concrete foundation and a daylight basement. The hipped roof has a boxed cornice with block 
modillions under the parapet. The parapet is inset with wood panels. The walls are finished with lapped siding and wood quoins. A 
flight of concrete steps and a brick knee wall lead to the main entrance, which is centered on the north facade. The glazed front door 
has a single light set into plain wood trim. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are two brick 
end chimneys.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 416
Address: 2346 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452303720

Year Built: 1917
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Triplett, Harry & Delia, Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CB 4500

Legal Description: - of Lot 10, Block 23 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This five-story apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It has a concrete foundation 
and a flat roof with a brick parapet. The exterior is clad in brick. The main entrance is located on the south facade. A single-light 
wood door has fixed side lights and a transom. Located within a recessed entry, it is topped with transom and an ornamental balcony 
over the entry hood. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows with lug sills is the predominant window type. There have been 
no significant alterations to this building.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Stripped Classical style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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Contributing INV. #: 417 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: 2324 NW GLISAN ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R452303710 State ID: IN 1E33CB 4600
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6&7, Block 23 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This is currently a vacant lot without landscaping.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 418 Year Built: 1983
Resources Address: 437NW23RDAVE Alterations: Major
0 Style: Utilitarian Historic Name: Singer, Dr. Milton & Marilyn L.,

Building #2
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: ~ 
Resources Tax #: R452303610 State ID: 1N1E33CB 4800 
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block 23 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building has a modified rectilinear plan, occupying a corner lot and extending west to midblock on 
NW Flanders Street. Fronting on NW 23rd Avenue, the one-story building has a single bay and a flat roof with metal coping. The 
exterior surface is faced with lapped wood siding and corner boards on the primary elevations. The west elevation is concrete block. 
The elevated main entrance, located on the west facade, is accessed via a flight of concrete steps with iron railings. The fully glazed 
storefront is recessed. Fixed windows with sloping sills and double entry doors have metal sash and wood trim. The north elevation 
is two stories in height. It is organized into three bays under a metal shed roof. The recessed entrance occupies the center. The 
second story projects over the first story and contains a band of recessed ribbon windows. These have sloping sills, metal sash and 
wood trim. A below-ground garage is located at the east end of the north facade. Alterations include the addition of exterior stairs in 
1989, remodeling of the second story in 1991, remodeling of the first story in 1997, and exterior renovations in 1998.

Significance: Due to the building's date of construction and style, it is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 419 Year Built: 1978, 1978 
Resources Address: 2270 NW GLISAN ST, Alterations: Minor, Minor 
0 2280 NW GLISAN ST

Style: Modern Commercial, Modern Commercial Historic Name: Piacentini, John B. & Louise H.,
Building

Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: ~ 
Resources Tax #: R452303580 State ID: 1N1E33CB 400 
2

Legal Description: TL 400 of Lot --, Block 22 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: Two structures are located on this property:

a. 2270 NW Glisan Street, Noncompatible Noncontributing: This one-story commercial building is located at the east end of a 
parking lot on a corner site facing NW 23rd Avenue, a busy arterial. This one-story structure has a rectilinear plan, a concrete 
foundation, and a flat and hipped roof. The hipped roof is shingled. The walls are concrete block. There is a six-bay, fully glazed 
storefront at the front elevation, which is sheltered by the partial hipped roof and supported by eight square, wood posts. The entrance 
is offset at the front elevation. Double glass doors have aluminum frames and a fixed-light transom. The storefront windows have 
wood sash and plain wood trim. There have been no significant alterations to this structure.

b. 2280 NW Glisan Street, Noncompatible Noncontributing: This one-story commercial building fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue and 
shares a south wall with adjacent commercial structures. The building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a flat roof 
with a plain parapet. A plastic awning protrudes from the roofline on the north and west sides. The exterior surface is clad with small, 
textured concrete blocks in a stretcher pattern. Fixed one-over-one, plate-glass windows are distributed in sets of two and located on 
the north and west sides of the structure. The building has two entrances. The north entrance opens onto a parking lot. The west 
entrance is located at the bottom of a set of concrete steps. Both doors are glass with fixed transoms. There have been no significant 
alterations to this structure.

Significance: These structures are classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to their date of construction and style.

Contributing

Resources
]
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 420
Address: 2254 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Tudor Revival
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R556500060

Year Built: 1928
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Burkhardt Apartments
Architect: Cash & Wolff
State ID: 1N1E33CA 1600

Legal Description: TL 1600 of Lot 10, Block 2 in MEADS ADD

Description: This three-story, multi-family structure has a ell-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It has a wood frame 
and a concrete foundation. The hip roof has a boxed cornice. Brick facing clads the exterior at the first and second stories. The third 
story is finished in stucco and mock half-timbering. Entrance to the building is within the interior of the ell on the north facade, 
through a wrought-iron gate. The doorways have Tudor arches, cast-stone quions, and are topped with cast-stone pediments with 
decorative relief. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung aluminum sash. There are also multi-pane casement 
windows. An oriel window decorates this building at the north facade. Alterations include the replacement of the original windows 
with aluminum sash at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with the Burkhardt family. Alfred Casimir and Gustave John Burkhardt 
were born in Switzerland. Their family moved to Portland in 1883. Soon after, Alfred and John started a small florist business in 
Northwest Portland called Burkhardt Brothers. The business prospered, and in 1903 the brothers decided to operate separate floral 
businesses. Gustave remained at the original location for almost thirty years. His business eventually grew to three lots, covering one 
hundred and fifty feet by one hundred feet.

This property is also significant for its association with the architectural firm of Cash and Wolff. George Wolff, a Portland native, 
gained early architectural experience working in the office of Morris Whitehouse. He later earned a degree in architecture from the 
University of Oregon. In the 1940s, Wolff worked with Henry Kaiser and designed several federal projects, including the city of 
Vanport. Later in his career, he became a partner in the firm of Wolff, Zimmer, Gunsul and Frasca, a firm still practicing in Portland 
today. Earle G. Cash worked with the firm of H. L. Camp and Company during the early 1900s and had his own firm by 1915 before 
forming a partnership with Wolff. The Burkhardt Apartments is their only known work in the Historic Alphabet District. Cash and 
Wolff also designed the Burkhardt's florist shop, located in the present-day King's Hill Historic District.
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This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Tudor Revival style apartment building and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred within the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 421
Address: 2246-2248 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R556500050

Year Built: 1912
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Graham House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 1700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 9, Block 2 in MEADS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame, multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan 
Street. It has a concrete foundation and a partial above-grade basement. The hip roof has deep overhangs with slightly flared eaves. 
A gable dormer on the north facade also has slightly flared eaves. The exterior is clad in lap siding and is decorated with corner 
pilasters. The main entrance is located on the north facade. A single-light wood door has a fixed side light and transom. The 
verandah porch wraps around the east facade. It has a hip roof with flared eaves and dentils at the frieze, and it is supported by Tuscan 
columns. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Bay windows with leaded glass are located on the 
east and west facades. On the north facade, a bay window has a fixed center window with a leaded-glass transom. There is one 
interior chimney on the east facade. There have been no significant alterations to this building.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 422
Address: 2230 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Vernacular / Tudor 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R556500030

Year Built: 1926 
Alterations: Moderate 
Historic Name: Hillside Garage 
Architect: Lucius & Cash 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 1800

Legal Description: - of Lot 5&6, Block 2 in MEADS ADD

Description: This one-story commercial building was converted from a garage in 1987. It has a rectilinear plan, a concrete 
foundation, and a flat roof with metal coping. The exterior is clad in brick. Above the entrance and the garage door there are 
triangular pediments with a herringbone brick pattern. The main entrance is located on the south faqade, featuring glass doors within 
the semi-glazed storefront. A five-light garage door is adjacent to the pedestrian entrance. The predominant window type is large, 
fixed panes with transoms and soldier-course brick sills and lintels. Alterations include the replacement of the original windows, 
doors and garage door at an unknown date.

Significance: The Hillside Garage was designed in 1926 by the architectural firm of Lucius and Cash. It is one of few buildings in 
the neighborhood designed in this style. Earle G. Cash worked with the firm of H. L. Camp and Company during the early 1900s and 
had his own firm by 1915 before forming a partnership with George Wolff. Unfortunately, no records have been found regarding his 
partnership for the design of this property.

This property was owned for many years by Alfred C. Burkhardt. Born in Switzerland, Alfred C. Burkhardt moved to Portland in 
1883 with his family. Shortly after their arrival, Alfred and his brother Gustave started a small florist business in the undeveloped 
business district of northwest Portland. Burkhardt's business thrived and expanded, contributing to the development of the Northwest 
Portland business district.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Vernacular/Tudor style commercial building
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and is therefore contributing to the larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 423
Address: 435 NW 22ND AVE,
439 NW 22ND AVE
Style: Craftsman, Utilitarian
Classification: Primary Contributing,
Historic Noncontributing
Tax#: R556500010

Year Built: 1903, c. 1935 
Alterations: Minor, Moderate

Historic Name: Mead, Joshua Roberts, House 
Architect: —

State ID: 1N1E33CA 1900

Legal Description: - of Lot 1, Block 2 in MEADS ADD

Description: This multi-family residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 22nd Avenue on a corner lot. It is a two 
and one-half story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation. The complex roof is belcast, hipped, and has projecting eaves 
with modillions. On the north facade, there is a daylight basement clad in brick. The rest of the exterior is clad with clapboard siding. 
The main entrance is on the east facade. There is a partially glazed wood door with single-pane side lights in wood surrounds. A 
large entry porch covers most of the east facade. Four Tuscan columns and two engaged Tuscan columns flank the entry. The porch 
roof is flat and has an ornamental frieze. The predominant fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. The basement has 
casements protected by iron bars. There is a shingled dormer on each facade. The dormers on the north, south and east are gabled, 
with overhangs, verge boards, exposed rafters, and paired, one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. A hipped dormer with a 
ribbon of six-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows and modillions is located on the west facade. There are two brick chimneys. 
One is interior, the other exterior on the north facade. In 1953, the rear porch on the west facade was enclosed. A metal fire escape 
rises from the front porch to the dormer on the east facade.

Auxiliary Building: The residence described above is physically attached to a converted garage with the address of 439 NW 22nd 
Avenue, but they have separate uses. The auxiliary building is a one-story structure currently used as a residence. Historically, it was 
used for commercial purposes. It fronts onto the busy intersection of NW 22nd Avenue and NW Glisan Street. The roof is flat, with 
metal coping and a decorative concrete frieze. Clapboard siding covers most of the facade. The predominant fenestration is 
horizontal, sliding aluminum sash. The main entrance is on the northeast corner of the building. It is recessed and consists of a wood 
glass door, a fixed transom, and narrow vertical side lights. Alterations include covering the original garage door on the north facade. 
This occurred at an unknown date.

Significance: Though it is in fair condition, the primary residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good 
example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that 
occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. The auxiliary building, while constructed during the historic period, is considered to be 
noncontributing due to extensive alterations.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 424
Address: 2186NW GLISAN ST 
Style: American Renaissance 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452306680

Year Built: 1909
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Cecilia Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 10700

Legal Description: W 50' N 100' of Lot --, Block 38 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building has a rectilinear plan and is located at the corner of NW Glisan Street and NW 22nd Avenue, a 
busy residential and commercial intersection. It is a four-story structure over a daylight basement with a concrete foundation and a 
flat roof with a parapet. The roof has a projecting metal cornice and dentils at the frieze. Stucco clads the exterior at the basement 
level. The brick facade is decorated with cast-stone quoins. The main entrance, located on the north facade, is recessed with a
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pediment. On the west facade, there are projecting balconies with metal railings at each story. The predominant fenestration is one- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash. Decorative, flat arches with keystones top the windows. There have been no significant alterations 
to this building.

Significance: This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an American Renaissance style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 425 Year Built: 1963
Resources Address: 2122 NW GLISAN ST Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: Modern Commercial Historic Name: Durst's Thriftway Grocery Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452306510 State ID: 1N1E33CA 10800
1

Legal Description: TL 10800 of Lot --, Block 38 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one-story structure has a rectilinear plan and a reinforced concrete foundation. It has a low-pitched, front-gable 
roof with projecting eaves and metal coping. The exterior surface is reinforced concrete. A window wall at the primary (north) 
elevation mimics the contour of the gable roof line. This wall treatment exhibits the building's only fenestration. There are two main 
entrances, located on the northeast and northwest corners of the primary facade. There is a low, Roman brick wall set at a high 
foundation level along the primary elevation. Ornamentation includes a stone mosaic at the northeast corner of the primary facade. A 
wall mural decorates the three-bay, pilastered west facade. A flat-roofed, concrete block addition with metal coping was constructed 
between 1973 and 1992. The front entry was altered in 1994. A metal arcade supported by narrow metal posts was added that same 
year.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 426 Year Built: 1927
Resources Address: 2100-2118 NW GLISAN ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Streetcar Era Historic Name: Wigman, Tys & Josephine,

Building
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: ~ 
Resources Tax #: R452306490 State ID: 1N1E33CA 10900 
0

Legal Description: N 50' E 100' of Lot --, Block 38 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building is located on a corner lot and anchors the busy intersection of NW 21st Avenue and NW 
Glisan Street. It is a one-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof with a parapet. There is a concrete and wood 
cornice below the parapet. Simple geometric ornamentation and panels decorate the frieze. The exterior surface is concrete block. 
Each commercial space has a separate entrance. The main entrance for the pharmacy at 2100 NW Glisan Street is located at a 45- 
degree angle on the northwest corner of the building. 2114-2118NW Glisan Street was internally consolidated and three entrances 
cut out in 1971. The recessed entrances have glass doors and transoms. There is a multi-pane ribbon window with wood sash above 
these units. A vertical, ribbed metal marquee wraps around the corner storefront of 2100 NW Glisan Street. It replaces the cornice 
and ribbon window configuration of 2114 - 2118 NW Glisan Street. Large, fixed storefront windows predominate and are limited to 
the south elevation. Alterations to this building are primarily limited to 2100 NW Glisan Street. An office balcony was constructed
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over the prescription room in 1935, and the interior was remodeled in 1943. The storefront was remodeled in 1956 and the entry door 
replaced in 1994.

Significance: Notwithstanding modifications for commercial use, this building is considered to be contributing within the district as a 
good example of a Streetcar Era commercial building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial 
development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 427
Address: 432 NW 21 STAVE
Style: Streetcar Era
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452306350

Year Built: 1912
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Ellis, A. S. & Edna C., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 11000

Legal Description: N 50' W 100' of Lot --, Block 37 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building is located on a corner lot and anchors the busy intersection of NW 21 st Avenue and NW 
Glisan Street. It is a one-story structure with a rectilinear plan, concrete foundation, and flat roof with a stepped parapet and metal 
coping. Stucco sheathes the exterior. The main entrance is bowed and recessed. It is configured at a 45-degree angle on the 
northwest corner of the building. It has glazed, double doors with aluminum frames. There is a recessed service entrance at the north 
facade. Large, square, fixed, aluminum sash windows with lintels predominate, except for two recessed, one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash windows with lug sills at the north facade. A fabric awning wraps around the northwest corner of the building. The 
building's original windows were replaced in 1975.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Streetcar Era style commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 428
Address: 2066 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452306330

Year Built: 1914
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Westonia Apartments
Architect: Wright, George R.
State ID: 1N1E33CA 11200

Legal Description: W 1/2 N 100' of Lot --, Block -- in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It is a two-story building 
with a daylight basement and a concrete foundation. The fiat roof has a wide projecting cornice with modillions and paired brackets 
on the south facade. The main entrance is located on the south facade. It is recessed, with a single-light wood door, fixed side lights 
and a transom. The entry has a wood surround and is topped by an entablature. The predominant window type is recessed one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash with slip sills. There have been no significant alterations to this building.

Significance: The Westonia Apartments were designed by architect George R. Wright. Little is known of Wright. According to 
Portland city directories, he worked as a draftsman for locally prominent architect A. E. Doyle. According to Wright's own 
correspondence, he worked as an architect in Portland from 1912 to 1917. He is known to have assisted Frederic E. Bowman in 
constructing apartment buildings such as the Elm Street Apartment Building, a National Register property. The Westonia Apartments 
and the Classic Apartments are his only known work in the Historic Alphabet District.

This structure is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style apartment building 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 429
Address: 2056 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452306320

Year Built: 1917
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Classic Apartments
Architect: Wright, George R.
State ID: 1N1E33CA 11300

Legal Description: E 1/2 N 100' of Lot --, Block 37 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It is a three-story structure with a 
concrete foundation and a flat roof with a parapet. The roof has a deep cornice with modillions and a denticulated frieze. Brick clads 
the exterior of the primary facade; the remaining facades are stuccoed. A soldier-course brick belt course separates the first and 
second stories. Pilasters rise from the belt course to the frieze and are topped with decorative, ribbed concrete panels. The main 
entrance is located on the south facade. Two single-light wood doors with fixed side lights and a transom are set within a recessed 
entry with a denticulated frieze. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with sills. There have been 
no significant alterations to this building.

Significance: The Classic Apartments were designed by architect George R. Wright. Little is known of Wright. According to 
Portland city directories, he worked as a draftsman for locally prominent architect A. E. Doyle. According to Wright's own 
correspondence, he worked as an architect in Portland from 1912 to 1917. He is known to have assisted Frederic E. Bowman in 
constructing apartment buildings such as the Elm Street Apartment Building, a National Register property. The Westonia Apartments 
and the Classic Apartments are his only known work in the Historic Alphabet District. (Kimberly Lakin, Kimberly Demuth, and 
David Mayfield, Elm Street Apartments National Register Nomination, 1990)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classical style multi-family residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 430
Address: 2042-2050 NW GLISAN ST
Style: Minimal Tract
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452306310

Year Built: 1941
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Gardner, Bryson, Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 11400

Legal Description: TL 11400 of Lot --, Block 37 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one and one-half story apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It has a 
concrete foundation and a hipped roof with metal coping. Brick clads the exterior. Each of the five units has a small entry porch 
along the west facade. The single-light doors are reached via concrete stairways with wrought-iron railings. The predominant 
window type is recessed, one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a partial above-grade basement. On the west facade, there 
is an external brick chimney. A surface parking lot is located on the east side of the lot. No significant alterations were recorded for 
this structure.

Significance: This building is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its style and date of construction.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 431
Address: W/2014NW GLISAN ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: Rl80227520

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 11500

Legal Description: TL 11500 of Lot --, Block 280 in COUGHS ADD
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Description: This is a surface parking lot with perimeter landscaping composed of mature trees. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 432
Address: 2014 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Mediterranean Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80227490

Year Built: 1925
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Biltmore Apartments
Architect: Grant, John H.
State ID: 1N1E33CA 11600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&2, Block 280 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This five-story apartment building has a U-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. The flat roof has a parapet, a 
wide bracketed cornice, and is surfaced with red metal tiles. Stucco clads the concrete walls. The main entrance is located on the 
north facade. At the interior of the U, a courtyard leads to a portico. The portico has a round-arched portal capped by a bracketed hip 
roof and a wrought-iron upper deck railing. The vestibule has ceramic floor tiles and a plate-glass panel door with side lights and a 
leaded-glass transom. The predominant fenestration includes six- and eight-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows with sills. 
This building has many embellishments. There is a projecting belt course at every story, modillions at the base of the walls on every 
story and large, vertical panels of cast-stone flanking the corner windows. The portico also features flanking decorative buttresses 
topped by scrolls. There have been no significant alterations to this building.

Significance; The Biltmore Apartments were designed by architect John H. Grant for the Commodore Investment Company. It was 
constructed during 1923 and 1924, during a boom of apartment building construction in Portland. Grant moved to Portland in 1922 
from Montana where he had been a registered architect. He was subsequently licensed in Oregon that same year. Grant practiced in 
Portland between 1922 and 1939, but only three of his designs have been identified: the Eglington Arms Hotel, the Acacia 
Apartments, and the Biltmore Apartments. The last two are in the Historic Alphabet District. The Biltmore Apartments were 
individually listed in the National Register in 1991.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Mediterranean Revival style and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. It is also significant 
for its architectural merit and association with John H. Grant. (John M. Tess and Richard E. Ritz, Biltmore Apartments National 
Register Nomination, 1990)

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 433
Address: 428NW20THAVE
Style: Utilitarian
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80226530

Year Built: 1925
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Kraemer, Otto J., Building
Architect: -
State ID: 1N1E33DB 2000

Legal Description: -- of Lot 15&16, Block 274 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This one-story building has a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a flat roof. The structure is sited on a sloping lot 
and fronts onto NW 20th Avenue. The building is part of the Congregation Beth Israel complex. The exterior surface is clad with red 
brick in a random stretcher and header pattern. The main entrance, located on the west facade, is not currently used as an access route. 
The two entry doors are opposite each other on the north and south sides of the recessed and tiled entry way. The paired doors are 
glass with rectangular transoms. A rectangular brick column is located at the center of the entry way. Windows are located on the 
south and west facades and inside the entryway. The predominant window style is fixed aluminum sash. South facade ribbon 
windows are four-over-four, fixed, aluminum sash with cast-stone surrounds. At each side of the entry on the west facade there are 
two multi-pane, stained-glass windows with cast-stone surrounds. This building has not been altered, but its use has changed over 
time from a garage to a day-care center.
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Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Utilitarian style commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 434 Year Built: 1949
Resources Address: 1931 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: Modern / Byzantine Historic Name: Memorial Temple House
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R180226470 State ID: 1N1E33DB 1900
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 9-14, Block 274 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building houses synagogue offices as part of the Temple Beth Israel complex between NW Flanders Street and NW 
Glisan Street. It is attached to another temple building to the west. It has a U-shaped plan and faces east into the interior of a large 
raised lot shared with the main temple structure. This building is a two-story structure with a concrete foundation and a gable roof 
with intersecting cross-gabled wings and a plain concrete frieze. Building volumes at the wing junctions have domed roofs and 
rounded bases. The exterior surface of the building is brick. There is also random ashlar at the base of the south facade addition. The 
original main entrance is located on the east facade and opens onto a broad entry courtyard with terraces and landscaping. It features a 
recessed entry with paneled double doors. The entry is flanked by cast-stone pilasters and topped by a cartouche with floral motifs. A 
long vaulted awning extends from the entrance toward the main temple building. There is also a newer entrance on the south facade. 
This entrance has double four-light doors flanked by side lights covered by decorative metal screens and is topped by a transom light. 
The building has one large brick chimney. Alterations include a 1,700 square-foot addition for offices and a gift shop built in 1993.

Significance: Although this building's style is compatible with the adjacent Temple Beth Israel and the historic district, the 
construction date classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 435 Year Built: 1928
Resources Address: WI/1931 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Byzantine Historic Name: Temple Beth Israel
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Brookman, Herman; Morris H.

Whitehouse; John V. Bennes; Harry A. Herzog
Resources Tax #: R180226390 State ID: 1N1E33DB 1800 
0

Legal Description: ~ of Lot 1-8, Block 274 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This 143' x 90' religious institution has an irregular plan and is sited on a 200' x 260' corner lot, with a setback of 40 feet 
from the property line. Building wings and towers are four stories, while the temple, the primary building bulk, is two stories. The 
temple itself is a dome-topped structure and has an octagonal plan. Building wings are also dome-topped or have gable or flat roofs. 
With the exception of the few flat roofs, all roofs are covered with handmade terra cotta tiles. The exterior surface is reinforced brick 
with facings of Mankota stone, Willamina brick, Ohio sandstone, and terra cotta. Spandrels, repetitive decorated molding, and 
ornamental pilasters on the temple facade are all terra cotta. Norwegian granite steps lead to the main entrance, located on the west 
facade. The main entry facade is constructed of sandstone and brick with terra cotta decorations. The vestibule is flanked by pilasters 
topped by seated lions. There is a covered side entry located on the south elevation. It is sheltered by a vaulted roof supported by six 
columns of cut sandstone laid in a broken course. The primary fenestration consists of tripartite, arcaded, leaded stained-glass 
memorial windows, with other decorative, leaded stained-glass windows inset at other locations. All rain gutters are made of copper, 
and the towers have copper bonnets. The grounds are forested with mature plantings from a previous estate. Alterations include the 
removal of a carved walnut and oak railing that previously enclosed the rostrum. The sub-foyer floor was also replaced. There was 
some interior remodeling in 1990.
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Significance: Temple Beth Israel, a Modernistic landmark rooted in Byzantine architectural tradition, is acknowledged as one of the 
masterpieces of architect Herman Brookman, whose work was characterized by richness of detail and "perfection of appointment." 
Upon its construction a local newspaper declared that "the edifice may be taken as a tribute to Portland art as well as to the foresight of 
those who planned it." (Oregon Journal, 22 April 1928).

Herman Brookman, a native of New York, came to Portland in 1923. He served an apprenticeship with Harry T. Lindeberg, who 
specialized in the design of estates and mansions for wealthy Long Islanders. Brookman launched his career in the Pacific Northwest 
with the M. Lloyd Frank project on Palatine Hill in 1924. Brookman also designed Menucha, the 1930s retreat of Governor Julius 
Meier in the Columbia River Gorge near Corbett. Brookman maintained has practice in Portland for over forty years. He held 
leadership positions in the Portland chapter of the American Institute of Architects.

Brookman and Morris H. Whitehouse were the principal designers of Temple Beth Israel, while John V. Bennes and Harry A. Herzog 
acted as their consulting architects. The collaboration of these four men—each of whom was a capable architect in his own right- 
produced a spectacular Byzantine style building. The synagogue, a National Register property, is the only Byzantine style structure in 
the Historic Alphabe District.

The congregation of Temple Beth Israel is associated with Rabbis Stephen Wise and Jonah Wise. Stephen Wise served the 
congregation for six years, beginning in 1990. He developed the philosophy of "liberal Judaism" and designed a new pattern for 
synagogue work. Wise, a social reformer, was one of the leaders in the fight for Oregon's first Child Labor Law. In 1906, when 
Rabbi Stephen Wise resigned, Rabbi Jonah Wise took over. Jonah Wise served the congregation until 1925. Jonah Wise developed 
the philosophy of "Classical Reform Judaism" and was largely responsible for the construction of Beth Temple School. In 1925, 
Rabbi Wise moved to New York City to become Rabbi of Central Synagogue. In the 1920s, Dr. Wise went to Germany to establish a 
program to provide relief to those who fled Germany. In 1939, Rabbi Wise founded the United Jewish Appeal, which raised hundreds 
of millions of dollars to help needy and oppressed Jews worldwide. Upon his death, the New York Times proclaimed Dr. Wise as an 
"elder statesman of religion" — long a leader of Judaism, long a champion of inter-faith relationships, long one of wizards of a 
worldwide philanthropy that has brought refuge and relief to millions of distressed Jews." (New York Times, 2 February 1959)

The members of the Beth Israel Congregation have been among the city's most prominent citizens, including former Governor Julius 
Meier, former Senator Richard L. Neuberger, Federal Judge Gus J. Solomon, Chief Justice of the Oregon Supreme Court Herbert 
Schwab, and former Governor and U.S. Secretary of Transportation Neil Goldschmidt.

This building, individually listed in the National Register in 1979, is considered to be contributing within the district for its 
architectural significance and its association with a number of Portland's forefathers, including Rabbi Stephen Wise and Rabbi Jonah 
Wise. It is additionally of interest due to its historic function as a place of religious significance to Portland's Jewish community. 
(John Horn and Reed Elwyn, Temple Beth Israel National Register Nomination, 1978)

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 436
Address: 434 NW 19TH AVE 
Style: Queen Anne / Italianate 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180215770

Year Built: 1884
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: O'Shea, John & James, House #1
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 1500

Legal Description: -- of Lot 7, Block 173 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This building is corner-sited. It is a one and one-half story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation and an 
irregular plan. The intersecting gabled roof has gabled dormers. The walls are finished with shiplap siding. There is a corner entry 
porch with paneled newel posts, chamfered posts with brackets, and a balustrade with jigsawn balusters. The paneled entry door has a 
transom. Carved brackets and circular sawn trim embellish the porch roof line. Two one-story bays feature panel and molding trim 
with fishtail shingles. There are two stuccoed chimneys. The primary window type is one-over one, double-hung wood sash.
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Significance; Irish brothers James and John O'Shea immigrated to the United States with their family around 1870. At an unknown 
date, the brothers moved to Portland and began a successful meatpacking company. In 1892, the O'Sheas, along with other local 
butchers, established the Union Meat Co., a larger operation. They sold it to the national meatpacking firm of Swift & Co. in 1905, 
subsequently concentrating their business energies in the field of real estate.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne / Italianate style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 437
Address: 1818 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180215740

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Dosch, Henry, House #1
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33DB 1400

Legal Description: N 2.50' W 36' of Lot 5, Block 173 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame structure is currently used as a youth hostel. It has a 
rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade 
basement, and a gable roof with wide bargeboards. The gable projects slightly over the first story and is 
supported by brackets on the south facade. Lap siding and corner boards cover the exterior. The predominant 
fenestration includes one-over-one, double-hung wood sash and multi-paned windows. The main entrance is 
located on the south facade. The entrance is decorated with classical surrounds. There have been no 
significant alterations to this building.

Significance: This property is associated with Colonel Henry Ernst Dosch. A native of Germany, former 
Union Army Colonel Dosch came to Portland in 1871. He was a successful wholesale boot and store 
merchant. Due to his interest in horticulture, he was appointed a member of the Oregon Horticultural

Commission in 1889. Dosch's many achievements while on the commission included introducing the French walnut tree to Oregon.
In 1903, at the International Exposition in Osaka, Japan, the Emperor of Japan decorated him for valuable service rendered, receiving
the emblem of the Sacred Treasure and the insignia of the Rising Sun. Dosch is significant for his contributions to the field of
horticulture.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

1818 NW Glisan St.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 438
Address: W/1818 NW GLISAN ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: Rl80215780

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33DB 1300

Legal Description: E 64' of Lot 8, Block 173 in COUGHS ADD 

Description: This site is a surface parking lot with a perimeter wall and landscaping. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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Contributing INV. #: 439 Year Built: 1927———————————————————
Resources Address: 1740NWGLISANST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Streetcar Era Commercial Historic Name: Dosch, Henry, Building
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R180214910 State ID: 1N1E33DB 700
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6&7, Block 164 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This commercial building has a square plan and occupies a corner lot that fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It is one-story 
structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. It has a hipped parapet with decorative clay roof tiles and an unadorned cornice. 
The exterior surface of the building is brick, with a concrete belt course. Below the parapet are a series of cast-stone shields with 
fleur-de-lis motifs. There are two storefront entrances on the north facade. Both have wood doors and transoms. One of the transoms 
has been boarded up. Originally, the predominant window type was large, storefront windows topped by transoms with carved 
muntins. The storefront windows were boarded up with vertical wood siding in 1975, leaving only the transom lights. There are 
large, paneled garage doors on the north and west facades.

Significance: This property is associated with Colonel Henry Ernst Dosch. A native of Germany, former Union Army Colonel Dosch 
came to Portland in 1871. He was a successful wholesale boot and store merchant. Due to his interest in horticulture, he was 
appointed a member of the Oregon Horticultural Commission in 1889. Dosch's many achievements while on the commission 
included introducing the French walnut tree to Oregon. In 1903, at the International Exposition in Osaka, Japan, the Emperor of Japan 
decorated him for valuable service rendered, receiving the emblem of the Sacred Treasure and the insignia of the Rising Sun. Dosch 
is significant for his contributions to the field of horticulture.

Although this building was constructed during the period of significance, alterations have damaged its historic integrity. If the 
fenestration was restored to its original condition, this property could be reclassified as secondary contributing.

Contributing INV. #: 440 Year Built: 1950
Resources Address: 407NW17THAVE Alterations: Major
0 Style: Modern Commercial Historic Name: Smith, Helen Brayton, Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R180214850 State ID: 1N1E33DB 600
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&4&5&8, Block 164 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This building has a modified rectilinear plan and is sited on a corner lot. It has a flat roof with a boxed cornice, a 
stuccoed concrete exterior with belt course, and a concrete foundation. The south end of the structure is one story, while the north end 
has two levels. Exterior features include bas-relief pilasters and arcades. A concrete slab with a boxed cornice overhangs the 
southeast corner of the structure. The main entrance is located on the east facade, although there are other entrances to this 
commercial structure at the north and south facades. The main entrance has glazed, aluminum frame, double doors with transoms. 
These are framed by one-over-one, fixed windows. Entrances at the north and south facades are sheltered by awnings. One-over-one, 
fixed, tripartite windows dominate the first story. Second-story windows are single-pane, fixed, and topped by alternating triangular 
and segmental pediments. There is decorative lighting at the belt-course level, with additional lighting at the soffit of the overhang. 
This building was used as a warehouse until 1996 when it was remodeled for retail and office use.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 441
Address: 1624 NW GLISAN ST 
Style: Commercial Style 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80213340

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Swedish Tabernacle
Architect: Unknown
State ID: 1N1E33DB 500

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 6&7, Block 153 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This three-story building, of brick construction, has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Glisan Street. It has a 
concrete block foundation and a flat roof with a parapet. The building exhibits Tudor style influences. On the front (north) facade, the 
parapet is in the form of a battlement. The basement level is clad in rusticated stone, while the remaining levels are clad in brick. 
The exterior is decorated with slightly raised corner pilasters and a row of soldier-course brick at the frieze. The main entrance is 
located on the south facade. A pair of slightly recessed wood, double doors have a fixed transom and long, vertical side lights. The 
entrance and fenestration are framed by pilasters that are connected at the top by a ridge that continues the same battlement theme 
found at the parapet. The predominant window type includes one-over-one, double-hung wood sash and casements. Soldier-course 
brick sills embellish the windows. Alterations were made to the building at unknown dates. The doors are not thought to be original, 
and some windows were replaced.

Significance: Built in 1912, the Swedish Tabernacle housed the Swedish Mission Covenant Church for over forty years. The 
building served as a religious and social meeting place for its members, providing a sense of community for the Swedish immigrants 
and their descendants. Beginning in 1954, the Longshoremen's Union found the Swedish Tabernacle to be an appropriate meeting 
place due to its generous floor space and balcony seating. The building currently operates as a movie theater under the name of the 
Mission Theater.

This building, which was listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1982, is considered to be contributing within the district 
as a good example of Commercial style building and for its connection to the Swedish community. (William Manlove, The Swedish 
Tabernacle National Register Nomination, 1981)

Contributing

Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 442
Address: WI/1610 NW GLISAN ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R180213320

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33DB 400

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 6&7, Block 153 in COUCHS ADD 

Description: This site is used as a surface parking lot. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing 
Resources
0

Noncontributing

Resources
1

INV.#: 443
Address: 419NW23RDAVE
Style: Ranch

Year Built: 1963
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Chavigny, Charles L. & Mary K. &
M-C Associates, Building

Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Tax#: R452303650 State ID: 1N1E33CB 4700

Legal Description: TL 4700 of Lot -, Block 23 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This office building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, set behind a surface parking lot. It is a two- 
story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. There is a below-ground basement level. The roof has a wide overhang, 
which cantilevers over the first and second stories, supported by thin, square posts. The exterior surface is vertical wood siding with 
areas of stone facing. The main entrance is located on the east facade, marked by a plain slab door that is flanked by large, fixed 
windows. A wide band of lapped siding wraps around the second story, forming a porch which is sheltered by the overhanging roof 
and lit by two skylights. This is accessed via a flight of wood slab steps with an open metal railing. The fenestration includes sliding 
windows with aluminum sash and fixed windows with aluminum sash. Decorative details include rusticated stone facing rising two 
stories at the southeast elevation. Alterations to this building include expansion of the structure in 1995.

Significance: Due to the building's date of construction and style, it is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 444
Address: 425NW22NDAVE
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R556500020

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 2000

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2, Block 2 in MEADS ADD

Description: This site is used as a private surface parking lot. The residence that once occupied this lot was demolished in 1986. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 445
Address: 424 NW 21 STAVE 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452306370

Year Built: 1912
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Roselyn Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 11100

Legal Description: S 50' N 100' W 100' of Lot --, Block 37 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the east side of NW 21st Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial. The 
building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, and brick construction, with decorative brick patterning. The flat roof has a 
parapet. The wide frieze is decorated with Art Deco style, cast-stone ornamentation and a brick belt course. The building has a raised 
basement. The main entrance has projecting cast-stone surrounds and an awning that covers a fluted cast-stone panel above the 
entrance. Fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. Centered above the entrance are narrow, 
rectangular, 12-light windows.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 446
Address: 424NW19THAVE 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80215750

Year Built: 1884
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: O'Shea, John & James, House #2
Architect: -
State ID: 1N1E33DB 1600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6, Block 173 in COUGHS ADD
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Description: This two-story building, originally a single-family residence, was converted to commercial use at an unknown date. It 
is currently occupied by a law office. The building has an irregular plan, concrete foundation, and raised basement. The truncated hip 
roof features jerkinhead and gable-roofed cross gables, ornamental bargeboards, and bracketed eaves. The roof is clad in wood 
shingles. Asbestos shingles sheathe the exterior. The main entrance is located on the west facade. The main entrance door has two 
lights over three panels, a transom, and plain wood surrounds. There is a small, reentrant, attached porch with iron railings. The 
primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. First-story windows have protective iron grillework. Decorative 
details include a polygonal bay window at the primary (west) facade. It has fixed, six-light windows. There are two chimneys. 
Alterations include the addition of a carport and patio in 1954.

Significance: Irish brothers James and John O'Shea immigrated to the United States with their family around 1870. At an unknown 
date, the brothers moved to Portland and began a successful meatpacking company. In 1892, the O'Sheas, along with other local 
butchers, established the Union Meat Co., a larger operation. They sold it to the national meatpacking firm of Swift & Co. in 1905, 
subsequently concentrating their business energies in the field of real estate.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

1NV. #: 447
Address: 425 NW 18TH AVE
Style: Italianate
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80215690

Year Built: 1889
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Elliston Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33DB 1200

Legal Description: EXC N 2.50' W 36' of Lot 5, Block 173 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two-story, multi-family residence is located on the west side of NW 18th Avenue in a residential area. It is a wood 
frame structure with a rectilinear, double-bay plan, a concrete and brick foundation, and a raised basement. The low-pitched, hipped 
roof has a wide, boxed cornice with elaborate brackets and trim. The walls are sheathed with shiplap siding. An elevated entrance 
portico with a hipped roof is at the center of the building. The portico features small Corinthian columns with fluted bases. There are 
four, two-story polygonal bays that have segmental windows and cutout trim. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double- 
hung wood sash. On the first story, the bay windows are arched. Alterations include removal of non-historic asbestos shingles. In 
1989, the front stair handrail was replaced.

Significance: This property served as the residence of Colonel Henry Ernst Dosch. A native of Germany, former Union Army 
Colonel Dosch came to Portland in 1871. He was a successful wholesale boot and store merchant. Due to his interest in horticulture, 
he was appointed a member of the Oregon Horticultural Commission in 1889. Dosch's many achievements while on the commission 
included introducing the French walnut tree to Oregon. In 1903, at the International Exposition in Osaka, Japan, the Emperor of Japan 
decorated him for valuable service rendered, receiving the emblem of the Sacred Treasure and the insignia of the Rising Sun. Dosch 
is significant for his contributions to the field of horticulture.

This building, which was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1987, is considered to be contributing within 
the district as a good example of an Italianate style multi-family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of 
residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. (Heritage Investment Corp., Elliston Apartments National 
Register Nomination, 1986)
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Contributing INV. #: 448 Year Built: 1894
Resources Address: 2381 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Bates-Seller House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: Whidden & Lewis
Resources Tax #: R452303790 State ID: 1N1E33CB 4000
0

Legal Description: W 13' of Lot 13, Block 23 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story multi-family residence, originally a single-family home, is located on the south side of NW 
Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. The building has a rectangular plan, a dressed-stone foundation, a raised basement, and 
wood frame construction with wood lap siding. The hip roof has five gabled dormers with pediments, three on the south (front) 
elevation and two on the east and west elevations. The boxed cornice has denticulated trim and modillions. A wide frieze board 
separates the second story from the roof line. The building's front elevation has a full-width veranda supported by Doric columns set 
on square stone bases, which are connected by a paneled balustrade. On the second story, the veranda is capped by a porch that has a 
classical style balustrade. The front entrance steps are concrete, flanked by dressed-stone side walls. The entrance is set off center to 
the verandah, two bays to three. Entrance to the building is through a two-story, full portico supported on the first story by two trios 
of Ionic-style columns and supported on the second story by two trios of Corinthian columns. The fenestration is primarily one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash windows. Paneled two-story cornerboards accent the edges of the building. Cast-stone urns mark the 
entrance walk as it leads from the public sidewalk. The building has three internal brick chimneys. Two chimneys break the main 
roof at the east and west ends and a third breaks the rear-wing roof. The original second-story balustrade was removed at an unknown 
date and replaced circa 1978 with a classical style balustrade, consistent with the original style. The building was converted to a 
multi-family residence after 1978.

Significance: The Bates-Seller House is significant for its association with the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. Whidden 
and Lewis, a prominent Portland firm, was responsible for most of the city's finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century period. 
Educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, both men launched their careers on the East Coast—Whidden with the 
prestigious New York firm of McKim, Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and Stearns in Boston. The Whidden and Lewis 
partnership was formed in Portland in 1890. The firm introduced up-to-date architectural fashions to the city. In addition to their 
residential work in the Colonial Revival style, the firm introduced the Renaissance Revival style with their Portland City Hall. A 
dozen single-family residences—seven of which are National Register properties—represent their work in the Historic Alphabet 
District.

This residence is also siginficant for its associations with George W. Bates and Fredrick M. Seller. Bates, an Iowa native, was active 
in the banking industry and in the development of the utility infrastructure of Portland. He was involved in the construction of 
bridges, the Albina Water Company, and the first Bull Run water line. After amassing his fortune, he tried his hand at politics; he 
served as both Fire and Police Commissioner for the city of Portland. Bates later became an Oregon state senator. He is significant 
for his contributions to Portland's political and commercial development. The house was later owned by Seller. Seller established a 
thriving downtown store that specialized in fine porcelain, housewares, and toys. He is noteworthy for his role in developing a 
flourishing downtown core in Portland.

This building, individually listed in the National Register in 1979, is considered to be contributing within the district as a good 
example of a Colonial Revival style residence and for its association with the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. (James E. 
Stanek, Bates-Seller House National Register of Historic Places nomination, 1978)
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INV.#: 449
Address: 2363 NW FLANDERS ST
Style: Georgian
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452303690

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Adams, Charles F., House
Architect: Whidden & Lewis
State ID: 1N1E33CB 3900

Legal Description: W 40' of Lot 12, Block 23 in KINGS 2ND ADD

2363 NW Flanders St.

Description: This two and one-half story commercial building, originally a residence, is located on 
the south side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. The building has a T-shape plan, 
a brick and concrete foundation, and a basement. The building has brick-bearing wall construction 
of Flemish bond, with the corners emphasized. The hip roof has hip dormers on the south (front) 
and west elevations and a boxed cornice with denticulated trim. The rear portion of the roof, not 
visible from the street, was rebuilt as a gable. The front entry porch has paired post supports and 
square balusters. The porch roof is supported by square brick pillars. The entry door has leaded- 
glass and leaded-glass side lights. A deck on the east elevation of the second story has paired posts 
capped with finials and square balusters. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one and three-over 
three, double-hung wood sash windows. A pair of diamond-paned windows on the second story is 
centered over the entry. Next to the entry, on the first story, is a slant bay. A third-story tower has round windows with a keystone 
and a low balustrade. There are two interior chimneys. The building has undergone several alterations, including renovation work to 
restore its original character. The library wing is an older (but undated) addition. When the building was reroofed in the early 1960s, 
much of the original character was retained, but dormers were widened, maintaining the original proportions. A second-floor 
sleeping porch, originally in the rear, was moved to the east facade when the library was added. Later it was changed into a fire 
escape, then to a deck.

Significance: The Charles F. Adams House is significant for its association with the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. 
Whidden and Lewis, a prominent Portland firm, was responsible for most of the city's finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century 
period. Educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, both men launched their careers on the East Coast—Whidden with the 
prestigious New York firm of McKim, Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and Stearns in Boston. The Whidden and Lewis 
partnership was formed in Portland in 1890. The firm introduced up-to-date architectural fashions to the city. In addition to their 
residential work in the Colonial Revival style, the firm introduced the Renaissance Revival style with their Portland City Hall. A 
dozen single-family residences—seven of which are National Register properties—represent their work in the Historic Alphabet 
District.

This building is also significant for its association with Charles Francis Adams. Adams was a leading banker, utility executive, and art 
collector who began his activities in Portland in the 1890s. He was involved with the Security Savings and Trust Company and the 
Portland Gas and Light Company.

Though this building has undergone moderate alterations, remodeling efforts have restored the building to a state consistent with its 
historic character. It is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Georgian style residence and is of 
interest for its association with one of Portland's forefathers, Charles F. Adams. It is additionally significant for its association with 
the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. (Marianne M. Perrin and Rick Michaelson, Charles F. Adams House National Register 
of Historic Places nomination, 1980)
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Contributing INV. #: 450 Year Built: 1896
Resources Address: 2347-2349 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Trevett-Nunn House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: Whidden & Lewis
Resources Tax #: R452303670 State ID: 1N1E33CB 3800
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 9, Block 23 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two-story, multi-family residence, originally a single-family residence, is located on the north side of NW Flanders 
Street, a two-lane residential street. The building has a T-shape plan, a brick foundation, a basement, and wood frame construction 
with wood lap siding. The hip roof has small intersecting gables that face the south (front) elevation. Under the eaves a wide frieze 
board is trimmed with a boxed cornice and denticulated trim. A tower extends at the third story of the west elevation and features oval 
windows with a keystone and a low balustrade. The central entry bay is flanked by slant bays that extend to the roof. Across the front 
of the building is a full-width porch with a balcony above. The porch has square balusters and four sets of paired posts joined by an 
open lattice in a diamond pattern. The balcony balustrade features paired posts with finials and square balusters. The paneled wood 
door has a leaded-glass panel with clear and obscure glass in a diamond pattern. The lower part of the glass panel contains the 
original house number "777" in gold leaf. Surrounding the door are side lights and transoms, also of leaded glass, similar in design to 
the door panel. The fenestration is primarily six-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The building has two internal brick 
chimneys; one extends through the western tower and the other is located on the eastern end of the building. The building has 
converted to a multi-family residence in 1959. In 1968, the balcony balustrade was restored. The porch floor and stairs, originally 
constructed of wood, were rebuilt in concrete at an unknown date.

Significance: The Trevett-Nunn House is significant for its association with the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. Whidden 
and Lewis, a prominent Portland firm, was responsible for most of the city's finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century period. 
Educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, both men launched their careers on the East Coast—Whidden with the 
prestigious New York firm of McKim, Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and Stearns in Boston. The Whidden and Lewis 
partnership was formed in Portland in 1890. The firm introduced up-to-date architectural fashions to the city. In addition to their 
residential work in the Colonial Revival style, the firm introduced the Renaissance Revival style with their Portland City Hall. A 
dozen single-family residences—seven of which are National Register properties—represent their work in the Historic Alphabet 
District.

This building is also significant for its association with Lucy Trevett, Emily (Trevett) Nunn, and Dr. Richard K. Nunn. Lucy Trevett, 
born in Portland and educated in the eastern United States and Europe, was a radical social activist. Emily Nunn, born Emily Trevett 
in 1869, worked with her sister Lucy Trevett in the promotion of social justice in Portland. In northwest Portland style, their home 
was a gathering place for artists and radicals. The two were influential in the foundation of the Oregon chapter of the A. C. L. U. and 
the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom. Their activities placed them both on the "Red Squad's" list of 
"subversives." An Englishman by birth, Dr. Nunn moved to Portland in 1888 and established a medical practice. In addition to his 
prosperous medical practice, Nunn was an "oculist-aurist" and a member of the faculty at the University of Oregon Medical School. 
In 1915, Nunn enlisted in the Medical Corps of England and served for almost six years in various British and French hospitals.

The Trevett-Nunn House, individually listed in the National Register, is a good example of a Craftsman style residence. It is 
considered to be contributing within the district during the primary period of significance and is of interest for its association with 
Portland's foremothers Lucy and Emily Trevett. It is also significant for its function as a gathering place for artists, social reformers, 
and radicals. Finally, it is significant for its architectural integrity and association with the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. 
(George A. McMath, Trevett/Nunn House National Register of Historic Places nomination, 1979)
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INV.#: 451
Address: 2335 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Shingle Style / Vernacular 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R649733080

Year Built: 1898
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Russell, George, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CB 3700

Legal Description: - of Lot 1, Block -- in PARTITION PLAT 1993-78

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the north side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. 
The building has a rectangular plan, a brick foundation, a basement, and wood frame construction with wood lap and shingle siding. 
The gabled roof has gable dormers and modillions under the eaves. The gable on the south (front) elevation has a rolled window 
opening. The primary facade has a two-story, full-entry porch with colossal square columns set on brick bases with chamfered block 
trim. The second story of the porch has a simple balustrade with square balusters. The fenestration is primarily multi-pane-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash windows. A two-story bay on the east elevation is three-sided on the first story and square on the second 
story. Also located on the east elevation is a tall, decorative exterior chimney. Window modifications were made to the building at an 
unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Shingle Style/Vernacular 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 452
Address: 2329 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Post-Modern / Traditional 
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: R649733090

Year Built: 1993
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Alsuhaimi, Khalid, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CB 3600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2, Block - in PARTITION PLAT 1993-78

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Flanders Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation, an above-grade basement, and a gable roof with a lower cross gable. The exterior surface is 
clapboard siding. Portions of the second story are cantilevered over the first story. The main entrance is located on the east facade, 
where there is a paneled entry door. On the street-facing south facade, there is a large balcony with a Stick balustrade, French doors, 
and a shed roof. Below the balcony are two garage doors. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash.

Significance: Although this building's style is compatible with the historic district, the construction date classifies it as 
noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV. #: 453 Year Built: 1987
Address: 404-410NW23RD AVE Alterations: Minor
Style: Contemporary Historic Name: L & G Ltd. Partnership Building
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: ~
Tax#: R556500150 State ID: 1N1E33CB 500

Legal Description: W 1/2 S 100' of Lot 12, Block 2 in MEADS ADD

Description: This commercial and residential building has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, anchoring a 
busy intersection at NW Flanders Street. It is a four-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The exterior surface is 
glazed and stuccoed. The building is organized into five bays. Apartments comprise the top two stories, projecting over the storefront 
and supported by paired metal columns. The apartment facades are two-story polygonal bays, with balconies at the first story. At the
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retail level, the two-story storefront is fully glazed. The main entrance, located on the east facade, is recessed and elevated. At the 
east elevation of the building, there is a surface parking lot and a rear entrance. Fenestration in the apartments includes six and eight- 
light windows with wood sash. The glazed storefront windows have metal sash and trim. This building replaced an earlier structure 
on the lot.

Significance: Due to the building's date of construction and style, it is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 454 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: WI/404 NW 23RD AVE Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R556500130 State ID: 1N1E33CA 2400
0

Legal Description: W 5' of Lot 8, Block 2 in MEADS ADD

Description: This is a surface parking lot with landscaping.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 455 Year Built: 1890
Resources Address: 2233-2243 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Shingle Style Historic Name: Cook, James, House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: Lazarus, Edgar M.
Resources Tax #: R556500110 State ID: 1N1E33CA 2300
0

Legal Description: W 10' of Lot 4, Block 2 in MEADS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, multi-family residence, originally a single-family home, is located on the north side of NW 
Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. The building has an irregular plan, a brick foundation, a basement, and wood frame 
construction with wood shingle siding. The hip roof has intersecting hip and gabled dormers. A massive corner tower at the 
southwest corner has a conical roof, a fmial, and panels of patterned shingles below the eaves. A south-facing hipped dormer has 
arched openings with patterned shingles. The front porch features brick columns and vertical boards on the frieze. The fenestration is 
varied including one-over-one, six-over-one, and nine-over-one double-hung wood sash windows. A trio of six-light fixed-pane 
windows are located on the second story above the porch. Dormers have diamond-paned windows. The building has one interior 
brick chimney. The front porch was remodeled at an unknown date. The building was converted into apartments in 1949.

Significance: This building was designed by the architect Edgar M. Lazarus. One of the least known among major architects to have 
practiced in Oregon, Lazarus studied at the Maryland Institute of the Arts. In 1894, he moved to Portland where he produced an 
impressive body of work. Some of his designs include the Electric Building, the Franklin Hotel, and the George F. Heusner 
Condominiums. The latter, a National Register property, is in the Historic Alphabet District. Lazarus also designed the Isaac Lesser 
Cohen House, a designated Portland Historic Landmark.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Shingle style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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INV.#: 456
Address: 2221 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R556500100

Year Built: 1926
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Hampton Court Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 2200

Legal Description: W 60' E 65' of Lot 4, Block 2 in MEADS ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the north side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. 
The building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and reinforced concrete construction faced with brick. 
The flat roof has a stepped parapet with a central, cast-stone decorative shield and cast-stone coping. A contrasting band of brick 
defines the frieze. The central entryway arch is trimmed with a floral-relief motif. Side lights and transoms surround the door. Lintels 
cap the flat arch of the entryway. A semi-circular, arched head in a herringbone pattern caps the upper central window. The 
fenestration is primarily eight-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows with brick lintels. No alterations have been recorded for the 
building exterior.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 457
Address: 2207 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R556500080

Year Built: 1926
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Palace Court Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 2100

Legal Description: -- of Lot 3, Block 2 in MEADS ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the north side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. 
The building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and reinforced concrete construction with brick facing. 
The flat roof has a stuccoed, stepped parapet with a large, centered, cast-stone shield and smaller shields at each end of the building 
facade. The centered entry features cast-stone columns with capitals. Centered above the entrance on a panel is the apartment's name 
spelled out in relief. The door has multi-light side lights and is flanked by wrought-iron light standards. A brick soldier course spans 
the primarily facade above the water table. The fenestration is primarily eight-over-one and ten-over-one, double-hung wood sash 
windows. Brick lintels cap the windows. No alterations have been recorded for the building.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 458
Address: 414NW22NDAVE 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452306630

Year Built: 1896
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Jones, Jennie, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 10600

Legal Description: W 50' N 1/2 S 100' of Lot --, Block 38 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the east side of NW 22nd Avenue, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and a wood frame with shiplap and decorative wood shingle
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siding. The roof is hipped with intersecting gables and carved jigsaw brackets. The gable is decorated with an Eastlake-style sunburst 
ornament and supported by jigsawn sunburst brackets. The south elevation has a projecting shed roof and a latticework enclosure. 
Fish-scale shingles and stickwork embellish the exterior. The main entrance is through two-paneled double doors, located on a 
recessed front porch on the west facade. Fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The front bay 
window has an Eastlake-detailed frieze. A rectangular second-story bay over the front porch is decorated with diagonal stickwork in a 
paneled frieze. Another bay window is located on the south side of the house. A corbeled chimney is located in the center of the 
house. Iron balustrades were added to the front porch between 1950 and 1960. The brick chimney was covered with stucco in the 
early 1980s. In 1985, storm windows were added to the house and a deck with a small pergola was constructed on the south side of 
the building.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
single-family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 459 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: W/2167 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R452306650 State ID: 1N1E33CA 10400
0

Legal Description: E 50' W 100' S 100' of Lot --, Block 38 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This site is used as a private surface parking lot.

Significance; There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 460 Year Built: 1932
Resources Address: 2167 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Art Deco Historic Name: Capri Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452306580 State ID: 1N1E33CA 10300
0

Legal Description: S 100'E 50'W 150'of Lot--, Block 38 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the north side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. 
The building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and concrete construction faced with wire-cut brick. The flat roof has a 
castellated parapet with diamond-tile trim. Five flat building bays on the south (front) elevation are separated by slightly raised brick 
pilasters. Diamond-tile trim ornaments the bays above the third-story windows. The fenestration is primarily eight-over-one, double- 
hung wood sash windows. The centered entrance has side lights and is covered by a canopy that was added in 1978. In 1993, the 
front facade was repaired and the brick veneer was restored.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Art Deco style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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INV.#: 461
Address: 2155 NW FLANDERS ST
Style: Utilitarian
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452306560

Year Built: 1967
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Hefland, Irving & Elaine, Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 10200

i
Legal Description: W 72.3' S 100' of Lot --, Block -- in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Flanders Street. This two-story structure has a concrete 
foundation, a partial above-grade parking garage, and a flat roof with metal coping. The south facade exterior is sheathed with vinyl 
siding. The remaining facades are concrete block. The main entrance is located on the south facade. Concrete steps with an an open, 
iron rail lead to the entry. The entry is a paired glass door with a rectangular side light and a large, dual-pane transom. The 
predominant window type is a six-light, fixed window with a hopper base. In 1981, the exterior was sheathed with vinyl siding and 
the roof was repaired.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

1NV. #: 462
Address: 2135 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Spanish Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452306540

Year Built: 1929
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: The Bixby Manor Apartments
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
State ID: 1N1E33CA 10100

Legal Description: W 50' S 100' E 200' of Lot --, Block 38 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the north side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. 
The building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, a basement, and reinforced concrete construction with a concrete surface. 
The flat roof has a stepped parapet with a circular design at the apex. The centered, arched entryway is flanked by fluted pilasters and 
has three bands of relief trim in a floral design. The entry door is multi-paned, with side lights and a fanlight above. Above the 
entrance is a centered window in a relief arch. Windows flanking the entrance are set in relief arches that extend from the first story 
over the third-story windows. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. One front window was 
replaced with aluminum sash at an unknown date.

Significance: The Bixby Manor Apartments were designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his 
postsecondary education at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. 
Working for builders and developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed 
groups of apartment buildings. Feig designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, 
similar in scale and layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor 
periods.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Spanish Colonial Revival style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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Contributing INV. #: 463 Year Built: 1905
Resources Address: 2125 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Vernacular Queen Anne Historic Name: Fries, Hattie A., House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452306520 State ID: 1N1E33CA 10000
0

Legal Description: TL 10000 of Lot -, Block 38 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Flanders Street. This structure has a 
brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a medium-pitch, truncated hip roof. The roof has a boxed cornice, with 
projecting eaves and modillions. There is a gabled dormer on the south side of the roof with arched, one-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash windows, and a gabled dormer on the west side of the roof. The exterior surface is sheathed with asbestos siding. The main 
entrance is located on the south facade. The slab door has rectangular winglights and a transom. Concrete steps with a closed rail lead 
to a partially enclosed porch with a flat roof and a stuccoed exterior. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash with molded trim and slip sills. There are also casement and aluminum slider windows. At the rear of the structure, there 
is a 12-over-12, double-hung wood sash window. On the south facade there are two polygonal, full-height bays with one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash windows and Mission style decoration at the roof line. There are three brick chimneys at the northwest, 
northeast and east sides of the roof. In 1945, the structure was converted from a single-family to a multi-family residence. A shed- 
roof addition to the west side gable dormer and a two-story shed roof addition on the north elevation were constructed at unknown 
dates.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 464 Year Built: 1904
Resources Address: 2117 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: King, Laura A., House
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452306450 State ID: 1N1E33CA 9900
1

Legal Description: TL 9900 of Lot-, Block 38 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Flanders Street. This two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a medium-pitch gable roof. The roof has a boxed cornice 
with a plain frieze and corner brackets. The front gable has bargeboards and a pent roof. The west side gable dormer has a one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash center window with lattice side windows. The exterior is sheathed with asbestos siding. Metal and 
fabric awnings are positioned over the second and third-story windows, respectively. The main entrance is located on the south 
facade. The one-light, three-panel door has multi-pane side lights. The full-facade porch has a hip roof and is partially enclosed. The 
porch roof has an open cornice with a plain frieze supported by sheathed piers within a closed-rail system. The predominant window 
type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with plain wood trim and slip sills. A fire escape was added in 1947. In 1954, the front 
porch floor was replaced; the east end of the porch was enclosed; and the roof was altered from a flat to a gable roof. At an unknown 
date a flared hip-roof garage was added to the east elevation; the rear porch was enclosed; and shed-roof additions were constructed on 
the upper floors of the north elevation.

Significance: Although the building was constructed during the primary period of significance, extensive alterations have damaged 
its historic integrity. If the roof and porches were restored to their original appearance, this property could be reclassified as primary 
contributing.
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INV.#: 465
Address: 415 NW 21 STAVE
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452306470

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Buck Apartments
Architect: Ewart, Alexander Charles
State ID: 1N1E33CA 9800

Legal Description: E 65' N 50' S 100' of Lot --, Block 38 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This five-story apartment building is located on the west side of NW 21st Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial. The 
building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, a basement, and brick construction with a brick, cast-stone, and wood exterior. 
The flat roof has a parapet and a heavy, wide, wood and sheetmetal cornice, which is supported by six large consoles. The first-story 
facade is surfaced with cement plaster scored to simulate stone. The second story is faced with orange-brown brick. The top three 
stories are faced with cream-colored brick. The entrance is at the center within a high, segmental arched opening, which extends to 
the second story. At the second story, a blind arch rises over the entrance, flanked by tripartite windows in wide segmental arched 
openings. Keystones and impost blocks of cast stone distinguish all of the arches. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash windows. The three top stories feature octagonal bays at either side, with paired windows at center over the 
entrance. Window openings are square-headed. Sills at the center windows are cast stone. Balconies at the third and fourth stories 
have wooden cutout balustrades supported by metal brackets. At the rear of the building, the original wood-frame sleeping porches 
have been enclosed. Originally the building had open verandas at the front of the first story, on either side of the entry, and on the 
second story, behind the two large arched openings. The verandas were enclosed at a later date.

Significance; This building, individually listed in the National Register in 1990, is considered to be contributing within the district 
because of its architectural merit and association with architect Alexander Charles Ewart. Ewart, who hailed from Ontario, Canada, 
moved to Portland with his family in 1904 at the start of the apartment building boom. Known as a "pioneer designer of apartment 
houses in Portland," Ewart's focus was hotels and apartment houses. As prolific as he was, Ewart did not often repeat his apartment 
designs. He is known to have designed at least seven apartments in the Historic Alphabet District. Of the seven, three are individually 
listed in the National Register. (John M. Tess with Richard Ritz, Buck Apartments National Register of Historic Places Nomination, 
1990)

Contributing 
Resources
0

Noncontributing 
Resources

INV.#: 466
Address: 410NW21 STAVE
Style: Highway Commercial

Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: R452306380

Year Built: 1964
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Olshen, Milton B. & Martha B.,
Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 12100

Legal Description: S 100' W 100' of Lot --, Block 37 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building has an irregular plan and fronts onto NW 21st Avenue on a corner lot. It is a one and one- 
half story structure with a concrete foundation and a modified A-frame, steeply pitched roof. The first story of the front facade 
projects outward. It has a pent roof on the north and a shed roof on the south. The roof is capped with metal coping. The building is 
primarily surfaced with stucco; the gable and soffit are clad with vertical wood boards. The main entrance is located on the north 
facade. It is a recessed entry with wood double doors and a large, fixed side lights. There are also service entrances on the east 
facade. The predominant fenestration is large, fixed panes. On the south and west facades, there are ribbon windows. There is an 
open-air seating area under a pergola on the north facade, sheltered by an iron mesh wall. A decorative mural was painted on the west 
facade. A portion of the lot is used for parking. The facade has undergone significant alterations. In 1972, much of the south facade 
was replaced with ribbon windows. In 1997, the mesh wall for outdoor seating was added to the north facade.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.
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Contributing INV. #: 467 Year Built: 1960
Resources Address: 2065 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: International Historic Name: Twenty Sixty-Five Flanders

Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: ~ 
Resources Tax #: R452306410 State ID: 1N1E33CA 12000 
1

Legal Description: S 100' E 100' of Lot --, Block 37 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This six-story, multi-family residence is located on the northwest corner of the lot. The remainder of the lot is used for 
surface parking. The building has an ell-shaped plan, concrete foundation, and flat roof with metal coping and railings at the roof 
level. The exterior surface is predominantly concrete block, which is faced with pebble -dash stucco at the ends of the ell. The main 
entrance is located on the east facade, beneath a portico overhung by a flat-roofed concrete slab formed in a wavy pattern. Above the 
portico, there is an elongated strip of recessed, tripartite glazing rising the full height of the building. Glazing is comprised of an 
operable center pane, fixed side lights, and wood sash. Immediately adjacent to the main entrance is a glazed elevator unit that rises 
the height of the building. Recessed apartment units with continuous concrete slab balconies face the interior of the ell. The balconies 
have metal railings inset with sheet-metal panels. Apartment entrances have plain wood doors set into plain wood surrounds. 
Fenestration is three-over-three, fixed, with a hopper window at the lower center. There are projecting balconies at the northeast 
corner units. Alterations include the addition of two stories in 1964 and the installation of the elevator in 1965.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 468 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: E/2065 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R452306440 State ID: 1N1E33CA 11900
0

Legal Description: S 100' E 50' W 250' of Lot --, Block 37 in KINGS 2ND ADD 
Description: This is a surface parking lot.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 469 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: W/2015 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R452306290 State ID: 1N1E33CA 11800
0

Legal Description: TL 11800 of Lot --, Block 37 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This is a surface parking lot with perimeter landscaping. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 470
Address: 2015 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: American Renaissance 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80227540

Year Built: 1925
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Embassy Apartments
Architect: Linde, Carl L.
State ID: 1N1E33CA 11700

Legal Description: TL 11700 of Lot 3-5, Block 280 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This five-story apartment building is located on the north side of NW Flanders Street, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a U-shape plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and a reinforced concrete frame faced with brick. The flat roof 
has a parapet with a turned balustrade, and a projecting cornice with modillions and dentils. The first story is distinguished by a 
rusticated cast-stone facade. Quoins mark the corners of the building. Cast-stone belt courses delineate the second and third stories 
and the fourth and fifth stories. A rusticated, round-arched entryway is capped by a keystone. The fenestration is primarily one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash windows. Windows on the fourth story have segmental fanlights. A wrought-iron balcony is centered 
over the entrance on the fourth story. No alterations have been recorded for the building.

Significance: The Embassy Apartments were designed by architect Carl L. Linde. A German immigrant, Linde practiced as an 
architect in the Midwest before moving to Portland in 1906. He worked for a number of locally established architects before receiving 
his license in 1921. From 1921 to 1940, Linde had his own private practice. He is remembered primarily for his designs of single-and 
multi-family residences. Noteworthy examples include the Salerno Apartments, the Otho Poole House, and the Tudor Arms 
Apartments. The latter is included in the Historic Alphabet District along with the Embassy Apartments.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an American Renaissance style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred within the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 471
Address: 1983 NW FLANDERS ST
Style: Art Deco
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R180226550

Year Built: 1930
Alterations: None
Historic Name: The Premier Apartments
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
State [D: 1N1E33DB 2100

Legal Description: - of Lot 17&18, Block 274 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This four-story apartment building is located on the southwest corner of NW Flanders Street and NW 20th Avenue, 
two-lane residential streets. The building has a square plan, a brick foundation, and a concrete frame faced with brick. The flat roof 
has a stepped parapet. The building has a raised basement. The brick exterior is separated into bays by concrete pilasters capped with 
decorative, scalloped light fixtures. The main entrance is through a decorative entryway with arched-head and cast-stone, spiral 
columns. The main door is fully glazed with side lights and a fanlight. The fenestration is primarily recessed, multi-pane casement, 
windows with wood trim. No alterations have been recorded for the exterior of the building.

Significance: The Premier Apartments were designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his 
postsecondary education at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. 
Working for builders and developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed 
groups of apartment buildings. Feig designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, 
similar in scale and layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor 
periods.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Art Deco style multi-family residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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Contributing INV. #: 472 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: NW 19TH & FLANDERS Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R180215730 State ID: 1N1E33DB 1700
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2&3, Block 173 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This is a surface parking lot with landscaping.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 473 Year Built: 1880
Resources Address: 415NW18THAVE Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Vernacular Queen Anne Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R180215670 State ID: 1N1E33DB 1100
0

Legal Description: N 30'W 44'of Lot 4, Block 173 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This one and one-half story converted office building fronts onto NW 18th Avenue. It has an irregular plan and a 
concrete foundation. The steeply pitched hip roof has projecting eaves and verges. The basement is partially above grade. The 
exterior is clad with asbestos shingle siding. Entrance to the building is through a reentrant attached porch, flanked by two narrow, 
turned posts. The wide wooden porch steps have boxed posts at the base. The three-paneled door has a single light with a sill and a 
transom surrounded by plain trim. Windows are one-over-one double-hung sash with plain wood trim. There is a small leaded-glass 
window on the north facade. Bay windows are located on the east facade and on the north facade. There are two interior chimneys 
with corbeled caps. The exterior of the building was altered by the addition of asbestos siding. Interior conversion to office use 
occurred at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 474 Year Built: 1910
Resources Address: 410 NW 18TH AVE Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Jacobethan / Vernacular Historic Name: The Wickersham Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Lazarus, Whitehouse, & Fouiloux;

Mclnnis & Reed (builders)
Resources Tax #: R180214890 State ID: 1N1E33DB 800 
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 2&3, Block 164 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This multi-family residence is located on the east side of NW 18th Avenue. It is a U-shaped, five-story, masonry 
structure. The foundation is brick, and the walls are brick and concrete. The flat roof has a cornice with brick modillions. Above the 
cornice is a triangular parapet with low, triangular gables at the outer corners. The primary elevations feature stacked bays with wood 
siding. The round arched, recessed entrance is sheltered by a heavy hood. The double-leaf, multi-paned front door is surrounded by 
side lights and a fanlight, the tympanum of which contains stained glass with the Wickersham monogram. Other decorative features 
include spandrel panels with an inlay diamond pattern separating the stories. Projecting brickwork forms long vertical panels between 
the window bays. The rear or north side of the building contains a central, recessed court . Windows are primarily one-over-one,
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double hung, wood sash. There are segmental windows on the first story. This building is undergoing conversion to condominium 
use.

Significance: The Wickersham is noteworthy among apartment buildings for its early date, solid construction, and brick work details. 
It is the only building in the Historic Alphabet District known to have been designed by the short-lived partnership of Edgar Lazarus, 
Morris Whitehouse, and Andre Fouilhoux. With the firm completely disbanded by 1917, each architect later pursued distinguished 
careers. Lazarus, a native of Maryland, moved to Portland in 1892. He remained a prominent Portland architect until his death in 
1939. Whitehouse, a lifelong Portland resident, helped design many public buildings in Portland, including the new U.S. Courthouse. 
Fouilhoux was born in Paris, moving to Portland in 1905. He remained a Portland architect until his death in 1945.

This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in the early 
twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development.

This building, individually listed in the National Register in 1983, is considered to be contributing within the district as a good 
example of a Jacobethan/Vernacular style multi-family dwelling and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of 
residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. (Sarah Ligett, The Wickersham National Register Nomination, 
1982)

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 475
Address: 400 NW 17TH AVE 
Style: Commercial Style 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80213300

Year Built: 1924
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Madigan, James, Building
Architect: Madigan Brothers (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33DB 300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2&3, Block 153 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This single-story building, which is used as a garage, is sited at the corner of NW 17th Avenue and NW Flanders Street, 
with the entrance on NW 17th Avenue. It has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, concrete walls, and a flat roof with a stepped 
parapet. The walls are finished with stucco. There is decorative brickwork centered on the parapet. The large delivery doors are 
slightly recessed under the parapet. The doors have upper lights and panels below. The primary window type is fixed, with metal 
panes and lights.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Commercial Style structure and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 476
Address: 1815 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Stick / Eastlake 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180215650

Year Built: 1880
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Knowles, Mary, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33DB 1000

Legal Description: W 41' of Lot 1, Block 173 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This one and one-half story residence is located on the north side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. 
The building has an ell-shaped plan, a brick foundation covered with vertical skirting, and wood frame construction with wood shiplap 
siding. The roof has intersecting gables with bracketed eaves. A stickwork belt course defines the stories. The front porch is 
embellished with turned posts, jigsaw-cut brackets, and a decorative frieze. The entrance door has three panels with a single half-
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glass light. Fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The south elevation has a polygonal bay with 
bracketed eaves and board-and-batten panels below the sashes. The building has a raised basement and two corbeled brick chimneys. 
In 1977, the foundation was raised and a new front porch and a basement entry were added.

Significance: This property served as the residence of Charles Knowles. Born in New Hampshire, Knowles came to Portland in 1854. 
He opened the first theater in Portland, the Oro Fina. Knowles later entered a partnership with Al Zieber and opened the Clarendon 
Hotel. He was also the proprietor of the St. Charles, Perkins, and Imperial Hotels. Knowles is significant for his contributions to the 
arts and to the hospitality industry in Portland.

Though the building has undergone moderate alterations, those alterations are consistent with the historic character of the building. 
This building is considered to be contributing as a good example of a Stick/Eastlake style residence and is therefore significant as part 
of a larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 477 Year Built: 1894
Resources Address: 405 NW 18TH AVE Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Stick/Eastlake Historic Name: Roberts, W.B., House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R180215630 State ID: 1N1E33DB 900
0

Legal Description: E 59' of Lot 1, Block 173 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 18th Avenue. It is located on a corner lot. The building is a one 
and one-half story, wood frame structure with a cinder block foundation and a daylight basement. The cross-gabled roof has projecting 
verges and bracketed eaves. The exterior surface is sheathed with shiplap siding, with areas of stickwork decoration, and there is a 
wood water table. The main entrance is located on the east facade. The main entrance has a reentrant porch with two turned posts and 
has brackets and panels with Eastlake detailing. A portion of the porch is enclosed with plywood siding. The three-panel main entry 
door has a single light and is framed by pilasters carrying an entablature. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung 
sash with plain surrounds. There are bracketed bay windows with hip roofs on the east and south facades. On the north facade, there 
is a small projecting window with a hood and consoles mounted on decorative brackets. There is one brick interior chimney. 
Alterations include the addition of an attached garage to the rear of the building in 1926, construction of a basement in 1953, and 
replacement of the front porch in 1965.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stick/Eastlake style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 478 Year Built: 1954
Resources Address: 405NW23RDAVE Alterations: None
0 Style: Modern Commercial Historic Name: Dakem, Inc. Building
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R556500640 State ID: 1N1E33CB 3500
1

Legal Description: TL 3500 of Lot --, Block 7 in MEADS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, anchoring a corner lot at the northwest 
intersection of Glisan Street. It is a two-story structure with a concrete foundation and a shingled, deck roof. The first story is a 
glazed storefront with a Roman brick base. The second story is surfaced with vertical wood siding. The main entrance is located on 
the west facade. There are two doors, one fully glazed and the other with 15 lights. Both have transoms. The storefront windows are 
set into wide, vertical wood sash. There are ribbon windows at the second story. An arched fabric canopy supported by metal posts 
forms an arcade at the east elevation. No alterations are recorded.
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Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the historic district, its date of construction classifies it as 
noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 479
Address: 2185 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Craftsman / Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452306640

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Stewart, Robert, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 10500

Legal Description: W 50' S 1/2 S 100' of Lot --, Block 38 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story duplex, originally a single-family residence, is located on the northeast corner of the 
intersection of NW Flanders Street and NW 22nd Avenue, both two-lane residential streets. The building has a modified square plan, 
a brick foundation, a basement, and wood construction with wood lap siding. The jerkinhead roof has open eaves with carved 
brackets and modillions and gable dormers with carved eaves. A full-width porch with a shed roof is located on the south (front) 
elevation. The porch features a gable over the front door, square paneled porch posts, and a porch balustrade with cut-outs. The 
fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. An exterior brick chimney is located on the west elevation 
of the building. The building was converted into a duplex in 1978.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman/Colonial Revival 
style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 480
Address: 2105 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452306460

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Hartford Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 9700

Legal Description: S 50'E 60'of Lot--, Block 38 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the north side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. 
The building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and a wood frame surfaced with stucco. The flat roof 
has a parapet and a wide, modillioned cornice with dentil trim. The south (front) elevation has two bays and the east elevation has one 
bay that extends from the second story through the third story. The bays are supported by brackets. The arched entryway is recessed, 
with balconies above it on the second and third stories. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. 
The stucco siding replaced the original siding at an unknown date.

Significance: Although the building has undergone moderate alterations with the replacement of the original siding, the changes have 
not damaged its historic integrity. This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial 
Revival multi-family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in 
the Northwest neighborhood.
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Contributing INV. #: 481 Year Built: 1890
Resources Address: 2370 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Dutch Colonial Revival / Shingle Style Historic Name: Noble, Henry, House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: White, F. Manson; Whidden & Lewis

(attributed)
Resources Tax #: R556500550 State ID: 1N1E33CB 3100 
0

Legal Description: TL 3100 of Lot --, Block 6 in MEADS ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and occupies a corner lot at NW Flanders Street and NW Westover Road. It fronts 
onto a lawn east of the structure, with the entrance perpendicular in orientation to NW Flanders Street. The residence is a two and 
one-half story, wood frame structure with a stone foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a cross-gambrel roof. There are 
shed dormers on the east and west sides of the roof. The exterior of the structure is sheathed in asbestos siding. There are stone 
pilasters at the northeast corner of the building. The second story is cantilevered over the first story. The main entrance is located on 
the east facade. It is accessed by a stoop and flanked by random ashlar walls. Entry is through a paneled door with a single light and 
decorative strap hinges. It is surrounded by side lights and leaded-glass transom lights. The fenestration is primarily multi-pane, 
including 12-over-one and nine-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are semi-circular and Palladian windows at the third-story 
level of the gambrel roof. There are also polygonal bay windows on the south, west, and north facades; an oriel window on the east 
facade; and leaded-glass transom lights on the east, south, and north facades. The building has one exterior and two interior stone 
chimneys.

Significance: The residence is significant for its association with the prominent Portland firm of Whidden and Lewis, which was 
responsible for most of Portland's finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century period. Educated at M.I.T., both men launched their 
careers on the East Coast — Whidden with the prestigious New York firm of McKim, Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and 
Stearns in Boston. The Whidden and Lewis partnership was formed in Portland in 1890. It was they who introduced up-to-date 
architectural fashions to Portland. In addition to their residential work in the Colonial Revival style, the firm introduced the 
Renaissance Revival style in their Portland City Hall.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Dutch Colonial Revival/Shingle style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 482 Year Built: 1961
Resources Address: 2330 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: Modern Commercial Historic Name: Flanders Medical Center Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R556500510 State ID: 1N1E33CB 3200
1

Legal Description: LAND ONLY of Lot --, Block -- in MEADS ADD

Description: This U-shaped commercial building fronts onto NW Flanders Street. The structure is divided into two sections. The 
northeast section is three stories in height. The rest of the building rises two stories and connects to the first section via a breezeway. 
The building has a concrete foundation and a flat roof with metal coping. The exterior is clad with stucco drivit siding. The main 
entrances to the one-story section are on the north facade, via two glass doors that are reachable from a concrete staircase with a metal 
rail. A large porch covers most of this facade on the second story. An adjacent entry to the open breezeway offers access to the other 
businesses. A mosaic tile floor leads around the inside of the U-shaped plan. Entrance to all other businesses is through slab doors. 
A covered, second-story wood porch inside of the U projects over the first story. Fenestration includes two- and three-pane fixed 
windows with hoppers, and large, fixed-glass panes, some of which wrap around the corner of the facade. One-light hoppers and 
fixed single lights are located adjacent to the doors. Wooden staircases are located at the west and east sides of the interior of the U.
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There is surface parking on the east side of the lot and within the interior of the U. Alterations to the building include the replacement 
of asbestos siding with drivit siding in 1995.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 483 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: WI/333 NW 23RD AVE Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R556500500 State ID: 1N1E33CB 3300
0

Legal Description: EXC E 1' of Lot 4, Block 6 in MEADS ADD

Description: This site is a surface parking lot.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 484 Year Built: 1949
Resources Address: 333 NW 23RD AVE Alterations: Major
0 Style: Modern Commercial Historic Name: Brill, l.C. & Rosenbaum, Edward

E., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Resources Tax #: R556500490 State ID: 1N1E33CB 3400 
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block 6 in MEADS ADD

Description: This one-story restaurant has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, a busy commercial street. It has a 
concrete foundation and a flat roof with a molded frieze and metal coping. The roof has a parapet on the north facade. The fully 
glazed primary facade has wood panels under the fenestration. The main entrance is located on the east facade. A wood door with a 
single light has leaded-glass side lights and is set above a mosaic tile stoop. An additional entrance on the northeast corner of the 
building is recessed underneath a flat, curvilinear canopy supported by three metal poles. Ribbon windows topped by a fabric canopy 
at the predominant fenestration. The building is decorated with a metal band at the belt course level. Alterations include the 
replacement of the original storefront in 1992.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 485 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: 330NW23RDAVE Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R556500250 State ID: 1N1E33CB 600
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 15&16, Block 3 in MEADS ADD

Description: This site is a commercial surface parking lot with perimeter landscaping and metal fencing. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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INV.#: 486
Address: 2250 NW FLANDERS ST
Style: International Style

Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: R556500200

Year Built: 1964
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: 23rd & Flanders Medical Center
Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 2500

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6-8, Block 3 in MEADS ADD

Description: This medical office building has a modified ell-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Flanders Street. It is a three-story 
structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof with metal coping. The exterior surface is stuccoed, with some variation. Pebble- 
dash stucco rises to window height on the building. The building is organized east to west into nine bays on the primary facade. The 
second and third stories project over the first story and have open balconies with iron railings. On the north facade, each bay is 
separated. On the south facade, the porches are continuous. The main entrance to the building is on the south facade and is reached 
via a concrete breezeway that runs along the north and south facades. Wood slab doors are found along all of the floors, providing 
entrance to office suites. The predominant window type on the ground level is two sets of four fixed lights with wood sash. The 
second and third levels have two-light fixed windows and tripartite sliding glass doors leading to the balconies. Details on the south 
facade include structural beams at the second-story porch soffit. Adjacent to the elevator tower, decorative concrete blocks cover the 
elevator mechanisms. In 1989, new exterior windows were added to the second floor.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due its date of construction and style

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 487
Address: 2210 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R556500180

Year Built: 1894
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Mead, Joshua Roberts, Building #1
Architect: Whidden & Lewis
State ID: 1N1E33CA 2600

Legal Description: - of Lot 1&2, Block 3 in MEADS ADD

2210NW Flanders St.

Description: This multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Flanders Street, on
an elevated corner lot surrounded by a rock retaining wall. It is a two and one-half story structure with a
wood frame and a concrete and brick foundation. The primary facade is symmetrical, consisting of
three bays. The center bay is the widest and projects forward. The exterior is clad with asbestos
shingles. The roof is hipped and has a projecting box cornice with a molded frieze, dentils, and beads.
The east elevation has a flat roof. There are three dormers on the building, including two swan-neck
dormers on the north facade and one shed dormer on the west facade. Ionic pilasters topped with
acanthus leaf carvings delineate each section of the building at the corners. At the north facade, there is
an entrance portico supported by four Tuscan columns. The balcony has wide, turned balusters and a
projecting cornice. There is a second-story balcony with a balustrade. The front door has three panels and a single light. It is flanked
by single-pane, fixed windows with architrave trim. The predominant fenestration is aluminum one-over-one double-hung sash and
one-over-one, double-hung sash with wood trim. There is one large, arched window with a decorative keystone on the primary
facade. The building has one brick interior chimney. Alterations include replacement of the original siding with asbestos siding.
Many of the wood sash windows were replaced by aluminum sash windows in 1991. The first-story porch was enclosed in 1954 and
the second story porch was enclosed 1974.

Significance: This building was designed by the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. Whidden and Lewis, a prominent 
Portland firm, was responsible for most of the city's finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century period. Educated at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, both men launched their careers on the East Coast—Whidden with the prestigious New York firm of McKim, 
Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and Stearns in Boston. The Whidden and Lewis partnership was formed in Portland in
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1890. The firm introduced up-to-date architectural fashions to the city. In addition to their residential work in the Colonial Revival 
style, the firm introduced the Renaissance Revival style with their Portland City Hall. A dozen single-family residences—seven of 
which are National Register properties—represent their work in the Historic Alphabet District.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 488
Address: 322-338 NW22NDAVE
Style: Ranch
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452306010

Year Built: 1941 
Alterations: Minor 
Historic Name: Kelton Court 
Architect: -- 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 8600

Legal Description: TL 8600 of Lot--, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one-story apartment building is located on the east side of NW 22nd Avenue and NW Flanders Street, quiet two- 
lane streets. The building has a U-shape plan, a concrete foundation, hollow clay tile construction faced with brick, and a hip roof. 
The building has a basement. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows with arched brick parapets 
over windows at the corners of the building. Aluminum screen doors and windows were added at an unknown date.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 489
Address: 2180 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452306020

Year Built: 1896
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Barker, Alonzo Ghiero, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 8700

Legal Description: N 100' W 50' E 410' of Lot --, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence has a rectilinear plan and a concrete foundation. It fronts onto NW Flanders 
Street, on an elevated lot. The complex roof is cross-gabled and hipped. The front gable overhangs the second story and is vergeless. 
The second-story roof has projecting eaves and modillions. There is a partial, above-grade basement. The exterior surface is clad 
with shiplap and clapboard siding on the first story. Above the first story there are plain shingles. The main entrance is on the north 
facade. A single-light wood door has six small panels and a fixed transom. A partial-width wood porch is supported by four Tuscan 
columns and two engaged Tuscan columns. A denticulated frieze embellishes the porch. The second-story balcony has turned 
balusters and a large, single-pane glass door. The predominate window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. The front 
gable has a recessed tripartite window, with the outside windows being 12-over-one, and the center window six-over-one, double- 
hung, sash. There is one large, fixed window with a leaded-glass transom. On the east facade there is a two-story bay. Decorative 
features include modillions on the second-story eaves, a fixed oval window on the apex of the front gable, and saw-tooth shingles at 
the cornice of the front gable. There is a water table on the west facade. A rock-faced retaining wall covers the north side of the lot. 
Alterations to this building include the addition of a second story door and balcony, added at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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Contributing INV. #: 490 Year Built: 1890
Resources Address: 2166-2170 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Queen Anne Historic Name: Wallace, Julia, Building
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452306030 State ID: 1N1E33CA 8800
0

Legal Description: N 100' W 50' E 360' of Lot -, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This multi-family residence has an irregular plan and fronts onto NW Flanders Street. It is a three-story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation and a multi-gabled roof. Ornate trussed gables are located on the primary, east and west facades. 
The exterior surface is clad in asbestos siding and fish-scale shingles. The belt course between the first and second stories and the 
third story of the primary facade are shingled. The main entrance to the building is on the north facade. Double wood doors with four 
panels and one light are topped by a fixed, stained-glass transom. The historic wrap-around verandah was enclosed in 1954, forming a 
rounded-end entry porch with three turned posts. There is a recessed second-story porch with a gable at the north facade. This porch 
has four turned posts and a spindled frieze. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung aluminum sash with wood 
trim. The second floor has fixed single lights. Newer windows on the enclosed porch are tripartite casements. There is a two-story 
polygonal bay on the west facade. Decorative features include detailed woodwork on the gables and an ornamental, spindled corner 
bracket at the cutaway corner of the northwest facade. A garage is located in the daylight basement. There are two interior chimneys. 
Alterations include the enclosure of the verandah at the northeast corner in 1954 and an addition to the first floor in 1980.

Significance^ This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Queen Anne style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 491 Year Built: 1903
Resources Address: 2158-2160 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Queen Anne Historic Name: Beno, Louis P., House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452306050 State ID: 1N1E33CA 8900
0

Legal Description: TL 8900 of Lot --, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Flanders Street. This two and one-half story, multi-family, 
wood frame structure has a concrete block foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a gable roof. The roof has a boxed cornice 
with a plain frieze. The closed, half-timbered, and stuccoed front gable has exposed purlins, bargeboards, and a pent roof with 
modillions. The exterior surface is primarily sheathed with clapboard siding. The rear of the structure is sheathed with asbestos 
siding. The foundation is sheathed with channeled plywood siding. The entrances to the duplex and the garage are located on the 
north facade. The entries are one-light, three-panel doors with molded architrave trim. Wood stairs with a turned balustrade lead to 
the full-facade porch. Turned posts with bracket bracing support a flat roof. The roof line has a plain frieze and fish-scale shingling 
along the edge. The flat roof creates a second-story balcony. Turned balustrades and newel posts embellish the porch and balcony. 
A one-light, three-panel door opens onto the balcony. The predominant window type is eight-over-one, double-hung wood sash. 
Two-story polygonal bays are located on the north and west facades. There is one brick chimney with a metal cap. In 1982, a wooden 
deck was added to the south elevation. A five-panel slab door opens onto the deck.

Significance^ This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential developments that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV. #: 492
Address: 2152-2156 NW FLANDERS ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Historic Noncontributing
Tax#: R452306040

Year Built: 1896
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Noyes, Harriett J., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 9000

Legal Description: E 28' N 100' of Lot --, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This multi-family building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Flanders Street. This two and one-half story 
structure has a brick foundation, below-grade basement, and a jerkin-head roof. The roof has a boxed cornice with projecting eaves, 
brackets, and a plain frieze. The north elevation has projecting bargeboards. The south elevation gable has a plain frieze and bed 
molding. The exterior surface is sheathed with clapboard siding and corner boards. The main entrance is located on the north facade. 
The duplex entry is a single-light, one-panel door with a transom and wood trim. The garage, with a molded lintel and wood trim, is 
located on the north facade and is below-grade. The entry porch has a closed rail with Tuscan columns supporting a hip roof. The 
predominant window type is tall, one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with molded lintels, plain trim, and slip sills. The polygonal 
bay on the east facade has one-over-one, double-hung wood sash side windows. This structure has been extensively renovated. A 
new concrete driveway was poured recently, the basement is under construction, and the porch has been altered.

Significance: Although the building's date of construction is within the historic period, the magnitude of the alterations classifies it as 
noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 493
Address: 2148 NW FLANDERS ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452306060

Year Built: 1880
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Cook, Vincent, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 9100

Legal Description: N 100' W 30' E 260' of Lot --, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the south side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. 
The building has an irregular plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and wood frame construction with wood shiplap siding. 
The multi-gabled roof has bracketed eaves with a decorative stickwork paneled frieze. The gable on the front (north) elevation is 
finished with board-and-batten siding, with fancywork returns and a gable ornament. A polygonal bay window with brackets, 
pendants, and decorative wood panels extends from the first story through the second story. The single-bay entrance porch features 
bracketed posts and a spindlework frieze. Entrance to the building is through paneled double doors. The fenestration is primarily one- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. A brick chimney is located on the western side of the building. A garage was integrated 
into the basement in 1930.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore contributing as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred within the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 494
Address: 2144 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452306070

Year Built: 1880
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Simon, Nathan, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 9200

Legal Description: N 100' W 30' E 230' of Lot --, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: 7'his two and one-half story residence is located on the south side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. 
The building has an irregular plan, a concrete foundation, a basement, and a wood frame with wood shiplap siding. The roof is 
hipped, with intersecting gables and brackets. Wood quoins mark the building corners. The north (front) and west elevations each 
have a full-height bay with a bracketed cornice. The front porch has columns with capitals and a lattice skirt. The entrance door is 
paneled and glazed. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. A brick chimney is located on the 
east end of the building. The garage doors were replaced in 1991.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore contributing as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred within the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 495 Year Built: 1926
Resources Address: 2134 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Flandora Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452306080 State ID: 1N1E33CA 9300
0

Legal Description: N 100' W 50' E 200' of Lot --, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the south side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. 
The building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and a reinforced concrete frame surfaced with stucco. 
The flat roof has a curved parapet with diamond tile trim. Cornerboards at either end of the north facade are decorated with capped 
inset tiles. The north facade is separated into three flat bays by inset pilasters that match the corner boards. Steep marble steps lead to 
the centered recessed entryway, which is flanked by pilasters. The entrance has multi-light double doors with side lights. Wrought- 
iron light fixtures flank the door. Above the entryway is a balcony with a arched opening and two turned balusters. The fenstration is 
primarily four-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. No alterations have been recorded for the building exterior.

Significance: This building is considered contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 496 Year Built: 1900
Resources Address: 2124 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Queen Anne Historic Name: Simon, David, Building
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452306090 State ID: 1N1E33CA 9400
1

Legal Description: N 100' W 50' E 150' of Lot --, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has an irregular plan and fronts onto NW Flanders Street. It is a two and one-half story structure with a 
brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a medium-pitch, truncated hip roof with a cross gable. The roof has projecting 
eaves with a boxed cornice and a plain frieze. Open gables with decorative bargeboards and brackets are located on the north and 
west elevations. There is a swept dormer with a hopper window on the north side of the roof. The exterior is sheathed with asbestos 
siding. This structure has several residential entrances. The main entrance is located on the north facade and is a paired, two-panel 
door with rectangular winglights and a stained-glass horizontal transom. The northwest entry at the basement level is a French door 
with a metal awning. The entry porch is partially enclosed with a flat roof, a closed rail, and piers. The predominant window type is 
three-over-two, double-hung wood sash with plain trim and slip sills. Two-story polygonal bays are located on the north and west 
elevations. The fixed center windows on both bays have stained-glass transoms and one-over-one, double-hung wood sash side 
windows. The bays have molded sills at both stories. The north facade bay window has three-panel surrounds. There are two interior 
brick chimneys. The structure has been altered extensively over time. In 1921, the roof was extended and interior walls were built as
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the structure changed uses from single family residential to multi-family residential. The two-story addition to the south elevation is 
unrecorded. Multiple sleeping porches were added in 1921 and 1924, and in 1947 the porch was remodeled and enclosed.

Significance: The building was constructed during the primary historic period and retains many historical features. However, the 
magnitude of the alterations disqualifies the structure from contributing status. If alterations to the roof, porches, and south elevation 
were reversed, this structure could be reclassified as primary contributing.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

1NV. #: 497
Address: 2110 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452306120

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Marlborough Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 9600

Legal Description: N 50' E 100' of Lot --, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three and one-half story apartment building is located on the southwest corner of the intersection of NW Flanders 
Street, a two-lane residential street, and NW 21st Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial. The building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete, 
block foundation, a raised basement, and a wood frame surfaced with stucco. The hip roof has gabled dormers and an open cornice 
with carved modillions. On the north facade, the building has two slant bays that extend from the second story through the third story. 
Dormers above have fanlights. The east facade has similar bays. A centered box bay extends from the second story through the third 
story and has a pediment above with a fanlight. Molding with denticulated trim separates the second and third stories. The corners 
are marked by two-story, fluted pilasters with Ionic capitals. The centered entryway has fluted pilasters. A slight overhang covers the 
entryway, with brackets and carved modillions on the cornice. The entryway has denticulated trim, a coffered ceiling, and paneled 
walls. Double entrance doors are flanked by side lights. Above the entrance, on the the second story, are fluted pilasters with Ionic 
capitals. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows with wood trim. Fire escapes run the height of 
the west facade. No exterior alterations have been recorded.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing as a good example of a Colonial Revival style multi-family residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred within the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 498
Address: 326NW21 STAVE 
Style: Streetcar Era Commercial 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452305840

Year Built: 1939
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Honeyman, Myrtle I., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 12200

Legal Description: N 100' W 100' of Lot --, Block 35 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 21st Avenue. It is a one-story structure with a 
concrete foundation and a flat roof with metal coping. The exterior is clad with stucco. The main entrance is located on the west 
facade. It is a recessed entry with a glass door, fixed transom and a one-over-one, fixed side light. An identical entrance on the 
southwest facade is not currently in use. A third entrance is on the north facade. It is also recessed and has a single glass door. The 
predominant window type is large, fixed panes with aluminum sash. The west facade has a row of five such windows; the north has 
three. The north facade has vertical one-over-one fixed panes, with the top light replaced by plastic. The west facade has a tripartite 
window with a center vent. There is protective iron work on all of the entrances. Over a grouping of windows that have been 
covered, a mural has been painted on the west facade. Another block of windows south of the main entrance has been covered. The 
windows were removed in 1973. The building's roof was rebuilt in 1944 after a fire destroyed the original one.
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Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Streetcar Era Commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood. It would be a better example if the fenestration was restored to its original configuration.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 499
Address: 2068 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452305820

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Day, J.H., Building
Architect: Morgan, William L. (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33CA 12300

Legal Description: N 100' E 50' W 150' of Lot --, Block 35 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three and one-half story, multi-family residence is located on the south side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane 
residential street. The building has a rectilinear plan, a sandstone foundation, and a wood frame surfaced with stucco. The hip roof 
has a central gable at the primary elevation. A decorative roof cornice has scroll modillions and dentils. A colossal, three-story- 
portico with Corinthian columns extends from the first-floor porch to the balconies on the second and third stories. Classical 
cornerboards mark the building edges and decorative belt courses run between the stories of the building. The main entrance door has 
a wood panel below and a glass panel above. Matching side lights flank the door, which is surmounted by a fanlight. The fenestration 
is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. Beveled-glass windows are located in the stair landing. Cast-iron light 
standards are set on the brick posts of the entry stair landing. At the rear of the building are wood porches and stairways leading to the 
back yard. The brick entrance steps replaced the original wood steps at an unknown date. Composition roofing materials were 
replaced with gray cement tile to blend with the cornice, frieze, and trim. The roof structure was strengthened to accommodate the 
additional weight.

Significance: The Day Building was developed by builder William L. Morgan. Morgan, a Tennessee native, moved to Portland in 
1896. He had many career interests, with experience in the fields of insurance, law, and real estate. Morgan is particularly 
noteworthy as a builder and developer. He is credited with constructing the first authentic apartment house in Portland in 1903. 
Morgan went on to build many of the finest apartment houses in the city, earning the title of "Apartment House King" of Portland. He 
is regarded as having played a significant role in the urbanization of inner northwest Portland, constructing multi-family residences 
such as the Day Building and the Weist Apartments. Both have been listed in the National Register. Morgan constructed four 
structures in the Historic Alphabet District.

The building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival multi-family residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred within the Northwest neighborhood. It is 
also significant for its architectural integrity and association with developer William L. Morgan. (Howard Glazer, Day Building 
National Register of Historic Places Nomination, 1978)

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 500
Address: 2058 NW Flanders
Style: Colonial Revival
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Dayton Apartments
Architect: Morgan, William L. (builder)
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This three and one-half story, multi-family residence is located on the south side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane 
residential street. The building has a rectangular plan, a stone foundation, and a wood frame with wood lap siding. The hip roof has a 
central gabled dormer. The primary facade has a central bay that features a colossal portico with Ionic columns that run the height of 
the first and second stories. The flat roof of the portico forms the third-story balcony. Recessed porches on the first and second 
stories and the balcony on the third story have stickwork balustrades. A cornice with a denticulated frieze separates the first and
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second stories. Pilasters occupy the corners of the fa? ade. The porch base is rock-faced ashlar. A beveled and leaded-glass transom 
tops the entry door. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The living rooms of each 
apartment feature leaded-glass windows. A multi-pane window is centered on the gabled dormer above the third story. No exterior 
alterations have been recorded.

Significance: The Dayton Apartment Building is one of three neighboring Colonial Revival apartment houses built in 1907 by 
Portland's "Apartment House King," William L. Morgan. This building is individually listed in the National Register of Historic 
Places along with the Ormande Apartments and the Day Apartments. (Heritage Investment Company, Ormande Apartment Building 
National Register of Historic Places nomination, 1986)

William L. Morgan had a background in the insurance field and was trained as an attorney. In 1920 Morgan formed an investment 
company that built and operated many fine apartment houses in Portland, including Fordam, Hanover, St. Francis, Hawthorne, 
Claypool, Knickerbocker, Colombian, St. Clair, Cecelia, Wellington, and Grandesta. The Jeffersonian, at SW 16th Avenue and SW 
Jefferson Street, was the first apartment building built by Morgan and is regarded as the first "real" apartment house in the city.

The Ormande Apartment Building is individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places. The building is considered to be 
contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival multi-family residence and is therefore significant as part of a 
larger grouping of residential development that occurred within the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

1NV.#: 501
Address: 2046 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1907- 1908
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Ormonde Apartment Building
Architect: Morgan, William L. (builder)
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This three-story multi-family residence is located on the south side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. 
The building has a rectilinear plan, a stone foundation, and a wood frame with wood lap siding. The hip roof has a pedimented central 
gable over the entrance. The building has a rock-face ashlar raised basement. The primary facade has a central bay that features a 
colossal portico with fluted Corinthian columns that run the full height of the building. The columns are capped with a bracketed 
pediment featuring modillions, a denticulated frieze, and a porthole window. On either side of the central bay are projecting side 
bays. Recessed porches within the central bay, at the second and third stories, feature turned balustrades. Belt cornices, each with a 
denticulated frieze, are located between the second and third stories and at the top of the third story. Fluted Cornithian pilasters, 
topped by capitals, occupy the corners of the facade. Concrete steps lead from the sidewalk to the main entrance, which consists of a 
solid wood door with side lights. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The front door was 
replaced in 1974. This is one of 12 condominiums in the building.

Significance: The Ormonde Apartment Building is one of three neighboring Colonial Revival apartment houses built in 1907 by 
Portland's "Apartment House King," William L. Morgan. This building is individually listed in the National Register of Historic 
Places, along with the Dayton Apartments and the Day Apartments. William L. Morgan had a background in the insurance field and 
was trained as an attorney. In 1920 Morgan formed an investment company that built and operated many fine apartment houses in 
Portland, including Fordam, Hanover, St. Francis, Hawthorne, Claypool, Knickerbocker, Colombian, St. Clair, Cecelia, Wellington, 
and Grandesta. The Jeffersonian, at SW 16th Avenue and Jefferson Street, was the first apartment building built by Morgan and is 
regarded as the first "real" apartment house in the city.

This building was once owned by James E. Hunt. Born in Illinois, Hunt moved to Portland in 1890, where he owned and operated a 
flourishing hardware store until 1901. He served as Portland Police Commissioner and was later elected to the Oregon state senate. 
As a senator, Hunt helped orchestrate the breakup of the corrupt republican organization in Oregon. He successfully authored
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Oregon's first primary law, and he was an adamant supporter of Oregon's initiative and referendum laws, the first of their kind in the 
country.

The building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style multifamily residence 
and is therefore significant as part of a larger grouping of residential development that occurred within the Northwest neighborhood.. 
(Chris Friday, Dayton Apartment Building National Register of Historic Places nomination, 1981)

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 502
Address: 2030 NW FLANDERS ST 
Style: Spanish Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452305750

Year Built: 1931
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Eugene Apartments
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.; S. E. Henderson (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33CA 12400

Legal Description: TL 12400 of Lot --, Block 35 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the south side of NW Flanders Street, a two-lane residential street. 
The building has a U-shape plan, a concrete foundation, and concrete and hollow clay tile construction with a rough stucco exterior. 
The flat roof has a curved parapet with small urn-like finials. The building has a basement. The recessed entry is accented by turned 
metal work. A fully glazed door with side lights is the main entrance to the building. The fenestration is primarily multi-pane 
casement windows. Decorative details include cast-stone spiral pilasters at the windows, decorative shield-like panels below the 
windows, and cast-stone relief ornaments located above the third-floor windows. Fire escapes run the height of the building face on 
either wing of the U. No exterior alterations have been recorded.

Significance; The Eugene Apartment Building was constructed by Steven Earl Henderson and designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. 
Little is known of Henderson, except what can be found in Folk's Portland City Directory, which lists him as a realtor in 1926. In 
1927, Henderson built the Harvard Apartments, eventually constructing many more apartment buildings in Northwest Portland. He 
often worked with architect Elmer Feig and sometimes worked with architects L. R. Cooke and George M. Post. Henderson 
experienced financial trouble during the 1930s but reversed his business fortune through his partnership with Luke Walker. They 
formed Henderson & Walker, a company that bought and sold receivables, warrants, pass books, and loans. In 1953, Henderson sold 
his assets and left Portland.

Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment 
houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. Working for builders and developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry 
Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment buildings. Feig designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the 
Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, similar in scale and layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish 
Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

This building, individually listed in the National Register, is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a 
Spanish Colonial Revival style multi-family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential 
development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. It is additionally significant for its association with S. E. Henderson and 
Elmer Feig. (John Tess, Eugene Apartments National Register Nomination, 1994)

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources

INV.#: 503
Address: 333 NW 20TH AVE 
Style: Queen Anne Shingle 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax #: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1894
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Heusner, George F., Building
Architect: Lazarus, Edgar
State ID: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G
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Description: This two and one-half story building has been converted to a four-unit condominium. It is a rectilinear, wood frame 
structure with a concrete and brick foundation. The first story is covered with clapboard siding. Shingles cover the walls and dormers 
above the second story. The steeply pitched, hip-gabled roof has an intersecting tower, dormers, and cross-gables. The roof and 
dormers are belcast, with exposed rafters at the eaves. A semi-circular, two-story turret is located at the northeast corner. At the 
southeast there is a projecting pavilion. The entrance is sheltered by a verandah at the west elevation, with a covered porch set into the 
roof of the verandah. The primary windows are one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are diamond pane, leaded-glass 
windows flanking the front door. Other windows have one clear light in the lower sash with multiple lights in the upper sash. There 
are three stone chimneys. In 1979 a four-car garage constructed below grade at the southeast end of the property line. It is classified 
as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Significance: The Heusner multi-family residence was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1978. It was 
designed by architect Edgar Lazarus for developer George F. Heusner. Heusner was an affluent developer of middle-class 
neighborhoods who worked predominantly in north and northeast Portland. He also participated in the development of early 
Northwest Portland. Lazarus, a native of Maryland, moved to Portland in 1894 and was for a short time affiliated with the firm 
Lazarus, Whitehouse & Fouilhoux. While Lazarus was a major architect practicing in Oregon until his death in 1939, he is not well 
known. Along with noted residential work, among the public and commercial buildings he designed is the Vista House on Crown 
Point. Lazarus was also the supervising architect for the U.S. Customs House and the Portland Art School (Museum). Heusner was a 
developer of middle-class neighborhoods in north and northeast Portland.

The George F. Heusner House is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne Shingle style 
residence as is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood. (R.H. West and John Tess, The Heusner House National Register Nomination, 1978)

Contributing INV. #: 504 Year Built: 1950
Resources Address: 332-338 NW 20TH AVE Alterations: Minor
0 Style: Utilitarian Historic Name: Elite Court Corp. Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R180226760 State ID: IN1E33DB 2200
1

Legal Description: W 64' of Lot 15, Block 275 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a U-shape plan and fronts onto NW 20th Avenue. This three-story structure has a concrete foundation 
and a flat roof. The exterior is clad in red brick with a stretcher-bond pattern. Six one-car garages in two sets of three are part of the 
structure and are located on the north and west facades. Each unit on the west and south facades has a separate entrance. The west 
and south facade slab doors have rectangular glass-block winglights and flat hoods. There is a paired, six-cross-light door on the 
second story of south facade with glass-block winglights. The predominant window type is triple casement. There are several corner 
wraparound windows with plain trim and slip sills. There are iron fire escapes on the north and south elevations. With the exception 
of re-roofing in 1958, the building has not been altered.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 505 Year Built: 1994
Resources Address: 1972 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: None
0 Style: Postmodern Historic Name: Congregation Beth Israel Schnitzer

Family Center
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Resources Tax #: See Appendix G State ID: See Appendix G 
1

Legal Description: See Appendix G
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Description: This three-story building is located on two adjacent tax lots with a single ownership. It has an irregular plan, concrete 
foundation, a flat roof with metal coping, and a brick soldier-course at the roof line. Soldier coursing also delineates the first and third 
stories. The exterior surface is concrete block faced with brick on the east, west, and north facades. The recessed main entrance 
occupies the center of the north elevation. The east half of the north facade is flat, while the west half is bowed. The east half of the 
building is used for office space and main events, while the west half is utilized for services and meetings. The main entrance door is 
glass, with a concrete transom and surrounds. It is flanked by glazing that extends from the base of the first story to its top. Glazing 
above the transom is divided into six, large, fixed, square lights with wood sash and concrete surrounds. There is an elaborate second 
entrance at the western half of the north facade. This marble-clad entrance is similarly recessed. It is set under a large, recessed, 
circular light with concrete surrounds and is embellished with stained glass. It has paired, wood, double doors with six panels. Each 
panel is set with a light. Fenestration includes large, fixed, square lights at the third-story level. These windows are recessed into 
concrete surrounds. Fixed, vertical lights that extend from the first and second-story levels are similarly recessed into concrete 
surrounds. These lights are inscribed with decorative etchings. There is a garage entrance at the northwest corner of the north facade. 
Decorative lighting is limited to semi-circular, elongated, metal sconces that flank the main entrance.

Significance: Although classified as a Postmodern style, the building's design echoes that of Temple Beth Israel, located across the 
street. This building's brick facing closely resembles the synagogue's exterior; thus, it is classified as compatible. However, the 
building's date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 506a Year Built: 1963
Resources Address: 335NW19THAVE Alterations: Minor
0 Style: Contemporary Historic Name: Northwest Tower
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R180226570 State ID: 1N1E33DB 2700
1

Legal Description: - of Lot 1-8, Block 275 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has an irregular plan and occupies a large corner lot. It is a 13-story structure with a two-story addition at 
the north end. This building has a concrete foundation, daylight basement, and a flat roof with metal coping. The roof is used as a 
balcony, with iron railings serving as a balustrade. The exterior surface is reinforced concrete. There are two entrances on the east 
facade. The entry at the northeast is sheltered by a cantilevered concrete slab and is flanked by glass blocks inset in the wall. A porte- 
cochere shelters the main entry, located on the west facade. Tripartite fixed-over-hopper ribbon windows predominate. Fenestration 
is organized into nine bays with aluminum spandrels. One-over-one windows set in a recessed concrete frame are the predominant 
window type for the two-story addition. There is one exterior chimney at the two-story addition. The original windows on the 13th 
floor were replaced in 1977.

Significance; This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 506b Year Built: 1963
Resources Address: 1936 NW Flanders Alterations: None
0 Style: Contemporary Historic Name: Northwest Annex
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: Rl 80226570 State ID: IN 1E33DB 2700
1

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1-8, Block 275 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This structure has an ell-shaped plan and a complex roof line. The spine of the ell is a truncated, three-story version of 
the building at 335 NW 19th Avenue. The interior corner of the ell is used as a primary entrance. It has a one-light, metal frame door 
sheltered by a low-pitched gable portico. The remaining portion of the ell is a two-story building used for structured parking. It has a 
side gable, standing seam metal roof which is supported by round concrete pillars at the lower level. No recorded alterations for this 
structure exist.
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Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 507
Address: WI/1819 NW EVERETT ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R180215610

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33DB 2900

Legal Description: -- of Lot 6&7, Block 172 in COUGHS ADD 

Description: This site is a surface parking lot with perimeter landscaping. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 508
Address: 1812 NW FLANDERS ST
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R180215590

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Chetapa Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33DB 3000

Legal Description: TL 3000 of Lot 5&8, Block 172 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This four-story apartment building is located on the southwest corner of the intersection of NW Flanders Street and NW 
18th Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial. The building has rectilinearr plan, a concrete foundation, and a wood frame surfaced with 
stucco. The building has a hip roof and a raised basement. The west elevation has a projecting cornice with modillions. The first, 
second, and third stories feature wooden balconies with turned balusters. The second, third, and fourth stories have bay windows. The 
central entryway is flanked by small fluted pilasters with Ionic capitals. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash windows. A decorative wrought-iron fire escape runs the height of the building on its west elevation. There have been no 
recorded alterations to the exterior of the building.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classical style apartment 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 509
Address: 1740 NW FLANDERS ST
Style: International
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: Rl 80214970

Year Built: 1965
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Smith Auto Parts Co., Inc. Building
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33DB 3300

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 5&8, Block 165 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building occupies the east half of a large corner lot. The remaining portion of the lot consists of surface parking 
with perimeter landscaping. The one-story building has a rectilinear plan, high concrete foundation, and a flat roof with boxed eaves. 
Fixed windows extend from floor to ceiling in a single pane, creating large curtain walls of glass. The recessed main entrance is 
located on the west facade. The main entrance door is glass with plain trim, a transom, and side lights. Fenestration is found only on 
the west facade and is characterized by one-over-one windows with metal frames. The top pane is a large, fixed light over a hopper 
window. Noteworthy alterations to this building are limited to interior remodels.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 510
Address: 323-337 NW 17TH AVE 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80214950

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Lauer Apartment Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 3400

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 5&8, Block 165 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This two-story, multi-family residence is sited on the corner of NW 17th Avenue and NW Flanders Street. The building 
has an asymmetrical plan, a concrete foundation, and a low-pitched hip roof with wide overhanging eaves and a boxed cornice. The 
wood frame walls are sheathed with shiplap siding. The corners of the building are trimmed with rusticated quoins. The east (front) 
elevation is organized into six bays, each containing a recessed entrance and polygonal bay window on the second level. The entrance 
porticos have pilasters and engaged Tuscan columns that carry a full entablature. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows 
predominate. There are also four-over-one, double-hung windows at the south elevation.

Significance: In 1992, this property was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places. It exemplifies the 
development of multi-unit housing during the Streetcar Era, and in anticipation of the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition of 1905. 
This building is significant as a fully intact example of an early apartment house in the Colonial Revival style. (Lynda Sekora, Lauer 
Apartment Building National Register Nomination, 1991)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 511
Address: 325 NW 21ST AVE
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452306150

Year Built: 1909
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Prael, A.B. & F.F., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 9500

Legal Description: S 50' N 100' E 100' of Lot --, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story commercial building, originally a single-family residence, is located on the west side of NW 
21st Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial. The building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a wood frame with beveled 
wood siding and corner boards. The hip roof has hip dormers with dentils and brackets under the eaves. The building has a raised 
basement. The centered front entry has paired, tapered porch columns and a balcony above. The main entrance is a wood door with a 
solid wood panel below, a glass panel above, and glass side lights. The fenestration is primarily one-by-one slider windows. The 
dormer window has diamond-shaped lights in a wood sash frame. The building was converted to commercial use in 1980. A paved 
parking area was added in front of the building. The porch and entry stairs were altered, with the most current remodel matching the 
building's original design. The original one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows were replaced with slider windows after 
1991.

Significance: While this building has undergone moderate alterations, it maintains its historic integrity and is considered to be 
contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence. It is therefore significant as part of the larger 
grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 512
Address: 325NW18THAVE 
Style: Vernacular / Italianate 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80215570

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Converse Court Apartments
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33DB 3100

Legal Description: TL 3100 of Lot 5, Block 172 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This multi-family residence is located on the west side of NW 18th Avenue. It is a four-story, 
rectilinear structure with a concrete foundation and a raised basement. The roof is flat, with a projecting cornice 
and denticulated trim. The concrete walls are finished with stucco. The top three stories have wooden bays with 
panel trim. A wrought-iron balcony and fire escape is centered on the primary elevation between the bays. A belt 
course delineates the first story. The entry way is recessed under a round arch. The primary window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is an arched, stained-glass window at the front entrance.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a 
Vernacular/Italianate style multi-family dwelling and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of 
residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

325NW18"' Ave

Contributing 
Resources 
1 
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 513
Address: 1975 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Art Deco
Classification: Secondary Contributing

Tax#: Rl 80226800

Year Built: 1938
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Regent Apartments
Architect: Herzog, Harry A.; Harry Mittleman
(builder)
State ID: 1N1E33DB 2400

Legal Description: TL 2400 of Lot --, Block 275 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the north side of NW Everett Street, occupying a corner lot at NW 20th Avenue. 
It is a four-story structure with a U-shape plan, a concrete foundation, and a flat roof with a parapet. The concrete walls are faced with 
wire-cut, varicolored brick, with bands of dark brick between the windows at the corners and at either side of the entrance. The walls 
are articulated by strip pilasters and raised stretcher courses in the spandrels. At the parapet, bricks are laid in panels in a chevron 
pattern characteristic of the Art Deco style. The recessed entrance vestibule is lined with marble walls. Recessed side lights flank the 
door. Windows are all steel casements, with four horizontal lights for each sash. Sashes are in groups of three. The interior courtyard 
is a landscaped and paved terrace with a geometric outline.

Significance: The Regent Apartment building was constructed by developer Harry Mittleman and designed by architect Harry Albert 
Herzog. The Herzog family settled in Portland in 1905. In 1915, Herzog attended the University of Pennsylvania School of 
Architecture, graduating two years later. In 1918, he returned to Portland where he practiced architecture for some 50 years. Herzog 
is best known for his partnership with John V. Bennes, but he is also esteemed for individual designs such as the Dr. J. J. Rosenberg 
House and the Regent Apartments. The latter has been individually listed in the National Register. It is Herzog's only individual 
work in the Historic Alphabet District. He also participated in constructing Temple Beth Israel, serving as supervising architect.

Born in 1900, Mittleman immigrated from Europe to Omaha, Nebraska. He attended Omaha University and relocated to Portland at 
an unknown date. Mittleman became a successful builder and operator of several of Portland's finest apartments, such as the Parkway 
Manor and the Jeanne Manor (the latter is listed in the National Register). His decision to build the Regent in 1937 indicated a 
renewed confidence in the local and national economy. His decision sent a message to builders, investors, and the public that the 
worst of the Depression had ended. (Heritage Investment Corp., Regent Apartments National Register Nomination, 1991)
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This building, individually listed in the National Register in 1991, is considered to be contributing within the district because of its 
architectural integrity and association with architect Harry Herzog and developer Harry Mittleman.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 514
Address: 2360 NW WESTOVER RD
Style: Arts and Crafts
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R556500620

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Noble, H. E. & Ella, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CB 3000

Legal Description: N 48' of Lot 11, Block 6 in MEADS ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Westover Road. It is a one and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a gable roof. The roof has projecting eaves with exposed 
rafters. The exterior surface is sheathed in shingles. The main entrance is located on the west facade. Access to the main entry door 
is through an arcaded, full-length porch. Multi-pane windows are the predominant window type. There is a focal window with two 
large panes and a multi-light transom on the west facade, and a boxed bay window with a hip roof on the north facade.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Arts and Crafts style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 515
Address: 2341 NW EVERETT ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R556500610

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Marshall, George A., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CB 2800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 10, Block 6 in MEADS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. This two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure has a partial above-grade basement, a brick foundation, and a hip roof. The roof has projecting eaves with brackets and 
modillions. There are skylights on the east and west sides of the roof and two dormers ~ a gable dormer on the south side and a shed 
dormer on the east side. The gable dormer has projecting verges with brackets. The exterior is shingled. The main entrance is located 
on the east facade. The entry door has five panels and rectangular winglights. A deck with an open rail wraps around the south and 
east facades. Paired French doors open onto the deck at the southeast facade. At the east entry, brick pedestals with paired Roman 
Doric columns support an entablature with a decorative frieze and molded architrave. The porch has a flat roof with a second-story 
open-rail balcony and triple French doors. The predominant window type is 18-over-one, double-hung wood sash with molded lintels 
and lug sills. On the first story of the east facade, a polygonal bay with a hip roof and decorative frieze has a 16-over-one, double- 
hung wood sash center window with 12-over-one, double-hung wood sash side windows. There are two interior brick chimneys. The 
building was converted into apartments in 1982.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival residence and 
is therefore significant as part of a larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 516
Address: 2337 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Arts and Crafts
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R556500600

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Sewall, May, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CB 2700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 7, Block 6 in MEADS ADD
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Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the north side of NW Everett Street, a busy one-way street. The 
building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete and cast block foundation, a raised basement, and wood frame construction with wood 
shingle siding. The hip roof has decorative bracket supports. Gable dormers facing north and south are also supported by brackets. 
The entrance porch is set on a stone wall base and has trios of Doric columns and wood panel railing with circular cut-outs. Clustered 
Tuscan columns surround the solid wood entrance door, which is flanked by side lights. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash windows. A slant bay is located on the east corner of the south (front) elevation. Over the rear entrance is a 
balcony. No exterior alterations have been made to the building.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Arts and Crafts style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 517 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: WI/315NW23RDAVE Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R556500590 State ID: 1N1E33CB 2600
0

Legal Description: ~ of Lot 6, Block 6 in MEADS ADD

Description: This site is a surface parking lot with perimeter landscaping. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 518 Year Built: 1995
Resources Address: 315NW23RDAVE Alterations: None
0 Style: Neoclassical Historic Name: Birnbach, Max, Building
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R556500570 State ID: 1N1E33CB 2500
1

Legal Description: ~ of Lot 2&3, Block 6 in MEADS ADD

Description: This retail building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, a busy commercial street. It is a one-story 
structure with a concrete foundation and a stuccoed exterior. The flat roof has a boxed cornice, a sloping soffit, and a molded frieze. 
The facade is divided into six glazed bays that are delineated by Roman Doric wooden pilasters. A belt course with a projecting 
cornice and molded frieze tops the pilasters. Each bay has large fixed windows and six-light transoms. The main entrance is on the 
east facade. A pair of glass doors with side lights and a six-light transom is set within the recessed entry. In 1995, this building 
replaced a structure originally on this site.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 519 Year Built: 1996
Resources Address: 310NW23RDAVE Alterations: None
0 Style: Neoclassical Historic Name: Urban Investments LLC Building
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R556500360 State ID: 1N1E33CB 700
1

Legal Description: W 25' of Lot 12, Block 3 in MEADS ADD

Description: This retail building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the busy corner of NW 23rd Avenue and NW Everett Street. It 
is a two-story structure with a concrete foundation and walls and a flat roof with metal coping. The roof has a molded frieze, boxed
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cornice, and a slightly castellated parapet at the center of the primary facade. A gabled skylight with a metal sash spans the length of 
the roof from west to east. The exterior of the building is concrete. Colossal Roman Doric pilasters along the facade are decorated 
with metal sconce lighting at the belt course level. The main entrance is located on the west facade. Double glass doors are located 
within the recessed entry at the sidewalk level. Large, aluminum, fixed panes are the common window type. On the west facade, 
there is a semi-glazed storefront where the windows rise from the ground level to the frieze. These are covered with fabric awnings. 
This building adjoins 2284 NW Everett Street at the east elevation. 2284 NW Everett is a two-story, classical building with clapboard 
siding and metal staircase and railing. The hip roof has wide projecting eaves and a boxed cornice. This building is set above a 
parking garage. In 1996, this structure replaced the building that was originally on this site.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as compatible 
noncontributina.

Contributing

Resources
0
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 520
Address: WI/2250 NW FLANDERS ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R556500330

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 2900

Legal Description: W 50' of Lot 9, Block 3 in MEADS ADD 

Description: This site is used as a surface parking lot. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV. #: 521
Address: 2229 NW EVERETT ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R556500300

Year Built: 1899
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Hoge, Richard, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 2800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 5, Block 3 in MEADS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, multi-family residence, originally a single-family home, is located on the north side of NW 
Everett Street, a busy one-way street. The building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and wood frame 
construction with wood lap siding. The hip roof has hip dormers and a deep cornice with paired brackets at each corner. The entrance 
door has a single oval light. A corner porch is supported by square Ionic columns and has dentils on the frieze. The fenestration is 
primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The west face has a bracketed window. The central window on the second 
story has a decorative wood panel below the sill. The building has a slightly flared brick chimney. The front window was replaced 
with fixed glass at a date unknown.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 522
Address: 2209 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Egyptian
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R556500280

Year Built: 1931
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Manhattan Apartments
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
State ID: 1N1E33CA 2700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 3&4, Block 3 in MEADS ADD

Description: This four-story apartment building is located on the northwest corner of NW Everett Street, a busy one-way arterial, and 
NW 22nd Avenue, a two-lane residential street. The building has a U-shape plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and 
concrete construction faced with brick. The flat roof has a stepped front parapet with a fluted cast-stone cavetto cornice. Cast-stone 
Egyptian pharaoh motifs cap raised brick pilasters that separate the south (front) elevation into five bays. Decorative V-pattern brick 
work accents the top of the building's central bay. The recessed entryway is flanked by pharaoh motifs inset with wrought-iron light 
fixtures. The entrance walls are sheathed with decorative tiles. The front door has a single light with side lights on either side. The 
fenestration is primarily muiti-paned, metal casement windows. No exterior alterations have been recorded for the building.

Significance: The Manhattan Apartments were designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his 
postsecondary education at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. 
Working for builders and developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed 
groups of apartment buildings. Feig designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, 
similar in scale and layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor 
periods.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good and unusual example of an Egyptian style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources

INV.#: 523
Address: 2199 NW EVERETT ST
Style: International
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452306260

Year Built: 1951
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Rose Plaza Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 8500

Legal Description: TL 8500 of Lot--, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a cross-axial plan and fronts onto the intersection of NW Everett Street and NW 22nd Avenue. It is a 
seven-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The exterior surface is concrete. The surfaces of the wing-end 
elevations and the ground floor are decorated with recessed grid lines. On other surfaces, ribbon window patterns are emphasized by 
slightly recessed bands of narrow vertical fluting. The main entrance is located on the southwest corner of the building. Entry is 
through double glass doors set into glass walls with aluminum framing. The recessed entry area is faced with brick, with built-in brick 
planters. Covering the entrance is a flat, circular roof with eight small round skylights. Recessed vertical lines decorate the concrete 
surrounding the entry area. The predominant window type is aluminum sash casement windows, grouped in ribbons which wrap 
around the building's corners.

Significance: Due to the date of construction and style, this property is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.
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Contributing INV. #: 524 Year Built: 1995
Resources Address: 2173 NW EVERETT ST Alterations: Minor
0 Style: Contemporary Historic Name: Scanlan Apartments Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452306240 State ID: 1N1E33CA 8400
I

Legal Description: S 100' E 31 1/3' of Lot--, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. It is a three-story structure with a 
concrete slab foundation. The building has a shed roof, which is set back from a large third-floor patio on the south elevation. The 
patio features a pergola contructed with I-beams and wood. The exterior surface on the street-facing south end of the structure is 
clapboard siding with I-beam decorative elements. At the south elevation, the west side is curvilinear and the east side projects as a 
rectangular block. The south facade also features recessed balconies on the first and second floors. The main entrance is located on 
the south facade. Entry to the building is through a covered corridor, flanked on one side by vertical, rectangular openings which 
provide an arcade effect. The corridor leads to a glass entry door not visible from the street. On the south elevation, the predominant 
window type is paired, one-over-one, double-hung sash with white vinyl trim. There are also paired, three-light, vinyl sash windows 
separated by an inset I-beam. Elsewhere, there are large, six-light, vinyl sash windows. A driveway leading to a rear parking area is 
covered by a pergola constructed of I-beams and wood. Alterations include the replacement of wood panel siding on the south facade 
with clapboard siding at an unknown date.

Significance; Due to the date of construction and style, this property is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 525 Year Built: 1892
Resources Address: 2165 NW EVERETT ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Rural Vernacular Historic Name: Reed, Charles A., House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452306250 State ID: 1N1E33CA 8300
0

Legal Description: S 100' E 33 1/3' of Lot--, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. It is a one and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a truncated hip roof with a cross gable. The roof has 
projecting verges and eaves with a sloped soffit and frieze. The exterior surface is shiplap siding, with vertical siding over the 
basement, and there is a wood water table. The main entrance is located on the south facade. Entry is through a single light, slab door 
with a transom and plain surrounds. There is a verandah porch with three Tuscan columns and a hip roof. The predominant window 
type is one-over-one, double-hung sash. On the south facade, there are also paired, three-over-one, double-hung sash windows with 
plain surrounds and lug sills. The building has one brick interior chimney with a corbeled cap. Alterations include the installation of 
a concrete wall under the foundation in 1950, the replacement of wooden front steps with concrete steps in 1956, replacement of the 
roof in 1977, and replacement of the west side of the foundation in 1994.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Rural Vernacular style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 526 Year Built: 1910
Resources Address: 2155 NW EVERETT ST Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Horn, Caroline, House
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R452306230 State ID: 1N1E33CA 8200
1

Legal Description: S 100'E 35 1/3'of Lot--, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a hip roof. The roof has projecting eaves with a boxed 
cornice and a plain frieze. The exterior surface is asbestos siding on the south facade, with shiplap siding elsewhere. The main 
entrance is located on the south facade. Entrance is through a wood-frame glass door with side lights. There is a three-bay verandah 
porch with square posts sheathed in asbestos shingles. The porch has a flat roof with boxed eaves and modillions. The predominant 
window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash. On the first floor of the south facade, flanking the main entrance, there are two large 
single-pane windows with transoms. The building has two interior and two exterior brick chimneys, most with square chimney pots. 
Alterations include the remodeling of the front porch in 1927, the creation of a driveway in 1973, and the addition of storm windows 
at an unknown date.

Significance; Although this building was constructed during the period of significance, remodeling has damaged its historic integrity. 
The porch alterations and the addition of asbestos siding have been particularly harmful. If those changes were reversed and the 
building facades restored to their original condition, this property could be reclassified as secondary contributing.

Contributing INV. #: 527 Year Built: 1890
Resources Address: 2149 NW EVERETT ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Miller, John C., House
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452306220 State ID: 1N1E33CA 8100
J

Legal Description: S 100' E 40' W 260' of Lot --, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation and a daylight basement. The hip roof has a boxed cornice with a denticulated frieze. There is a 
hipped dormer on the south side of the roof, also with a boxed cornice and decorated frieze. The exterior of the building is stuccoed, 
and there is a beveled wood water table. The main entrance is located on the south facade. There is a verandah front porch with four 
square posts carrying segmental arches. The main entrance door has a single light and four panels, and has plain surrounds carrying 
an entablature. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash. There is a tripartite bay window on the porch. On 
the east facade there are two bay windows. One is supported by brackets, and the other is square and has a shed roof. There is one 
brick interior chimney with a corbeled cap. Alterations include the replacement of rounded posts with squared porch posts in 1929, 
the replacement of the steps, rails, and boards of the porch in 1970, and the addition of storm windows at an unknown date.

Significance: Although this building was constructed during the primary period of significance, extensive remodeling has damaged 
its historic integrity. The exterior surfacing and the porch alterations have been particularly harmful. If those changes were reversed 
and the building's facades restored to their original condition, this property could be reclassified as primary contributing.

Contributing INV. #: 528 Year Built: 1890,1905 
Resources Address: 2137 NW EVERETT ST, Alterations: Major, Moderate 
1 2141 - 2143 NW EVERETT ST

Style: Vernacular Victorian; Colonial Revival Historic Name: Bartels, F., House; Simon, Nathan
D., House

Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing, 
Resources Primary Contributing Architect: — 
1 Tax #: See Appendix G State ID: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G
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Description: Two residences are located on this property:

a. 2137 NW Everett Street, Compatible Noncontributing: This building, a Vernacular Victorian residence constructed in 1890, has a 
rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation, 
partial above-grade basement, and a pedimented, cross-gambrel roof with projecting verges. The exterior surface is clapboard siding. 
The building has two main entrances, both on the south facade. The main entry doors both feature one light and two cross-panels, 
with a transom and plain surrounds. There is a three-bay verandah porch with square posts and open rails. The porch has a flat roof 
with an open-rail balustrade. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash, with plain surrounds. There is a 
shallow, rounded bay window on the south facade. The building has one brick interior chimney. Alterations include the replacement 
of the front porch with a concrete porch and the removal of the rear porch in 1958, the addition of a rear fire escape in 1982, and 
various interior alterations. The building has been converted to condominium use.

b. 2141 - 2143 NW Everett Street Primary Contributing: This building, a Colonial Revival residence, constructed in 1905, has a 
rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. It is a one and one-half story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation and 
a partial above-grade basement. The building has a truncated, hip roof with a lower cross-gable. The roof has projecting verges and 
eaves with a boxed cornice and sloped soffit. There are several gabled wall dormers. At the basement level, a partially excavated 
driveway leads under the house to rear parking. The building has two main entrances, both on the south facade. The main entries 
each have wood-framed glass doors sheltered by small entry roofs with pedimented gables. The predominant window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung vinyl sash. There is a shallow bay window on the south facade. The building has one brick interior chimney. 
The south facade of the building was extensively remodeled at an unknown date. The building has been converted to condominium 
use.

Significance:
a. 2137 NW Everett Street: Although this building was constructed during the primary period of significance, extensive remodeling 
has damaged its historic integrity. If the south facade were restored to its original appearance, this property would be reclassified as 
primary contributing.

b. 2141 - 2143 NW Everett Street: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial 
Revival style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest 
Portland.

Contributing INV. #: 529 Year Built: 1892
Resources Address: 2125 NW EVERETT ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Vernacular Queen Anne Historic Name: Oberdorfer House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: -
Resources Tax #: R452306200 State ID: 1N1E33CA 7900
0

Legal Description: S 100' W 60' E 100' of Lot --, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the north side of NW Everett Street, a
busy one-way arterial. The building has an irregular plan, a concrete foundation, a basement, and wood
frame construction with wood shiplap and shingle siding. The gabled roof has intersecting gables
decorated with wood shingles and eyelid dormers. Under the eaves is a carved bargeboard and a knob-
and-spindle frieze. There is a vertical-board belt course. The porch has four turned posts, cutwork
brackets, and decorative scrollwork on the skirting. The main entrance is through double doors with
wood panels below and glass panels above. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung _______________
wood sash windows. A bay window on the south (front) elevation has a bracketed hood. No alterations 2125 NW Everett St. 
have been recorded for this building.
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Significance: Joseph Simon was a tenant of this property, which was owned at one time by his sister, Minnie Oberdorfer. Simon was 
born in Germany in 1851 and come to Portland in 1857. He studied law in the offices of John Mitchell and went on to become one of 
Portland's most influential attorneys and politicians, leading a major faction within the Oregon Republican Party. He served on the 
Portland City Council, in the Oregon Senate, in the United States Senate, and as mayor of Portland. He was instrumental in creating 
the Portland Water Committee and the Board of Police Commissioners.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence and is 
of interest for its association with one of Portland's forefathers, Joseph Simon.

Contributing INV. #: 530 Year Built: 1928
Resources Address: 305 NW 21 STAVE Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Industrial Historic Name: Weitz, Hannah E., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452306170 State ID: 1N1E33CA 7800
0

Legal Description: S 100' E 100' of Lot -, Block 36 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one-time service garage was converted to retail use in 1990. It has a rectilinear plan and is set on a corner lot, 
fronting onto the intersection of NW 21st Avenue and NW Everett Street. It is a two-story structure with a concrete foundation and a 
flat roof with a metal cornice. The walls are concrete, with textured stucco facing on the south and east facades. The main entrance is 
located on the corner of NW 21st Avenue and NW Everett Street, recessed under the building's structural frame. There are double 
glass doors with double side lights and a large, fixed transom. A single glass door with a narrow side light and a fixed transom is 
located at the east side of the entry. These entrances were added to the building in 1990. There is a multi-paned garage door with 12 
lights on the east facade. The predominant window type is a recessed, multi-pane double windows with wood trim and a concrete lug 
sills. Double pane, fixed windows with cement lug sills are adjacent to the main entrance. There is decorative, geometric 
embellishment at the belt-course level. The recessed entry is supported by a concrete column at the center and concrete consoles at 
the corners. Structural beams are visible on the soffit of the entry.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Industrial style building and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 531 Year Built: 1930
Resources Address: 2081 NW EVERETT ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Art Deco Historic Name: The Metropolitan Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
Resources Tax #: R452305870 State ID: 1N1E33CA 12700
0

Legal Description: S 100' W 100' of Lot --, Block 35 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This multi-family structure is located on the north side of NW Everett Street, occupying a corner lot at NW 21st Street. 
It is a four-story structure with a U-shaped plan, a concrete foundation, and a flat roof with a parapet. The slightly stepped parapet has 
pilasters separating the bays. The walls are surfaced with brick, and the bases of the pilasers are decorated with a multi-colored brick 
pattern. The entrance door has one light with fixed side lights and an arched transom with leaded glass. The primary window type is 
multi-pane casements with metal frames. Decorative details include wrought-iron lights flanking the arched entry and cast stone, 
scalloped light fixtures above the fourth story .

Significance: The Metropolitan Apartments were designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received his 
postsecondary education at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. 
Working for builders and developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed
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groups of apartment buildings. Feig designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, 
similar in scale and layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor 
periods.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Art Deco style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 532 Year Built: 1971
Resources Address: 2041 NW EVERETT ST Alterations: None
0 Style: Contemporary Historic Name: Williams Plaza
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452305900 State ID: 1N1E33CA 12600
1

Legal Description: E 260'W 360'of Lot--, Block 35 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. It is a nine-story structure with a flat roof and 
slightly projecting coping. The exterior surface is brick. A shed-roofed stairway/elevator shaft extends above the roof line along the 
south facade. The main entrance is located on the south facade. Entrance is through sliding aluminum-framed glass doors on an 
enclosed entry porch with a shed roof and glass walls. A wheelchair access ramp with metal railings leads up to the entrance. 
Adjacent to the main entrance on the south side of the building is a large patio with brick enclosing walls. The predominant window 
type is four-part casement windows with aluminum frames. These are located on recessed window bays.

Significance: Due to its construction date and style, this building is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 533 Year Built: 1906
Resources Address: 311NW20THAVE Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: White, Isam, House
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Whidden & Lewis
Resources Tax #: R452305940 State ID: 1N1E33CA 12500
0

Legal Description: TL 12500 of Lot 3, 4, Block 35 in KINGS 2ND ADD
Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and is sited on a corner lot at NW 20th Avenue and NW Everett Street. It is a wood 
frame structure with a stuccoed brick foundation and a combination hipped and gabled roof. The walls are covered with lapped 
siding. The roof line features a deep, modillioned cornice capped with a balustrade. There are large panelled pilasters at the front 
corners of the building. At the south elevation, a second story, semi-circular bay carries a full entablature with curved glass and sash. 
At the west elevation, there are two half-story rectangular bays. The entrance is embellished by Tuscan columns and pilasters. 
Double entry doors are fully glazed and feature molded head trim with a cornice. The primary window type is one-over-one, double- 
hung wood sash. There are four brick chimneys. Alterations include the addition of a sleeping porch in 1922.

Significance: The Isam White House is significant for its association with the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. Whidden 
and Lewis, a prominent Portland firm, was responsible for most of the city's finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century period. 
Educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, both men launched their careers on the East Coast—Whidden with the 
prestigious New York firm of McKim, Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and Stearns in Boston. The Whidden and Lewis 
partnership was formed in Portland in 1890. The firm introduced up-to-date architectural fashions to the city. In addition to their 
residential work in the Colonial Revival style, the firm introduced the Renaissance Revival style with their Portland City Hall. A 
dozen single-family residences—seven of which are National Register properties—represent their work in the Historic Alphabet 
District.

This residence is also significant for its association with Isam and Rose White. Born in Germany in 1836, Isam White was a pioneer 
Jewish settler in Portland. He arrived in Portland in 1855 and became a prosperous merchant and prominent figure in the Jewish
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community. He was a leader in democratic circles and was extremely active in the Masons and the Concordia Club. White is 
significant for his contributions to the religious community, for his many civic activities, and for his philanthropy. Rose (Rosenberg) 
White was the wife of Isam White. Upon the death of her husband, Rose White established the Isam and Rose White Benevolent 
Fund. The fund continues to support local health and social service organizations to this day.

This building, individually listed in the National Register in 1991, is considered to be contributing within the district because of its 
historic integrity and association with the architectural firm of Whidden and Lewis. (Jinx Faulkner and Lynda Sekora, Isam White 
House National Register Nomination, 1991)

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 534
Address: 1949 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Art Deco
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80226780

Year Built: 1930
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Park Regent Apartments
Architect: Aim, David E. (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33DB 2500

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 9, Block 275 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building is located on the north side of NW Everett Street. It has a rectangular plan, a concrete 
foundation, and a flat roof. Pilasters separating the bays are articulated on the stepped parapet, which has stone coping. The concrete 
walls are faced with pale, tan brick. There is square-patterned, decorative brickwork on the frieze and diamond-patterned brick above 
the third-story windows. The recessed entrance is covered by an awning and flanked by wrought-iron and glass light fixtures. The 
single-light door has two fixed, leaded-glass side lights. The primary window type is ten-over-ten, double-hung wood sash.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Art Deco, multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources 
1 
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 535
Address: 1819 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing

Tax#: R180215530

Year Built: 1909
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: First Church of Christ, Scientist
Architect: Beman, Solomon Spencer ; John R.
Horstra (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33DB 2800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1-4, Block 172 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This three-story masonry and wood frame structure has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and walls constructed 
of cut stone. It is located on three-quarters of a block, with frontage on NW Everett Street, NW 19th Avenue, and NW 18th Avenue. 
The exterior of the building is modified Roman in style and conveys the impression of a public building rather than a religious edifice. 
There is a prominent crowned dome over the central entrance, which is flanked by two barrel-vault wings. Masonry walls are faced 
with smooth-faced cut stone. The main entrance is sheltered by a colonnade of Tuscan columns. The entrance is comprised of a 
series of wood and glass entrance doors. The primary window type is fixed pane, with some stained glass and hopper windows. A 
segmental arched window is embellished with spandrel panels. Alterations include the addition of an exterior mechanical penthouse 
over the elevator on the rear of the building.

Significance: This building has long been an integral part of the Northwest Portland community. It was originally constructed for 
religious and educational use by the Christian Scientists and was reportedly the first Christian Science edifice west of the Mississippi 
River. During the building's historic period, the 1220-seat auditorium was frequently filled to capacity and occasionally people could 
be found sitting in the aisles. Membership decreased as the city expanded and the number of Christian Scientist congregations 
increased. In use since 1980 as a community center and service facility, the building is locally significant as an important resource in
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the Northwest neighborhood.

This building is also significant for its association with architect Solomon Spencer Beman. Beman, a New York native, began his 
career with an apprenticeship in Richard Upjohn's New York office. Upjohn is best known for his work in the Gothic Revival style. 
In 1879, Beman moved to Illinois. Once in the Midwest, he designed town developments for the Proctor and Gamble Company, as 
well as multi-storied structures and suburban residences. Beman is best known for his design of the Merchants Tailors Building, 
which became a model for Christian Science churches nationwide. The First Church of Christ, Scientist at 1819 NW Everett Street is 
an excellent example of Beman's work. It was individually listed in the National Register in 1979. (George C. Sheldon, First Church 
of Christ, Scientist National Register Nomination, 1978)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classical style structure and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential, commercial, and institutional development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 536 Year Built: 1924
Resources Address: 1731 NW EVERETT ST Alterations: None
1 Style: Spanish Colonial Revival Historic Name: Ravenswood Apartment
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R180214990 State ID: 1N1E33DB 3200
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2&3, Block 165 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two-story, multi-family residence is located on the north side of NW Everett Street. It is a U-shaped structure with 
a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and a hipped, pent tile roof. The reinforced concrete walls have a stuccoed finish and are 
partially sheathed with brick. The recessed front door has a single light with glass block surrounds. Classical, cast-stone columns 
surmounted by shields flank the entrance. End bays and central bays are defined by curvilinear cap molding in cast stone. The 
predominant fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. These windows are topped by flat, cast stone arches. A turned 
balustrade embellishes the first-story end windows.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Spanish Colonial Revival, 
multi-family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 537 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: WI/1740 NW FLANDERS ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: Rl 80214930 State ID: 1N1E33DB 3500
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&4, Block 165 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This is a surface parking lot with perimeter landscaping. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 538
Address: 2356 NW WESTOVER RD
Style: Stick
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R556500630

Year Built: 1898
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Mead, Joshua Roberts, Building #2
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CB 2900

Legal Description: EXC N 48' of Lot 11, Block 6 in MEADS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Westover Street. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation and a daylight basement. The belcast hip roof has wide overhanging eaves, modillions, brackets, 
and Stickwork at the frieze. Stucco covers the exterior. The second story projects over the first story and is supported by consoles. 
There is wood trim at the belt course level. The main entrance is on the west facade, through a multi-paned wood door with five-pane 
side lights. The front porch has a shed roof and is supported by open metal posts. A second-story porch with an iron balustrade is 
located on the south facade. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash is the most common window type. There is also a projecting 
multi-pane window with a slight shed roof and box cornice on the first story, south facade. On the south facade, there is a belcast hip 
dormer with modillions. There is one interior brick chimney. In 1932, a garage was added underneath the structure without 
significant damage to the historic integrity of the building.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stick style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 539
Address: 1631 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80213140

Year Built: 1915
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Whalen, Joseph, Apartments
Architect: Zanello & Sons (builders)
State ID: 1N1E33DB 3600

Legal Description: ~ of Lot 2, Block 152 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This four-story, brick frame, multi-family residence is located on a corner lot. It has a rectilinear plan, a concrete 
foundation, and a raised basement. The flat roof has a molded cornice supported by decorative paired brackets. The exterior surface 
is brick with a rusticated base. The solid entrance door is recessed, with fixed side lights and a large, square transom. Pairs of square 
classical pilasters with a denticulated frieze surround the entrance. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash. Raised panels of brick are present below some windows. Alterations include construction of a fire escape on the southeast 
corner and the addition of exhaust vents in the windows. These changes occurred at unknown dates.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classical style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing 
Resources
0

Noncontributing 
Resources

INV.#: 540
Address: 2340 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Colonial Revival

Classification: Compatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: R556500470

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Giltner, Edmond C. & Patterson,
P.C., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CB 2100

Legal Description: EXC PT IN ST-EXC S 28.4' of Lot -, Block - in MEADS ADD
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Description: This wood frame structure has a rectilinear plan and is sited on the corner of NW Everett and NW Westover Streets. 
This two and one-half story commercial building has a concrete foundation, a below-grade basement, and a hip roof with flared eaves. 
The roof line is embellished with modillions, brackets, and decorative stickwork. The north and south dormers have hip roofs with 
flared eaves and 30-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows with pilaster surrounds and labels. The exterior is sheathed with 
lapped siding and carved pilasters at the corners. This structure has multiple commercial entrances, with the main entrance located at 
the northwest corner. The six-panel glass door with a horizontal transom and rectangular side lights is framed by painted Tuscan 
columns. The north facade entry is a glazed oak door with rectangular side lights and a molded lintel. The remaining entries are 
paired five-panel glass doors. The porch wraps around the north and west facades, is enclosed with plywood siding, and functions as 
an interior space. The porch has a shed roof, fixed windows, and an engaged balustrade and Tuscan columns. The predominant 
window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with molded trim and slipsills. Paired French doors above the porch on the 
north elevation have pilaster surrounds and an entablature. Fixed windows predominate on the first story of the south facade. A 
second-story deck was added to the south elevation. In 1995, eight decorative columns of varying heights were placed along the outer 
edge of the northwest patio.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible within the district, the magnitude of the alterations classifies it as 
noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 541 Year Built: 1906
Resources Address: 2328 NW EVERETT ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Vernacular Queen Anne Historic Name: Merges, Ernest E., Building #2
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R556500460 State ID: 1N1E33CB 2200
1

Legal Description: W 22'N 71.6'of Lot 5, Block 5 in MEADS ADD

Description: This wood frame building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. In 1988, this building became part 
of a complex of adjacent residential buildings converted to retail use and connected at the south elevation by a series of stairs. This 
three and one-half story structure has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a cross-gable roof. The roof has 
projecting eaves with exposed rafter ends. The projecting front gable has a frieze, which closes the gable, bargeboards, and 
modillions. There is a gable dormer on the west elevation. The top story is sheathed with plain shingles. The remaining exterior 
surface is sheathed with lapped siding and corner boards. A water table divides the first and second stories. The north facade has two 
entrances. Concrete steps with a decorative iron balustrade lead to the second-floor glass door with plain trim and molded lintel. 
Concrete steps lead to a below-grade patio with inlaid brick and a glass door. The porch was enclosed in 1928 to create more interior 
space. The porch has a hip roof with projecting eaves and rafter ends. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash with plain trim and molded lintels. Most of the west facade windows are boarded up, including a two-story bay. This 
building recently experienced fire damage and was remodeled and repaired.

Significance; Although the building's original style is compatible with the district, the magnitude of the alterations classifies it as 
noncontributing.

Contributing INV. #: 542 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: WI/2328 NW EVERETT ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R556500450 State ID: IN 1E33CB 2300
0

Legal Description: E 28'N 71.6'of Lot 5, Block 5 in MEADS ADD

Description: This is a surface parking lot for retail stores (2326-2328 NW Everett).
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Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing

Resources
1

INV.#: 543
Address: 2310NW EVERETT ST
Style: Modern Commercial
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R556500390

Year Built: 1963
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Linde, B. C., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CB 2400

Legal Description: EXC PT IN STS-N 71.6'of Lot 1, Block 5 in MEADS ADD

Description: This structure has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. The lot slopes in a southwesterly direction and 
has surface parking on the north side. This two-story commercial structure has a concrete foundation and a flat roof with a parapet. 
The exterior surface is covered with a float-finish stucco treatment. The two ground-floor retail entrances are located at each end of 
the north facade. The entry doors are glass with operable, multi-light garage doors on each side. Awnings cover the entrances. A 
half-turn staircase with an open, half-space landing leads to the second-story entrances. The entries are located opposite each other, 
separated by a patio. Paired glass doors have tripartite horizontal transoms. The predominant window type is large, rectangular, 
multi-pane and fixed. In 1985, a second story was added to the structure. At the west end of the north facade a wooden deck with an 
open rail was built in 1991. Most of the building alterations occurred internally as commercial space changed hands.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 544
Address: 2284 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800430

Year Built: 1930
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Portland Rose Apartment Building
Architect: Feig, Elmer E.
State ID: 1N1E33CB 800

Legal Description: TL 800 of Lot --, Block 2 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This four-story apartment building is located on the southeast corner of the intersection of NW Everett Street, a busy 
one-way arterial, and NW 23rd Avenue, a two-lane commercial street. The building has an ell-shape plan, a concrete foundation, a 
raised basement, and hollow clay tile construction faced with common bond brick and ornamented with cast-stone crests. The flat 
roof has a raised parapet over the entry. The corner-sited, arched, recessed entry has mock-stone concrete surrounds, a cast-stone 
decorative crest, and brass signage. Wrought-iron balconies are centered above the entrance on the third and fourth stories. The 
fenestration is primarily multi-pane, metal casement windows. The an ell-shaped entrance court has a concrete retaining wall and 
wrought-iron chain post railings and features decorative plantings. The fire escape and wrought-iron hand rails were added at an 
unknown date.

Significance: The Portland Rose Apartment Building was designed by architect Elmer E. Feig. Feig, a Minnesota native, received 
his postsecondary education at the University of Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. 
Working for builders and developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed 
groups of apartment buildings. Feig designed approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, 
similar in scale and layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor 
periods.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Jacobethan style multi-family residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 545
Address: 2260 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800270

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Marshall Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 3000

Legal Description: TL 3000 of Lot 1&4, Block 2 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This four-story apartment building is located on the south side of NW Everett Street, a busy one-way arterial. The 
building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, a basement, and brick construction faced with burnt brick laid in a common 
bond pattern. The flat roof has a stepped parapet, modillions under the cornice, and a denticulated frieze. Square Corinthian columns 
flank the entry, which has a fanlight transom. The upper three stories have wrought-iron balconies on the east and centered above the 
entrance on the north (front) elevations. These elevations also have symmetrical hexagonal bays with wrought-iron balconies. The 
bottom two stories are distinguished by rusticated brick. The fenestration is primarily nine-over-one and 12-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash windows. A fire escape was added to the building at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Jacobethan style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 546
Address: 2232 NW EVERETT ST 
Style: Spanish Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R801800010

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Nortonia Hotel
Architect: -
State ID: 1N1E33CA 4800

Legal Description: TL 4800 of Lot 1&2, Block 1 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This four-story apartment building is located on the southeast corner of NW Everett Street, a busy one-way arterial, and 
NW 22nd Place, a two-lane residential street. The building has a U-shape plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and brick 
construction faced with brick and stucco. The first three stories and the parapet are faced in brick and the fourth story has a stucco 
surface. The flat roof has a curvilinear parapet wall and a pent roof at the cornice level. Paired, heavy brackets in groups of three 
mark the corners of the building. The recessed, arched entry has fixed panels at each side. The single-light door has an arched 
transom. Above the entrance is gold-leaf signage. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows with 
border lights. There are courses of brick headers above and below the windows. The top three stories of the north and west elevations 
have masonry balconies supported by deep brackets. Balconies are accessed via glass-paneled patio doors. No alterations have been 
recorded for the building exterior.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Spanish Colonial Revival style 
multi-family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 547
Address: 2210 NW EVERETT ST 
Style: Tudor / Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452305690

Year Built: 1928
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Presidential Court Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 4900

Legal Description: TL 4900 of Lot --, Block 33 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This four-story apartment building is located on the south side of NW Everett Street, a busy one-way arterial. The 
building has a U-shape plan, a concrete foundation, a basement, and brick construction with a brick and stucco exterior. The truncated 
hip roof is roofed with tile. The first story has a rusticated concrete surface. The second and third stories are covered with brick; the 
fourth story is surfaced with stucco. Brick quoins mark the corners of the two outer bays on the third story. A decorative gable over 
the front entrance surmounts the fourth story. A cast-stone carved design decorates the Tudor arch entryway. A cast-stone shield in 
the center spandral sits between the second and third stories. The fenestration is primarily six-over-one, double-hung wood sash 
windows. No alterations have been recorded for the building's exterior.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Tudor/Classical style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 548
Address: 228NW22NDAVE 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452305430

Year Built: 1926
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Zimmerman, J.W., Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 6700

Legal Description: TL 6700 of Lot--, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story apartment building is located on the east side of NW 22nd Avenue, a quiet two-lane street, and NW 
Everett Street, a moderately busy arterial. The building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a concrete frame with a brick 
facing. The roof is flat with a parapet and has a diaper pattern at the cornice. The building has a basement. The brick surface has a 
rug finish and buff-colored brick is used for detailing. The corners of the building are decorated with buff-colored brick quoins. The 
recessed front entrance has a Tudor arch. The entrance foyer displays the original plaster arch, an open-beam ceiling, and hexagonal 
tile flooring. Round-arch windows flank the front door and a Tudor-arch transom is located above the door. Wrought-iron light 
fixtures ornament the foyer. The fenestration is primarily eight-over-one and ten-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. No 
exterior alterations have been recorded for the building.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing as a good example of a Stripped Classical style multi-family residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 549
Address: 2176 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne
Classification:
Tax #: See Appendix G

Historic Noncontributing

Year Built: 1895
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: O'Hern, Michael, House
Architect: --
State ID: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Description: This multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. It is a two and one-half story, 
wood frame structure with a brick foundation and a hip roof with lower cross-gables. The roof has projecting verges and eaves with a 
boxed cornice, sloped soffit, and architrave trim. On the west side, the eaves are supported by jigsaw-cut brackets and diagonal 
braces. The building has a partial above-grade basement with a wood water table. The exterior surface is shiplap siding, with a 
shingled side gable and stuccoed north facade. The main entrances are located on the north facade. Three main entry doors each have 
one light and three cross-panels and are topped by transoms. There is a three-bay verandah porch with a hip roof supported by square, 
stuccoed porch posts with semi-elliptical arches. A pedimented gable is set above the concrete porch stairs. The predominant window 
type is one-over-one, double-hung sash, the upper panes of which are bounded by smaller lights. There is an oriel window on the 
north facade with a pent roof that extends across the facade, and there is an octagonal bay window on the west facade. Alterations
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include the enclosure of parts of the front porch and a balcony in 1939, the addition of two windows to the second floor of the south 
facade in 1940, concrete entrance stairs in 1946, and conversion into three condominium units in 1978.

Significance: Although this building was constructed during the primary period of significance, extensive remodeling has damaged 
its historic integrity. Changes to the porch and windows have been particularly detrimental. If these elements were restored, this 
property could be reclassified as primary contributing.

Contributing INV. #: 550 Year Built: 1910
Resources Address: 2162NW EVERETT ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Streetcar Era Historic Name: Watson, Jason & Cecilia, Building
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452305410 State ID: 1N1E33CA 6800
1

Legal Description: TL 6800 of Lot--, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. It is a three-story structure with a concrete 
foundation and a flat composition roof. On the north facade there is a boxed cornice with modillions and brackets. The building has a 
partial above-grade basement, with a water table on the north facade. The exterior surface is stucco. The main entrance is located on 
the north facade. There is an aluminum-framed glass door with a transom and a single side light. The entrance is sheltered by a vinyl 
awning and is framed by black marble pilasters with wood architrave trim. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double- 
hung aluminum sash, with plain surrounds and lugsills. On the first floor of the north facade there is a tripartite window with leaded- 
glass transoms. There is a bay window on the top two stories of the north facade. Six full-height bay windows are located on the east 
and west facades. Alterations include the addition of stucco to the building's exterior, which was repaired and redecorated in 1927. In 
1975, transoms were sheathed with sheet rock and plywood was used to cover glass panels in doors. In 1983, the apartment interiors 
were renovated to meet ADA specifications and a new parapet height was granted.

Significance: Although this building was constructed during the period of significance and is compatible with the historic district, 
numerous alterations have detracted from its historic integrity. The building is therefore classified as noncontributing. The stucco 
exterior surfacing particularly detracts from the building's original architectural character. Were this alteration reversed, then this 
property could be reclassified as secondary contributing.

Contributing INV. #: 551 Year Built: 1895
Resources Address: 2160 NW EVERETT ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Queen Anne/Stick Style Historic Name: McGuire, William & Adelaide,

House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: - 
Resources Tax #: R452305400 State ID: 1N1E33CA 6900 
0

Legal Description: TL 6900 of Lot-, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one and one-half story residence is located on the north side of NW Everett Street, a busy one-way arterial. The 
building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and wood frame construction with shiplap and patterned 
wood shingle siding. The hip roof has a front-facing gable. The gable is sheathed with fish-scale shingles and has decorative 
Stickwork ornaments supported by brackets. Triangular cut-out eave returns are supported by brackets, and a wide frieze board is 
visible under the eaves. Vertical boards with scalloped edges define the upper story. A recessed single-bay entry porch with curved 
brackets has a knob-and-spindle frieze. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. The front elevation has a 
rectangular bay window. The building has two interior chimneys located at center. Wrought-iron bars were added to the windows 
and the front yard was paved at unknown dates.
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Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne/Stick style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 552
Address: 2154NW EVERETT ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Historic Noncontributing 
Tax#: R452305390

Year Built: 1895
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Lindhard, B., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 7000

Legal Description: TL 7000 of Lot--, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. It is a one and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation and a partial above-grade basement. The front-gabled roof has projecting verges and a boxed 
cornice. The exterior surface is primarily asbestos siding. The exterior of the basement is sheathed in clapboard siding, and there is a 
wood water table. A garage with an aluminum roll-up door projects from the front facade. The main entrance is on the north facade. 
A small entry porch with square posts and with one side enclosed with plywood panels leads to a wood slab door with plain surrounds. 
The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash. The west facade and front gable end have sliding aluminum sash 
windows. On the north facade there is a shed-roofed bay window with leaded glass in the upper light of the north-facing window. 
There is one brick interior chimney. Alterations include the construction of a kitchen in the rear of the house and changes to the front 
windows in 1921, the addition of a driveway in 1969, the extension of the foundation by six feet to accommodate a garage door frame, 
and remodeling and repair, including a new roof, following fire damage in 1989.

Significance: Although this building was constructed during the primary period of significance, numerous alterations have detracted 
from its historic integrity. The addition of the garage, porch and window alterations, and changes in the exterior surfacing have been 
particularly harmful. If those elements were restored to their original condition, this property could be reclassified as primary 
contributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 553
Address: 2146 NW EVERETT ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452305380

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Friedenthal, Joe & Daisy, House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 7100

Legal Description: TL 7100 of Lot --, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the south side of NW Everett Street, a busy one-way arterial. The 
building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and wood frame construction with wood lap siding. The hip 
roof has hip dormers. Exposed rafters are visible under the building's deep eaves. The corners of the building are finished with fluted 
pilasters. Tuscan columns on cast-stone pillars support a central projecting porch. Set in the porch roof over the entrance is a 
pediment decorated with swags and garlands. The front door has a lower wood panel and a glass upper panel with matching side 
lights. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. Windows on the first story north (front) 
elevation are 15-light fixed paned. A diamond-paned central window is centered over the entrance on the second story. Dormer 
windows are also diamond-paned. An internal brick chimney projects from the northwest corner of the building. The porch on the 
northeast corner of the building was enclosed at an unknown date. A new porch and deck were added on the rear (south) elevation in 
1982.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 554
Address: 2138 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452305370

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Clark, Theresa, Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 7200

Legal Description: TL 7200 of Lot --, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, multi-family residence is located on the south side of NW Everert Street, a busy one-way 
arterial. The building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and wood frame construction with wood lap 
siding. The gabled roof has intersecting twin gables on the north (front) elevation of the building. A covered porch, with cut-out 
openings covers the full width of the front elevation. The porch roof forms a balcony for the second story and is supported by large 
brackets. Centered on the front porch are three identical wood doors, each with four lights. The fenestration is primarily eight-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash windows. Brick end-wall chimneys are present on the east and west elevations. The balcony railing was 
replaced at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style triplex and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 555
Address: 2130 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452305350

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Hern, Mary, House #1
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 7300

Legal Description: TL 7300 of Lot--, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, multi-family residence, originally a single-family home, is located on the south side of NW 
Everett Street, a busy one-way arterial. The building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and wood frame 
construction with wood shiplap siding. The hip roof has three gables, with scalloped bargeboards and a wide frieze below the eaves. 
The north (front) elevation has a rounded covered porch with Tuscan and turned porch posts. A slant bay is located above the porch 
on the second story. On the east elevation, a box bay extends from the first story through the second story. The fenestration is 
primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows, with decorative window heads. No exterior alterations have been recorded 
for the building.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 556
Address: 2122 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452305360

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Hern, Mary, House #2
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 7400

Legal Description: TL 7400 of Lot--, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the south side of NW Everett Street, a busy one-way arterial. The 
building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, a raised basement, and wood frame construction with wood shiplap siding, 
scalloped bargeboards, and fish-scale shingles. The hip roof is truncated with panels below the frieze and intersecting gables with 
pediments covered with fish-scale shingles. The main entrance is on an uncovered landing. Double doors feature wood panels below,
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glass panels above, and a transom. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Stickwork trims the 
windows. A slant bay extends from the first floor through the second story. Center windows of the bay have large fixed panes, with 
stained-glass panels above. A gable above the bay has a pair of small, fixed-pane windows. The porch was altered at an unknown 
date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 557
Address: 2112 NW EVERETT ST 
Style: Craftsman / Arts and Crafts 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452305330

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Moorehead, Jessie & M., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 7600

Legal Description: W 39'E 78'N 57.5'of Lot--, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This residence is located on the south side of NW Everett Street. It is a two and one-half story structure with a 
rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a gable roof. The roof has exposed rafters, wide, flared bargeboards, and large, stepped 
brackets. The wood frame walls are surfaced with lap siding. A belt course is embellished with raised blocks in triangular and 
circular shapes. Double bay windows and shallow boxed bays are present on the primary elevations. The multi-light front door is 
offset under a partial-width porch. The porch has boxed posts and carved balusters. The porch frieze is slightly arched and has 
brackets. A balcony surmounts the porch. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. No alterations are 
recorded for this building.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 558
Address: 2104 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452305320

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Moorehead, Jessie, House
Architect: N/A
State ID: 1N1E33CA 7700

Legal Description: E 39'N 57.51 of Lot--, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame building was originally a single-family residence but was converted to a 
commercial building at an unknown date. It has a rectilinear plan, concrete foundation, raised basement, and water table. The gable 
roof has bargeboards supported by large brackets. A dormer located on the front (north) facade has a pointed, arched, central gable 
supported by brackets. Lap siding sheathes the exterior. There is a double bay on the front elevation and another double bay window 
on the west elevation with a decorative cornice. There is a small entry porch with a slightly arched frieze supported by squat brackets. 
One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows predominate. There are no recorded alterations for this property.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 559
Address: WI/202 NW 21ST AVE
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R452304990

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 12800

Legal Description: W 50' N 100' W 100' of Lot --, Block 30 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This site is a surface parking lot. There is perimeter landscaping and a chain link fence at the east side of the lot 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 560
Address: 2078 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Shingle
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452305000

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Mears, Antoinette P., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 12900

Legal Description: E 50' N 100' W 100' of Lot -, Block 30 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence is located on the corner of NW 21st Avenue and NW Everett Street, 
a busy intersection. It has a T-shape plan, brick foundation, raised basement, and steeply pitched gable roof. Intersecting gables are 
belcast,with exposed sawn-profile rafters. Gable windows are recessed and have diamond panes. Lap siding sheathes the exterior. 
The entrance door, located on the front (north) facade, has a leaded-glass light and leaded-glass side lights. The entrance is sheltered 
by a polygonal veranda with bracketed porch posts. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows predominate. Decorative details 
include a large, leaded-glass window located on the west elevation. Alterations include replacement of the front door replacement in 
1975. This building was originally a single-family residence but was converted to mixed use at an unknown date. The building 
currently is used as a multi-family dwelling and a commercial property.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Shingle style structure and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 561
Address: 2050 NW EVERETT ST 
Style: Rural Vernacular 
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452304770

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Branch, William, Buildim
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 13900

Legal Description: N 50' E 100' of Lot --, Block 30 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This office building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 20th Place. It is a one and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a brick foundation and a partial above-grade basement. The cross-gabled roof has projecting eaves and verges with 
architrave trim and a plain frieze. The exterior surface is asbestos siding. The main entrance is located on the east facade. It has a 
wooden slab door with plain surrounds. A side-facing stoop is covered by a small pedimented roof supported by brackets. The 
predominant window type is two-over-two, double-hung sash with plain surrounds and slipsills. Basement windows are boarded up. 
There are two brick exterior chimneys with corbeled caps. Alterations include conversion from residential to office use in 1973, and 
the addition of concrete walks, retaining wall bench and drain tile in 1977.
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Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a fair example of a Rural Vernacular style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 562
Address: 2032 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R452304690

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Prager-Lombard House
Architect: Unknown
State ID: 1N1E33CA 14000

Legal Description: N 66 2/3' W 86.3' of Lot --, Block 29 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the south side of NW Everett Street, 
occupying a corner lot at NW 20th Place. It is asymmetrical in plan, with a concrete foundation and a 
steeply pitched, gabled roof with multiple gables and a gable dormer. The roof has projecting boxed 
eaves and a stuccoed frieze. A two-story tower occupies the northwest corner. The wood frame walls 
are sheathed with shiplap siding and wood shingles. Extensive surface elaboration includes carved 
panels in the gables and on the second story, egg and dart trim, imbricated shingles, and simulated half- 
timbering. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Other windows include 
a stained-glass window and two boxed-bay windows on the north and south elevations. In 1922, the 

2032 NW Everett St. building was raised for repairs to the foundation. In 1943, the house was converted to apartment use
and the main entrance on NW Everett Street was modified by the addition of concrete stairs and brick facing. In 1949 the chimneys
were rebuilt.

Significance: Ralph Prager was vice-president of A.J. Prager and Sons, a retail clothing store with outlets in Portland, Seattle, and 
San Francisco. He resided in Portland from 1884 to 1904. Gay Lombard resided at this address from 1905 to 1910. Lombard was 
president of Pacific Grain Company, dealers and exporters of grain through 1917. Lombard was elected to the Portland City Council 
in 1909. He ran as a republican for the position of mayor in 1913, losing to Mayor Rushlight in an election that was famous for its 
mud-slinging. Lombard also served as president of the Oregon Surety and Casualty Company.

This building also served as the residence of Brigadier General Thomas Anderson. A veteran of the Civil War and the Spanish- 
American War, Anderson was also involved in the Indian campaigns in Texas. During the Alaskan gold rush of 1897, Anderson 
forced the British to move beyond the coastal mountains of Alaska, paving the way for U. S. claim to the territory. He also led the 
first U. S. expedition to the Philippines. In 1903, he retired to Portland and became a renowned writer on military strategy.

This building, which was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1991, is considered to be contributing within 
the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential 
development that occurred in Northwest Portland. (Demuth and Associates, Prager-Lombard House National Register Nomination, 
1990)

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 563 
Address: N/A 
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant 
Tax#: R452304760

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 14200

Legal Description: TL 14200 of Lot--, Block 29 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This site is a very narrow vacant lot with landscaping.
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Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 564
Address: 2018NW EVERETT ST
Style: Streetcar Era
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452304680

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Beckman, Emily Kruse, Building
Architect: Ewart, Alexander Charles
State ID: 1N1E33CA 14300

Legal Description: N 60' W 50' E 112.5' O of Lot --, Block 29 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Everett Street. It is a five-story structure with a concrete 
foundation, below-grade basement, and a flat roof. The roof has a boxed cornice with modillion blocks. The exterior surface of the 
building is brick. Below the cornice is an entablature with architrave trim and brick dentils. There is a brick belt course between the 
first and second stories. The main entrance is located on the north facade. Entrance is through a wood-framed glass door with side 
lights, topped by a denticulated entablature. Over the entry door there is a vaulted awning. The entry is framed by brick pilasters 
carrying an elliptical arch. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash with architrave trim and cast-stone sills. 
Matching bay windows, extending the full height of the building, frame the north facade. Balconies with cast-iron railings extend 
between the bay windows on the third, fourth, and fifth floors. After a fire in 1990 gutted the building, the interior was reconstructed 
for 19 apartment units.

Significance: This building was designed by architect Alexander Charles Ewart. Ewart, who hailed from Ontario, Canada, moved to 
Portland with his family in 1904 at the start of the apartment building boom. Known as a "pioneer designer of apartment houses in 
Portland," Ewart's focus was hotels and apartment houses. As prolific as he was, Ewart did not often repeat his apartment designs. He 
is known to have designed at least seven apartments in the Historic Alphabet District. Of the seven, three are individually listed in the 
National Register. Like Ewart's other work, this apartment building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the 
Northwest neighborhood and its transition in the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated 
district of apartment buildings and commercial development. It is considered to be contributing within the district as an example of a 
Streetcar Era apartment building and for its association with the development of the Northwest neighborhood following the Lewis and 
Clark Exposition.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 565
Address: 239NW20THAVE 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452304670

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Henderson, Sarah J., House
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 14400

Legal Description: N 60'E 62.5'of Lot 8, Block 29 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has an ell-shaped plan and is located on the west side of NW 20th Avenue, a moderately busy arterial. It 
is a wood frame structure with a brick foundation and an intersecting, complex gable roof. The walls are sheathed with shiplap siding 
and fishscale shingles. There is a cutaway bay window. The side porch has chamfered posts and carved brackets. The windows and 
doors are embellished with cornice blocks. The primary window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Alterations include 
the replacement of the front door at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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Contributing INV. #: 566 Year Built: 1904
Resources Address: 240NW20THAVE Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Arts and Crafts Historic Name: Goodman, Joseph, House
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: Unknown
Resources Tax #: R180227100 State ID: 1N1E33DB 9100
0

Legal Description: --of Lot 20, Block 276 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This irregular-plan building is corner sited at NW Everett Street and NW 20th Avenue on an elevated lot. It is a two 
and one-half story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation and an intersecting gable roof. The roof line is embellished with 
braced bargeboards and large wood brackets. A double-gable front distinguished the primary elevation. The walls are sheathed with 
shiplap siding at the first story and with wood shingles at the second story. The shingles flare out at the second-story water table. The 
full-width front porch is supported by boxed, tapered porch posts with brick piers. The porch railing and flat porch roof have unusual 
crossed wood members, which are band-sawn to form a quatrefoil pattern. On the north elevation, the projecting second story is 
decorated with modillions. The predominant window type is 12-over-one, double-hung wood sash at the first story and attic. At the 
second story, upper sash have diamond-shaped panes over a single light. An oriel window, half-round in plan, is located at the center 
of the second story. There is one prominent, corbeled brick chimney. Alterations include a two-story addition at the north elevation at 
an early date, and the replacement of the front door at an unknown date.

Significance; The Joseph Goodman House was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1993. 
While the architect of the Goodman House is unknown, a possible candidate is Edgar Lazarus, who, like Goodman, belonged to 
Portland's Jewish community. There are similarities between this house and the Heusner House, located one block away, which was 
designed by Edgar Lazarus ten years earlier.

The Joseph Goodman House is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Arts and Crafts style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood. (John M. Tess, Joseph Goodman House National Register Nomination, 1993)

Contributing INV. #: 567 Year Built: 1906
Resources Address: 1962 NW EVERETT ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Febuet, John J. & Anna, Building
Noncontributing Classification: Historic Noncontributing Architect: ~
Resources Tax #: R180226940 State ID: 1N1E33DB 9000
1

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 11&12, Block 276 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and is located on an elevated lot that fronts onto NW Everett Street. It is a two and 
one-half story, wood frame structure with a brick foundation and a hip roof. The roof has projecting eaves with exposed rafters above 
a plain frieze. Each side of the roof has a hipped dormer, with an additional shed dormer on the west side. The exterior surface is 
primarily asbestos siding, with shingles on the dormers and on the sides of the stoop. The main entrance is located on the north 
facade. There is a stoop and a small, reentrant, cut-in porch. The wood entry door has a single light over a panel with boards 
exhibiting butterfly joints. The door is flanked on the left by a single side light with leaded glass. The building displays a wide 
variety of window types, the most common being 10-over-one, double-hung sash with architrave trim. On the east facade is a bracket- 
supported bay window with an elaborate tripartite leaded-glass window with transoms. A smaller bay window on the east facade has 
leaded-glass casement windows. Also on the east facade is a large double casement window with leaded glass. On the west facade 
there is a second floor deck. The building has a brick chimney with a corbeled cap and a supporting rod with decorative scroll work. 
Alterations include interior modifications in 1934 for conversion into three apartments, partial enclosure of the porch in 1944, and 
further modifications in 1982 to convert the structure into eight apartment units.
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Significance; Although this residence was constructed during the primary period of significance, it has been extensively remodeled. 
The enclosure of the porch, along with the addition of asbestos siding, has damaged the structure's historic integrity. If the original 
elements were to be restored, this property could be reclassified as secondary contributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 568
Address: 1956 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R180226920

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Febuet, Emil & Annie, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 8900

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot 11 &12, Block 276 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence is located on a corner lot. It has a rectilinear plan, concrete 
foundation, and a partial, above-grade basement. This building has a hip roof with deep eaves, modillions, and a denticulated frieze. 
There is a half-hipped roof dormer located on the front (north) facade. The dormer also has deep eaves and a denticulated frieze. The 
exterior surface is lap siding embellished with Corinthian pilasters. There is a rectangular bay with a leaded-glass pane on the west 
facade and a hexagontal bay on the east facade. The latter has a leaded-glass transom over a central window. A three-bay porch with 
a flat roof spans the front facade. It is supported by four rows of Tuscan columns and a turned-post balustrade. The main entrance 
door, located on the north facade, has a single leaded-glass light, beveled-arched transom, and leaded-glass side lights. One-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash windows predominate. Decorative details include the addition of leaded glass to some of the primary 
fenestration. Alterations include the addition of a skylight on the east side of the roof at an unknown date. This building, originally a 
single-family residence, was converted to mixed use at an unknown date. The building currently is used as a multi-family dwelling 
and a commercial property.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 569
Address: 147NW19THAVE 
Style: Richardsonian Romanesque 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R180226860

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Trinity Episcopal Church
Architect: Lewis, David C.
State ID: 1N1E33DB 7700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1-10, Block 276&277 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This one and one-half story cruciform building is corner sited at NW 19th Avenue and NW Everett Street. It has a stone 
foundation, concrete and stone walls, and an intersecting gable roof. The walls are finished with rock-faced ashlar. Arches, 
buttresses, and a crenellated parapet embellish the exterior. On the north side, the entry tower has a wood plank door with decorative 
hinges. The entry arcade has three Gothic arches with double doors. The sills, buttress trim, and cornice are cast stone. The primary 
fenestration is stained glass, including a large rose window on the north side. There are also Gothic arched windows. Minor 
modifications were made to the entrance in 1953.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of the Richardsonian Romanesque 
style and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood. It also represents a historic association with the Northwest Portland community as a religious institution.
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Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 570
Address: WI/147 NW 19TH AVE
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R180215490

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33DB 4800

Legal Description: --of Lot 2&3, Block 171 in COUGHS ADD 

Description: This is a surface parking lot with landscaping. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 571
Address: 1810NW EVERETT ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80215480

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: The Mordaunt Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 4700

Legal Description: - of Lot 8, Block 171 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building occupies a corner lot on the south side of NW Everert Street. It is a three and one-half story 
structure with a U-shape plan, a concrete foundation with a raised basement, and a flat roof with a parapet. The sheet-metal cornice 
has plain brackets under wide, modillioned eaves. Wood frame walls are finished with wood shiplap and lap siding as well as stucco. 
Wood quoins are present on the first story. The recessed central bay of the U-shape plan is characterized by a colossal portico with 
Ionic columns and a pedimented gable with a central Palladian window. Central balconies on the second and third stories have turned 
balustrades and Tuscan posts. At the entrance, a single-light door has fixed side lights and a transom. There is a hexagonal bay on the 
west facade on the second and third stories. The predominant fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Alterations 
include the addition of a fire escape on the west side in 1978.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival, multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 572
Address: WI/1715 NW COUCH ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: Rl80215030

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33DB 4600

Legal Description: - of Lot 1-8, Block 166 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This site is a surface parking lot that occupies an entire block. The lot is raised and has stone retaining walls around its 
perimeter, landscaping, and an enclosing fence.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 573
Address: 1634NW EVERETT ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80213060

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Moore, H. A., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33DB 4500

Legal Description: W 1/2 of Lot 6&7, Block 151 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence is located on a corner lot. Originally a single-family residence, it 
was converted into a rooming house in 1937. The building has a rectilinear plan; cast-concrete, rough-faced foundation blocks; and a 
raised basement. The hip roof has a denticulated frieze. Pedimented gabled dormers are located on the west, east, and north facades. 
The dormers have tripartite, one-over-one, double-hung windows. Lap siding sheathes the exterior. A shallow double bay with a half- 
hipped roof is located on the west facade. The main entrance, located on the north facade, has a single-light door with leaded glass, 
fixed side lights and a transom. A three-bay porch with a low-pitched, half-hipped roof with intersecting gable covers the front 
facade. The porch is supported by Tuscan posts. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows predominate. Decorative features 
include a large, leaded-glass section on a focal window and a semi-circular sunburst window located on the east elevation. Alterations 
include the addition of a fire escape on the east facade in 1937. The front dormer window was also altered at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 574
Address: 1628 NW EVERETT ST
Style: Italianate
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: Rl 80213040

Year Built: 1880
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Whalen, Thomas & Lizzie, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 4400

Legal Description: E 1/2 of Lot6&7, Block 151 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two story single-family residence has an ell-shape plan, concrete foundation, and raised basement. It is a wood 
frame structure with a low-pitched, truncated hip roof with wide overhanging eaves supported by brackets. A belt course defines the 
frieze, which is covered with vertical boards. Shiplap sheathes the exterior. A vertical board belt course separates the first and second 
stories. There are double bays on the east elevation. A shallow boxed bay on the front (north) elevation has a metal pent roof. A 
reentrant attached porch is located on the north facade. It is supported by turned porch posts and a balustrade. The porch also has a 
spindled porch frieze with brackets, turned stair balusters, and boxed newel posts. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows 
predominate. There are no recorded alterations for this property.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Italiante style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 575
Address: 215NW22NDPL
Style: Stripped Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800290

Year Built: 1923
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Commodore Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 3100

Legal Description: TL 3100 of Lot 1&4, Block 2 in STRONGS ADD
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Description: This apartment building has a rectilinear plan and is located on the east side of NW 22nd 
Place. It is a four-story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof. The exterior surface is 
masonry with rug faced and buff-colored brick, delineate The predominant window type is one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash with lintels. A boxed bay window extends from the second to the fourth 
story. Glass block framing around the front entrance was added circa 1940.

215NW22'"* Place
Significance: This apartment building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good 
example of a Stripped Classical style, multi-family residence and is therefore significant as part of the 
larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest Portland area. If the glass 

block framing were removed and returned to the original style, the building would be a better example within the district.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 576
Address: 221NW 21 STAVE
Style: Modern Commercial
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452305280

Year Built: 1970
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Asbahr, tester F., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 7500

Legal Description: TL 7500 of Lot --, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has an irregular plan and fronts onto NW 21st Avenue. It is a one-story structure with a concrete 
foundation and a flat roof. A cantilevered, boxed canopy surfaced with vertical wood panels covers most of the primary facade. The 
exterior surface is concrete block, clad with rough-cast stone facing on the south and east facades. The main entrance on the east 
facade has double glass doors with a large fixed transom. The predominant window type is large, one-over-one fixed panes, one of 
which contours at the southeast corner. There is a two-lane drive through and surface parking on the south of the lot.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 577
Address: WI/2011 W BURNSIDE ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R452304780

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 13800

Legal Description: S 150' N 200' of Lot --, Block -- in KINGS 2ND ADD 

Description: This is a surface parking lot. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources

INV.#: 578
Address: 230NW20THAVE
Style: Arts and Crafts
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R180227080

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: O'Brien, James B., House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33DB 9200

Legal Description: -- of Lot 19, Block 276 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 20th Avenue. It is set on an elevated, interior lot with perimeter 
landscaping. The two-story structure has a brick foundation and a hip roof with projecting eaves. The exterior is primarily clad with 
asbestos siding. The first floor, west facade is clad with lap siding. There is a partial, above-grade brick basement. The main
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entrance is located on the west facade and is accessed by a brick stairway with a metal railing. The enclosed porch is flanked by two 
engaged Tuscan columns and has a wood door with four vertical lights. On each side of the door, there is a vertical side light with 
four panes. A second-story balcony covers the west facade, projecting over the first story. The predominant fenestration is one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash with small sills. West facade windows are tripartite casements, with two-over-three lights and wood 
frames. The tripartite windows on the second floor, west facade, have a door in the middle pane which leads out onto the second-story 
balcony. The projecting two-story bay on the north facade has one and two-pane casements. There is a gabled dormer on the north 
facade. Decorative features include a saw-tooth cresting, which runs along the top of the first story and a water table. There is one 
interior chimney and one exterior chimney on the north facade. Major alterations have been made to this building. In 1926, sleeping 
porches were added to the second story. In 1945, a room was added over the flat roof on the west facade. After 1942, this home 
became a multi-family residence. By 1982, there were eight units in the building.

Significance: Although the building's construction date is within the historic period, extensive alterations to the structure classify it as 
compatible noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 579
Address: 221-227 NW 18TH AVE
Style: Italianate
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1884
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Brigham, Porter E., House
Architect: --
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This multi-family residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on a raised lot that fronts onto NW 18th Avenue. It is a 
two-story, wood frame structure with a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a truncated hip roof. The roof has a 
bracketed cornice with a frieze of wooden panels. The exterior surface of the building is lap siding with corner boards. The two 
entrances are located on the east facade. Entry is through double doors with transom lights. There is a porch with chamfered posts 
supporting a flat roof with a bracketed cornice. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. On the 
second story, there are decorative segmental windows. On the east facade, there are polygonal bay windows with sunburst pediments. 
Alterations include the replacement of the porch balustrade at an unknown date and conversion to four condominiums.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Italianate style multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 580
Address: 218NW22NDPL
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800030

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Goodman House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 4700

Legal Description: TL 4700 of Lot 1&2, Block 1 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and is located on the east side of NW 22nd 
Place. It has a concrete foundation and a shingled, hip roof with hip dormers. The exterior surface is wood shingles. The front porch 
has three, square porch posts. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Decorative features include 
brackets under the eaves, curved brackets, and a bay window. Storm windows were added at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest Portland area.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 581
Address: 220-224 NW 20TH PL 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452304710

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Closset, Emile, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 14100

Legal Description: S 33 1/3' N 100' of Lot --, Block 29 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 20th Place. The two-story, multi-family structure has a concrete 
foundation and a hip roof. The roof has projecting eaves, a boxed cornice, and a paneled frieze. The exterior is sheathed with shiplap 
siding and cornerboards. On the northwest side of the east facade there is a projecting garage with a closed-rail balcony. The main 
entrance is located on the west facade. A flight of concrete stairs with an open rail leads to the second story, six-panel wood door. 
The main entry is a one-light, three-panel door set in a recessed entry porch, which has a fancywork open rail, square posts, and 
decorative brackets. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with plain wood trim. The two-story 
polygonal bay on the west facade has a pyramidal roof with a paneled frieze, metal awnings over windows, and a paneled frieze under 
the second-story windows. There is a polygonal bay on the north facade. On the rear (east) elevation there is one interior brick 
chimney. In 1925, the building was raised and the lower story was constructed to create a multi-family structure.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 582
Address: 2332 NW WESTOVER RD
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Historic Noncontributing
Tax#: R556500440

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Merges, Ernest E., Building #1
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CB 2000

Legal Description: N 7.6'of Lot 4, Block 5 in MEADS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Westover Street. It is a two and one-half story structure with a 
concrete foundation and a gable roof. The roof has a box cornice, overhanging eaves, and modillions. In 1980, a modern storefront 
was added to the primary facade of this former residence. The exterior of the original building is covered with clapboard siding; the 
newer storefront is clad with stucco. The main entrance is on the west facade. Glass double doors are flanked by large, fixed 
windows. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash on the original structure. The closed-front gable 
has a box cornice, modillions, and a pair of six-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. Closed gables with modillions and multi- 
p'aned windows are located on the north and south facades. The flat-roof storefront has decorative features including a dentils at the 
frieze and parapet-like ornamentation. Pilasters flank the storefront entrance and windows. There is one exterior brick chimney on 
the north facade.

Significance: Although the building was constructed during the primary period of significance, subsequent alterations have damaged 
its historic integrity. The building could be reclassified as primary contributing if the primary facade were restored.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 583
Address: 209NW23RDAVE 
Style: Neo-Baroque 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R556500410

Year Built: 1905
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Weist Apartments
Architect: Morgan, William L. (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33CB 1800

Legal Description: S 28.4'of Lot 1&2, Block 5 in MEADS ADD
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Description: This multi-family residence is located on the west side of NW 23rd Avenue. It is a three and one-half story, 
symmetrical structure with a U-shape plan, a concrete foundation, and a hip roof. The roof has hipped dormers. Two colossal 
porticos flank the central bay. There is a segmental pediment above the entrance, with block modillions and foliate relief ornament in 
the tympanum. The porticos have Doric columns on rusticated brick bases. They enclose ground-floor porches and second-story 
balconies, with third-story balconies formed by the roof line. The walls are brick, with rusticated brick and areas of stucco infill. The 
stairway entrance to the building is flared, flanked by rusticated side rails topped with globe light standards. The bevel-glazed entry 
doors have garlanded scroll brackets, which carry an arched pediment and cartouche. Nine rectangular modillions line the underside 
of the arch. Porthole stained-glass windows flank the entry. The primary fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash 
windows with brick surrounds and keys tying them into adjacent stucco fields. No alterations are recorded for this building.

Significance: The Weist Apartment building was designed and built for Mr. and Mrs. John Weist by William L. Morgan. Born in 
Oregon in 1871, Weist came from a family who owned and operated a coastal logging company. His family supplied much of the 
timber for the Lewis and Clark Fair in 1905. At this time, Weist relocated to Portland and constructed an apartment building for the 
fair. He went to work as a salesman for logging equipment, while his wife, Lena E. Weist, managed the apartment complex.

Morgan, a Tennessee native, moved to Portland in 1896. He had many career interests, with experience in the fields of insurance, law, 
and real estate. Morgan is particularly noteworthy for his contributions to the latter field as a builder and developer. He is credited 
with constructing the first authentic apartment house in Portland in 1903. Morgan went on to build many of the finest apartment 
houses in the city, earning the title of "Apartment House King" of Portland. He is regarded as having played a significant role in the 
urbanization of inner Northwest Portland, constructing multi-family residences such as the Day Building and the Weist Apartments. 
Both have been listed in the National Register. Morgan constructed four structures in the Historic Alphabet District. 
The Weist Apartments were constructed as a residence and investment property, initially housing delegates and visitors attending the 
Lewis and Clark Exposition of 1905. The Weist Apartments were among the earliest "designed" apartments in Portland, illustrating 
the growth and capital expansion of Portland in the early twentieth century. The building is considered to be contributing within the 
district because of its architectural merit and for its association with the development of the Northwest neighborhood. It is also 
significant for its association with developer William L. Morgan and the Weist family. (Scot W. McLean and Elizabeth S. Atly, Weist 
Apartments National Register Nomination, 1989)

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 584
Address: 210NW22NDPL
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800050

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Goodman, Jenette, House #2
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 4600

Legal Description: TL 4600 of Lot 1-3, Block 1 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the east side of NW 22nd 
Place. The foundation is concrete and the shingled, hip roof has hip dormers. The exterior is surfaced with narrow, beveled wood 
siding. The front porch has three square porch posts with notched detail. Paired porch columns on the left side of the door are 
supported by brick bases. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Decorative features include large 
modillions at the eaves and a bay window. The front door was replaced at an unknown date and a deck was added to the back yard in 
1978.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest Portland area.
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Contributing INV. #: 585 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: NW22NDPL Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R801800310 State ID: 1N1E33CA 3200
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 5, Block 2 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This site is a surface parking lot.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 586 Year Built: 1909
Resources Address: 215NW22NDAVE Alterations: None
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Story, Henry D., House
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452305650 State ID: 1N1E33CA 5000
0

Legal Description: S 50' N 150' of Lot --, Block 33 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story residence is located on the east side of NW 22nd Avenue, a quiet two-lane street. The 
building has a rectangular plan, with a wood frame and wood lap siding. The hipped roof has hip dormers and a denticulated frieze. 
The building has a basement. The front porch has a cornice and tapered columns with missing capitals. The main entrances features 
paired, paneled and glazed wood doors. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows. The second- 
story bay window has a diamond-relief pattern in the window surround. There is brick patterning in the frieze and on label molds. 
There have been no recorded exterior alterations to the building.

Significance: The building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 587 Year Built: 1950
Resources Address: 2175 NW DAVIS ST Alterations: None
0 Style: International Historic Name: Ketell Manor Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R452305480 State ID: 1N1E33CA 6600
1

Legal Description: S 100' W 118.6' of Lot --, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building is one of two sister apartment buildings and is the twin in plan of 2174 NW Davis Street, located across 
the street. The two are distinguished solely by street orientation. The front facade of this building is located along the south elevation, 
while the front facade for 2174 NW Davis Street is located along the north elevation.

For further description, see 2174 NW Davis Street.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.
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Contributing 
Resources

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 588
Address: 2141 NW DAVIS ST
Style: Classical

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax #: See Appendix G

Legal Description: See Appendix G

Year Built: 1913
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Seven Hundred Five Davis Street
Apartments
Architect: Whitehouse & Fouilhoux
State ID: See Appendix G

Description: This apartment building is located at mid-block, facing north on NW Everett Street. It is a seven-story structure with a 
U-shape plan, a stone foundation, and a flat roof with a parapet. The roof line is embellished with a terra-cotta frieze and modillions 
on the cornice. The reinforced concrete walls are clad with off-white terra cotta and simulated granite, coursed in an ashlar pattern. 
Balconies with wrought-iron railings are located on two inner bays, with a wave-scrolled course between the third-story balconies. 
Above the balcony doors are round-arch panels of terra cotta that feature a central-arched medallion with egg and dart patterning. 
Paired metal doors are present at the entrance. There are bay windows at each level. The primary window type is one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash. Decorative details include panels with paired festoons and central paterae with pendants, and terra cotta 
keystones above the seventh floor opening. A garage was added to the property in 1950. In 1979, the 20-unit apartment building was 
converted to condominiums.

Significance: This building is also significant for its association with Lee H. Hoffman, Sr. and his wife Julia. Hoffman was a 
principal in the construction company Hoffman & Bates. At one time the state's largest construction firm, the company specialized in 
engineering work and bridge building as well as general construction. Hoffman and Bates are credited with supervision of the 
Morrison Street bridge, which opened in 1887. They also constructed the Bull Run pipeline from the Mt. Hood area to Portland. His 
wife, Julia Hoffman, was a self-trained artist. After her move to Portland in 1881, she became a prominent figure in the Portland art 
community. Once married to Lee Hoffman, she continued her art career as a practitioner, collector, and promoter of art. She was a 
talented photographer, and, in 1977, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art held an exhibit of her work.

Whitehouse, a Portland native and graduate of M.I.T., entered into partnership with engineer J. Andre Fouilhoux. Fouilhoux was born 
in Paris, moving to Portland in 1905. The partnership, established in 1909, included Edgar Lazarus for one year only. Whitehouse 
and Fouilhoux completed plans for the seven-story building in 1912. Whitehouse went on to design many important buildings, 
including the University Club, the Federal Courthouse, and Sixth Church of Christ, Scientist.

The Seven Hundred Five Davis Street Apartments building was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1980. 
The building is significant as a fine example of the "grand" apartments built during the early twentieth century in Northwest Portland, 
as well as a good example of a Classical style, multi-family residence. It is therefore considered to be contributing within the district 
as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. (George McMath, Seven 
Hundred Five Davis Street Apartments National Register Nomination, 1980)

Contributing

Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 589
Address: WI/2141 NW DAVIS ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R452305520

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 6500

Legal Description: TL 6500 of Lot--, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This site is used as a surface parking lot. It consists of perimeter landscaping and a decorative wrought-iron fence. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.
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INV.#: 590
Address: 2131 NW DAVIS ST
Style: Colonial Revival
Classification: Historic Noncontributing
Tax#: R452305310

Year Built: 1885
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: O'Hern, Michael, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 6400

Legal Description: TL 6400 of Lot--, Block 32 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has an irregular plan and fronts onto NW Davis Street. This two-story structure is visually divided due to 
a two-story concrete block addition to the front of the original building. This represents the conversion of the structure from a single- 
family residence to a multi-family residence. The front elevation has a brick foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a 
truncated hip roof. The exterior surface is covered with a float-finish stucco treatment. The main entrance is located on the south 
facade. There are two doors in the entryway—a wood door with three stepped lights, and a plain wood door. Concrete steps with a 
decorative, open iron rail and balusters lead to the porch. The porch has a flat roof supported by a metal pole. The predominant 
window type on the front elevation is recessed casement. The rear elevation has a cinder-block foundation, a partial above-grade 
basement, and a shallow-pitch gable roof. The roof has a cornice with a paneled frieze and brackets. The exterior is sheathed with 
weatherboard siding. The entrance is located on the east facade. Two wood doors with rectangular lights lead to separate units. 
Concrete steps with a decorative, open iron rail and balusters lead to the porch. The three-bay porch has a flat roof supported by three 
diagonally braced wood posts tied together by a wood balustrade. The rear elevation has one-over-one, double-hung wood sash 
windows with plain wood trim and slipsills. There is a brick chimney in the rear structure. In 1924, two 8'xl6' sleeping porches were 
added to the original structure. The foundation was replaced in 1954 at the same time the concrete block structure was added to the 
front of the existing building. The apartments were altered in 1954 and in 1957.

Significance: The date of construction classifies this structure as historic, but the magnitude of the alterations, particularly the two- 
sory concrete block addition, disqualifies this structure from contributing to the overall character of the district.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 591
Address: 202-210NW21 STAVE 
Style: Streetcar Era Commercial 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452305010

Year Built: 1926
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Seitz, Ina Rae, Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 13000

Legal Description: S 100' N 200' of Lot --, Block 30 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 21st Avenue. It consists of four separate 
storefronts. It is a two-story structure with a flat roof and a curvilinear parapet. The exterior is clad with stucco. The main entrances 
are located on the west facade. Each storefront has double glass doors with side lights and fixed transoms. The entrance at 206 NW 
21st Avenue is recessed. The predominant window type is one-over-one aluminum sash with a hopper below. The windows are 
arranged in groupings of three or five. Adjacent to the entrances, there are large fixed lights. An awning spans the primary facade. 
Decorative details include a cast-stone panel above the belt-course level and trim along the parapet. The year of construction is 
engraved in a cast-stone medallion at the center of the parapet. Alterations to the building include the addition of storefronts in 1979 
and numerous alterations to the interior. A garage opening and covered windows are visible on the north end of the primary facade.

Significance: Although the building was altered with the addition of the storefronts in 1979, it remains a fair example of a Streetcar 
Era Commercial style building and is therefore significant as part of a larger grouping of commercial and residential development that 
occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.
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INV.#: 592
Address: 224NW20THAVE 
Style: Arts and Crafts 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80227060

Year Built: 1903 
Alterations: Minor 
Historic Name: Hanebut House 
Architect: Schacht, Emil 
State ID: 1N1E33DB 9300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 18, Block 276 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, multi-family dwelling is located on the east side of NW 20th Avenue. It was originally 
constructed as a single-family residence. The building has a concrete foundation, wood frame walls, and an intersecting gable roof 
delineated by wide bargeboards. The walls are finished with wood shingles. There is a kingpost and mock half-timbering on the 
gable end. The gable projects over second-story bays supported by large brackets. Boxed wood columns support the wide entrance 
porch. Modillions embellish the porch eaves. On the south side of the building there are double bays. The primary window type is 
one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. Alterations include the addition of fire-retardant shingles on the south side of the building. 
This occurred at an unknown date.

Significance: The Hanebut House was designed by architect Emil Schacht. Schacht, a Danish immigrant, established himself as an 
architect in Portland in 1884. He designed an array of building types—public buildings, offices, garages, hotels, apartments, and 
single-family residences, which are noteworthy for their outstanding workmanship and use of first-class materials. Schacht is best 
known for his design of the Portland Police Block, a National Register property. He designed three single-family houses and one 
apartment building in the Historic Alphabet District.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Arts and Crafts style multi-family residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 593
Address: WI/147 NW I9TH AVE
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R180226960

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33DB 8800

Legal Description: --of Lot 13& 14, Block 276 in COUGHS ADD 

Description: This is a surface parking lot with no landscaping. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing 

Resources

0

Noncontributing 

Resources

1

INV.#: 594
Address: 1809 NW DAVIS ST
Style: Ranch

Year Built: 1955
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Roberts, Joseph M. & Catherine,
Building

Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Tax#: R180215450 State ID: 1N1E33DB 4900

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&4, Block 171 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building has an ell-shaped plan and is sited on the northeast corner of the lot. The remaining portion of the lot is 
surface parking with landscaping. The building is a one-story, brick structure with a concrete foundation and cross-gable roof with 
projecting eaves. The main entrance is located on the southwest facade. The main entrance door is glazed with plain trim. The 
entryway is covered by an elliptical, flat-roofed, metal canopy supported by two metal poles. A second recessed entrance with a half-
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glass door is located on the west facade. The predominant window type is one-over-one hopper with a continuous sill. There is one 
interior brick chimney. No alteration records exist for this building, though there are demolition records for the original house sited on 
this lot in 1954.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 595 Year Built: 1936
Resources Address: 210NW17THAVE Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Mediterranean Historic Name: Hennessey, Goetsch & McGee

Funeral Home
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Sumner, C.R. (builder) 
Resources Tax #: Rl 80213020 State ID: IN 1E33DB 4300 
0

Legal Description: --of Lot 2&3, Block 151 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building, used as a funeral home, occupies a corner lot with frontage on NW Davis Street and NW 17th Avenue. It 
is a two-story structure with an irregular plan and asymmetrical massing. The foundation and walls are brick. The low-pitch hipped 
roof has intersecting gables and is covered with clay tile. The one-story gabled entrance has round arched openings embellished with 
stone trim and a keystone. A flat-roofed, one story extension has diamond-shaped leaded windows with stone lintels. Stone quoins 
are present at the second story. The primary window type is eight-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There is a landscaped yard with 
a fountain and pool, and an adjacent parking lot and garage.

Significance: The Hennessey, McGee and Goetsch Funeral Home was constructed in 1936. Partner Charles William McGee was an 
active and well respected funeral director in the state for several decades, donating his services to charity and participating in 
numerous civic and fraternal organizations.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Mediterranean style building and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 596 Year Built: 1984
Resources Address: 2328-2330 NW WESTOVER RD Alterations: Moderate
0 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: Edgar, Walter G. & May K.,

Building
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: -- 
Resources Tax #: R556500430 State ID: 1N1E33CB 1900 
1

Legal Description: TL 1900 of Lot 4, Block 5 in MEADS ADD

Description: This commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Westover Road. This two and one-half story, wood 
frame structure has a concrete foundation, a below-grade basement, and a complex hip roof. The roof has projecting eaves, a boxed 
cornice, a plain frieze, and modillions. Hip dormers with modillions, carved pilasters, and paired, four-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash windows are located on the west, north, and south elevations. The unrecorded storefront addition on the west facade has a flat 
roof with a denticulated parapet. Concrete steps with an open, iron rail lead to the basement-level commercial space at the northwest 
corner of the west facade. The exterior is sheathed with bevel siding and cornerboards. There are full-height pilasters at each corner 
of the west facade. The main entrance is located on the west facade. The entry at the southwest corner is a glass door with a closed-in 
transom and plain wood trim. The basement level entry is a paired, glass door with a closed-in transom and panel surrounds. The 
predominant window type is fixed with molded lintels. All the windows on the north, south, and east facades are closed in. The 
windows on the addition are multi-pane and fixed. In 1989, the first story was remodeled in order to accommodate retail use.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.
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INV. #: 597
Address: 204 NW 22ND PL
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800070

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Goodman, Jenette, House #1
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 4500

Legal Description: S 33.3' M/L of Lot 3, Block 1 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the east side of NW 22nd Place. 
The foundation is concrete and the shingled, hip roof has hip dormers. The exterior surface material is wood shingles. The front 
porch is supported by three, notched, square posts. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. 
Decorative features include a bay window and modillions under a wide eave.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest Portland area.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources

INV.#: 598
Address: 204-208 NW 23RD AVE
Style: Utilitarian
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R801800460

Year Built: 1946
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Millar, Athob F., Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CB 900

Legal Description: S 1/2 of Lot 6, Block 2 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This one-story commercial building fronts onto NW 23rd Avenue, a busy commercial street. It has a modified 
rectilinear plan, concrete foundation, and a flat roof with metal coping. The exterior is clad with Roman brick. At the south end of the 
west facade, there is a porte-cochere that leads to the commercial use at 208 NW 23rd Avenue. The main entrance to 204-206 NW 
23rd Avenue is on the west facade. Two single-light wood doors are set within a recessed entry. The predominant window type is 
large fixed panes, which are topped by transoms and decorated with soldier-course sills. The facade was restored in 1990.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 599
Address: 202-218 NW 20TH AVE
Style: Postmodern
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R180227020

Year Built: 1997
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Barcelona Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 9400

Legal Description: TL 9400 of Lot 16&17, Block 276 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This four-story building has street-level commercial spaces, while the remaining stories are used for apartments. This 
structure has a rectilinear plan, concrete foundation, and a variegated flat roof with a projecting cornice. The exterior is sheathed in a 
combination of stucco and weatherboarding, although the west (front) facade is primarily covered in stucco. The first-story level of 
the west facade projects from the structure's primary massing, creating roof patios with metal railings for the second-floor apartments. 
The main entrance is located on the west facade. The recessed entry way has a double glass door with an aluminum frame, transom, 
and tri-panel side lights. The four commercial tenants at street level have separate entrances, each with a single glass door, transom, 
clerestory, fixed storefront windows, and canvas awning. There is tripartite fenestration on the upper stories of the west facade, with 
aluminum sliding glass windows on the remaining facades. There are three-story bays with flat roofs on the north and south facades 
beginning at the second story. The apartment units on one side of the bays, beginning at the third-story level have wrought-iron 
balconies mounted on metal brackets. Decorative features include a central wooden pergola located on the roof patios, slate tiles
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below the water table along the west fa9ade, and a balcony with wrought-iron railings at the center of the west facade. The pergola 
motif continues to the fourth story along recessed central balconies on the west facade.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 600
Address: 2320 - 2326 NW WESTOVER RD 
Style: Streetcar Era Commercial 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R801800620

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: 23rd Street Garage
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CB 1700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block 3 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto both NW Westover Road and NW 23rd Avenue. It is a two-story 
structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof with a parapet. The parapet is stepped, with a slightly arched central bay, and has 
concrete coping. On the east facade, the parapet is decorated with cast-stone balls and Art Deco-style light hoods. The exterior 
surface of the building is brick. Lighter-colored brick is arranged in geometric shapes above and flanking storefront windows, and 
there are diamond-shaped inset decorations framed in patterned brick. The two main entrances are located on the east facade and on 
the west facade. Fixed-pane, metal sash, storefront windows are the predominant window type. Alterations include the installation of 
the present storefront windows and doors at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Streetcar Era Commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in Northwest Portland

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 601
Address: 123-125 NW22ND PL
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800330

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Leffert, Herman, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 3300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 8, Block 2 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the west side of NW 22nd 
Place. It has a concrete foundation and a hip, shingled roof with hip dormers. The exterior is surfaced with wood shingles. The front 
porch is supported by three Tuscan columns, one of which has a Corinthian capital. The porch posts are mounted on stone piers. 
One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows are the predominant fenestration. There is also a bay window and fixed windows 
topped by transoms. Decorative features include large brackets and rafters.

Significance; This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping that occurref in the Northwest Portland area.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 602
Address: 124NW22NDPL
Style: Colonial Revival / Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800090

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Sutherland, Fannie, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 4400

Legal Description: ~ of Lot 4, Block 1 in STRONGS ADD
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Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the east side of NW 22nd 
Place. The foundation is concrete and the hip roof has shingles and hip dormers. The exterior surface is composed of beveled wood 
siding. The second-story windows are diamond shaped with diamond-shaped panes. The front door is surrounded by side lights. The 
front porch has Tuscan columns, curved spindles, and tapered posts. Fixed pane, wood sash windows with leaded-glass transoms 
predominate. Storm windows were added at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival/Craftsman 
style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger group of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
Portland area.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 603
Address: 118-128 NW23RDAVE 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R801800480

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Packard Service Building
Architect: Knighton, William C.
State ID: 1N1E33CB 1000

Legal Description: S 15' of Lot 7, Block 2 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This commercial building is located on the east side of NW 23rd Avenue, a busy arterial. It is a two-story structure with 
a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a flat roof. The roof line is embellished with a parapet, a projecting wood cornice, and a 
paneled frieze. The walls are brick. Three bays articulate the storefront, with the entrance in the wide center bay. The storefront is 
fully glazed, with fixed panes. Fenestration at the second-story level is four-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A second-story door 
was added to the second floor at an unknown date. According to building records, in 1962 the transom was covered, and in 1986, the 
store fronts were altered.

Significance: The Packard Service Building was designed by architect William Christmas Knighton. Knighton worked alone for 
most of his architectural career. He designed a number of noteworthy buildings, such as the Seward Hotel and the Joseph Gaston 
House, both listed in the National Register. Knighton was well respected in the architectural community, having been appointed the 
first State Architect and the first president of the Oregon State Board of Architect Examiners. The Packard Service Building is the 
only known example of his work in the Historic Alphabet District. It was listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1994.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical commercial building and is 
therefore significant as part of a larger grouping of residential and commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood. It is also significant for its architectural merit and association with William C. Knighton. (John Tess, Packard Service 
Building National Register Nomination, 1993)

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV. #: 604
Address: 115NW22NDPL
Style: Craftsman, Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing,
Historic Noncontributing
Tax#: R801800350

Year Built: 1913, c. 1913 
Alterations: Minor, Major 
Historic Name: Silverfield, Saul, House 
Architect: ~

State ID: 1N1E33CA 3400

Legal Description: --of Lot 9, Block 2 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts on the west side of NW 22nd Place. 
It has a concrete foundation and a shingle roof with hip dormers. The exterior is surfaced with stucco. The red-brick porch has an 
arcade, brick columns, large brackets, and a denticulated freize. The predominant window types are one-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash and fixed-pane windows with leaded-glass transoms. A bay window is also located on the south elevation.
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Auxiliary Building: At the northwest corner of the property, a former carriage house was converted to residential use at an unknown 
date. It is a one and one-half story structure with a stuccoed exterior and a side-gabled roof featuring projecting eaves with exposed 
rafters. There is a shed dormer on the east side of the roof. On the east facade, a wall sheathed in brick and wood shingles fills in the 
area formerly occupied by the carriage house doors. Paneled entry doors for two residential units are located on the east facade. The 
predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung sash. The dormer features casement windows with diamond lights.

Significance: The main building on this property is considered to be contributing in the district as a good example of a Craftsman 
style residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
Portland area. Although the auxiliary building dates from the secondary period of significance, extensive remodeling has damaged its 
historic integrity. If the east facade were restored to its original appearance, this structure could be reclassified as secondary 
ontributing

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 605
Address: 118NW22NDPL
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800110

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Pillman, John F., House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 4300

Legal Description: N 34' of Lot 5, Block 1 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This wood-frame, two and one-half story house has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the east side of NW 22nd Place. 
The foundation is concrete and the hip roof has shingles and hip dormers. The exterior surface is lap siding and wood panels. The 
porch has an arched entrance of square spindles. Three square posts with simple caps support the front porch. The front door has one 
light, three cross panels, and is surrounded by side lights. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash and 
fixed-pane with a leaded glass transom. Decorative features include wide eaves, medallions, and a bay window. A small "punch out" 
window was added on the side elevation at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest Portland area.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 606
Address: 134 NW 21 STAVE
Style: Utilitarian
Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452304980

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Morgan, H.G., Building
Architect: ~
State ID: IN1E33CA 13100

Legal Description: S 30'N 230'W 100'of Lot--, Block 30 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, commercial and residential building has a rectilinear plan and a concrete foundation. It 
fronts onto NW 21st Avenue. Originally, this was a Vernacular Queen Anne style residence, but in 1926 a projecting two-story 
storefront was added to the west facade. The original roof is cross gabled, with a box cornice and corner brackets. The storefront has 
a flat roof. The exterior is clad with stucco and the gables are shingled. The main entrance is located on the west facade. There is a 
street-level wood door, sheltered by canvas awning. Entrance to the apartments is via a concrete stairway and slab door on the south 
facade. The predominant window type is two-light horizontal sliding. The storefront windows are two-over-one, aluminum sash with 
top panes operating as hoppers. Decorative features embellish the ornamental Queen Anne-style gables, which are the only elements 
remaining from the original structure. There is a king-post gable on the west facade and a second gable on the north facade. Both 
gables feature decorative fish-scale and diamond pattern shingles. There is one interior brick chimney.

Significance; This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to the major, irreversible alterations of the 
original facade.
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INV.#: 607
Address: 125NW20THPL 
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452304830

Year Built: 1907
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Alexandra Court Hotel
Architect: MacNaughton, Raymond & Lawrence
State ID: 1N1E33CA 13700

Legal Description: TL 13700 of Lot ~, Block 30 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building is located on the east side of NW 20th Place near a busy thoroughfare. It is an ell-shaped structure with a 
concrete foundation and a flat roof with a parapet. The walls are brick. There are decorative brick patterns on the facade and at the 
cornice. Four brick piers support the wood porch, which is embellished with cutout quatrefoil patterns. The primary fenestration is 
one-over-one, double-hung wood sash.

Significance: Designed by architect Ellis Fuller Lawrence, the Alexandra Court Hotel is part of the Ellis Lawrence Historic 
Inventory. Lawrence joined architect E. B. MacNaughton and engineer Henry Raymond in partnership in 1906. Lawrence became 
their chief designer. They were responsible for such buildings as the Samuel G. Reed House and the Harry T. Nicolai House, both 
listed in the National Register. The Alexandra Court Hotel is their only known work in the Historic Alphabet District. At the time of 
construction, the Alexandra Court Hotel would have been the tallest structure in the West End district and possibly the tallest in the 
north end of Portland.

John Harris McClung owned this apartment building for 17 years. Born in Ohio in 1837, McClung spent the majority of his life in 
Eugene, Oregon. In Eugene, he served as mayor, chairman of the school board, and was also a captain of a company in the old 
Oregon militia. Additionally, McClung served several terms in the Oregon Legislature, in both the House and the Senate. He was 
also engaged in the dry goods business, from which he retired in 1903. In 1904, he moved to Portland, where he was an active 
participant in the old Commercial Club and the Chamber of Commerce.

This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in the early 
twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. It is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Jacobethan style multi-family residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 608
Address: 201 NW TRINITY PL
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80227000

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Beck, Laura Alice, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 8700

Legal Description: -- of Lot 15, Block 276 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Trinity Place. It is a two and one-half story, wood frame 
structure with a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a gable roof. The roof has projecting eaves and exposed 
rafters, with sawn brackets on the gable ends. There is a gable dormer on the north side of the roof. The exterior surface of the 
building is sheathed in wood shingles. The main entrance is located on the east facade. Entry is through a verandah porch with square 
columns supporting a flat roof with a turned balustrade. There are modillions under the porch roof eaves. The predominant window 
type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. The dormer has casement windows with diamond lights. There is an octagonal bay 
window on the east facade and a boxed bay window on the west facade.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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0

INV.#: 609
Address: 124NW20THAVE
Style: Streetcar Era Commercial

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80227310

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Rose City Electric Automobile
Garage
Architect: Lewis & Lewis
State ID: 1N1E33DB 9500

Legal Description: TL 9500 of Lot 19&20, Block 277 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This one-story, red brick building fronts onto NW 20th Avenue. It has a rectilinear plan and a concrete foundation. 
There is a flat roof with a stepped parapet. The exterior is clad with brick. The main entrance is located on the west facade. Entrance 
is via a slab door with a light and a segmental pediment. There is also a metal garage door that has a rectangular pediment. The 
predominant fenestration is one-over-one, double-hung sash. The glass has been replaced by metal mesh for ventilation purposes. 
The windows have lug sills and decorative lintels. They are topped by segmental pediments. A belt course and star-shaped anchors 
embellish the building. There have been major alterations to the interior of this building. In 1995, the building was converted into a 
parking garage.

Significance: The Rose City Electric Garage is one of the two earliest, extant automobile facilities in Portland. It was individually 
listed in the National Register in 1996 as a property associated with significant historical events. The building served as a showroom 
and a garage for recharging the batteries of electric automobiles. The garage was located near a trolley line and could thus access the 
direct current of the streetcar system. The original owners of the garage/showroom were Nathan Simon and J.V. Beach, partners in a 
law firm active in the formation and development of the Portland Railway Light and Power Company. As the electric car was 
eclipsed by the more affordable gasoline-powered automobile, the showroom was turned into a mechanic's garage and storage space.

The Rose City Electric Garage was designed by the architectural firm of Lewis and Lewis. Born in England in 1852, William Parsons 
Lewis immigrated to the United States in 1869. In 1880, he made his way to Portland where he continued work as a stair builder. 
Lewis also established a planing mill and later began work as a building contractor. In 1898, he went into partnership with his son, 
Robert J. Lewis, who had previously worked as a carpenter for his father. Lewis, Sr. is reputed to have designed and built many fine 
residences, including homes for C. E. Ladd and W. W. Spaulding. When the partnership dissolved in 1913, Robert Lewis continued 
working as an architect and builder until 1925. There is no record of his license as an architect. The Rose City Electric Garage is the 
Lewis partnership's only known work in the Historic Alphabet District. (John Tess and Robert Mawson, Rose City Electric 
Automobile Garage National Register Nomination, 1995)

Though this building has been altered, none of the alterations detract from its historic integrity, and they are reversible. The building 
remains a good example of the Streetcar Era Commercial style and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial 
and residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources

1

Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV.#: 610
Address: 120 NW 21 STAVE
Style: Mediterranean
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452304810

Year Built: 1925
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Morado Apartments
Architect: Post, George M.
State ID: 1N1E33CA 13200

Legal Description: TL 13200 of Lot --, Block 30 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This two-story apartment building is located on the east side of NW 21st Avenue, a busy two-lane arterial. The building 
has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a wood frame surfaced with stucco. The hip roof has intersecting gables with 
projecting, gabled end bays. The projecting central entrance bay has a high parapet. The entrance is recessed. The fenestration is 
primarily eight-over-two, double-hung wood sash windows. The second-story level of the projecting bays has double round-arched 
windows and balconettes with wrought-iron railings. No exterior alterations have been made to the building.
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Significance: The Morado Apartments were designed by architect George M. Post. Post, a Connecticut native, received his 
postsecondary and architectural training on the East Coast. In 1908, he moved to Salem, Oregon, where he designed a number of 
residential properties, as well as many public and commercial buildings. Post eventually moved to Portland where he worked as an 
independent architect. Post worked for legislation to create a state board of architecture. He later became that organization's 
secretary. The Loomis House and the Morado Apartments are his only known works in the Historic Alphabet District.

This apartment building is also significant for its association with developer Lee H. Hoffman, Sr. Hoffman was a principal in the 
construction company Hoffman & Bates. At one time the state's largest construction firm, the company specialized in engineering 
work and bridge building as well as general construction. Hoffman and Bates are credited with supervision of the Morrison Street 
bridge, which opened in 1887. They also constructed the Bull Run pipeline from the Mt. Hood area to Portland.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Mediterranean style multi-famiy residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources

INV.#: 611
Address: 133 NW TRINITY PL
Style: Craftsman
Classification: Historic Noncontributing
Tax#: R180227240

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Abendroth, Fritz, Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 8600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 13, Block 277 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This multi-family building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Trinity Place. The three-story, wood frame 
structure has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a gable roof. The third-story gable roof addition is set back 
and unrecorded. The roof line at the second story has projecting eaves, a boxed cornice, a plain frieze, and an architrave. A recessed 
garage with architrave trim was recently constructed at the basement level on the east facade. The exterior is sheathed with bevel 
siding and has a water table at the basement and first-story transition. The main entrance is located on the east facade. The entry is a 
one-light, three-panel door with rectangular side lights, molded lintel, and plain wood surrounds. The two-bay, full-facade porch has 
an open rail, a flat roof with a plain frieze, and a second-story, open-rail balcony supported by Tuscan columns. The predominant 
window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with molded lintels and slipsills. On the east facade, polygonal bays are located 
at the northeast corner of the second story and the southeast corner of the first story. On the north facade, there is a closed-in, square 
bay. On the south facade, there is a one-story polygonal bay with a hip roof and plain frieze. There is one exterior brick chimney on 
the south facade. At the rear (west) elevation there is an unrecorded shed roof extension covering a recently constructed wood deck. 
In 1923, a wood roof was constructed over the sleeping porch. The interior has been remodeled several times as the building evolved 
from a single-family residence to a multi-family residence. In 1978, a deck and rail was built on the second-story porch area.

Significance; Although this building was constructed during the secondary period of development, the magnitude of the alterations 
classifies it as noncontributing. The addition of a third story compromises the historic integrity of the building.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 612
Address: WI/115 NW22ND AVE
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R801800130

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 4200

Legal Description: S 16' of Lot 5, Block 1 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This site is vacant. It is adjacent to the Hazel Hall house and serves as a public dedication to her. It is a pedestrian 
passageway that leads from NW 22nd Place to NW 22nd Avenue. Included within is landscaping and three large plaques inscribed 
with the poetry of Hazel Hall.
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Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing 
Resources

Noncontributing 
Resources

INV.#: 613
Address: 22 NW 23RD AVE,
110NW23RDAVE
Style: Modern Commercial, Utilitarian
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing,
Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800500

Year Built: 1953, 1906
Alterations: Major, None
Historic Name: Christ, M.P. & Anna, Building;
Lesser, J., Building;
Architect: --

State ID: 1N1E33CB 1100

Legal Description: S 14' 6" of Lot 10, Block 2 in STRONGS ADD 

Description: Located on this property are two structures:

a. 22 NW 23rd Avenue, Compatible Noncontributing: This one-story commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 
23rd Avenue. It has a concrete foundation and a flat roof with a curvilinear parapet. The exterior of the building is stuccoed above a 
brick-clad base. The main entrance is accessed through a three-bay arcade with a central triangular arch. The main entry door is 
topped by a half-round transom. The predominant fenestration is multi-light windows with transoms. Alterations include facade 
modifications in 1960 and 1970 and a rebuilt facade in 1999.

b. 110 NW 23rd Avenue, Secondary Contributing: This one-story commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 
23rd Avenue, a busy commercial street. It has a concrete foundation and a flat roof with metal coping. The exterior is textured 
concrete. At the southwest corner of the building, a recessed entry is located under the building's structural frame. Double glass doors 
with side lights and a fixed transom offer access to the building. The predominant fenestration is ribbon windows along the west 
facade; these are covered with a canopy. The south facade has one six-pane fixed window. Decorative features include a large backlit 
sign on the southwest corner of the roof and applied signage at the belt course level of the north facade. This building has one interior 
brick chimney. There have been no significant alterations to this building.

Significance: The structure at 22 NW 23rd Avenue, although compatible in style with the district, is classified as noncontributing due 
to its date of construction. The structure at 110 NW 23rd Avenue is considered to be contributing within the district as a good 
example of a Utilitarian style commercial building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial 
development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 614
Address: 31 NW22NDPL
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800370

Year Built: 1910 
Alterations: None 
Historic Name: Lucretia Court 
Architect: Schacht, Emil 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 3500

Legal Description: -- of Lot 12, Block 2 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This apartment building has an ell-shaped plan and fronts onto the east side of NW 22nd Place. It is a four-story, brick 
structure with a brick foundation and a flat roof with a parapet. Bay windows extend to the full height of the building. The front 
porch has paired columns, iron light fixtures, and elaborate balusters. A beveled-glass transom is located above the glazed front door. 
An open, three-story brick arcade conceals the fire escape; an additional fire escape has arched niches framed with varnished oak and 
keystone shields. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows are the predominant window type. The front lobby has an 
elaborate plaster ceiling, varnished wood trim, Tudor arches, high wainscotting, columns with cast plaster faces, and the original tiled 
floor. All original light fixtures are still intact. A landscaped courtyard with a centrally located, cast-iron crane fountain is surrounded 
by a two-foot high brick wall capped with cast-stone and iron lamps.
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Significance: The Lucretia Court Apartments were designed by architect Emil Schacht. Schacht, a Danish immigrant, established 
himself as an architect in Portland in 1884. He designed an array of building types—public buildings, offices, garages, hotels, 
apartments, and single-family residences, which are noteworthy for their outstanding workmanship and use of first-class materials. 
Schacht is best known for his design of the Portland Police Block, a National Register property. He designed three single-family 
houses and one apartment building in the Historic Alphabet District.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as an excellent example of a large-scale apartment complex designed 
in the Jacobethan style and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest Portland area.

Contributing INV. #: 615 Year Built: 1950
Resources Address: 2174 NW DAVIS ST Alterations: None
0 Style: International Historic Name: Ketell Manor Apartments
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R452305170 State ID: 1N1E33CA 5500
1

Legal Description: TL 5500 of Lot --, Block 31 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and is sited on a corner lot. It is a six-story structure sheathed in rough-textured 
concrete, with a high-modeled concrete foundation and a flat roof. There are modeled panels between the windows, at the corners of 
the building, and on the balustrades of the balconies located on the north (front) facade. The main entrance is located on the north 
facade. There is a flat metal hood over the recessed entry. Flemish bond brick knee walls at the entryway are used as decorative 
planter boxes. The glazed double entry doors have a metal frame, transom, and side lights. The predominant window type is tripartite 
with a fixed center pane, sliding glass side lights, and metal trim. Fenestration along building corners is composed of two sets of 
sliding glass windows that wrap around the corners.

This building is one of two sister apartment buildings and is the twin in plan of 2175 NW Davis Street, located across the street. 

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.

Contributing INV. #: 616 Year Built: 1909
Resources Address: 117NWKINGAVE Alterations: None
1 Style: Colonial Revival Historic Name: City Trust Co. House
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R189200170 State ID: 1N1E33CA 5600
0

Legal Description: --of Lot 4, Block B in CROWN CT

Description: This residence is located on the corner of NW King Street and NW Davis Street, in an area characterized as mixed use. 
This two and one-half story building has a modified rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a raised basement. The hip roof has 
deep eaves with block modillions and hip dormers. The building is of wood frame construction with wood lap siding. The main 
entrance is on NW King Street under a porch with a classical entablature, column pedestals, and square columns with dentils at the 
shed roof. There is a paneled entrance door with fanlights and beveled glass. There is a second entrance on NW Davis Street under a 
street-facing porch with a shed roof, shingled square posts with dentils at the capitals, and a recessed entry. The entrance door has two 
side lights. There is a recessed balcony with plain posts at the southwest corner of the building. The primary window type is one- 
over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are diamond-pane windows on the south and front elevations and four leaded and stained- 
glass windows on the north elevation. There is a faceted double bay under the eave overhang on the front elevation and a boxed 
window bay with a shed roof next to the front entry porch. There is one interior chimney.
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Significance: This residence is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 617
Address: 118NWKINGAVE 
Style: American Renaissance 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R189200090

Year Built: 1909
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: The King Davis Apartments
Architect: Schacht, Emil & Son
State ID: 1N1E33CA 6200

Legal Description: -- of Lot 5, Block A in CROWN CT

Description: This apartment building is located on the corner of NW King Street and NW Davis Street. This five-story building has 
a rectilinear plan, a brick foundation, and a basement with a stepped wall. The flat roof has a projecting cornice with large dentils and 
modillions. The building is of brick-wall construction with a Flemish bond, red and black brick exterior. There is a stone water table 
and rusticated brick on the first story. There is diagonal brick work at the window recesses and stone belt courses on the second story. 
There are stone keystones at the second, third, and fourth stories. There are four balconies and five stacked wood porches. The main 
entrance is located on NW Davis Street. The recessed entry has a wooden Classical surround with Tuscan pilasters on pedestals, an 
entry fanlight with leaded glass, a bracketed pediment with returns, fine decorative plasterwork, and a tile mosaic threshold with the 
words "King Davis." There are marble steps in the recessed entry. The primary window types are six-over-one and eight-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash. There are arched window recesses with keystones at all second-story windows. There are stone sills at all 
windows. Exterior alterations include the addition of storm windows and the enclosure of the north porch on the fifth story (dates 
unknown).

Significance: The King Davis Apartments were designed by the architectural firm of Emil Schacht and Son. Schacht, a Danish 
immigrant, established himself as an architect in Portland in 1884. He designed an array of building types—public buildings, offices, 
garages, hotels, apartments, and single-family residences, which are noteworthy for their outstanding workmanship and use of first- 
class materials. Schacht is best known for his design of the Portland Police Block, a National Register property. He designed three 
single-family houses and one apartment building in the Historic Alphabet District.

This apartment building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an American Renaissance style 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 618
Address: 117 NW TRINITY PL
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80227260

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Trinity Place Apartments
Architect: Knighton & Root
State ID: 1N1E33DB 8500

Legal Description: - of Lot 14&15, Block 277 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building has a U-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Trinity Place. It is a four-story, masonry structure 
with a brick and stone foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a flat roof with a parapet. The parapet is decorated with 
stepped geometric forms and stone coping. It is steepest at the center of each wing end and on the central building volume. The 
exterior surface is brick, laid in a Flemish bond pattern. It is decorated with stone quoins, medallions, lintels, and sills. There is a 
stone belt course between the third and fourth stories and a sill course below the first story. The two main entrances are approached 
through a recessed, landscaped entrance court. Located at the junctures of the projecting wings, each entrance is accessed through a 
gateway with a Tudor arch and topped by a stepped brick and stone parapet, which leads into brick and stone arcades with Gothic-arch 
openings. The multi-paned entry doors are surrounded by side lights and a transom. Multi-paned, double-hung wood sash windows 
are the predominant window type. There are two-story, semi-hexagonal bay windows topped with crenelations and stone coping at 
the ends of the projecting wings. Multi-paned French doors open onto wood balconies overlooking the entrance court. Alterations
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have primarily involved repairs following fire damage over the history of the building, the latest having occurred in 1989 and which 
required repair of rear bay windows. Other alterations have involved interior remodeling.

Significance: The Trinity Place Apartments were designed by the architectural firm of Knighton and Root. The partnership of 
William C. Knighton and Edward Root began and ended in 1911. In that time, they designed the Whitney and Gray Hotel and the 
Trinity Place Apartments, both listed in the National Register. Knighton's trademark signature, a trapezoidal medallion, is highly 
visible in several locations on the east facade of the Trinity Place Apartments. Of the duo, Knighton was the more distinguished. He 
was the first state architect and the first president of the Oregon State Board of Architect Examiners. In addition, he individually 
authored the design of a number of memorable buildings such as the Packard Service Building and the Charles J. Schnabel House, 
both listed in the National Register.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Jacobethan style apartment building and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland. It is also 
noteworthy for its historic integrity and represents the trend toward the development of high-class apartment buildings during the early 
twentieth century in Northwest Portland. Finally, the Trinity Place Apartments are significant for their architectural merit and 
association with the architectural firm of Knighton and Root. (Kimberly Demuth, Kim Lakin, and Patty Sackett, Trinity Place 
Apartments National Register Nomination, 1989)

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 619
Address: 120 NW TRINITY PL
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl80227200

Year Built: 1912
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Belle Court Apartments
Architect: Lawrence, Ellis Fuller
State ID: 1N1E33DB 7800

Legal Description: N 18'of Lot 9, Block 277 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building has a U-shaped plan and is located mid-block on the east side of NW Trinity Place. Situated on 
a elevated lot, the building faces south onto a landscaped lawn. It is a four-story masonry structure with a concrete foundation and a 
daylight basement. The roof is flat and has a castellated brick parapet with sections of balustrade. The exterior surface of the building 
is brick, trimmed by light-colored cast-stone. A variety of brick bonds are used, including Flemish diagonal patterning on the fourth 
story. Cast-stone belt courses separate all stories. The main entrance is located on the south facade and is approached through a 
recessed entry court. The central entry features a round-arched portico with a broken pediment, which is adorned by a cartouche 
above a cornucopia motif. Multi-paned hinged windows are the predominant window type. The windows are framed by cast stone. 
There are polygonal bay windows on the south ends of the projecting wings and oriel windows on the west facade. The oriel windows 
are decorated with pointed-arch panels, quatre-foil patterns, and castellated parapets. Alterations include the replacement of windows 
on the north and east facades, removal of parapet balustrade sections and the entryway banister, and various interior modifications at 
unknown dates.

Significance: The Belle Court Apartments are signficant for their association with the development team of Fred Jacobs and Harry 
Beckwith. Jacobs was the founder of Fred A. Jacobs and Company, a leading real-estate firm. He was also responsible for the 
construction of the Errol Heights Railway Company, which was designed to service one of his subdivisions. Beckwith, a native of 
Canada, moved to Portland after the San Francisco fire of 1906. A salesman by trade, he entered the real-estate business with Fred 
Jacobs in 1908, a partnership which created the largest realty office in the Pacific Northwest. The entrepreneurial spirit of Jacobs and 
Beckwith contributed significantly to the real-estate development of historic Portland.

The Belle Court Apartments were designed by renowned architect Ellis Fuller Lawrence for the real estate development team of Fred 
Jacobs and Harry Beckwith. Lawrence was a prolific architect, designing over 500 buildings and projects. His work spans the 
spectrum of building types, from commercial and industrial structures to single-family residences and public buildings. His first 
professional affiliation in Portland was with the firm of MacNaughton, Raymond and Lawrence. He later practiced alone, then formed
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a partnership with William G. Holford. Among Lawrence's many accomplishments was the founding of the School of Architecture 
and Allied Arts at the University of Oregon in 1914. The Belle Court Apartments were one of his early works. It survives as the only 
apartment building and only Jacobethan style building in Portland designed by Lawrence. The Belle Court Apartments also exemplify 
the period trend to construct large and grand apartments designed for affluent city dwellers.

This apartment building, individually listed in the National Register in 1986, is considered to be contributing within the district 
because of its associations with the development of Northwest Portland, its architectural integrity, and its associations with prominent 
persons and the architect Ellis Fuller Lawrence. (Elizabeth J. O'Brien and Melissa J. Darby, Belle Court Apartments National Register 
Nomination, 1986)

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 620
Address: WI/147 NW 19TH AVE
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: Rl 80227140

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33DB 7600

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2&3, Block 277 in COUGHS ADD 

Description: This is a surface parking lot with landscaping. 

Significance; There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 621
Address: 130 NW 19TH AVE 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80215430

Year Built: 1925
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Weitz Apartments
Architect: Gordon, Herbert
State ID: 1N1E33DB 5000

Legal Description: --of Lot 6&7, Block 170 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two-story, U-shaped apartment building fronts on NW 19th Avenue. It has a brick foundation and a raised 
basement. The walls are clinker brick, with smooth brick quoins. The flat roof is capped by a parapet, with a stepped course below 
the parapet. Embellishments include square-paneled concrete pilasters with brackets and cast-stone decorative relief. Panel trim 
delineates the second and third stories. The marble entryway features side lights and decorative cast-stone panels. The entry courtyard 
has concrete steps. The primary fenestration is fixed-pane and single-pane.

Significance: This building is significant for its association with Herbert Gordon. Gordon is reputed to have built a number of hotel 
and apartment buildings in Portland, including the Campbell Court Hotel in downtown Portland. Unfortunately, little is known of 
Gordon's architectural experience, such how or where he received his architectural training, or when he actually began to design 
buildings. He is better known for his political involvement, serving as Multnomah County representative to the state legislature from 
3917 through 1933. The Weitz Apartment Building is his only known architectural work in the Historic Alphabet District.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style, multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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1

Noncontributing
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INV.#: 622
Address: 133 NW 18TH AVE
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R180215410

Year Built: 1880
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Williams, George H., Townhouses
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 5300

Legal Description: -- of Lot 5&8, Block 170 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story townhouse complex is located on the west side of NW 
18th Avenue. It is a wood frame structure with a concrete foundation and a gabled roof. The walls 
are sheathed in shiplap siding, with vertical siding in the gables. The steep, gabled roof has hipped 
dormers. The walls display an asymmetrical arrangement. There are four second-story, rectangular 
bays that project over the first story. The first-story bay has diagonal panel trim and brackets. The 
porches are embellished with chamfered posts and turned balusters. Other decorative features 
include a high water table, stickwork gable ornament, and jigsaw trim on the dormers. The primary 
window type is one-over-one, double-hung wood sash. A garage was added to the property in 
1953.

733 NW 18th St.
Significance: This multi-family residence was individually listed in the National Register of

Historic Places in 1984. The George H. Williams Townhouses were constructed as a three-unit Victorian townhouse. It is one of the 
few remaining structures representative of what was, at the turn of the century, an exclusive neighborhood. Although it was built for 
income-producing purposes, architecturally it was as elaborate as many of the surrounding single-family residences. The original 
owner of the townhouses was George H. Williams, one of Portland's most prominent citizens. Born in New York in 1823, Williams 
came to Portland as a lawyer in 1853. He became active in both local and national politics; he served as one of Oregon's U. S. 
senators for six years and as Attorney General for U. S. Grant. He also served as mayor of Portland for three years. Williams also 
dabbled in real estate and land developing in Northwest Portland.

The building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style multi-family residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood. (Judith 
Rees and John O'Hara, George H. Williams Townhouses National Register Nomination, 1984)

Contributing 
Resources
1

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 623
Address: 1715 NW COUCH ST
Style: Italian Renaissance

Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80215070

Year Built: 1925
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Cathedral of Immaculate
Conception
Architect: Jacobberger& Smith
State ID: 1N1E33DB 5400

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1-8, Block 167 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This cathedral is part of a two-block church complex. It occupies the most prominent corner of the site, facing south to 
NW Couch Street at NW 18th Avenue. This two-story cathedral has a Latin cross plan, brick foundation, and raised basement. The 
predominant roof form is hip and gable, with red clay tiles covering most of the roof. There is also a flat metal roof at the building's 
rear. The building has a corbelled brick cornice, copper gutters at the eaves, and raised, gabled parapets with stone coping at the 
gabled ends. A cross finial decorates the front gable. The building has a bell tower sheathed in decorative brick work with 
contrasting colors. The bell tower has corbelling at its upper portion, stone arches, and wood brackets. The cathedral is sheathed in 
red brick with a decorative eave band. The main entrance is located on the north facade. The entrance is sheltered by a Roman- 
inspired portico. The pedimented portico has Corinthian columns, a cornice frieze, and an arched recess area with a statue. The 
entrance features three paired doorways with wood panels and stained glass set in stone ornamental arched recesses. There is a bronze 
pendant light fixture above each door. The primary fenestration at the side walls of the sanctuary is arched and recessed, with stained
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glass, lower brick paneling and stone festoons at the top and sides of the windows. The windows also have stone keystones above. 
These window panels were created in Baltimore in 1880 and moved from a church at SW Third and Stark. Remaining fenestration is 
fixed and multi-pane. On the east facade, the cathedral is attached to the rest of the church complex. The building wings of the 
complex form a U-shaped enclosure around a landscaped courtyard centered around a statue of the Madonna and Child. An arcaded 
cloister with crocketed columns spans the entrance to the courtyard and continues along the west facade of the east wing. The two- 
story wings of the cathedral complex are sheathed in brick and have hip roofs with red clay tiles and projecting eaves with exposed 
rafters. The predominant window type on the wings is eight-over-one, double-hung sash. On the first story, the windows are set into 
arched recesses with decorative brickwork.

Alterations to the cathedral complex in 1988 included the construction of garages on the east facade of the east wing and the addition 
of a doorway and stairs. In 1994, the complex underwent seismic and mechanical upgrades. Improvements to the entrance court and 
landscaping were made in 1995.

Significance: The Roman Catholic diocese built the Cathedral of Immaculate Conception during the mid-1920s when a variety of 
flagship houses of worship were established in the Northwest neighborhood. It was designed by the architectural firm of Jacobberger 
and Smith. Educated at Creighton University of Omaha, Josef Jacobberger moved to Portland in 1890 to work as a draftsperson for 
the firm of Whidden and Lewis. In 1895, he began private practice as an architect and designed several buildings for various Catholic 
agencies. Jacobberger eventually developed a long partnership with Alfred H. Smith. They became one of the most important 
architectural firms in Portland. Noteworthy examples of their work include the Knights of Columbus Building and the Monastery of 
the Precious Blood. The Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception is their only known work in the Historic Alphabet District.

This property is a good example of the Italian Renaissance style and is considered to be contributing within the district because of its 
architectural significance and historic role in serving the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 624 Year Built: 1910
Resources Address: 104-106NW 22ND PL Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Craftsman Historic Name: Hall, Hazel, House
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Peterson, Adolph F. (builder, attributed)
Resources Tax #: R801800150 State ID: 1N1E33CA 4100
0

Legal Description: S 33'of Lot 6, Block 1 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto the east side of NW 22nd Place. It is a two and one- 
half story structure with a concrete foundation. The shingled, hip roof has hip dormers, wide, bell-cast eaves, and exposed decorative 
brackets. The exterior surface is lap siding and weatherboard on the first story and wood shingles on the second story. The front 
porch has a hip roof, a classic entablature and round, Tuscan columns. The predominant window types are multi-pane-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash and fixed panes with transoms. The window openings are trimmed with plain, flat surrounds abutting 
architrave molding at the head. A triple window centered in the first-story facade is topped by a leaded-glass transom. Other 
decorative features include a bay window, leaded, diamond-pane windows, and pilasters. In 1975, the house was converted from a 
single-family dwelling into a duplex.

Significance; In 1991, this property was listed in the National Register as the residence of Hazel Hall, a poet who occupied the house 
through most of her literary career. Hall was the daughter of Montgomery G. Hall, the superintendent of the Northern Pacific Express 
Company. Hazel contracted scarlet fever at the age of 12 and was wheelchair-bound for the remainder of her life. She began writing 
poetry at the age of 30 and published three volumes that were widely acclaimed.

This residence is believed to have been constructed by Adolph F. Peterson, who purchased the property in 1905. Peterson, a building 
contractor who moved to Portland from Corvallis around 1905, is credited with constructing the Armory of the Oregon Agricultural 
College. He is also credited with constructing the courthouses of Gilliam, Sherman, and Wheeler Counties. In 1903, the Record of
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the Willamette Valley described Peterson as "one of the foremost builders and contractors in Benton County." (Joan Sears, Hazel Hall 
House National Register Nomination, 1990)

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Craftsman style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest Portland area. It is also locally 
significant for its association with Hazel Hall, an illustrious Portland poet.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 625 
Address: N/A 
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant 
Tax#: R801800170

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 4000

Legal Description: N 34' of Lot 7, Block 1 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This site is a vacant lot with trees and landscaping.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 626
Address: 110NWKINGAVE
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R189200070

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Youne, Jason D., BuildingO 7 ' o

Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 6100

Legal Description: --of Lot 4, Block A in CROWN CT

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW King Street. The two and one-half story, wood frame structure 
has a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a cross-gable roof. The roof has projecting eaves, a boxed cornice, 
modillions, and a plain frieze. On the north and south elevations, the projecting, shingled gables have eight-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash windows, bargeboards, and brackets. There are shingled shed dormers on the east and west sides of the cross gables. The 
exterior surface is sheathed with clapboard siding and cornerboards. The main entrance is located on the west facade. The entry is a 
recessed one-light, one-panel door with plain wood surrounds. There is a concrete stoop on the first story and a recessed second-story 
balcony with an open rail, paired French doors, a lattice-pane window, and brackets. The predominant window type is one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash with molded lintels and slipsills. There is a two-story polygonal bay on the west facade with a fixed center 
window and leaded transom. The two-story polygonal bay on the south facade also has a fixed center window. The north facade 
polygonal bay lacks windows. There is one interior brick chimney and one exterior brick chimney. There are no recorded alterations.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 627
Address: 112NW20THAVE 
Style: Streetcar Era Commercial 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452304380

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Struble, W.B., Building #1
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33DB 9600

Legal Description: TL 9600 of Lot --, Block 28 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This two and one-half story brick building has a rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a flat roof. This building 
fronts onto NW 20th Avenue. The exterior surface is clad in red brick with a common bond. The west facade has a belt course over 
the three main entrances. An aluminum frieze delineates the top of the west facade. The main entrance is located on the west facade. 
The west entrances include two garage doors and a slab door with a rectangular light. The predominant window type is one-over-one, 
aluminum sash with a lower awning. All windows have brick lug sills. Decorative brickwork appears between the windows on the 
second story, which are ordered in three sets of two. This structure's use has been altered several times. In 1968, the wood sash 
windows were replaced with aluminum sash, and the doors were replaced.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of Streetcar Era Commercial style 
building and is therefore significant as part of a larger grouping of residential and commercial developments that occurred in the 
Northwest district.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 628
Address: 26 NW 22ND PL
Style: Colonial Revival
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800190

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Citron, Bertha, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 3900

Legal Description: S 16' of Lot?, Block 1 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan with a concrete foundation. It has a hip roof 
with dormers and composition shingles. The exterior surface is lap siding. The main entrance is located on the west facade. The front 
porch is supported by tapered, Tuscan posts. The predominant window types are one-over-one, double-hung wood sash and fixed-pane 
with transoms. Decorative features include leaded-glass windows with pilasters, boxed-bay windows, modillions, dentils, and a 
balconet at the second floor. An enclosed sleeping porch was constructed in 1946, and a rear deck addition was constructed in 1990.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest Portland 
area.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 629
Address: 102 NW 21 STAVE 
Style: Italianate / Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R452304960

Year Built: 1890
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Williams, Richard, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 13300

Legal Description: TL 13300 of Lot --, Block 30 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one-story commercial building, originally a single-family residence, is located on the east side of NW 21st Street, 
near W Burnside Street, at a busy street corner. The building has a rectangular plan, a concrete foundation, and wood frame 
construction with wood shiplap siding. The building has a hip roof and bracketed eaves with jigsawn decoration at the frieze. 
Cornerboards are embellished with scroll work. The front porch has square posts with decorative brackets. The main entrance is 
through double doors with solid wood panels below and glass panels above. The fenestration is primarily one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash windows. The building has polygonal bay windows on the south and front elevations. On the south elevation the frieze 
has two porthole windows. The building has a basement. A side porch was enclosed at an unknown date.

Significance: Robert Livingstone owned the property before the building was constructed. Scottish-born Livingstone came to 
Portland in 1885 to manage the Oregon Mortgage Company and the American Mortgage Company Ltd. of Scotland, Scottish 
investment companies in the Northwest that focused on the lumber and railroad businesses. He became a prominent businessman and 
served as president of the Chamber of Commerce in 1904.
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This residence is a good example of an Italianate/Queen Anne style residence and is therefore considered to be contributing within the 
district during the primary period of significance. It is also of interest for its association with one of Portland's forefathers, Robert 
Livingstone.

Contributing INV. #: 630 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: WI/2165 W BURNSIDE ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R189200130 State ID: 1N1E33CA 5700
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2&3, Block B in CROWN CT

Description: This site is a surface parking lot.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 631 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: WI/2139 W BURNSIDE ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R189200030 State ID: 1N1E33CA 6000
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 2&3, Block A in CROWN CT

Description: This is a surface parking lot.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 632 Year Built: 1970
Resources Address: 2275 W BURNSIDE ST Alterations: Major
0 Style: Modern Commercial Historic Name: Burtchaell, Marion M., & Crowl,

Fred C., & Elizabeth M., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Noncompatible Noncontributing Architect: — 
Resources Tax #: R801800560 State ID: 1N1E33CB 1200 
1

Legal Description: S 5' W 50' of Lot 13, Block 2 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This commercial building is corner sited, anchoring a major intersection at NW Burnside and NW 23rd Avenue. It is a 
two-story structure with a concrete foundation, a daylight basement, and a flat and gabled roof. The exterior surface at the primary 
elevations is faced with brick. Brick modillions decorate the cornice of the flat roof. The main entrance is located on the east facade 
adjacent to the parking lot, under an arcade supported by brick and wood columns. The double glass entrance door is set into a metal 
frame. There is a glass-panelled tower with a metal gabled roof and cornice at the southeast corner. Eighteen large, fixed lights are 
set into metal sash. A square, open turret at the southwest corner displays a gold seal statue. The arcade motif is carried through on 
the south and west facades. The rear or north side of the building is utilitarian. It is faced with vertical wood siding and includes a 
garage entrance at the basement level. The primary windows are single-light, fixed windows. They are recessed into the brick walls 
and have brick lug sills. Alterations to this building include remodeling of the exterior in 1983 and addition of a second story in 1991.

Significance: This structure is classified as noncompatible and noncontributing due to its date of construction and style.
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1

Noncontributing
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0

INV.#: 633
Address: 35NW20THPL
Style: 20th Century Commercial
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452304870

Year Built: 1921
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Ella Street Garage
Architect: Lawrence & Holford
State ID: 1N1E33CA 13600

Legal Description: TL 13600 of Lot --, Block 30 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This building is located on the west side of NW 20th Place in a mixed residential/commercial area. It is a one-story 
structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof with a parapet. The walls are brick, with brick and stucco patterning and 
contrasting brick detailing at the corners and below the parapet. The roof has cast-stone coping. The entrance is centered within the 
glazed storefront and is set under a fabric awning. Large, fixed-pane storefront windows have wood sash and trim. Alterations were 
made to the storefront at an unknown date.

Significance: The Ella Street Garage was designed by the architectural firm of Lawrence and Holford. Ellis Fuller Lawrence and 
William G. Holford formed their architectural firm in 1913. Working in an era of eclectic architecture, the firm was known for 
designs that focused on the landscape, with rooms that often opened onto terraces and patios. Lawrence and Holford also nurtured a 
relationship with the Ladd Estate Company, which commissioned the firm to build several subdivisions in the Laurelhurst, 
Eastmoreland, and Westover Terrace neighborhoods in Portland. The Ella Street Garage is their only known work in the Historic 
Alphabet District.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a 20th Century Commercial style structure and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial and residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 634
Address: 2255-2261 W BURNSIDE ST 
Style: American Renaissance 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R801800410

Year Built: 1908 
Alterations: Minor 
Historic Name: Hill Hotel 
Architect: Ewart, Alexander Charles 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 3600

Legal Description: S 5' E 50' of Lot 13, Block 2 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This five-story, wood frame commercial building is located on a corner lot and fronts onto W Burnside Street, an 
arterial thoroughfare. This structure has a rectilinear plan, concrete block foundation, and a flat roof with a parapet wall. There is 
slight corbelling in a dentil-like pattern under the cornice. The west elevation is faced with exposed masonry, while the north 
elevation is faced with smooth stucco. South and east elevations have rusticated brick trim and stuccoed walls. The main entrance, 
located on the south facade, is recessed and flanked by side lights. A partially enclosed porch spans the length of the front facade. It 
is raised two steps from the sidewalk and has a depth of 10 feet. The porch provides a semi-public space between the sidewalk and the 
building's entrance. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows with rusticated trim predominate. Decorative features include 
rusticated brick columns supporting the horizontal first-floor spandrel. Alterations include the removal of the projecting cornice in 
1959. Retail space was modified and an arched opening on the west facade filled in at unknown dates. The west half of the porch was 
also enclosed at a later date.

Significance: The Hill Hotel is the first and noteworthy example of its architectural type in the body of documented work by architect 
Alexander Charles Ewart. Ewart, who hailed from Ontario, Canada, moved to Portland with his family in 1904 at the start of the 
apartment building boom. Known as a "pioneer designer of apartment houses in Portland," Ewart's work focused on hotels and 
apartment houses. As prolific as he was, Ewart did not often repeat his apartment designs. He is known to have designed at least 
seven apartments in the Historic Alphabet District. Of the seven, three are individually listed in the National Register of Historic 
Places.
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The Hill Hotel was one of the two apartments listed in the National Register. It stands as a primary physical expression of the growth 
of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely 
concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial development.

The building is considered to be contributing within the district because of its architectural merit and for its association with the 
development of the Northwest neighborhood following the Lewis and Clark Exposition. (Jivanjee Architects, Heritage Investment 
Corporation, and Richard E. Ritz, Hill Hotel National Register Nomination, 1995)

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 635
Address: 2165 W BURNSIDE ST 
Style: Modern Commercial 
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing 
Tax#: R452305220

Year Built: 1937
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Ringside Restaurant
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 5400

Legal Description: TL 5400 of Lot--, Block 31 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This one-story structure has a modified rectilinear plan and fronts onto W Burnside Street, an arterial thoroughfare. It 
has a concrete foundation and a flat roof with a slight parapet and metal coping. Stucco sheathes most of the exterior. Clinker brick 
generously filled with mortar covers the lower half of the south facade. Wall treatment at the south and west facade is organized into 
three bays delineated by plain stucco pilasters. Cantilevered concrete slabs overhang the west and south elevations. The recessed 
main entrance is located at the center bay of the south facade. It has double wood doors. Fenestration is limited to the west facade, 
where there is a contemporary, fixed tripartite window with a transom. The center window is one-over-one, flanked by four lights 
with wood surrounds and plain trim. Decorative features include two narrow, horizontal display cases inset at the south facade. The 
soffit also has metal panels with a diamond-relief pattern. Alterations include a 7' by 27' concrete block addition in 1973, as well as 
another 400' addition to the restaurant in 1993.

Significance: Although this building was constructed during the secondary period of significance, irreversible alterations have 
detracted from its historic integrity; therefore, it is classified as compatible and noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 636
Address: 1835 NW COUCH ST 
Style: Streetcar Era Commercial 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80215370

Year Built: 1920
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: McLain, John F., Building
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33DB 5100

Legal Description: - of Lot 2&3, Block 170 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This auto repair shop has a rectilinear plan and is sited on a busy corner lot. It is a two-story structure with a concrete 
block foundation and a flat roof with parapets, a projecting cornice, and a decorative frieze. Stucco sheathes the exterior. The main 
entrance is located on the south facade. The main entrance door is glass with an aluminum frame and transom. This building also has 
two garage doors on the south facade and another on the west facade with a clerestory above. Large fixed windows dominate 
fenestration on the first story. Second-story windows are tripartite with lugsills. The center window is a one-over-one hopper, with 
fixed windows for the side lights. There is protective wrought-iron grillework on the first level of the west facade. Alterations include 
the replacement of the building's original wood sash windows with the current fenestration in 1978.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Streetcar Era Commercial 
building and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of commercial development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 637
Address: 1811 NW COUCH ST
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R180215390

Year Built: 1916
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Tudor Arms Apartments
Architect: Linde, Carl L.
State ID: 1N1E33DB 5200

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1&4, Block 170 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This apartment building has a U-shaped plan and fronts onto NW Couch Street. It is a four-story, masonry structure 
with a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a flat roof with a parapet. The exterior surface is brick with white 
terra cotta quoins, window surrounds, and belt courses. The basement exterior is rusticated concrete and has a projecting terra cotta 
water table. The brick parapet has a terra-cotta cornice, balustrades, and fmials at each corner of the building. The main entrance is 
located on the south facade and is approached through a recessed entry court. The court is accessed through a large archway 
decorated with terra-cotta pilasters, an entablature, and an elaborate, naturalistic ornament projecting above the archway cornice. The 
predominant window type is 10-over-one wood sash, with awning windows in the lower sash. There are paired balconies with iron 
railings on the south and east facades. Alterations include the addition of storm windows and the replacement of the balcony doors 
with aluminum-framed sliding glass doors at unknown dates.

Significance: The Tudor Arms Apartments were designed by architect Carl L. Linde. A German immigrant, Linde practiced as an 
architect in the Midwest before moving to Portland in 1906. He worked for a number of locally established architects before receiving 
his license in 1921. From 1921 to 1940, Linde had his own private practice. He is remembered primarily for his designs of single-and 
multi-family residences. Noteworthy examples include the Salerno Apartments, the Otho Poole House, and the Tudor Arms 
Apartments

This apartment building, individually listed in the National Register in 1994, is considered to be contributing within the district as a 
good example of a Jacobethan style multi-family dwelling and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential 
development that occurred in Northwest Portland. It is also significant for its architectural integrity and association with architect Carl 
L. Linde.. (John M. Tess & Richard E. Ritz, Tudor Arms Apartments National Register Nomination, 1993)

Contributing 
Resources

Noncontributing 
Resources
0

INV.#: 638
Address: 18NW22NDPL
Style: Bungalow

Classification: Historic Noncontributing 
Tax#: R801800210

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Major
Historic Name: Hoeber, Carl M. & Margaret,
Building
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33CA 3800

Legal Description: S 33' of Lot 8, Block 1 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 22nd Place. It is a one-half story structure with a concrete 
foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a side-gable roof. The roof has a projecting gable on the west elevation with 
modillions and a plain frieze. A shingled gable dormer with paired one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows, wood shutters, 
and a molded lintel is located on the east elevation. There is a shed-roof wall dormer on the east elevation. The exterior is sheathed 
with shiplap siding and cornerboards. At the basement level of the west facade, the exterior has brick facing in a stretcher bond 
pattern. The main entrance is located on the west facade. The first-story entrance is a paneled wood door with a transom, plain wood 
surrounds, and a lattice screen door. The basement entry is a slab door with architrave trim. A fabric awning with metal posts covers 
the entry. The recessed porch has turned posts and a balustrade, a plain frieze and architrave trim. The predominant window type is 
one-over-one double-hung aluminum sash with molded lintels and slipsills. At the west facade there is a tripartite 15-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash window. At the upper story of the north and south facades, there are V-shape bays with carved bottom 
brackets. A one-story polygonal bay on the south facade has a hip roof. At the first story of the north facade a flat-roofed, square bay 
has been boarded up. There is one interior brick chimney. A wrought-iron fence and rough-rock garden wall with an entry gate lines
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the property on the west elevation. In 1945, a portion of the front porch was enclosed. In 1968, an 18' x 5' fence was built at the rear 
elevation along the property line. A shed-roof extension and wood deck were built at the rear elevation at an unknown date. The 
conversion of the residence from single-family to duplex also occurred at an unknown date

Significance: Although this building was constructed during the primary period of significance, alterations have damaged its historic 
integrity. The porch enclosure and roof and fenestration changes have been particularly detrimental. If these changes were reversed, 
the building could be reclassified as secondary constributing.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 639
Address: 104NW20THAVE
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452304400

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Teasdale Apartments
Architect: Nunemaker, Daniel (builder)
State ID: 1N1E33DB 9700

Legal Description: TL 9700 of Lot 3, Block 28 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This three-story, multi-family dwelling is located on NW 20th Avenue in an area characterized by commercial and 
industrial buildings. This building has a symmetrical rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, brick and stucco walls, and a flat roof. 
The roof has a projecting cornice with boxed modillions and a denticulated frieze. There are slightly bowed, three-story bays on either 
side of the recessed entrance. The entrance is accessible by concrete steps, which are flanked by a concrete knee wall. Wrought-iron 
balconies and a tire escape are located on the second and third stories above the main entrance. The primary window type is one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash. Alterations include the application of stone veneer over the basement level at an unknown date.

Significance: This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. It is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a multi-family residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 640
Address: 37 NW TRINITY PL 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl 80227290

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: None
Historic Name: Hanebut, F. W. M., Buildim
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33DB 8400

Legal Description: TL 8400 of Lot 16&17, Block 277 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This apartment building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Trinity Place. It is a three-story structure with a brick 
foundation, a daylight basement, and a flat roof with a parapet. The parapet has a projecting cornice with dentils. The exterior surface 
of the building is brick . The brick is articulated in horizontal banding on the first story and a soldier course separates the first and 
second stories. The main entrance is located on the east facade. Entry is through a pedimented colonial portico with fluted pilasters 
and a fanlight. The predominant window type is eight-over-one, double-hung wood sash. There are recessed, arched heads with 
keystones on the second-story windows of the east facade, and four-story bay windows on the north facade.

Significance: This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style apartment building and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in Northwest Portland.
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Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 641
Address: 2235-2241 W BURNSIDE ST
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R801800230

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Abbey Apartments
Architect: Morgan, Fliedner & Boyce
State ID: 1N1E33CA 3700

Legal Description: --of Lot 9&10, Block 1 in STRONGS ADD

Description: This building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto W Burnside Street, an arterial thoroughfare. It is a four-story brick 
building with a flat roof and a parapet with diamond trim and concrete cap. Fixed-pane storefront windows characterize the street- 
level facade, while one-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows dominate the remaining stories. The main entry features a 
centered recessed entrance with a rounded arch and brick soldier-course trim. Decorative features include a soldier course and 
spandrel trim above the storefronts, flat-arched soldier-course lintels, corbel and dentil trim below the concrete cornice, and a 
rusticated front elevation. Alterations include the addition of Roman brick at an unknown date.

Significance: William L. Morgan started an independent general insurance, real estate, development, and construction business in 
1903-04, with W. F. Fliedner occasionally joining his business ventures. By 1907, Morgan had hired on Joseph A. Boyce, a former 
classmate, to lead the fire-insurance department of his business. Fliedner rejoined the two, and by 1910, the trio had established the 
firm of Morgan, Fliedner and Boyce. Although officially established, the firm remained a loose affiliation headed by Morgan. The 
firm developed and constructed numerous buildings and apartments, some of which contributed to the urbanization of inner northwest 
Portland. The Abbey Apartment Building is one example of their work.

This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in the early 
twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. It is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classical style multi-family residence and 
is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing

Resources
0

INV. #: 642
Address: W/2165 W BURNSIDE ST
Style: N/A
Classification: Vacant
Tax#: R452305240

Year Built: N/A 
Alterations: N/A 
Historic Name: N/A 
Architect: N/A 
State ID: 1N1E33CA 5300

Legal Description: TL 5300 of Lot --, Block 31 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This is a surface parking lot.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 643
Address: 2157 W BURNSIDE ST
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: Rl89200110

Year Built: 1909
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Jaeger Apartments
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33CA 5800

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block B in CROWN CT

Description: This four-story building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto W Burnside Street, an arterial thoroughfare. It has a 
concrete foundation, pilastered wall treatment, and a flat roof with a bracketed cornice and a denticulated frieze. The exterior surface 
is brick laid in a common bond and faced with stucco on the south facade. There is a belt course above the first-story level. The
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recessed main entrance is located on the south facade under a fabric awning. The three-panel wood door has an oval light set in the 
upper, elongated panel. It is flanked by side lights. The service entrance at the daylight basement level on the east facade has a 
canvas awning. Recessed one-over-one, aluminum windows with wood surrounds and lugsills dominate the south facade. 
Fenestration at the remaining facades is distinguished by segmental arches. Basement-level windows have protective iron grillework. 
There are fire escapes at the second, third, and fourth-story levels of the east and west facades. The stucco facing was added in 1989. 
Original wood sash windows were replaced with the current aluminum fenestration that same year.

Significance: This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Classical style, multi-family residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
I

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 644
Address: 2139 W BURNSIDE ST 
Style: Stripped Classical 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: R189200010

Year Built: 1904
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Morton Apartments
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33CA 5900

2739 West Burnside St.

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block A in CROWN CT

Description: This three-story apartment building fronts onto W Burnside Street, an arterial 
thoroughfare. It has a rectilinear plan, high concrete foundation, daylight basement, brick water 
table, and flat roof with a projecting cornice along the building's south facade. The brick walls 
are laid in a common bond and have rusticated quoins. The recessed main entrance has an 
elliptical fabric awning and is located on the south facade. It is a two-story, round-arched 
opening with rusticated quoins. An arched casement window and cantilevered concrete slab are 
set above the entryway. The main entrance door is glazed, with an aluminum frame and side 
lights. There is a service entrance with a metal-roofed hood at the daylight basement level of the 

north facade. Recessed, one-over-one, aluminum windows predominate. The windows have flat arches, keystones, and projecting 
lugsills. Basement-level windows have protective iron grillework. There are fire escapes at the second and third-story levels of the 
east and west facades. Alterations have been generally limited to the building's interior.

Significance: This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Stripped Classical style, multi-family 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
0
Noncontributing
Resources
1

INV.#: 645
Address: 50NW20THAVE
Style: Streamline Moderne
Classification: Compatible Noncontributing
Tax#: R452304360

Year Built: 1947
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Warrens, Holt Wilson, Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 9800

Legal Description: TL 9800 of Lot--, Block 28 in KINGS 2ND ADD
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Description: This one-story commercial building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW 20th Avenue. It has a concrete 
foundation and a flat roof with a parapet. The exterior is surfaced with stucco. The main entrance is on the west facade. There are 
two glass doors with metal frames as well as a garage door. The predominant fenestration is wraparound, fixed ribbon windows. 
The windows and frames were replaced in 1994, as well as the garage and pedestrian doors.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the district, its date of construction classifies it as noncontributing.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 646
Address: 27 NW TRINITY PL 
Style: Italian Renaissance 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80227330

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Kinney, Timothy, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33DB 8300

Legal Description: TL 8300 of Lot --, Block 277&27S in COUGHS ADD

Description: This residential building has a rectilinear plan and fronts onto NW Trinity Place. The four-story structure has a concrete 
foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a flat roof. The roof has a parapet with an entablature and cornice returns on the east 
elevation. Under the entablature there is a denticulated brickwork frieze. The daylight basement has a float-finish stucco exterior. 
The remainder of the building is clad with brick in a stretcher-bond pattern. Raised brickwork visually divides the first and second 
stories. Between the basement and the first story there is a brick water table. There are wrought-iron fire escapes on the east facade. 
The main entrance is located on the east facade. The entry is a glass door with rectangular side lights, plain wood surrounds, and a 
denticulated cornice. The recessed porch has a carpeted stoop, tubular steel railing, recessed paneling in the ceiling, a projecting, 
three-part entablature, and raised brick pilasters. On the south facade there are balconies with decorative iron railings and brackets. 
The predominant window type is recessed, paired, six-over-one, double-hung aluminum sash with a flat radiating brick arch and 
center keystone with soldier-course brick lugsills.

Significance: This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. It is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Italian Renaissance style residence and is 
therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 647
Address: 10NW20THAVE 
Style: Italian Renaissance 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R452304330

Year Built: 1911
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Struble, W.B., Building #2
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 9900

Legal Description: TL 9900 of Lot --, Block 28 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description: This mixed-use building has a U-shaped plan and is sited on the corner of W Burnside Street and NW 20th Avenue. 
This four-story brick building has a concrete block foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a flat denticulated roof. The 
exterior surface is a mixed common-bond brick pattern, with soldier brick detail dividing the first and second stories. The west facade 
has decorative brickwork at the top-story corners. The primary residential area is located on the west elevation. The long recessed 
entryway has a wrought-iron gate with decorative lights. The entry is a glass door with architrave trim and rectangular side lights. 
There is a wood door on the north edge of the west facade. The small entry porch has a tile floor and flanking Doric columns with 
stucco inset on the outside edge of each column in the brick work. The predominant window type is recessed one-over-one, double- 
hung wood sash with arched top lights, radiating brick arches, and stone sills. The first-story retail entrances are located on the south 
facade. The easternmost store has two recessed glass doors at each end, the central store has a glass door, and the westernmost store 
has a six-panel slab door. The exterior surface of the retail stores is clad in common-bond brick, except for the easternmost store 
which has board-and-batten siding. The predominant window type on the three-bay retail establishments is large, multi-pane, fixed,
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aluminum sash with corner wraparounds. Apartment and store alterations were completed in 1922, 1931, and 1974. The roof was 
replaced in 1922 and repaired in 1931.

Significance: This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. It is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of an Italian Renaissance style building and is 
therefore significant as part of a larger grouping of mixed-use developments that occurred in the Northwest district.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 648
Address: 1955-1967 W BURNSIDE ST
Style: Classical
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R452304310

Year Built: 1910
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Angela Hotel Co. Buildim
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33DB 8200

Legal Description: TL 8200 of Lot --, Block 28 in KINGS 2ND ADD

Description. This four-story, brick frame commercial building is located on W Burnside Street, an arterial thoroughfare. It has a 
rectilinear plan, a concrete foundation, and a flat roof with a capped parapet. Paired brackets support the cornice. The building's 
rusticated brick exterior has quoins and a denticulated course above the first-story level. The main entrance is located on the south 
facade. It is an arched, recessed entryway with a keystone. Upper-level windows are primarily one-over-one, double-hung wood 
sash. Window ornamentation includes flat arches with keystones and lintels. Fixed windows characterize street-level fenestration. 
Wood and Roman brick were used to cover storefront transoms and bulkheads in 1963. The storefront doors were altered in 1963.

Significance: This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. It is considered to be contributing within the district because of its architectural merit and for its association with the 
development of the Northwest neighborhood following the Lewis and Clark Exposition.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 649
Address: 11 NW TRINITY PL
Style: Jacobethan
Classification: Secondary Contributing
Tax#: R180227350

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Garland, Nella L., Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 8100

Legal Description: -- of Lot 1, Block 278 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This building is located on the corner of West Burnside and NW Trinity Place. The three-story, mixed-use building has 
a narrow rectilinear plan with a concrete foundation, a partial above-grade basement, and a flat roof with metal coping. The roof has a 
parapet with a projecting entablature. The exterior is clad with clinker brick in a running bond pattern. Brickwork belt courses define 
the floor transitions. The main entrance is located on the east facade. The entry is a recessed glass door with a rectangular side light. 
A wood slab door with a closed-in transom is located to the south of the main entry. The single-step entry porch is surrounded with 
recessed panels in brickwork. The predominant window type is recessed one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with stone sills. The 
second-story windows have raised brick labels. There are five two-story polygonal bays on the east facade. The flat-roofed bays are 
embellished with entablatures with plain friezes, paneling between the stories, windows with lintels and sills, and consoles. In 1940, 
iron fire escapes were added. In 1979, the building was converted from a hotel to apartments, and the roof and brickwork were 
repaired. A commercial space at the southeast corner of the structure has a recessed, glazed entry with a closed-in transom on the 
south facade. The exterior is covered with brick facing. The windows are large and fixed and have soldier-course brickwork over 
each of the two bays.
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Significance; This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development.

This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Jacobethan style residence and is therefore 
significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 650
Address: 1836 NW COUCH ST 
Style: Vernacular Queen Anne 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80215350

Year Built: 1883
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Cumming, Eliza, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 7100

Legal Description: W 54' of Lot 7, Block 169 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This one and one-half story, wood frame, single-family residence has an irregular plan, concrete foundation, and raised 
basement. It has a hip roof with intersecting gables, molded bargeboards, an elaborately paneled frieze with brackets, and stickwork 
gable brackets with rectangular panels between the eaves. V-groove wood siding sheathes the exterior. There are faceted window 
bays on the first story of the front (north) elevation. Panel doors with a transom and decorative sills serve as the main entrance. The 
front porch has a flat roof, chamfered posts, turned balusters, and balustraded stairs. The base of the stairs feature a lattice skirt and 
ornamental newel posts. There are three internal, corbelled brick chimneys. Alterations include the addition of a wood deck and a 
small porch roof on the east facade at an unknown date.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Queen Anne style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV. #: 651
Address: 1824 NW COUCH ST 
Style: Queen Anne / Italianate 
Classification: Primary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80215330

Year Built: 1885
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Cumming, James, House
Architect: —
State ID: 1N1E33DB 7000

Legal Description: E 46' of Lot 7, Block 169 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame, single-family residence has an irregular plan; concrete foundation; partial, 
above-grade basement; and water table. It has a hip roof with intersecting gables and deep, pedimented eave returns on the gables. V- 
groove wood siding sheathes the exterior. A belt course projects between the first and second stories. There are two flat-roofed, 
faceted window bays on the first and second stories. A rectangular oriel window on the west side of the second story has a gable 
above and brackets below. There is a double bay window on the front (north) elevation above the front door. The main entrance door 
has two wood panels, two lights, and a stained-glass transom. The porch has a flat roof with a heavy bracketed frieze supported by 
square posts with simple capitals. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows predominate. Alterations are limited to the 
removal of a bay window on the south facade in 1976.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne / Italianate style 
residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.
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INV.#: 652
Address: 1806-1818 NW COUCH ST
Style: Queen Anne
Classification: Primary Contributing
Tax#: R180215290

Year Built: 1888
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Simon, Sam, House
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 6900

Legal Description: - of Lot 8, Block 169 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This two and one-half story, wood frame residence has a rectilinear plan, concrete foundation, and raised basement. It 
has a hip roof with intersecting gables. There are decorative cutouts on the bargeboards and knob-and-spindle ornamentation at the 
gable ends. There are shed-roof dormers at the north and south facades. Lap siding sheathes most of the exterior, with fish-scale 
shingles at the belt-course level. The recessed main entrance is located at the center of the north facade.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Queen Anne style residence 
and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing

Resources
1
Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 653
Address: 1730 NW COUCH ST 
Style: Vernacular Spanish Colonial 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: Rl80215250

Year Built: 1908
Alterations: Minor
Historic Name: Casa del Rey Building
Architect: --
State ID: 1N1E33DB 6500

Legal Description: -- of Lot 7, Block 168 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This four-story, wood frame building is located on a corner lot. It has a rectilinear plan, concrete foundation, raised 
basement, and a flat roof with a tiled, pent parapet. Stucco sheathes the exterior. There are slight recesses in arched relief on some of 
the first story windows and small tile accents over the second floor. There is decorative iron work on the balconet located over the 
entry on the north facade. The entry is decorated by a Spanish arch with quoins, wreaths, and an engraved keystone, as well as an 
ironwork screen in the arch. The recessed entry is further decorated by an elaborate plaster ceiling and ornamental tile steps. The 
fully glazed entrance door has iron hinges, side lights, and is flanked by Spanish-style light fixtures. The predominant window types 
are six-over-one and eight-over-one, double-hung wood sash. In 1987, some windows on the south facade were replaced.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Vernacular Spanish Colonial 
style multi-family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the 
Northwest neighborhood.

Contributing
Resources
1

Noncontributing
Resources
0

INV.#: 654
Address: 1714 NW COUCH ST 
Style: Colonial Revival 
Classification: Secondary Contributing 
Tax#: R180215190

Year Built: 1906
Alterations: Moderate
Historic Name: Gloria Apartments
Architect: ~
State ID: 1N1E33DB 6400

Legal Description: W 50'of Lot 5&8, Block 168 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This three and one-half story, wood frame building is set close to the sidewalk and side property lines. This structure 
has a rectilinear plan; rock-faced, cast-concrete foundation; partial, above-grade basement; and a slightly belcast hip roof. The sheet- 
metal cornice has a denticulated frieze. There is a hipped-roof dormer with diamond-paned windows on the south facade. Narrow, 
lapped siding sheathes the exterior. The building also has corner boards with capitals. The recessed main entrance with paired Tuscan 
porch posts is located on the south facade. One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows predominate, although there are some 
fixed-pane windows. On the primary (south) facade, two-story, polygonal bays overhang the first story, and there are two three-story,
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polygonal bays on the east and west facades. Alterations include the addition of a rear porch on the north facade. Fire escapes were 
also added to the south and west facades.

Significance: This building is considered to be contributing within the district as a good example of a Colonial Revival style multi- 
family residence and is therefore significant as part of the larger grouping of residential development that occurred in the Northwest 
neighborhood.

Contributing INV. #: 655 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: N/A Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R180215170 State ID: 1N1E33DB 6300
0

Legal Description: N 20' E 50' of Lot 5, Block 168 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This site is a surface parking lot with no landscaping.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 656 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: WI/1735 W BURNSIDE ST Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R180215230 State ID: 1N1E33DB 6600
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 6, Block 168 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This is a surface parking lot. According to building records, it was constructed in 1987. 

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 657 Year Built: N/A
Resources Address: N/A Alterations: N/A
0 Style: N/A Historic Name: N/A
Noncontributing Classification: Vacant Architect: N/A
Resources Tax #: R180215150 State ID: 1N1E33DB 6200
0

Legal Description: S 30' E 50' of Lot 5, Block 168 in COUGHS ADD

Description: This site is a surface parking lot with no landscaping.

Significance: There are no buildings on this site; therefore, it is classified as vacant.

Contributing INV. #: 658 Year Built: 1904
Resources Address: 1721-1735 W BURNSIDE ST Alterations: Moderate
1 Style: Classical Historic Name: Rummelin, Johanna C., Building
Noncontributing Classification: Primary Contributing Architect: —
Resources Tax #: R180215210 State ID: IN 1E33DB 6700
0

Legal Description: -- of Lot 2&3, Block 168 in COUGHS ADD
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Description: This three-story commercial building with a reinforced concrete frame is located on the 
corner of NW 17th Avenue and W Burnside Street. The latter is an arterial thoroughfare that 
dominates the district's southern boundary. This structure has a rectilinear plan, concrete foundation, 
brick walls with quoins, and a flat roof. A denticulated brick design decorates the frieze. The main 
entrance is located on the south facade. It is an arched entry with a recessed door flanked by fluted 
pilasters. There is a cornice with modillions over the front entrance. Windows are mostly one-over- 
one, double-hung wood sash with raised brick surrounds and soldier-course sills. Fixed windows 

1721-1735 West Burnside St. characterize street-level fenestration. Alterations include extensive storefront remodeling at an
unknown date. Transoms and bulkheads were enclosed during the 1950s through the 1970s. The 

cornice was removed at an unknown date.

Significance: This building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the Northwest neighborhood and its transition in 
the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated district of apartment buildings and commercial 
development. It is considered to be contributing within the district because of its architectural merit and for its association with the 
development of the Northwest neighborhood following the Lewis and Clark Exposition.

Contributing INV. #: 659 Year Built: 1906
Resources Address: 1703-1719 W BURNSIDE ST Alterations: Minor
1 Style: Classical Historic Name: Bushmark Hotel
Noncontributing Classification: Secondary Contributing Architect: Ewart, Alexander Charles
Resources Tax #: Rl 80215130 State ID: 1N1E33DB 6100
0

Legal Description: - of Lot 1&4, Block 168 in COUCHS ADD

Description: This three-story, brick frame commercial building is located on W Burnside Street, an arterial thoroughfare. It has a 
rectilinear plan, concrete foundation, brick walls, and a flat roof. A projecting wood cornice is embellished with dentils, egg-and-dart 
patterning, and modillions. The main entrance is located on the south facade. It is an arched entry with a recessed door and 
decorative wood surrounds with dentils, brackets, and pilasters. A second arched brick entry is located on the east facade. Windows 
are mostly one-over-one, double-hung wood sash with raised brick surrounds. Fixed windows characterize street-level fenestration. 
Alterations include the enclosure of the building's bulkheads and transoms and new window replacements. Dates for the alterations 
are unknown at this time.

Significance: This building was designed by architect Alexander Charles Ewart. Ewart, who hailed from Ontario, Canada, moved to 
Portland with his family in 1904 at the start of the apartment building boom. Known as a "pioneer designer of apartment houses in 
Portland," Ewarfs focus was hotels and apartment houses. As prolific as he was, Ewart did not often repeat his apartment designs. He 
is known to have designed at least seven apartments in the Historic Alphabet District. Of the seven, three are individually listed in the 
National Register. Like Ewart's other work, this apartment building stands as a primary physical expression of the growth of the 
Northwest neighborhood and its transition in the early twentieth century from an area of stately mansions to a densely concentrated 
district of apartment buildings and commercial development. It is considered to be contributing within the district as an example of a 
Classical style apartment building and for its association with the development of the Northwest neighborhood following the Lewis 
and Clark Exposition.

Contributing INV. #: 660 Year Built: 1996
Resources Address: 824 NW 20™ ST Alterations: None
0 Style: Postmodern / Mission Historic Name: Kearney House
Noncontributing Classification: Compatible Noncontributing Architect: --
Resources Tax #: R180225800 State ID: 1N1E33AC 10701
1

Legal Description: --of Lot 15&16, Block 270 in COUCHS ADD
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Description; This apartment building has a square plan and occupies a corner lot that fronts onto NW 20th Avenue. It is a seven- 
story structure with a concrete foundation and a flat roof with a curvilinear parapet. Below the parapet is a metal trellis supported by 
brackets. Most of the ground floor of the structure is occupied by parking, which is accessed by a driveway entrance on the west 
facade. The exterior surface of the building is stuccoed. A raised belt course separates each story. The main entrance is located on 
the west facade. A wood-framed glass door is is set into a recessed glass wall with transoms. To the right of the front door is a large 
ceramic mosaic. A steel-framed glass canopy shelters the entrance. The predominant window type is one-over-one, double-hung, 
vinyl sash. Some of the windows are paired and have metal balconettes.

Significance: Although the building's style is compatible with the historic district, its date of construction classifies it as 
noncontributin?.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Historic Alphabet District, located in the northwest area of Portland, Oregon, is locally significant under Criterion A 
as the birthplace of important local institutions. It is additionally significant under Criterion A as the secondary center of 
Portland's Jewish and Scandinavian population in the early twentieth century. It also satisfies Criterion B as a residential 
district in which a large number of locally prominent merchants, professionals, civic leaders, and politicians lived.5 The 
Historic Alphabet District is further eligible under Criterion C for its expression of early residential architecture in the city 
of Portland, characterized by buildings of various types, styles, and eras. Indeed, the Historic Alphabet District is unique 
in Portland for its concentration of early twentieth century multi-family structures—many of which were designed and 
constructed by the city's premier architects and developers. The district's multi-family dwellings are noteworthy for their 
appearance in an area that retains buildings from its early development period. Grand single-family homes sit next to 
first-class apartment buildings in a physical representation of the sociocultural transition experienced by one of Portland's 
oldest neighborhoods.

The irregularly shaped district is roughly bounded by NW Lovejoy Street to the north, with a northern extension to NW 
Marshall Street; by NW 17th Avenue to the east; by W. Burnside Street to the south; and by NW 24th Avenue to the west. 
The period of significance begins in 1880, the earliest date of construction for the oldest remaining resources in the 
district. It ends in 1940 with the beginning of World War II. The war induced a national mobilization effort that included 
Portland. As a leader in the shipbuilding industry, Portland became a war production center, an identity that significantly 
affected the city's growth. Consequently, 1940 marks a turning point in the city's and, by extension, the district's history.

SETTLEMENT: 1845-1869

The Historic Alphabet District contains a total of six originally platted additions to the city of Portland. The lion's share 
of the district (about 50%) is located in Couch's addition to the city of Portland, recorded in 1865. As such, the district's 
development is rightfully attributed to Captain John Heard Couch.

Couch was a successful mariner from Newburyport, Massachusetts. He began his naval career at 
the tender age of fifteen on a voyage to the West Indies upon the brig Mars. By the age of twenty- 
eight, Couch was commanding the brig Maryland, which he safely navigated to the mouth of the 
Columbia River in June 1840. It was the first vessel to enter the Willamette River.6 Couch 
returned to the Oregon Territory three more times before finally settling in Oregon City in 1844. 
There, he began a promising career as a landsman and became director of the publishing company 
that organized the Spectator, Oregon's first newspaper. Couch was also Oregon's Treasurer under 
the Provisional Government. He quickly became a popular and respected citizen. It was observed 
of Couch: "His gentlemanly deportment has won him a host of friends, who esteem him for his 
high moral worth."7 A prosperous career in Oregon City seemed certain for Couch, but he had 
other plans.

Capt. John H. Couch

5 See Appendix D for a short biography of significant persons and a list of associated properties.
6 Eugene E. Snyder, We Claimed This Land: Portland's Pioneer Settlers (Portland, OR: Binford & Mort, 1989) 39.
7 Eugene E. Snyder. Portland Names and Neighborhoods: Their Historic Origins (Portland, OR: Binford & Mort. 1979)23.
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In 1847, Couch traveled back to New England. One year later, he set sail from New York as captain of the brig Madonna. 
He traveled with George F. Flanders, his brother-in-law, as chief mate. They were journeying to San Francisco and 
Oregon with a cargo of goods they hoped to sell. Both arrived in San Francisco not a moment too soon. It was July 1849, 
and the gold rush fever was at its peak. Couch and Flanders were able to sell their goods at a tremendous profit. They 
continued traveling and reached Oregon in early August.

Once there, Couch decided to relocate to Portland instead of returning to Oregon City. Couch's naval background had 
convinced him that the area's commercial future would be found at a site north of Oregon City, closer to the confluence of 
the Willamette and Columbia Rivers. In August 1845, four years earlier, Couch speculated on this premonition by filing a 
land claim one square mile to the north of the Lovejoy-Pettygrove townsite on the west bank of the Willamette River.

Couch's business acumen proved sound. The Lovejoy-Pettygrove townsite eventually became the city of Portland, which 
soon surpassed Oregon City in prominence. Couch bragged to many of his seafaring friends that Portland was the "head 
of navigation."8 Couch's influential decision has since been confirmed by historians: "Captain Couch's vote of 
confidence in selecting that claim was one of the most important events—some would call it decisive—in the early history 
of Portland."9

In Portland, Couch began a business partnership with Benjamin Stark, part owner of the Portland townsite. With Stark 
based in San Francisco as a merchant banker, he and Couch established a retail shipping business between their respective 
cities. Couch and Company Bankers were soon conducting profitable trips between Portland and San Francisco—they 
were even able to send one brig from Portland to Canton, China.

By 1852, Couch had carved a comfortable financial niche and sent for his wife and three daughters who were still living 
on the East Coast. Upon their arrival in Portland, they were led to a picturesque cabin in the woods, situated where Union 
Railroad Station is today. The Couch family eventually lived in much grander residences that would grace the landscape 
of the future Historic Alphabet District. Before that occured, though, Couch had to map the lots, blocks, and streets that 
would form the blueprint for one of Portland's most elite neighborhoods.

In 1865, Couch platted his first subdivision. It included the area between what are now Ankeny and Kearney Streets. On 
the plat Couch filed, the streets were unnamed and delineated only by the letters of the alphabet. In June 1866, a city 
ordinance was approved to name "A" as "A Street," to be followed by "B Street," "C Street," and so forth to the north as 
they had been laid out by Couch. This first plat was extended to L, M, N, and O Streets in 1869. The area came to be 
known as the "Alphabet District" for its unusual street naming system and remained so from 1865 to 1891 until the streets 
were assigned their present names. 10

8 Op. cit.
9 Op. cit.
10 ibid.. 29.
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RAILROAD ERA: 1870-1905

Institutional Development

Captain John Heard Couch, patriarchal founder of the Historic Alphabet District, died just before his 59* birthday. He 
was diagnosed with "typhoid pneumonia" and passed away on January 19, 1870. His death was mourned citywide: "The 
funeral cortege was never excelled in Portland... The banks closed, all business was stopped, labor suspended, and all 
combined to pay respect and honor." 11

The family lineage did not end with Couch's passing. He lived to see three of his daughters married and was survived at 
his death by not only a wife and four daughters but also 15 grandchildren. In 1854, Caroline Couch, his oldest daughter, 
married Dr. Robert Bruce Wilson from Virginia. In 1857, Clementine Couch wed Cicero Hunt Lewis, a prominent and 
wealthy merchant from New Jersey. In 1863, Elizabeth Couch married Dr. Rodney Glisan from Maryland. Most 
members of this extensive clan later settled the land originally claimed by Captain Couch, helping to establish a 
neighborhood for the elite of Portland's pioneers.

While 1870 was significant for Couch's passing, it also heralded the introduction of important local institutions. Bishop 
Scott Grammar and Divinity School was one such institution. It was constructed to replace the Trinity Boys School that 
had operated in the neighboring town of Oswego from 1856 to 1866. The Trinity Boys School had led a precarious 
existence, with numerous closures during its history. With the arrival of Bishop E. Wistar Morris, a new location was 
sought for the private school. He decided upon the city of Portland, where the Portland Episcopal Church and its 
congregation could help raise funding. The Couch and Flanders families promptly donated a two-block site west of the 
intersection of 19th and E Streets.

Bishop Morris continued to spearhead the founding of the new school, which he renamed in honor of Bishop Thomas 
Fielding Scott. Scott had been the director of the original Trinity Boys School. His namesake was established to train 
young men for the ministry and good citizenship. The Bishop Scott Grammar and Divinity School was described as being 
"away out in the woods in the western part of the city." 2 Apparently, its siting caused some concern, as "it required great 
faith in the development of the country and the town to establish a school at that time and place." 13

To ensure future development, the Couch family continued to plat their Donation Land Claim (DLC). 14 In 1872, Caroline 
Couch, the family matriarch, extended the platted area to P, Q, and R Streets. Subsequent plats continued the alphabet to 
W Street. 15 These later plats, concentrated at the western end of the Couch DLC, differed distinctly from the earlier plats. 
The earlier plats had been subdivided into the standard 200 x 200-foot blocks that characterized downtown Portland, 
while the later plats were subdivided into 200 (north-south) x 480 (east-west) foot blocks. This larger gridding system 
established the standard for the future subdivisions of the King and Balch DLCs that bordered the Couch DLC to the north

11 Op. ciL29.
12 H. W, Scott ed.. History of Portland, Oregon (Syracuse, NY: D. Mason & Co., 1890) 396.
13 ibid.

14 The Donation Land Act of 1850 granted free land to qualifying early settlers of the Oregon Territory, with the agreement that they live on and 
cultivate the land for four consecutive years. City of Portland Bureau of Planning. Eliot Multiple Property Submission, 1997. Sec. E, p. 1.
15 Op. cit.
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and west. More importantly, these land divisions and plats provided additional incentives for the siting of public 
institutions that required relatively large tracts of land in a pleasant environment.

In 1874, Bishop Morris again coordinated the siting of another important public institution in northwest Portland. He 
organized a board of leading citizens to determine the location of a public hospital. The hospital purchased land at 21 st 
and L Streets from one of its board members, Rodney Glisan. The hospital grounds were extended to 23 rd Street with an 
additional purchase from George Flanders.

Good Samaritan Hospital opened in October 1875, with the location described as a "high and healthful situation." 17 It 
complemented St. Vincent's Hospital, which had opened a few months earlier in July. St. Vincent's was located closer to 
town on 12 th between M and N Streets but was still considered to be in the continuous "North Portland" district that 
stretched as far west as Good Samaritan. 18 Both hospitals were among the first institutions to locate away from the core 
area of town. 19

The hospital's original staff listed Curtis C. Strong, Rodney Glisan, and Robert Wilson. Glisan and Wilson were both 
sons-in-law of Captain Couch, while Flanders was his brother-in-law. It should be noted that the hospital was located on 
land bought from both Glisan and Flanders. It was evident even at that early date that the Couch clan would be 
instrumental in shaping the future of northwest Portland.

Residential Development

The residential development of northwest Portland began to take form as the city's economy gathered steam in the late 
1870s and early 1880s in anticipation of the burgeoning railroad industry. Demand for lumber and fuel cleared the old- 
growth forest in the western reaches of the Alphabet District, which, in turn, encouraged the establishment of businesses 
such as breweries and dairies in that area. Meanwhile, large houses with spacious grounds were constructed on the large 
200 x 480-foot blocks that Caroline Couch and George Flanders had platted west of 19th Street. These homes clustered 
between 19th and 21 st Streets from B Street north to L—basically, the district defined by the two Episcopalean institutions 
of Bishop Scott School and Good Samaritan Hospital. A residential enclave was also developing east of 16th Street. 
However, this residential district was markedly different from that west of 19th Street in that it catered to middle-class and 
working-class families. These homes consisted of modest vernacular "cottages" located on small to midsize lots.

The character of northwest Portland was clearly heterogeneous during this time. On the west, it was characterized by an 
industrial suburb, while a middle class neighborhood developed to the east. Growth of either neighborhood threatened to 
overwhelm the elite community located in between. That threat was answered in 1881.

In 1881, George W. Weidler, owner of Portland's largest and most profitable steam sawmill, built a home at 19th and L 
Streets. Weidler's home overlooked his mill and was constructed at the tune of $16,000—no mean sum at the time. That 
same year, J. C. Carson built an Italianate style home at 20th and J Streets for $10,000. Carson managed a sash and door 
business in association with Weidler's mill. Not to be outdone, C. P. Bacon, Weidler's father-in-law, also built an

16 Northwest District Association (NWDA). Northwest Portland Historic Inventory: Historic Context Statement (Portland. OR: Northwest District 
Association, 1991) 11.
17 Scott 377.
l *Op.cit., 12.
19 Patty Mantia. "A neighborhood of porch sitters: residents of Victorian homes face contemporary problems with energy and good will/' Willamette
Week 6 July 1976: 13."
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Italianate residence located between 18 ,19 , J, and I Streets. Evidently, business owners with interests along the 
northwest waterfront had decided that the large blocks and fresh air should belong to them rather than to the workers 
whose homes had begun to creep uphill from the riverfront industrial district.

Members of the Couch clan also began developing the series of blocks between 19th and 20th Streets that they had 
inherited from John H. Couch. The first of the fold to return were Clementine and Cicero H. Lewis, Couch's daughter and 
son-in-law. Lewis was one of the richest men in Portland. He invested $35,000 in a Stick style mansion between G and 
H Streets. His relative, George Flanders, followed suit in 1883 and spent $40,000 on a home between F and G Streets. 
By 1885, two of Couch's daughters and their families had similarly relocated. Caroline and Robert Wilson resided 
between H and I Streets, while Elizabeth and Rodney Glisan occupied a home at I and J Streets. Those wishing to claim a 
certain social standing soon coveted an address in the vicinity of 19th Street.

While residents of the Alphabet District sought to maintain its exclusive reputation, they were also interested in sustaining 
the middle-class neighborhood east of 17th Street for land speculation. In 1884, the Couch family developed rowhouses 
on the block between I, J, 17th , and 18 th Streets. These narrow frame houses [extant] built in the Queen Anne style were 
near enough to allow the Couchs' to keep a close eye on their investments.

The Couch family followed a precedent established by George H. Williams the year before. In 1883, Williams, a former 
senator and U.S. Attorney General, built his home on the block between 19th and D Streets. He simultaneously 
constructed a three-unit townhouse [extant] on the same block. Williams intended to maintain this townhouse as income 
property.20

The Couch and Williams' townhouses were well received by the housing market. They gave confidence to other investors 
interested in similar business ventures. In 1890, Herman Trenkmann, a contractor, constructed eight identical frame 
houses [extant] in the Queen Anne / Eastlake style at NW 17th and Hoyt Streets. He intended them for middle-class 
housing.21 That same year, Williams converted his townhouse into a first-class boarding house. In 1893, David Campbell 
built six brick rowhouses [extant] on the same block as the Couch family investment properties.22 The success of the 
Couch, Williams, Trenkmann, and Campbell properties later encouraged similar development in the northwest area.

Streetcar Development

Residential development in the northwest area was further spurred by the introduction of new streetcar lines in the early 
1880s. In 1882, the Transcontinental Street Railway Company started a line that ran tracks on G Street to 22nd, on 14th , 
and on S Street to 26th . The company also built car barns on S Street at 24th Street.

A second streetcar system was introduced the following year. In June 1882, E. A. Jeffrey was awarded a franchise for the 
Multnomah Street Railway Company. With financial backing from George Weidler and W. A. Scoggin, the Multnomah 
Street Railway Company began streetcar service in 1883. Horse-drawn streetcars began service on Washington and B 
Streets, and by December of that year, had reached 23 rd and B streets. Another line opened earlier in July. That line 
traveled north from B Street along 16th Street. The competing Transcontinental Street Railway Company established east- 
west service on G Street at the same time. By 1891, when the Multnomah Street Railway Company completed a line on

20 Op. dt., 16-17.
21 William R. Jamison and Charles M. Spence. Trenkmann Houses National Register Nomination. 1977, Sec. 8. p. 1.
22 Op. cit., 17.
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23 ra Street, a network of streetcars served the subdivisions located on either side of Burnside. As a result, the northwest 
area's appeal as a residential district was further elevated. The area was not only a stone's throw from the central business 
district, it also offered a transit option besides walking. In those days, streetcars helped commuters avoid the long, muddy 
walk to and from work that was unavoidable if one did not own a horse.23

The streetcar lines must have been particularly appealing to medical professionals who were beginning to populate 
northwest Portland in the late 1870s and 1880s. In 1885, the Medical College of Willamette University, which had 
relocated to Portland in 1878, constructed a new building at 15 th and C Streets. Located midway between two major 
hospitals, the Medical College building invited the establishment of various medical agencies. Medical offices and 
convalescent centers began to proliferate in northwest Portland, as did physicians' homes.24

Doctors were not the only residents of the Alphabet District. "Merchant princes" and nonmedical professionals also made 
their homes there, tending to congregate along the strip of 19l Avenue. 25 That particular corridor came to be known as 
"Nob Hill," a likely imitation of San Francisco's Nabob or Nob Hill, itself derived from the Nabobs of the Mogul rule in 
India.26 It would seem the case; one grocer claimed to have named the avenue for its similarity to the Nob Hill area of his 
native San Francisco.27

Though western in name, the Nob Hill area was eastern in character. Many of its residents hailed from New England. As 
such, the neighborhood strove to create an aura of New England culture and level of sophistication. It was, at times, 
referred to as "the Boston of the west." 28 In any case, the neighborhood's character was distinctly defined. The Great 
Renaming of 1891 bore that out.

Consolidation and the West End

In 1891, the three separate cities of Portland, Albina, and East Portland were consolidated to form the Portland we know 
today. Consolidation produced a single city with duplicate street names that failed to replicate each other in location. For 
example, there may have been ten "A Streets," each of which were located in three different sections of the city. Mayor 
W. S. Mason appointed a "Streets Committee" to study the dilemma. The "Streets Committee" produced a list of citizens 
they believed were worthy of commemoration.29 Nearly one-third of the Alphabet District was named for citizens who 
either lived in the area or who owned businesses there.30 Clearly, the Alphabet District housed important local 
businessmen and pioneers whose contributions would be recognized in posterity. On January 12, 1892, the city of 
Portland passed an ordinance that replaced the letters with corresponding names of pioneers and deserving citizens.31

With the renaming, the Alphabet District was no more. Instead, the area was newly christened the "West End," with Nob 
Hill retaining its sobriquet. Fortunately, the district lost none of its appeal during the transition. One observer wrote:

2j City of Portland Bureau of Planning, Alberta Substation National Register Nomination, 1997, Sec. 8, p. 4.
24 Op.cit., 13, 18.
25 Mantia, 16.
26 Rod Paulson. "Northwest Portland - From Nob Hill to Willamette Heights." ch. in Neighborhood Histories (Portland. OR: The Community Press.
1974-30).
27 Portland's Colorful Nob Hill, Nob Hill Business Association, pamphlet, OHS Vertical Files.
28 Denise Meyer, A Brief History of Nob Hill - Its Early Days, 27 May 1977, OHS Vertical Files.
29 Snyder, "Names Changed, Lost, and Missing," ch. in Portland Names, 53-59.
30 Snyder, "The Street Names, A to Z," ch. in Portland Names, 72-234.
31 Paulson. 4.
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Among those of the spacious and magnificent West End are houses costing about $20,000 to 
$50,000—some of them $90,000 each—of three and four stories, and mainly in the Queen Anne 
style. It is upon the swell of the plateau that these fine houses begin to appear, and the views from 
their upper windows and turrets are extensive. For ten blocks back—16th to 26th streets—or even 
further, and from about N street southward to Jefferson, or some twenty streets, the region is, by 
popular consent—and still more by prevailing prices—forever dedicated to dwellings of wealth 
and beauty...for substantial comfort and tasteful display the west end of Portland has few rivals.32

As the 1890s progressed, the West End kept its status as "one of the best places for the 'best' Portlanders."33 After all, the 
right address said as much about one's social ranking as did membership in the proper club. An address in the West End 
certainly spoke volumes. People such as J. K. Gill, W. Harrison Corbett, and Mrs. Edward Failing were all potential 
neighbors. They were, of course, included in the social register of the day.

In time, the West End encompassed as many as 60 mansions, a number of which occupied full city blocks. 34 Perhaps the 
most impressive of the lot was a huge house constructed by Richard B. Knapp, a partner in an implement and machinery 
company. Knapp invested $80,000 in his residence, though some rumors placed the figure closer to $100,000.35 The cost 
alone placed the home in a singular category. The Knapp residence was, unsurprisingly, also noteworthy for its 
ostentatious architecture. It sported exotic woods, rare stained glass, and hand-wrought hardware. Knapp's house 
dominated the block between 17l , 18th , Davis, and Everett Streets; but despite the attention it commanded, it should be 
remembered that the Knapp residence kept company with similar homes.36 The architectural reign of the single-family 
residence was definitely at its zenith, but the prelude to its denouement could be \\eardpianissimo.

The Lewis and Clark Centennial and American Pacific Exposition and Oriental Fair3

The monied residents of the West End district had contributed to Portland's rise as the metropolis of the Pacific 
Northwest, but the bank panic of 1893 felled many of the city's captains of industry. As Portland's businesses struggled 
to get back on their feet, the economy and population of upstart Seattle surged ahead. Portland's business community 
responded by devoting itself to boosterism. The city's commercial advantages and future growth were hawked to every 
available audience. The Eewis and Clark Centennial and American Pacific Exposition and Oriental Fair was simply the 
most glamorous and successful result of Portland's boosterism efforts.

The idea for a fair was bandied about as early as 1895 but met with a lukewarm reception at the time. It had its first solid 
supporter in J. M. Eong of the Portland Board of Trade. In 1900, he organized a provisional committee to consider the 
possibility of a Northwest Industrial Exposition. Harvey W. Scott, member of the Oregon Historical Society (OHS) and 
Oregonian editor, proposed an alternate theme: a commercial fair to commemorate the centennial of Eewis and Clark's 
exploration of the Oregon country. In February 1901, the state legislature endorsed OHS' suggestion and pledged state 
aid for the project. Henry W. Corbett, Portland's premier capitalist, was chosen to lead the Exposition Association that 
would organize the fair.

32 Scott, 430-431.
33 NWDA, 15.
j4 John Terry. "Take a walking tour through city's early social register." Oregonian 5 Oct. 1996: D02.
35 Op. cit.
36 Richard Marlitt, Nineteenth Street (Portland, OR: OHS, 1978) 15.
37 Carl Abbott, "Portland Boosters and the Great Exposition," ch. in Portland: Planning, Politics, and Growth in a Twentieth-Century City (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1983)33-48.
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One of the first issues to resolve in planning the fair was its location. Upon the recommendation of Colonel Henry E. 
Dosch, esteemed Portland businessman, the Guild's Lake site in northwest Portland was chosen. The decision was 
rendered in July 1902 but not without controversy. Coincidentally, many members of the Exposition Association or their 
affiliates leased land in the Guild's Lake area. They would receive property tax exemptions during the period of their 
lease. Other advocates of the Guild's Lake siting included Abbott Mills, Portland banker. Mills was a close confidante of 
Robert Livingstone whose company owned prime residential property on lower Willamette Heights, adjacent to the 
proposed fairgrounds.38 Dosch himself stood to gain from the siting. Circa 1898-99, he had constructed the Elliston 
Apartments, located at 425 NW 18th Avenue [extant].39 With numerous fairgoers expected to attend, surely some would 
appreciate temporary accommodations located near their destination?

Dosch's Elliston Apartments were an early indicator of the changes that would transform the West End. As a gateway 
area to the fair, the district functioned as the exposition's "host." Beginning in 1903, new housing types were introduced 
to the city's landscape.40 Hotels, apartments, boarding houses, and multi-family dwellings such as duplexes and 
fourplexes slowly appeared in Portland but were mostly concentrated in the West End, particularly near the Exposition.41 
The demonstrated success of earlier rental houses had illustrated that there was a market for smaller but socially 
acceptable housing in the area.42 On the assumption that at least three-fifths of local visitors to the fair were from nearby 
Roseberg and Everett, approximately 800,000 tourists eventually occupied Portland's new hotels.43

Despite potential changes to their physical, social, and cultural landscape looming ahead, West End society remained 
intact. In 1905, the same year the fair opened, Trinity Episcopal Church was established at N W 18th and Everett Streets. 
Designed by David Lewis, grandson of John H. Couch, the church moved from its original location downtown on SW 
Oak Street. The relocation was a firm avowal of the West End's standing, since the Trinity Episcopal Church listed the 
most socially "proper" congregation in the city.44 In fact, young men seeking fortune and success were often advised to 
"join Trinity Episcopal Church and marry a Couch" to fulfill their wishes.45 Enough young men must have heeded those 
words because, by the turn of the century, almost every socially prominent family was related to one another. The West 
End clique were not only socially and economically exclusive; their intermarrying practices genetically isolated them 
from the rest of the city.46 So while there were signs of change in the neighborhood, West End residents managed to 
cleave to an exclusive identity.

The Lewis and Clark Centennial and American Pacific Exposition and Oriental Fair was a mammoth success. From its 
opening on June 1 through its official closing on October 15, 1905, there were 1,588,000 paid admissions, for a daily 
average of 11,600 visitors. An additional 966,000 visitors can be added to that total to represent the number of free passes 
given to reporters, workmen, officials, and the like.47 Many of these visitors were transported to the fair by streetcar 
service. During the fair's peak months of July and August, more than 125 cars were assigned to handle a million

38 E. Kimbark MacColI, The Shaping of a City: Business and Politics in Portland, Oregon 1885 to 1915 (Portland, OR: Georgian Press, 1976) 266.
39 Heritage Investment Corporation, Elliston Apartments National Register Nomination, 1986. Sec. 8, p.l.
40 Lynda Sekora, Lauer Apartment Building National Register Nomination. 1992. Sec. 8. p. 2.
41 City of Portland. "Portland Historical Context Statement (Draft)" (Portland. OR: Bureau of Planning. Oct. 1993) 44.
42 Op. cit.
43 Abbott, 45.
44 NWDA, 20.
45 City of Portland, "Nob Hill," ch. in Potential Historic Conservation Districts (Portland. OR: Bureau of Planning, Oct. 1978) 130. 
46 Meyer. 14. 
47 Abbott. 44.
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passengers a week. Two well traveled routes were along NW 23 r and NW 16 streets through the heart of the West End 
district.

Portland's greatest civic undertaking succeeded in jumpstartingthe city's previously sagging economy. Between 1903 
and 1912, the city enjoyed over $64 million in new housing and neighborhood development.49 Portland's business leaders 
credited the fair with the city's success and pinpointed the summer of 1905 as the beginning of a sustained real estate 
boom.50 The booming economy was naturally accompanied by a tremendous population explosion. Between 1900 and 
1910, the city's population more than doubled. Portland went from a town of 90,000 to a metropolis of 212,000.51 As 
Harper's Weekly noted, the Exposition "marked the close of an old epoch and the beginning of a new one for Portland."52

The Introduction of New Housing Types

This new era was particularly noticeable for the physical changes it wrought upon the city's built environment. Following 
the fair, increasing real estate values proximate to downtown, coupled with good streetcar service, led to a transformation 
of Portland's close-in residential neighborhoods. In the West End, the convenient and efficient streetcars that had carried 
fairgoers through the neighborhood facilitated post-fair development. As a consequence of increasing property values, 
many of the large single-family residences that dominated the district's architectural landscape were demolished and 
succeeded by a broader spectrum of building types, including multi-family buildings. Developers were quick to take 
advantage of the area's proximity to downtown and network of streetcar lines. Beginning in the early 1900s, entire blocks 
were razed to make way for new projects to accommodate the growing neighborhood. The Henry Hewitt and Levi White 
homes on 20th Street were razed for Couch Elementary School. The Cicero Hunt Lewis home, located between 19th and 
20th avenues and Glisan and Hoyt streets, was demolished for the Couch School playground.

As previously mentioned, the success of the earlier rental townhouses intimated a market for smaller but socially 
acceptable housing citywide. In the West End, one of the earliest extant examples of the new housing available to 
Portlanders is the Weist Apartments at 209 NW 23 rd Avenue. Built in 1904, it was specifically designed for wealthy 
fairgoers. The construction of the Weist Apartments followed a nationwide trend of creating building types for the higher 
rather than the lower end of the market.53

After the fair, luxury apartment dwellings and residential hotels multiplied in the 
West End. They continued the pattern of building for "respectable people," a 
euphemism for the wealthy and upper middle class. Some of these multi-family 
dwellings—duplexes and fourplexes in particular—were designed to look like 
single-family homes. Such design was meant to appeal to families accustomed to 
living in single-family residences. It was also an attempt to avoid any association 
with the similar but socially unacceptable building type, the tenement.54

Campbell Hotel

48 John T. Labbe, Fares, Please! Those Portland Trolley Years (Caldwell, ID: Caxton Printers, 1980) 120.
49 Scot W. McLean and Elizabeth S. Ally, Weist Apartments National Register Nomination, 1989, Sec. 7, p. 5. 
50 NWDA, 19.
51 City of Portland, "Nob Hill," 131-2.
52 Carl Abbott, Portland: Gateway to the Northwest (Northridge: Windsor Publications. Inc., 1985)78.
53 City of Portland, "Portland Historical Context Statement (Draft)/' 42.
54 ibid., 44.
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Luxury apartments attracted a wider-than-intended audience, though. Instead of families, typical residents included single 
men, couples with no children, and single women. The latter contingent were assumed to be mistresses of wealthy 
businessmen able to afford the upkeep of a second "residence." However, all three groups were suspect because of their 
marital status and/or lack of children. Builders and developers were aware of the moral stigma attached to apartment 
living and assuaged such fears by siting apartment buildings in fashionable districts. There, residents were assured 
physical and social distance from the dreaded tenements and their occupants.55 An occupant of a residential hotel such as 
the Campbell Hotel at NW 23 rd and Hoyt [extant] could flaunt the advantages of a northwest Portland address and still 
mask an inability to purchase a single-family home.56

Indeed, the West End and its encapsulation of Nob Hill provided Portland developers and homebuilders the fashionable 
district they needed for their luxury apartments and other such building types. For example, William L. Morgan, the 
city's "apartment king," built a number of luxury apartments in northwest Portland between 1905 and 1912. Extant 
examples include the previously mentioned Weist Apartments, the Day Building (2068 NW Flanders Street), the Dayton 
Apartments (2056 - 2058 NW Flanders Street), and the Ormonde Apartment Building (2046 - 2048 NW Flanders Street). 
All have been listed in the National Register of Historic Places and are additionally located in the Historic Alphabet 
District.

Notably, all four buildings were sited either within a few blocks of a streetcar line or on a line itself. Such was the case 
for many multi-family dwellings in the Historic Alphabet District. In 1890, the two streetcar systems that had served 
northwest Portland were electrified. In 1906, they merged to form the Portland Railway Light and Power Company. The 
unified company eliminated redundant lines and, more importantly, provided for transit-supportive densities.57

Increasing densities coupled with a changing physical landscape were not the only transformations occurring in northwest 
Portland. The changing land uses east of NW 16th Avenue were also critical to the development of the West End district. 
In 1906, the Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railroad Company purchased most of the land north of NW Hoyt from 9th 
Avenue west to 12 th Avenue. Railroad spur lines were also extended south on NW 13 th Avenue to Burnside and on NW 
15 th Avenue to Johnson. The expanded industrial uses triggered a massive rebuilding. The working-class residences, 
hotels, lodging houses, and shops that formerly characterized the area were replaced by large, multi-story warehouses and 
railroad lines. This wholesale clearance raised land values for the remaining residences in the surrounding area. In 1909, 
the Northern Pacific Terminal Company purchased more land in the area before land values could increase further.58

THE MOTOR AGE: 1910-1940

Institutional and cultural changes occurred in tandem with the physical changes of the West End in the early twentieth 
century. For example, the Bishop Scott School closed in 1904, but educational services for the area remained intact. 
There was the Portland Riding Academy to fall back on. Established in 1896, the Portland Riding Academy operated as 
an adjunct of the Portland Academy. Its parent organization was based in southwest Portland, while the Portland Riding 
Academy was located on Johnson between 21 st and 22nd Avenues.

1 ibid., 45. 
'NWDA, 19. 
'ibid., 16. 
City of Portland, ''Portland Historical Context Statement (Draft)," 40.
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A second school opened in the West End in 1912. The Miss Catlin School at 23 ra and Irving Streets functioned as a 
school for girls. Its tenure in the neighborhood was shortlived, though. Four years after its founding in the West End, the 
Miss Catlin School relocated to the Westover neighborhood. Perhaps as a replacement, a third school was moved to the 
heart of the district at 20th between Glisan and Hoyt in 1916. Formerly located on 17th between Kearney and Lovejoy, the 
Couch Schoolhouse was moved to the site of the old Gertrude and Isaac White residence. Isaac White was a locally 
prominent businessman. Originally built by the Couch family as a schoolhouse for their grandchildren and other children 
in the neighborhood, it became a residence upon its relocation. A new school designed by F. A. Naramore took its place. 
The Couch School is still in use today, though it is now known as the Metropolitan Learning Center. The schools served 
the growing population of the West End while adding to the district's fashionable reputation. 59 They all operated as 
private schools.60

Another institution, the First Church of Christ, Scientist [extant], was established during the same time period. Built in 
1911, the church was sited on Everett between 18th and 19th Avenues. It was the first facility constructed for the Christian 
Science religion, west of the Mississippi River.61

Besides new organizations and institutions, northwest Portland attracted an immigrant population. A Jewish contingent 
began migrating to the West End in the 1910s. The business successes of older immigrants allowed them to leave the 
established Jewish neighborhood of South Portland.62

The city's Scandinavian community also began adding to the established Anglo makeup of the West End. Like the Jewish 
community, the heart of the Scandinavian community lay elsewhere. For the Scandinavians, the city's northeast quadrant 
functioned as their primary community base, with the area east of 16th Avenue as a secondary center. The railroad 
expansion of 1906 and a growing Scandinavian population forced a number of Scandinavian institutions to locate west of 
16th Avenue. Many of the structures that housed these organizations still exist today.63

One of the first Scandinavian institutions to relocate was the Immanuel Swedish Evangelical Lutheran Church. In 1906, it 
moved from its former site along Burnside Street to its present-day location at the corner of 19th and Irving Streets. The 
First Norwegian-Danish Methodist Episcopal Church followed four years later. In 1910, it moved to its current site at 
607-611 NW 18th Avenue. In 1912, a third religious facility opened for the West End's Scandinavian community. The 
Swedish Mission Covenant Tabernacle was built at 1624 NW Glisan Street [extant]. It relocated from its original site at 
14th and Flanders. The new Tabernacle was meant to accommodate a growing congregation, but it also served the needs 
of the many single women who attended the church. Many of these women worked as maids and governesses in the West 
End neighborhood, so the Tabernacle's new location allowed them to walk or take public transit to worship.64

Religious organizations were not the only Scandinavian institutions represented in the West End. There was also one 
fraternal organization. In 1910, the Swedish Society Linnea erected a hall at 2066 NW Irving Street [extant]. The Society 
was the oldest Swedish organization in the region, and Linnea Hall functioned as the only independent Swedish lodge in
the city.65

ibid., 45-6. 
'NWDA, 19-20.

59

60 •

61 Richard Michaelson. First Church of Christ. Scientist National Register Nomination, 1980, Sec. 8, p. 1.
62 City of Portland, "Portland Historical Context Statement (Draft)." 65.
63 NWDA, 21.
64 Michael F. Crowe. "Turning White Elephants Into White Knights," CRM 6 (1997) 21.
65 Richard Michaelson. Linnea Hall National Register Nomination. 1980. Sec. 8, p. 1.
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The relocation and construction of these institutions, educational and religious alike, as well as the construction of new 
housing types were part and parcel of the growing pains experienced by the northwest neighborhood. Not everyone 
suffered the pains gladly, though. Prescient residents of the West End understood the densification of their neighborhood 
was only the beginning of what would become a continued trend. They began a slow exodus to up-and-coming 
neighborhoods such as Dunthorpe to distance themselves from the threatening crowds.66

As the West End's aging Protestant elite moved away in the late 'teens and early 1920s, a number of successful Jewish 
businesses and professional families took their place. What had begun as a steady expansion by the Jewish population 
became a recognizable colonization of the West End neighborhood. The migration can be traced to the area's popularity 
with the upper-middle class and upper class Jewish population.67 A sizeable portion of the members of important Jewish 
organizations such as the Council of Jewish Women and the B'nai B'rith resided in the West End. Many of the new

SQ

apartments and converted single-family residences were owned or occupied by Jewish professionals.

Nothing symbolized the West End's popularity with the Jewish population more than the construction of the new Temple 
Beth Israel Synagogue. The previous synagogue had been located at SW 12th and Main but was destroyed by arson in 
1923. Its destruction prompted a debate among the congregation: should a new synagogue be built upon the old site, or 
should a new site be found? The decision to relocate to northwest Portland represented a triumph for younger members of 
the congregation such as Julius Meier. Members of the "old guard," such as Ben Selling and Joseph Simon, had been 
forced to concede to the relocation.

Fittingly, the site chosen was the old George Flanders estate. Two of his daughters—who were still living on the property 
at the time—sold it to the congregation. Construction for the synagogue began in 1924. It was completed three years 
later. As Portland's most "modern" congregation, Temple Beth Synagogue flourished in its new location and survived the 
financial crisis of the Depression.69

Another congregation joined Temple Beth in its relocation to northwest Portland. The Roman Catholic diocese built the 
Cathedral of Immaculate Conception at 18 th and Couch Streets in 1925. Like Temple Beth, the Cathedral was sited on 
land owned by a pioneer of the area. Dr. Henry Jones, a founder of St. Vincent's Hospital, had previously occupied the 
land.70

The congregation of St. Mark's Episcopal Church constructed a new church around the same time. The Parish of St. 
Mark the Evangelist (Anglican) had been originally established as a mission of Trinity Church in 1874. Trinity Church 
was, at the time, still located in downtown Portland. In 1890, St. Mark's was constructed to serve residents of the 
Alphabet District. It was the first church in the region to use the Anglo-Catholic practice in the Episcopal Church. The 
original building for St. Mark's was located at 18th and Q Streets. It was moved in 1909 to its present site at 21 st and 
Marshall Streets to avoid the expanding industrial district to the north and east.
The main body of the original building was razed in 1925. Miss Catherine H. Percival donated $50,000 for the church's 
reconstruction. The main portion of the present building is a result of that reconstruction. As per Miss Percival's request, 
it is an exact replica of the Church of the Evangelists in Philadelphia. Her brother, Dr. Henry R. Percival, was an

66 Meyer, 20.
67 Sally Ashley, Joseph Goodman House National Register Nomination. 1993. Sec. 8. p. 7.
68 NWDA,21.
69 City of Portland, "Portland Historical Context Statement (Draft)," 65.
10 Op.cit., 25.
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Anglican priest and writer there. The Church of the Evangelists was, in turn, a replica of the Cathedral at Orvieto, St.
Mark
Italy.
Mark's in Venice, and the Cathedral at Pisa—all of which were based on the 10th century Basilica of San Zeno in Verona,

The many new institutions that were introduced to the West End neighborhood during the 'teens and twenties were not all 
nonprofit organizations. Neighborhood "institutions" such as the Nob Hill pharmacy on NW 21 st Avenue [extant] were 
also staking their claims to the area. The same streetcar system that provided incentive for apartment living in northwest 
Portland also attracted retail and service businesses to the area.71 As density intensified in the West End, 21 st and 23 rd 
Avenues became increasingly commercial. These commercial corridors provided needed goods and services for the 
neighborhood. 72 By 1926, Burnside Street, 23 rd Avenue from Burnside to Thurman, and 21 st Avenue from Burnside to 
Kearney were solidly lined with businesses such as restaurants, drug stores, laundries, bakeries, and auto service stations. 
Commercial uses were also evident on Everett, Flanders, Glisan, and 21 st Avenue from Kearney to Thurman but to a 
lesser degree. Overall, block frontage devoted to retail and service businesses had increased threefold in the area since 
1908.73

Apartment Buildings Multiply

The 1920s also saw a renewed interest in apartment construction for the West End district and, more specifically, the Nob 
Hill area. After the boom years of 1905 to 1912, the combined value of residential and commercial permits in the city 
reached another crescendo during the 1920s. Where the first boom introduced a variety of housing types from duplexes to 
high-rent elevator apartments, the second boom focused on apartment construction to both meet housing demand and 
obtain speculative profits with easily borrowed capital. It was, after all, the Roaring Twenties, and financiers were 
enjoying a bull market. The West End district became the site for the speculative construction of multi-family dwellings 
by developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. E. Henderson, and Harry Mittleman. Developers and homebuilders financed the 
construction of one-story, California-style garden court apartments; mid-sized and mid-priced apartment buildings; luxury 
apartment buildings; and new single-family houses for prestigious clients. Like the grand mansions before them, the 
luxury apartments of the city's first housing boom made room in the architectural landscape for more modest residences. 
The concentration of apartments along Everett, Flanders, Glisan, and adjacent streets made the West End one of two areas 
in the city with particularly high population densities. After a time, population densities passed 100 persons per acre in 
the heart of the new apartment area. 74 The area's high density and nearby mix of commercial uses produced a 
neighborhood unlike any other in the city.

The combination of changes in land use intensity, housing types, and ethnic population in the West End during the 1920s 
altered the character of the neighborhood severely. In 1914, it had been a solid residential district. 75 Exactly a decade 
later in 1924, the city adopted a zoning ordinance that gave legal footing to those changes. The zoning ordinance created 
four zones: (1) single-family, (2) single- and multi-family, (3) business-manufacturing, and (4) unrestricted. Building 
height, yard dimensions, and building density were not regulated by the ordinance. Multi-family dwellings and 
commercial and industrial uses increased in the area while single-family housing declined. Formerly homogenous zones

71 ibid., 23.
72 John M. Tess and Robert Mawson. Rose City Electric Garage National Register Nomination. 1995. Sec. 8, p. 4. 

Op. cit. 
ibid., p. 24. 
ibid., p. 22.
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such as the West End district became vulnerable to small-scale speculation and piecemeal growth. The West End became 
known as a "zone in transition" or "breakup zone" of mixed uses.76

Changes in transportation technologies contributed to the West End's growing heterogeneity. The convenience of the 
exceedingly popular automobile allowed homeowners to locate further from Portland's center.77 Longtime residents of 
the West End continued to migrate to new neighborhoods such as King's Heights along with other affluent Portlanders. 
In some cases, established Nob Hill residents opted to remain in the neighborhood by moving to one of the many luxury 
apartments nearby. The upkeep for those glorious mansions had simply proven too much. The elephantine homes 
continued to be razed to make way for more apartments.

By the mid-1930s, the shine of an address in northwest Portland had substantially dulled. By 1936, the number of 
families with a northwest address listed in the Portland Blue Book-Social Register was only a fraction of what it had been 
in the past. By the end of the decade, northwest Portland was still an acceptable neighborhood, but it no longer ranked as

78
high as it once did. Its slippage in the ranks was nowhere more reflected than in the loss of its tony name. Instead of the 
"West End," the district came to be known by the less distinctive "Northwest neighborhood."

79WORLD WAR II AND THE POSTWAR ERA: 1941 - 1998

While faring better than other cities during the Depression, development in Portland was still slow by the end of the 
1930s. World War II acted as a wake-up call for the dozing city of Portland. In 1941, military production in the city 
increased. By 1942, it was fully mobilized. The federal government was soon referring to the transformed city as a 
"congested war production area." The "congestion" was primarily attributable to Henry Kaiser, who established a 
shipbuilding empire during the war.

Kaiser's empire called for laborers and plenty of them. By 1943, approximately 120,000 people worked in the 
shipbuilding industry. Local residents worked alongside a growing number of non-native recruits who had traveled from 
all over the country, enticed by the promise of steady work at the Kaiser shipyards. These migrants caused Portland's 
population to jump from 500,000 to 660,000 in the space of only two years.

The influx of people caused a citywide housing shortage. To alleviate demand, the federal government took it upon itself 
to create emergency war housing. Northwest Portland was marginally affected insofar as one of the federal projects was 
located in the Guild's Lake industrial area, former site of the Lewis and Clark Fair. An increase in the conversion of 
single-family homes to multi-family dwellings impacted the neighborhood more directly. Private owners let out rooms in 
their homes and subdivided large old houses into small apartments. The rooms and apartments rented rather quickly 
because of their convenient proximity to the riverfront and the Guild's Lake area.

The conversions accelerated a neighborhood trend begun during the 1930s. They also alienated longtime residents who 
had settled in the neighborhood when it was still the "West End" and a solid, single-family residential area. However, as 
one oldtimer recalled, "No one could really complain with a war on."80 They just left quietly, leaving the neighborhood to 
shipyard workers who rented rooms in the beautiful, old mansions.

76 City of Portland, "Portland Historical Context Statement (Draft)," 60.
77 less, 4. 
78 NWDA ; 24-5.
79 ibid., 26-31.
80 Mayer, 20.
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During the late 1940s and 1950s, population in the Northwest neighborhood declined steadily. The wartime crowding 
was limited to just that—wartime. The war's end brought about a return to normalcy that revived America's love affair 
with the automobile and with it, suburbanization. The middle and upper class and families with children left the tired 
housing stock of the Northwest neighborhood for new, modern suburban housing. As it had promised in the 1920s, the 
automobile erased any need to settle near the central city.

The departure of many of its longtime residents further eroded the character of the Northwest neighborhood. The 
district's age profile became bimodal, with many young adults and senior citizens but few children and few adults 
between 30 and 60. Average household size dropped below two persons.

The neighborhood's decline continued into the 1960s. After analyzing housing age, housing condition, and income, the 
City of Portland's Community Renewal Study classified the Northwest neighborhood as a depressed area in 1967. That 
classification still applied five years later. In 1972, the Columbia Region Association of Governments (CRAG) examined 
rent levels, income, crowding, lack of plumbing, numbers of persons living without another family member, and home 
ownership rates and categorized the Northwest neighborhood as blighted.

Despite the City of Portland's study and CRAG's later analysis, the Northwest neighborhood was already experiencing 
the first stirrings of community revitalization. In 1969, Good Samaritan Hospital and Consolidated Freightways, aided by 
the Portland Development Commission (PDC), began to plan a multi-block land acquisition and clearance. Federal 
guidelines required the project to elicit citizen participation. When local activists failed to organize a neighborhood 
group, PDC gave a helping hand and created the Northwest District Association (NWDA). Well meaning in their intent, 
PDC and its clients did not receive the results they had expected. On May 20, 1969, at a meeting to discuss the proposed 
project, the hospital and PDC were vilified by 450 angry residents of the Northwest neighborhood. Months later, NWDA 
separated from PDC. In November and December, NWDA went before the Portland City Council to argue against the 
city's proposed application for an urban renewal planning grant without a comprehensive plan for the district. Supported 
by Commissioner Lloyd Anderson, City Council budgeted $75,000 for a neighborhood plan for the Northwest. The 
NWDA and its objectives gained credibility through the dedication of staff time and finances to achieve a planning 
partnership. In the five years that followed their founding, the NWDA produced a formidable resume:

1971

• Created partnership with the Willamette Heights Neighborhood Association to file a suit against the 1-505
environmental impact study. Suit blocks construction of a planned 1-505 connector that would have divided the 
neighborhood along Savier Street.

7972

• Completed a preliminary NWDA Comprehensive Policies Plan. 
1974

• Approval of the 1-505 connector rescinded by the City Council.
• Goals for the neighborhood adopted by the Planning Commission.
• The Office of Neighborhood Associations (ONA) formed by the City of Portland. The City cites its experience with the 

NWDA as a positive influence on ONA's founding.
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• The Northwest District Policy Plan approved by City Council.

In the beginning, the NWDA's goals were modest—to reserve the blocks west of 21 st Avenue for housing and to influence 
the route and design of the 1-505 connector. Tighter zoning restrictions allowed them to achieve their first goal,81 while 
partnership with another neighborhood association permitted the success of the second.

The NWDA's deft ability to deal with City Hall energized the neighborhood. In the late 1970s, the neighborhood founded 
locally based community institutions. In 1978, the NWDA listed the First Church of Christ, Scientist in the National 
Register and renamed it the Northwest Service Center.82 It was dedicated to a variety of neighborhood and civic groups. 
A credit union for the neighborhood was also established. The Northwest Neighborhood Credit Union retained residents' 
savings and made them available for local loans. Neighborhood newspapers were also established. The Neighbor, the 
Community Press, and the Northwest Examiner all found an eager audience.

Many of the city's political leaders of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s were involved in the formation and activities of the 
NWDA. Past members have included George Sheldon, NWDA president who presided over a number of city 
commissions; William Scott, an assistant to Mayor Neil Goldschmidt, school board member, and community leader; J. E. 
"Bud" Clark, former Portland Mayor; Margaret Strachan, former City Council member; and Vera Katz, present Mayor of 
the City of Portland.

The social vivification of the 1970s gave way to economic change in the 1980s. Property owners in the Northwest 
neighborhood had begun the conversion of a number of apartment buildings to condominiums in the late 1970s due to a 
rising real estate market that threatened the availability of lower rent housing. Two factors in the early 1980s halted that 
trend: a severe depression statewide and a national wariness towards condominium ownership. The problem renewed 
itself in the mid- to late 1980s because of a rapidly inflating housing market citywide. The neighborhood continued to 
lose housing units between 1980 and 1986.

One of the more riotous examples involved the demolition of historic properties on NW Overton and Pettygrove Streets 
between 23rd and 24th Avenues in 1989. Developer Philip J. Morford planned to replace the Victorian homes with upscale 
rowhouses.83 Neighborhood residents rallied to save the structures, beginning a "Save the Good Old Houses" campaign.84 
Protesters were unable to stop the demolition of most of the homes, but their efforts did raise awareness of historic 
preservation issues in the neighborhood. In the early 1990s, the NWDA received grants to update the inventory of historic 
resources in Northwest Portland, providing foundation for a future project to create a historic district in the neighborhood.

The neighborhood's commercial corridors fared much better than their residential counterparts during the late 1980s. 
Carefully phased reinvestment revitalized the older streetcar commercial strip of 23 rd Avenue. Previously a retail district 
for the Northwest neighborhood, 23 rd Avenue now attracts recreational shoppers from the entire metropolitan area. Its 
local moniker—"Northwest Trendy-third Avenue"—expresses its success as an avenue of upscale boutiques. Recent 
development indicates the same "trendiness" also infecting 21 st Avenue.

81 E. Kimbark MacColl, The Growth of a City: Power and Politics in Portland, Oregon 1915 to 1950 (Portland, OR: Georgian Press, 1979) 78-9.
82 The building has since been renamed. It is now known as the Northwest Cultural Center.
83 Diane Dulken, "NW Portland row house plan draws heavy fire," Oregonian 15 Jan. 1989: C7.
84 Diane Dulken, "Old Houses tremble despite display of signs," Oregonian 15 May 1989:
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The residential sectors of the Northwest neighborhood have benefited from the continued success of commercial 
businesses in the area. The area's renewed fashionability has facilitated the preservation of older housing stock that has 
managed to retain its single-family status, particularly housing west of 23 rd Avenue. However, the same market factors 
affect the affordability of rental housing in structures built for multi-family occupancy or conversion to multi-family. For 
example, as the 1990s draw to a close, developers continue to build townhouse units for the upper-middle class market. In 
some controversial cases, the new construction removed lower cost units in old apartments or subdivided turn-of-the- 
century houses.

The housing market both mirrors and influences the demographic makeup of the Northwest neighborhood. For instance, 
between 1980 and 1990, the Northwest neighborhood lost families but gained in population. It has become home to a 
larger proportion of single, unrelated individuals. 85 That ratio speaks to the bimodal character of the district, with much of 
the area's population between the ages of 20 and 54.86

Other demographic statistics show most housing units in the neighborhood to be renter-occupied.87 The Northwest 
neighborhood has less than 15% owner-occupied housing.88 Incomes tend to be lower than the city as a whole, while 
educational levels tend to be higher.89 In 1990, 22% of the neighborhood's residents lived in poverty.90 Finally, the 
Northwest neighborhood shows a marked difference from the rest of the city in the transportation choices made by its 
residents.91 In 1990, almost 50% of housing units in the Northwest neighborhood did not have vehicles available to its 
residents. This statistic can be traced to the neighborhood's proximity to downtown Portland and its density, which 
supports frequent transit service. 92

ARCHITECTURE AND DEVELOPMENT

The architectural significance of the Historic Alphabet District lies primarily in its concentration of multi-family 
dwellings, many of which were designed by prominent architects in the period between 1903 and 1940. Before 1904, 
multi-family dwellings such as duplexes, fourplexes, and apartment buildings were virtually nonexistent in Portland. 
However, the anticipated success of the Lewis and Clark Centennial and American Pacific Exposition and Oriental Fair of 
1905 had developers busily preparing for an unprecedented number of visitors to their city. These visitors would need 
temporary accommodations, so a number of luxury hotels and apartment buildings were built. Many of them were 
concentrated in northwest Portland because of the area's proximity to the Fair.

The Lewis and Clark Exposition succeeded beyond all expectations. Business leaders described the Fair as a catalyst for 
Portland's economic boom that began in 1905 and lasted until 1913. In the first decade of the twentieth century, 
Portland's population more than doubled. This influx of people caused over $64 million in new housing and 
neighborhood development to be spent.

85 City of Portland, Demographic Trends of Northwest Portland, 1940-1990: Evidence from U.S. Census Data (Portland. OR: Bureau of Planning, 
Aug. 1995)14. 
K ibid., I. 
S7 ibid.
88 ibid., 24.
89 Op. dt.
90 ibid.. 26. 
"ibid., I. 
92 ibid.. 33-4.
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Demand was highest for close-in residential housing. This demand could not be satisfied by the conventional, owner- 
occupied home or the transient, non-family orientation of rooming or boarding houses. The single-family homes that 
ruled the architectural landscape of the fashionable West End district became neighbors to an increasing number of multi- 
family dwellings. The West End's location close to the Fair had proven adequate argument for the early siting of 
apartments and hotels. After the Fair, its proximity to the central business district and transit-supportive environment 
provided ready justification for the later siting of multi-family residences in the area.

Form and Style in Multi-family Housing

The Historic Alphabet District today harbors a concentration of various types of multi-family housing. One-story, 
California-style garden court apartments were sited next to mid-sized, mid-priced apartment buildings such as the Tudor 
Arms apartments [extant]. Luxury apartment buildings such as the Trinity Place Apartments [extant] were also well 
represented.93 The West End came to be known as an area where "the building is most marked" and which was "built up 
with fine apartment structures."94 That description still holds true today, with 333 of the resources in the district 
constituting 41% of multi-family dwellings.

As noted, most multi-family buildings constructed during the first two decades of the 1900s were of consistently high 
quality. Ranging in height between one and five stories, the typical building has a conventional U-shaped or H-shaped 
plan. The wood frame structure is supported by a concrete foundation and has a basement, a rusticated concrete base, and 
walls faced with brick. Terra cotta, brick, cast stone, and/or cast iron elements were often added to accent the building. 
Interior features typically include embellishments such as mosaic tile in the vestibule and fine built-in cabinetry in each 
unit. The American Apartment Building (2093 NW Johnson Street), constructed by the American Realty Company in 
1911, provides a good example of a quality multi-family building constructed by a developer. The American Apartment 
Building is listed in the National Register of Historic Places and is located in the Historic Alphabet District.

The Tudor Arms (1811 NW Couch Street), constructed in 1915, shares many of the above-mentioned characteristics. 
Additionally, it is one of a series of stylistically related apartment house projects for the developer Royal Arms 
Associates. Conventional in plan, it draws its effect from the high contrast between surface materials, with dark red, 
textured brick accentuating glazed white terra cotta trim elements. At the time the Tudor Arms was constructed the 
surrounding neighborhood was still an elegant area, with many full-block and double-block sites occupied by single- 
family houses. The Tudor Arms, with its bold Jacobethan style, was one of many buildings that signified the new era in 
West End multiple family housing. It is also listed in the National Register of Historic Places and is located in the 
Historic Alphabet District.

Apartment building construction accelerated in the next decade. The 1920s construction boom was touted in the 1924 
Portland City Directory: "The past few years have been busy ones in building new structures in Portland, and the advance 
in apartment houses and hotels has been especially marked." 5 In that year, the Biltmore Apartments (2014 NW Glisan 
Street) were constructed by the Commodore Investment Company. Typical of apartment buildings of the time, the 
Biltmore is a U-shaped building constructed with concrete exterior walls, which are stuccoed and painted. It is a five- 
story building, large for its time, with a double-loaded central corridor perpendicular to the street. Designed in the

9j During the second building boom, more modest residences—typified by the apartment building—varied thematically from their precedents of the 
first building boom. Instead of expressing an architectural style throughout their building form, these apartment buildings were limited to stylistic 
facades applied to a basic form.
94 John M. Tess and Richard E. Ritz. Regent Apartments National Register Nomination. 1990, Sec. 8. p. 3.
95 Folk's Portland City Directory. (Portland, OR: R. L. Polk & Co., 1924) 10.
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popular Mission style, the Biltmore is distinguished by a Spanish tile cornice, round-arch openings, cast stone and 
wrought-iron trim, and plaster finishing on the exterior. The building was conveniently located adjacent to the Willamette 
Heights streetcar line on NW Glisan Street. Also adjacent were the full-block Couch family mansions. In spite of new 
development, the area retained a quiet and residential character, with many deliveries still made by horse-drawn vehicles.

As the building boom progressed in the 1920s, several architects made their mark in the Historic Alphabet District. 
Architect Elmer Feig was one of the more prolific apartment house designers of that time. His work provides noteworthy 
examples of apartment house form and style in that period. Feig explored the apartment design concepts of his time, 
including use of the front courtyard, garden style, bungalow court, and U-shaped and L-shaped forms. Although his 
buildings were typical commercial apartments, they were distinguished with exotic appliques and motifs. An example is 
the Olympic Apartment Building (707 NW 19th Avenue), constructed in 1928. The Olympic is a three-story, U-shaped 
block of flats in the Spanish Colonial Revival style. The walls are stucco-clad concrete, embellished with decorative 
elements evoking the period style. Like many of its contemporaries, the Olympic is finished with materials and fixtures of 
quality. Slightly later, Feig developed apartment building designs of a larger size. They were typically L-shaped and rose 
four to six stories. He also experimented with small apartments squeezed onto 50 x 100 parcels, in response to the 
diminishing availability of building lots.

Following the Depression, developers such as Harry Mittleman expressed renewed confidence in the economy and 
constructed multiple housing structures such as the Regent Apartments (1975 NW Everett Street). The Regent, completed 
in 1937, was designed to be the best in town, up-to-date in style and function. It is a five-story masonry building in the 
Art Deco-inspired Zig Zag Moderne style. Constructed of reinforced concrete and U-shaped, it exhibits a modern 
emphasis on form. The Regent is set back from the street on a large site and presents a solid fa9ade to the streetscape. 
Lighting and ventilation are provided to large interior units from a landscaped interior courtyard. Distinguishing 
characteristics include a multi-colored and textured brick fasade, steel sash windows, and chevron-patterned panels at the 
parapet. The Regent is listed in the National Register of Historic Places and is located in the Historic Alphabet District.

The Historic Alphabet District's Architectural Legacy

The Historic Alphabet District is secondarily significant for its collection of 
resources that represent the work of masters in the field of architecture.96 The 
firm of Whidden and Lewis is particularly represented in the district. As 
discussed in the National Register nomination for the Isam White residence, 
Whidden and Lewis' residential work was heavily weighted towards the 
Colonial Revival style. In fact, the firm's output in the Colonial vein 
outstripped all the other house styles put together. The firm has been 
attributed with as many as 31 Colonial Revival designs carried out between 
1889 and 1912. Of that number, only 20 to 21 homes remain, with 11 built in 
1900 or later.97 Of the dozen Whidden and Lewis properties found in the 
Historic Alphabet District, seven were designed in the Colonial Revival style. 
Three of those seven were constructed before 1900.

. - •

Ayer-Shea House, 
Whidden & Lewis design

96 See Appendix E for a short biography of each architect and a list of their works.
97 Jinx Faulkner and Lynda Sekora, Isam White National Register Nomination, 1991, Sec. 8, p. 1A.
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Other single-family homes in the neighborhood were designed by eminent architects. For example, Albert E. Doyle 
designed the Bingham House, while the esteemed firm of Shepley, Rutan, and Coolidge designed the Abbott Mills House, 
a Portland Historic Landmark.

Unsurprisingly, a great number of the noteworthy apartment buildings that compose the Historic Alphabet District were 
also designed by distinguished architects. The most prolific of all was Elmer E. Feig, discussed previously, who designed 
21 apartment buildings in the district. A number of better-known architects achieved more modest design figures. For 
instance, Alexander Charles Ewart designed four apartment buildings in the district, while Carl L. Linde, Ellis Fuller 
Lawrence, and Harry A. Herzog designed one apartment building each.

Besides residential work, other significant architects engaged in the design of public and social buildings. Temple Beth 
Israel commissioned Herman Brookman, Morris H. Whitehouse, John V. Bennes, and Harry A. Herzog, while the 
Cathedral of Immaculate Conception Church employed the firm of Jacobberger and Smith. F. A. Naramore designed the 
Couch School, while Jamieson Parker supervised the reconstruction of St. Mark's Episcopal Church and Parish. There 
was clearly an abundance of talented architects able to showcase their work in the prominent Alphabet District.

SUMMARY

The Historic Alphabet District deserves official recognition as a significant area that greatly contributed to Portland's 
historical and architectural development. Including much of Captain John Heard Couch's additions to the city of 
Portland, the Historic Alphabet District represents the earliest concentration of executive housing in the city. Many of 
Portland's captains of industry chose to live in what became the exclusive West End and Nob Hill neighborhood. As 
such, members of the Couch and Flanders clan as well as other influential Portland families sought to maintain the area as 
an elite microcosm of the city's sociocultural infrastructure. A number of important local institutions were established in 
the privileged Alphabet District to provide for the betterment of the health, mind, and spirit of its upper-class citizens. 
Early institutions like the private Bishop Scott Grammar and Divinity School were replaced by equally exclusive 
institutions such as the private Couch Schoolhouse and the Trinity Episcopal Church.

The Alphabet District's appeal extended to enfranchised immigrants who had gained sufficient success in the early 
decades of the twentieth century. Portland's Jewish population, concentrated in the South Portland neighborhood, 
relocated Temple Beth Israel to the West End district when the original building was destroyed by arson. The relocation 
signified a triumph for up-and-coming members of the congregation who may have viewed the move as a symbol of their 
success and belonging in America.

Scandinavian immigrants also relocated many of their community institutions to the West End district during the 'teens. 
Forced by redevelopment east of 16th Street, congregations of the Immanuel Swedish Evangelical Lutheran Church and 
the Swedish Mission Covenant Tabernacle moved or constructed buildings in their adopted neighborhood. However, 
unlike their Jewish counterparts, these Scandinavian immigrants had not yet reached the same level of social and financial 
success in their new country. For example, many single women who attended the Tabernacle labored as maids and 
governesses for their West End employers. Located a few blocks east of the aristocratic Trinity Episcopal Church, the 
Tabernacle survives as a physical record of racial and class dynamics in the West End district.

In addition to its sociocultural significance in Portland's history, the Historic Alphabet District also contributes to the 
city's architectural legacy. The district harbors a great number of Portland's first-class multi-family housing, many of 
which were built in anticipation of the Lewis and Clark Exposition of 1905. The neighborhood's proximity to both the
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fair and the central business district made it prime real estate for those wishing to capitalize on the Exposition's success. 
When the Exposition succeeded beyond all expectations, many of the developers and builders who had constructed first- 
class residential hotels and high-rent elevator apartments in the West End continued to capitalize on the situation. The 
Exposition had facilitated a population explosion in Portland that was accompanied by a sharp demand for urban housing. 
Once again, the West End's proximity to downtown Portland as well as its transit-supportive environment appealed to 
developers and builders who wished to satisfy market demand. They were also drawn to the neighborhood's 
fashionability, which lessened the then-suspect desire to occupy multi-family housing.

Market demand, however, could not be wholly sated by the single-family home, the building type that characterized the 
West End neighborhood at the turn of the century. Other building types had to be introduced to the neighborhood's 
architectural landscape. The grand mansions of the West End neighborhood were gradually razed to make room for a 
variety of multi-family housing types. An increasing number of residential hotels and high-rent elevator apartments 
appeared in the neighborhood. They were soon joined by duplexes and fourplexes.

This concentration of multi-family housing types established a locational precedent for Portland's second great building 
boom of the 1920s. However, unlike the first boom, the second focused on single-family homes for the developing 
suburban market; thus, the majority of homes subsequently built were located on Portland's eastside. It should be noted 
that the American public was beginning its long love affair with the automobile and living further from downtown was no 
longer as calamitous as it had once seemed. The second building boom was like the first, though, in its inclusion and 
siting of multi-family housing in the West End neighborhood. The district's success as an area of multi-family housing 
during the first boom encouraged developers' and builders' return during the second boom. In the second go-round, 
though, developers and builders focused on a specific type of multi-family dwelling: the apartment building. As a result, 
the Historic Alphabet District contains the greatest intact collection of upper class multi-family housing in the city of 
Portland. In addition, many of those buildings were designed by a number of locally prominent architects who wished to 
showcase their talents in the city's most fashionable residential district. In fact, many of those same architects did not 
limit their work to multi-family housing but also found elegant expression in single-family homes commissioned by their 
wealthy West End clientele.

Finally, the West End's role during both building booms occasioned a pattern of land use development that is unique in 
Portland's history. The prominence of the West End during both building booms produced a neighborhood with one of 
the highest population densities in the city. Facilitated by an efficient streetcar system, the West End's commercial 
corridors flourished alongside increasing neighborhood density. Avenues such as NW 21 st and 23rd contained a mix of 
both multi-family housing and retail and service businesses—producing a historic streetscape of a type no longer found in 
the city. The combination of such high population densities and nearby commercial uses appeared in no other Portland 
neighborhood, both then and now.

In conclusion, the Historic Alphabet District stands as an excellent example of an exclusive community composed of 
many of Portland's influential leaders during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. It also endures as an intact 
representation of the development of high-quality multi-family housing in the city of Portland, with a number of 
apartment buildings and residential hotels in the area. Indeed, the Historic Alphabet District is unique in Portland for its 
concentration of early twentieth century multi-family structures designed in a variety of architectural styles. Given that 
context, the Historic Alphabet District clearly reveals itself as an integral component to a study of Portland's history.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY

Beginning at the northwest corner of Lot 2, Block 14 of Goldsmith's Addition to the City of Portland, Multnomah 
County, Oregon; thence south to the centerline of NW Lovejoy; thence west along NW Lovejoy Street to a point parallel 
to the northwest corner of Lot 6, Block 26 of King's 2nd Addition to the City of Portland; thence south to the southwest 
corner of said tract; thence east to the northwest corner of Lot 3 of said block; thence south, crossing NW Kearney Street 
to the northwest corner of Lot 3, Block 4 of said plat; thence west to the northwest corner of Lot 5 of said block; thence 
south to the centerline of NW Johnson Street; thence east along NW Johnson Street to the centerline of NW 24th Avenue; 
thence south along NW 24th Avenue to the centerline of NW Flanders Street; thence southeast along the centerline of NW 
Westover Road to the centerline of NW Davis Street; thence east along NW Davis Street to the centerline of NW 23 rd 
Avenue; thence south along NW 23 rd Avenue to the centerline of W. Burnside Street; thence southeast along W. Burnside 
Street to a point parallel to the southeast corner of Lot 10, Block 1 of Strong's Addition to the City of Portland; thence 
north to the southwest corner of the south 50' of the north 150' of Block 33 of King's 2nd Addition to the City of Portland; 
thence east to the centerline of NW 22nd Avenue; thence south along NW 22nd Avenue to the centerline of W. Burnside 
Street; thence southeast along W. Burnside Street to a point parallel to the southeast corner of Lot 1, Block A of the 
Crown Court Addition to the City of Portland; thence north to the centerline of NW Davis Street; thence east along NW 
Davis Street to the centerline of NW 21 st Avenue; thence south along NW 21 st Avenue to a point parallel to the southwest 
corner of that certain deed recorded in Book 1320, Page 468 in 1949, deed records of Multnomah County, Oregon (Tax 
Lot 13300); thence east to the southeast corner of said tract (Tax Lot 13300); thence south to the southwest corner of that 
certain deed recorded in Book 98, Page 019459 in 1998, deed records of Multnomah County, Oregon (Tax Lot 13600); 
thence east to the centerline of NW 20th Place; thence north along NW 20th Place to a point parallel to the southwest 
corner of the south 33 1/3' of the north 100' and the west 87.5' of Block 29 of said plat; thence east to the southeast 
corner of said tract; thence north to the southwest corner of that certain deed recorded in Book 2492, Page 0470 in 1991, 
deed records of Multnomah County, Oregon (Tax Lot 14200); thence east to the centerline of NW 20th Avenue; thence 
south along NW 20th Avenue to the centerline of W. Burnside Street; thence southeast to the centerline of NW Trinity 
Place; thence north along NW Trinity Place to a point parallel to the southwest corner of the north 18' of Lot 9, Block 277 
of Couch's Addition to the City of Portland; thence east to the southeast corner of said tract; thence north to the southwest 
corner of Lot 3 of said block; thence east to the centerline of NW 19th Avenue; thence south along NW 19th Avenue to a 
point parallel to the west 54' of Lot 7, Block 169 of said plat; thence east to the centerline of NW 18th Avenue; thence 
south along NW 18th Avenue to the centerline of W. Burnside Street; thence southeast along W. Burnside Street to the 
centerline of NW 17* Avenue; thence north to the centerline of N W Davis Street; thence east along N W Davis Street to a 
point parallel to Lot 2, Block 151 of said plat; thence north, crossing N W Everett Street to the northeast corner of Lot 2, 
Block 152 of said plat; thence west to the centerline of NW 17th Avenue; thence north along N W 17th Avenue to the 
centerline of NW Flanders Street; thence east along NW Flanders Street to a point parallel to the southeast corner of Lot 
2, Block 153 of said plat; thence north to the centerline of NW Glisan Street; thence west along NW Glisan Street to the 
centerline of NW 17l Avenue; thence north to a point parallel to the southwest corner of Lot 6, Block 155 of said plat; 
thence east to the southeast corner of said tract; thence north, crossing NW Irving Street to the northeast corner of Lot 3, 
Block 156 of said plat; thence west, crossingNW 17 th Avenue to the centerline of NW 18th Avenue; thence north along 
NW 18th Avenue to a point parallel to the northeast corner of Lot 4, Block 177 of said plat; thence west to the centerline of 
NW 19th Avenue; thence north along NW 19th Avenue to the centerline of NW Kearney Avenue; thence west along NW 
Kearney to a point parallel to the southeast corner of the west 182/3' of Lot 12, Block 269 of said plat; thence north to the 
northeast corner of said tract; thence west to the southeast corner of the west half of Lot 16 of said block; thence north to 
the centerline of NW Lovejoy Street; thence east along NW Lovejoy Street to a point parallel to the southeast corner of 
Lot 18, Block 268 of said plat; thence north to the northeast corner of Lot 16 of said block; thence west to the the west
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30.5' of Lot 15 of said block; thence north to the centerline of NW Marshall Street; thence west along NW Marshall Street 
to a point parallel to the northwest corner of Lot 1, Block 301 of said plat; thence south to the centerline of NW Lovejoy 
Avenue; thence east along N W Lovejoy Avenue to the centerline of NW 21 st Avenue; thence south along N W 21 st Avenue 
to the centerline of NW Kearney Avenue; thence west along NW Kearney Avenue, crossing NW 22nd Avenue to a point 
parallel to the southeast corner of the west 19.8' of Lot 8, Block 20 of King's 2nd Addition to the City of Portland; thence 
north to the northeast corner of said tract; thence west to the northwest corner of Lot 13 of said block; thence south to the 
northeast corner of Lot 18 of said block; thence west to the centerline of NW 23 rd Avenue; thence north along NW 23rd 
Avenue to a point parallel to the northeast corner of Lot 1, Block 1 of Goldsmith's Addition to the City of Portland; 
thence west to the northwest corner of said tract; thence north to the northeast corner of Lot 6 of said block; thence west to 
the point of beginning, containing in all 156.93 acres.

BOUNDARY JUSTIFICATION

Historical, visual, and physical factors determined the boundaries of the Historic Alphabet District. The boundaries are 
roughly demarcated by major arterials to the east and south; topographical changes to the west; and a shift in land uses to 
the north. For a more complete discussion of the district's boundaries, see "Topography and Boundaries" in Section 7.
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PHOTOGRAPHS: All negatives held by Bureau of Planning, City of Portland at 1120 SW 5tn Avenue, Room 1002 / 
Portland, OR 97204-1966, unless otherwise noted.

#lof60

Illustration of West End district from 
West Shore magazine.

C. Smith, illustrator 
May 1888

Negatives held by 
Oregon Historical Society 
1230 SW Park Avenue 
Portland, OR 97205

Looking southwest at NW 19th Avenue 
from NW Johnson Street.

#2 of 60

Photographer unknown 
c. 1885

Negatives held by 
Oregon Historical Society 
1230 SW Park Avenue 
Portland, OR 97205
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Looking north at 2387 (Inv. # 70, at 
left) and 2377 (Inv. # 71, at right) 
NW Kearney Street.

#3 of 60

Photographer unknown 
Date unknown

Negatives held by 
Oregon Historical Society 
1230 SW Park Avenue 
Portland, OR 97205

Looking westerly at 137 NW 20th Avenue, no longer extant.

Photographer unknown 
c. 1900

Negatives held by 
Oregon Historical Society 
1230 SW Park Avenue 
Portland, OR 97205.

#4 of 60
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Looking southeast at 622 NW 23 rd 
Avenue (Inv. # 247).

Photographer unknown 
August 1938

Negatives held by 
Oregon Historical Society 
1230 SW Park Avenue 
Portland, OR 97205

#5 of 60

Looking east on NW Glisan Street, 
between NW 19th and 21 st Avenues.

#6 of 60

Photographer unknown 
c. 1930s

Negatives held by 
Oregon Historical Society 
1230 SW Park Avenue 
Portland, OR 97205
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Looking north at 2139 (Inv. #644, at 
right) and 2157 W. Burnside Street 
(Inv. # 643, at left). 2141 NW Davis 
Street (Inv. #588) is in the 
background.

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 14, 1998

#7 of 60

Looking northwesterly on W. 
Burnside Street and NW King 
Avenue. 2139 and 2157 W. 
Burnside Street (Inv. # 644 and 643, 
at right).

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
November 24, 1998

#8 of 60
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Looking west on NW Flanders Street 
and NW 24th Avenue.

#9 of 60
Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 18, 1998

Looking northwesterly at 2415 NW 
Lovejoy Street (Inv. # 8).

#10 of 60
Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 14, 1998
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Looking north from NW 16in 
Avenue and NW Hoyt Street.

#11 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 18, 1998

Looking northwesterly at 1801 NW 
Irving Street (Inv. # 233) from NW 
18th Avenue.

#12 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10, 1999
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Looking north on NW 18 Avenue 
and NW Johnson Street.

#13 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10, 1999

Looking northwesterly at 305 NW 21 st 
Avenue (Inv. # 530) at the intersection 
of NW Everett Street.

#14 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 9, 1998
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Looking southwesterly at 2100 - 
2118 NW Glisan Street (Inv. # 426) 
at the intersection of NW 21 st 
Avenue. 415 NW 21 st Avenue (Inv. 
# 465) is in the background.

#15 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
November 24, 1998

Looking northwesterly at 602 (Inv. # 
310, in foreground) and 636 NW 21 st 
Avenue (Inv. # 266).

#16 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10, 1999
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..-'•"' , Looking southeasterly at 636 NW 21 st 
Avenue (Inv. # 266).

Liza Mickle, photographer 
December 9, 1998

#17 of 60

M. Looking southwesterly at 735 NW 21 st 
Avenue (Inv. # 181) at the corner of 
NW Johnson Street.

#18 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
December 9, 1998
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Looking southwesterly at 505 NW 
23 rd Avenue (Inv. # 347) at the 
corner of NW Hoyt Street.

#19 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 14, 1998

Looking east at the main fa9ade of 
310 NW 23 rd Avenue (Inv. #519).

#20 of 60
Cielo Lutino, photographer 
November 24, 1998
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Looking northwesterly at 704 - 712 
NW 23 rd Avenue (Inv. # 209) at the 
corner of NW Irving Street.

#21 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 14, 1998

Looking south at 510 - 518 (Inv. # 
209 in foreground) and 526 - 528 
NW 21 st Avenue (Inv. # 364).

#22 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
December 18, 1998
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Looking easterly at 1705-1719 NW Irving Street (Inv. # 236).

Richard Engeman, photographer 
November 1973

#23 of 60

Looking south at 2246 (Inv. # 252, at 
left), 2254 (Inv. # 251, at center), and 

It 2260 NW Irving Street (Inv. # 250, at 
ttv right).

#24 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
December 18, 1998
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JS Looking northeasterly at 1721-1735
Irving Street (Inv. #s 235, 240, 

and 239, in foreground) from NW 
17th Avenue.

#25 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10, 1999

Looking southeasterly at 2148 (Inv. # 
493, at left) and 2152 - 2156 NW 
Flanders Street (Inv. # 492, at right).

#26 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
December 18, 1998
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Looking east at 526 (Inv. # 379, at 
left) and 516 NW 18th Avenue (Inv. # 
404, at right).

#27 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10, 1999

Looking south at 2242 (Inv. # 354, at 
left) and 2248 NW Hoyt Street (Inv. 
#353, at right).

#28 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10, 1999
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Looking south at 2154 (Inv. # 552, at 
left) and 2160 NW Everett Street 
(Inv. #551, at right).

#29 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
December 9, 1998

Looking west at 927 (Inv. # 43, at left) 
and 935 NW 24th Avenue (Inv. # 27, at 
right).

#30 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 14, 1998
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Looking northwesterly at 2101 - 2103 
(Inv. #336, in foreground) and 2105 - 
2109 NW Hoyt Street (Inv. # 335, at 
left).

#31 of 60
Liza Mickle, photographer 
December 9, 1998

Looking northwesterly at 2111 (Inv. 
# 335, in foreground) and 2123 NW 
Hoyt Street (Inv. # 334, at left).

#32 of 60
Liza Mickle, photographer 
December 9, 1998
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Looking northwesterly at 2225 (Inv. # 
392, in foreground), 2231 (Inv. # 391, 
in center), and 2249 NW Glisan 
Street (Inv. #390, at left).

#33 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 9, 1998

Looking northwesterly at 1701 
1719 NW Glisan Street (Inv. # 
407) at the corner of NW 17th 
Avenue.

#34 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10, 1999
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Looking northeasterly at 2041 - 2049
(Inv. # 20, at left), 2037 (Inv. # 21, at 
center), and 2015 - 2029 NW 
Lovejoy Street (Inv. # 22, at right).

Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10, 1999

#35 of 60

Looking southwesterly at 2046 (Inv. # 501, at left), 2058 (Inv. #500, 
at center), and 2068 NW Flanders Street (Inv. # 499, at right).

Richard Engeman, photographer 
c. 1970s

#36 of 60
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Looking northeasterly at 1929 (Inv. # 
230, in foreground), 1943 (Inv. # 229, 
at center), and 1953 NW Irving Street 
(Inv. # 228, at right).

#37 of 60
Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 14, 1998

Looking northwesterly at 707 NW 
19th Avenue (Inv. # 231, at right), 
1929 (Inv. # 230, at center), and 1943 
NW Irving Street (Inv. # 229, in 
background).

#38 of 60
Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 14, 1998
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Looking north at 1943 NW Irving 
Street (Inv. # 229).

#39 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 14, 1998

Looking northwesterly at 507 NW 
22nd Avenue (Inv. # 393) at the 
corner of NW Glisan Street.

#40 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
December 18, 1998
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Looking west at 425 NW 18in Avenue (Inv. # 447).

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 14, 1998

#41 of 60
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Looking northeasterly at 41U N W 18' 
Avenue (Inv. # 474).

#42 of 60
Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 14, 1998

Looking northeasterly at 2083 NW 
Johnson Street (Inv. # 142).

#43 of 60
Liza Mickle, photographer 
December 9, 1998
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Looking southwesterly at 2234 NW Johnson Street (Inv. # 171).

Photographer unknown 
c. 1970s

#44 of 60
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Looking east at 726 NW 22na Avenue (Inv. # 197).

Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10, 1999

#45 of 60
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Looking northwesterly at 615 NW 20 
Avenue (Inv. # 315).

#46 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 14, 1998

^Looking northwesterly at 2381 NW 
^Flanders Street (Inv. # 448).

ielo Lutino, photographer 
ecemberlS, 1998

#47 of 60
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Looking west at 909 NW 24" Avenue 
(Inv. #46).

#48 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 14, 1998

Looking west at 811 NW 19th Avenue 
£(Inv.#108).

Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10, 1999

#49 of 60
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Looking north at 2241 NWTioyt Street 
(Inv. # 300).

Liza Mickle, photographer 
anuary 10, 1999

#50 of 60

Looking southwesterly at 725 NW 23 rd 
Avenue (Inv. # 195).

#51 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
November 24, 1998
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Looking northeasterly at 601 - 615 NW 
22nd Avenue (Inv. # 302).

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 18, 1998

#52 of 60

Looking east at 806 and 808 NW 22nd 
Avenue (Inv. # 156).

#53 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 9, 1998
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Looking west at 2065 NW rlanders 
Street (Inv. # 467).

#54 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
December 18, 1998

Looking northwesterly at 147NW 19th 
Avenue (Inv. # 569).

#55 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10,1999
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Looking northeasterly at 1819 N W 
Everett Street (Inv. # 535).

#56 of 60

Photographer unknown 
c. 1970s

Looking south at 1624 NW Glisan 
Street (Inv. #441).

#57 of 60

Cielo Lutino, photographer 
December 18, 1998
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Looking north at 2033 NW Glisan 
Street (Inv. # 365).

#58 of 60

Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10, 1999

Looking west at 2033 NW Glisan 
Street (Inv. # 365).

#59 of 60
Liza Mickle, photographer 
January 10, 1999
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Looking southwesterly at 1025 NW 21 Avenue (Inv. # 1).

Photographer unknown 
c. 1970s

#6(of60
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DECEMBER 1998 NORTHWEST EXAMINER PAGE 7

Historic district 
backed by board

Creation of a National Register Historic District in 
Northwest Portland was endorsed by the neighborhood 
association 11-1 last month.

The proposed boundaries are roughly 17th, 24th, 
Burnside and Lovejoy.

Before it can be enacted, a majority of the owners of 
the 805 affected lots must return a mailer indicating sup 
port. All new development within the district would then 
have to be compatible with existing historic buildings. 
Buildings in the district could not be demolished with 
out prior review.

Michael Harrison of the Portland Planning Bureau said 
property owners should receive mailed notice in early 
January of a public hearing before the city Landmarks 
Commission to be held later in the month.

Harrison said a historic district would protect the char 
acter of the area, "instill pride of ownership" and stimu 
late pedestrian activity. He disagreed with one board 
member who suggested it might drive the value of prop 
erties up $30,000, however.

"Prices are so high in Northwest right now," he said, 
"I'm not sure there's $30,000 of cap before you run out 
of buyers."

Another board member wondered if it would trigger a 
stampede of demolitions to beat possible proscription. 
Harrison doubted that "more than a few properties" would 
be considered for removal.
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Couch's alphabet district — Why our
by Serena Morones

Captain John Heard Couch established the first 
claim to Northwest Portland in 1845, shortly after 
the founding of the Portland townsite by Lovejoy and 
Pettygrove. At 35, he had already traveled the world 
as a sea captain and had established himself as a 
prominent merchant and citizen of Oregon City.

It was Couch's vote of confidence in the new Port 
land townsite that some consider a crucial turning 
point in the success of our city. His original claim 
was one square mile in size and located north of the 
Pettygrove/Lovejoy claim. It spanned from the wa 
terfront to what is now 23rd Avenue, and was bor 
dered on the south by what is now Bumside and the 
north by what is now Kearney Street.

Undertaking no small amount of risk, Captain 
Couch's family endured a two-month journey from 
Newburyport, Mass., and settled into a little cabin in 
the woods near the current site of the Union Railroad 
Station. The cabin overlooked a shallow lake (later 
named "Couch Lake") which is now covered by rail 
road yards. Couch's entire claim was densely for 
ested with several small streams flowing down 
through the timber to the river.

I imagine that his city-dwelling family felt as if 
they were embarking on a wilderness adventure when

they arrived at their nistic forest cabin. A path through 
the woods led from the Couch cabin to the downtown 
district.

A more stately Couch house was built a few years 
later at Northwest Fourth and Hoyt streets. Northwest 
Fourth (or North Fourth at the time) became a promi 
nent address in the 1860s. Then when the city en-

'With a clumsiness that 
seems almost willful, 
Couch platted his 
streets without any 
regard for proper 
connections to those 
already in existence. 9

croachcd, Northwest 11th became the highbrow street. 
As expansion pressured again, Northwest 19th be 
came a major thoroughfare and all blocks located 
West of Northwest 19th were platted extra large to 
accommodate expansive Victorian homes owned by 
the city's well-to-do. 

Captain Couch filed his first official subdivision in
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streets don't line up with downtown
1865, naming the streets after UK let 
ters of the alphabet from A to K. He 
took controversial action in his first 
development by changing the direction 
of the north-south streets so that they 
did not align with the downtown num 
bered streets. His goal may have been 
to align his streets with the bend in the 
Willamette River because his business 
empire was centered on the shipping 
activity near the river. Or, because he 
was a sea captain, he may have fol 
lowed his sailing instincts and chosen 
true north toward the North Star as op 
posed to the magnetic north of the 
downtown plat.

A city resident at the time remarked, 
"With a clumsiness that seems almost 
willful, Couch platted his streets without 
any regard for proper connections to those 
already in existence." His design created 
several awkward intersections and trian 
gular lots that now contain wedge-shaped 
buildings.

Captain Couch surveyed his second 
subdivision in 1869, extending his devel 
opment to 0 Street. After he died in 1870, 
his widow continued the subdivision in 
1872 to W Street. Until 1891, Captain 
Couch's development was known as the 
"Alphabet District."

The citv of Portland undertook a mas

sive street-naming project in 1891 that 
historians call "The Great Renaming." 
There were several districts with identi 
cal street names. Eugene Snydcr, in his 
book about Portland street names, reports 
that there were 12 A streets, 12 B streets, 
twelve First streets and so on. A civil en 
gineer and superintendent of streets, Dou 
glas W. Taylor, was given the responsi 
bility for renaming the streets by the City 
Council.

To Couch's alphabet streets, he as 
signed names of prominent contemporary 
businessmen or city founders. One excep 
tion to his principle was Thurman Street, 
which is named after a personal friend of

Taylor's. Thurman Street, a street 
named for friendship, fits very well 
with its modern-day character.
MacColl, E. Kimbark, Men-hums, Money and 
Potter; The Portland Establishment IH43- 
]9]3. The Georgian Press, 1988. Page 17. 
Snyder, Eugene E , Portland b'ames and 

Neighborhoods: Their Historic Origin. 
Binford & Mort, 1979.

Serena Morones' great-great-great 
grandmother, Sara Roe, moved to North 
west Portland from Walla Walla in the 
1870s.
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1025 NW 21 STAVE 

1034 NW 21 STAVE 

2062 NW MARSHALL ST

2076 NW MARSHALL ST

2046 NW MARSHALL ST 

2038 NW MARSHALL ST 

2030 NW MARSHALL ST 

1037NW20THAVE

1026NW20THAVE 

2415NWLOVEJOYST 

2385NWLOVEJOYST 

2373 NW LOVE JOY ST

2363 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2355 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2343 NW LOVEJOY ST

2331NWLOVEJOYST 

2323 NW LOVEJOY ST

NW 21 STAVE
& NW LOVEJOY ST

1012NW21STAVE

2067 NW LOVEJOY ST

2051NW LOVEJOY ST 

2049 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2041NW LOVEJOY ST

2037 NW LOVEJOY ST

PROPERTY OWNERS 

Inv. # Property Owner Owner Address

1

2 

3a

3b

4/1

4/2

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20/1 

20/2

21

ST MARKS PARISH 

HICKISH, HELEN H TR

MUCKLE, DEAN G
% CIRCUM-PACIFIC PROPERTIES

MUCKLE, DEAN G

1025 NW 21 STAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1511

509 N CHEROKEE AVE LOS ANGELES, CA 90004-1006

2284 NW THURMAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2284 NW THURMAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210
% CIRCUM-PACIFIC PROPERTIES

MANNING, D JAMES & LORELI S 780 ROSE AVE PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262-4100

MANNING, D JAMES & LORELI S 780 ROSE AVE PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262-4100

JAMES, JENNIFER H

WALKER, RICHARD J & 
WALKER, ALLISON F

2675 GEORGIAN PL PORTLAND, OR 97201 

91331 STALLINGSLN EUGENE,OR 97408

FEVES, MICHAEL & CHRISTINE 2284 NW THURMAN PORTLAND, OR 97210

CARDOSO, DANIEL & MARI A 

DITTMAN, PAUL J

VANDER BORGHT, JOHN L & 
HUGGETT, TERRJ

HOGAN, ROBERT C

2415 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3023 

2385 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3021 

2373 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3021

2363 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3021

BENENATI, CHRIS & AURORA R 2355 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3021

MILLER, DOROTHY B & 2343 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3021 
ANDERSON, DORIS B

GILES, THOMAS E AND KAREN L 2841 HOLLYRIDGE DR LOS ANGELES, CA 90068

BENISTON, CHRISTOPHER R & 
CAREEL

LEGACY HEALTH SYSTEM 
ATTN OLEJKO, MITCHELL J

JOHNSTON, BERNITA C TR & 
COREY, VIRGINIA M TR

HUDSON, VICTORIA S 
% WOMAN'S TIME

JOHNSON, GREGORY L ET AL 

JONES, SUSAN J

KNIGHT, KAREN L & 
CARTER, KATHLEEN K

MINNIS, NANCY F TR ET AL 
% WILLIAM G MINNIS TRUST

2323 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

1919 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

3424 SW HAMILTON CT PORTLAND, OR 97201-1259 

2067 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

817 INDIAN ROCK AVE BERKELEY, CA 94707

2049 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

639 N BEAU CHENE DR MANDEVILLE, LA 70471-1709

2037 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209
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2029 NW LOVEJOY ST

Inv. # Property Owner

22/1

2023 NW LOVEJOY ST 22/2

2015 NW LOVEJOY ST 22/3

2011NW LOVEJOY ST 23

WI/1927 NW LOVEJOY ST 24

1001-1007 NW23RDAVE 25

2424 NW LOVEJOY ST 26

935 NW 24TH AVE 27

2388 NW LOVEJOY ST 28

2382 NW LOVEJOY ST 29

2374 NW LOVEJOY ST 30

2368 NW LOVEJOY ST 31

2358 NW LOVEJOY ST 32

2358/UN3 NW LOVEJOY ST 32/1

2358/UN2 NW LOVEJOY ST 32/2

2358/UN1 NW LOVEJOY ST 32/3

2348 NW LOVEJOY ST 33

2326 NW LOVEJOY ST 34

931-937NW23RDAVE 35

2074 NW LOVEJOY ST 36

2068 NW LOVEJOY ST 37

2060 NW LOVEJOY ST 38

2050 NW LOVEJOY ST 39

2012 NW LOVEJOY ST; 40 
2020 NW LOVEJOY ST; 
2030 NW LOVEJOY ST

CHOMOWICZ, FRED & 
CHOMOWICZ, LUCILLE

ZENGER, BRADLEY A 

HAYHURST, DAVID G 

WAGNER, ROBERT N

PHYSICIANS & SURGEONS
HOSPITAL
% LEGACY HEALTH SYSTEM

DROUGAS, GEORGE C ET AL 

JACKSON, BRUCE W & GRACE E 

WICKERSHAM, GROVER T 

MULLEN, JOHN T & KR1STEN A 

HARRISON, HOWARD TR

COUCHE, CHARLES A TR & 
COUCHE, ELIZABETH TR

BURDICK, VIRGINIA M

ASSOCIATION OF UNIT OWNERS 
OF FORBES HOUSE CONDO

SIEGAL, LISA F 

RAFOLS, ALBERTO P

HORN, DONALD L & 
HEINE, JEFFREY S

INSTITUTE FOR TRAD'L MEDCNE 
PREVENTATIVE HLTH CARE

PHILLIPS, PAUL B

Owner Address

2029 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

2023 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

900 SW 5™ AVE PORTLAND, OR 97201 

2008 SW 19TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97201-2471 

1919 NW LOVEJOY PORTLAND, OR 97209

2331 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2424 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3024 

430 CAMBRIDGE AVE STE 100 PALO ALTO, CA 94306 

2388 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2710 SW MAPLE LN PORTLAND, OR 97225-3255

9908 SW TERWILLIGER BLVD PORTLAND, OR 
97219-7701

4641 SWDOSCHRD PORTLAND, OR 97201-1244 

2358 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2358 NW LOVEJOY ST #3 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3022 

2358 NW LOVEJOY ST #2 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3022 

2358 NW LOVEJOY ST #1 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3022

2017 SE HAWTHORNE BLVD PORTLAND, OR 97214 

381OW FOUNTAIN ST SPOKANE, WA 99224

KORELIS, GEORGE J TR & 
KORELIS, PATRICIA G TR

EISENBERG, PAUL & CHRISTINE

LOVEJOY PARTNERS

BULKLEY, JONATHAN D & 
BULKLEY, HONOR H 
% ROUND HILL PACIFIC

HARDING, IMOGENE M TR

ASSOCIATION OF UNIT OWNERS 
OF LOVEJOY COMMONS CONDO

3417NWSAVIER PORTLAND, OR 97210

9 YELLOW RAIL LN SUNRIVER, OR 97702 
I8160COTTONWOODRD SUNRIVER, OR 97702

2068 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1500 

PO BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO, C A 94159

85296 RIDGETOP DR EUGENE, OR 97405 

2012-1 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209
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2012/1NWLOVEJOYST

2012/2 NW LOVEJOY ST

2012/3NWLOVEJOYST

2012/4 NW LOVEJOY ST

2020/1 NW LOVEJOY ST

2020/2 NW LOVEJOY ST

2020/3 NW LOVEJOY ST

2020/4 NW LOVEJOY ST

2030/1 NW LOVEJOY ST

2030/2 NW LOVEJOY ST

2030/3 NW LOVEJOY ST

2030/4 NW LOVEJOY ST

Inv. #

40 a 1

40 a 2

40 a 3

40 a 4

40 bl

40 b 2

40 b 3

40 b 4

40 c 1

40 c 2

40 c 3

40 c 4

Property Owner

MEGURIAN, MARISA

EGHDAMI, CYRUS O & 
MEHRNAZ

RYAN, ROSEMARY B

SCHACHTER, BART

KAELIN, DANIELA M

JOHNSON, JEFFERY L & 
COLLEEN F

MOSSER, KIMBERLY K

EGHDAMI, PEJMAN

HARROWER , GAIL & 
SALOMON, ROLF M & 
MARJORIE V

RUTENIS, LAURA

EGHDAMI, PEJMAN

HARROWER, GAIL &

County and State

Owner Address

2012-1 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

3070 NW LINMERE DR PORTLAND, OR 97229

2012NWLOVEJOYST#3 PORTLAND, OR 97209

1963 MCALLISTER ST #7 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 941 15

2020 NW LOVEJOY ST #5 PORTLAND, OR 97209

400 ALLIUM ST LA GRANDE,OR 97850

2020 NW LOVEJOY ST #7 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2020 NW LOVEJOY ST #8 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2030 NW LOVEJOY ST #9 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2030 NW LOVEJOY ST# 10 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2020 NW LOVEJOY ST #8 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2030 NW LOVEJOY ST #9 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2030/5 NW LOVEJOY ST 40 c 5

2030/6 NW LOVEJOY ST 40 c 6

931NW20THAVE 41

930 NW 20TH AVE 42

927 NW 24TH AVE 43

921-927NW23RDAVE 44

919NW23RDAVE 45

909 NW 24TH AVE 46

916NW24THAVE 47

2367 NW KEARNEY ST 48 

2353-2357 NW KEARNEY ST 49

2347 NW KEARNEY ST 50

2341NW KEARNEY ST 51

2337 NW KEARNEY ST 52

SALOMON, ROLF M & 
MARJORIE V

RUTENIS, LAURA 

MEGURIAN, MARISA

THE BULKLEY FAMILY LTD
PARTNERSHIP
% ROUND HILL PACIFIC

RAPHAEL HOUSE OF PTLD 

GRAMBO, RICHARD O & JAN G

UNITED STATES NAT'L BK TR 
TO MCCLANAHAN, LARRY W

U S NATIONAL BANK OF OR TR 

ALANO CLUB 

HILT, KAY 

GOULDING, JOHN R 

DOERRIE, DONALD R JR 

HAUG, CATHERINE M

KACZMAROWSKI, JAMES F 
KACZMAROWSKI, THADDEUS J

BJUR, MAJA & WESLEY

2030 NW LOVEJOY ST #10 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2012-1 NW LOVEJOY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

P O BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94159

POBOX 10797 PORTLAND, OR 97210-0797 

927 NW 24TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210 

921NW23RDAVE PORTLAND, OR 97210

POBOX 3168 PORTLAND, OR 97208 

909NW24THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-3009 

3207 NE 23RD AVE PORTLAND, OR 97212-2436 

2367 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3015 

POBOX 10582 PORTLAND, OR 97210-0582 

2347 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3015 

2341 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3015

2337 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210
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2327 NW KEARNEY ST 53 

2301-2307 NW KEARNEY ST 54

2265 NW KEARNEY ST 55

N/A 56

2247 NW KEARNEY ST 57

2237 NW KEARNEY ST 58

916NW21STAVE 59

904 NW 21 STAVE 60

2069 NW KEARNEY ST 61

2061 NW KEARNEY ST 62

2055 NW KEARNEY ST 63

2043 NW KEARNEY ST 64

2035 NW KEARNEY ST 65

2023 NW KEARNEY ST 66

915NW20THAVE 67

1959-1963 NW KEARNEY ST 68

912NW24THAVE 69

2387 NW KEARNEY ST 70

2377 NW KEARNEY ST 71

902-910 NW 23RD AVE 72

2015 NW KEARNEY ST 73

1987 N W KEARNEY ST 74

1977 N W KEARNEY ST 75

831NW24THAVE 76

Inv. # Property Owner

PRINCE, GILBERT E & JANET L

23 RD & KEARNEY ST LLC 
% SINGER, DONALD L

BRUNKE, JIM & 
SOLDO, ELAINE

ONSTOTT, LLOYD J JR 

ZIMMERMAN, MARY S 

MAPELLI, ELIZABETH J 

HUBER, CHARLES J

GOLDENBERG, ALVIN F & 
GOLDENBERG, RACHAEL

SMILEY, STEPHEN 

KRANTZ, ERIC & SALLY

KEITH, DOUGLAS S & 
HAGEN, ARLENE D

HARDING, IMOGENE M TR 
TO KIMBERLEY, STEPHEN L &

SERGEJEV, IVAN

KNIPPEL ENTERPRISES FAMILY 
PARTNERSHIP

KNIPPEL ENTERPRISES FAMILY 
PARTNERSHIP

MOYER ENTERPRISES LLC

FELLER, AMY E & 
COAN, THOMAS K

LA VALLE, RICHARD L & 
GLORIA L

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN 
PORTLAND

23RD AVENUE INVESTORS

KNIPPEL ENTERPRISES FAMILY 
PARTNERSHIP

VIDOR RESTAURANTS INC 

MC KEOWN, SCOTT A

BENIKOV, YURY & 
AVAKYAN, YELENA

Owner Address

PO BOX 2018 BANDON, OR 97411-2018 

416NWHERMOSABLVD PORTLAND, OR 97210

2265 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2534 NW NORTHRUP ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-2841 

2247 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3013 

P O BOX 3885 PORTLAND, OR 97208 

916 NW 21ST AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1411 

1440SWTAYLORST PORTLAND, OR 97205-1924

3629 NW GORDON PORTLAND, OR 97210

1/F 21 PLANTATION RD THE PEAK, HONG KONG

2055 NW KEARNEY PORTLAND, OR 97209

85296 RIDGETOP DR EUGENE, OR 97405

701 MC HENRY DR FARMINGTON, NM 87401 

834SWSTCLAIR#105 PORTLAND, OR 97215

834 SW ST CLAIR #105 PORTLAND, OR 97215

PO BOX 832 BORING, OR 97009

912 NW 24TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-3010

2387 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3015 

2377 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3015

906NW23RDAVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-3006 

834 SW ST CLAIR #105 PORTLAND, OR 97215

1987NWKEARNEYST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1414 

1977 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

1688 NW 118TH CT PORTLAND, OR 97229-5022
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2388 NW KEARNEY ST 77

2382 NW KEARNEY ST 78

2374 NW KEARNEY ST 79

2368 NW KEARNEY ST 80

2360-62 NW KEARNEY ST 81

2354-2356 NW KEARNEY ST 82

2348-2350 NW KEARNEY ST 83

2342 NW KEARNEY ST 84

2334 NW KEARNEY ST 85

2326 NW KEARNEY ST 86

2322 NW KEARNEY ST 87

2312 NW KEARNEY ST 88

831-839NW23RDAVE 89

2272 NW KEARNEY ST 90

2264 N W KEARNEY ST 91

2250 NW KEARNEY ST 92

W/2250 NW KEARNEY ST 93

W/2250 NW KEARNEY ST 94

2182-2188 NW KEARNEY ST 95

2182-2188 NW KEARNEY ST 95/1

2182-2188 NW KEARNEY ST 95/2

2176 N W KEARNEY ST 96

2140 N W KEARNEY ST 97

GRUNBAUM, ERIC A & 
GRUNBAUM, ERIC

ZAKHAREHOUK, VLADIMIR & 
BERNADETTE

DRAGOO, JUSTIN E 

HARRISON, HOWARD TR 

KELTS, FRANCES W TR

ETTINGER, CARMELLA TR 
% ARI A ETTINGER TRUST

ETTINGER, CARMELLA 

LEE, DAVID W & MAY C

LAVENDER, PAUL W & EDITH R 
TO ASHLEY, SALLY R

ASHLEY, SALLY R 

MAGUIRE, GARY A 

HANLON BROWN LLC

URMAN, MARTHA K & 
KRAEMER, NANCY S

OR HUMANE SOCIETY 
% PARTNERS, C E JOHN

BROWN, HENRY T

KEARNEY STREET LLC
% MILESTONE MANAGEMENT

KEARNEY STREET LLC
% MILESTONE MANAGEMENT

CONDOMINIUM

SCHWARTZ, ED &
SEGALL, RICHARD & LAUREEN

GRANT, MICHAEL C 

SHELDON, JONATHAN I

HOUSING AUTHORITY OF 
PORTLAND

Owner Address

21390SWEDYRD SHERWOOD,OR 97140

2382 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2374 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2710SW MAPLE LN PORTLAND, OR 97225-3255 

2063 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

P O BOX 10065 PORTLAND, OR 97296

PO BOX 10065 PORTLAND, OR 97296-0065 

345 SE 111™ AVE PORTLAND, OR97216-3307 

5676 SW RIVERPOINT LN PORTLAND, OR 97201

5676 SW R1VERPOINT LN PORTLAND, OR 97201 

17860 SW 112™ AVE TUALATIN, OR 97206-7149 

2130NW29™AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210 

1243 SW TEXAS ST PORTLAND, OR 97219-2046

1701 SE COLUMBIA RIVER DR VANCOUVER, WA 98661

2264 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3014 

1502 SW MONTGOMERY ST PORTLAND, OR 97201-2559

1502 SW MONTGOMERY ST PORTLAND, OR 97201-2559 

1502 SW MONTGOMERY ST PORTLAND, OR 97201-2559

2326 NE 18THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97212

PO BOX 2044 TRAVERSE CITY, MI 49685

2176 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

135 SW ASH ST PORTLAND. OR 97204-3540

2112-2116 NW KEARNEY ST 98 1121 SW SALMON ST PORTLAND, OR 97205
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2086 NW KEARNEY ST

2076 NW KEARNEY ST

2066 NW KEARNEY ST

2058 NW KEARNEY ST

2050 NW KEARNEY ST

201 ONW KEARNEY ST

1 969 NW JOHNSON ST

1 962 NW KEARNEY ST

1 942 NW KEARNEY ST

811NW19THAVE

829 NW 19TH AVE

826-828 NW 21 STAVE

822 NW 22ND AVE

820 NW 22ND AVE

824 NW 24TH AVE

81 9-827 NW23RD AVE

826-830 NW 23RD AVE

825 NW 22ND AVE

Inv. #

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111/1

111/2

112

113

114

115

Property Owner

TAGGART, FRANCES E TR & 
TAGGART, OWEN W TR

POWELL, DONALD W

GROSSWILER, R EDWARD

JONES, MARY S

CENTRAL CITY CONCERN

CENTRAL CITY CONCERN

HOUSING AUTHORITY 
OF PORTLAND

JENSEN, JOHN F TR & 
JENSEN, BARBARA TR

MC GLOTHLIN, JAMES L TR ET AL

BRADSHAW, BARBARA

CRONIN & CAPLAN 
REALTY GROUP

A & B PROPERTY GROUP LLC 
% BERKELEY, ANN M

FULGHUM, AVA

KHOURY, NICK

KEGG, BRUCE B TR

WESTOVER ASSOCIATES LLC 
% SINGER, RICHARD D

INNER CITY PROPERTIES INC

GREENBERG, STEVEN &

Multnomah, OR
County and State

Owner Address

2544 NW MARSHALL PORTLAND, OR 97210

607 NW 22ND AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210

2066 NW KEARNEY ST #2 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2058 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1417

222 NW COUCH ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-3919

222 NW COUCH ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-3919

135 SW ASH ST PORTLAND, OR 97204-3540

1435 NW 23RD AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-2615

1435 NW 23RD AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210

81 1 NW 19TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209

2091 NE HALSEY FAIRFIELD, OR 97204

8344 SW MAPLERIDGE DR PORTLAND, OR 97225

822 NW 22ND AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-3002

370 CENTRAL PARK WEST #212 NEW YORK, NY 10025

824 NW 24TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-3008

824 NW ALBEMARLE TER PORTLAND, OR 97210

906NW23RDAVE PORTLAND, OR 97210

1 725 NW 3 1ST AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210

820-822 NW 21ST AVE 116

818-822 NW23RD AVE 117

2361NW JOHNSON ST 118

2425 NW JOHNSON ST 119

2401-2423 NW JOHN SON ST 120

WI-824 NW 24TH AVE 121

2377 NW JOHNSON ST 122

CATHI H

A & B PROPERTY GROUP LLC 
% BERKELEY, ANN M

INNER CITY PROPERTIES INC 

MC ALLISTER, JOAN C

BRANDENBURG, JOSEPH E & 
CHRISTINE K

GORDON, JENNIFER L ET AL 
% BOWERS APTS

KEGG, BRUCE B TR

BRUDER, NICLAS & 
BACH. JUTTA

8344 SW MAPLERIDGE DR PORTLAND, OR 97225

906 NW 23RD AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210

4640 SW 18TH PL PORTLAND, OR 97201

2425 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3233

18111 SE 22ND ST VANCOUVER, WA 98683

824 NW 24TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-3008 

2377 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210
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2373 NW JOHNSON ST 

2367 NW JOHNSON ST 

2355 NW JOHNSON ST

Inv.#

123

124 

125

Property Owner

NESEWICH, NANCY L 

STORK, PHILIP 

THE KURDY APARTMENTS LLC

Multnomah, OR
County and State

Owner Address

2373 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3231 

2367 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3231 

921 SW WASHINGTON ST #468 PORTLAND, OR

2351 NW JOHNSON ST 126

2345 NW JOHNSON ST 127

2335-2337 NW JOHNSON ST 128

2323 NW JOHNSON ST 129

2311NW JOHNSON ST 130

801-817NW23RDAVE 131

2265 NW JOHNSON ST 132

2255 N W JOHNSON ST 133

2235 NW JOHNSON ST 134

2227 NW JOHNSON ST 135

2217 NW JOHNSON ST 136

2205 NW JOHNSON ST 137

814NW22NDAVE 138

2169 NW JOHNSON ST 139/1

2165 NW JOHNSON ST 139/2

2151 NW JOHNSON ST 140

WI/2116 NW KEARNEY ST 141

2083 N W JOHNSON ST 142

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 142 /1

2083 N W JOHNSON ST 142 / 2

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 142 / 3

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 142 / 4

% IPM PROPERTIES

JABLONSKI, JOSEPH J & 
JABLONSKI, DARLYN G

SKEGGS, PETER L & 
HUTCHINS, BETH L

KABAT, DAVID

JOHNSON, BRUCE TR & 
JOHNSON, BRUCE A TR

THE SINGER FAMILY LLC 

THE SINGER FAMILY LLC 

SPATHAS, JOHN T

SARA ANN APARTMENTS LLC 
% BALL, ROBERT D

MUMFORD, COURTLAND L & 
JANIS C

MICHAELSON, RICHARD H

GENASCI, DONALD B & 
SHARON E

VOLKMER, DAN & 
DIXON, FRANK

DUFF, WILLIAM & 
DUFF, JANETTE M

KENNEDY, JANE A 

BRATTER, MICHAEL I

SCHNITZER, JORDAN D
% HARSCH INVESTMENT CORP

THE HAROLD & ARLENE 
SCHNITZER CARE FOUNDATION 
ATTN TAX DEPT

BALL PARC AMERICAN CONDO 

BALL, ROBERT D 

BREMEN, MARY E 

TOWERS-PICTON, TAMARA S 

MOULTOR ALICE A

97205-2822

715NWCULPEPPERTER PORTLAND, OR 97210

25NW23RDPL#6-181 PORTLAND, OR 97210-5599

2233 NE 11TH ST PORTLAND, OR 97212

2323 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3231

824 NW ALBEMARLE TER PORTLAND, OR 97210 

824 NW ALBEMARLE TER PORTLAND, OR 97210 

3795 NE ALAMEDA ST PORTLAND, OR 97212-2757 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST # 1 PORTLAND, OR 97209

1130SWKING AVE PORTLAND, OR 97205

2227 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3229 

2217NWJOHNSONST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3229

2205 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3229 

7720 SW MACADAM AVE PORTLAND, OR 97219-3000

2169 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3227 

2165 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

PO BOX 2708 PORTLAND, OR 97208-2708

1121 SW SALMON ST #500 PORTLAND, OR 97205

2255 NW JOHNSON ST#1 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #1 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #2 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #3 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #4 PORTLAND. OR 97209
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2083 NW JOHNSON ST

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 
2083 NW JOHNSON ST 
2083 NW JOHNSON ST 
2083 NW JOHNSON ST 
2083 NW JOHNSON ST 
2083 NW JOHNSON ST

2083 NW JOHNSON ST

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 
2083 NW JOHNSON ST 
2083 NW JOHNSON ST
2083 NW JOHNSON ST 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST

Inv. # Property Owner

142 / 5 BASHINSKI, JOHN &
PETERSEN, BARBARA D

142/6 ABEL, TODD W

142/7 SCHACT, DIANE C

142/8 DANIELS, LISA L

142 / 9 BENGRY, MARGARET F

142/10 LAIN, CHARLES D & MARY J

142/11 BECK, LUCILLE S &
BECK, CHRISTOPHER L

142/12 MEDDAUGH, GARY L & 
HARDING, TRICIA J

142/13 YEATON, STUART R

142/14 SHRIVER, SANDRA L

142/15 BALL,NINAK

142 / 16 GUTMANN, STEVEN P & 
POTTER, AMANDA

142 /17 SHULSINGER, ODED Z & 
SHULSINGER, TRACY D

142/18 HAMMER, JOHN P 

142/19 MEDEROS, CLAUDIA 

142/20 ZEIEN, BEVERLY K TR 

142/21 LEVINSON, PHIL 

142/22 BENEDETTO, PAUL 

142/23 DOCKWEILER, JAMES P 

142/24 COLLIER, BRENT L

142/25 SMITH, ROSSMAN W JR TR & 
SMITH, MARILYN P TR

142/26 STILL, KATHERINE G & JAMES 

142/27 HASSETT, JOSEPH M

142 / 28 LJUMANOVIC, AMIR & 
BRANKOVIC, AMELA

142/29 SMITH, STEVEN R

142/30 STEVENSON, LYNNOR B & 
DAVID R

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #5 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #20 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #22 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

7856 SE 16™ AVE PORTLAND, OR 97202-6703 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #25 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

123 8 WOOD AVE COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80903 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #30 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #31 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #32 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

333 N JEFFERSON APT 603 CHICAGO, IL 60661-1196 

4842 ORCHARD AVE, SAN DIEGO, CA 92107-3412 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #35 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #36 PORTLAND, OR 97209

PO BOX 2266 EUGENE, OR 97210 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #41 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #42 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #43 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #44 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #45 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #46 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

109 MONTAIR DR DANVILLE, CA 94526

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #51 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #52 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #53 PORTLAND. OR 97209

3236 E CHANDLER BLVD APT 2014 PHOENIX, AZ 
85048-5828

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #55 PORTLAND, OR 97209
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2083 NW JOHNSON ST 142/31

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 142 / 32

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 142 / 33

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 142 / 34

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 142 / 35

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 142/36

2083 N W JOHNSON ST 142 / 37

2083 N W JOHNSON ST 142 / 38

2083 N W JOHNSON ST 142 / 39

2055-2057 NW JOHNSON ST 143

2049 NW JOHNSON ST 144 a

2051 N W JOHNSON ST 144 b

2043-2045 NW JOHNSON ST 145

2031 N W JOHNSON ST 146

811NW20THAVE 147

1937 NW JOHNSON ST 148

NW 19TH & JOHNSON 149

1809 NW JOHNSON ST 150

812-816 NW23RDAVE 151

2381 NW JOHNSON ST 152

2285 NW JOHNSON ST 153

2275-2279 NW JOHNSON ST 154

2271 -2273 NW JOHNSON ST 155

808 NW 22ND AVE 

806 NW 22ND AVE

803 NW 21ST AVE

156/1 

156/2

157

Property Owner

CAMPBELL, CINTHIA 

SHIELDS, LISA E 

AULT, HERBERT A & LOUISE A 

BALL, ROBERT D 

SEGRIST, ANDREW C 

HARTUNG, NATASHA A 

AVENOSO, KEN 

SHLIM, LAWRENCE

CHIONGBIAN, ALEXANDER P & 
CASSIN, JOSEPH J

LONG, HERBERT D & 
HALPRIN, SARA

STROH, RONALD R 

STROH, RONALD R 

RUTHERFORD, GAIL D 

SAUNDERS, THOMAS G 

TOURNIER, JACQUES D ET AL

SIEMERING,WILLIAM H JR & 
MARIA E

JOHNSON STREET ASSOC

SIEGAL, FRANCINE MD PC 
% ALTEN SAKAI & CO 
ALLEN, RUTHERFORD NELSON

812 NW 23RD INVESTORS 

LABADIE, MARGARET A

MAGNOLIA PROPERTIES LLC 
% SINGER, RICHARD D

MAGNOLIA PROPERTIES LLC 
% SINGER, RICHARD D

KIM, SUNG IN 
MIO SUSHI

SVINTH, JAMES B

BERTRAM, STEVEN H & 
BERTRAM, NANCY K

WEBER, HOMER D

Owner Address

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #56 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #60 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

807 LAKE ST #200 KIRKLAND, WA 98033 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #1 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #63 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #64 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #65 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #66 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #22 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2055 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1309

PO BOX 8073 PORTLAND, OR 97207-8073

PO BOX 8073 PORTLAND, OR 97207-8073

2610 SW VISTA AVE PORTLAND, OR 97201-1777

P O BOX 13023 PORTLAND, OR 97213

1435NW23RDAVE#204 PORTLAND, OR 97210-2615

4645 NW SEBLAR TER PORTLAND, OR 97210

P O BOX 529 EUGENE,OR 97440

1815 SW MARLOW AVE #218 PORTLAND, OR 97225

906 NW 23RD AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-3006 

2381 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3231 

824 NW ALBEMARLE TERR PORTLAND, OR 97210

824 N W ALBEMARLE TERR PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2271 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

808 NW 22ND AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210 

806 NW 22ND AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210

7407 SW MILES PL PORTLAND, OR 97219-3027
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722 NW 24TH AVE

Inv. # Property Owner

158 LEAVENS, SETH C &

Owner Address

3132SWALTADENATER PORTLAND, OR 97201-1339

2362-2368 NW JOHNSON ST 159

2354-2358 NW JOHNSON ST 160

2350 NW JOHNSON ST 161

2344 NW JOHNSON ST 162

2332 NW JOHNSON ST 163

2324 N W JOHNSON ST 164

733NW23RDAVE 165

730-738 NW 23RD AVE 166

2276 NW JOHNSON ST 167

2266-2268 N W JOHNSON ST 168

2256 NW JOHNSON ST 169

2248 NW JOHNSON ST 170

2234 NW JOHNSON ST 171

2224 NW JOHNSON ST 172

2216-2222 NW JOHNSON ST 173

2208-2212 N W JOHNSON ST 174

2202 N W JOHNSON ST 175

2174-2186 NW JOHNSON ST 176

2160 NW JOHNSON ST 177

2146 NW JOHNSON ST 178

2136 NW JOHNSON ST 179

WI/735NW21STAVE 180

735NW21STAVE 181

720-728 NW 21ST AVE 182

KATHALINE R 

USHER, GORDON G 

REYES, CARLOS & KAREN S

BRADLEY, JOHN M & 
MAUREEN A

LOVE, JEFFREY S & COLLEEN 

BARBAS, BILL P ET AL 

ETTINGER, CARMELLA ET AL

ASSISTANCE LEAGUE OF 
PORTLAND

WARREN & WHITLOW 
% MAUREEN S BOWMAN 
CHASE, GOODWIN S

CONRAD, CARL J

MARY FARNHAM INVEST LLC

DA VIS, MARTIN P

WALKER, RICHARD M TR & 
WALKER, MARGARET A TR

CRUZ, MILDRED E & 
CRUZ, GUSTAVO J JR

GUGGENHEIM, RAINER V TR & 
GUGGENHEIM, JANET TR

VOLKMER,DAN J

LEEDY. JOYCE H & 
MOORE, JOAN T & 
LANDIS, SUSAN

THOMPSON, MARGARET C TR & 
MALLORY, LOUISE

COTSIFAS, GEORGE F & MARY F

THOMAS, ARTHUR & SANDRA 
% ELAR MANAGEMENT INC

VALHALLA LLC 

ARVIDSON, RANDALL A 

ARVIDSON, RANDALL A

GERALD1NE PEARLMAN TR 
ETAL

7941 SW64THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97219

3344 NE CADET PORTLAND, OR 97220

2350 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3232

2344 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3232 

4444 CHEROKEE AVE #4 SAN DIEGO 92116-3685 

POBOX 10065 PORTLAND, OR 97296-0065 

735NW23RDAVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-3210

2373 NW 185THAVE#337 HILLSBORO, OR 97124 

2276 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

4660 NE 115TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97220-1414 

2157 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3220 

25226 NW DIXIE MTN RD SCAPPOOSE, OR 97056 

429N3RDST SAN JOSE, CA 95112

2224 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3230 

2858 NW CORNELL RD PORTLAND, OR 97210

2205 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2234 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2248 SW MCKENZIE LN MADRAS, OR 97741

4227 SW 40TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97221-4014 

333 SE 3RD AVE PORTLAND, OR 97214

PO BOX 5998 BEND, OR 97708-5998

515 NW SALTZMAN RD #807 PORTLAND, OR 97229-6098 

515 NW SALTZMAN RD #807 PORTLAND, OR 97229-6098 

6813 SW RALEIGH WOOD WAY PORTLAND. OR 97225
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2076 NW JOHNSON ST 

2068 NW JOHNSON ST 

2058 NW JOHNSON ST

2050 NW JOHNSON ST 

733 NW 20TH AVE 

730 NW 20TH AVE

1964 NW JOHN SON ST 

1954 NW JOHNSON ST 

1944 NW JOHNSON ST

Inv. # Property Owner

PHELPS, EUGENE V & AMY J 

KATZ, MELVIN & VERA

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

1914-1934 NW JOHNSON ST 192

732NW19THAVE 193

723-735 NW18TH AVE 194

725NW23RDAVE 195

724-728 N W 23RD AVE 196

726NW22NDAVE 197

721-727 NW 21ST AVE 198

723 NW 22ND AVE. 199

720-722 NW 23RD AVE 200

714-716NW24THAVE 201

2357 NW IRVING ST 202

2343 NW IRVING ST 203

2335 NW IRVING ST 204

2333 NW IRVING ST 205

2321 -2323 N W IRVING ST 206

2311-2317 NW IRVING ST 207

MANSHE, SANDRA L & 
PAVILLARD, MARC

WAEHRER, EDGAR TR & 
STURGIS, SUSAN L TR

IOS CAPITAL
FKA IKON CAPITAL INC

UNITED STATES NATIONAL 
BANK OF OREGON

FORD, SALLY M

OUR GEORGIAN APTS LLC

BULKLEY, JONATHAN D & 
BULKLEY, HONOR H 
% ROUND HILL PACIFIC

ARNOUX, JAMES R

Owner Address

2227 NE 19™ AVE PORTLAND, OR 97212

2068 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1310

2058 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1310

POBOX 10222 PORTLAND, OR 97296-0222 

PO BOX 723548 ATLANTA, GA 31139 

POBOX 3168 PORTLAND, OR 97208-3168

3110 NW MONTE VISTA TER PORTLAND, OR 97210 

PO BOX 82495 PORTLAND, OR 97282-0495 

P O BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94159

1914 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97209
DBA ARNOUX PHYSICAL THERAPY

KILMER VOORHEES & LAURICK 732 NW 19TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209 
PARTNERSHIP

FISHER, RUTH J

LEE,WAN HOI

THE TWINS LLC

FIRST NW HEALTH CORP.

FISCHER, KATHERINE L TR

MURRAY, KEN

THE TWINS LLC

MONTGOMERY, DALE P

ZETTLER, JO ET AL

HOYT, DARLENE E & 
HOYT, ROBERT A

ADAMS, SAMUEL F & 
EDDIE, GREGORY J

FERGUSON, JAMES W

DE BELLIS, WILLIAM V & 
VERTA M

SWEARINGEN, DICK D TR & 
SWEARINGEN, LOIS A TR

P O BOX 4188 PORTLAND, OR 97208 

725NW23RDAVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-3210 

3190 NW VALLE VISTA TER PORTLAND, OR 97210 

726NW22NDAVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-3205 

4630SW29THPL PORTLAND, OR 97201-1212 

723 NW 22ND AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210 

3190 NW VALLE VISTA TER PORTLAND, OR 97210 

203 EAGAN ST WALLA WALLA, WA 99362-2927 

2357 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2343 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3224

2335 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2333 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

9255 SW 130TH AVE BEAVERTON, OR 97005-7730

5560 LANGFORD LN LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97035
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701-717NW23RDAVE

704-712NW23RDAVE

2277-2279 NW IRVING ST 

2267 NW IRVING ST 

2253-2259 NW IRVING ST

2255 NW IRVING ST

2257 NW IRVING ST 

2259 NW IRVING ST 

2253 NW IRVING ST 

2247 NW IRVING ST 

2235 NW IRVING ST

2215 NW IRVING ST 

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST

Inv. # Property Owner

208

209

210

211

212

212/1

212/2 

212/3 

212/4

213

214

215

216

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/1

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/2

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/3

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/4

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/5

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/6

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/7

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/8

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/9

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/10

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/11

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/12

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216/13

ERICKSON, NANCY L & 
SINGER, RICHARD D & 
SINGER, DONALD L

SINGER, RICHARD D & 
SINGER, DONALD L

NAGEL, CAMERON D & NANCY B 

HOLLOWAY, SUSAN I

ASSOCIATION OF UNIT OWNERS 
IRVING HOUSE CONDO

MAULT, L DOUGLAS & 
JACQUELINE

CONIFF, WILLIAM A 

MAULT, LEO D & JACQUELINE L 

DENNERLINE, JEFFREY W 

PAGAN, PATRICIA D TR

MICHAELSON, PETER H & 
PERRY, SIDNEY

GOLDMARK PROPERTIES INC

ASSOCIATION OF UNIT OWNERS 
OF GEORGIAN COURT CONDO

SERPAS, CHARLES M & 
SERPAS, BARBARA J

IFRAH, WILLIAM 

SCHUEPBACH, MAXIMILIAN

EWING, DAVID A & 
COOPER, CONSTANCE

GILLICK, RODGER 

TOSCANO, ELIZABETH 

HOLLENBACK, DEBRA A 

ROBERTS, PENNY K 

RAHIMTOOLA, ALY 

BOWLES, CAROL J D 

GOLDMARK PROPERTIES INC 

WEBB, WAYNE 

FARRELL, RANDY

Owner Address

416NWHERMOSABLVD PORTLAND, OR 97210

416 NW HERMOSA BLVD PORTLAND, OR 97210

2277 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3222 

2267 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3222 

2253 NW IRVING ST# 14 PORTLAND, OR 97210

PO BOX 518 WHITE SWAN, WA 98952-0518

2257 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

P O BOX 518 WHITE SWAN, WA 98952

600 W 58™ AVE STE. C ANCHORAGE, AK 99518-1628

2525 SW MONTGOMERY DR PORTLAND, OR 97201-1751

2235 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3222

P O BOX 10536 PORTLAND, OR 97296

4047 QUAIL RIDGE LN VACAVILLE, CA 95688

4047 QUAIL RIDGE LN VACAVILLE, CA 95688

2138 NW IRVING ST #2C PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2167 NW IRVING #11 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2167 NW IRVING #12 PORTLAND, OR 97210

2167 NW IRVING ST # 13 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2167 NW IRVING ST# 14 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

3428 SW ILLINOIS ST PORTLAND, OR 97201 

2167 NW IRVING ST #2 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2167 NW IRVING #3 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

4444 W POWELL BLVD GRESHAM, OR 97030 

3601 SETOLMANST PORTLAND, OR 97201 

2167 N W IRVING # 6 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2167 NW IRVING ST #7 PORTLAND, OR 97210
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2167-2177NWIRVINGST 216/14

2167-2177NWIRVINGST 216/15

2157NWIRVINGST 217

2147NWIRVINGST 218

2127NW1RVINGST 219

2127 NW IRVING ST#B1 219/1

2127NWIRVINGST#2 219/2

2127 NWIRVINGST #101 219/3

2127 NWIRVINGST #102 219/4

2127 NWIRVINGST #103 219/5

2127 NWIRVINGST #104 219/6

2127NWIRVINGST#105 219/7

2127 NWIRVINGST #106 219/8

2127 NWIRVINGST #107 219/9

2127NW IRVINGST#201 219/10

2127 NWIRVINGST #202 219/11

2127 NWIRVINGST #203 219/12

2127 NWIRVINGST #204 219/13

2127 NWIRVINGST #205 219/14

2127 NWIRVINGST #206 219/15

2127 NWIRVINGST #207 219/16

2127 NWIRVINGST #301 219/17

2127 NWIRVINGST #302 219/18

2127 NWIRVINGST #303 219/19

2127 NWIRVINGST #304 219/20

2127 NWIRVINGST #305 219/21

BROOKS, RUTH E & 
SPILLUMJODD L

WOOD, ROBERT F TR & 
WOOD, INGEBORG TR

MARY FARNHAM INVEST LLC 

RUBIN, RICHARD M

ASSOCIATION OF UNIT OWNERS 
OF IRVING CLASSIC CONDOS

DIVINE, JUDITH A & 
ROBERT W

KEITH, CATHERINE M

SHUM, AEBERT Y & 
CHEONG, FONTEYN

LATTIMER, JOHN N & VICKIE A 

DETRY, DEENA 

KELLY, PAMELA A

GREGOIRE, JILL A & 
GREGOIRE, JUDITH L

SMITH, TERRY S 

HANSON, AMY M 

IRVINE, PETER 

SMITH, EDWARD T JR 

GREW, B CARLTON

KIRKLAND, JACK H & 
KIRKLAND, LINDA K

PENNELL, PAULINE E

BUSIK, SUSAN J & 
BUSIK, THOMAS

YETT, LISA B.

ALLEN, KORI L & 
GORMAN, RUSSELL E

BAGSTAD, SCOTT C 

WALLACE, S PAIGE 

BARRAND, CHRISTINE M

RICHARDSON, ANNE & 
DONALDSON. JOHN

Owner Address

2407 SE BALBOA DR VANCOUVER, WA 98684

4065 NW 192NDAVE PORTLAND, OR 97229

2157 NWIRVINGST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3220 

2147 NWIRVINGST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2127NW IRVING ST#B-1 PORTLAND, OR 97210

2127 N W IRVING ST #B-1 PORTLAND, OR 97210

2127 NW IRVING ST #2 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2127 NW IRVING ST # 101 PORTLAND, OR 97210

2127 NW IRVING #102 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2127 NWIRVINGST #103 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

1030AOLOAPL#305-B KAILUA, HI 96734-5266 

2127 NWIRVINGST #105 PORTLAND, OR 97210

2127NW IRVING ST#106 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2127 NW IRVING #107 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2127 NW IRVING #201 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2127 NW IRVING #202 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2127 NW IRVING ST #203 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2127 NW IRVING ST #204 PORTLAND, OR 97210

2127 NW IRVING ST #205 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2127NWIRVINGAVE#206 PORTLAND, OR 97210

2127 NW IRVING ST #207 PORTLAND, OR 97210

2127 NWIRVINGST #301 PORTLAND, OR 97210-5243

2127 NWIRVINGST #302 PORTLAND. OR 97210 

2127 NW IRVING #303 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2127 NW IRVING #304 , PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2127 NW IRVING ST #305 PORTLAND, OR 97210
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2127NWIRVINGST#306 

2127 NW IRVING ST #307 

2109NWIRVINGST

716-718 NW21STAVE 

2067 NW IRVING ST 

2049-2063 NW IRVING ST 

2039 NW IRVING ST

705-713NW20THAVE; 
2011 - 2015 NW IRVING ST; 
2017-2021 NW IRVING ST 
2027 - 2029

2015 NW IRVING ST 

2013 NW IRVING ST 

2011 NW IRVING ST

713NW20THAVE 

709 NW 20TH AVE 

707 NW 20TH AVE 

705 NW 20TH AVE 

2027 NW IRVING ST 

2029 NW IRVING ST 

2021NW IRVING ST 

2019 NW IRVING ST 

2017 NW IRVING ST 

708 NW 20TH AVE

1963 NW IRVING ST 

1953 NW IRVING ST 

1943 NW IRVING ST

1929 NW IRVING ST 

707 NW 19THAVE

Inv. # Property Owner

219/22 ANDERSON, KIRK J

219 / 23 WASHINGTON, ENRIQUE G

220 YEAGER, KIMBERLY K & 
MILLER, SYLVIA L

221 MAYO, MARY N

222 TIENSON, THANE W

223 LUDEMAN, SHIRLEY K

224 STOCKWELL, PAGE W

225 HUBBARD HOUSE CONDO ASSN

225 a 1 BROWN, DONNISE E

225 a 2 FORDYCE, HILDEGARDE A

225 a 3 HENWOOD, NORMAN L & 
HENWOOD, PEGGY J

225 b 1 ARNOLD, SUSAN D

225 b 2 MANNING, GEOGINA

225 b 3 HOLT, KATHRYN

225 b 4 HENDRYX, PATRICIA A

225 c 1 RICHTER, AMY R

225 c 2 THOMPSON, LOUISE M

225 d 1 FELIX, REBECCA L

225 d 2 DELMAN, BERT A

225 d 3 DELMAN, BERTA

226 BREEDLOVE, JAMES L TR & 
BREEDLOVE, MARIAN C TR

227 BULKLEY FAMILY LTD 
PARTNERSHIP

228 TILBURY, MARGARET M & 
MARQUARD, ELIZABETH

229 WEAGANT, WARREN G & 
WEAGANT, WARREN F

230 B & B INVEST CO

231 OLYMPIC APARTMENTS 
% KBC MGMT INC

Owner Address

2127 NW IRVING ST #306 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2127NWIRVINGST#307 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

POBOXK MADRAS, OR 97741

718 NW 21 STAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1305 

2067 NW IRVING PORTLAND, OR 97210 

1400SE75THCT VANCOUVER, WA 98664-1782 

2039 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1215 

2029 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

2015 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1215 

2013NWIRVINGST#4 PORTLAND, OR 97209-1215 

2011 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1215

713 NW 20™ AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209

709 NW 20TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209

707 NW 20TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1303

65015 E SANDY RIVER LN RHODODENDRON, OR 97049

2027 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1215

2029 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

2021 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

2019 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

2017 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

2042 SW MADISON ST PORTLAND, OR 97205-1528

PO BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94159 

9310 NW CORNELL RD PORTLAND, OR 97229 

PO BOX 310 SAUSALITO, CA 94966-0310

3662 SW TUNNEL WOOD ST PORTLAND, OR 97221-4147 

5135 NWST HELENS RD PORTLAND, OR 97210
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708NW19THAVE

1801-1817 NWIRVINGST 

718 NW 18THAVE 

1721 NWIRVINGST

715-719NW17THAVE; 
1705-1719 NWIRVINGST

715NW 17THAVE

719 NW 17THAVE 

1705 NWIRVINGST

1709 NWIRVINGST 

1715NWIRVING ST 

1719NWIRVING ST

710NW 17TH AVE 

710-712 NW21STAVE 

1735 NWIRVINGST

1729-1731 NWIRVINGST 

2391 NW IRVING ST 

704 NW 21ST AVE

2378 NW IRVING ST 

2356 NW IRVING ST

2344 NW IRVING ST 

2330 NW IRVING ST

622-638 NW 23RD AVE 

2274-2276 NW IRVING ST 

2270 NW IRVING ST

Inv. # Property Owner

232

233

234

235

236

236 a

236 b

236 c

236 d 

236 e

236 f

237

238

239

240

241

242

243

244

245

246

247

248

249

KLIKS,BERNARD B ET AL 
% BORGENSGARD, NOLAN

1801 IRVING LLC 

SEARS, JOAN F 

SANDERS, PETER N

ASSOCIATION OF UNIT OWNERS 
OF CAMPBELL TWNHSE CONDOS

GUADAGNA, MARK J & 
MICHELLE L

MERRILL, DONNA S

SHELDON, GEORGE C & 
CAROLYN B

SABIN, VICTOR C TR 

MACY, J DOUGLAS

FALEN, TEDDY S & 
FALEN, MARTHA F

IERULLI, PAULINE W TR 

ST MARY'S ACADEMY 

U'REN, RICHARD C &

RAUSCH, G JON & 

BIGELOW, D CRAIG

KOLSOOZIAN, RONALD & 
KOLSOOZIAN, DOROTHY

Owner Address

3662 SW TUNNELWOOD ST PORTLAND, OR 97221-4147

3160SW 100THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97225-2936 

3556 SE SALMON ST PORTLAND, OR 97214 

1721 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2228 

715NW17THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-2304

715NW17THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-2304

POBOX 1397 BURLINGTON, VT 05042-1397 

3033 NW QUIMBY ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-1929

1614 NW KEARNEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2329 

1715 NWIRVINGST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2228 

PO BOX 6441 PORTLAND, OR 97228-6441

8150SWFAIRWAYDR WILSONVILLE OR 97070-9419 

1615 SW 5™ AVE PORTLAND, OR 97201

1735 NWIRVINGST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2228 
JOLIN, ANNETTE

1729 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2228 
CHIN, JOYCE L

1187 COAST VILLAGE RD #201 SANTA BARBARA, CA 
93108

POBOX 3314 DANA POINT, CA 92629

FRUIT & FLOWER DAY NURSERY 2378 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3225

416NWHERMOSABLVD PORTLAND, OR 97210SINGER, RICHARD D & 
SINGER. LORI & 
SINGER, DONALD J

LYNCH, JAY D & ALEXANDRA A

IRVING STREET LLC & 
SINGER, RICHARD D.

UBEHO INVESTMENT CO 
% UBEHO

UBEHO INVESTMENT CO 
% UBEHO

MC CLOUD. SHAWN P

2344 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3225 

416NW HERMOSA BLVD PORTLAND, OR 97210

POBOX 3916 PORTLAND, OR 97208-3916 

POBOX 3916 PORTLAND, OR 97208-3916 

2270 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210
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2260 NW IRVING ST

2254 NW IRVING ST

2246 NW IRVING ST

Inv.#

250

251

252

Property Owner

MC CREADY, GARY L

BATES, SANDRA L &

RABER, BARRY P

Multnomah, OR
County and State

Owner Address

4475 NE ALAMEDA ST PORTLAND, OR 97213

2254 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2246 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2242 NW IRVING ST 253

2232 NW IRVING ST 254

2222-2224 NW IRVING ST 255

2202-2208 NW IRVING ST 256

2176-2186 NW IRVING ST 257

2166NWIRVINGST 258

2156NWIRVINGST 259

2148NWIRVINGST 260

2142NWIRVINGST 261

2136-2138 NW IRVING ST 262

N/A 263

2120 NW IRVING ST 264

625-635 NW 21 STAVE 265

63 6 NW 21 STAVE 266

2066 NW IRVING ST 267

WI/2066 NW IRVING ST 268

2046 NW IRVING ST 269

2036 NW IRVING ST 270

2004-2018 NW IRVING ST 271

2004/1 NW IRVING ST 271/1

2004/2 NW IRVING ST 271/2

GEWIRTZ, JENNIFER M

OLSHEN, MILTON TR & 
PEARLMAN, GERALDINE TR 
% GABOURY, CYNTHIA L

POITRA, STEVEN P & DOYLE, 
JOHN J & HEIDENRICH, JAY A

JONES, TRUMAN X

UBEHO INVESTMENT CO 
% UBEHO

SAUNDERS, TOM

NORDEL LIMITED LIABILITY CO 
% WHITMARSH, MIKE

EXETER/ADELINE PARTNERS 

HOWELL, JOHANNA 

CHALGOS, EVANGELIA S 

IFRAH, WILLIAM 

GURGANUS, HELEN 

GURGANUS, HELEN

GURGANUS, HELEN F
% RESTAURANT CONCEPTS INC

WINDERMER CRONIN & CAPLAN 
INC % RAZE, JAMES R

GENERAL ELECTRIC CAPITAL 
CORP.

JENSEN, FRANK R TR & 
JENSEN, COLLEEN L TR

ANDERSON, SHIRLEY T 

BRIGHT, JOHN A & SANDRA J

ASSOCIATION OF UNIT OWNERS 
OF ALHAMBRA CONDOS

HENDRICKSON, THOMAS H &
ANNK

FAY. MARY L

1934SE35THPL PORTLAND, OR 97214-5802

2232 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3223

1137 SE LEXINGTON PORTLAND, OR 97202 

PO BOX 3916 PORTLAND, OR 97208-3916

P O BOX 13023 PORTLAND, OR 97214 

7830SW40TH#2 PORTLAND, OR 97219

2156NWIRVINGSTE 100 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2148 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3221 

2142 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3221 

2138NWIRVINGST#2C PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2248 SW MCKENZIE LN MADRAS, OR 97741 

2248 SW MCKENZIE LN MADRAS, OR 97741 

625-635 NW 21 STAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209

733 NW 20TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209

PO BOX 10316 STAMFORD, CT 06905

2642 NW BEUHLA VISTA TER PORTLAND, OR 97210

2046 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1216

2036 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

2004 NW IRVING ST # 3 PORTLAND, OR 97209-1232

2004 NW IRVING ST # 3 PORTLAND, OR 97209-1232 

2004 NE IRVING ST #2 PORTLAND, OR 97209
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2004/3 NW IRVING ST

2004/4 NW IRVING ST

201 8/5 NW IRVING ST

201 8/6 NW IRVING ST

201 8/7 NW IRVING ST

201 8/8 NW IRVING ST

624-36 NW 20TH AVE

1 958 NW IRVING ST

1 930 NW IRVING ST

623-633 NW 19THAVE

632 NW 19THAVE

Inv.#

271/3

271/4

271/5

271/6

271/7

271/8

272

273

274

275

276

Property Owner

HENDRICKSON, THOMAS H & 
HENDRICKSON, ANN K W

BARNEY, DONALD J & JOANNE

ARCHITECT, TED N TR & 
ARCHITECT, KIMBERLY S TR

ARCHITECT, ZOE TR

WORTMAN, SUSAN M HEBERT

THOMPSON, MARY J S

MCMONIES L L C

BRISTOL EQUITIES 
APARTMENTS 
INVESTORS LLC

PRENDERGAST, PATRICK

CARR, BERNARD

FIRST IMMANUEL EVANGELICAL

Multnomah, OR
County and State

Owner Address

2004 NW IRVING ST # 3 PORTLAND, OR 97209-1232

2004 NW IRVING ST #4 PORTLAND, OR 97209-1232

9805 NE SHAVER ST MAYWOOD PARK, OR 97220-3651

2018 NW IRVING ST #6 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2018NWIRVINGST#7 PORTLAND, OR 97209-1233

20 1 8 NW IRVING #8 PORTLAND, OR 97209

4333 NE BROADWAY ST PORTLAND, OR 97213

2078 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

1930 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

633NW19THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1202

632NW19THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1203

1808-1816 NW IRVING ST 277

NW18THAV& 278 
NW IRVING ST

625NW17THAVE 279

1640 NW IRVING ST 280

621NW23RDAVE 281

624 NW 22ND AVE 282

624NW18THAVE 283

626NW19THAVE 284

621 -623 NW 22ND AVE 285

616-618 NW22ND AVE 286

1727NWHOYTST 287

2353 NW HOYT ST 288

2349 NW HOYT ST 289

LUTHERAN CHURCH

FIRST IMMANUEL EVANGELICAL 1816 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1213 
LUTHERAN CHURCH

HARRIS PROPERTIES NW LLC 7380 SW ETON PORTLAND, OR 97225

HARRIS PROPERTIES NW LLC 

ZELDA LLC

MUMFORD, COURTLAND L 

LEGGETT,ALLEN P 

HARRIS PROPERTIES NW LLC

7380 SW ETON PORTLAND, OR 97225

421 SW 6™ AVE #900 PORTLAND, OR 97205 
% OLDS, MICHAEL Z

1130SWKINGAVE PORTLAND, OR 97204

P O BOX 192344 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94119-2344

7380 SW ETON PORTLAND, OR 97225

FIRST IMMANUEL EVANGELICAL 1816 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1213 
LUTHERAN CHURCH

ASHLEY, SALLY R

STEIN, VIVIAN TR 
% STEIN, CLINTON T

O'DONNELL, MARK P ET AL

UBEHO INVESTMENT CO 
% UBEHO

MEARS-HASKELL, MARY & 
HASKELL, TED

5676 SW RIVERPOINT LN PORTLND, OR 97201 

3997 BALDWIN CT FREMONT, CA 94536

1727 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2242 

PO BOX 3916 PORTLAND, OR 97208-3916

5136 NE WISTARIA DR PORTLAND, OR 97213
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2341 NWHOYTST

WI/2335 NW HOYT ST 

2325 NW HOYT ST 

2323 NW HOYT ST 

2307 NW HOYT ST 

610-616NW23RDAVE 

2273 NW HOYT ST

2265 NW HOYT ST

2257 NW HOYT ST 

2247 - 2249 NW HOYT ST 

2241 NWHOYTST

2221-2227 NWHOYTST 

WI/2217 NWHOYTST

2217 NWHOYTST 

2217 NWHOYTST 

615NW22NDAVE 

615NW22NDAVE 

601 NW 22ND AVE 

607 NW 22ND AVE 

605 NW 22ND AVE 

603 NW 22ND AVE 

WI/2182 NWHOYTST

2153-2159 NWHOYTST

2149 NWHOYTST 

2139 NWHOYTST

Inv. # Property Owner Owner Address

290

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

300

301

302

302 a 1 

302 a 2 

302 bl 

302 b 2 

302 cl 

302 c 2 

302 c 3

302 c 4

303

304

305

306

BRADLEY, JOHN & MAUREEN A 9845 SW 18TH PE PORTLAND, OR 97219 
& BERGMAN,ERIC H

IRVING STREET LLC 

CWIK, LAWRENCE J 

KAMINASH, BENJAMIN 

MOORE, GORDON

UBEHO INVESTMENT CO 
% UBEHO
UBEHO INVESTMENT CO 
% UBEHO

WILSON, JAMES S & 
WOLFE, LOIS B

DIMAYUGA, ANTHONY B 

SAMUELSON, EDWARD A

HUSCHKA, RODNEY E & 
HUSCHKA, KAREN A

BARRY, ROGER T & 
SIMPSON-BARRY, PAMELA

416NWHERMOSABLVD PORTLAND, OR 97210

P O BOX 5912 PORTLAND, OR 97228

2474 NW OVERTON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

12680 SW WALNUT ST TIGARD, OR 97223

PO BOX 3916 PORTLAND, OR 97208-3916

PO BOX 3916 PORTLAND, OR 97208-3916

2265 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3216

25 TUDOR PL #1320 NEW YORK, NY 10017 

2251 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

10573NWLEMANSCT PORTLAND, OR 97229

801 PACIFIC AVE HOOD RIVER,OR 97031

ASSOCIATION OF UNIT OWNERS 2217 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 
SPRAUER CONDOMINIUM

THOMPSON, CHRISTINE P 

THOMPSON, CHRISTINE P 

DUNN, KATHERINE K 

DUNN, KATHERINE K 

CONDON, DALE 

POWELL, DONALD W 

MINDELL, ARNOLD & AMY 

GOOD, LESLIE T

2217 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2217 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

615NW22ND PORTLAND, OR 97210-3202 

615NW22NDAVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-3202 

601NW22ND AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210 

607 NW 22ND AVE #607 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3202 

2049 NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1211 

603 NW 22ND AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210

LIMITED COMMON ELEMENT (PARKING FOR BARRINGTON CONDOMIUM, 
INVJs 358/1-358/16)

FERGUSON ,JOHN L & SARAH L 4250 SW COUNCIL CREST DR PORTLAND, OR
97201-1531

DENG, TIANSHU

HATHAWAY, LEROY C &
DOREEN B
% FOREST PARK FCU

2149 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3214 

PO BOX 10344 PORTLAND, OR 97296-0344

2133 NWHOYTST 307 GURGANUS, HELEN 2248 SE MCKENZIE LN MADRAS, OR 97741
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2125NWHOYTST 

2123NWHOYTST 

602-61 6 NW 21 STAVE

Inv.#

308 

309 

310

Property Owner

GURGANUS, HELEN 

GURGANUS, HELEN 

FESSLER, EDWARD I & DANA

Multnomah, OR
County and State

Owner Address

2248 SE MCKENZIE LN MADRAS, OR 

2248 SE MCKENZIE LN MADRAS, OR 

55 HAZEL LN PIEDMONT, CA 9461 1

97741 

97741

2061 NW HOYT ST 

2049 NW HOYT ST 

WI/615NW20THAVE

WI/615NW20THAVE 

615NW20THAVE

612NW20THAVE 

1955 NW HOYT ST

1930NWIRVINGST 

1901-1947NWHOYTST

1901-1947 NW HOYT ST 

1901-1947 NW HOYT ST 

1901 -1947 NW HOYT ST 

1901-1947 NW HOYT ST 

1901-1947 NW HOYT ST 

1901-1947 NW HOYT ST 

1901-1947NWHOYTST 

1901-1947 NW HOYT ST 

1901-1947 NW HOYT ST

1901-1947 NW HOYT ST 

1901-1947 NW HOYT ST

TO CROWLEY THOMAS B

311 ANGEL, REXFORD E 
TO VOGT, RANDALL

312 MINDELL, ARNOLD & 
MINDELL, AMY

313 EPISCOPAL LAYMEN'S MISSION 
SOCIETY 
% R M C INC

314 EPISCOPAL LAYMEN'S MISSION 
SOCIETY 
% R M C INC

315 EPISCOPAL LAYMEN'S MISSION 
SOCIETY 
% R M C INC

316 FOREST & GARDEN APTS LLC 
%SHLIM, NATHAN TR

317 FOREST & GARDEN APTS LLC 
%SHLIM, NATHAN TR

318 PRENDERGAST, PATRICK

319 ASSOCIATION OF UNIT OWNERS 
OF HOYT SQUARE CONDOS

319/1 NEHL, PATRICIA A

319/2 MILLER, LON JB

319/3 CAVENDISH, MARY LOU

319/4 ORR, VERLENA

319/5 COOPER, JONATHAN H

319/6 RICHMAN, JESSICA

319/7 CHAPMAN, PATRICIA L

319/8 RUSSELL, DONELLA J

319/9 CONNOLLY, STEVEN K 
% TWINS KOTAKE B

STELZNER, CARLTON E & 
MARYE

319/10

319/11 GRAYSON, CELIA A

2061 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2049 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

615NW20THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1204

615NW20THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1204 

615NW20THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1204

834 SW ST CLAIR AVE #105 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

834 SW ST CLAIR AVE #105 PORTLAND, OR 97209

1930NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

1901-1947 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

1901 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

1903 NW HOYT ST #1 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

95330 HIGH WAY 101 S YACHATS, OR 97498-9705 

1907NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1224 

1909 NW HOYT ST # 301 PORTLAND, OR 97209-1224 

1911 NW HOYT ST # 302 PORTLAND, OR 97209-1224 

1913NWHOYT PORTLAND, OR 97209 

18453TAMAWAYDR LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034 

NERIMAJOKYO JAPAN 176-0004

PO BOX 2072 WALLA WALLA, WA 99362-0949 

1921 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209
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1901-1947NWHOYTST

1901-1947 NWHOYTST 

1901-1947 NWHOYTST 

1901-1947 NWHOYTST 

1901-1947 NWHOYTST

1901-1947 NWHOYTST 

1901-1947 NWHOYTST

1901-1947 NWHOYTST 

1901-1947 NWHOYTST 

1901-1947 NWHOYTST 

1901-1947 NWHOYTST 

1901-1947 NWHOYTST

WI/632NW19THAVE 

615NW 18THAVE 

617NW 17THAVE

610NW22NDAVE 

1717 NWHOYTST 

600-604 NW 23RD AVE

2281 NWHOYTST

1711 NWHOYTST 

1703 NWHOYTST

1815 NWHOYTST 

607-611NW 18THAVE 

2187 NWHOYTST

Inv. # Property Owner

319/12 MILLER, THOMAS M & 
DEBORAH J

319/13 PROTASSY, ANDRE 

319/14 WITTICK, MARY J 

319/15 KINNEY, RICHARD J

319/16 WELSH, JUDITH J & 
WELSH, JOSEPHINE

319/17 COFFEY, DOUGLAS J 

319/18

319/ 19 

319/20 

319/21 

319/22 

319/23

320

321

322

323

324

325

326

327

328

329

330

331

KEY, MAUREEN & 
NORQUIST,MARY

UITTO, PHYLLIS G TR 

FOX, ALAN J 

MEYER, LAURIE E 

BARKLEY, CAROLE

CAVENDISH, MARY LOU & 
CAVENDISH, FREDERICK C

Owner Address

1923 NWHOYTST#304 PORTLAND, OR 97209-1225

12120 SWBOONES FERRY RD PORTLAND, OR 97219 

1927NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1226 

1929 NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1226 

4620 SE 86TH ST PORTLAND, OR 97266

1933 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1226 

1974NWLOVEJOYST#2 PORTLAND, OR 97209-1504

6417 SW LOOP DR PORTLAND, OR 97221-3387 

10551 SW RIVER BEND RD MC MINNVILLE, OR 97128 

1941 NW HOYT #207 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

1943 NWHOYTST #206 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

1947 NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97209

FIRST IMMANUEL EVANGELICAL 1816NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1213 
LUTHERAN CHURCH

BLANCHET HOUSE OF 
HOSPITALITY

STURGIS, SUSAN & 
WAEHRER, EDGAR J

340 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-3712 

PO BOX 10222 PORTLAND, OR 97296-0222

MC CALL, HENRY S & NANCY T 219 3RD ST NE WASHINGTON, DC 20002

WAEHRER, EDGAR

UBEHO INVESTMENT CO 
% UBEHO

UBEHO INVESTMENT CO 
% UBEHO

COSTLEY, ALAN

NANCE, DAVID M & 
KNUTSON-NANCE. ERICA B 
% UBEHD

WARREN PROPERTIES L L C 
% J & J RENTAL MANAGEMENT

WARREN PROPERTIES LLC
% J & J RENTAL MANAGEMENT

BUCKLEY, MARY C & 
DUCKETT, JOAN

PO BOX 10222 PORTLAND, OR 97296-0222 

PO BOX 3916 PORTLAND, OR 97208-3916

PO BOX 3916 PORTLAND, OR 97208-3916

1711 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

1703 NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97209

9280 SW 80TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97223 

9280 SW 80TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97223 

2187 NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3214
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2179NWHOYTST 

2171NWHOYTST 

2111NWHOYTST 

2105-2109 NWHOYTST 

2101-2103 NWHOYTST

608 NW 19THAVE 

1823 NWHOYTST 

2386 NWHOYTST

2364 NW HOYT ST 

2356 NWHOYTST 

2342 NW HOYT ST

2338 NWHOYTST 

2332 NW HOYT ST 

2326 NWHOYTST 

2324 NW HOYT ST 

505-525 NW 23RD AVE

530NW23RDAVE 

522-526 NW 23RD AVE

2268 NW HOYT ST 

2260 NW HOYT ST

2254 NW HOYT ST

2248 NW HOYT ST 

2242 NW HOYT ST 

2234 NW HOYT ST 

2226 NW HOYT ST 

2222 NW HOYT ST

Inv. # Property Owner

KRAUSE, DARCIA 

ASHLEY, SALLY R 

GURGANUS, HELEN F 

GRAMBO, RICHARD O & JAN G

332

333

334

335

336 MASSIMILLA. JANETT T & 
ANTHONY L

337 KARLIN, HARVEY & ANDREA B

338 SISSON, MEL1NDA R

339 GROSS, ROBERT J &
BORKAN, EUGENE L & LAYTON

340 KARLIN, ANDREA B

341 JESSOP, DONALD J ET AL

342 SPOONHOUR, DONNA & 
LIND, GAYLORD

343 HAWKINS, DEBRA J

344 PILLSTER, DONNA C

345 CEDROS, CRAIG D

346 SHOBAKI, JONNIE A

347 GLISAN STREET ASSOCIATES 
% KBC MGMT INC

348 W P L ASSOCIATES XVI 
% W P L ASSOCIATES

349 STRICKLAND, WAYNE G & 
MARIE D

350 ASHLEY, SALLY

351 HERMENS, GREGORY L & 
BARBARA E

352 OZANNE, PETER A &
PARKINSON, GERTRUDE A

353 COMSTOCK, WENDY J

354 LEEDY, JOYCE H

355 LEEDY, JOYCE H

356 STANTON, ROBERT E & JEAN A

357 SOCIETY OF JESUS 
OREGON PROVINCE

Owner Address

3716 SE WASHINGTON ST PORTLAND, OR 97214-3213 

5676 RIVERPOINT LN PORTLAND, OR 97201 

2248 SW MCKENZIE LN MADRA, OR 97741 

RT 1 BOX 527 LONG BEACH, WA 98631 

2219SE70THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97215-4027

2935 SE REX ST PORTLAND, OR 97202 

1823 NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2386 NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2935 SE REX ST PORTLAND, OR 97202 

2356NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3219 

2342 NW HOYT ST #2 PORTLAND, OR 97210-5234

2338 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2332 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3219 

2326 NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2324 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

5135NWSTHELENSRD PORTLAND, OR 97210

522 NW 23RD AVE # 200 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3207 

522 NW 23RD AVE #200 PORTLAND, OR 97210

5676 RIVERPOINT LN PORTLAND, OR 97201 

2260NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2254NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3217

2248 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3217 

2234 NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2234 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-5266 

3477 NE PEERLESS PL PORTLAND, OR 97232-2555 

2222 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3217
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County and State

Site Address Inv. #

2182NWHOYTST 358

2182/1NWHOYTST 358/1

2182/2NWHOYTST 358/2

2182/3NWHOYTST 358/3

2182/4NWHOYTST 358/4

2182/5 NW HOYT ST 358 / 5

2182/6NWHOYTST 358/6

2182/7NWHOYTST 358/7

2182/8 NW HOYT ST 358/8

2182/9NWHOYTST 358/9

2182/10 NW HOYT ST 358/10

2182/11 NW HOYT ST 358/11

2182/12NWHOYTST 358/12

2182/14NWHOYTST 358/13

2182/15NWHOYTST 358/14

2182/16NWHOYTST 358/15

2182/17NWHOYTST

2164NWHOYTST 359

2146NWHOYTST 360

2134NWHOYTST 361

2122-2126NWHOYTST 362

539 NW 21 STAVE 363

526-528 NW 21 STAVE 364

2033 NW GLISAN ST 365

NW 20TH & GLISAN ST 366

1961NW GLISAN ST 367

Property Owner

CONDOMINIUM 

LEE, CLEMENT & MARY T 

NUSBLATT, ELLEN 

TOMPKINS, R DABNEY TR 

GOWARD, PHILIP J 

LARKINS, DEBORAH L

WYATT, WILLIAM W JR 
CP: REDDEN, JAMES A III

PTACEK, THOMAS J 

STATE OF OREGON (DVA) 

GROSSE, KEITH 

BARRAGAR, ANNE L

MC GOODWIN, JAMES V & 
MARYJ

BARRETT, DENNIS P

CALIENDO, ALBERT J

TRIM, LESLIE A & VOJDANI, IRAJ

MACDONALD, JUDY E & 
MACDONALD, JEAN C

358/16 WEBSTER, KIM B & 
LEWIS, SUMMER

ESTREM, JOHN E

ROWE, RONALD K TR & 
ROWE, JUDITH L TR

MAHAFFEY, MARK & RAE P 

YOSHIDA, ISAO & CAROL M 

GOLDMARK PROPERTIES INC

BALMUTH, LAURIE L 
% KBC MGMT INC

SCHOOL DISTRICT NO 1 
ATTN FINANCE DEPT

PORTLAND, CITY OF

SCHOOL DISTRICT NO 1 
ATTN FINANCE DEPT

Owner Address

840 NW SUMMIT AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2182NWHOYT#2 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

1222BELLEAUAVE DALLAS, TX 75208 

2182NWHOYTST#4 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2182 NW HOYT ST # 5 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3270 

2644 NE ALAMEDA PORTLAND, OR 97212-1616

2182NWHOYTST#7 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3270 

2182NWHOYTST# 11 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3270 

4325 NE 15TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97211 

2182NWHOYTST#10 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3270 

2182NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3270

2033 SE122ND AVE PORTLAND, OR 97214 

2182NWHOYTSTUNIT 14 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3270 

6780 SW CANYON DR PORTLAND, OR 97225 

2182NWHOYTST#16 PORTLAND, OR 97210

2182NWHOYTST#17 PORTLAND, OR 97210

8355 NE PARRET MT RD NEWBERG, OR 97132 

3115NE43RDAVE PORTLAND, OR 97213-1126

2134NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2122NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 972103215 

P 0 BOX 10536 PORTLAND, OR 97296 

5135 NWST HELENS RD PORTLAND, OR 97210

PO BOX 3107 PORTLAND, OR 97208-3107

I120SW5THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97204-1914 

PO BOX 3107 PORTLAND. OR 97208-3107
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1830NWHOYTST

533-535 NW 18THAVE

1734NWHOYTST

1728NWHOYTST

1720NWHOYTST

1716NWHOYTST

1710NWHOYTST

1704NWHOYTST

529 NW 21 STAVE

525-529 NW 18TH AVE

5 1 9-527 NW 21 STAVE

526 NW 18THAVE

525 NW 17THAVE

2375 NW GLISAN ST

2181 NW GLISAN ST

Inv.tf

368

369

370

371

372

373

374

375

376

377

378

379

380

381

382

Property Owner

ERICKSON, RONALD G & 
HERREN, CHARLES W 
% JACKSON,LYNN

JOHNSON, JOZELL D

FOLBERG, MARY V

RUDINSKY, ALEXANDER J & 
LEEDY, R ALLAN JR & JOYCE H

CARTER, JACK & KATHLEEN K

DEALY, GLEN & 
GABBETT, KERRY

ROSENBERG, JACK A

CAREY, OWEN & 
POWELL, KATHRYN M

PERRIN, PATRICIA C

MOORE, ROBERT C A & JANIE L

ROBISON JEWISH HOME

FEDER, MIRIAM & 
FINKLEA, EDWARD A

SUCHY, GARY M & ANNETTE J

UNITY INC

MIURA, TARO TR &

Multnomah, OR
County and State

Owner Address

3390 LAKEVIEW BLVD LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97035

533 NW 18TH PORTLAND, OR 97209

12200NWMCNAMEERD PORTLAND, OR 97231

2234NWHOYTST PORTLAND, OR 97210-5266

1720 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2227

1716 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2227

1710 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

1704 NW HOYT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

3335 NE FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97232

529 NW 18TH PORTLAND, OR 97209

61 25 SW BOUNDARY ST PORTLAND, OR 97221-1019

1880 SW EDGEWOOD RD PORTLAND, OR 97201-2236

525 NW 17™ AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209

710 SW 2ND AVE PORTLAND, OR 97204

1440 SW TAYLOR ST PORTLAND, OR 97205

2367 NW GLISAN ST

2359 NW GLISAN ST

2353 NW GLISAN ST 

2343 NW GLISAN ST

N/A

2267 NW GLISAN ST 

2257 NW GLISAN ST 

2249 NW GLISAN ST

MIURA, WANDA TR
% C & R REAL ESTATE SRVCS

383 LINTNER, CAROLE A TR 
CP: SADEWIC, CRAIG W. 
% MAFFEI, GARY R

384 OTTO, STEVE W & 
& RANKIN, LINDA J

385 VERBURG, SUSAN

386 PERRY. BRIAN J & 
PERRY, YOKO

387 GLISAN STREET ASSOCIATES 
% KBC MGMT INC

388 MC FARLAND, JOSEPH R TR & 
MC FARLAND, MARY A TR

389 ELSASSER, WILLIAM A & 
ELSASSER, FRED JR

390 WANG. PU FAR $ SHIANG YU

1777 SW MONTGOMERY DR PORTLAND, OR 97201-2482

2359 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2353 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3420 

2343 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3420

5135 NWST HELENS RD PORTLAND, OR 97210 

507 PALO ALTO DR VANCOUVER, WA 98661-6624 

1818 NE M L KING BLVD PORTLAND, OR 97212-3925 

3859 SE ST ANDREWS PL GRESHAM, OR 97080
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Site Address

2231NWGLISANST

2225 NW GLISAN ST 

507 NW 22ND AVE 

2167-2171 NW GLISAN ST 

2155 NW GLISAN ST 

2145-47 NW GLISAN ST

2131-2137 NW GLISAN ST 

2125 NW GLISAN ST 

511-517NW21STAVE 

510-518NW21STAVE

2075 NW GLISAN ST 

510NW19THAVE 

513-515 NW 18THAVE 

516NW18THAVE

1731NW GLISAN ST

1721-1723 NW GLISAN ST

1701-1719 NW GLISAN ST 

500-510NW23RD AVE 

501 NW 21 STAVE 

1805 NW GLISAN ST 

504NW18THAVE

2386 NW GLISAN ST

2366 NW GLISAN ST 

2360 NW GLISAN ST

2354 NW GLISAN ST 

2346 NW GLISAN ST

Inv. # Property Owner

391 BAUER, BRUCE & SUBOTNICK, 
JEANI & SUBOTNICK, RUTH

392 PELETT, NANCY

393 VILLA FLORENCE LLC

394 SPOSITO, CARLO J

395 BOOKWALTER, JACK E

396 JONES, JEFFREY C & 
WAX, DONNA

397 MAFFEI, GARY R

398 CHRISTY, ALEX & DEBORAH E

399 WARD, LOIS

400 SLYTER, PEARL-LE ET AL
% ESP PROPERTY FACTORS INC

401 GRAMBO, RICHARD O & JAN G

402 G & B VENTURES INC

403 JOHNSON, KELLY T & YVONNE

404 VAN DYCK, REBECCA & 
THOMSEN, C ERIK

405 WYATT, GEOFFREY P

406 MARRA, ANN M & 
ELY, TIMOTHY C

407 GLISAN ST TOWNHOMES LLC

408 SACKS, ROBERT A & ANN G

409 OLSEN, CHARLES W JR

410 MILLER, TED M

411 LUNDBERG, PATRICIA B & 
THOMAS C

412 MINTIE, DANIEL J & 
ZEEDYK, JANA H

413 ZEEDYK, JANA

414 MILLER, RICHARD R & 
MILLER, MARCIA W

415 WHITSON, STEVEN M

416 KIN SEL, ALAN E & 
AMERI. JAMSHEED

Owner Address

2231 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2530 SE DOVE ST MILWAUKIE, OR 97222 

312 SE STARK ST PORTLAND, OR 97214 

2169 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2155 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

3414NETILLAMOOKST PORTLAND, OR 97212

1777 SW MONTGOMERY DR PORTLAND, OR 97201 

17451 UPPER CHERRY LN LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034 

1901 NE 191 ST CR RIDGEFIELD, WA 98642

1522 SW SUNSET BLVD PORTLAND, OR 97201-2626 

1245 PACIFIC WAY LONG BEACH, WA 98631 

28550 NW OLSON RD GASTON, OR 97119 

513&515NW18THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209 

516NW18THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-2220

1731 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

1723 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

1533NETILLAMOOKST PORTLAND, OR 97212-4460 

2260 SW HUMPHREY PARK RD PORTLAND, OR 97221 

2805 SE LAKE RD PORTLAND, OR 97222-6831 

1805 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2010 

9016 NW BARTHOLOMEW DR PORTLAND, OR 97229

2366 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2366 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3421 

2443 FAIR OAKS BLVD #56 SACRAMENTO, CA 95825

2354 NW GLISAN ST #7 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

522 NW 23RD AVE # 200 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3207
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2324 NW GLISAN ST

437 NW 23RD AVE 

2270 NW GLISAN ST

Inv. # Property Owner

2014 NW GLISAN ST

417

418

419

2254 NW GLISAN ST 420

2246-2248 NW GLISAN ST 421

2230 NW GLISAN ST 422

435 NW 22ND AVE 423

2186 NW GLISAN ST 424

2122 NW GLISAN ST 425

2100-2118 NW GLISAN ST 426

432 NW 21ST AVE 427

2066 NW GLISAN ST 428

2056 NW GLISAN ST 429

2042-2050 NW GLISAN ST 430

W/2014NWGLISANST 431

432

428 NW 20TH AVE 433

1931 NW FLANDERS ST 434

WI/1931 NW FLANDERS ST 435

434NW19THAVE 436

1818 NW GLISAN ST 437

W/l 818 NW GLISAN ST 438

1740NWGLISANST 439

407NW17THAVE 440

BELMOR DEVELOPMENT LLC 
% KINSEL AMERI & COMPANY

FLANDERS STREET BUILDING

ROSEHILL INVEST LLC 
BY PIACENTINI

BURKHARDT LTD LIABILITY CO 

LAWRENCE, JOHN I & SALLY C

EPISCOPAL LAYMEN'S MISSION 
SOCIETY

HARN, JOHN P & ETSUKO 

AMEESA CORPORATION

DURST, WILLARD TR ET AL

WIGMAN, TYS IV & 
WIGMAN, HELEN K TR

EISENDORF, SYLVIA D TR 
% MCMENAMIN INC

LLRE LLC

BAKER, BOYER, ROGERS & 
STONE LLC

MCMONIES LLC

ISHIMARU, PHILIP & 
BUCKLEY, HONOR H 
ATTN LEGAL DEPT

THE BULKLEY FAMILY LTD 
PRTNRSHP ET AL

CONGREGATION BETH ISRAEL 

CONGREGATION BETH ISRAEL 

CONGREGATION BETH ISRAEL 

TRABOSH, VICTORIA H & JOHN J 

ELLISTON INVESTORS

ELLISTON INVESTORS & 
MICHAELSON, RICHARD H

WELCH, DON S

S & G PROPERTIES 
NORTHWEST LLC

Owner Address

522 NW 23RD AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210

P O BOX 529 EUGENE, OR 97440

20016TH AVE #2300 SEATTLE, WA 98121-2522

2807 SW MOSS ST PORTLAND, OR 97219

2246 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3419

615NW20THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1204

435-439 NW22ND AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210

30263 AVENDA DE CALMA RANCHOS PALOS VERDES. 
CA 90275

2122 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3417 

9WARMSPRING IRVINE, CA 92614

431624 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND OR 97219

01309 SWCORBETT HILL CREEK PORTLAND, OR 97219 

4122NEBROADWAYST PORTLAND, OR 97232

4333 NE BROADWAY ST PORTLAND, OR 97213 

PO BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94159

PO BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94159

1931NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2008

NW 19TH & FLANDERS PORTLAND, OR 97209

NW 19TH& FLANDERS PORTLAND, OR 97209

434NW19THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209

4705 NE 72ND AVE PORTLAND, OR 97218

2227 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3229

1740NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

7380 SW ETON PORTLAND, OR 97225
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1624NWGLISANST

Inv.#

441

Property Owner

MC MENAMIN, MICHAEL R &

Owner Address

1624 NW GLISAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

WI/1610 NW GLISAN ST 442

419NW23RDAVE

425 NW 22ND AVE 

424 NW 21 STAVE

424 NW 19THAVE

425 NW 18THAVE

443

444

445

446

447

2381 NW FLANDERS ST 448 

2363 NW FLANDERS ST 449 

2347-2349 NW FLANDERS ST 450 

2335 NW FLANDERS ST 451

2329 NW FLANDERS ST 452 

404-410 NW 23RD AVE 453

WI/404 NW 23RD AVE 454

2233-2243 NW FLANDERS ST 455

2221 N W FLANDERS ST 456

2207 NW FLANDERS ST 457

414NW22NDAVE 458 

W/2167 N W FLANDERS ST 459

2167 N W FLANDERS ST 460

2155 NW FLANDERS ST 461

MARY A

PREBLE, WALLACE L & 
ELIZABETH

DAVIS, ANNE TR & 
DAVIS, I KENNETH TR 
% BULLIER AND BULLIER

BREEDLOVE, JAMES L TR ET AL 

ROSELYN APARTMENTS

WATSON, ARTHUR E 
CP: SNYDER, KENT R

FOUR TWENTY FIVE NW 18TH 
INVESTORS

PERE'VILLA RESOURCES LLC 

PERE'VILLA RESOURCES LLC 

GROSS, ROBERT J

JOHNSON, BRETT M & 
CHANG, JACQUELINE

ALSUHAIMI, KHALID

HOME, TOM S TR ET AL 
% EMMERSON, RONALD

HOME, TOM S TR ET AL 
% EMMERSON, RONALD

PARDUE, LEONARD C TR & 
PARDUE, LEONARD C JR TR

BREEDLOVE, JAMES L TR & 
BREEDLOVE, MARIAN C TR

BREEDLOVE, JAMES L TR & 
BREEDLOVE, MARIAN C TR

ENGILES, JAMES G

BOWMAN, DAVID W &
MEYER, ROGER L
% CIRCUM PACIFIC PROPERTIES

BOWMAN, DAVID W &
MEYER, ROGER L
% CIRCUM PACIFIC PROPERTIES

HELFEND, ELAINE TR &
BRECK. MARIE TR
% CIRCUM PACIFIC PROPERTIES

13805 NW THOMPSON RD PORTLAND, OR 97229

10390 SW ARBORCREST WAY PORTLAND, OR 97225 
4229

1837 SW ELM ST #1 PORTLAND, OR 97201 

424 N W 21 ST AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1156 

424 NW 19THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-2004

906NW23RDAVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-3006

2925 SW MONTGOMERY ST PORTLAND, OR 97201-1678 

2925 SW MONTGOMERY DR PORTLAND, OR 97201-1678 

9480 SW GRABHORN RD BEAVERTON, OR 97007 

2335 NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

PO BOX 33837 ISA TOWN BAHRAIN

1495 SW CLIFTON ST PORTLAND, OR 97201-3135

1495 SW CLIFTON ST PORTLAND, OR 97201-3135

32200 FRENCH PRAIRIE RD #D208 WILSONVILLE, OR 
97070-7472

2042 SW MADISON ST PORTLAND, OR 97205

1837 SW ELM ST APT #1 PORTLAND, OR 97201

295 BERNARDO AVE MOUNTAIN VIEW,CA 94043-5205 

2284 NW THURMAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2284 NW THURMAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2284 NW THURMAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97210
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2135 NW FLANDERS ST

2125 NW FLANDERS ST

2117 NW FLANDERS ST 

415NW21STAVE

410NW21STAVE

2065 NW FLANDERS ST 

E/2065 NW FLANDERS ST

W/2015 NW FLANDERS ST 

2015 NW FLANDERS ST 

1983 NW FLANDERS ST

NW 19TH& FLANDERS 

415 NW 18THAVE

410NW18THAVE 

400 NW 17THAVE

1815 NW FLANDERS ST 

405 NW 18THAVE

405 NW 23RD AVE

2185 NW FLANDERS ST 

2105 NW FLANDERS ST

2370 NW FLANDERS ST 

2330 NW FLANDERS ST

WI/333 NW 23RD AVE

Inv. # Property Owner

462 ROBERT DANIEL APTS LLC 
% BALL, ROBERT D

463 PRICE, MARGARET L
TO OLIVER, GUY E & MURIEL K

464 MOORE, MARGIE I

465 OVERTON APARTMENTS 
INVESTORS LTD 
% BRISTOL EQUITIES

466 UBEHO INVESTMENT CO 
% UBEHO

467 FLANDERS CORP

468 DAHLKE, H KENT & 
DAVIS, DONNA D

469 DAHLKE, H KENT & 
DAVIS, DONNA D

470 DAHLKE, H KENT & 
DAVIS, DONNA D

471 THE COLUMBIA LAND CO 
% FORD, THOMAS P

472 CONGREGATION BETH ISRAEL

473 CALLAHAN, DANIEL A & 
MARGARET

474 LIGGETT, DANNY & SARAH

475 CHOWN, FREDERICK R TR ET AL 
% CHOWN INC

476 HORT, BARBARA E

477 CALLAHAN, DANIEL A & 
MARGARET A

478 DAVIS, N DICKSON TR ET AL 
% BULLIER & BULLIER

479 HARRISON, HOWARD TR

480 USHER, JANIS E
% CIRCUM PACIFIC PROPERTIES

481 SAUNDERS, THOMAS G

482 GIUSTINA. E DANELL & 
GIUSTINA, E NICHOLAS

483 GIUSTINA, E DANELL & 
GIUSTINA, E NICHOLAS

Owner Address

2083 NW JOHNSON ST #1 PORTLAND, OR 97210

1258 NW SUMMIT AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-2822

2117 NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3405 

2910WBURNSIDEST PORTLAND, OR 97010

PO BOX 3916 PORTLAND, OR 97208-3916

PO BOX 4286 PORTLAND, OR 97208-4286 

PO BOX 1110 BEND, OR 97709-1110

PO BOX 1110 BEND, OR 97709-1110 

PO BOX 1110 BEND, OR 97709-1110 

401 SW6™AVE PORTLAND, OR 97204

1931 NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2008 

405 NW 18TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-2217

POBOX 10536 PORTLAND, OR 97296 

PO BOX 2888 PORTLAND, OR 97208-2888

10211 SE 16TH ST VANCOUVER, WA 98664 

405NW18THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-2217

10390ARBORCRESTWAY PORTLAND, OR 97225

2710 SW MAPLE LN PORTLAND, OR 97225-3255 

621 SW MORRISON ST. #1300 PORTLAND, OR 97205

POBOX 13023 PORTLAND, OR 97213 

P O BOX 529 EUGENE, OR 97440

P O BOX 529 EUGENE, OR 97440
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333 NW 23RD AVE

330NW23RDAVE 

2250 NW FLANDERS ST

2210 NW FLANDERS ST 

322-338 NW 22ND AVE

2180 NW FLANDERS ST

Inv. # Property Owner

484

485

486

487

488

489

2166-2170 NW FLANDERS ST 490

2158-2160 NW FLANDERS ST 491

2152-2156 N W FLANDERS ST 492

2148 N W FLANDERS ST 493

2144 N W FLANDERS ST 494

2134 N W FLANDERS ST 495

2124 N W FLANDERS ST 496

2110 N W FLANDERS ST 497

326 NW 21ST AVE 498

2068 NW FLANDERS ST 499

2058 NW FLANDERS ST 500

2058 NW FLANDERS ST, #1 500/1

2058 NW FLANDERS ST, #2 500 / 2

2058 NW FLANDERS ST, #3 500 / 3

2058 NW FLANDERS ST, #4 500 / 4

2058 NW FLANDERS ST, #5 500 / 5

2058 NW FLANDERS ST, #6 500 / 6

2058 NW FLANDERS ST, #7 500 / 7

2058 NW FLANDERS ST, #8 500 / 8

2046 NW FLANDERS ST 501

GIUSTINA, E DANELL & 
GIUSTINA, E NICHOLAS

23RD & FLANDERS L L C

FLANDERS PROFESSIONAL 
BUILDING LLC

LELAND, DAVID C

BULKLEY FAMILY LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP

THOMAS, KAREN S & 
BENDER, DALE

TAMBLE, KATHLEEN M

MIERZWA, PATRUSHKHA TR & 
ULANO, MARK F TR

BENDER, DALE G 

HENDRICKSON, THOMAS H

ANDERSON, DANIEL S & 
CARMACK, MILDRED J & 
STRAND, JOY D 
NEALON, PATRICIA E

SARGENT, MARIE J & 
ROGER, LAWRENCE

BIHLMAIER LLC
% ELAR PROPERTY MGMT

ES FLANDERS CO LLC 

2068 OREG LTD

W L MORGAN HISTORIC 
CONDO

CORDILIA, LINDA M 

CLINGMAN, DUFF O & ANNE B 

LENNOX, CALVIN J & LIHUA C 

REGAN, TARA 

ELSTER, JOHN R 

WILLIS, MILDRED E 

ELLINGSON, GLORIA G 

ANDERSON, CATHERINE L

W L MORGAN HISTORIC 
CONDO

Owner Address

P O BOX 529 EUGENE, OR 97440

416NWHERMOSABLVD PORTLAND, OR 97210-3314 

3112 SW GALE AVE PORTLAND, OR 97201

2210 NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3408 

PO BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94159

2180NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3406

2166 NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3406 

878 ROME DR LOS ANGELES, CA 90065-3215

2156 NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3406 

2004 NW IRVING ST # 3 PORTLAND, OR 97209-1232 

2144NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3406

2134 NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

1518NE 140THST#C-6 SEATTLE, WA 98125-3226

906NW14THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209

3418 SW TALBOT RD PORTLAND, OR 97201

2068 NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-1162

921 SW WASHINGTON ST #755 PORTLAND, OR 97205

2058 NW FLANDERS ST #1 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

7520 SE 36TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97202 

6620 N WILLAMETTE BLVD PORTLAND OR 97203-5608 

2058 NW FLANDERS ST #4 PORTLAND, OR 97209-1134 

2058 NW FLANDERS ST #5 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2058 NW FLANDERS #6 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2058 NW FLANDERS ST #7 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2058 NW FLANDERS ST #8 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

921 SW WASHINGTON ST #755 PORTLAND, OR 97205
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2046 NW FLANDERS ST

2046 NW FLANDERS ST 

2046 NW FLANDERS ST 

2046 NW FLANDERS ST

2046 NW FLANDERS ST 

2046 NW FLANDERS ST 

2046 NW FLANDERS ST 

2046 NW FLANDERS ST 

2046 NW FLANDERS ST

2046 NW FLANDERS ST 

2046 NW FLANDERS ST

2046 NW FLANDERS ST 

2030 NW FLANDERS ST

333 NW 20TH AVE

333/UN1NW20THAVE 

333/UN4 NW 20TH AVE 

333/UN3 NW 20TH AVE 

333/UN2 NW 20TH AVE

333/UN1NW20THAVE 

332-338 NW 20TH AVE 

1972 NW FLANDERS ST 

335 NW 19TH AVE

1936 NW FLANDERS ST

Inv. # Property Owner

501/1 EGHDAMI, CYRUS O & 
MEHRNAZ

501/2 QUARLES, CAROLINE S

501/3 POINTER, LINDA J

501/4 CLINGMAN, DUFF O & ANNE B

501/5 NELSON, KRISTINE E

501/6 KRUEGER, KIMA

501/7 HU, EVALEENA

501/8 HONTON, EDWARD J & 
KRAUSE, DEBORAH L

501/9 SHIELL, ALAN & 
SHIELL, JUDITH

501/10 MAERZ, LUDWIG 

501/11

501/12

502

503

503 a 1 

503 a 2 

503 a 3

503 a 4 

503 bl 

503 b 2 

503 b 3

503 b 4

504

505

506 a

506 b

ELLIS, BRENT A & 
BURK, KATHERINE H

HATHEWAY, MICHAEL E

FLANDERS & FORDHAM APTS 
%SHLIM, NATHAN

Owner Address

3070 NW LINMERE DR PORTLAND, OR 97229

2046 NW FLANDERS ST #3 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2046 NW FLANDERS ST #4 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2046 NW FLANDERS ST #B13 PORTLAND, OR 
97209-1159

2046 NW FLANDERS ST #21 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

5220 SW 166™ AVE PORTLAND, OR 97007 

2046 NW FLANDERS ST #23 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2046 NW FLANDERS #24 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2046 NW FLANDERS ST #31 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2046 NW FLANDERS ST #32 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2120N46THST SEATTLE, WA 98103

161 ONE TILLAMOOK ST #2 PORTLAND, OR 97212 

834 SW ST CLAIR PORTLAND, OR 97205

ASSOCIATION OF UNIT OWNERS 333 NW 20TH AVE # 1 PORTLAND, OR 97209 
OF THE HUESNER HOUSE CONDO

BAYLESS, JILL L 

VELENE, DIANA L

CAREY, BRUCE C & 
ISRAEL, CHRISTOPHER J

WITTSTRUCK, CLINTON C 

BAYLESS, JILL L 

VELENE, DIANA L

CAREY, BRUCE C & 
ISRAEL, CHRISTOPHER J

WITTSTRUCK, CLINTON C 

CONGREGATION BETH ISRAEL

333 NW 20TH AVE # 4 PORTLAND, OR 97209-2053 

333 NW 20TH AVE #3 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

3319SWBARBURBLVD PORTLAND, OR 97201-4124

333 NW 20TH AVE # 1 PORTLAND, OR 97209-2053 

333 NW 20TH AVE # 4 PORTLAND, OR 97209-2053 

333 NW 20TH AVE #3 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

3319SWBARBURBLVD PORTLAND, OR 97201-4124

333 NW 20TH AVE # 1 PORTLAND, OR 97209-2053 

1931 NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2097

CONGREGATION BETH ISRAEL NW 19™ & FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2008

HOUSING AUTHORITY OF 
PORTLAND, OR

HOUSING AUTHORITY OF 
PORTLAND, OR

135SWASHST PORTLAND, OR 97204-3540 

135 SW ASH ST PORTLAND, OR 97204-3540
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Wl/1819 NW EVERETT ST 507

1812 NW FLANDERS ST 508

1740 NW FLANDERS ST 509

323-337 NW17THAVE 510

325NW21STAVE 511

325NW18THAVE 512

1975 N W EVERETT ST 513

2360 NW WESTOVER RD 514

2341 NW EVERETT ST 515

2337 NW EVERETT ST 516

WI/315NW23RDAVE 517

315NW23RDAVE 518

310NW23RDAVE 519

WI/2250 NW FLANDERS ST 520

2229 NW EVERETT ST 521

2209 NW EVERETT ST 522

2199 NW EVERETT ST 523

2173 N W EVERETT ST 524

2165 N W EVERETT ST 525

2155 NW EVERETT ST 526

2149 NW EVERETT ST 527

2137 NW EVERETT ST: 528 
2141-2143 NW EVERETT ST

FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST
SCIENTIST
TO : NORTHWEST SERVICE CTR

FEVES, MICHAEL L TR-1/2 & 
PARKER, JEROME W TR-1/2 
% USHER, LAWRENCE T TR

DONALD M DRAKE CO
ATTN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

HOFF,ROGER D
TO WATTERS,DESLIE

EIWA LIFE INC 

FEVES,MICHAEL ET AL

VAN NASON,ALBERTA & 
BULKLEY, JONATHAN D & 
BULKLEY,HONOR H 
% ROUND HILL PACIFIC

HOLLAND, LAURIE

ALLRED,STEVAN
% KUMLIN & ALLRED

SEWALL,EDWARD G TR

BIRNBACH,MAX TR
% RESTORATION HARDWARE INC

BIRNBACH,MAX TR
% RESTORATION HARDWARE INC

URBAN INVESTMENTS L L C 
% KILLIAN PACIFIC

FLANDERS PROFESSIONAL 
BUILDING LLC

TRAINOR,ELIZABETH A

PUZISS,KELLY & 
PUZISS,BRIAN

HARSH INVESTMENT CORP 

TAMBLE,KATE

TAYLOR,ROBERT L & 
MALLORY,LOUISE

DOUGHERTY,MARY B TR 
TO FINERTY, PATRICK

WAGNER,ROBERT N

Owner Address

1819 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2189

1012 SW KING #306 PORTLAND, OR 97204

1919NWLOVEJOY PORTLAND, OR 97209

721 SW WEST WOOD DR PORTLAND, OR 97201-2740

8655 NW COPELAND ST PORTLAND, OR 97229 

2284 NW THURMAN PORTLAND, OR 97210 

PO BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO,CA 94159

2360 WESTOVER RD PORTLAND, OR 97210 

22625 S STORMER RD ESTACADA,OR 97023

2337 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3529 

15 KOCH RD #J CORTE MADERA,CA 94925

15KOCHRD#J CORTE MADERA,CA 94925 

811 NW 19TH AVE #102 PORTLAND, OR 97209 

3112 SW GALE AVE PORTLAND, OR 97201

6470 SW BURLINGAME PL PORTLAND, OR 97201 

4620 E CLEARWATER PKY SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85253

PO BOX 2708 PORTLAND, OR 972082708

2166 NW FLANDERS ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3406

2165 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3525

PO BOX 89 EAGLE CREEK, OR 97022 

2008 SW I9TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97201-2471

ASSOCIATION OF UNIT OWNERS 13123 GRANDVIEW DR EDMONTON, ALB CANADA 
OF CITY ESTATES CONDOS T6H 4K7
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2141-2143/1NWEVERETTST 528 a 1 

2141-2143/2 NW EVERETT ST 528 a 2 

2137/1 NWEVERETTST 528 b 1

Inv. # Property Owner

SCHANEL, SCOTT J & BRITT B 

HOPKINS, RANDY & LAURIE J

2137/2 NWEVERETTST 528 b 2

2137/3 NW EVERETT ST 528 b 3

2125 NW EVERETT ST 529

305 NW 21 STAVE 530

2081 NW EVERETT ST 531

2041 N W EVERETT ST 532

311NW20THAVE 533

1949 N W EVERETT ST 534

1819 NWEVERETTST 535

1731 NWEVERETTST 536

WI/1740 NW FLANDERS ST 537

2356NW WESTOVERRD 538

1631 NW EVERETT ST 539

2340 NW EVERETT ST 540

2328 NW EVERETT ST 541

WI/2328 NW EVERETT ST 542

2310 NWEVERETTST 543

2284 NW EVERETT ST 544

2260 NW EVERETT ST 545

ANDRUS, ASHLEY E & 
HOOD, RICHARD J

RASMUSSEN, HOLLY S ET AL 

VAN ORDEN, TRACY R 

FOUSE, MARION P 

BANK OF CALIFORNIA NA TR

SCHNITZER, JORDAN
% HARSCH INVESTMENT CORP

HOUSING AUTHORITY OF 
PORTLAND, OR>

DRUSE, DA VIDE-1/2 & 
HILYARD, JACK-1/2

BULKEY, HONOR H & 
VAN NASON, ALBERTA & 
BULKEY, JONATHAN D 
% ROUND HILL PACIFIC

Owner Address

2141 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2143 NWEVERETTST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2137 NW EVERETT ST #A PORTLAND, OR 97210

213 7 N W EVERETT ST #B PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2137 NW EVERETT ST #C PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2125 NWEVERETTST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3525 

PO BOX 3121 PORTLAND, OR 97208-3121 

PO BOX 2708 PORTLAND, OR 97208-2708

135 SW ASH ST PORTLAND, OR 97204-3540 

311NW20THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-2002 

PO BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO,CA 94159

FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST
SCIENTIST>
TO NORTHWEST SERVICE CENTER

1819 N W EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2189

THE BULKLEY FAMILY LTD 
PARTNERSHIP ET AL> 
% BULKLEY, HONOR H

DONALD M DRAKE CO 
% DRAKE MGMT CO

PO BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO, C A 94159

937 SW 14™ AVE#201 PORTLAND, OR 97205

HATCH, WILLIAM & LORRAINE 3135 SE 6™ AVE ST PORTLAND, OR 97202

7325 SW HUNT CLUB RD PORTLAND, OR 97223DUFF, WILLIAM & 
DUFF, JANETTE

BRUNISH, VIRGINIA TR 
% BRUNISH, COREY POA

SEMLER, SHIRLEY L 

SEMLER, SHIRLEY L

SCHAEFFER, MICHAEL R & 
CLANTON, ARLENE P

BARGER, RICHARD D TR &
BARGER, ANN F TR
% THE PORTLAND ROSE APARTMENTS

17190 WALL ST LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034

6215 SW HAMILTON ST PORTLAND, OR 97221-1237 

6215 SW HAMILTON ST PORTLAND, OR 9722-1237 

2761 NE HALSEY ST PORTLAND, OR 97232

2284 NW EVERTT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

MC CANN, J B TR
TO WILMAR APARTMENTS L L C

2486 NW WESTOVER RD PORTLAND, OR 97210-3137
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2232 NW EVERETT ST 

2210NWEVERETTST

Inv. #

546

547

Property Owner

STROMME, MARK R 

BULKLEY, JONATHAN D &

Owner Address

3112SWGALEAVE PORTLAND, OR 97201 

PO BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94159

228 NW 22ND AVE 548

2176 NW EVERETT ST 549

2176 NW EVERETT ST 549/1

2176 NW EVERETT ST 549 / 2

2176 NW EVERETT ST 549/3

2162 NW EVERETT ST 550

2160 NW EVERETT ST 551

2154 NW EVERETT ST 552

2146 NW EVERETT ST 553

2138 N W EVERETT ST 554

2130 NW EVERETT ST 555

2122 NW EVERETT ST 556

2112 NW EVERETT ST 557

2104 NW EVERETT ST 558

WI/202NW21STAVE 559

2078 NW EVERETT ST 560

2050 NW EVERETT ST 561

2032 NW EVERETT ST 562

N/A 563

2018 NW EVERETT ST 564

239 NW 20TH AVE 565

240 NW 20TH AVE 566

1962 NW EVERETT ST 567

1956 N W EVERETT ST 568

HONOR
% ROUND HIEL PACIFIC

MARTIN, BRIAN W 

CONDOMINIUM 

GARDNER, CAROL M 

MC BARRON, DOROTHY A 

FROMAN, ALLISON D TR

CRONE. MARVIN R
% GUARDIAN MANAGEMENT
CORP

DEGEER, PAULA M & 
GILL, RICHARD M

KINNAN, MAURICE TR 

MCGAVIC, DERRICK E 

WAGNER, ROBERT N & SUE A 

MELVER, MATTHEW A 

HYAMS, BETH

BIRKENTHAL, MARTIN TR-50% & 
LIZARZABURU, CARLOS TR-50%

PAGANO, DONALD F ET AL 

BINGHAM, STUART S 

ALLENFORD INVEST LLC

ALLENFORD INVEST LLC 
BRISTOL EQUITIES INC

SAVOIE, RAOUL

SAVOIE, RAOUL

THE EVERETT LLC

NELSON, THOMAS E & ESTHER A

CLAUSEN, GERALD R & 
FORMAN, DONALD

HOLMES, HELEN C EST OF 
TO GRANT, LAWRENCE P

CURRIN. MARY L

6200 SW ARROW WOOD LN PORTLAND, OR 97223-7287

2176 NW EVERETT ST #2 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3526 

2176 NW EVERETT ST #1 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3526 

233 PROSPECT ST #P-303 LA JOLLA, CA 92037-4650 

P O BOX 5568 PORTLAND, OR 97228

5814 PORTLAND, OR 97228

2154 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210-3526 

2148 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2008 SW 19TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97201 

2130 N W EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2122 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2112 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

2104 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

163 50 PHANTOM BLUFF LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034 

2410 SW 17™ AVE PORTLAND, OR 97201 

2078 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

2032 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2032 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

1060 SWBOONES BEND RD WILSONVILLE, OR 97070 

2753 NW CALUMET TER PORTLAND, OR 97210 

5855 SE TAYLOR ST PORTLAND, OR 97215

3720 NE DAVIS ST PORTLAND, OR 97232-3437 

4610 NWSEBLAR TER PORTLAND, OR 97210
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147NW 19THAVE

WI/147NW19THAVE

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

1810NWEVERETTST

WI/1715NWCOUCHST

1634NWEVERETTST

1628NWEVERETTST

215NW22NDPL

221NW21STAVE

WI/2011 WBURNSIDEST

230 NW 20TH AVE

221-227NW 18THAVE

Inv. #

569

570

571

571/1

571/2

571/3

571/4

571/5

571/6

571/7

571/8

571/9

571/10

571/11

571/12

571/13

572

573

574

575

576

577

578

579

Property Owner

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
PORTLAND, OR>

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
PORTLAND, OR>

FLOWERS DEVEL LLC

FOSTER, AIMEE M

FLOWERS DEVEL LLC

KEYS, RYANNE

PADILLA, ANTHONY

ENGBERG, MARK A

OLDS, JOSHUA A

FLOWERS DEVEL LLC

WASMER, BETTE J

ROCKWOOD, CRAIG A

ALLEN, STEPHEN W

POLLOCK, AARON

ASSOCIATION OF HOMEOWNERS 
OF SUTTON PLACE 
% KINSEL, AMERI & CO

MEHTA, DINYAR

ARCHDIOCESE OF PORTLAND, 
IN OR(ST MARY'S SCHOOL> 
% CATHEDRAL OF IMMACULATE

MALONE, JAMES T

BARKLEN LLC

ROSE, STEVEN M & MARY

HARRIS, DAVID L 
BY BANK OF AMERICA OR

FRED MEYER INC 
ATTN TAX DEPT

ASHLEY, SALLY R

VICTORIAN HOUSE CONDO

Multnomah, OR
County and State

Owner Address

147NW 19THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1901

147NW19THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1901

522 NW 23RD AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210

1 8 1 0 N W E VERETT ST # 1 0 1 PORTLAND, OR 97209

522NW23RDAVE PORTLAND, OR 97210

PO BOX 271 1 BEAVERTON, OR 97007

1 8 1 0 N W EVERETT ST # 1 04 PORTLAND, OR 97209

1 8 1 0 N W EVERETT ST #20 1 PORTLAND, OR 97209

1810 NW EVERETT ST #202 PORTLAND, OR 97209

1810 NW EVERETT ST #203 PORTLAND, OR 97209

1810 NW EVERETT ST #204 PORTLAND, OR 97209

1810 NW EVERETT ST #302 PORTLAND, OR 97209

1 8 1 0 N W EVERETT ST #303 PORTLAND, OR 97209

1810 NW EVERETT ST #304 PORTLAND, OR 97209

522 NW 23RD AVE #200 PORTLAND, OR 97201

1810NW EVERETT ST#301 PORTLAND, OR 97209

2838 E BURNSIDE ST PORTLAND, OR 97214-1895

19902NEHALSEY PORTLAND, OR 97230

1 628 NW EVERETT ST PORTLAND, OR 97209

2410SW 17THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97201-2316

PO BOX 6400 UNIT #28 14 PORTLAND, OR 97228-6400

PO BOX 421 21 PORTLAND, OR 97242-0121

5676 RIVERPOINT LN PORTLAND, OR 97201

221 NW 18TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-21 1 1

221-227NW 18THAVE 579/1

221 -227 N W 18TH AVE 579/2

UNIT OWNERS ASSOCIATION

HARPER, DENNIS M & 
ROBERTSON, DONALD S

LAAKSO,ROBIN L

221 NW 18TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-2111 

223 NW 18TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209
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221-227NW 18THAVE

221-227 NW 18THAVE 

218NW22NDPL

220-224 NW 20TH PL 

2332 NW WESTOVER RD 

209NW23RDAVE 

210NW22NDPL

NW 22ND PL

215NW22NDAVE 

2175NWDAVISST

2141NWDAVISST 

2141/101 NWDAVISST

2141/102 NWDAVISST 

2141/103 NWDAVISST

2141/104 NWDAVISST

2141/203 NWDAVISST 

2141/204 NWDAVISST 

2141/301 NWDAVISST 

2141/302 NWDAVISST

2141/303 NWDAVISST 

2141/304 NWDAVISST 

2141/403 NWDAVISST 

2141/404 NWDAVISST 

2141/501 NWDAVISST

Inv. # Property Owner

579 / 3 FITZPATRICK, TERRENCE D & 
MICHELLE H

579 / 4 FRENCH, DONNA L

580 APILADO, JAMES &
APILADO, MARCELLA

581 MARICK, TAMARA E

582 SEMLER, SHIRLEY L

583 AREND, PIPPA

584 AUGUST PROPERTIES INC. 
% AOYAGI, DAVID

585 BARGER, RICHARDS D TR & 
BARGER, ANN F TR 
% MARGULIES, AP

586 RUNHIL INVESTMENT CO

587 TWENTY-SECOND & DAVIS 
OREG LTD>

588 ASSN OF UNIT OWNERS OF 
705 DAVIS CONDOMINIUM

588 /1 SICHEL, RICHARD B

SICHEL, RICHARD B 

588 / 2 HOGARTH, NANCY A

HOGARTH, NANCY A 

588 / 3 HARING, SUSAN S

HARING, SUSAN S

588 / 4 WHITEHEAD, SHIRLEY E & 
MURPHY, DENNIS J

588 / 5 THOM, DOUGLAS & SARA

588/6 ZENGER, C RICHARD & EDNA J

588 / 7 HOUGEN, ASLEY H

588 / 8 HOUT. DONALD E & 
CHARLENE M

588 / 9 RILEY, MARJORIE R 

588/10 BEUTER, JOHN H & JILL M 

588 / 11 BOUNDS, RYAN 

588/12 STEVENS, MARY B TR 

588/13 WATERBURY, TODD J

Owner Address

225 NW 18TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-2111

227 NW 18TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-2111 

218 NW 22ND PL PORTLAND, OR 97210-3 512

7945 SW CHURCHILL WAY TIGARD,OR 97224-7863 

6215 SW HAMILTON ST PORTLAND, OR 97221-1237 

POBOX 11674 PORTLAND, OR 97221 

210NW22NDPL PORTLAND, OR 97210-3512

2284 NW EVERETT ST #502 PORTLAND, OR 97210

1001 SW5TH#1800 PORTLAND, OR 97204 

PO BOX 4286 PORTLAND, OR 972084286

811 NW 19TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209

2141 NW DAVIS ST APT 101 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3577

2141 NW DAVIS ST APT 101 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3577

2141 NW DAVIS ST #102 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3577

2141 NW DAVIS ST #102 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3577

2141 NW DA VIS #103 PORTLAND, OR 97210

2141 NW DAVIS #103 PORTLAND, OR 97210

2141 NW DAVIS ST APT 104 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3577

2141 NW DAVIS APT 203 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3577 

2141 NW DAVIS ST APT 204 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3577 

2141 NWDAVISST APT 301 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3577 

2141 NW DAVIS ST APT 302 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3577

2141 NW DAVIS ST APT 303 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3577 

2030 NW ROBIN HOOD ST CORVALLIS,OR 97330 

2141 NW DAVIS ST #403 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2141 NW DAVIS ST #404 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3578 

2141 NW DAVIS ST #501 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3578
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2141/502 NWDAVISST

2141/503 NWDAVISST 

2141/504 NWDAVISST

2141/603 NWDAVISST 

2141/701 NWDAVISST 

2141/702 NWDAVISST 

2141/703 NWDAVISST 

WI/2141 NWDAVISST

2131 NWDAVISST

202-21ONW 21 STAVE 

224 NW 20TH AVE 

WI/147NW 19THAVE

1809 NWDAVISST 

210 NW 17THAVE

2328-2330 NW WESTOVER 
ROAD

204 NW 22ND PL 

204-208 NW 23RD AVE 

202-218 NW20TH AVE

2320 - 2326 NW WESTOVER 
ROAD

123-125NW22NDPL

124NW22NDPL

118-128 NW23RD AVE

115NW22NDPL

Inv. # Property Owner

588/14 NANNE, WILLIAM S & 
FYLER, KRISTEN A

588/15 CROSS, MARY

588/16 PIERCE, DONALD H & 
DOROTHY B

588/17 SMITH, ROBERT B 

588/18 HARRIMAN, VALERIE J 

588/19 MILLIS, ROBERT W 

588/20 HARRIMAN, JEAN A

589 ASSN OF UNIT OWNERS OF 705 
DAVIS CONDOMINIUM> 
% BOPP & BOPP CPA

590 PATRICK, ELMORE

591 BINGHAM, STUART S

592 HALEY, ANDREW G & MABEL O

593 TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
OF PORTLAND, OR>

594 DOUGHERTY, JOHN E & 
DONNAM

595 UNISERVICE CORP 
% SCI MGMT CORP 
CP: BISSFNGER, PAUL A JR TR

596 BRUNISH, VIRGINIA TR 
% BRUNISH, COREY POA

597 MAC DONALD,WILLIAM B & 
THELMA W

598 DANIEL, JANICE L

599 STADIUM COURT 
APARTMENTS LLC 
% KBC MGMT INC

600 PACKARD SERVICE BLDG 
PARTNERS

601 LUFT, JON & SANDIE

602 VRILAKAS, ROGER ET AL

603 BILLER, SANDRA K

604 FEVES, SADIE
% FEVES, MICHAEL L

Owner Address

2141 NW DAVIS #502 PORTLAND, OR 97210

2141 NW DAVIS ST #503 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3578 

2141 NW DAVIS ST APT 504 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3578

2141 NW DAVIS ST #603 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3578 

2141 NW DAVIS ST #701 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

818 SW 3™ AVE PMB 1362 PORTLAND, OR 97204 

2141 NWDAVISST #703 PORTLAND, OR 97210 

PO BOX 6469 PORTLAND, OR 97228

2810 NE 24TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97212 

16350 PHANTOM BLUFF LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034 

224 NW 20TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209 

147NW19THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1901

1809 NW DAVIS ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2121 

1929 ALLENPKY #2920 HOUSTON, TX 77019

17190 WALL ST LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034

204 NW 22ND PL PORTLAND, OR 97210-3512 

PO BOX 5811 PORTLAND, OR 97228-5811 

5135NWSTHELENSRD PORTLAND, OR 97210

P O BOX 529 EUGENE,OR 97440

3060 NW CORNELL RD PORTLAND, OR 97210 

2438 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

5230 90TH AVE SE MERCER ISLAND, WA 98040-4712 

2284 NW THURMAN PORTLAND, OR 97210

118NW22NDPL 605 VRILAKAS, ROGER ET AL 2438 NW JOHNSON ST PORTLAND, OR 97210
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1 34 NW 21 STAVE

125NW20THPL

201 NW TRINITY PL

124NW20THAVE

1 20 NW 21 STAVE

1 33 NW TRINITY PL

WI/115NW22NDAVE

22 NW 23RD AVE

110NW23RDAVE

31 NW22NDPL

2174NWDAVIS ST

1 17 NW KING AVE

1 18 NW KING AVE

1 17 NW TRINITY PL

1 20 NW TRINITY PL

WI/147NW 19THAVE

130NW 19THAVE

133 NW 18THAVE 

1715NWCOUCHST

104-106NW22NDPL

N/A

Inv. #

606

607

608

609

610

611

612

613a

613b

614

615

616

617

618

619

620

621

622 

623

624

625

Property Owner

GERSH, LAWRENCE & 
GERSH, JEFF

MATSON, FRANCES J TR

BOGGS, LORRAINE E TR

STADIUM COURT GARAGE L L C 
% KBC MGMT INC

BULKLEY, JONATHAN D & 
BULKLEY, HONOR H 
% ROUND HILL PACIFIC

MILLER, JAMES C

RUNH1L INVESTMENT 
COMPANY>

CHRIST, ROBERT M 
CHRIST, JEANNE T

CHRIST, ROBERT M 
CHRIST, JEANNE T

FEVES, SADIE 
% FEVES, MICHAEL L

TWENTY-SECOND & DAVIS 
OREG LTD>

LEVINE,EDWARD TR-1/2 & 
BLAKE,BARBARA-l/2

MC CULLOUGH, ROBERT F JR

TRINITY PLACE 
APARTMENTS LLC 
% KBC MGMT INC

BULKLEY, JONATHAN D ET AL

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
OF PORTLAND, OR>

W P L ASSOCIATES XIV 
% W P L ASSOC

CATHERDRAL CONDOMINIUMS 
LLO 
% PORT WEST PROPERTIES 
ARCHDIOCESE OF PORTLAND, 
IN OR(ST MARY'S SCHOOL> 
% CATHEDRAL OF IMMACULATE

MCCLOUD, SHAWN P

RUNHIL INVESTMENT

Multnomah, OR
County and State

Owner Address

P O BOX 4552 PORTLAND, OR 97208

6798 SW CANYON DR PORTLAND, OR 97225

14120SWFARMINGTONRD BEAVERTON OR 97005- 
2506

51 35 NWST HELENS RD PORTLAND, OR 97210

P O BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO,CA 94159

1 33 NW TRINITY PL PORTLAND, OR 97209

1001 SW 5TH AVE STE 1800 PORTLAND, OR 97204

31535 SW ARBOR GLEN LOOP WILSONVILLE. OR 
97070-9439

31535 SW ARBOR GLEN LOOP WILSONVILLE, OR 
97070-9439

2284 NW THURMAN PORTLAND, OR 97210

PO BOX 4286 PORTLAND, OR 972084286

1901 AVE OF THE STARS #850 LOS ANGELES, CA 90067

6123 SE REED COLLEGE PL PORTLAND, OR 97202-8125

5 135 NWST HELENS RD PORTLAND, OR 97210

PO BOX 597006 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94159

147NW19THAVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1901

522 NW 23RD AVE # 200 PORTLAND, OR 97210-3207

921 SW WASHINGTON #777 PORTLAND, OR 97205 

2838 E BURNSIDE ST PORTLAND, OR 97214-1895

2270 NW IRVING ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

520 SW YAMHILL #600 PORTLAND, OR 97204
COMPANY>
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110NWKINGAVE 

112NW20THAVE

Inv.#

626

627

Property Owner

TRAINOR, ELIZABETH A 

DRIGGERS, CHARLES R TR &

Owner Address

6470 SW BURLINGAME PL PORTLAND, OR 

980 NE 12THPL CANBY,OR 97013

97201

26 NW 22ND PL 628

102 NW 21 STAVE 629

WI/2165 W BURNS1DE ST 630

WI/2139 W BURNSIDE ST 631

2275 W BURNSIDE ST 632

35 NW 20TH PL 633

2255-2261 W BURNSIDE ST 634

2165 W BURNSIDE ST 635

1835 NW COUCH ST 636

1811 NW COUCH ST 637

18NW22NDPL 638

104NW20THAVE 639

37 NW TRINITY PL 640

2235-2241 W BURNSIDE ST 641

W/2165 W BURNSIDE ST 642

2157 W BURNSIDE ST 643

2139 W BURNSIDE ST 644

50 NW 20TH AVE 645

27 NW TRINITY PL 646

10NW20THAVE 647

DRIGGERS, MAY TR

VARNER, RICHARD M & 
RIEGLER, CHERYL L

ARDIEL, JOHN E 

C S J INVESTMENTS

HARSH INVESTMENT CORP 
ATTN TAX DEPARTMENT

SEAL FAMILY LLC

BIRNBACH, MAX TR 
% MACK, GEORGE

VICTORIAN INN LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP>
(COP LOW INCOME HSG

C S J INVESTMENTS

U S NATIONAL BK OF OR
TR ET AL>
ATTN WAGNER, JOHN VP

TUDOR ARMS 
APARTMENTS LLC 
% KBC MGMT INC

133 SW HOOKER PORTLAND, OR 97201

102 NW 21 ST AVE PORTLAND, OR 97209-1002 

2165 W BURNSIDE ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

PO BOX 2708 PORTLAND, OR 97208-2708

1505 SW EDGECL1FF TER LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034 

4380 SW MACADAM STE 590 PORTLAND, OR 97201

2316SEWILLARDST MILWAUKIE, OR 97222

2165 W BURNSIDE ST PORTLAND, OR 97210 

PO BOX 3168 PORTLAND, OR 97208

5135NWSTHELENSRD PORTLAND, OR 97210

FARDANESH, FARZAD & ANNE M 18 NW 22ND PL PORTLAND, OR 97201

5723 N E MALLORY AVE PORTLAND, OR 97211GERBER. WALTER P 
TO LOCHRIE, NANCY

STANTON, ROBERT E-l/2 & 
STANTON, JEAN A-1/2

BERNHARDT, DANIEL S 

C S J INVESTMENTS 

REINGOLD-SHAIN LLC

SCHNITZER, JORDAN
% HARSCH INVESTMENT CORP

SUMMIT PROPERTIES INC

TRINITY PLAZA LLC 
ATTN: PYLE, JOHN

JOHNSON. FOLGER JR ET AL
BY PARKER/SPAR INVESTMENTS

3477 NE PEERLESS PL PORTLAND, OR 97232-2555

PO BOX 15965 PHOENIX, AZ 85060-5965 

2165 W BURNSIDE ST PORTLAND, OR 97210

921 SW WASHINGTON ST #468 PORTLAND, OR 97205-
2822

PO BOX 2708 PORTLAND, OR 97208-2708

4444 NW YEON AVE PORTLAND, OR 97210-1430 

5550 SW MACADAM AVE #300 PORTLAND, OR 97201

222 SW HARRISON #22-H PORTLAND, OR 97201-5316
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1955-1967 W BURNSIDE ST 648

11 NW TRINITY PL

1836 NW COUCH ST

1824 NW COUCH ST

1730 NW COUCH ST

649

650

651

1806-1818 NW COUCH ST 652

653

1714NWCOUCHST 654

23NW17™AVE 655

WI/1735 W BURNSIDE ST 656

N/A 657

1721-1735 W BURNSIDE ST 658

1703-1719 W BURNSIDE ST 659

824 NW 20TH AVE 660

SCHNITZER, JORDAN D
% HARSCH INVESTMENT CORP

SCHNITZER, JORDAN D
% HARSCH INVESTMENT CORP

SALA, MICHAEL J & 
SALA, KATHLEEN M

COHN, JONATHAN G & 
HESS, JOAN

JOHNSON, EDITH T TR 
TO KARAMANOS, ELIAS

ARCHDIOCESE OF PORTLAND, 
INORE>

KARAMANOS, CLEO 

SHELTON PROPERTIES L L C

POLIZOS, KONSTANTINOS A 
ETAL

SHELTON PROPERTIES L L C 

POLIZOS, HARALAMBOS ET AL 

POLIZOS, HARALAMPOS A ET AL

NW 20TH & KEARNEY LTD 
PARTNERSHIP

Owner Address

PO BOX 2708 PORTLAND, OR 97208-2708

PO BOX 2708 PORTLAND, OR 97208-2708 

1836NW COUCH ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

1824 NW COUCH ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2119 

1806 NW COUCH ST PORTLAND, OR 97209 

2838 E BURNSIDE ST PORTLAND, OR 97214

11014NESISKIYOUST PORTLAND, OR 97220-2736

PO BOX 5545 PORTLAND, OR 97228-5545

1735 W BURNSIDE ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2113

PO BOX 5545 PORTLAND, OR 97228-5545 

1735 W BURNSIDE ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2113 

1735 W BURNSIDE ST PORTLAND, OR 97209-2113 

7720 SW MACADAM AVE #20 PORTLAND, OR 97219
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APPENDIX B
Real Estate Subdivisions

LEGEND

Proposed Historic
JISHiil Alphabet Distric

1. Couch's Addition
2. King's 2nd Addition
3. Goldsmith's Addition
4. Mead's Addition
16. Strong's Addition
A. Couch Donation Land Claim
B. Danford Balch Donation Land Claim
C. Amos King Donation Land Claim

Maps manipulated by:

City of Portland 
Bureau of Planning 
January 1999

Information Source:
Maps from:
The Portland Block Book
(San Francisco: Hicks-Judd Company, 1907), vol. I, pp. vi, viii
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N.W. MARSHAUI*"—-"-wr •"——————••»•

Landmarks

APPENDIX C
Landmarks

LEGEND

c::: Proposed Historic 
Alphabet District

National Register 
property

Portland Historic 
Landmark ONLY

Property Inventory 
Number

* See accompanying table

INFORMATION SOURCES:

TaxlotK Originally produced by Oregon Dept. of Revenue. 
Modified and updated by Muhnomah County Assessment & 
Taxation and Portland DepL of Transportation, townships 
1NIW (sections 25,2^ and 27J,IN1E,1N2E,1S1E, and 1S2E 
Updated through Sept. 1998. All others updated through 
April 1996. .Accuracy -+/- .1 faet.

All data compiled from source material* at different scales. 
For mom detail, please refer to the source materialsor 
City of Portland, Bureau of Planning.

The Information on the map was derived from digital datar 
bases on the City of Portland, Bureau of Planning CIS. Care 
was taken In the creation of this map but ft is provided 'as 
is". TheCityof Portland cannot accept any responsibility 
fbretm^ominton^ orfjoiittonal aocuracy, and thetHbr^ 
there are no warranties which accompany this product, 

notification of any errors will be appreciated.

City of Portland 
Bureau of Planning 
Geographic 
Information System 
February 03,1999
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Individual Landmarks

Historic Name

Adams, Charles F., 
House
American Apartment 
Building
Ayer, W. B., House

Ayer-Shea House

Bates-Seller House

Belle Court 
Apartments
Bergman, Joseph, 
House
Biltmore Apartments

Bretnor Apartments

Buck Apartment 
Building
Campbell Hotel

Campbell Townhouses

Cohen, I. Lesser, 
House*
Couch Family 
Investment 
Development
Day Building

Dayton Apartments

Elliston Apartments

Eugene Apartments

First Church of Christ, 
Scientist
Goodman, Joseph, 
House

Inventory 
Number

449

142

108

150

448

619

361

432

41

465

348

236

203

234,235, 
239,240

499

500

447

502

535

566

Site Address

2363 NW Flanders 
Street
2083 NW Johnson 
Street
811NW 19th Avenue

1 809 NW Johnson 
Street
2381 NW Flanders 
Street
1 20 NW Trinity Place

2134NWHoytStreet

2014 NWGlisan Street

93 1NW 20th Avenue

41 5 NW 21 st Avenue

530 NW 23 rd Avenue

NW 17th Avenue & 
NW Irving Street
2343 NW Irving Street

NW Irving Street & 
NW 18th Avenue

2068 NW Flanders 
Street
2056- 2058 NW 
Flanders Street
425 NW 18th Avenue

2030 NW Flanders 
Street
1819NWEverett 
Street
240 NW 20th Avenue

Year 
Built

1904

1911

1904

1892

1908

1912

1885

1924

1912

1910

1912

1893

1892

c.1880

1907

1907

c. 1889- 
1898
1930

1909

1904

Designation 
Date

12/9/81

5/27/93

2/22/91

6/14/82

8/29/79

11/6/86

9/1/83

2/20/91

2/20/91

10/25/90

2/22/88

2/12/80

1973

2/25/80

10/2/78

12/21/81

6/4/87

8/26/94

10/2/78

5/27/93

This is a Portland Historic Landmark ONLY (8 total). There are approximately fifty National Register properties in the Historic Alphabet District.
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Historic Name

Hall, Hazel, House

Heusner, George F., 
House
Hill Hotel

Irving Street Bowman 
Apartments
Koehler, Richard, 
House*
Korell, Charles H., 
House #3*
Korell, Charles H., 
House #4*
Landenberger, C. A., 
House
Lauer Apartment 
Building
Loeb, Nathan, House

Mackenzie, Dr. K. A. 
J. & Cora, House
Mills, Abbott, House*

Mills, Lewis, House

Olympic Apartment 
Building
Ormonde Apartment 
Building
Packard Service 
Building
Pope Investment 
Property*
Portland Fire Station
#17
Prager-Lombard 
House
Regent Apartments

Inventory 
Number

624

503

634

271

193

70

71

410

510

197

315

187

224

231

501

603

461

112

562

513

Site Address

104- 106 22nd Place

333 NW 20th Avenue

2255-2261 W. 
Burnside Street
2004-201 8 NW Irving 
Street
732 NW 19th Avenue

2387NWKearney 
Street
2377NWKearney 
Street
1 805 NWGlisan Street

323-337 NW 17th 
Avenue
726 NW 22nd Avenue

61 5 NW 20th Avenue

733 NW 20th Avenue

2039 NW Irving Street

707 NW 19th Avenue

2046-2048 NW 
Flanders Street
12 1NW 23 rd Avenue

2075 NW Glisan Street

824 NW 24th Avenue

2032 NW Everett 
Street
1 975 NW Everett 
Street

Year 
Built

c. 1910

1894

1904

1926

1905

1894

1894

1896

c. 1905

1893

1892

1908

1916

1928

1907-08

1910

1890

1912

1890

1937

Designation 
Date

6/19/91

10/19/78

6/9/95

2/23/90

1970

1973

1973

2/22/88

3/5/92

1/20/78

5/31/96

1970

8/26/82

2/21/97

9/8/87

1/28/94

6/15/88

3/13/87

2/21/91

2/20/91

448 HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT
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Historic Name

Rose City Electric 
Automobile Garage
Seven Hundred Five 
Davis Street 
Apartments
Smith, Mary J. G., 
House
Sprague - Marshall - 
Bowie House
St. Francis 
Apartments*
St. Mark's Episcopal 
Church*
Swedish Society 
Linnea Hall
Swedish Tabernacle

Tanner House

Temple Beth Israel

Trenkman Houses

Trevett-Nunn House

Trinity Place 
Apartments
Tudor Arms 
Apartments
Weist Apartments

White, Isam, House

The Wickersham 
Apartments
Williams, George H., 
House

Inventory 
Number

609

588

169

171

364

1

267

441

170

435

370,371, 
372,373, 
374,375, 
379,380
450

618

637

583

533

474

622

Site Address

1 24 NW 20th Avenue

21 4 1NW Davis Street

2256 NW Johnson 
Street
2234 NW Johnson 
Street
526 NW 2 1 st Avenue

1 025 NW 2 1 st Avenue

2066 NW Irving Street

1 624 NWGlisan Street

2248 NW Johnson 
Street
1 93 1NW Flanders 
Street
NW Hoyt Street, 
NW 17th Avenue & 
NW 18th Avenue

2347 NW Flanders 
Street
1 17 NW Trinity Place

1 81 1NW Couch Street

209 NW 23 rd Avenue

3 11 NW 20th Avenue

41 ONW 18th Avenue

133NW 18th Avenue

Year 
Built

1910

1913

1906

1882

1910

c. 1925

1910

1912

1893

1927

1890

1891

1911

1915

1904-5

1904

1910

1883

Designation 
Date

2/22/96

10/10/80

12/2/81

2/5/80

1989

1970

12/2/81

10/7/82

3/11/83

7/26/79

1/30/78

2/5/80

2/23/90

1/28/94

2/23/90

10/17/91

3/10/83

3/22/84
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Associated Persons

INV. 

NO.

ASSOCIATED 
PROPERTY

ASSOCIATED 
PERSON

SIGNIFICANCE

449 2363 NW Flanders Street

28

28

2388 NW Lovejoy Street

2388 NW Lovejoy Street

562 2032 NW Everett Street

61
62
63
64

2069 NW Kearney Street 
206 INWKearney Street 
2055 NW Kearney Street 
2043 NW Kearney Street

230 1929 NWIrving Street

Adams, Charles, F.

A ins worth, Captain 
John C.

Ainsworth, John 
Churchill

Anderson, Brigadier 
General Thomas 
Me Arthur

Anderson, Ole H.

Angell, Homer D.

Born in Baltimore, Adams began his activities in Portland in the 
1890s. A leading banker and utility executive, he was involved 
with both the Security Savings and Trust Company and the 
Portland Gas and Light Company. In addition to his successful 
business activities, Adams is noteworthy for his civic 
participation, including a sizeable donation to the Portland Art 
Museum.

Ainsworth was a prolific Portland business executive and banker. 
He is significant for his role as the founder and president of 
Ainsworth National of Portland, a successful Portland bank.

The son of Captain John C. Ainsworth, John Churchill was born 
in Portland in 1870. Educated in California, he became president 
of Ainsworth National of Portland in 1894. He also served as 
director to a number of large utility and shipping companies. A 
civic-minded individual, Ainsworth served as regent of the 
University of Oregon and Whitman College, president of the 
Portland City Planning Commission, and chair of the State 
Highway Commission. Ainsworth is significant for his 
contributions to the industries of banking, utility, and commerce, 
as well as his civic duties.

Originally from Ohio, Anderson was a brigadier general of the 
United States army. A veteran of the Civil War and the Spanish- 
American War, he was also involved in the Indian campaigns in 
Texas. During the Alaskan gold rush of 1897, Anderson forced 
the British to move beyond the coastal mountains of Alaska, 
paving the way for US claim to the territory. He also led the first 
US expedition to the Philippines. In 1903, he retired to Portland 
and became a renowned writer on military strategy. He is 
significant for his contributions to U.S. military history.

Born in 1854, Anderson was an immigrant from Norway. He 
was engaged in the business of carriage making and 
blacksmithing for over 25 years in the Historic Alphabet District.

An Oregon native, Angell was born in 1875. An active 
politician, he was a member of the Oregon House of 
Representatives and later congressperson for Oregon's Third 
District. Described as a "liberal Republican," Angell was 
reelected every term for 16 years. He was involved with the 
Waverly Baby Home, the Oregon Historical Society, Boy Scouts 
of America, and the Oregon Apartment House Association.
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INV. ASSOCIATED 
NO. PROPERTY

ASSOCIATED 
PERSON

SIGNIFICANCE

404 516 NW 18th Avenue 
411 504-506 NW 18th Avenue

108 811NW 19th Avenue 
150 1809 NW Johnson

28
29
30
43
47
69

28
69

218
283

2388 NW Lovejoy Street 
2382 NW Lovejoy Street 
2374 NW Lovejoy Street 
927 NW 24th Avenue 
916 NW 24 th Avenue 
912 NW 24th Avenue

2388 NW Lovejoy Street 
912 NW 24th Avenue

2147 NWIrving Street 
624 NW 18th Avenue

220 2109 NWIrving Street

234 718 NW 18th Avenue
235 1721 NWIrving Street
239 1735 NWIrving Street
240 1729-1731 NWIrving 

Street

Autzen, Thomas J.

Ayers, Winslow B.

Ballis, William

Ballis, Bertha

Ballou, Oscar B.

Barker, Simon

Bartels, Fred

Born in Washington in 1888, Autzen was one of the Northwest's 
leading lumbermen and plywood manufacturers, as well as one 
of Oregon's wealthiest men. He served as chair for the Portland 
Manufacturing Company's board of directors. Autzen was also a 
director of U. S. National Bank. He is also significant for his 
establishment of the Autzen Foundation, a charitable trust fund. 
Born in Maine, Winslow B. Ayers came to Portland in 1883 
where he established himself as a wealthy lumberman and a 
patron of the arts. A prolific businessperson, he pursued a 
variety of business ventures in book selling, the manufacture of 
cordage, and the development of a vertically integrated lumber 
business. He is notable for many civic activities, particularly his 
contributions to the Library Association of Portland and the 
Portland Art Association.

Originally from St. Louis, Ballis came to Portland in 1887 where 
he served as vice-president of Wakefield, Fires & Company, a 
local real estate firm. He was a participant in many civic 
activities, including the Elks Club and the Aide Lang Syne 
society. He is significant for his facilitation of real estate 
development in the Historic Alphabet District.

The wife of William Ballis, Bertha was born in 1878 and was one 
of the original members of the First Presbyterian Church. She 
was involved in the Sons and Daughters of Oregon Pioneers and 
served as a board member of the Portland Y. M. C. A. and 
Travelers Aid. She also served the juvenile court as a volunteer 
social worker. She is notable for her active participation in both 
social and civic organizations.

Ballou opened a bicycle shop with Charles F. Wright in 1901. 
The business, Ballou and Wright, later expanded to add 
motorcycle distributorship and automotive supplies; it had stores 
in Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Klamath Falls, Eugene and Salem. 
By Ballou's death in 1946, the business was the oldest and 
largest automotive supply house in the Pacific Northwest.

Barker was a rancher, banker, and business executive in the 
Portland area. Known as one of the wealthiest men in Oregon, 
Barker owned thousands of acres of land in Gilliam County. He 
was also president of First National Bank of Condon, treasurer of 
Fithian-Barker shoe company in Portland, and owned large 
blocks of valuable property throughout the city.

A multi-faceted businessperson, Bartels was a merchant, real 
estate agent, developer, capitalist, and bank president. It is 
thought that Bartels might have built eight houses for the Couch 
family investment, though this cannot be documented.
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214
448

2235 NW Irving Street 
2381 NW Flanders Street

609 124NW20thAve

217
325
326
295
296

2157 NW Irving Street 
600-604 NW 23 rd Avenue 
2281 NWHoyt Street 
610-616 NW 23 rd Avenue 
2273 NW Hoyt Street

619 120 NW Trinity Place

28 2388 NW Lovejoy Street
43 927 NW 24th Avenue
91 2264 NW Kearney Street

361 2134 NWHoyt Street

Bates, George W.

Beach, J. V.

Becker, Rudolph

Beckmth, Harry

Beno, Louis P.

Bergman, Joseph

Bates relocated to Portland from Iowa in 1880. After his arrival, 
Bates became active in the banking industry and in the 
development of the utility infrastructure of Portland. He was 
involved in the construction of bridges, the Albina Water 
Company, and the first Bull Run water line. After amassing his 
fortune, he tried his hand at politics; he served as both Fire and 
Police Commissioner for the city of Portland. Bates later became 
an Oregon state senator. He is significant for his contributions to 
Portland's political and commercial foundations.

Beach, a Portland attorney and business executive, owned a 
garage/showroom for electric cars with Nat Simon in Northwest 
Portland. The two were partners in a law firm active in the 
formation and development of the Portland Railway Light and 
Power Company. As the more affordable gasoline powered 
automobile eclipsed the electric car, the showroom was turned 
into a mechanic's garage and storage space.

Born in Chicago in 1880, Becker resided in Portland for many 
years. He was a successful business executive who owned and 
operated Becker's Auto Company. Becker later opened Becker's 
Sandwich Shop, a prosperous eatery located in the heart of the 
Historic Alphabet District. His success gained him membership 
in the influential Portland Elks Club. Becker's social and 
business contributions are significant to the development of both 
the city of Portland and the Historic Alphabet District.

Born in Quebec in 1878, Beckwith moved to Portland after the 
San Francisco fire of 1906. A salesperson by trade, he entered 
the real estate business with Fred Jacobs in 1908, a partnership 
which created the largest realty office in the Pacific Northwest. 
Beckwith's entrepreneurial spirit contributed significantly to the 
real estate development of historic Portland.

Originally from Idaho, Beno moved to Portland with his family 
in 1871. Beno made his name as both a merchant and a real 
estate executive. In 1886, he purchased the Hackney & Stemme 
grocery store. In 1890, he formed a partnership with William 
Ballis. The firm Beno & Ballis became an influential real estate 
firm involved in the growth of the Historic Alphabet District.

A native of Germany, Bergman came to Portland in 1856. While 
in Portland, he became both a prosperous butcher and a 
successful cattle merchant. He served as a volunteer fireman for 
12 years and was a founding member of the Beth Israel 
Synagogue. He is significant for his civic and religious 
contributions to the city of Portland.
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57 2247 NW Kearney Street

57 2247 NW Kearney Street

57 2247 NW Kearney Street

21 2037 NW Lovejoy Street

26 2424 NW Lovejoy Street

Bettman, Dr. 
Adalbert C

Bettman, Goodman

Bettman, Dr. M. 
Montefore

Bingham, Alfred J.

Brewster, William L.

Born in Portland in 1883, Dr. Bettman, son of Goodman 
Bettman, was a plastic surgeon. He was involved with many 
civic organizations, including the A. M. A., American College of 
Surgeons, Chamber of Commerce, and the Masons. He was also 
the founder of the Jackson Club. Bettman was a prolific writer 
and composed over 42 medical papers. He also served as 
President of Good Samaritan Hospital and Portland Academy of 
Medicine.

Born in Germany in 1848, Bettman immigrated to Oregon in 
1868. With his wife Bertha, Bettman operated the Bettman 
General Merchandise Store in downtown Portland. The store 
possessed one of the only safes in town. It was used by the local 
farmers as the Wells-Fargo Express Company. Bettman was also 
a Royal Arch Mason. His membership is noteworthy due to it 
rarity. This branch seldom admitted Jewish members.

The son of Goodman Bettman, Montefore was born in 1885. He 
graduated from the North Pacific Dental College in 1905 with the 
degree of Doctor of Dental Medicine. He began postgraduate 
work at Columbia University School of Dentistry. He eventually 
returned to Portland, where he engaged in the practice of 
dentistry. Dr. Bettman specialized in the treatment of pyorrhea 
and diseases of the gums; he was regarded as an authority on 
these subjects within the dental community. Bettman was an 
active member of many civic groups as well as the Oregon State 
Dental Society and the A. D. A.

An immigrant from England, Bingham began a prosperous career 
in Portland as a brick and stone mason. In 1890, he went into 
business for himself and was responsible for the construction of 
many significant Portland structures, including the Workmen's 
Temple, the Commonwealth Building, Good Samaritan Hospital, 
and part of the Union depot.

Originally from Pennsylvania, Brewster moved to Portland upon 
receiving his law degree from Columbia University in 1891. A 
distinguished and renowned Portland attorney, his interest in 
education and public service led him into a career in politics. 
Brewster was one of the first elected commissioners in Portland; 
he served as commissioner of public affairs, focusing on the 
improvement of parks and communication and lighting systems. 
He also served as president of the Portland Library Board. 
Brewster was responsible for its change from private institution 
to public library.
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420 2254 NW Glisan Street 
422 2230 NW Glisan Street

420 2254 NW Glisan Street

288 2353-2359 NW Hoyt 
Street

350 2268 NW Hoyt Street
351 2260 NW Hoyt Street
352 2254 NW Hoyt Street

269 2046 NW Irving Street

365 2033 NW Glisan Street

203 2343 NW Irving Street

No extant structures can be 
associated with Couch. However, 
much of the Historic Alphabet 
District includes the plat originally 
laid out by Couch.

Burkhardt, Alfred 
Casimir

Burkhardt, Gustave 
John

Campion, Harry

Cardwell, Dr. 
Herbert

Christie, Archbishop 
Alexander

Cohen, Issac Leeser

Couch, Captain 
John H.

Born in Switzerland, Alfred C. Burkhardt moved to Portland in 
1883 with his family. Shortly after their arrival, Alfred and his 
brother Gustave started a small florist business in the 
undeveloped business district of northwest Portland. Burkhardt 
is notable for his contribution to the development of the 
northwest Portland business district.
Gustave John Burkhardt emigrated from Switzerland to Portland 
with his family in 1883. He opened a floral shop with his brother 
Alfred in the undeveloped business district of northwest Portland. 
After the two divided their assets in 1903, Gustave's business 
became a thriving enterprise, contributing significantly to the 
growth of the Historic Alphabet District.

A native of Portland, Campion was employed by the Oregon 
Railway and Navigation Company railroad. He advanced to the 
position of agent, and then to traveling auditor. In 1909, he 
became a superintendent for the Port of Portland and served as a 
successful and well-known purchasing agent for the port. 
Campion was a charter member of the Breakfast Club. He was 
also involved with the Purchasing Agents Association of Oregon, 
and the Knights of Columbus.

A Portland native, Cardwell studied medicine at the Oregon 
Medical College. He went on to conduct post-graduate work in 
New York and then returned to Portland to begin his successful 
practice. He is significant for his contribution to the field of 
medicine in early Portland.

Highly regarded by the northwest Catholic population, 
Archbishop Christie served for 11 years at St. Mary's Cathedral 
in Portland. He is notable for his contributions to both the 
Catholic faith and church social organizations.

Born of a Sephardic Jewish pioneer family, Cohen was an 
affluent merchant in Portland. He was the first person to ever 
show movies commercially in the city of Portland. He is 
noteworthy for his additions to the fields of commerce and 
entertainment.

Born in Massachusetts, Captain John Heard Couch conducted a 
number of trading voyages along the Willamette River between 
1840 and 1844. He acquired a Donation Land Claim (D. L. C.) 
that staked much of the Historic Alphabet District. As patriarch 
of the Couch family, he is significant for his contributions to the 
fields of commerce and real estate development in Portland's 
history.
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311 2061 N W Hoyt Street Couch, Caroline

18
21
171

2067 NW Lovejoy Street 
2037 NW Lovejoy Street 
2234 NW Johnson Street

190 1954 NW Johnson Street

85 2334 NW Kearney Street

147 811 NW 20th Avenue

135 2227 NW Johnson Street

65 2035 NW Kearney Street

Couch, Mary

Cowdin, C.E.

Cullison, John E.

Davis, Charles H., 
Jr.

Dayton, Frank

Devlin, Thomas C.

Born in 1808 and arriving in Portland in 1852, Caroline Couch 
was the wife of Captain John H. Couch. Surviving his death, she 
is responsible for extending the subdivision of the Couch family 
land claim. Her contributions to real estate development in 
Portland's history are significant.

Born in Portland in 1854, Mary Couch was the fourth daughter of 
John H. Couch. She owned a large portion of her father's 
Donation Land Claim, which she continued to subdivide. 
Though she lived most of her adult life in Paris, Mary was vital 
to the further development of Portland's Historic Alphabet 
District.

Originally from Michigan, Cowdin was one of the most 
influential figures in industry on the Columbia River valley. He 
served as president of Nicolai-Neppach Company, of the Oregon 
Planing Mills Company, and of the Norwesco Investment 
Company. He is also notable for his civic involvement. He was 
president of the Pacific Northwest Millwork Association, vice 
president of the Millwork Cost Bureau, a member of the Masons, 
the Elks, the Knights of the Round Table, and the Chamber of 
Commerce.

Born in Ohio, Cullison moved to Portland in 1890. He was a 
leader in game preservation and served as the chair of the State 
Game Commission in 1930. Cullison was also head of the 
Oregon selective service system in W. W. I.

Born in 1881, Davis was a graduate of Princeton University and 
a successful lumber executive. He was president of the Lincoln 
County Logging Company and was involved in numerous other 
timber-related activities. Davis was the brother-in-law of 
Fredrick E. Weyerhaeuser, the lumber baron.

Born in 1851, Dayton was an early Portland business executive. 
He owned a hardware store in the same building as the Dayton 
Hotel, which was named after him. Dayton is most notable for 
his efforts in the formation of the Aide Lang Syne Society and 
his participation in the Chamber of Commerce.

Born in 1860, Devlin was originally from the state of New York. 
He came to Portland in 1898, where he was shortly elected to the 
office of city auditor. After Devlin left office, he engaged in the 
banking business. He was a prolific writer who wrote 
extensively on the questions of municipal government. Devlin is 
significant for his contributions to the political arena and banking 
industry.
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329
338

1815 NWHoyt Street 
1823 NWHoyt Street

437
438
439

447

1818 NWGlisan Street
1818 NWGlisan Street
W/I 1818 NWGlisan
Street
425 NW 18 th Avenue

329 1815 NWHoyt Street

188 730 NW 20th Avenue

No extant structures can be 
associated with Flanders. However, 
much of the Historic Alphabet 
District includes the plat originally 
laid out by Couch, in which 
Flanders held half interest.

2312 NW Kearney Street

Dolph, Cyrus Abda

Dosch, Colonel 
Henry Ernst

Eberhardt, Louis

Easson, Jack

Flanders, Captain 
George H.

Flegel, Dora L

Born in New York in 1840, Dolph journeyed to Portland as part 
of the Oregon Escort. A prominent attorney, Dolph became the 
first president of the Oregon State Bar Association in Portland. 
He was also elected attorney for the City of Portland and served 
as president of three major railways. Dolph is also notable for 
his involvement with many civic organizations, which included 
serving on the Portland Library Association Board of Trustees, as 
regent of the University of Oregon, and on the Board of Trustees 
for Reed College.

A native of Germany, former Union Army Colonel Dosch came 
to Portland in 1871. He was a successful wholesale boot and 
store merchant. Due to his interest in horticulture, he was 
appointed a member of the Oregon Horticultural Commission in 
1889. Dosch's many achievements while on the commission 
included the introduction of the French walnut tree to Oregon. In 
1903, at the International Exposition in Osaka, Japan, the 
Emperor of Japan decorated him for valuable service rendered, 
receiving the emblem of the Sacred Treasure and the insignia of 
the Rising Sun. Dosch is significant for his contributions to the 
field of horticulture.

An affluent and shrewd real estate investor, Eberhardt gained 
notoriety in Portland for his job as a porter. Though one of 
Portland's elite, he enjoyed working as a porter at the Hotel 
Perkins. Eberhardt owned vast tracts of land in both Oregon and 
California. He contributed significantly to real estate 
development in Oregon.

Born in Dallas, Texas, in 1894, Easson was a prosperous 
businessperson who moved to Portland in 1920. He constructed 
and owned the Envoy Apartments and owned the Neuboro Soap 
Company. Easson is also notable for his involvement in 
Portland's civic circles, including the Aero Club, the Multnomah 
Club, the Alderwood Country Club, and the Rotary Club.

Born in 1821, Flanders arrived in Portland in 1849 with his 
brother-in-law John H. Couch. He was involved for many years 
in interstate trading and had a wharf and warehouse built 
downtown. Flanders is significant for his participation in 
railroad promotion and real estate development; he held an 
undivided half interest in Couch's Donation Land Claim (D. L. 
C.).

Born in 1865, Flegel was the wife of a Portland attorney. She is 
notable for her prominent participation in the social and civic 
circles of the city. She was the president of the Waverly Baby 
Home and the first secretary of the Oregon League of Women 
Voters. She was also active in the affairs of Daughters of the 
American Revolution, the P. T. A., and the Methodist Church.
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168 2266-2268 NW Johnson 
Street

37
38

2068 NW Lovejoy Street 
2060 NW Lovejoy Street

213 2247- 2249 NW Irving 
Street

213 2247-2249 NW Irving 
Street

213 2247 -2249 NW Irving 
Street

Friendenthal, S. 
Jonas

Friendly, Julius C.

Geary, Agnes

Geary, Arthur M,

Geary, Edward P.

Originally from Louisiana, Friendenthal was born in 1868 and 
arrived in Portland in 1888. He became president of Columbia 
Knitting Mills and served as a director of the Portland Trust and 
Savings Bank and of the Northwestern National Bank. In 
addition to his prominent position in the business community, 
Friendenthal is notable for his prominent position in the Portland 
Jewish community. He was also a charter member of Temple 
Beth Israel.

Born in Portland in 1870, Friendly resided in Portland for his 
entire life. Significant for his work in the fields of real estate and 
construction, Friendly was a member of the Portland Chamber of 
Commerce, Apartment House Association, and Reality Board. 
He was also involved with the construction of the Columbia 
River Highway and Vista House. Friendly was an active member 
of Temple Beth Israel and B'nai B'rith. He served in the 
Spanish-American War.

Born in 1859, Agnes was the wife of the illustrious Dr. Edward 
P. Geary. She is notable in her own right for her active role in 
Portland religious and education work. She began her studies at 
the University of Oregon the year the institution opened, 
graduating in 1880. She was also a founding member of the 
Portland Art Society.

A renowned Portland attorney, Geary was born in 1890. He 
provided legal representation to various financial groups in the 
Pacific Northwest and was known as an expert in the area of 
farm produce protection. He was the leader in numerous battles 
to gain lower freight rates for farmers, fruit growers, and 
livestock shippers in the Northwest. During his illustrious career, 
Geary made many trips to Europe to study the marketing and 
shipping of farm products. He was on the board of governors of 
the Oregon State Bar Association.

A native of Oregon, Geary was born in 1859 and was one of the 
most renowned doctors in the Northwest at the turn of the 
century. He served as a railroad assistant surgeon and as the 
mayor of Medford. He is said to be responsible for the 
introduction of ascesptic surgery in southern Oregon. Dr. Geary 
came to Portland in 1898 and, in 1902 was elected Multnomah 
County physician. He is also notable for his orchestration of a 
visiting and consulting staff of nurses and surgeon for the 
Multnomah County hospital.
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182 724 - 728 NW 21 st Avenue Gerlinger, Louis

337 608 NW 19th Avenue

189
191
227

106
168

191

109
222

87
123
124
152

1964 NW Johnson Street 
1944 NW Johnson Street 
1963 NWIrvins? Street

1962 NWKearney Street
2266-2268 NW Johnson
Street
1944 NW Johnson Street

829 NW 19th Avenue 
2067 NW Irving Street

2322 NW Kearney Street 
2373 NW Johnson Street 
2367 NW Johnson Street 
2381 NW Johnson Street

German, Fred

Glisan, Rodney L., 
Dr.

Glisan, Rodney L., 
Jr.

Good, Elizabeth C.

Haas, Charles T.

A native of France, Gerlinger was born in 1853 and immigrated 
to the U. S. in 1870. He came to Portland in 1894, where he 
became a significant force in the timber and railroad industries. 
He owned the Portland, Vancouver & Yakima Railroad and 
constructed the Salem, Falls City & Western Railroad, which 
marked the onset of major logging and timber development in 
that region. Gerlinger was also president of the Columbia Valley 
Railway, Willamette Valley Lumber Company and the Silez 
Lumber Co.

Born in London in 1879, German was a well-known figure in 
Portland history. He came to Portland in 1891 and soon went to 
work for Meier and Frank. He eventually established a 
successful real estate office. German served two terms in the 
Oregon legislature and served as president of the Portland Reality 
Board. In the 1930s, his career suffered a setback when he was 
arrested on two separate occasions, once for reckless driving 
which resulted in a death and another time for larceny.

Dr. Glisan was born in Maryland, trained as a physician in 
Baltimore, and served as an army doctor in Texas and the Pacific 
Coast. He moved to Portland in 1863 and married Elizabeth 
Couch. He was one of Portland's leading physicians for the next 
three decades, a founder of Good Samaritan Hospital, and a 
stalwart of Trinity Episcopal Church.

Born in Portland in 1869, Glisan was the son of Dr. R. L. Glisan. 
He was a prosperous Portland attorney who served on the City 
Council and chaired the city's 1901 Charter Commission. Glisan 
was also significant for his participation in the Chamber of 
Commerce.

Born in 1861, Good was the daughter of C. H. and Clementine 
Lewis and the wife of George Good, prominent Portland 
investment broker. She was featured prominently in early 
Portland's social circles. She is notable for her philanthropic 
work and her active participation in the affairs of the Trinity 
Episcopal Church.

Born in 1888 in Minnesota, Haas was both a successful reporter 
and a renowned attorney. He settled in Portland in 1911 as a 
practicing attorney. He was recognized as an expert in 
international law; Haas was the only attorney in the entire U. S. 
who represented 14 foreign governments and successfully 
managed many alien property cases. He is significant for his 
advancement of the legal profession in Portland and in the U. S. 
as a whole.
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624 104-106 NW 22nd Place

624 104-106 NW 22nd Place

304 2153-2159NWHoyt 
Street

205 2333 NW Irving Street 
301 2221 -2227 NW Hoyt 

Street

503 333 NW 20th Avenue

407 1701-1719 NWGlisan 
Street

206 2321-2323 NW Irving
Street 

588 2141NWDavis

Hall, Hazel

Hall, Montgomery 
G.

Hanebut, F. William

Harris, Simon

Heusner, George F.

Hirschberg, Herman 
"Joe"

Hoffman, Julia

Born in 1886, Hall moved to Portland from Minnesota with her 
family in 1888. At the age of 12, she was confined to a 
wheelchair for the remainder of her life. She turned to writing as 
a form of expression; her first poem, "To an English Sparrow," 
was published in 1916. She was a well-known poet in her day, 
having three volumes of her works published in the 1920s. She 
is notable for her contributions to Portland's literary community.

Originally from Illinois, Hall moved to Portland in 1888 to 
supervise the west division of the Northern Pacific Express. He 
quickly facilitated the growth of the enterprise, which gained 
prominence in the Northwest. Between 1888 and 1916, Hall also 
organized and managed the Alaskan Pacific Express.

A successful merchant who specialized in hair goods, Hanebut 
co-established the Paris Hair Company around 1888. The 
downtown store remained the exclusive manufacturer of wigs 
and toupees between San Francisco and Seattle for many years.

Born in Germany in 1846, Harris was a renowned Portland 
musician. Active in local music circles, he was responsible for 
the creation of the Orchestral Union of Portland, which was the 
first of its kind in Portland. He served as the Union's conductor 
for ten years.

Heusner was an affluent developer of middle-class 
neighborhoods in north and northeast Portland. He also 
participated in the development of early Northwest Portland.

A native of Germany, Hirschberg taught himself English by 
subscribing to the Oregonian. A prosperous merchant, he 
became interested in the world of banking. In 1919, Hirschberg 
organized and became president of the Independence National 
Bank, which later became the First National Bank.

Born Julia Elizabeth Christiansen in 1856, Hoffman was a self- 
trained artist. After her move to Portland in 1881, she became a 
prominent figure in the Portland art community. Once married to 
Lee Hoffman, she continued her art career as a practitioner, 
collector, and promoter of art. She was a talented photographer, 
and, in 1977, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art held an 
exhibit of her work.
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316
317
588
610

612 NW 20th Avenue 
1955 NWHoyt Street 
2141 NW Davis Street 
120 NW 21 st Avenue

187 733 NW 20th Avenue

501 2046-2048 NW Flanders 
Street

619 120 NW Trinity Place

410 1805 NWGlisan Street

136
137

2217 NW Johnson Street 
2205 NW Johnson Street

Hoffman, Lee, Sr.

Howard, Archbishop 
Edward Daniel

Hunt, James E.

Jacobs, Fred A.

Jorgemen, Emil C.

Kiernan, John

Lee Hoffman first arrived in Portland in 1879 to supervise the 
construction of a county bridge for Pacific Bridge Company. In 
1881, Hoffman settled permanently in Portland and soon teamed 
up with George Bates to form a construction and engineering 
firm. Their influential company supervised the construction of 
the Morrison Bridge and was responsible for the construction of 
the Bull Run Pipeline. Hoffman is significant for his help in the 
development of the Portland's transportation and utility 
infrastructures.

Howard served as the Archbishop of Portland for the Roman 
Catholic Church for 40 years. Howard was active in the St. 
Vincent de Paul Society and the Catholic Charities of Oregon. 
He also founded the Central Catholic High School. Archbishop 
Howard is significant for his contributions to the Catholic 
community of early Portland.

Born in Illinois, Hunt moved to Portland in 1890, where he 
owned and operated a flourishing hardware store until 1901. He 
served as Portland Police Commissioner and was later elected to 
the Oregon state senate. He is primarily significant for his work 
as an Oregon senator. Senator Hunt helped orchestrate the 
breakup of the corrupt republican organization in Oregon; he 
successfully authored Oregon's first primary law; and he was an 
adamant supporter of Oregon's initiative and referendum laws, 
the first of their kind in the country.

Jacobs was the founder of Fred A. Jacobs and Company, one of 
the leading real estate operators in the Pacific Northwest. He was 
also responsible for the construction of the Errol Heights Railway 
Company, which was designed to service one of his subdivisions. 
Jacobs is significant for his role in the development of historic 
Portland.

Jorgensen emigrated from Denmark at the age of nineteen. He 
started his career in Portland working for the leading wholesale 
liquor house in the Pacific Northwest, which he eventually 
purchased. After many successful years, Jorgensen turned his 
attention to hotels; he had the Lenox Hotel constructed, a first- 
rate establishment, which flourished until the thirties. Along 
with his success in the commerce and hospitality industries, 
Jorgensen is notable for his prominence in the planning of the 
1905 Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition.

A native of Illinois, Kiernan amassed his fortune as one of 
Oregon's first salmon packers, lumber executives, and 
industrialists. He was a promoter for several canneries, owned a 
number of saw mills, and was president of the Oregon Transfer 
Company and the Cook and Kiernan Company. He was also a 
prominent figure in real estate development in the state and was 
the sole owner of Ross Island for over 50 years.
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95

153
162
250
251
361
413

51
82

123
124
152
476

48
50
51
70
71
83

151
220
260
261

410

2182-2188NWKearney 
Street
2285 NW Johnson Street 
2344 NW Johnson Street 
2260 NW Irving Street 
2254 NW Irving Street 
2134NWHoytStreet 
2366 NW Glisan Street

2341 NW Kearney Street
2354-2356 NW Kearney
Street
2373 NW Johnson Street
2367 NW Johnson Street
2381 NW Johnson Street
1815 NW Flanders Street

2367 NW Kearney Street 
2347 NW Kearney Street 
2341 NW Kearney Street 
2387 NW Kearney Street 
2377 NW Kearney Street 
2348-2350 NW Kearney 
Street
812-816 NW 23 rd Avenue 
2109 NW Irving Street 
2148 NW Irving Street 
2142 NW Irving Street

1805 NW Glisan Street

King, Amos N.

King, Edward A.

Knowles, Charles

Korrell, Charles H.

Landenberger, 
Christian Adam

Born in Ohio in 1822, King moved to Portland in 1849 and 
received of one of the Donation Land Claims constituting 
Northwest Portland. He established an extremely successful 
tanning business. He retired in 1860 to devote himself to real 
estate and land development. He is significant not only for his 
prosperous business ventures, but also for the 40 acres of land he 
sold to the City of Portland to create Washington Park, the first 
extensive park in the city.

A native of Portland, King was the son of famous business 
executive and developer Amos King. Edward King was treasurer 
of the King Real Estate Association and later became president of 
the firm. Through his family's firm, he made significant 
contributions to the development of historic Portland.

Born in New Hampshire, Knowles came to Portland in 1854. He 
opened the first theater in Portland, the Oro Fina. Knowles later 
entered a partnership with Al Zieber and opened the Clarendon 
Hotel. He was also the proprietor of the St. Charles, Perkins, and 
Imperial Hotels. Knowles is significant for his contributions to 
the arts and to the hospitality industry in Portland.

A native of Denmark, Charles F. Korrell immigrated to Portland 
at the age of sixteen. He established himself as a successful 
realtor and financial agent in the city. His additions to the 
financial and real estate development of the city were substantial.

Landenberger emigrated from Germany with his wife Marie. 
After living for some time in New York, the Landenbergers 
arrived in Portland in 1866. Landenberger is notable for his role 
in Portland's early German community. He was a founding 
member of the General German Aid Society and, in 1868, he 
founded the flourishing community's newspaper, Oregon 
German Zietung.
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27 935 NW 24th A venue

186
234
235
236
239
240

365

140
142
178

629

2050 NW Johnson Street 
718 NW 18th Avenue 
172 INWIrving Street 
715 NW 17th Avenue 
1735 NWIrving Street 
1729-1731 NWIrving 
Street 
2033 NW Glisan Street

2151NW Johnson Street 
2083 NW Johnson Street 
2146 NW Johnson Street

267 2066 NW Irving Street

102 NW 21 st A venue

197 726 NW 22nd Avenue

Lee, Herbert F.

Lewis, Cicero H.

Lich, John Paul

Lilijeson, Phillip W.

Livingstone, Robert

Loeb, Nathan

Born in England in 1876, Lee sought his fortune in the real estate 
and hotel businesses in Portland. He started his career as a 
manager at the Adrian Hotel and served as the superintendent of 
the Columbia Paper Box Company. Lee later went on to become 
an associate at H. A. Dryer Co., a local real estate firm, and the 
owner of the Abbey Hotel. Lee's civic and social activities 
included serving as trustee of the Pythian building and Royal 
Director of a Temple of Dramatic Order of the Knights of 
Khorassan.

Born in New Jersey in 1826, Lewis came to Portland in 1850. 
He founded a wholesale grocery business, which grew into the 
largest on the west coast. He married Clementine Couch and is 
believed to have played an important role in the development of 
the Couch family property. He also served on the Port of 
Portland and Portland Water Committees.

A native of North Dakota, Lich was the owner and operator of 
several Portland apartment houses. He is most notable as the 
founder of the Apartment House Association.

A postal worker by trade, Lilijeson organized the Swedish 
Brothers in 1888, later changed to the Swedish Society Linnea. 
Under Lilijeson's leadership, the society played a pivotal role in 
the promotion of unity and heritage among Swedes and 
Americans. It was the only independent Swedish Lodge in 
Portland.

A native of Scotland, Livingstone came to Portland in 1885 to 
supervise the Oregon Mortgage Company and the American 
Mortgage Company Ltd. of Scotland. Both were Scottish 
investment companies active in the Northwest. A prominent 
businessperson, Livingstone served as president of the Portland 
Chamber of Commerce. He is significant for his investments in 
lumber and railroads around Portland.

Born in Germany in 1828, Loeb immigrated to America with his 
brothers as a small child. Loeb traveled to Portland in 1857 and 
established a general merchandising business. The business 
quickly prospered, and he soon operated general stores in 
Portland and Astoria. Loeb was also a charter member of 
Temple Beth Israel.
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562 2032 NW Everett Street Lombard, Gay

386 2343 NW Glisan St.
391 2231NW Glisan Street

(this property belonged to 
a C. MacConnell, which 
probably refers to 
Christina)

269 2046 NW Irving Street
270 2036 NW Irving Street
289 2349 NW Hoyt Street
315 615 NW 20th Avenue
342 2342 NW Hoyt Street

282 624 NW 22nd Avenue

171

607

2234 NW Johnson Street

125 NW 20th Place

MacConnell, 
Christina

Mackenzie, Dr. 
Kenneth A. J.

Marquam, Philip 
Augustus

Marshall, Captain 
John

McClung, John 
Harris

Lombard was president of Pacific Grain Company, dealers and 
exporters of grain. He also served as president of the Oregon 
Surety and Casualty Company. He embarked on a political career 
and was elected to the Portland City Council in 1909. Lombard 
was also a republican candidate for Portland mayor in 1913 but 
lost in an election that was infamous for its mud slinging. He is 
notable for his contributions to the political arena and the field of 
commerce.

Born in Scotland, MacConnell arrived in Portland in 1876. An 
inspired teacher, she devoted 42 years of service to the Portland 
school district. In addition to 32 years of teaching, MacConnell 
served in the capacity of dean of Portland schoolteachers for ten 
years. She is noteworthy for the contributions she made to 
Portland's early educational history.

Born in Canada in 1859, Dr. Mackenzie came to Portland in 
1882 where he served on the staff of St. Vincent's Hospital. He 
is significant as both a leader in the Portland medical profession 
and a public-spirited visionary who was instrumental in the 
development of the University of Oregon Medical School. That 
facility evolved to become the campus of the Oregon Health 
Sciences University, one of the leading teaching hospitals in the 
country.

A native of Maryland, Marquam came to Portland in 1851, where 
he served as Multnomah County judge and an Oregon state 
legislator. He also dabbled in the real estate market; the 
Marquam building was believed to be the pinnacle feat of his 
life. He was also responsible for the construction of the 
Morrison Street bridge, the Portland Hotel, and the establishment 
of a poor farm.

Born in London in 1837, Marshall spent 47 years as a marine 
engineer for the Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company and 
the Willamette Transportation Company. He served as chief 
engineer and was the engineer on the first stern wheel steamboat 
on the Willamette River. Upon retirement, Marshall continued to 
own interest in steamboat operations.

Born in Ohio in 1837, McClung spent the majority of his life in 
Eugene, Oregon. In Eugene, he served as mayor, chairman of 
the school board, and was also a captain of a company in the old 
Oregon militia. Additionally, McClung served several terms in 
the Oregon Legislature, in both the House and the Senate. He 
was also engaged in the dry goods business, from which he 
retired in 1903. In 1904, he moved to Portland, where he was an 
active participant in the old Commercial Club and the Chamber 
of Commerce.
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99 2086 NW Kearney Street
100 2076 NW Kearney Street

187 733 NW 20th Avenue

224 2039 NW Irvin?

331
332
333

184

2187 NWHoyt Street 
2179NWHoytStreet 
2171 NWHoyt Street

2068 NW Johnson Street

450 2347-2349 NW Flanders

450 2347-2349 NW Flanders

Merges, Ernest E.

Mills, Abbot Low

Mills, Lewis H.

Morris, Rev. B. 
Wistar

Nelson, Robin

Nunn, Emily 
Bancroft (Trevett)

Nunn, Dr. Richard 
K.

Merges, born in 1873, was a prominent Portland attorney. He 
was a vice admiral of the Marine Club, charter member of the 
Portland Lodge of Elks and the Multnomah Club, and the 
youngest man to be admitted to the Oregon Bar Association. He 
is noteworthy for both civic and legal contributions to historic 
Portland.

Abbot Low Mills, president of the First National Bank of 
Portland, was a financier, philanthropist, and community activist. 
A prominent figure in the progress of Portland after 1897, he 
served as president of the Portland Gas Company and as 
president of the original Consolidated Street Railways of 
Portland. He was also a member of the Oregon House of 
Representatives and chair of the board of public works. He is 
also significant for his promotion of the Lewis and Clark 
Centennial Exposition.

Born in 1916, Lewis Mills, the son of a prominent Portland 
banker, was one of the region's leading lumber executives. He 
was also very active in many peacetime civic and wartime 
activities during the First and Second World Wars.

Beginning in 1869, Morris was an Episcopal Bishop of Oregon. 
He was a leading figure in the establishment of such Northwest 
Portland institutions as Bishop Scott Academy and Good 
Samaritan Hospital.

A graduate of the University of Oregon in 1907, Nelson was the 
regional director for Seagrams Distillers. He is most notable for 
his composition of a traditional school song, "As I Sit and Dream 
at Evening," which is still sung on the University of Oregon 
campus today.

Emily Nunn, born Emily Trevett in 1869, was the daughter of 
Theodore Trevett. Nunn worked with her sister Lucy Trevett in 
the promotion of social justice in Portland. She was influential in 
the foundation of the Oregon chapter of the A. C. L. U. and the 
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom. Her 
activities placed her on the "Red Squad's" list of "subversives."

Born in England, Nunn moved to Portland in 1888 and 
established a medical practice. In addition to his prosperous 
medical practice, Nunn was an "oculist-aurist" and a member of 
the faculty at the University of Oregon Medical School. In 1915, 
Nunn enlisted in the Medical Corps of England and served for 
almost six years in various British and French hospitals. He is 
significant for his contributions to the University of Oregon 
Medical School.
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163 2332 NW Johnson Street Ofner, Jacob B.

436 434 NW 19th Avenue 
446 424 NW 19th Avenue

436
446

434 NW 19th Avenue 
424 NW 19th Avenue

382 2181 NWGlisan Street

106 1962 NW Kearney Street

36 2074 NW Lovejoy Street 
38 2060 NW Lovejoy Street

O'Shea, James B.

O'Shea, John

Pallay, Morris

Perkins, Richard S.

Peters, Joseph T.

Born in New Jersey, Ofner moved to Portland while still in 
school. Ofner was a successful attorney who argued before the 
U. S. Supreme Court in 1906. He served as attorney for the 
Department of the Interior during Theodore Roosevelt's 
administration. In addition to his contributions to the legal 
profession, Ofner served as exalted ruler of the Portland Lodge 
and was a member of the Elks.

Born in Ireland in 1856, O'Shea immigrated to America with his 
family around 1870. At an unknown date, he moved to Portland 
with his brother, John, with whom he began a successful 
meatpacking company. In 1892, the O'Sheas, along with other 
local butchers, established the Union Meat Co., a larger 
operation. They sold it to the national meatpacking firm of Swift 
& Co. in 1905, concentrating their energies in the field of real 
estate afterwards.

Born in Ireland in 1850, O'Shea immigrated to America with his 
family around 1870. At an unknown date, he moved to Portland 
with his brother, James, with whom he began a successful 
meatpacking company. In 1892, the O'Sheas, along with other 
local butchers, established the Union Meat Co., a larger 
operation. They sold it to the national meatpacking firm of Swift 
& Co. in 1905, concentrating their energies in the field of real 
estate afterwards.

Pallay was an early Portland tailor in practice with his brother 
Benjamin in the Goodenough Building. He is notable for his 
contributions to the field of commerce.

Originally from England, Perkins came to Portland in 1852, 
where he established a butchering business with A.H. Johnson. 
After other several business ventures, Perkins entered the 
hospitality industry; in 1890, he built the Perkins Hotel. Though 
a successful businessperson, Perkins lost his hotel in the financial 
crisis of 1893.

Born in Maryland in 1856, Peters was a prominent figure in the 
growth of both the state of Oregon and the city of Portland. 
Peters owned and operated a lumber company in The Dalles, 
where he served on the city council and was treasurer of the State 
Portage Commission. When he moved to Portland in 1910, he 
was overseeing five different lumber-related businesses. Peters 
was one of the founders and directors of the Oregon Mutual Life 
Insurance Company.
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401 2075 NW Glisan Street

329
338

113

1815 NWHoyt Street 
1823 NWHoyt Street

819-827 NW 23 rd Avenue

448 2381 NW Flanders Street

150 1809 NW Johnson Street

136
137

2217 NW Johnson Street 
2205 NW Johnson Street

Pope, Captain 
George

Prescott, Charles 
Harrison

Prudhomme, 
William Edward

Seller, Fredrick M.

Shea, John F.

Sichel, Herbert H.

An immigrant from Scotland, Pope came to America in 1856 in 
search of his fortune. He began work on a boat on the 
Sacramento River and, in 1861, he was promoted to officer. His 
illustrious career at sea included commanding a vessel for the 
Chilean government during Chile's war with Spain. Until 1888, 
Captain Pope was consistently in command of vessels for both 
Atlantic and Pacific trade. Once settled in Portland, Pope opened 
the first wool packing and grading house in the state. In this 
capacity, he quickly established himself amongst the leading 
merchants of the Northwest. Captain Pope is significant for his 
contributions to the field of manufacturing and the development 
of industry in Portland.

Born in Boston in 1839, Prescott traveled to and worked in 
Australia before he settled in Portland in 1880. He was the 
manager of the Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company and 
the president of the Northwest Cold Storage and Ice Company.

A native of Minnesota, Prudhomme moved to Portland in 1883 
and worked in the newspaper business. After relocating to 
Wisconsin for a few years, he returned and went into business 
with Graham Glass. Their firm specialized in producing county 
and bank supplies and was enormously successful. 
Prudhomme's innovative spirit helped him to make significant 
contributions to the field of commerce in early Portland.

Seller established a thriving downtown store that specialized in 
fine porcelain, housewares, and toys. He is noteworthy for his 
help in the creation of a flourishing downtown Portland and his 
for his place among the leading Portland merchants. In addition, 
both he and his wife Hellen were active on the Symphony Board.

Born in Ohio in 1856, Shea was the owner of a prosperous 
Portland plumbing business. In 1906, Shea enlarged his business 
and embarked upon a career in contracting. This change greatly 
increased his success. He went on to design and install the 
plumbing systems in some of the most prestigious homes and 
public buildings in Portland.

Born in Portland in 1888, Sichel was a prosperous Portland 
merchant who operated the Moses and H. H. Sichel men's 
furnishings store. Active in civic and club affairs, he was a 
leader in merchandizing organizations, and a member of various 
organizations, including the Selective Service Board, Al Kader 
Shrine, Scottish Rite, and the American Legion. Sichel was also 
the treasurer for the American Council for Judaism.
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302

529

356
609

395

13
14
262

170

370
371
372
373
374
375
379
380

615 NW 22nd Avenue 
2217 NWHoyt Street 
607 NW 22nd Avenue 
2125 NWEverett Street

2226 NW Hoyt Street 
124NW20thAve

2155 NWGlisan Street

2343 NW Lovejoy Street 
2331 NW Lovejoy Street 
2136-2138NWIrving 
Street

2248 NW Johnson Street

1734NWHoyt Street 
1728 NWHoyt Street 
1720 NWHoyt Street 
1716NWHoyt Street 
1710 NWHoyt Street 
1704 NW Hoyt Street 
526 NW 18th Avenue 
525 NW 17th Avenue

Simon, Joseph

Simon, Nathan

Spaulding, W.W.

Strong, George M.

Tanner, Albert H.

Trenkmann, 
Herman

A native of Germany, Simon was born in 1851 and immigrated 
to Portland in 1857. He studied law in the offices of John 
Mitchell and became one of Portland's most influential attorneys 
and politicians, leading a major faction within the Oregon 
republican party. He served on the Portland City Council, the 
Oregon Senate, and the United States Senate. Simon also served 
as mayor of Portland. He played important roles in creating the 
Portland Water Committee and Board of Police Commissioners.

Simon, a Portland attorney and businessman, owned a 
garage/showroom for electric cars in Northwest Portland with J. 
V. Beach. The two were partners in a law firm active in the 
formation and development of the Portland Railway Light and 
Power Company. As the more affordable gasoline powered 
automobile eclipsed the electric car, the showroom was turned 
into a mechanic's garage and storage space.

Originally from Massachusetts, Spaulding arrived in Portland in 
the fall of 1862 with very little funds. Within a few years, he 
became a partner in Johnson and Spaulding, a local meat store. 
Between this firm and his personal wholesale and retail 
butchering venture, Spaulding quickly gained notoriety as one of 
Portland's most successful businessmen. He was also notably 
involved in the banking, insurance, transport, and real estate 
industries. Spaulding was a significant landowner in both 
Oregon and Washington, possessing a number of business blocks 
in the city of Portland.

Born in Illinois in 1865, Strong was prominent in the Portland 
business scene. He actively sought to develop Portland's 
residential suburbs, creating homes on land that had previously 
been undeveloped.

Tanner was a prominent Portland attorney. He also served on the 
state legislature as a representative for Multnomah County. In 
1884, he was appointed the city attorney for Portland, and was 
later appointed to the post of municipal judge. In 1891, he left 
this position to open his own private practice. Tanner is 
significant for his contributions to the political and legal arenas 
during the formative years in Portland's history.

A native of Germany, Trenkmann moved to Portland in the late 
1860s. A machinist and toolmaker by trade, Trenkmann set up a 
contracting business in downtown Portland. Trenkmann is 
noteworthy for his extensive work on the Salem penitentiary and 
many other state and municipal construction projects over the 
years. He also constructed eight houses in northwest Portland.
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^450 2347-2349 NW Flanders

11 2363 NW Lovejoy Street
12 2355 NW Lovejoy Street

147 811NW 20th Avenue

304 2153-2159NWHoyt 
Street

583 209 NW 23rd 

Avenue

533 311 NW 20th Avenue

338 1823 NWHoyt Street 
533 311 NW 20th Avenue

Trevett, Katherine 
Lucy

Van Duyn, Frank

Vaness, John A.

Walls, James T.

Weist, John H.

Wliite, Is am

White, Rose

Lucy Trevett was born in Portland in 1866, the daughter of 
Theodore and Melissa Trevett. Educated in the Eastern United 
States and Europe, she became one of Portland's most prominent 
social activists. She helped found the Portland chapters of the 
American Civil Liberties Union and the Women's International 
League for Peace and Freedom. Both Lucy and her sister were 
placed on the "blacklist" of the notorious "Red Squad."

Born in 1870, Van Duyn came to Portland in 1893, where he 
established one of Portland's first shoe stores. He spent the 
majority of his life engaged in the real estate business, 
specifically in real estate loans. A member of the early firm Van 
Duyn and Walton, Van Duyn sold many of the business lots in 
the northwest section of town.

A native of Canada, Vaness owned and operated a lumber mill in 
Washington. Upon retirement, he moved to Portland. Vaness is 
also significant for his activity in the political arena; he served as 
a state legislator for both Oregon and Washington.

An eminent physician, Walls was born in 1851 in Kentucky. He 
practiced medicine for 15 years in Missouri, specializing in the 
treatment of diseases of women and children. Walls relocated to 
Portland in 1902, where he began to dabble in real estate 
speculation. In addition to his contributions to the medical 
profession, Walls' participation in civic organizations, i.e. the 
Masons, the Elks, the Commercial Club, the Oregon State 
Medical Society, and the A. M. A. is noteworthy.

Born in Oregon in 1871, Weist came from a family who owned 
and operated a prominent coastal logging company. His family 
supplied much of the timber for the Lewis and Clark Fair in 
1905. At this time, Weist relocated to Portland and constructed 
an apartment building for the fair. He worked as a sales 
representative for logging equipment, while his wife, Lena E. 
Weist, managed the apartment complex.

Born in Germany in 1836, White was a pioneer Jewish settler in 
Portland. He arrived in Portland in 1855 and became a 
prosperous merchant and prominent figure in the Jewish 
community. He was a leader in democratic circles and was 
extremely active in the Masons and the Concordia Club. White 
is significant for his contributions to the religious community, for 
his many civic activities, and for his philanthropy.

Born Rose Rosenberg, she was the wife of Isam White. Upon the 
death of her husband, Rose White established the Isam and Rose 
White Benevolent Fund. The fund continues to support local 
health and social service organizations to this day.
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622 133 NW 18 th Street

273 1958 NWIrving Street

435 1931NW Flanders

435 1931 NW Flanders

Williams, George H.

Wilson, Dr. Robert 
Bruce

Wise, Rabbi Jonah

Wise, Rabbi Stephen

Born in New York in 1823, Williams came to Portland as a 
lawyer in 1853. He became active in both local and national 
politics; he served as one of Oregon's U. S. senators for six years 
and as Attorney General for U. S. Grant. He also served as 
mayor of Portland for three years. Beside the enormous 
contributions Williams made to the political arena of Portland, he 
also dabbled in real estate owning and developing land in 
Northwest Portland.

Born in Virginia in 1828, Dr. Wilson came to Portland in 1850. 
He was Portland's second physician to hold a diploma and was 
one of the original medical staff of Good Samaritan Hospital.

Wise served the congregation of Temple Beth Israel from 1906 
until 1925. While in Portland, Rabbi Jonah Wise formulated the 
philosophy of "Classical Reform Judaism," for which he gained 
national recognition. He also facilitated the construction of Beth 
Temple School. In 1925, Rabbi Wise resettled in New York City 
and became rabbi of the Central Synagogue. In the 1920s, Dr. 
Wise traveled to Germany and implemented a program that 
provided relief to those who fled post-war Germany. In 1939, he 
established the United Jewish Appeal, which raised funds to help 
needy and oppressed Jews worldwide. Rabbi Jonah Wise made 
significant contributions to the Jewish faith, in Portland and 
throughout the world, through his religious philosophies and his 
philanthropy.

Rabbi Wise served as rabbi for the Temple Beth Israel 
congregation from 1900 to 1906. During this time, he created 
the philosophy of "liberal Judaism" and modeled a new pattern 
for synagogue work. In addition to his significant contributions 
to the Judaic faith, Rabbi Wise was an avid social reformer. He 
was a key player in the orchestration of the fight for Oregon's 
first Child Labor Law.
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ARCHITECT/DEVELOPER SIGNIFICANCE

Bell, William B.

Beman, Solomon Spencer

Bowman, F. E.

Brookman, Herman; 
Morris H. Whitehouse; 
John K Bennes; Harry A. 
Herzog

Cash & Wolff

Claussen & Claussen

Little is known of Bell. Folk's Portland City Directory provides the only known 
information about him. From 1909 to 1910, Bell was a draftsman for Emil Schact, a 
locally prominent architect who designed such buildings as the Portland Police Block and 
the Povey Building, both listed in the National Register. Between 1911 and 1916, Bell 
moved his office to four different locations. He is believed to have left Portland in 1917. 
The American Apartment Building, a National Register property at 2093 NW Johnson 
Street, is the only known example of his work.

Beman, a New York native, began his career with an apprenticeship in Richard Upjohn's 
New York office. Upjohn is best known for his work in the Gothic Revival style. In 
1879, Beman moved to Illinois. Once in the Midwest, he designed town developments 
for the Proctor and Gamble Company, as well as multi-storied structures and suburban 
residences. Beman is best known for his design of the Merchants Tailors Building, which 
became a model for Christian Science churches nationwide. The First Church of Christ, 
Scientist at 1819 NW Everett Street is an excellent example of Beman's work. It has 
been individually listed in the National Register.

Bowman, an Illinois native, conducted business as F. E. Bowman and Company for 
twenty years. A successful architect and contractor, Bowman left behind six known 
surviving apartment complexes. Two of the six have been individually listed in the 
National Register, while one of the remaining buildings is included within the Historic 
Alphabet District. A seventh building may also be attributed to Bowman: The Irving 
Street Bowman Apartments at NW 20th and Irving streets lists Bowman as the contractor 
for its construction. Bowman's designs vary primarily in their surface treatment, as well 
as overall building size.

Brookman and Whitehouse were the principal designers of Temple Beth Israel, while 
Bennes and Herzog acted as their consulting architects. The collaboration of these four 
men—each of whom were capable architects in their own right—produced a spectacular 
Byzantine style building. The synagogue, a National Register property, is the only 
Byzantine style structure in the Historic Alphabet District.

George Wolff, a Portland native, gained early architectural experience working in the 
office of Morris Whitehouse. He later earned a degree in architecture from the 
University of Oregon. In the 1940s, Wolff worked with Henry Kaiser and designed 
several federal projects; for example, the city of Vanport. Earle G. Cash worked with the 
firm of H. L. Camp and Company during the early 1900s and had his own firm by 1915 
before forming a partnership with Wolff. The Burkhardt Apartments is their only known 
work in the Historic Alphabet District. They designed the apartments for the Burkhardt 
family, who owned a successful florist shop in the area. Cash and Wolff also designed 
the florist shop, located in the present-day King's Hill Historic District.

Brothers William E. and H. Fred Claussen practiced architecture in Portland from 1908 to 
1942. Their work encompassed a variety of building forms—including residences, 
apartments, hotels, schools, office buildings, and warehouses. Priding themselves on 
their detail work, they were responsible for designing buildings such as the Roosevelt 
Hotel and the Loyalty Building, both listed in the National Register. The Bretnor 
Apartment Building is their only known work in the Historic Alphabet District.
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De Young & Roald

Doyle, Albert E.

JEwart, Alexander Charles

Feig, Elmer E.

Fitch, Otis Josselyn

Gordon, Herbert
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James W. DeYoung, a Michigan native, moved to Portland in 1907. He was a draftsman 
in the office of Doyle and Patterson for two years, then joined two more offices before 
establishing a partnership with Knud A. Roald in 1919. Roald, a Norwegian immigrant, 
was educated at the University of Dresden. He moved to the United States in 1911. 
DeYoung and Roald were known for their commercial designs in the 1920s. They were 
responsible for such buildings as the New Heathman Hotel and the Douglas Building, 
both listed in the National Register. The Rex Manor Apartments is their only known 
work in the Historic Alphabet District. Their partnership dissolved in 1929 when 
DeYoung and Roald joined other firms.

Doyle began his career with an apprenticeship with the esteemed firm of Whidden and 
Lewis. He eventually became a prominent architect in his own right, designing such 
notable buildings as Portland's Central Library and the Bank of California, both of which 
are listed in the National Register. Doyle's work came to symbolize Northwest 
regionalism and later influenced the designs of Pietro Belluschi. Doyle designed the 
Colonial Revival style Bingham House at 2037 NW Lovejoy Street while he was still 
working for Whidden and Lewis. It is the only known example of Doyle's work in the 
district.

Ewart, who hailed from Ontario, Canada, moved to Portland with his family in 1904 at 
the start of the apartment building boom. Known as a "pioneer designer of apartment 
houses in Portland," Ewart's work focused on hotels and apartment houses. As prolific 
as he was, Ewart did not often repeat many apartment designs. He is known to have 
designed at least six apartments in the Historic Alphabet District. Four of them are still 
standing. Of the four, two are individually listed in the National Register.

Feig, a Minnesota native, received his postsecondary education at the University of 
Oregon. He designed more than 81 apartment houses in Portland from 1925 to 1931. 
Working for builders and developers such as J. C. Meyers, S. Earl Henderson, and Harry 
Mittleman, Feig designed and constructed groups of apartment buildings. Feig designed 
approximately 21 apartment buildings in the Historic Alphabet District. Feig's designs, 
similar in scale and layout, reflect the architectural styles of the Mediterranean, Spanish 
Colonial, Moorish, Georgian, and Tudor periods.

It is not known how or where Fitch received his architectural training, or when he 
actually began to design buildings. However, in 1924, Folk's Portland City Directory 
lists him under the title "Creative Design and Construction." By 1928, Fitch was 
officially licensed as an architect. Beyond that, little is known of Fitch's architectural 
practice except that locally celebrated architect Van Evera Bailey worked for him as a 
draftsman in 1925. The elegant Irving Street Bowman Apartments, individually listed in 
the National Register, are Fitch's only known work in the Historic Alphabet District.

Gordon is reputed to have built a number of hotel and apartment buildings in Portland, 
including the Campbell Court Hotel in downtown Portland. Unfortunately, little is 
known of Gordon's architectural experience, such how or where he received his 
architectural training, or when he actually began to design buildings. He is better known 
for his political involvement, serving as Multnomah county representative to the state
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Grant, John H.

Henderson, Steven Earl

Herzog, Harry Albert

Hoffman, Lee Hawley, Jr.

Holden, Lee Gray

legislature from 1917 through 1933. The Weitz Apartment Building is his only known 
architectural work in the Historic Alphabet District.
Grant moved to Portland in 1922 from Montana where he had been a registered architect. 
He was subsequently licensed in Oregon that same year. Grant practiced in Portland 
between 1922 and 1939, but only three of his designs have been identified: the Eglington 
Arms Hotel, the Acacia Apartments, and the Biltmore Apartments. The last two are in 
the Historic Alphabet District. The Biltmore Apartments have been individually listed in 
the National Register.

Little is known of Henderson, Inc. except what can be found in Folk's Portland City 
Directory, which lists him as a realtor in 1926. In 1927, Henderson built the Harvard 
Apartments, eventually constructing many more apartment buildings in northwest 
Portland. He often worked with architect Elmer Feig and sometimes worked with 
architects L. R. Cooke and George M. Post. Henderson experienced financial trouble 
during the 1930s but reversed his business fortune through his partnership with Luke 
Walker. They formed Henderson & Walker, a company that bought and sold receivables, 
warrants, pass books, and loans. In 1953, Henderson sold his assets and left Portland.

The Herzog family lived in a variety of locations during this architect's childhood but 
finally settled in Portland in 1905. In 1915, Herzog attended the University of 
Pennsylvania School of Architecture, graduating two years later. In 1918, he returned to 
Portland where he practiced architecture for some 50 years. Herzog is best known for his 
partnership with John V. Bennes, but he is also esteemed for individual designs such as 
the Dr. J. J. Rosenberg House and the Regent Apartments. The latter has been 
individually listed in the National Register. It is Herzog's only known work in the 
Historic Alphabet District.

A Portland native, Hoffman took up architecture in the office of Whitehouse and 
Honeyman, later joining the firm of Whitehouse and Fouilhoux. He became a member of 
the latter firm in 1913, where he stayed until 1917. Two years later, Hoffman opened an 
independent contracting business that became quite successful. He constructed such 
buildings as the Terminal Sales Building, the Public Service Building and Garage, and 
the New Heathman Hotel—all have been listed in the National Register. His contracting 
firm constructed the Lee Apartments and the Forest Apartments in the Historic Alphabet 
District. They are two of the few apartment buildings designed in the Craftsman style 
within the district.

Holden worked intermittently for the Portland Fire Department for over 35 years. In that 
time, Holden designed and built 24 firehouses, at least 17 of which are still standing. 
Although he had no architectural training, Holden pioneered the nationwide trend of 
building unobtrusive firehouses in residential neighborhoods. By designing one-story 
bungalow style firehouses that resembled private houses in residential neighborhoods, 
Holden became popular with both fire personnel and neighborhood residents. A fine 
example of Holden's work, Portland Fire Station No. 17 in the Historic Alphabet District 
was individually listed in the National Register.
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Knighton & Root
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Houghtaling, an Ohio native, studied construction engineering at the Lewis Institute of 
Chicago. He worked as an engineer and architect for various firms in Chicago before 
opening an office in Portland in 1913. Houghtaling is best known for his work with 
Leigh L. Dougan, with whom he designed such notable buildings as the Medical Arts 
Building and the Elks Temple. There are two known examples of Houghtaling's 
individual work in the district.

Educated at Creighton University of Omaha, Josef Jacobberger moved to Portland in 
1890 to work as a draftsperson for the firm of Whidden and Lewis. In 1895, he began 
private practice as an architect and designed several buildings for various Catholic 
agencies. Jacobberger eventually developed a long partnership with Alfred H. Smith. 
They became one of the most important architectural firms in Portland. Noteworthy 
examples of their work include the Knights of Columbus Building and the Monastery of 
the Precious Blood. The Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception is their only known 
work in the Historic Alphabet District.

Kleeman, a German immigrant, moved to Portland in 1880 to work as a draftsman for the 
architectural firm of Clark and Upton. He later worked for architect Justus Krumbein 
before becoming staff architect for the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company. 
Kleeman was best known for his designs of Catholic churches, such as St. Patrick's 
Church in Portland, but also designed other building types like the Arminius Hotel. The 
Ferdinand Zimmerman Building is his only known work in the Historic Alphabet 
District.

Knighton worked alone for most of his architectural career. In that time, he designed a 
number of formidable buildings such as the Seward Hotel and the Joseph Gaston House, 
both listed in the National Register. Knighton was well respected in the architectural 
community, having been appointed the first State Architect and the first president of the 
Oregon State Board of Architect Examiners. The Packard Service Building is the only 
known example of his work in the Historic Alphabet District.

The partnership of William C. Knighton and Edward Root began and ended in 1911. In 
that time, they designed the Whitney and Gray Hotel and the Trinity Place Apartments, 
both listed in the National Register. The latter is included within the Historic Alphabet 
District. Of the duo, Knighton was the more distinguished. He was the first State 
Architect and the first president of the Oregon State Board of Architect Examiners. In 
addition, he individually authored the design of a number of memorable buildings such as 
the Packard Service Building and the Charles J. Schnabel House, both listed in the 
National Register.

Lawrence was a prolific architect, designing over 500 buildings and projects. His work 
spans the spectrum of building types, from commercial and industrial structures to single- 
family residences and public buildings. His first professional affiliation in Portland was 
with the firm of MacNaughton, Raymond and Lawrence. He later practiced alone, then 
formed a partnership with William G. Holford. Among Lawrence's many 
accomplishments was the founding of the School of Architecture and Allied Arts at the 
University of Oregon in 1914. The Belle Court Apartments, listed in the National 
Register, in the Historic Alphabet District is the only Jacobethan style building that he
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Lawrence & Holford

Lazarus, Edgar

Lazarus, Whitehouse & 
Fouilhoux

Lewis, David Chambers

Lewis & Lewis

designed.

Ellis Fuller Lawrence and William G. Holford formed their architectural firm in 1913. 
Working in an era of eclectic architecture, the firm was known for designs that focused 
on the landscape, with rooms that often opened onto terraces and patios. Lawrence and 
Holford also nurtured a relationship with the Ladd Estate Company, which commissioned 
the firm to build several subdivisions in the Laurelhurst, Eastmoreland, and Westover 
Terrace neighborhoods in Portland. The Ella Street Garage is their only known work in 
the Historic Alphabet District.

One of the least known among major architects to have practiced in Oregon, Lazarus 
studied at the Maryland Institute of the Arts. In 1894, he moved to Portland where he 
produced an impressive body of work. Some of his designs include the Electric Building, 
Franklin Hotel, and the George F. Heusner Condominiums. The latter, a National 
Register property, is in the Historic Alphabet District. Lazarus also designed the Isaac 
Lesser Cohen House, a designated Portland Historic Landmark.

The Wickersham Apartments is the only building in the Historic Alphabet District known 
to have been designed by the short-lived partnership of Edgar Lazarus, Morris 
Whitehouse, and Andre Fouilhoux. With the firm completely disbanded by 1917, each 
architect later pursued distinguished careers.

A Portland native and grandson of Captain John H. Couch, Lewis completed graduate 
studies in architecture at Columbia University. After studying in Paris for a year, Lewis 
returned to Portland, where he started a short-lived architectural firm with Frank P. Alien, 
Jr. After the dissolution of Lewis and Alien in 1905, Lewis worked alone successfully, 
designing nine buildings in a four-year period. He is best known for his design of the 
Lumber Exchange Building and the Railway Exchange Building, both listed in the 
National Register. The Trinity Episcopal Church is Lewis' only known work in the 
Historic Alphabet District.

Born in England in 1852, William Parsons Lewis immigrated to the United States in 
1869. In 1880, he made his way to Portland where he continued work as a stair builder. 
Lewis also established a planing mill and later began work as a building contractor. In 
1898, he went into partnership with his son, Robert J. Lewis, who had previously worked 
as a carpenter for his father. Lewis, Sr. is reputed to have designed and built many fine 
residences, including homes for C. E. Ladd and W. W. Spaulding. When the partnership 
dissolved in 1913, Robert Lewis continued working as an architect and builder until 
1925. There is no record of his license as an architect. The Rose City Electric Garage, a 
National Register property, is the firm's only known work in the Historic Alphabet 
District.

Linde, Carl L. A German immigrant, Linde practiced as an architect in the Midwest before moving to 
Portland in 1906. He worked for a number of locally established architects before 
receiving his license in 1921. From 1921 to 1940, Linde had his own private practice. He 
is remembered primarily for his designs of single- and multi-family residences. 
Noteworthy examples include the Salerno Apartments, the Otho Poole House, and the 
Tudor Arms Apartments. The latter is included in the Historic Alphabet District along
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with the Embassy Apartments.

Ellis Fuller Lawrence joined architect and friend, E. B. MacNaughton, and engineer 
Henry Raymond in partnership in 1906. Lawrence became their chief designer. They 
were responsible for such buildings as the Samuel G. Reed House and the Harry T. 
Nicolai House, both listed in the National Register. The Alexandra Court Hotel is their 
only known work in the Historic Alphabet District. At the time of construction, the 
Alexandra Court Hotel would have been the tallest structure in the West End district and 
possibly the tallest in the north end of Portland.

Born in 1900, Mittleman immigrated from Europe to Omaha, Nebraska. He attended 
Omaha University and relocated to Portland at an unknown date. Mittleman became a 
successful builder and operator of several of Portland's finest apartments, such as the 
Parkway Manor and the Jeanne Manor (the latter is listed in the National Register). He 
also constructed the Regent Apartments in the Historic Alphabet District. Mittleman's 
decision to build the Regent in 1937 indicated a renewed confidence in the local and 
national economy. His decision sent a message to builders, investors, and the public that 
the worst of the Depression was over.

Morgan, a Tennessee native, moved to Portland in 1896. He had many career interests, 
with experience in the fields of insurance, law, and real estate. Morgan is particularly 
noteworthy for his contributions to the latter field as a builder and developer. He is 
credited with constructing the first authentic apartment house in Portland in 1903. 
Morgan went on to build many of the finest apartment houses in the city, earning the title 
of "Apartment House King" of Portland. He is regarded as having played a significant 
role in the urbanization of inner northwest Portland, constructing multi-family residences 
such as the Day Building and the Weist Apartments. Both have been listed in the 
National Register. Morgan constructed four structures in the Historic Alphabet District.

William L. Morgan started an independent general insurance, real estate, development, 
and construction business in 1903-04, with W. F. Fliedner occasionally joining his 
business ventures. By 1907, Morgan had hired on Joseph A. Boyce, a former classmate, 
to lead the fire insurance department of his business. Fliedner rejoined the two, and by 
1910, the trio had established the firm of Morgan, Fliedner and Boyce. Although 
officially established, the firm remained a loose affiliation headed by Morgan. The firm 
developed and constructed numerous buildings and apartments, some of which 
contributed to the urbanization of inner northwest Portland. The firm was responsible for 
the construction of the Abbey Apartments in the Historic Alphabet District.

Naramore, a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), was the 
Portland School District architect from 1912 to 1919. He left a legacy of high quality 
school buildings in the city, one of which was the Couch School in the Historic Alphabet 
District. Naramore left Portland to become architect for Seattle Public Schools from 
1919 to 1932. In 1943, he started his own firm, which later became Naramore, Bain, 
Brady and Johanson. It was regarded as one of the most important firms in the state of 
Washington during the Postwar Era.
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Parker, Jamieson

Post, George M.

Schacht, Emil

Schacht, Emil & Son

Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge

Parker, a Portland native, received architectural training at the University of 
Pennsylvania. He became well schooled in the traditional or period styles during his 
apprenticeship at the office of A. E. Doyle. Parker began his practice in 1919 as a 
principal in the firm of Johnson, Parker and Wallwork but soon established his own 
practice, working intermittently through the Depression until his early death in 1939. He 
produced approximately 75 works during his career, all of which were characteristically 
fitting in detail and well designed. St. Mark's Episcopal Church is his only known work 
in the Historic Alphabet District. It is an officially designated Portland Historic 
Landmark.

Post, a Connecticut native, received his postsecondary and architectural training on the 
East Coast. In 1908, he moved to Salem, Oregon where he designed a number of 
residential properties, as well as many public and commercial buildings. Post eventually 
moved to Portland where he worked as an independent architect. Post contributed greatly 
to the field of architecture, working tirelessly for legislation to create a state board of 
architecture. He later became that organization's secretary. The Loomis House and the 
Morado Apartments are his only known works in the Historic Alphabet District.

Schacht, a Danish immigrant, established himself as an architect in Portland in 1884. He 
designed an array of building types—public buildings, offices, garages, hotels, 
apartments, and single-family residences. Known for his outstanding workmanship and 
use of first class materials, Schacht is best known for his design of the Portland Police 
Block, a National Register property. He designed three single-family houses and one 
apartment building in the Historic Alphabet District.

Schacht established himself as an architect in Portland in 1884. During his 41-year 
career, Schacht designed numerous buildings of various types and styles in the Northwest 
region. He is particularly known for his design of the Astoria City Hall and the SE 33 rd 
and Francis Fire Station in Portland. Schacht went into partnership with his son Martin, 
an architect and engineer, from 1910 to 1915. The King Davis Apartments is their only 
known work in the Historic Alphabet District.

Charles A. Coolidge, a native Bostonian, received architectural training at MIT. He 
formed a partnership with George F. Shepley and Frank E. Rutan, who had worked with 
him in Henry Hobson Richardson's office. The Boston firm went on to design many 
nationally renown works, such as the Art Institute of Chicago and the Chicago Public 
Library. They specialized in collegiate and medical school design; for example, they 
were responsible for the campus plan and early buildings of Stanford University in 
California. The Abbot and Lewis Mills Residences are their only known works in the 
Historic Alphabet District. The former is a designated Portland Historic Landmark, 
while the latter is a National Register property.
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Whidden & Lewis

Whitehouse & Fouilhoux

Wright, George

Whidden and Lewis, a prominent Portland firm, were responsible for most of the city's 
finest buildings of the turn-of-the-century period. Educated at MIT, both men launched 
their careers on the East Coast—Whidden with the prestigious New York firm of 
McKim, Mead and White, and Lewis with Peabody and Stearns in Boston. The Whidden 
and Lewis partnership was formed in Portland in 1890. The firm introduced up-to-date 
architectural fashions to the city. In addition to their residential work in the Colonial 
Revival style, the firm introduced the Renaissance Revival style with their Portland City 
Hall. A dozen single-family residences—seven of which are National Register 
properties—represent their work in the Historic Alphabet District.

Whitehouse, a Portland native, graduated from MIT, where he was the first recipient of 
the Guy Lowell traveling fellowship for outstanding design work. Fouilhoux, a French 
immigrant, received architectural training at the Ecole Entrale des Arts et Manufacturers. 
He moved to Portland in 1905. In 1909, he and Whitehouse formed a partnership with 
Edgar M. Lazarus. A year later, Whitehouse and Fouilhoux established a partnership that 
would last for ten years. In that time, they designed such works as the University Club 
and the Anna Lewis Mann Old People's Home. The 705 Davis Street Apartments, a 
National Register property, is their only known work in the Historic Alphabet District.

Little is known of Wright. According to Portland city directories, he worked as a 
draftsman for locally prominent architect A. E. Doyle. According to Wright's own 
correspondence, he worked as an architect in Portland from 1912 to 1917. He is known 
to have assisted Frederic E. Bowman in constructing apartment buildings such as the Elm 
Street Apartment Building, a National Register property. The Westonia Apartments and 
the Classic Apartments are his only known work in the Historic Alphabet District.
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Aim, David E. (builder)

Arthur, W. C. & Son 
(builders)

Barnes, Holman J.

Bartels, Fred (builder)

Barrels, Fred (builder)

Bartels, Fred (builder)

Bartels, Fred (builder)

Bell, William B.

Beman, Solomon Spencer ; 
John R. Horstra (builder)

Berni, Albert F.

Bowman, F.E.

Brookman, Herman; Morris 
H. Whitehouse; 
John V. Bennes; Harry A. 
Herzog

Browne, P. Chappell

Browne, P. Chappell

Campbell, Daniel J. (builder)

Cash & Wolff

Claussen & Claussen

Cooke, L. R.

Cooke, L. R.

Cooke, L. R.

Cooke, L. R.; S. E. 
Henderson (builder)

DeYoung & Roald

INV. No.

534

247

402

234

235

239

240

142

535

358

272

435

3a

3b

236

420

41

134

164

179

183

60

SITE ADDRESS

1949NWEVERETTST

622-638 NW23RDAVE

510 NW 19THAVE

718 NW 18THAVE

1721 NWIRVINGST

1735NWIRVINGST

1729- 1731 NWIRVINGST

2083 NW JOHNSON ST

1819NWEVERETTST

2182NWHOYTST

624-36 NW 20TH AVE

WI/1931 NW FLANDERS 
ST

2062 NW MARSHALL ST

2076 NW MARSHALL ST

715, 719NW17THAVE; 
1705, 1709,1715, 1719 
NW IRVING ST

2254 NW GLISAN ST

931NW20THAVE

2235 NW JOHNSON ST

2324 NW JOHNSON ST

2 1 36 NW JOHNSON ST

2076 NW JOHNSON ST

904 NW 2 1ST AVE

HISTORIC NAME YEAR BUILT

Park Regent Apartments 1930

Hock, Eugene, Building 1926

Burcham, Don H. & Myrtle, Building 1 954

Couch Family Investment Development #1 1880s

Couch Family Investment Development #2 1884

Couch Family Investment Development #3 1 884

Couch Family Investment Development #4 1880s

American Apartment Building 1911

First Church of Christ, Scientist 1 909

Patricia Court Apartments 1930

Bowman Apartments 1925

Temple Beth Israel 1928

Marion Court Apartments 1927

Marshall Street Corp. Garage 1927

Campbell Townhouses 1893

Burkhardt Apartments 1928

Bretnor Apartments 1912

Rose Apartments 1927

Elcarlos Apartments 1906

Ivas Apartments 1926

Harvard Apartments 1927

Rex Manor Apartments 1 929
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Doyle, Albert E. 21

Ewart, Alexander Charles 359

Ewart, Alexander Charles 382

Ewart, Alexander Charles 465

Ewart, Alexander Charles 564

Ewart, Alexander Charles 634

Ewart, Alexander Charles 659

Ewart, Alexander Charles; 348 
Wright Investment 
Company (builders)

Feig, Elmer E. 188

Feig, Elmer E. 189

Feig, Elmer E. 190

Feig, Elmer E. 191

Feig, Elmer E. 226

Feig, Elmer E. 227

Feig, Elmer E. 228

Feig, Elmer E. 229

Feig, Elmer E. 258

Feig, Elmer E. 398

Feig, Elmer E. 462

Feig, Elmer E. 471

Feig, Elmer E. 522

Feig, Elmer E. 531

Feig, Elmer E. 544

Feig, Elmer E. 125

2037 NW LOVEJOY ST Bingham House

2164 N W HOYT ST The Houseman Apartments

2181 NW GLISAN ST Highland Court Apartments

415 NW 21 STAVE Buck Apartments

2018 NW EVERETT ST Beckman, Emily Kruse, Building

2255-2261 W BURNSIDE Hill Hotel 
ST

1703-1719 W BURNSIDE Bushmark Hotel 
ST

530NW23RDAVE

730 NW 20TH AVE 

1964 NW JOHN SON ST 

1954 NW JOHNSON ST 

1944 NW JOHNSON ST 

708 NW 20TH AVE 

1963NWIRVINGST 

1953NWIRVINGST

1943NWIRVINGST 

2166NWIRVINGST 

2125 NW GLISAN ST 

2135 NW FLANDERS ST 

1983 NW FLANDERS ST 

2209 NW EVERETT ST 

2081 NW EVERETT ST 

2284 NW EVERETT ST 

2355 NW JOHNSON ST

Campbell Hotel

Estelle Court Apartments 

Belmar Apartments 

Georgian Apartments 

Teshnor Manor 

Xenabe Court Apartments 

Edlefsen, P.H., House

Burton, Hattie C., & Morecroft, C.C., 
House

Walters Apartments

The Nordel Apartments

McKinney Apartments

The Bixby Manor Apartments

The Premier Apartments

Manhattan Apartments

The Metropolitan Apartments

Portland Rose Apartment Building

Kurdy Apartments

YEAR BUILT

1905

1910

1911

1910

1910

1908

1906

1912

1928

1927

1927

1929

1929

1928

1928

1929

1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

1930

1930

1927
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Feig, Elmer E.;S.E. 231 
Henderson (builder)

Feig, Elmer E.; S. E. 232 
Henderson (builder)

Feig, Elmer E.; S. E. 502 
Henderson (builder)

Feig, Elmer E.; S. E. 388 
Henderson (builder)

Feig, Elmer E. ; S. E. 233 
Henderson (contractor)

Fitch, Otis J.; F.E. 271 
Bowman (contractor)

Fletcher, Finch, Fair & 314
Associates

Gordon, Herbert 621

Grahs, EJ. 267

Grant, John H. 2

Grant, John H. 432

Herzog, Harry A.; Harry 513 
Mittleman (builder)

Hoffman, Lee H., Jr. 23

Hoffman, Lee H., Jr. (builder) 316

Holden, Lee Gray 112

Houghtaling, Chester Alien 5

Houghtaling, Chester Alien 215

Jacobberger & Smith 623

Kleeman, Otto 281

Knighton & Root 618

Knighton, William C. 603

Lawrence, Ellis Fuller 619

707NW19THAVE

708NW19THAVE

HISTORIC NAME

Olympic Apartment Building

Worthington Apartments

2030 NW FLANDERS ST Eugene Apartments

2267 NW GLISAN ST Tallynor Apartments

1801 -1817 NW IRVING ST Associated Oil Building

2004 - 2018 NW IRVING ST Irving Street Bowman Apartments

WI/615 NW 20TH AVE Abbott Hall

130NW19TH AVE 

2066 NW IRVING ST 

1034 NW 21ST AVE 

2014 NW GLISAN ST 

1975NWEVERETTST

2011 NWLOVEJOYST 

612NW20THAVE 

824 NW 24TH AVE 

2030 NW MARSHALL ST 

2215 NW IRVING ST 

1715NWCOUCHST 

621 NW23RDAVE 

117 NW TRINITY PL 

118-128 NW23RD AVE 

120 NW TRINITY PL

Weitz Apartments 

Swedish Society Linnea Hall 

Acacia Apartments 

Biltmore Apartments 

Regent Apartments

Lee Apartments 

Forest Apartments 

Portland Fire Station No. 17 

Carmen Apartments 

Roosevelt Court Apartments 

Cathedral of Immaculate Conception 

Zimmerman, Ferdinand, Building 

Trinity Place Apartments 

Packard Service Building 

Belle Court Apartments

YEAR BUILT

1929

1929

1931

1928

1929

1927

1980

1925

1911

1924

1925

1938

1924

1925

1912

1926

1926

1925

1912

1911

1910

1912
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Lawrence & Holford

Lazarus, Edgar M.

Lazarus, Edgar M.

Lazarus, Edgar M.

Lazarus, Edgar M.

Lazarus, Edgar M.

Lazarus, Whitehouse, & 
Fouiloux; Mclnnis & Reed 
(builders)

Leeb, Robert S.

Lewis, David C.

Lewis & Lewis

Linde, Carl L.

Linde, Carl L.

Lucius & Cash

MacNaughton, Raymond 
& Lawrence

Madigan Brothers (builder)

Morgan, Fliedner & Boyce

Morgan, William L. (builder)

Morgan, William L. (builder)

Morgan, William L. (builder)

Morgan, William L. (builder)

Naramore, Floyd A.

Nunemaker, Daniel (builder)

Parker, Jamieson

INV. No.

633

195

203

241

455

503

474

319

569

609

470

637

422

607

475

641

499

583

500

501

365

639

1

SITE ADDRESS

35 NW 20TH PL

725 NW 23RD AVE

2343 NW IRVING ST

2391NWIRVINGST

2233-2243 NW 
FLANDERS ST

333 NW 20TH AVE

410NW18THAVE

1901-1947NWHOYTST

147 NW 19TH AVE

124NW20THAVE

201 5 NW FLANDERS ST

1811 NW COUCH ST

2230 NW GLISAN ST

125NW20THPL

400NW17TH AVE

2235-2241 W BURNSIDE 
ST

2068 NW FLANDERS ST

209NW23RDAVE

2058 NW Flanders

2046 NW FLANDERS ST

2033 NW GLISAN ST

104NW20THAVE

1 025 NW 2 1ST AVE

HISTORIC NAME

Ella Street Garage

Oberdorfer, Augustus, House

Cohen, Isaac Lesser, House

Rand, Ella C., House

Cook, James, House

Heusner, George F., Building

The Wickersham Apartments

Hoyt Square Condominiums

Trinity Episcopal Church

Rose City Electric Automobile Garage

Embassy Apartments

Tudor Arms Apartments

Hillside Garage

Alexandra Court Hotel

Madigan, James, Building

Abbey Apartments

Day, J.H., Building

Weist Apartments

Dayton Apartments

Ormonde Apartment Building

Couch School

Teasdale Apartments

Saint Mark's Episcopal Church & Parish

YEAR BUILT

1921

1895

1892

1896

1890

1894

1910

1980

1904

1910

1925

1916

1926

1907

1924

1911

1907

1905

1907

1907

1914

1910

1925
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Architects and Developers - List of Works

ARCHITECT / DEVELOPER INV. No. SITE ADDRESS

Peterson, Adolph F. 624 
(builder, attributed)

Post, George M. 610

Post, George M.; S. E. 230 
Henderson (builder)

Schacht, Emil 28

Schacht, Emil 147

Schacht, Emil 592

Schacht, Emil 614

Schacht, Emil & Son 617

Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge 187

Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge 224

Sumner, C.R. (builder) 595

Trenkmann, Herman (builder) 370 

Trenkmann, Herman (builder) 371 

Trenkmann, Herman (builder) 372 

Trenkmann, Herman (builder) 373 

Trenkmann, Herman (builder) 374 

Trenkmann, Herman (builder) 375 

Trenkmann, Herman (builder) 379 

Trenkmann, Herman (builder) 380

104-106NW22NDPL

HISTORIC NAME

Hall, Hazel, House

YEAR BUILT

1910

Whidden & Lewis 

Whidden & Lewis 

Whidden & Lewis 

Whidden & Lewis 

Whidden & Lewis 

Whidden & Lewis

26

108

109

150

193

270

120 NW 21 STAVE Morado Apartments 1925 

1929NWIRVINGST Loomis, R. E., & Day, Clark H., House 1929

2388NWLOVEJOYST 

811 NW20TH AVE 

224 NW 20TH AVE 

31 NW 22ND PL 

118 NW KING AVE 

733 NW 20TH AVE 

2039 NW IRVING ST 

210 NW 17TH AVE

1734NWHOYTST 

1728NWHOYTST 

1720NWHOYTST 

1716NWHOYTST 

1710NWHOYTST 

1704NWHOYTST 

526NW18THAVE 

525 NW 17THAVE 

2424 NW LOVEJOY ST 

811 NW 19THAVE 

829NW19THAVE 

1809 NW JOHNSON ST 

732 NW 19THAVE 

2036 NW IRVING ST

Beno & Ballis House 

Veness, John, House 

Hanebut House 

Lucretia Court 

The King Davis Apartments 

Mills, Abbott, House 

Mills, Lewis, House

Hennessey, Goetsch & McGee 
Funeral Home

Trenkmann Houses #1 

Trenkmann Houses #2 

Trenkmann Houses #3 

Trenkmann Houses #4 

Trenkmann Houses #5 

Trenkmann Houses #6 

Trenkmann Houses #7 

Trenkmann Houses #8 

Brewster, William L., House 

Ayer, W. B., House 

Good, George, House 

Ayer-Shea House 

Koehler, Richard, House 

MacKenzie, Dr. Kenneth, House

1904

1909

1903

1910

1909

1907

1916

1936

1890

1890

1890

1890

1890

1890

1890

1890

1902

1904

1890

1883

1906

1907
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APPENDIX E

ARCHITECT / DEVELOPER INV. No. SITE ADDRESS HISTORIC NAME

Whidden & Lewis 448

Whidden & Lewis 449

Whidden & Lewis 450

Whidden & Lewis 

Whidden & Lewis

487

533

Whidden & Lewis; Fletcher, 315 
Finch, Fair & Associates 
(1980)

White, F. Manson; Whidden 481 
& Lewis (attributed)

Whitehouse & Fouilhoux 588

Wilcox-Shattuck 15

Williams, Hubert; Milfred 283 
Concrete Company (builder)

Wright, George R. 428

Wright, George R. 429

Zanello & Sons (builders) 539

23 81 NW FLANDERS ST Bates-Seller House

2363 NW FLANDERS ST Adams, Charles F., House

2347-2349 NW Trevett-Nunn House 
FLANDERS ST

2210 NW FLANDERS ST Mead, Joshua Roberts, Building # 1

311 NW 20TH AVE White, Isam, House

615 NW 20TH AVE MacKenzie, Dr. K.A.J. & Co House

2370 NW FLANDERS ST Noble, Henry, House

2141 NWDAVISST

2323 NW LOVEJOY ST 

624NW18THAVE

Seven Hundred Five Davis Street 
Apartments

Wilcox, Davis, House

Six Twenty-Four 18th Apartments

2066 NW GLISAN ST Westonia Apartments

2056 NW GLISAN ST Classic Apartments

1631 N W EVERETT ST Whalen, Joseph, Apartments

YEAR BUILT

1894

1904

1896

1894

1906

1892

1890

1913

1923

1940

1914

1917

1915
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APPENDIX F

Resources



Resources

SITE ADDRESS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

210NW 17TH AVE

323-337 NW 17TH AVE

400 NW 17TH AVE

407 NW 17TH AVE

525NW17THAVE

617NW17THAVE

625 NW 17TH AVE

710 NW 17THAVE

715, 719 NW 17TH AVE; 1705,

INV. No.

56

263

387

563

625

655

657

595

510

475

440

380

322

279

237

236

HISTORIC NAME

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Hennessey, Goetsch & McGee 
Funeral Home

Lauer Apartment Building

Madigan, James, Building

Smith, Helen Brayton, Building

Trenkmann Houses #8

Morrison, J. H., House #1

Taylor & Co., Inc. Building

Glasser Brothers Building

Campbell Townhouses

CLASSIFICATION

Vacant

Vacant

Vacant

Vacant

Vacant

Vacant

Vacant

Secondary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Primary Contributing

Historic Noncontributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing

Primary Contributing
1709, 1715, 1719NWIRVINGST

NW18THAV& 278 
NW IRVING ST

133NW18THAVE 622

221-227NW 18THAVE 579

325NW18THAVE 512

405NW18THAVE 477

410NW18THAVE 474

415NW18THAVE 473

425NW18THAVE 447

N/A

Williams, George H., Townhouses 

Brigham, Porter E., House 

Converse Court Apartments 

Roberts, W. B., House 

The Wickersham Apartments

McConkin, Lena Vaughn & William 
H., House

Elliston Apartments

Vacant

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing
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SITE ADDRESS INV. No. HISTORIC NAME CLASSIFICATION

504NW18THAVE 

513-515 NW 18THAVE 

516NW18THAVE 

525-529 NW18THAVE 

526 NW 18THAVE 

533-535 NW18THAVE 

607-611NW18THAVE

615NW18THAVE

624 NW 18TH AVE 

718NW18THAVE

723-735 NW 18THAVE

NW19TH& FLANDERS

NW 19TH& JOHNSON

130NW19THAVE

147NW19THAVE

335NW19THAVE

424NW19THAVE

434NW19THAVE

510NW19THAVE

608NW19THAVE

623-633 NW 19TH AVE

626NW19THAVE

632NW19THAVE

411 Rossiter, Marie & Grace, House

403 Cummings, George, House

404 Doran, William H., House

377 Jonland Corp. Building # 1

379 Trenkmann Houses #7

369 Walker, William, Apartments

330 First Norwegian-Danish Methodist 
	Episcopal Church

321 First Norwegian-Danish Methodist 
	Episcopal Church

283 Six Twenty-Four 18th Apartments

234 Couch Family Investment 
	Development #1

194 Beattie, Byron J., Building

472 N/A

149 N/A

621 Weitz Apartments

569 , Trinity Episcopal Church

506a Northwest Tower

446 O'Shea, John & James, House #2

436 O'Shea, John & James, House #1

402 Burcham, Don H. & Myrtle, Building

337 McNamara, Michael, House

275 American Optical Co. Building

284 McKee, E. D., House

276 First Immanuel Evangelical 
	Lutheran Church

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing

Compatible Noncontributing 

Vacant 

Vacant

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing
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Resources

SITE ADDRESS

707NW19THAVE

708NW19THAVE

732NW19TH AVE

811NW19THAVE

829NW19THAVE

WI/147NW19THAVE

WI/147NW19THAVE

WI/147NW 19THAVE

WI/632NW19THAVE

NW 20TH & GLISAN ST

10NW20THAVE

50 NW 20TH AVE

104NW20THAVE

112NW20THAVE

124NW20THAVE

202-218NW20THAVE

224 NW 20TH AVE

230 NW 20TH AVE

239 NW 20TH AVE

240 NW 20TH AVE 

311NW20THAVE 

332-338 NW20TH AVE 

333 NW 20TH AVE 

428 NW 20TH AVE 

612NW20THAVE 

615NW20THAVE

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

231 Olympic Apartment Building

232 Worthington Apartments

193 Koehler, Richard, House

108 Ayer, W. B., House

109 Good, George, House

570 N/A

593 N/A

620 N/A

320 N/A

366 N/A

647 Struble, W. B., Building #2

645 Warrens, Holt Wilson, Building

639 Teasdale Apartments

627 Struble, W. B., Building #1

609 Rose City Electric Automobile Garage

599 Barcelona Apartments

592 Hanebut House

578 O'Brien, James B., House

565 Henderson, Sarah J., House

566 Goodman, Joseph, House

533 White, Isam, House

504 Elite Court Corp. Building

503 Heusner, George F., Building

433 Kraemer, Otto J., Building

316 Forest Apartments

315 MacKenzie, Dr. K. A. J. & Cora, House

CLASSIFICATION

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Vacant 

Vacant 

Vacant 

Vacant 

Vacant

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing
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SITE ADDRESS INV. No. HISTORIC NAME CLASSIFICATION

624-36 NW 20TH AVE

705-713NW20THAVE; 
2011 -2015NWIRVINGST; 
2017-2021 NW IRVING ST

708 NW 20TH AVE

730 NW 20TH AVE

733 NW 20TH AVE

811NW20THAVE

824 NW 20™ AVE

915NW20THAVE

930 NW 20TH AVE

931 NW20THAVE

1026NW20THAVE

1037NW20THAVE

WI/615NW20THAVE

WI/615NW20THAVE

35NW20THPL

125NW20THPL

220-224 NW 20TH PL

NW 2 1 ST AVENUE AND 
NW LOVEJOY STREET

35 NW 20TH PL

120NW21STAVE

134 NW 21 STAVE

202-2 10NW 2 1ST AVE

221NW21STAVE

305 NW 2 1ST AVE

272

225

226

188

187

147

660

67

42

41

7

6

313

314

633

607

581

16

633

610

606

591

576

530

Bowman Apartments

Hubbard House Condominiums

Xenabe Court Apartments

Estelle Court Apartments

Mills, Abbott, House

Veness, John, House

Kearney House

Wassell, R. F., & Co. Apartments

Weidler, George W., House

Bretnor Apartments

Baker Apartments

Francis Court Apartments

N/A

Abbott Hall

Ella Street Garage

Alexandra Court Hotel

Closset, Emile, House

N/A

Ella Street Garage

Morado Apartments

Morgan, H.G., Building

Seitz, Ina Rae, Building

Asbahr, Lester F., Building

Weitz, Hannah E., Building

Secondary Contributing

Compatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Compatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing

Compatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Vacant

Compatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Vacant

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing
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Resources

SITE ADDRESS INV. No. HISTORIC NAME CLASSIFICATION

325 NW 21 STAVE

326 NW 21 STAVE 
410NW21STAVE

415NW21STAVE

424 NW 21 STAVE 

432 NW 21 STAVE 

501 NW 21 STAVE

510-518NW21STAVE

511-517NW21STAVE 

519-527 NW21STAVE 

526-528 NW21STAVE 

529 NW 21 STAVE 

539 NW 21 STAVE 

602-616 NW 21 STAVE 

625-635 NW 21 STAVE 

636 NW 21 STAVE 

704 NW 21 STAVE

710-712 NW21STAVE 

716-718NW21STAVE

720-728 NW 21 STAVE

721-727 NW 21 STAVE 

735NW21STAVE 

803 NW 21 STAVE 

820-822 NW 21 STAVE

511 Prael, A. B. & F. F., House

498 Honeyman, Myrtle I., Building 
466 Olshen, Milton B. & Martha B., 

	Building

465 Buck Apartments

445 Roselyn Apartments

427 Ellis, A. S. & Edna C., Building

409 Olsen, Charles Wesley & Caroline, 
	Building #2

400 Winters, William S., Building

399 Meredeth, Charles & Louis, Building

378 Herns, Sam, Building

364 St. Francis Apartments

376 Fisher, Henry J., House

363 Haines, Annie, Building

310 Ellis, A. S. & Edna, Building

265 Gypsy Restaurant & Lounge

266 Zitosch, Sidney, Building

242 Kolsoozian, Ronald & Dorothy, 
	Building

238 Moussegne, C., House

221 Freund, Elisa, House

182 Azling, W. O. & Harriet W., Building

198 The King Estate Building

181 Rawlinson, W. L., Building

157 Concannon, Gerald J., Building #2

116 Winch, Martin, Building

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing 
Noncompatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing

Compatible Noncontributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing
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SITE ADDRESS

826-828 NW 21 STAVE 

904 NW 21 STAVE

916NW21STAVE 
1012NW21STAVE

1025 NW 21 STAVE

1034 NW 21 STAVE 

WI/735NW 21 STAVE 

WI/202NW 21 STAVE 

215NW22NDAVE 

228NW22NDAVE 

322-338 NW 22ND AVE 

414NW22NDAVE 

425 NW 22ND AVE 

435 NW 22ND AVE 

507 NW 22ND AVE 

601 - 607 NW 22ND AVE 

610NW22NDAVE 

615NW22NDAVE 

616-618NW22NDAVE 

621-623NW22NDAVE 

624 NW 22ND AVE 

723 NW 22ND AVE 

726 NW 22ND AVE

806 NW 22ND AVE; 
808 NW 22ND AVE

814NW22NDAVE

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

110 Frazer, Alex, House

60 Rex Manor Apartments

59 Burns, John C., Building 
17 Olsen, Charles Wesley & Caroline, 

	Building #1

1 Saint Mark's Episcopal Church 
	& Parish

2 Acacia Apartments

180 N/A

559 N/A

586 Story, Henry D., House

548 Zimmerman, J. W., Apartments

488 Kelton Court

458 Jones, Jennie, House

444 N/A

423 Mead, Joshua Roberts, House

393 Myers, George & Mary B., Apartments

302c Simon, Joseph, House #3

323 Sterns, William C., House

302b Simon, Joseph, House #1

286 Weigand, Chet, House

285 Shepherd, Mary, House

282 Daley, Peter, House

199 Huott, Frank E., House

197 Loeb, Nathan, House

156 Oswego Properties, Inc. Building

138 The Margot Apartments

CLASSIFICATION

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing 
Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Vacant

Vacant

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Primary Contributing

Vacant

Primary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Compatible Noncontributing

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Compatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing
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Resources

SITE ADDRESS INV. No. HISTORIC NAME CLASSIFICATION

820 NW 22ND AVE; 
822 NW 22ND AVE

825 NW 22ND AVE

WI/115NW22NDAVE

104-106NW22NDPL

NW 22ND PL

18NW22NDPL

115NW22NDPL

118NW22NDPL

123-125 NW22ND PL

124NW22NDPL

204 NW 22ND PL

210NW22NDPL

215NW22NDPL

218NW22NDPL

26 NW 22ND PL

31 NW22NDPL

22 NW 23RD AVE

110NW23RDAVE

118-128NW23RDAVE

204-208 NW 23RD AVE

209NW23RDAVE

310NW23RDAVE

315NW23RDAVE

330NW23RDAVE

111 Walters, Timothy J., Building

115 James, Edwin F., House

612 N/A

624 Hall, Hazel, House

585 N/A

638 Hoeber, Carl M. & Margaret, Building

604 Silverfield, Saul, House

605 Pillman, John F., House

601 Leffert, Herman, House

602 Sutherland, Fannie, House

597 Goodman, Jenette, House #1

584 Goodman, Jenette, House #2

575 Commodore Apartments

580 Goodman House

628 Citron, Bertha, House

614 Lucretia Court

613a Christ, M. P. & Anna, Building

613b Lesser, J., Building

603 Packard Service Building

598 Millar, Athob F., Building

583 Weist Apartments

519 Urban Investments, LLC Building

518 Birnbach, Max, Building

485 N/A

Compatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing 

Vacant

Secondary Contributing 

Vacant

Historic Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Vacant
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SITE ADDRESS

333 NW 23RD AVE

404-410NW23RDAVE

405NW23RDAVE

419NW23RDAVE

437NW23RDAVE

500-510NW23RD AVE 

505-525 NW 23RD AVE 

522-526 NW 23RD AVE 

530NW23RDAVE 

600-604 NW23RD AVE 

610-616NW23RDAVE 

621 NW23RDAVE 

622-638 NW23RD AVE 

701-717NW23RDAVE 

704-712 NW23RD AVE 

720-722 NW 23RD AVE 

724-728 NW 23RD AVE 

725NW23RDAVE 

730-738 NW23RD AVE 

733NW23RDAVE 

801-817NW23RDAVE

812-816 NW23RD AVE 

818-822 NW23RD AVE

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

484 Brill, I. C. & Rosenbaum, Edward E., 
	Building

453 L & G Ltd. Partnership Building

478 Dakem, Inc. Building

443 Chavigny, Charles L. & Mary K. 
	& M-C Associates, Building

418 Singer, Dr. Milton & Marilyn L., 
	Building #2

408 Burkhardt, Wilfred & Gustav, Building

347 Glisan Street Associates Building

349 Lessard, Dellmore & Goldie, Building

348 Campbell Hotel

325 Becker, Rudolph, House #2

295 Shepard, Mary, Building # 1

281 Zimmerman, Ferdinand, Building

247 Hock, Eugene, Building

208 McGinn Investment Co. Building

209 Kraemer, Elva F. & Otto, House

200 Munly, Mary, House #2

196 Munly, Mary, House #1

195 Oberdorfer, Augustus, House

166 Burke, A. M. & J. V., Building

165 Glicksman, Morris B., Building

131 Menashe, Ezra & Benveniste, Nissim, 
	Building

151 Korell, C. H. & F. M., Building

117 Froggatt, Henry L., Building

CLASSIFICATION

Compatible Noncontributing

Compatible Noncontributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Primary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing
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Resources

SITE ADDRESS

819-827 NW23RDAVE

826-830 NW 23RD AVE 

831-839NW23RDAVE 

902-910 NW23RD AVE 

919NW23RDAVE

921-927NW23RDAVE 
931-937NW23RDAVE

1001-1007 NW23RD AVE 

WI/315NW23RDAVE 

WI/333 NW 23RD AVE 

WI/404 NW 23RD AVE 

714-716NW24TH AVE

722 NW 24TH AVE 

824 NW 24TH AVE 

831 NW24THAVE 

909 NW 24TH AVE

912NW24THAVE 

916NW24THAVE 

927 NW 24TH AVE 

935NW24THAVE 

1714 NW COUCH ST 

1715NWCOUCHST 

1730 NW COUCH ST 

1806-1818 NW COUCH ST 

1811 NW COUCH ST

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

113 Prudhomme, William E. & Maude A., 
	Building

114 Laymond, M. F., Building

89 Mallory, F. B., Building

72 Eickorn, Annie, House

45 Merges, Ernest E. & M. E., House #2

44 Merges, Ernest E. & M. E., House #1
35 Jackson, Walter E., Building

25 McGinn, Edward E., Building

517 N/A

483 N/A

454 N/A

201 Child, Francis L and David H. 
	Rand Building

158 West, Alvin D., Building

112 Portland Fire Station No. 17

76 Clark, Orange, House

46 Klosterman, August & Josephine, 
	House

69 Ballis, William & Bertha, House

47 Ballis, William, House #1

43 Batchecon, Mary, House

27 Martin, John & Bertha, House

654 Gloria Apartments

623 Cathedral of Immaculate Conception

653 Casa del Rey Building

652 Simon, Sam, House

637 Tudor Arms Apartments

CLASSIFICATION

Secondary Contributing

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing

Historic Noncontributing 
Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Vacant

Vacant

Vacant

Primary Contributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing
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SITE ADDRESS INV. No. HISTORIC NAME CLASSIFICATION

1824 NW COUCH ST

1835 NW COUCH ST

1836 NW COUCH ST 

WI/1715 NW COUCH ST 

1809NWDAVISST

213INWDAVISST 

2141 NWDAVISST

2174NWDAVISST 

2175 NWDAVISST 

WI/2141 NWDAVISST 

1628NWEVERETTST 

1631 NWEVERETTST 

1634NWEVERETTST 

1731 NWEVERETTST 

1810 NWEVERETTST 

1819 NWEVERETTST 

1949 NWEVERETTST 

1956 NWEVERETTST 

1962 NWEVERETTST 

1975 NWEVERETTST 

2018 NWEVERETTST 

2032 NW EVERETT ST 

2041 NWEVERETTST 

2050 NW EVERETT ST

651 Gumming, James, House

636 McLain, John F., Building

650 Gumming, Eliza, House

572 N/A

594 Roberts, Joseph M. & 
	Catherine, Building

590 O'Hern, Michael, House

588 Seven Hundred Five Davis Street 
	Apartments

615 Kete 11 Manor Apartm ents

587 Ketell Manor Apartments

589 N/A

574 Whalen, Thomas & Lizzie, House

539 Whalen, Joseph, Apartments

573 Moore, H. A., House

536 Ravenswood Apartment

571 The Mordaunt Apartments

535 First Church of Christ, Scientist

534 Park Regent Apartments

568 Febuet, Emil & Annie, House

567 Febuet, John J. & Anna, Building

513 Regent Apartments

564 Beckman, Emily Kruse, Building

562 Prager-Lombard House

532 Williams Plaza

561 Branch, William, Building

Primary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Vacant

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Historic Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Vacant

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing

500 HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT



Resources

2078 NW EVERETT ST 

2081NWEVERETTST 

2104 NW EVERETT ST 

2112 NW EVERETT ST 

2122 NW EVERETT ST 

2125 NW EVERETT ST 

2130 NW EVERETT ST

2137 NW EVERETT ST; 
2141 - 2143 NW EVERETT ST

2138 NW EVERETT ST 

2146 NW EVERETT ST 

2149 NW EVERETT ST

2154 NW EVERETT ST

2155 NW EVERETT ST 

2160 NW EVERETT ST 

2162 NW EVERETT ST 

2165 NW EVERETT ST 

2173 NW EVERETT ST 

2176 NW EVERETT ST 

2199 NW EVERETT ST 

2209 NW EVERETT ST 

2210NW EVERETT ST 

2229 NW EVERETT ST 

2232 NW EVERETT ST 

2260 NW EVERETT ST 

2284 NW EVERETT ST

INV.NO. HISTORIC NAME

560 Mears, Antoinette P., House

531 The Metropolitan Apartments

558 Moorehead, Jessie, House

557 Moorehead, Jessie & M., House

556 Hern, Mary, House #2

529 Oberdorfer House

555 Hern, Mary, House #1

528 Bartels, F., House; Simon, 
	Nathan D., House

554 Clark, Theresa, Building

553 Friedenthal, Joe & Daisy, House

527 Miller, John C., House

552 Eindhard, B., House

526 Horn, Caroline, House

551 McGuire, William & Adelaide, House

550 Watson, Jason & Cecilia, Building

525 Reed, Charles A., House

524 Scanlan Apartments Building

549 O'Hern, Michael, House

523 Rose Plaza Building

522 Manhattan Apartments

547 Presidential Court Apartments

521 Hoge, Richard, House

546 Nortonia Hotel

545 Marshall Apartments

544 Portland Rose Apartment Building

CLASSIFICATION

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing

HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT 501



APPENDIX F

SITE ADDRESS

2310NWEVERETTST 

2328 NW EVERETT ST 

2337 NW EVERETT ST

2340 NW EVERETT ST

2341 NW EVERETT ST 

WI/1819 NW EVERETT ST 

WI/2328 NW EVERETT ST 

E/2065 NW FLANDERS ST 

1740 NW FLANDERS ST 

1812 NW FLANDERS ST 

1815 N W FLANDERS ST 

1931NW FLANDERS ST 

1936 NW FLANDERS ST 

1972 NW FLANDERS ST

1983 NW FLANDERS ST 

2015 NW FLANDERS ST 

2030 NW FLANDERS ST 

2046 NW FLANDERS ST 

2058 NW FLANDERS ST 

2065 NW FLANDERS ST

2068 NW FLANDERS ST 

2105 NW FLANDERS ST 

2110 NW FLANDERS ST 

2117 NW FLANDERS ST

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

543 Linde, B. C., Building

541 Merges, Ernest E., Building #2

516 Sewall, May, House

540 Giltner, Edmond C. & Patterson, 
	P. C., Building

515 Marshall, George A., House

507 N/A

542 N/A

468 N/A

509 Smith Auto Parts Co., Inc. Building

508 Chetapa Apartments

476 Knowles, Mary, House

434 Memorial Temple House

506b Northwest Annex

505 Congregation Beth Israel Schnitzer 
	Family Center

471 The Premier Apartments

470 Embassy Apartments

502 Eugene Apartments

501 Ormonde Apartment Building

500 Dayton Apartments

467 Twenty Sixty-Five Flanders 
	Apartments

499 Day, J. H., Building

480 Hartford Apartments

497 Marlborough Apartments

464 King, Laura A., House

CLASSIFICATION

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing

Primary Contributing

Vacant

Vacant

Vacant

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Compatible Noncontributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Compatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributina;

502 HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT



Resources

SITE ADDRESS

2124 NW FLANDERS ST 

2125NWFLANDERSST

2134 NW FLANDERS ST

2135 NW FLANDERS ST 

2144 NW FLANDERS ST 

2148 NW FLANDERS ST 

2152-2156 NW FLANDERS ST 

2155NWFLANDERSST 

2158-2160 NW FLANDERS ST 

2166-2170 NW FLANDERS ST 

2167 NW FLANDERS ST 

2180 NW FLANDERS ST 

2185 NW FLANDERS ST 

2207 NW FLANDERS ST 

2210NW FLANDERS ST 

2221 NW FLANDERS ST 

2233-2243 NW FLANDERS ST 

2250 NW FLANDERS ST

2329 NW FLANDERS ST

2330 NW FLANDERS ST 

2335 NW FLANDERS ST 

2347-2349 NW FLANDERS ST 

2363 NW FLANDERS ST 

2370 NW FLANDERS ST 

2381NW FLANDERS ST

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

496 Simon, David, Building

463 Fries, Hattie A., House

495 Flandora Apartments

462 The Bixby Manor Apartments

494 Simon, Nathan, House

493 Cook, Vincent, House

492 Noyes, Harriett J., House

461 Hefland, Irving & Elaine, Building

491 Beno, Louis P., House

490 Wallace, Julia, Building

460 Capri Apartments

489 Barker, Alonzo Ghiero, House

479 Stewart, Robert, House

457 Palace Court Apartments

487 Mead, Joshua Roberts, Building #1

456 Hampton Court Apartments

455 Cook, James, House

486 23rd & Flanders Medical Center 
	Building

452 Alsuhaimi, Khalid, House

482 Flanders Medical Center Building

451 Russell, George, House

450 Trevett-Nunn House

449 Adams, Charles F., House

481 Noble, Henry, House

448 Bates-Seller House

CLASSIFICATION

Historic Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Compatible Noncontributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing

HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT 503



APPENDIX F

SITE ADDRESS INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

WI/l740 NW FLANDERS ST 537

WI/1931 NW FLANDERS ST 43 5

WI/l972 NW FLANDERS ST 505

W/2015 N W FLANDERS ST 469

W/2167 NW FLANDERS ST 459

WI/2250 NW FLANDERS ST 520

1624NWGLISANST 441

1701-1719 NWGLISANST 407

1721-1723NWGLISANST 406

1731 NWGLISANST 405

1740 NW GLISAN ST 439

1805 NWGLISANST 410

1818 NWGLISANST 437

1961 NWGLISANST 367

2014 NWGLISANST 432

2033 NW GLISAN ST 365

2042-2050 NW GLISAN ST 430

2056 NW GLISAN ST 429

2066 NW GLISAN ST 428

2075 NW GLISAN ST 401

2100-2118 N W GLISAN ST 426

2122 NWGLISANST 425

2125 NWGLISANST 398

2131 -2137 NW GLISAN ST 397

2145-47 NWGLISANST 396

N/A

Temple Beth Israel

Congregation Beth Israel Schnitzer 
Family Center

N/A

N/A

N/A

Swedish Tabernacle

Earl Apartments

Doran, Hugh, House

Brigham, John R., House

Dosch, Henry, Building

Landenberger, C. A., House

Dosch, Henry, House #1

Couch Park

Biltmore Apartments

Couch School

Gardner, Bryson, Apartments

Classic Apartments

Westonia Apartments

Pope Investment Property

Wigman, Tys & Josephine, Building

Durst's Thriftway Grocery Building

McKinney Apartments

Gildner, Katie E., Apartments

Humphrey, F. Hackett & Lillian, House

CLASSIFICATION

Vacant

Secondary Contributing

Compatible Noncontributing

Vacant 

Vacant 

Vacant

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Vacant

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing

504 HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT



Resources

SITE ADDRESS

2155NWGLISANST

2167-2171 NW GLISAN ST 

2181NWGLISANST 

2186NWGLISANST 

2225 NW GLISAN ST 

2230 NW GLISAN ST 

2231NW GLISAN ST 

2246-2248 NW GLISAN ST 

2249 NW GLISAN ST 

2254 NW GLISAN ST 

2257 NW GLISAN ST 

2267 NW GLISAN ST 

2270 NW GLISAN ST

2280 NW GLISAN ST 

2324 NW GLISAN ST 

2343 NW GLISAN ST 

2346 NW GLISAN ST

2353 NW GLISAN ST

2354 NW GLISAN ST

2359 NW GLISAN ST

2360 NW GLISAN ST

2366 NW GLISAN ST

2367 NW GLISAN ST 

2372 NW GLISAN ST 

2375 NW GLISAN ST

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

395 Hansen, Hans, House

394 Jonland Corp. Building #2

382 Highland Court Apartments

424 Cecilia Apartments

392 Harris, Nathan, House

422 Hillside Garage

391 Gamble House

421 Graham House

390 McArthur, Lewis L., House

420 Burkhardt Apartments

389 Burkhardt, Alfred, Building

388 Tallynor Apartments

419a Piacentini, John B. & Louise H., 
	Building

419b Winchell's Donuts Building

417 N/A

386 MacConnell, C., House

416 Triplett, Harry & Delia, Apartments

385 Young House

415 Morgan, Fliedner & Boyce House

384 Hart, Mary B., House

414 Townsend, Tina, Building

413 Arne House

383 Goldsmith, Emma, Building

412b Zeedyk, Jana, House

381 Leiter, J. M., House

CLASSIFICATION

Primary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Vacant

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing

HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT 505



APPENDIX F

SITE ADDRESS

2386 NW GLISAN ST

WI/1610NWGLISANST

W/1818NWGLISANST

W/201 4 NW GLISAN ST

1703NWHOYTST

1704NWHOYTST

1710NWHOYTST

1711 NWHOYTST 
1716NWHOYTST

1717 NWHOYTST

1720 NWHOYTST

1727 NWHOYTST

1728 NWHOYTST

1734 NWHOYTST

1815 NWHOYTST

1823 NWHOYTST

1830 NWHOYTST

1901 -1947 NWHOYTST

1955 NWHOYTST

2049 NW HOYT ST

2061 NW HOYT ST

2 101 -2 103 NWHOYTST

2105 -2109 NWHOYTST

2111 NWHOYTST;2119NW 
HOYT ST

2 122-2 126 NWHOYTST

INV. No.

412a

442

438

431

328

375

374

327 
373

324

372

287

371

370

329

338

368

319

317

312

311

336

335

334

362

HISTORIC NAME

Burnett, John, House

N/A

N/A

N/A

Morrison, Hector & Susan, House

Trenkmann Houses #6

Trenkmann Houses #5

Fordyce, J. S. & Margaret, House 
Trenkmann Houses #4

Morrison, J. H., House #2

Trenkmann Houses #3

Buck, Carsten & Carrie Prager Building

Trenkmann Houses #2

Trenkmann Houses #1

Dooley, R. M., House

Flynn, Josie, House

Erickson, Charles D. & Irving T., 
Building

Hoyt Square Condominiums

Nineteen Fifty-five Hoyt Apartments

Hoyt Street Corp. Building

Couch, Caroline, Estate Building

Winter, Gustav, Jr., Building #1

Winter, Gustave, Jr., House #2

Winter, Gustav, Jr., House

Jonland Corp. Building #3

CLASSIFICATION

Primary Contributing

Vacant

Vacant

Vacant

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing 
Primary Contributing

Historic Noncontributing

Primary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing

Compatible Noncontributing

Primary Contributing

Historic Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

506 HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT



Resources

SITE ADDRESS

2123NWHOYTST 

2125NWHOYTST 

2133NWHOYTST 

2134NWHOYTST 

2139NWHOYTST 

2146NWHOYTST

2149NWHOYTST

2153-2159NWHOYTST 
2164NWHOYTST

2171 NWHOYTST 

2179NWHOYTST 

2182 NWHOYTST 

2187 NWHOYTST 

2217 NWHOYTST 

2221-2227 NWHOYTST 

2222 NW HOYT ST

2226 NW HOYT ST 

2234 NW HOYT ST

2241 NWHOYTST

2242 NW HOYT ST

2247 - 2249 NW HOYT ST

2248 NW HOYT ST 

2254 NW HOYT ST 

2257 NW HOYT ST 

2260 NW HOYT ST

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

309 Caplan, Mary, House #2

308 Caplan, Mary, House #1

307 Janion, Margaret, House

361 Bergman, Joseph, House

306 Griswold, Merritt C., House

360 Pollock, Joseph I. & Rose Marie, 
	Building

305 Constock, Julia B., House

304 Dickenson, Frank & Emma, House
359 The Houseman Apartments

333 Alyward, James, House #1

332 Alyward, James, House #3

358 Patricia Court Apartments

331 Aylward, James, House #2

302a Simon, Joseph, House #2

301 Harris, Simon, House #2

357 Society of Jesus, Oregon Provincial 
	Building

356 Casa Linda Apartments

355 Whitehearst, John G., House

300 Walls, Jason T. & Susie M., Building

354 Streibig, William, House

299 Lystrup, Meta, House

353 Streibig, Oscar & William, House

352 Campion, Harry F., House #2

298 Mclnnis House

351 Campion, Harry F. & Anna, House

CLASSIFICATION

Primary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Primary Contributing

Secondary Contributing 
Secondary Contributing

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing

HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT 507



APPENDIX F

SITE ADDRESS

2265 NW HOYT ST 

2268 NW HOYT ST 

2273 NW HOYT ST 

2281 NWHOYTST 

2307 NW HOYT ST

2323 NW HOYT ST

2324 NW HOYT ST

2325 NW HOYT ST

2326 NW HOYT ST 
2332 NW HOYT ST

2338 NW HOYT ST

2341 NWHOYTST

2342 NW HOYT ST 

2349 NW HOYT ST 

2353 NW HOYT ST

2356 NW HOYT ST 

2364 NW HOYT ST 

2386 NW HOYT ST 

WI/2335 NW HOYT ST 

WI/2182 NWHOYTST 

1640NWIRVINGST 

172INWIRVINGST

1729-1731 NWIRVINGST 

1735NWIRVINGST

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

297 Raxworthy, Sidney, House

350 Campion, Harry F., House #1

296 Becker, Rudolph, House #1

326 Becker, Rudolph, House #3

294 Interstate Fruit Growers Building

293 Ferguson, Jessie, House

346 Ferguson, Jessie & William, House #2

292 MacKenzie, Roderick, House

345 Hume, W. T., House
344 Ferguson, Jessie & William, House #1

343 Samberson, George, House

290 Arnell, E. H., House

342 Gardner, John, House

289 Ruddy, Joan, House

288 Twenty-three Fifty-three 
	Hoyt Apartments

341 Sweet, G. & G. C., House

340 Sutton, James, House

339 Morrow, Kate, House

291 N/A

303 N/A

280 Johnson, Julius & Barbara, Building

235 Couch Family Investment 
	Development #2

240 Couch Family Investment 
	Development #4

239 Couch Family Investment 
	Development #3

CLASSIFICATION

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing 
Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Vacant

Vacant

Secondary Contributing

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing

508 HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT



Resources

SITE ADDRESS INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

1801-1817 NWIRVINGST 233 

1808-1816 NWIRVINGST 277

1929 NWIRVINGST

1930 NWIRVINGST

1930 NWIRVINGST 

1943 NWIRVINGST 

1953 NWIRVINGST

1958 NWIRVINGST 
1963 NWIRVINGST

230

274

318

229

228

273
227

2004 - 2018 NW IRVING ST 271

2036 NWIRVINGST 270

2039 NW IRVING ST 224

2046 NW IRVING ST 269

2049-2063 NW IRVING ST 223

2066 NW IRVING ST 267

2067 NW IRVING ST 222

2109 NWIRVINGST 220

2120 NWIRVINGST 264

2127 NWIRVINGST 219

2136-213 8 NW IRVING ST 262

2142 NWIRVINGST 261

2147 NWIRVINGST 218

2148 NWIRVINGST 260

2156 NWIRVINGST 259

2157 NWIRVINGST 217

Associated Oil Building

First Immanuel Evangelical Lutheran 
Church Building

Loomis, R. E., & Day, Clark H., House

Heater, Lyle O. & Elizabeth F., 
Building

N/A

Walters Apartments

Burton, Hattie C., & Morecroft, 
C. C., House

Greenway Apartments 
Edlefsen, P. H., House

Irving Street Bowman Apartments 

MacKenzie, Dr. Kenneth, House 

Mills, Lewis, House 

Wilson, James, House 

Michos, Myrtle, House 

Swedish Society Linnea Hall 

Good, Elizabeth, House 

Barker Apartments 

N/A

Irving Apartments 

Strong, George, House #3 

Froggart, Henry L., House 

Ballou, Oscar, House 

Coswell, D.J., House 

Adeline Apartments 

Taubenheimer, Henry, House #1

CLASSIFICATION

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Vacant

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing 
Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Vacant

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing

HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT 509



APPENDIX F

SITE ADDRESS INV. No. HISTORIC NAME CLASSIFICATION

2166NWIRVINGST 258

2167-2177 NW IRVING ST 216

2176-2186 NW IRVING ST 257

2202-2208 NW IRVING ST 256

2215 NW IRVING ST 215

2222-2224 NW IRVING ST 255

2232 NW IRVING ST 254

2235 NW IRVING ST 214

2242 NW IRVING ST 253

2246 NW IRVING ST 252

2247 NW IRVING ST 213

2253-2259 NW IRVING ST 212

2254 NW IRVING ST 251

2260 NW IRVING ST 250

2267 NW IRVING ST 211

2270 NW IRVING ST 249

2274-2276 NW IRVING ST 248

2277-2279 N W IRVING ST 210

2311-2317 NW IRVING ST 207

2321 -2323 N W IRVING ST 206

2330 NW IRVING ST 246

2333 NW IRVING ST 205

2335 NW IRVING ST 204

2343 NW IRVING ST 203

2344 NW IRVING ST 245

The Nordel Apartments 

Georgian Court Apartments 

Goss, Elizabeth, Apartments 

Shepherd, Mary, Building #2 

Roosevelt Court Apartments 

Clary, Letitia, House 

Dunbar, Mary E., House #3 

Bates, George W., House 

Dunbar, Mary E., House #2 

Dunbar, Mary E., House #1 

Cohn, Lilly, House 

Shermanski, Sadie F., House 

King, Amos N., House #2 

King, Amos N., House #1 

Smith, Katherine A., House 

Geisy, Andrew & Ida, House 

Geisy, Ida H., House 

Hilton, Charles A., House

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing

Catlin, John R. & Helen A., Building Noncompatible Noncontributing

Hoffman, Julia E., House

Singer, Dr. Milton & Marilyn L., 
Building #1

Harris, Simon, House #1 

Jeffery, E. J., House 

Cohen, Isaac Lesser, House

Historic Noncontributing 

Compatible Noncontributing

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing

Spencer, Charles H. & Anna E., House Secondary Contributing

510 HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT



Resources

SITE ADDRESS INV. No. HISTORIC NAME CLASSIFICATION

2356 NWIRVING ST 244

2357 NW IRVING ST 202

2378 NW IRVING ST 243

2391NW IRVING ST 241

WI/2066 NW IRVING ST 268

1809 NW JOHNSON ST 150 

1914-1934 NW JOHNSON ST 192

1937 NW JOHNSON ST 148

1944 NW JOHNSON ST 191

1954 NW JOHNSON ST 190
1964 NW JOHN SON ST 189

1969 NW JOHNSON ST 105

2031 N W JOHNSON ST 146 

2043-2045 NW JOHNSON ST 145

2049 NW JOHNSON ST 144a

2050 NW JOHNSON ST 186

2051 NW JOHNSON ST 144b 

2055-2057 NW JOHNSON ST 143

2058 NW JOHNSON ST 185

2068 NW JOHNSON ST 184

2076 NW JOHNSON ST 183

2083 NW JOHNSON ST 142

2136 NW JOHNSON ST 179

2146 NW JOHNSON ST 178

2151 N W JOHNSON ST 140

Hibernia Saving Bank Building

Bach, Katie, House

Fruit & Flower Day Nursery Building

Rand, Ella C., House

N/A

Ayer-Shea House

Lovejoy Medical Center, Inc. Building

Failing, Olivia, House

Teshnor Manor

Georgian Apartments 
Belmar Apartments

Van Buskirk, George H. & 
Thelma, House

Lindquist Apartments

Whitemore, Chester A., Building #2

Whitemore, Chester A., Building #1

Lewis, C. H., House

Stroh, Ronald R., House

Oak Park Land Company Building

Gardner, Robert, House

Lowell, E., House

Harvard Apartments

American Apartment Building

Ivas Apartments

Meyers, J. C., Building

Lich, Emil, Building

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Vacant

Primary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing 
Secondary Contributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing

HISTORIC ALPHABET DISTRICT 511



APPENDIX F

SITE ADDRESS

2160 NW JOHNSONS!

2165 NW JOHNSONS!; 
2169 NW JOHNSONS!

2174-2186 NW JOHNSON S! 

2202 NW JOHNSONS! 

2205 NW JOHNSON S! 

2208-2212 NW JOHNSON S! 

2216-2222 NW JOHNSON S! 

2217 NW JOHNSONS! 

2224 NW JOHNSON S! 

2227 NW JOHNSON S!

2234 NW JOHNSON S!

2235 NW JOHNSON S! 

2248 NW JOHNSON S!

2255 NW JOHNSON S!

2256 NW JOHNSON S! 

2265 NW JOHNSON S! 

2266-2268 NW JOHNSON S! 

2271-2273 NW JOHNSON S! 

2275-2279 NW JOHNSON S! 

2276 NW JOHNSON S! 

2285 NW JOHNSON S! 

2311NW JOHNSONS!

2323 NW JOHNSON S!

2324 NW JOHNSON S! 

2332 NW JOHNSON S!

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

177 Mclver, Douglas D., Building

139 Oswego Properties, Inc. Building

176 Taubenheimer, Henry, House #2

175 Hufford, W.S., House #1

137 Cohn, S. Morton, House

174 Hufford, W. S., House #2

173 Goodman, Hardee, House

136 Ellis, A. S., House

172 Strowbridge, Justus M., House

135 Schwab, 0. J., House

171 Sprague-Marshall-Bowie House

134 Rose Apartments

170 Tanner, Albert H., House

133 O'Brien, John !., Building

169 Smith, Mary J. G., House

132 Geiser, E. J., Building

168 Friedenthal, S. Jonas, House

155 Hammermann, Emma, House

154 Gurganus, Helen F., Building

167 Nixon, Ann E., House

153 King, Amos N., House #3

130 McGinn Building

129 Korell, C. H. & H. J, House

164 Elcarlos Apartments

163 Barman, Sophie, House

CLASSIFICATION

Compatible Noncontributing 

Compatible Noncontributing

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing
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Resources

SITE ADDRESS

2335-2337 NW JOHNSON ST 

2344 NW JOHNSON ST

2345 NW JOHNSON ST 

2350 NW JOHNSON ST 

2351NW JOHNSON ST 

2354-2358 NW JOHNSON ST 

2355 NW JOHNSON ST 

2361NW JOHNSON ST 

2362-2368 NW JOHNSON ST 

2367 NW JOHNSON ST 

2373 NW JOHNSON ST 

2377 NW JOHNSON ST 

2381 NW JOHNSON ST 

2401-2423 NW JOHNSON ST 

2425 NW JOHNSON ST 

1942NWKEARNEYST 

1959-1963 NW KEARNEY ST 

1962 NW KEARNEY ST 

1977 NW KEARNEY ST 

1987NWKEARNEYST

2010NW KEARNEY ST 

2015 NW KEARNEY ST 

2023 NW KEARNEY ST 

2035 NW KEARNEY ST 

2043 NW KEARNEY ST

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

128 Furnell, W. G., House

162 King, Amos N., House #5

127 Bernard, Anna S., House

161 Cooper, C. F., House

126 Blocksom, David, House

160 The Hawthorne Estate House

125 Kurdy Apartments

118 Williams, W. H., House

159 Cadron, Eliza. House

124 Bays, John, House #4

123 Bays, John, House #3

122 Bays, John, House #2

\ 52 Bays, John, House # 1

120 Simost Manor Co. Building

119 Jones, F. A. & Mary Emily, House

107 Corbett, William H., House

68 Derr, George Wesley, Jr., Building

106 Perkins, Richard, House

75 Bacon, Charles P., House

74 Stuart, Charles F., & MacLeod, 
	Hugh S, Building

104 Culver, Inc., Building #2

73 Chesterbury Apartments

66 Reinhard, J. F., House

65 Wallace, H. W., House

64 Anderson, Ole H., House #4

CLASSIFICATION

Primary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing
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APPENDIX F

SITE ADDRESS

2050 NW KEARNEY ST 

2055 NW KEARNEY ST 

2058 NW KEARNEY ST 

2061NW KEARNEY ST 

2066 NW KEARNEY ST 

2069 NW KEARNEY ST 

2076 NW KEARNEY ST 

2086 NW KEARNEY ST 

2112-2116 NW KEARNEY ST 

2140 NW KEARNEY ST 

2176 NW KEARNEY ST 

2182-2188 NW KEARNEY ST
2237 NW KEARNEY ST 

2247 NW KEARNEY ST 

2250 NW KEARNEY ST

2264 NW KEARNEY ST

2265 NW KEARNEY ST 

2272 NW KEARNEY ST 

2301-2307 NW KEARNEY ST 

2312 NW KEARNEY ST 

2322 NW KEARNEY ST

2326 NW KEARNEY ST

2327 NW KEARNEY ST 

2334 NW KEARNEY ST 

2337 NW KEARNEY ST 

2341NW KEARNEY ST

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME

103

63

102

62

101

61

100

99

98

97

96

95
58

57

92

91

55

90

54

88

87

86

53

85

52

51

Culver, Inc. Building #1 

Anderson, Ole H., House #3 

Vogt, John, House 

Anderson, Ole H., House #2 

Wolf, Nathan, House 

Anderson, Ole H., House #1 

The Roosevelt Apartments 

The Kearney Apartments 

Concannon, Gerald J., Building #1

CLASSIFICATION

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing

Housing Authority of Portland Building Noncompatible Noncontributing

The King Estate House #1

King, Amos N., House #4 
Hutchings, F. J., House

Bettman, Adalbert G., House

Hazelwood Chronic & Convalescent 
Hospital

Elborall, Isabel, House 

The King Estate House #3 

Larowe, Nina, Building 

Kraemer, Kenneth, Building 

Martin, Harry J., House 

Brown, Teresa, House 

Welisch, Louise, House 

Wolfe, Phillipa, House 

Cullison, L. A., House 

Wood, Lydia A., House 

Korell, Charles H., House #2

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing 
Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing
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Resources

SITE ADDRESS INV. No. HISTORIC NAME CLASSIFICATION

2342 NW KEARNEY ST 84

2347 NW KEARNEY ST 50

2348-2350 NW KEARNEY ST 83

2353-2357 NW KEARNEY ST 49

2354-2356 NW KEARNEY ST 82

2360-62 NW KEARNEY ST 81

2367 NW KEARNEY ST 48

2368 NW KEARNEY ST 80

2374 NW KEARNEY ST 79

2377 NW KEARNEY ST 71

2382 NW KEARNEY ST 78

2387 NW KEARNEY ST
2388 NW KEARNEY ST

70
77

W/2250 NW KEARNEY ST 93

W/2250 NW KEARNEY ST 94

WI/2116 NW KEARNEY ST 141

110NWKINGAVE 626

117NWKINGAVE 616

118NWKINGAVE 617

2011NWLOVEJOYST 23

2012NWLOVEJOYST; 40 
2020 NW LOVEJOY ST; 
2030 NW LOVEJOY ST

2015 N W LOVEJOY ST; 22 
2023 NW LOVEJOY ST; 
2029 NW LOVEJOY ST

2037 NW LOVEJOY ST 21 

2049 NW LOVEJOY ST; 20

Daugherty, Lucy, House 

Korell, Charles H., House #1 

Korell, C. H. & F. M., House #2 

Parkhurst, Annie T., Building 

The King Estate House #2 

Rothschild, Otto, House #2 

Howell, George, House 

Rothschild, Otto, House #1 

Bays, John, House #6 

Korell, Charles H., House #4 

Bays, John, House #5

Korell, Charles H., House #3 
Jacobson, W. J., House

N/A

N/A

N/A

Young, Jason D., Building

City Trust Co. House

The King Davis Apartments

Lee Apartments

Lovejoy Commons Condominiums

Metropolitan Homes, Inc. Building

Bingham House

Metropolitan Homes, Inc. Building

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing 
Primary Contributing

Vacant

Vacant

Vacant

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Compatible Noncontributing

Primary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing
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APPENDIX F

SITE ADDRESS

2051 NWLOVEJOYST

2050 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2051NWEOVEJOYST 

2060 NW LOVEJOY ST

2067 NW LOVEJOY ST

2068 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2074 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2323 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2326 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2331 NWLOVEJOYST 

2343 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2348 NW LOVEJOY ST

2355 NW LOVEJOY ST 
2358 NWLOVEJOYST

2363 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2368 NW LOVEJOY ST

2373 NW LOVEJOY ST

2374 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2382 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2385 NWLOVEJOYST 

2388 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2415 NWLOVEJOYST 

2424 NW LOVEJOY ST 

WI/1927 NW LOVEJOY ST 

2030 NW MARSHALL ST

2038 NW MARSHALL ST; 
2046 NW MARSHALL ST

INV. No. HISTORIC NAME CLASSIFICATION

39

19

38

18

37

36

15

34

14

13

33

12
32

11

31

10

30

29

9

28

8

26

24

5

4

Harding, H. Clagett, House 

Powell, W. E. & Effie, House 

Friendly, Julius C., Apartments 

Couch, Mary H., House 

Barbour, Willie, House 

Peters, Joseph, Building 

Wilcox, Davis, House 

Paget, Edward T., Building 

Strong, George, House #1 

Strong, George, House #2 

Orthopods, Inc. Building

Beard, Anais, House 
Wilbur, Alice H., Building

Van Duyn, Frank, House #2 

Patterson, W. H., House 

Van Duyn, Isaac, House #3 

Ballis, William, House #3 

Ballis, William, House #2 

Van Duyn, Isaac, House #1 

Beno & Ballis House 

Durkheimer, Delia F., House 

Brewster, William L., House 

N/A

Carmen Apartments 

Metropolitan Homes, Inc. Building

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Primary Contributing 
Primary Contributing

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Vacant

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing
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Resources

SITE ADDRESS INV. No. HISTORIC NAME CLASSIFICATION

2062 NW MARSHALL ST 3a

2076 NW MARSHALL ST 3b

11 NW TRINITY PL 649

27 NW TRINITY PL 646

37 NW TRINITY PL 640

117 NW TRINITY PL 618

120 NW TRINITY PL 619

133 NW TRINITY PL 611

201NW TRINITY PL 608 

2320 - 2326 NW WESTOVER RD 600 

2328-2330 NW WESTOVER RD 596

2332 NW WESTOVER RD 582

2356 NW WESTOVER RD 538
2360 NW WESTOVER RD 514

1703-1719 WBURNS1DEST 659

1721-1735 WBURNSIDEST 658

1955-1967 W BURNSIDE ST 648

2139 W BURNSIDE ST 644

2157 WBURNSIDEST 643

2165 W BURNSIDE ST 635

2235-2241 W BURNSIDE ST 641

2255-2261 W BURNSIDE ST 634

2275 W BURNSIDE ST 632

W/2165 W BURNSIDE ST 642

WI-824NW24TH AVE 121

Marion Court Apartments 

Marshall Street Corp. Garage 

Garland, Nella L., Building 

Kinney, Timothy, House 

Hanebut, F. W. M., Building 

Trinity Place Apartments 

Belle Court Apartments 

Abendroth, Fritz, Building 

Beck, Laura Alice, House 

23rd Street Garage

Edgar, Walter G. & May K., Building 

Merges, Ernest E., Building #1

Mead, Joshua Roberts, Building #2 
Noble, H. E. & Ella, House

Bushmark Hotel

Rummelin, Johanna C., Building

Angela Hotel Co. Building

Morton Apartments

Jaeger Apartments

Ringside Restaurant

Abbey Apartments

Hill Hotel

Burtchaell, Marion M., & Crowl, 
Fred C., & Elizabeth M., Building

N/A

Kegg, Bruce B., Building

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Historic Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Historic Noncontributing

Primary Contributing 
Secondary Contributing

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Primary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Compatible Noncontributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Secondary Contributing 

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Vacant

Compatible Noncontributing
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APPENDIX F

SITE ADDRESS INV. No. HISTORIC NAME CLASSIFICATION

WI/I735WBURNSIDEST 656 N/A Vacant

WI/2011 WBURNSIDEST 577 N/A Vacant

WI/2139WBURNSIDEST 631 N/A Vacant

WI/2165 WBURNSIDEST 630 N/A Vacant
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Legal Description Addendum

INV.# SITE ADDRESS TAX # STATE ID LEGAL DESCRIPTION

4/1 2046 NW MARSHALL ST R606600I50 1N1E33BA 3000 -- of Lot 8, Block 1 in NOB HILL 
ROWHOMES

4/2 203 8 NW MARSHALL ST R606600130 1N1E33BA 2900 -- of Lot 7, Block 1 in NOB HILL 
ROWHOMES

20/1 2049 NW LOVEJOY ST R606600010 1N1E33BD 700 -- of Lot 1, Block 1 in NOB HILL 
ROWHOMES

20/2 2041NW LOVEJOY ST R606600030 1N1E33BD 600 -- of Lot 2, Block 1 in NOB HILL 
ROWHOMES

22/1 2029 NW LOVEJOY ST R606600070 1N1E33BD 400 - of Lot 4, Block 1 in NOB HILL 
ROWHOMES

22 / 2 2023 NW LOVEJOY ST R606600090 1N1E33BD 300 -- of Lot 5, Block 1 in NOB HILL 
ROWHOMES

22/3 2015NWLOVEJOYST R606600110 1N1E33BD 200 -- of Lot 6, Block 1 in NOB HILL 
ROWHOMES

32 / 1 2358/3 NW LOVEJOY ST R290000150 1N1E33BC1 90003 -- of Lot 3, Block - in FORBES HOUSE 
CONDOMINIUM

32/2 2358/2 NW LOVEJOY ST R290000100 1N1E33BC1 90002 -- of Lot 2, Block - in FORBES HOUSE 
CONDOMINIUM

32/3 2358/1 NW LOVEJOY ST R290000050 1N1E33BC1 90001 -- of Lot 1, Block - in FORBES HOUSE 
CONDOMINIUM

40 a 1 2012/1NWLOVEJOYST R511700050 1N1E33BD8 40001 - of Lot 1, Block -- in LOVEJOY 
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

40a2 2012/2NWLOVEJOYST R511700100 1N1E33BD8 40002 -- of Lot 2, Block -- in LOVEJOY 
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

40 a 3 2012/3NWLOVEJOYST R511700150 1N1E33BD8 40003 -- of Lot 3, Block - in LOVEJOY 
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

40 a 4 2012/4NWLOVEJOYST R511700200 1N1E33BD8 80004 - of Lot 4, Block -- in LOVEJOY 
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

40 b 1 2020/1 NW LOVEJOY ST R511700250 1N1E33BD8 40005 -of Lot 5, Block--in LOVEJOY 
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

40 b 2 2020/2 NW LOVEJOY ST R511700300 IN 1E33BD8 40006 - of Lot 6, Block -- in LOVEJOY 
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

40 b 3 2020/3 NW LOVEJOY ST R511700350 1N1E33BD8 40007 -- of Lot 7, Block -- in LOVEJOY 
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM
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INV.# SITE ADDRESS TAX# STATE ID LEGAL DESCRIPTION

40 b 4 2020/4 NW LOVEJOY ST R511700400 1N1E33BD8 40008 --of Lot 8, Block - in LOVE JOY
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

40 c 2 2030/2 NW LOVEJOY ST R511700500 1N1E33BD8 40010 --of Lot 10, Block--in LOVEJOY
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

40 cl 2030/1 NW LOVEJOY ST R511700450 1N1E33BD8 40009 --of Lot 9, Block--in LOVEJOY
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

40 c 3 2030/3 NW LOVEJOY ST R511700550 1N1E33BD8 40011 - of Lot G-l, Block--in LOVEJOY
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

40 c 4 2030/4 NW LOVEJOY ST R511700560 1N1E33BD8 40012 - of Lot G-2, Block- in LOVEJOY
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

40 c 5 2030/5 NW LOVEJOY ST R511700570 1N1E33BD8 40013 - of Lot G-3, Block-in LOVEJOY
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

40 c 6 2030/6 NW LOVEJOY ST R511700580 1N1E33BD8 40014 - of Lot G-4, Block -- in LOVEJOY
COMMONS CONDOMINIUM

95/1 2182-88 NW KEARNEY ST R452300170 1N1E33BD 12200 --of Lot--, Block - in KEARNEY COURT
CONDOMINIUM

95/2 2182-88 NW KEARNEY ST R440920050 1N1E33BD1210001 - of Lot 1, Block-- in KEARNEY COURT
CONDOMINIUM

111/1 822NW22NDAVE R452300180 1N1E33BD 12000 N 1/2 OF of Lot 16, Block 1 in KINGS 2ND
ADDITION

111/2 820 NW 22ND AVE R452300186 1N1E33BD 11900 S 1/2 OF of Lot 16, Block 1 in KINGS 2ND
ADDITION

139 /1 2169 NW JOHNSON ST R431400060 1N1E33BD 11200 - of Lot 3, Block 1 in JOHNSON STREET
TOWNHOUSES

139/2 2165 NW JOHNSON ST R431400080 1N1E33BD 11300 - of Lot 4, Block 1 in JOHNSON STREET
TOWNHOUSES

142 / 1 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400030 1N1E33BD9 30025 - of Lot 1, Block - in BALL PARC
AMERICAN CONDO

142/2 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400060 1N1E33BD9 33062 --of Lot 2, Block-in BALL PARC
AMERICAN CONDO

142/3 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400090 1N1E33BD9 30061 - of Lot 3, Block--in BALL PARC
AMERICAN CONDO

142/4 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400120 1N1E33BD9 30060 - of Lot 4, Block - in BALL PARC
AMERICAN CONDO
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INV.# SITE ADDRESS TAX # STATE ID LEGAL DESCRIPTION

142/5 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400150 1N1E33BD9 30059 -- of Lot 5, Block -- in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/6 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400180 1N1E33BD9 30064 - of Lot 20, Block -- in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/7 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400240 1N1E33BD9 30062 - of Lot 21, Block - in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/8 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400270 1N1E33BD9 30066 -- of Lot 24, Block -- in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/9 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400300 1N1E33BD9 30068 -- of Lot 25, Block - in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/10 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400330 1N1E33BD9 30069 -- of Lot 26, Block -- in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/11 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400360 1N1E33BD9 30071 - of Lot 30, Block -- in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/12 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400390 1N1E33BD9 30072 -- of Lot 31, Block -- in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/13 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400420 1N1E33BD9 30070 -- of Lot 32, Block - in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/14 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400450 1N1E33BD9 30073 -- of Lot 33, Block - in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/15 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400480 1N1E33BD9 30074 -- of Lot 34, Block - in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/16 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400510 1N1E33BD9 30076 - of Lot 35, Block - in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/17 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400540 1N1E33BD9 30077 - of Lot 36, Block - in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/18 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400570 1N1E33BD1030079 - of Lot 40, Block - in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/19 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400600 1N1E33BD1030080 -- of Lot 41, Block -- in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/20 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400630 1N1E33BD1030078 -- of Lot 42, Block -- in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO

142/21 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400660 1N1E33BD1030081 - of Lot 43, Block - in BALL PARC 
AMERICAN CONDO
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INV.# SITE ADDRESS TAX # STATE ID LEGAL DESCRIPTION

142/22 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400690 1N1E33BD1030082 --of Lot 44, Block--in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/23 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400720 1N1E33BD1030084 --of Lot 45, Block--in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/24 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400750 1N1E33BD1030085 -- of Lot 46, Block ~ in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/25 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400780 1N1E33BD1030087 --of Lot 50, Block--in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/26 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400810 1N1E33BD1090088 -of Lot 51, Block--in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/27 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400840 1N1E33BD1030086 --of Lot 52, Block-in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/28 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400870 1N1E33BD1030089 -ofLot 53, Block- in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/29 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400900 1N1E33BD1030090 -of Lot 54, Block-in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/30 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400930 1N1E33BD1030092 -of Lot 55, Block-in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/31 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400960 1N1E33BD1030093 - of Lot 56, Block — in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/32 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051400990 1N1E33BD1030095 - of Lot 60, Block - in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/33 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R05140120 1N1E33BD1030096 — of Lot 61, Block — in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/34 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051401050 1N1E33BD1030094 -of Lot 62, Block-in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/35 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051401080 1N1E33BD1030097 - of Lot 63, Block - in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/36 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051401110 1N1E33BD1030098 - of Lot 64, Block - in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/37 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051401140 1N1E33BD1030100 — of Lot 65, Block — in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC

142/38 2083 NW JOHNSON ST R051401170 1N1E33BD1030101 -- of Lot 66, Block - in 
AMERICAN CONDO

BALL PARC
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INV.# SITE ADDRESS TAX# STATE ID LEGAL DESCRIPTION

156/1 808 NW 22ND AVE R431400020 1N1E33BD 11000 - of Lot 1, Block 1 in JOHNSON STREET
TOWNHOUSES

156/2 806NW22NDAVE R431400040 1N1E33BD 10900 --of Lot 2, Block 1 in JOHNSON STREET
TOWNHOUSES

212/1 2255 NW IRVING ST R419700050 1N1E33BC4 60001 - of Lot 1, Block - in IRVING HOUSE
CONDOMINIUM

212/2 2257 NW IRVING ST R419700100 1N1E33BC4 60002 --of Lot 2, Block--in IRVING HOUSE

212/3 2259 NW IRVING ST R419700150 IN 1E33BC4 60003 --of Lot 3, Block--in IRVING HOUSE

212/4 2253-2259 NW IRVING ST R419700200 IN 1E33BC4 60004 --of Lot 4, Block--in IRVING HOUSE

216/1 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600050 1N1E33BD1120001 --of Lot 1, Block--in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/2 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600500 1N1E33BD1120007 -of Lot 10, Block - in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/3 2167-2177NWIRVINGST R312600550 1N1E33BD1120014 - of Lot 11, Block--in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/4 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600600 1N1E33BD1120008 - of Lot 12, Block - in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/5 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600650 1N1E33BD1120009 - of Lot 13, Block-in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/6 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600700 1N1E33BD1120010 - of Lot 14, Block-in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/7 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600750 1N1E33BD1120015 - of Lot 15, Block-in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/8 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600100 1N1E33BD1120002 - of Lot 2, Block-in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/9 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600150 1N1E33BD1120003 - of Lot 3, Block - in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/10 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600200 1N1E33BD1120004 - of Lot 4, Block-in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/11 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600250 1N1E33BD1120011 - of Lot 5, Block - in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/12 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600300 1N1E33BD1120005 - of Lot 6, Block - in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS
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216/13 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600350 1N1E33BD1120012 --of Lot 7, Block--in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/14 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600400 1N1E33BD1120006 - of Lot 8, Block--in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

216/15 2167-2177 NW IRVING ST R312600450 1N1E33BD1120013 --of Lot 9, Block--in GEORGIAN COURT
CONDOS

219/1 2127 NW IRVING ST,#B1 R419600020 1N1E33BD1 90022 - of Lot Bl, Block--in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/2 2127NWIRVINGST, #B2 R419600040 1N1E33BD1 90023 --of Lot B2, Block - in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/3 2127 NW IRVING ST, #101 R419600060 1N1E33BD1 90016 --of Lot 101, Block-in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/4 2127 NW IRVING ST, #102 R419600080 1N1E33BD1 90013 --of Lot 102, Block - in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/5- 2127NWIRVINGST,#103 R419600100 1N1E33BD1 90019 - of Lot 103, Block--in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/6 2127NWIRVINGST,#104 R419600120 1N1E33BD1 90010 --of Lot 104, Block - in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/7 2127NWIRVINGST,#105 R419600140 1N1E33BD1 90001 --of Lot 105, Block--in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/8 2127 NW IRVING ST, #106 R419600160 1N1E33BD1 90007 -- of Lot 106, Block - in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/9 2127NWIRVINGST,#107 R419600180 1N1E33BD1 90004 - of Lot 107, Block--in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/10 2127NWIRVINGST, #201 R419600200 1N1E33BD1 90017 - of Lot 201, Block-in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/11 2127 NW IRVING ST, #202 R419600220 1N1E33BD1 90014 - of Lot 202, Block - in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/12 2127 NW IRVING ST, #203 R419600240 1N1E33BD1 90020 - of Lot 203, Block - in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/13 2127NWIRVINGST,#204 R419600260 1N1E33BD1 90011 - of Lot 204, Block-in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/14 2127NWIRVINGST,#205 R419600280 1N1E33BD1 90002 - of Lot 205, Block-in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS
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219/15 2127NWIRVINGST, #206 R419600300 1N1E33BD1 90008 --of Lot 206, Block--in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/16 2127 NW IRVING ST, #207 R419600320 1N1E33BD1 90005 -- of Lot 207, Block -- in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/17 2127NWIRVINGST,#301 R419600340 1N1E33BD1 90018 --of Lot 301, Block--in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/18 2127NWIRVINGST,#302 R419600360 1N1E33BD1 90015 --of Lot 302, Block-in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/19 2127NWIRVINGST,#303 R419600380 1N1E33BD1 90021 --of Lot 303, Block--in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/20 2127NWIRVINGST,#304 R419600400 1N1E33BD1 90012 --of Lot 304, Block--in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/21 2127NWIRVINGST,#305 R419600420 1N1E33BD1 90003 - of Lot 305, Block--in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/22 2127NWIRVINGST,#306 R419600440 1N1E33BD1 90009 --of Lot 306, Block--in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

219/23 2127NWIRVINGST,#307 R419600460 1N1E33BD1 90006 - of Lot 307, Block - in IRVING CLASSIC
CONDOS

225 a 1 2015 NW IRVING ST R405850090 1N1E33BD6 60003 - of Lot 2A3, Block - in HUBBARD
HOUSE CONDO

225 a 2 2013 NW IRVING ST R405850110 IN 1E33BD6 60004 --of Lot 2 A4, Block--in HUBBARD
HOUSE CONDO

225 a 3 2011NW IRVING ST R405850130 1N1E33BD6 60005 - of Lot 2 A5, Block-in HUBBARD
HOUSE CONDO

225 bl 713NW20THAVE R405850150 1N1E33BD6 60006 - of Lot 3 A6, Block - in HUBBARD
HOUSE CONDO

225 b 2 709 NW 20TH AVE R405850170 1N1E33BD6 60008 - of Lot 3A7, Block - in HUBBARD
HOUSE CONDO

225 b 3 707NW20THAVE R405850190 1N1E33BD6 60009 - of Lot 3 A8, Block - in HUBBARD
HOUSE CONDO

225 b 4 705NW20THAVE R405850210 1N1E33BD6 60010 - of Lot 3 A9, Block-in HUBBARD
HOUSE CONDO

225 c 1 2027 NW IRVING ST R405850070 1N1E33BD6 60001 - of Lot 1A2, Block - in HUBBARD
HOUSE CONDO 
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225 c 2 2029 NW IRVING ST R405850050 1N1E33BD6 60002 -- of Lot 1A1, Block -- in HUBBARD 
HOUSE CONDO

225 d 1 2021 NW IRVING ST R405850290 1N1E33BD6 60013 -- of Lot 4 A12, Block --in HUBBARD 
HOUSE CONDO

225 d 2 2019 NW IRVING ST R405850270 1N1E33BD6 60012 - of Lot 4A11, Block -- in HUBBARD 
HOUSE CONDO

225 d 3 2017 NW IRVING ST R405850250 1N1E33BD6 60011 --of Lot 4A10, Block--in HUBBARD 
HOUSE CONDO

225 WI/2011 -2027 NW IRVING COMMON N/A 
ST

- of Lot -, Block -- in CAMPBELL 
TOWNHOUSE CONDOS

236 a 715NW17THAVE R130500050 1N1E33AC3 90002 - of Lot 715, Block -- in CAMPBELL 
TOWNHOUSE CONDOS

236 b 719NW17THAVE R130500070 1N1E33AC3 90001 -of Lot 719, Block--in CAMPBELL 
TOWNHOUSE CONDOS

236 c 1705 NW IRVING ST R130500090 1N1E33AC3 90003 - of Lot 1705, Block -- in CAMPBELL 
TOWNHOUSE CONDOS

236 d 1709 NW IRVING ST R130500110 IN 1E33AC3 90004 -- of Lot 1709, Block - in CAMPBELL 
TOWNHOUSE CONDOS

236 e 1715 NW IRVING ST R130500130 IN 1E33AC3 90005 -- of Lot 1715, Block - in CAMPBELL 
TOWNHOUSE CONDOS

236 f 1719 NW IRVING ST R130500150 IN 1E33AC3 90006 - of Lot 1719, Block - in CAMPBELL 
TOWNHOUSE CONDOS

271 / 1 2004/1 NW IRVING ST R014300010 1N1E33BD7 50004 -- of Lot 1, Block -- in ALHAMBRA 
CONDOMINIUMS

271/2 2004/2 NW IRVING ST R014300020 1N1E33BD7 50003 - of Lot 2, Block -- in ALHAMBRA 
CONDOMINIUMS

271/3 2004/3 NW IRVING ST R014300030 1N1E33BD7 50005 - of Lot 3, Block -- in ALHAMBRA 
CONDOMINIUMS

271/4 2004/4 NW IRVING ST RO14300040 1N1E33BD7 50006 -- of Lot 4, Block - in ALHAMBRA 
CONDOMINIUMS

271/5 2018/5 NW IRVING ST R014300050 1N1E33BD7 50002 - of Lot 5, Block -- in ALHAMBRA 
CONDOMINIUMS

271/6 2018/6 NW IRVING ST R014300060 1N1E33BD7 50001 - of Lot 6, Block - in ALHAMBRA 
CONDOMINIUMS
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271/7 2018/7NWIRVINGST R014300070 1N1E33BD7 50007 -- of Lot 7, Block -- in ALHAMBRA 
CONDOMINIUMS

271/8 2018/8NWIRVINGST R014300080 1N1E33BD7 50008 -- of Lot 8, Block -- in ALHAMBRA 
CONDOMINIUMS

271 WI/2004-20018NWIRVING COMMON N/A 
ST

-- of Lot --, Block - in ALHAMBRA 
CONDOMINIUMS

302 a 1 2217NWHOYTST R785700050 1N1E33BD3 80001 -- of Lot 2217, Block -- in SPRAUER 
CONDOMINIUM

302 a 2 2217NWHOYTST R785700100 1N1E33BD3 80002 -- of Lot 2217A, Block -- in SPRAUER 
CONDOMINIUM

302 bl 615NW22NDAVE R785700400 1N1E33BD3 80004 - of Lot 615B, Block-in SPRAUER 
CONDOMINIUM

302 b 2 615NW22NDAVE R785700350 1N1E33BD3 80003 --of Lot 615, Block-in SPRAUER 
CONDOMINIUM

302 cl 601NW22NDAVE R785700150 1N1E33BD3 80008 -- of Lot 607, Block -- in SPRAUER 
CONDOMINIUM

302 c 2 607 NW 22ND AVE R785700300 1N1E33BD3 80006 - of Lot 607, Block - in SPRAUER 
CONDOMINIUM

302 c 3 605 NW 22ND AVE R785700250 1N1E33BD3 80007 --of Lot 605, Block--in SPRAUER 
CONDOMINIUM

302 c 4 603 NW 22ND AVE R785700200 1N1E33BD3 80005 --of Lot 603, Block--in SPRAUER 
CONDOMINIUM

302 WI/2217NWHOYTST COMMON N/A --of Lot--, Block-in SPRAUER 
CONDOMINIUM

319/1 1901-1947NWHOYTST R405830040 1N1E33AC1 80005 - of Lot 101, Block - in HOYT SQUARE 
CONDOMINIUM

319/2 1901-1947NWHOYTST R405830060 1N1E33AC1 80004 - of Lot 102, Block - in HOYT SQUARE 
CONDOMINIUM

319/3 1901-1947NWHOYTST R405830220 1N1E33AC1 80014 - of Lot 201, Block ~ in HOYT SQUARE 
CONDOMINIUM

319/4 1901-1947 NW HOYT ST R405830240 1N1E33AC1 80013 - of Lot 202, Block - in HOYT SQUARE 
CONDOMINIUM

319/5 1901-1947NWHOYTST R405830380 1N1E33AC1 80022 - of Lot 301, Block - in HOYT SQUARE 
CONDOMINIUM
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319/6 1901-1947 NWHOYTST R405830400 1N1E33AC1 80021 - of Lot 302, Block - in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

319/7 1901-1947 NWHOYTST

319/8 1901-1947 NWHOYTST

R405830080 1N1E33AC1 80003 -- of Lot 103, Block - in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

R405830260 1N1E33AC1 80012 -- of Lot 203, Block -- in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

319/9 1901-1947 NWHOYTST R405830420 1N1E33AC1 80020 --of Lot 303, Block-in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

319/10 1901-1947 NWHOYTST R405830100 1N1E33AC1 80002 -- of Lot 104, Block -- in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

319/11 1901-1947 NWHOYTST R405830280 1N1E33AC1 80011 --of Lot 204, Block--in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

319/12 1901-1947 NWHOYTST R405830440 1N1E33AC1 80019 - of Lot 304, Block--in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

319/13 1901-1947 NWHOYTST

319/14 1901-1947 NWHOYTST

319/15 1901-1947 NWHOYTST

R405830120 1N1E33AC1 80001 --of Lot 105, Block--in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

R405830300 1N1E33AC1 80010 --of Lot 205, Block--in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

R405830460 1N1E33AC1 80018 - of Lot 305, Block--in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

319/16 1901-1947 NWHOYTST R405830200 1N1E33AC1 80006 - of Lot 109, Block - in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

319/17 1901-1947 NWHOYTST

319/18 1901-1947 NWHOYTST

R405830180 1N1E33AC1 80007 - of Lot 108, Block--in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

R405830160 1N1E33AC1 80008 - of Lot 107, Block -- in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

319/19 1901-1947 NWHOYTST R405830140 1N1E33AC1 80009 - of Lot 106, Block -- in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

319/20 1901-1947 NWHOYTST

319/21 1901-1947 NWHOYTST

319/22 1901-1947 NWHOYTST

R405830360 1N1E33AC1 80015 - of Lot 208, Block -- in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

R405830340 1N1E33AC1 80016 --of Lot 207, Block--in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM

R405830320 1N1E33AC1 80017 --of Lot 206, Block-in HOYT SQUARE
CONDOMINIUM
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319/23 1901-1947NWHOYTST R405830480 IN 1E33AC1 80024 -- of Lot 306, Block -- in HOYT SQUARE 
CONDOMINIUM

358/1 2182/1 NW HOYT ST R827000010 1N1E33BD5 70001 -- of Lot 1, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/2 2182/2 NW HOYT ST R827000020 1N1E33BD5 70002 -- of Lot 2, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/3 2182/3 NW HOYT ST R827000030 1N1E33BD5 70003 -- of Lot 3, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/4 2182/4NWHOYTST R827000040 IN 1E33BD5 70004 - of Lot 4, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/5 2182/5NWHOYTST R827000050 1N1E33BD5 70005 -- of Lot 5, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/6 2182/6NWHOYTST R827000060 1N1E33BD5 70007 -- of Lot 6, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/7 2182/7NWHOYTST R827000070 1N1E33BD5 70008 -- of Lot 7, Block - in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/8 2182/8NWHOYTST R827000080 1N1E33BD5 70010 -- of Lot 8, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/9 2182/9NWHOYTST R827000090 1N1E33BD5 70012 -- of Lot 9, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/10 2182/10NWHOYTST R827000100 1N1E33BD5 70013 -- of Lot 10, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/11 2182/11NWHOYTST R827000110 1N1E33BD5 70014 -- of Lot 11, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/12 2182/12NWHOYTST R827000120 1N1E33BD5 70015 -- of Lot 12, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/13 2182/14NWHOYTST R827000140 1N1E33BD5 70016 -- of Lot 14, Block - in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/14 2182/15NWHOYTST R827000150 1N1E33BD5 70006 - of Lot 15, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/15 2182/16NWHOYTST R827000160 1N1E33BD5 70011 -- of Lot 16, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO

358/16 2182/17NWHOYTST R827000170 1N1E33BD5 70009 -- of Lot 17, Block -- in THE BARRINGTON 
CONDO
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500/1 2058 NW FLANDERS, #1 R869300500 1N1E33CA1 90008 of Lot 1-2, Block --in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

500/2 2058 NW FLANDERS, #2 R869300530 1N1E33CA1 90007 of Lot 2-2, Block --in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

500/3 2058 NW FLANDERS, #3 R869300560 1N1E33CA1 90002 of Lot 3-2, Block --in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

500 / 4 2058 NW FLANDERS, #4 R869300590 1N1E33CA1 90001 of Lot 4-2, Block --in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

500/5 2058 NW FLANDERS, #5 R869300620 1N1E33CA1 90013 of Lot 5-2, Block --in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

500/6 2058 NW FLANDERS, #6 R869300650 1N1E33CA1 90011 of Lot 6-2, Block --in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

500/7 2058 NW FLANDERS, #7 R869300680 1N1E33CA1 90012 of Lot 7-2, Block --in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

500/8 2058 NW FLANDERS, #8 R869300710 1N1E33CA1 90010 of Lot 8-2, Block - in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

501/1 2046 NW FLANDERS R869300020 IN 1E33CA1 90003 of Lot 1-1, Block --in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

501/2 2046 NW FLANDERS R869300080 1N1E33CA1 90006 of Lot 3-1, Block --in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

501/3 2046 NW FLANDERS R869300110 1N1E33CA1 90005 of Lot 4-1, Block--in WL MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

501/4 2046 NW FLANDERS R869300140 1N1E33CA1 90009 of Lot 13-1, Block - in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

501/5 2046 NW FLANDERS R869300170 1N1E33CA1 90015 of Lot 21-1, Block-in WL MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

501/6 2046 NW FLANDERS R869300200 IN 1E33CA1 90021 of Lot 22-1, Block - in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

501/7 2046 NW FLANDERS R869300230 1N1E33CA1 90019 of Lot 23-1, Block --in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

501/8 2046 NW FLANDERS R869300260 1N1E33CA1 90017 of Lot 24-1, Block --in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO

501/9 2046 NW FLANDERS R869300290 1N1E33CA1 90014 of Lot 31-1, Block - in W L MORGAN 
HISTORIC CONDO
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501/10 2046 N W FLANDERS

501/11 2046 N W FLANDERS

501/12 2046 NW FLANDERS

503 a 1 333/UN4 NW 20TH AVE

503 a 2 333/UN3 NW 20TH AVE

503 a 3 333/UN2 NW 20TH AVE

503 a 4 333/UN1 NW 20TH AVE

R869300320 1N1E33CA1 90020 of Lot 32-1, Block--in W L MORGAN
HISTORIC CONDO

R869300350 1N1E33CA1 90016 of Lot 33-1, Block--in W L MORGAN
HISTORIC CONDO

R869300380 1N1E33CA1 90018 of Lot 34-1, Block--in W L MORGAN
HISTORIC CONDO

R828400201 1N1E33CA2 80004 -- of Lot 4, Block -- in
THE HUESNER HOUSE CONDO

R828400151 1N1E33CA2 80003 --of Lot 3, Block--in
THE HUESNER HOUSE CONDO

R828400100 1N1E33CA2 80002 -- of Lot 2, Block -- in
THE HUESNER HOUSE CONDO

R828400051 1N1E33CA2 80001 -- of Lot 1, Block -- in THE
HUESNER HOUSE CONDO

503 WI/333 NW 20TH AVE COMMON N/A - of Lot -, Block - in THE 
HEUSNER HOUSE CONDO

506 a 335NW19THAVE R180226570 1N1E33DB 2700 --of Lot 1-8, Block 275 in COUGHS ADD

506 b 1936 NW FLANDERS R180226570 1N1E33DB 2700 - of Lot 1-8, Block 275 in COUGHS ADD

528 bl 2137/1NWEVERETTST R158610050 1N1E33CA6 50003 - of Lot 2137-A, Block--in CITY ESTATES
CONDO

528 b 2 2137/2NWEVERETTST R158610100 1N1E33CA6 50004 --of Lot 2137-B, Block -- in CITY ESTATES
CONDO

528 b 3 2137/3NWEVERETTST R158610150 1N1E33CA6 50005 - of Lot 2137-C, Block-in CITY ESTATES
CONDO

528al 2141-43/1NWEVERETTST R158610200 1N1E33CA6 50002 --of Lot 2141, Block--in CITY ESTATES
CONDO

528 a 2 2141-43/2 NW EVERETT ST R158610250 1N1E33CA6 50001 - of Lot 2143, Block - in CITY ESTATES
CONDO

549/1 2176 NW EVERETT ST R261400100 1N1E33CA5 60001 -of Lot 2, Block-in EVERETT HOUSE
CONDO

549/2 2176 NW EVERETT ST R261400050 1N1E33CA5 60002 of Lot 1, Block in EVERETT HOUSE
CONDO
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549/3 2176NWEVERETTST R261400150 IN 1E33CA5 60003 -- of Lot 3, Block -- in EVERETT HOUSE 
CONDO

549/4 2176/1 NW EVERETT ST R261400050 1N1E33CA5 60000 -- of Lot 4, Block - in EVERETT HOUSE 
CONDO

571/1 1810 NW EVERETT ST R813900050 IN 1E33DB2-80001 -- of Lot 101, Block - in SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

571/2 1810 NW EVERETT ST R813900100 IN 1E33DB2-80002 - of Lot 102, Block- in SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

571/3 1810 NW EVERETT ST R813900150 1N1E33DB2-80003 - of Lot 103, Block - in SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

571/4 181ONW EVERETT ST R813900200 IN 1E33DB2-80004 - of Lot 104, Block- in SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

571/5 1810 NW EVERETT ST R813900250 1N1E33DB2-80005 - of Lot 201, Block - in SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

571/6 1810 NW EVERETT ST R813900300 IN 1E33DB2-80006 -- of Lot 202, Block - in SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

571/7 1810 NW EVERETT ST R813900350 1N1E33DB2-80007 -- of Lot 203, Block - in SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

571/8 1810 NW EVERETT ST R813900400 IN 1E33DB2-80008 - of Lot 204, Block - in SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

571/9 1810 NW EVERETT ST R813900500 1N1E33DB2-80010 - of Lot 302, Block - in SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

571/10 1810 NW EVERETT ST R813900550 IN 1E33DB2-80011 - of Lot 303, Block - in SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

571/11 1810 NW EVERETT ST R813900600 IN 1E33DB2-80012 -- of Lot 304, Block - in SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

571/12 1810 NW EVERETT ST R813900010 1N1E33DB2-80000 COMMON ELEMENTS, SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

571/13 1810 NW EVERETT ST R813900450 IN 1E33DB2-80009 -- of Lot 301, Block - in SUTTON PLACE 
CONDOMINIUM

579/1 221-227NW18THAVE R862900050 1N1E33DB1 90004 -- of Lot 221, Block -- in VICTORIAN 
HOUSE CONDO

579/2 221-227NW 18THAVE R862900150 1N1E33DB1 90003 -- of Lot 223, Block - in VICTORIAN 
HOUSE CONDO
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579/3 221-227NW 18THAVE R862900200 1N1E33DB1 90001 -- of Lot 225, Block -- in VICTORIAN 
HOUSE CONDO

579/4 221-227NW 18THAVE R862900250 1N1E33DB1 90002 --of Lot 227, Block--in VICTORIAN 
HOUSE CONDO

588/1 2141/101NWDAVISST R754900100 IN 1E33CA3 70003 -- of Lot 101, Block -- in 705 DA VIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/2 2141/102NWDAVISST R754900120 IN 1E33CA3 70002 - of Lot 102, Block -- in 705 DA VIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/3 2141/103 NWDAVISST R754900140 1N1E33CA3 70001 -- of Lot 103, Block -- in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/4 2141/104NWDAVISST R754900160 IN 1E33CA3 70004 - of Lot 104, Block ~ in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/5 2141/203 NWDAVISST R754900220 1N1E33CA3 70005 -- of Lot 203, Block -- in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/6 2141/204 NWDAVISST R754900240 IN 1E33CA3 70006 - of Lot 204, Block -- in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/7 2141/301 NWDAVISST R754900320 1N1E33CA4 70009 -- of Lot 301, Block - in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/8 2141/3 02 NWDAVISST R754900340 1N1E33CA4 70011 ~ of Lot 302, Block -- in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/9 2141/303 NWDAVISST R754900360 1N1E33CA4 70014 -- of Lot 303, Block - in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/10 2141/304 NWDAVISST R754900380 1N1E33CA4 70017 -- of Lot 304, Block -- in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/11 2141/403 NWDAVISST R754900420 1N1E33CA4 70013 -- of Lot 403, Block -- in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/12 2141/404 NWDAVISST R754900440 1N1E33CA4 70016 -- of Lot 404, Block -- in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/13 2141/501 NWDAVISST R754900520 1N1E33CA4 70008 - of Lot 501, Block -- in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/14 2141/502 NWDAVISST R754900540 1N1E33CA4 70010 -- of Lot 502, Block -- in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM

588/15 2141/503 NWDAVISST R754900560 1N1E33CA4 70012 - of Lot 503, Block -- in 705 DAVIS 
CONDOMINIUM
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INV.# SITE ADDRESS TAX # STATE ID LEGAL DESCRIPTION

588/16 2141/504 NW DA VIS ST R754900580 1N1E33CA4 70015 --of Lot 504, Block--in 705 DAVIS
CONDOMINIUM

588/17 2141/603 NW DAVIS ST R754900620 IN 1E33CA4 70007 --of Lot 603, Block--in 705 DAVIS
CONDOMINIUM

588/18 2141/701 NW DA VIS ST R754900720 1N1E33CA4 70020 - of Lot 701, Block -- in 705 DAVIS
CONDOMINIUM

588/19 2141/702NWDAVISST R754900740 1N1E33CA4 70019 --of Lot 702, Block - in 705 DAVIS
CONDOMINIUM

588/20 2141/703 NW DAVIS ST R754900760 1N1E33CA4 70018 - of Lot 703, Block -- in 705 DAVIS
CONDOMINIUM
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N.W. MARSHALL ST. City of Portland 
Bureau of Planning 
Geographic 
Information System

March 16,2000

LEGEND

Plan Boundary

Primary Contributingf188Q-1905)

Secondary Contributingf1906-1940)

Historic Noncontributing

Compatible Noncontributing

Noncompatible Noncontributing

Vacant

NOTE: This map illustrates aiea bounded by individual
taxtots and does not display actual building footprints.
In the case of a condominium, the build ing it divided
into rauttiph! parcels to indicate separate ownership
andtaxhrt.
For Building footprints, please see map on page xx.

INFORMATION SOURCES:

'Euriotx Originally pnduccsl by Oregon Depl. of Revenue. 
Modified and updated by Mutnomah County famsmati & 
Taxation and Portland OepL of Tran*ntotion. Updated 
through Jan. 5OOO. Accuracy - +A .1 feft

All dalz ODmpjIed from faunx mtferialiai diffen-nl Bcalel 
for mote detail, please refer to the source material* or 
Oty of toitland, Bureau of Plann fng.

Ihe infotmation on the map was derived from digital data- 
basoontheOtvofPortlan<i,BurBauofPlaiininjCIS. Cue 
«rai latei in the cicaion of tSli map but * li provided *al 
«". The Qy of Rntland cannot accept any rtaponvbility 
forerro^ omiKfon^orponlwnal accuiacy, and therefore^ 
theift aie no warranties vi^ikn accoraparY t'1^ pnaducL 
Howeuer, notification of any erron will be-appreciated,
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NFS Form 10-900-a OMB Approval No. 1024-0013 
(8-86)

United States Department of the Interior
National Park Service

National Register of Historic Places 
Continuation Sheet

Section number ——— Page ———

SUPPLEMENTARY LISTING RECORD 

NRIS Reference Number: 00001293 Date Listed: 11/16/2000

Alphabet Historic District Multnomah OR 
Property Name County State

N/A
Multiple Name

This property is listed in the National Register of Historic 
Places in accordance with the attached nomination documentation 
subject to the following exceptions, exclusions, or amendments, 
notwithstanding the National Park Service certification included 
in the nomination documentation.

7
/ Signature/or the Keeper Date of Action 

Amended Items in Nomination:

Resource Count:
The number of resources previously listed in the National Register is: 66.

Significance:
Commerce is added as an area of significance under Criteria A and Criteria B. 
[This best reflects the district's significant historic association as the preferred 
residential neighborhood of prominent local professionals, businessmen, and 
entrepreneurs who contributed to the nineteenth and early twentieth century 
economic development of Northwest Portland.]

The Significant Persons noted under NR Criterion B refer specifically to those 
individuals justified through the documentation provided in previously listed NR 
nominations. The remaining individuals cited in the current nomination are 
considered to have had a cumulative importance to the district under National 
Register Criterion A, reflecting the "broad patterns" of community development. 
(See NR Bulletin 32, pp. 7-9; and attached list.)

These revisions were confirmed with Nancy Niedernhofer at the OR SHPO.

DISTRIBUTION:
National Register property file
Nominating Authority (without nomination attachment)
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United States Department of the Interior
National Park Service

National Register of Historic Places 
Continuation Sheet

Section number Page

SUPPLEMENTARY LISTING RECORD

NRIS Reference Number: 00001293

Alphabet Historic District 
Property Name

N/A
Multiple Name

Date Listed: 11/16/2000

Multnomah 
County

OR 
State

This property is listed in the National Register of Historic 
Places in accordance with the attached nomination documentation 
subjeict to the following exceptions, exclusions, or amendments, 
notwithstanding the National Park Service certification included 
in the nomination documentation.

/ Signature/Xr the Keeper 
s~~ ^/

Date of Action

Amended Items in Nomination: 

(Continued)

Significance:
The Significant Persons noted under NR Criterion B include:

Charles F. Adams 
G. Bates 
Joseph Bergman 
Lewis Mills 
Albert H. Tanner 
Lucy Trevett 
George H. Williams

W. B. Ayer
F.Jacobs
Dr. K. A. J. Mackenzie
Julia Hoffman
Dr. Jonah Wise
Lloyd B. Wickersham

These revisions were confirmed with Nancy Niedernhofer at the OR 
SHPO.

DISTRIBUTION:

National Register property file
Nominating Authority (without nomination attachment)


